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Endorsements
"I have been uSIngthe first edition since 2003 as core management prlnclples-and.practlcai topics dtscussed therein made It
an eKtremely usefulreference even for practitioners, I am happy to note that the second edition is making the contents of
the textbook even more applr.cable In the current technoIOll.I~1 context by Inc.orporatlng management of Optical & MPLS
networks Widely de~16yed In the telecornrnunlcetions networ~. dlsclissing broadband wireless ne~orks manageme·nt that
'are now ubiquitous and the evolution of standards and teChnolOlllesgovemlng the actual Implementation oflhe NMS il$elf,
rile addition of discussions around Cygnet NMS to Illustrate the NMS architecture concepts and implementation
considerations are quite. useful. t am sure the bock will serve the heeds of both students tn academ·lcs as well as the
·telecom and networking p'rofesslona~s,·

-Nagarajan;
Head, NMS R&D Services, Tech Mahindra, Cbennai, India

Sankar

"Many congratulations! It is 8 wonderful.book with lots of minute details on Network Management.
T am sure it will be a ready handbook for the student/professional communities.

My sincere thanks for your timeaod efforr in bringing out. the second edition oftbetextbook."

-Seetharaman,
Head, ITMC &'Cable NOC, Bharti Airtel Limited, C~.illl(ii, India

v.

"Professor Subramanian has-a remarkableabllity to-set complex network engineering-and associated
network management problems In context with well-written explanaions and real-work! examples
that deal with the varied demands placed on converging telecommunications networks. and tbe
design and operotio.n of the underpinnlngmenagement systems and protocols,

This book will be extremely useful resource for graduate and postgraduate students on CSIEE
courses including those studying in their first year of PhD in Telecommunications Engineering, as it
provides a fantastic coverage of a wide runge of funciamental network managcmenr issues. I for one
will be using It for my graduate students."

-Parr, Gerrard
School of Computing and Information Engineering, University of UI5te~, Coleraine campus,
Londonderry, Ireland

"Dr. Subramanian's Network Management Principles· and Practce provides the most thorough
treatment of network management 10 date. There is no fluff in this book. II ,is for the serious,
interested reader. It proceeds from the ground up, starting with common network management
protocols and continuing to cover telecommunications management and broadband network
management, focusing on WANs, optical networks, wireless networks, and horne networks. Each
chapter builds nicely upon previous chapters so that there is a logical delivery of infcrrnarion.
Chapter 9, "Network Management Tools, Systems, and Engineering" is a very usefu], practjcal
chapter. It provides the reader with the know-how to perform hands-on network management with
various management tools. Cbapter 10 .covers the classic model of the Telecommunicetions
Management Network, indispensable for understanding network management: Chapter II covers
Other important aspects of network management, including mull management, performance
management, security management, policy-based. management, and service level management.
Further, Chapter II includes n section on event-correlation methods, Iypi,c.rilly norfound in books on
network management, and this is refresbing, These two chapters provide a solid foundariou for
understanding the management of W ANs, optkal networks, wireless networks, ·and home nerworks
in the subsequent chapters, Chapter 16 covers forward-looking topics in network management,



-Lundy
Department Chair & Professor, Southern New Hampshire Urriversity. Manchester, USA

Lewis

a problem statemeni sell! the scene for a detailed coverage on oerwork management s)'slem~ and
their associated protocols. Mapping of TMN and eTOM gives a well-rounded view of both the
technical and business process aspects of network management for the telecorn operator. Real
industry examples provide the much-needed meeting ground of theory and practical
implementations, Dr. Subramanian's experience with the implementation of network management
in major telcos lends authenticity to the treatment of this interesting subject, To, summarize; the
book would be valuable to students and professionals alike."

including web-based enterprise management and XML- based management approaches. There are
appendices on Project Suggestions and Laboratory Tutorials that render tbe book quite well-suited
fur usc in a course on network 'management. All in all. Dr. Suhramanian's book provides a serious,
first-rate treatment of the subject."

"This book fills a long-standing need. While .there is an abundance of courses and textbooks that
deal with typical topics in networking, there is a lack 'of such books for Network Management.
Often, concepts' and technologies related to Network Management are relegated. to the last few
cbapters.This book brings out the litct that there is a wealth of detail in this area, which is important
fur practjrioners as well as students.

-Aiyappail
Head. CNMS, T$ Communications Lu,t., Mumbai, India.

Pillai

litis book gives comprebensive details of all aspects of network management, in different types of
.contemporary networks. Reading it would save pracunoners considerable lime and effort, which
(bey might otherwise put into reading diverseonline SOurces. This book also provide's (be syllabus
'structure required for a full-fledged course on Networking Management. II: would be appropriate for
students at tbe undergraduate as well as postgraduate levels,"

-Sridhar
Indian Institute of Technology Bombay. Mumbai, India

Iyer

"11 is a vel)' comprehensive book on Network Management Systems addressing the needs of
academia, industry both..R&D and Operations. Coming from a person who bas worked on all these
functions in telecoms, the good thing about the second edition is the coverage of various
technologies like Wireless;' broadband, home networking and the challenges thesetechnologies 'pose
1olheNl'yfS."

-ChaJupathi Rae
Vice President & Head Global Delivery. Tata Communications Transformation Services Ltd.,
Chennai, lniliil

'''Mani Subramanian's book has been of great help in our undergraduate Network Management
course.

The book provides both a top-down view (In 'Network Management approaches nnil a bottom-lip
view of the management information available in almost any Jdnil of network technology allC)
envlronmenrs.In particular, it offers quick and vsual orientation in the jungle of Mills available in
all kinds of equipment.

The new edition kept the Spira of tile first edition, but enhanced it significantly with new and helpful
visualisations, examples and contemporary management scenaros.

The presentation is interspersed with the author's long-standing experience wilb Network
Management and its tools; which helps the reader to gain S' deep understanding of tbe reasoning
'behind Network.Management models, protocols, servces and tools."

=--Markus
Blekinge Institute of Technology, Karlskrona, Sweden

Fiedlor

"This edition takes off from the previous one with a renewed perspective on network.management,
incorporating relevant developments eyer the past decade. The trearment of tile topic beginning with



Preface
Nctwork-ccnrrtc world and Role of Network Management

The world in the information era has become network-centric. Daily life, both personal and institutional, is
network-centric. Century-old telephone technology has brought us today to the converged telecommunications and
data communications technology era. We are linked to and interface with the globally "flat-world" via e-lifeline.
The .infermanon ern has buib a world of information networks and systems that we need to operate, administer,
maintain, and provision on an on-going bask That is our cballen~e.

Areas of manegementofnetworka.eystems, and appllcations in data and telecommunlearlon services are not only
the reSponsibility of teleccmmunicaiions and networking industriesand standards bodies but also of the academic
world, Students graduating from technicnl colleges and universities are expected to-be prepared to usc a network
and also to design and to manage one, The existing procedure to design and. test some key networks is heuristic.
Personnel with experience; and sometimes without, designnetworks and test 'them in live situations. Acorporaton
hardly functions today without the deployment of local area networks (LANs) in !llCir networking environmenl.
The majority of homes in developed l18tions have a home network dstriburing.vo ce, video. and data information.
Witb the, proliferating use of the internet and Web technology, the subject of networking and network management
bas become part of the academic curriculum. Th.is textbook, introduced ten years ago, has been part of this
evolution. This new edition brings newtechno ogiesand services to undergraduate-and graduate classrooms in the
broad arena ofwhat is 'known as network management.

Justificntion for II Textbook on Network Management

Over a decade ago when Istarted teaching. a course on network management, there was it need for 8 textbook that
satisfied quarter/semester requirements, The adoption.ef'jhls book by colleges and universities across the world bas
-partially filled tllnt void. Just as networking education has been brougbt from the graduate to the undergraduate
level. this edition of tile textbook has been upgraded so that early parts of the book can be used at the junior and the
senior undergraduate level and latter parts at [he graduate level. It also addresses [he audience of self learners who
want to get into or gain knowledge of network management.

Once again, a note about tbe title of this rook: As noted in the earlier edition, therele does not truly-reflect tile
contents of the book because we want to keep it succinct. The book covers management principles, practices, and
technologes fur managing networks, systems, applications, and. services. The book is designed io be se1f-
contained, so tbatthe student does nor have to traverse in and our ofjhis book's domain. An attempt has been made
to strike the right balance between theoretical background and p(actioal aspects ofoerworking. The treatment of
practical aspects includes some real-world 'examples and "war stories." If "a picture is worth a thousand words,"
this book containsabout a million. Just as a programming course requires hands-on programming exercises, so
does a network management course. So ~ve have: added laboratory tutorials to the appendix, which supplement
classroom teaching.

A major-additiou to the book is 'the expanded treatment of'brcadband network management. IIcovers "triple play"
services of voice. video, and data communications. Ii spans the network over the segments of wide area network
(WAN), -access networks to home, and 'home distributlon networks including ..LANs. Multimedia communications
is covered from the aspects of wired transmission media of cable. 'digital subscriber line. and optical fiber as well
as fixed and -mobile wireless.

Th is,book exposes the student10 current netwQrk management technolOgy. Atthe completion of a course using ihi$
book, the student could either ente,r .the .indu,stry ,,'ab adequnte networking knowledge or graduate SC,hoolto purSue
further re,search and specialization.

About the Contents

The book is divided into four parts. Part I deals with background material on networking and networking
technologies. Part n addresses network management archjtectures and protocols. The focus is on SNMP and IP
network management. Part ill extends network management to the management of telecommunications, which
includes networks, systems, operations and business services; and management applications. The last, and final,
Part IV concludes with the management of broadband networks and the latest trends in' management technology.

Pan l.consists of Chapters I and_2. Chapter 1 presents an overview.of'networking nod nerwork.managernent.dt is
intended not only as a background and top-down information, but also as a motivation for the student. Cbapter 2
reviews networking technology with a slant on management aspects. The course, ror which this textbook is
intended, assumes thlil the student bas bas ic knowledge of data communicaticns and net working. However, we,
review them ~riefly in Chapters laud '2. It is extremely difficult to cover much more than the basics of protocols,

.algorhhms, snd procednres of transport protocol layers 2, 3, arid 4, as well 'as basic rud iments of components of
LAN and WAN networks in such a 'course: Not much. technology can be covered, 'and network.management
depends strongly OIL managing network components !bat are based on an 'ever-evolving technology. hence the
.presence of Chapter 2. It can be either skipped or covered in parts by the, instnctor, Relevant sections could also be
used' whim dealjng wjth.subjects in Parts.Il, lIT. and N. However, it would be usefulas referencematerial for non-
classroom I!:amers who want an lntroduction to networking and network management.

Chapters 3 through 9 form Part Il. Basic foundations or models that are needed to' build various network
.management architectures and protocols are covered. OSI-bnsed network management is rarely used. but has SOllie

strong fundamental concepts, For complereness of the subject, it i!; included in Appendix A. SNMP-based
protocols that manage TCPIIP networks are covered in Chapters 4 through 8. Chapters 4 and 5 are devoted to
learning the concepts and use of'SNMP (version I) in network management. Chapters 6 and 7 deal with the
additional specifications defined in versions 2 and 3. Chapter 8 extends network management using remote
monitor!n,!! capabilities, Chapter 9 discusses' networking and network management tools, TIle architecture and
features of some of the widely used.network and.system management systems are also covered.

Network management is more than just managing the network infrastructure, Pan: Ul addresses tbis from the
service. business, and III'ptic'ations points of view. Chapter 10 extends the management ares to "cover broader
aspects of network management :from managing network elements and networks 19 service and business
management 8S addressed in Telecommunications Managemen. Network (TMN) standards. The knowledge
acquired on management tools and systems, as well.as on principles in Part 11, .is applied to practical applications in
managing fault, configuration, performance, security. and accounting. which forms the contents of Chapter I I.

The demarcation of telecommunications and data communicatons is becoming increasingly fuzzy in broadband
communications. Ln Part IV, the broadband network is segmented into WAN, access network, and home
distribution network. Cbapter 12 deals with WAN.IP tcclmology has been extensively dealt with in Parts r and IT.
The management of ATM network, MPLS network, and optical SONET/SDHlDWOM network management is
covered 10 Chapter 12. Chapter 13 addresses' wired broadband access networks in bringing services.from core
W AN to home. Management of cable, DSL, and PON are the three technologies lhat we cover. Fixed and mobile
wireless access network management form the subject matter of Chapter 14. Having brought voice, video, and data
of broadband service to home, it needs to be-distributed inside customer premises and managed. This is the-topic of
discussion In Chapter 1.5.

The Impact Of emerging technologies in ,a Wef>.b.ased ,and object-oriented milItagement !iy~.m is the 'future of
management techno logy, which is addressed .in Chapter 16.

'Sugge'stiohS fur Ccurse SyllaQus

Parts I and {[along with tbe Laboratory Tutorials .in Appendix C form a unit for undergraduate courses, Parts ill
and IV are suitable for graduate-level courses ,vith senior-level students admitted with the oonsent of the instructor.



The complete contents of the book are more than can be covered in a quarter or even a semester course. The
instructor may do a "mix and match" between chapters 10 suit, local needs if SNMP basics and some of the
broadband network management are to be covered in one semester. independent of the choice, a project to
accompany the course is recommended, 'nod suggestions are given in AppendlxB.

For a dedicated course on network management, there.areseveral choices. If thefocus is 011 SNMP management,
then Chapters 6 through 8 covering SNMPv2, SNMPv3, and RMON, respectively, can be used. That can be
fu Ilowed with network management tools and systems (Chapter 9) and applications (Chapter II).

If teleeommunicatons is 'emphasized (this is more likely in computer engineering schools), then it would be.good
to include Telecommunications Management Network (Chapter 10).

If'broadband services are, taught at 'the school, thcn.PartIv' (Chapters 12-16) could be included,

P'i-naJly; if the school has a research program on network management, 'it is suggested that in 'addition to the special
Mens of interest, management applicutions in Chapter I I be dealt with in depth, In addition, adequate treatment of
Advanced Management Topics (Chapter 16) ls strongly suggested.

T() the Insrructor

This textbook is designed as a dual-level book. II can be used (or undergraduate courses al. 'UICjunior or the senior
level or for graduate-level courses, 11assumes that the studenl has taken 8 prerequisite course in either data or
telecornmunicarion network or bas equivalent knowledge, However, the book does revew networking from .a
management focus prior to dealing directly with the main subject of network management.

With tbe prolific growth of networking, network menagement is expected to become part of the academic
curriculum, and this book w1l1 be -usefirl fur both Computer Science and El.1ectricaJ and Computer Engineering
schools tbat specializeio networking.

Online Supplements: Solutions to exercises are available to instructors from the Pearson representative. Visual aids
in the format of Powerl'oint sl ides fur Instructors and, students are available to all from the Pearson website ihat
would facilitate teaching and note-taking in the class.

The book could also be used as a.reference material if you are teaching a Continuing Education course on network
management. The PowerPoint slides w11l come in bandy as classroom aids. I have found tbat students like to 'take
home knowledge in the form of 8 book in addition to, the student manual. The author welcomes suggestions and
msterial to be added arid may be reached lit manimS@ieee.org.

Til the Student

Although the book is written us 'a textbook to be adopted for a course, additional information is provided in the
book that would serve as a reference book for students after graduation. For example, bas ic information is provided
along with references to serve as a springboard to access additional in-depth details on any, specialized
management topic. ' "

The book is also geared toward self-motivated engineers in the industry who are eager to learn network
management. if the engineer has access to network resources, 'many oft.be hands-on exercises could be practiced.
At the minimum. it would provide enough (ools and knowledge for the frustrated worker when he or she cannot
access the network resources and does 1I0t know why.

Grateful Acknowledgements.

The major impetusior llie contents of this book has come from studeras overtbe course offerings since 1996. It-bas
been reviewed 81 various levels and to various depths by many students.

.My thanks flow profusely 10 Professor Timothy Gonsalves and Dr. Usha. Rnni for making major contributions 10
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Part I: Background
Chapter I presents an overview of relecommunicatons, data communications, and network
management. It is a broad review ofnetworking and .oetwork managernent. lt starts with.an' analogy
of the telephone network. Telephone network almost always works, and there are reasons lOr its
achieving .quality. and reliability. You will learn the relationship between data communications .and
telecommunications and how the distinction between the two is slowly disappearing. The influence
of desktop computing 'and distributed computing environment based on client-server architecture
has revolutionized computer communicarion. The Internet is a wor dwide fabric and you will learn
to appreciate how infurmation travels across it around the globe. Basics of communication protocols
and architecture are presented along with various standards. Select equivalent applications, are used
as illustrations comparirigthe Internet and OSI protocols.

Components of network management are described and complemented by interviews with.network
managers, whose experiences emphasize the need fur network management and a network
operations center. Network management is more than just managing networks. Network
management i$ presented from the perspectives of service' management, operarons support systems,
and business management. TOOplatform ror a network management system is discussed based on
client-server architecture. Chapter I concludes with anore onfuture trends in network management
technology.

Chapter 2 focuses on network technology, You may skip this' chapter if you 'are familiar with the
practical aspects of networking. I f you: are knowledgeable on principles of data communication, this
chapter, will help you appreciate the technological aspects of it. You wil I learn how various
topologies are implemented in LAN aod WAN networks. Basics of Ethernet, Token Ring, aod
FOOl networks are described from a practical point ofview. of these, Ethernet is the most widely
deployed LAN today. LAN evolution from basic Ethernet 10 Oig'abit Ethernet with lialf· aod full-
duplex configurations is presented. Switched Stbern~ edds capability to expand the baodwidtb aod
the flexibility of LAN. Virtual·LAN isimplememed using a switched Ethernet hub accomplishing
flexibility in administration of workstations across multiple LANs. You will learn. the various
network components--hubs, bridges, routers, gateways, aod protocol converters--that need to be
managed. A .brief review of wide area.networking and transmission technology is also presented.
13roadband technology is briefly described in this, chapter, but a detailed discussion of it will be
done in Part IV while addressing the management of broadband networks and services.



1. Data Communications and Network Management Overview

Objectives

Telecommunications overview
Data communications overview
Evolution of COilverged networks
Desktop processors and LAN technology
Client-Server architecture in networ);in,g'
Internet and intrnnet
Network communication protocols
OS1 and Internet standards
Broadband networks and services
Need for netwQdunirnlll!e,n~ntand NMS
Operarens, Administrauon, Maintenance, and Provisioning
Network management architecmre and organization
Concept of'Network.Operetions Center
Perspectives of network management
Network manogemen: system
Look-ahead of network management technology

Th i.<; chapter demonstrates the llCCessity of network system and service management in providing information
technology (IT) services. The challenges that IT managers face are presented to motivate the student to get excited
about, network management.We start with the history of computer comnmnication, walk you through. some real-
world case h'stories, and then present an overview of various aspects of network management.

The telephone system isknown 10 ,be very reliable and dependable, One can make a telephone call trom anywhere
10 anywhere at any rime of the day and be reasonably sure that the connection will be made and the qualsy of
connection will be good. This is partly due to the efficient management of the telephone network. Seeton 1.1
introduces the concept of management for the siJCC~ of telephone network by using Operation Support Systems
(08'Ss), ' "

Computer communication initially used the telepbone oetwcrktocarry digitaldata. There was aclear demarcation
betweenthe traditional telecommunication network and computer communication network. The evoluton of early
computercommunicaton networks is dealt with in Section 1.2.

Computer communication techno logy radically changed with, the advent of desktop computing power and
distributed computing environments (DCEs) using local area networks (LAN) as described in, Section 1.3. 'Global
communication using Internet became a reality with the introduction of TCPflP-based networks, Section' IA
describes Internet anll infmnet followed by a discussion in Section 1.5 on the Importance of communication
protocols, and standards,

The next phase in the evolution oflT was the inrroduction of broadband services, Voice, video. and data could be
delivered on the same medium to homes ..This has revolutionized the access network. to home and 'the distriburon
network at customer premises, It has also in it iate.;! improvement in the core wide area network (WAN). Section 1.6
addresses these issues.

Networking is full oC"'war stories" as experienced by IT managers. Sections 1:7 and 1.8 present case histories
experienced by IT managers' and the challenges they face in today's computer -and telecommunication

environment.Jnterviews with them emphasize the importance of network and system management tools. Seeton
1.9 describes network management that comprises operations, admin istration, ma intenance, and proviso ni ng,
Three groups perform tbese functions: Engineering, Operations, and Installation and Maintenance (l&M). Section
t.1O focuses on Network .Managernent System (NMS) and relntionshlps between its various components. Besides
managing network components, .application system resources also need to be managed. This ill the subject; of
Section 1.1 I.

Network management technology is still in an 'evolutionary mode-as network and software recheologies-advence.
Section 1.12 briefly addresses NMS platforms based on Microsoft Windows"and UNIX operating system. The
future direcrons of'network management technology form the COntent of Seetion.Ll J. As, with, al I chapters in the
book. a summary section and exercises conclude this chapter.

1.1. Analogy of Telephone Network Management

The need, for data or computer communication network management is best illustrated. by an analogy of telephone
'network management. The high degree of 'reliability of the telephone network is evidenced bytbe following
illustration. We can pick up ateepbone, call anybody, anytime, anywhere In the world, and 00 almost sure to be
connected to the destination. It is reliable and dependablejand the quality and speed of connection aregood, It is
reliable because it almost a lways provides service of voice communication that we expect of it. (t is 'dependable
because we can be mirly sure that it works when we need it. especially in an emergency situation. such as 911 calls
in the, USA or military defense situations. TIle qual ity of service is generally good; and we can have 8 conversation
across the world with the-same clarity that we have wben we call our neighbor.

The present-day telephone network is-referred to as Public-Switched.Telephone Network (PSTN). and is probably
the best example of traffic engineering providing guaranteed Quality of Service. The reason for such reliability,
dependability, and quality Is more 'than careful planning. design, and implementation of a good telepbone network
USing good .and reliable components, The key is management and operation of the network. Much of the
management of the .oerwork is SO well automated that it becomes part of the operation. lei us first look at the
telephone net work architecture and then at some of-the operations support systems tbat manage it. In the 1970s the
telecommunications industry switched to digital services.which followed much the same pattern as voice services
'and conceived 8 vision of end-to-end circuir-swjtched services, known as 'the Broadband Integrated Services
Digital Network (B-ISDN). B-ISDN ,is now being replaced by Internetand Broadband Service,

The-architecture of a telephone network is' hierarchical as shown ill Figure 1.1 [AT&T 1977]. There are five levels
of network switches and three types of trunks that connect tbese switches. A trunk is a logical link between two
switches-and may traverse one or more physical links; The end office (Class 5), which Is lowest in the hierarchy, Is
1he'lOcal switching office. The customer's teephoneor Private Branch Exchange (PBX) is connected 10 tbeend
office via a dedicated link called "loop." Tbe other fuur higher levels of switches (Class 4, through Class I) are
tandem or toll switches carrying toll (long-distance) calls. Because of tbe advance in switching technology and
economy of transmission, Classes I through 4 have been merged into a single class referred to 85 Class 4. A direct
trunk connects two end offices, a tall-connecting trunk connects an end office to any toll office. and Iltoll(intemal)
trunk connects, any IWO toll offices,

Flgure t.I. Telephene N<twork Model
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from the local Class 5 office 10 the called party's Class 5 office, there are multiple routes. A circus connection is
set up ether directly using a local trunk or via higher-level switcbes and routers. Primary and secondary routes are
already programmed into the switch. If the primary route is broken or facilities over the primary route are filled to
capacity, an afternate route is automatically assigned. .For example, on Mother's Day. which is the busiest
telephooe-traffic day of'the year in the United Stales, a call to the neighboring tOWIIcould travel clear across lhe
country and back if thar's the route where adequate bandwidth is available. Let us remember that there is a 3-hour
time difference between the two coasts, and traffic in the West Coast stans 3 bours later tban the East Coast.

To ensure rbe quality of service in a telephone network, operations suppon systems are implemented. They
constantly monitor the various parameters of the network. For example, to ensure thai there is adequate bandwidth
10 carry the traffic over the facilities, a traffic measurement system constantly measures [fUme over switcb
appearances. The results are analyzed for facility-planning purposes. They also provide real-time input to a NMS
when there is excessive blocking (traffic over the capacity of the trunk group) in any link.

The qualily of the call, measured in terms of signal-to-noise (SIN) ratio, is measured regularly by u trunk
maintenance system. This system accesses nil the mmks in an office durjng the nighr and does a loop-back lesl to
the far end, The results are anolyzed in tho morning and corrective actions taken. For example, if the SIN rill io of a
trunk is below the ecceptance level, Ihe trunk is removed from service before (he customer experiences poor
performance,

For n given region, there is a network openaons center (NOC) where the global Status of the network is monitored.
Traffic patterns are constantly observed and corrective operations lire taken. if needed, in reaJ time. The NOC is tbe
nerve center of telephone network operations.

11 is worth notilg thai the telephone network is managed from the users' perspective, and not from that of the
system or the service provider, even though the objectives of both are the same. However, with emphasis on the
user's point of view, the frst objective in operations is restOl'alion of service and then the quality and economy of
service. Thus, isolation of the problem and providing alternative means of service, by either manual or automated
means, become more important than (L\ing the problem.

To manage a nerwork remotely, i.e., to monitor and control network comporerus from a central location. network
management functions need [0 be buill into tbe components of tile network as mucb as possible. In that sense,
network component designs shoud include network management functions as part of their requirements and
specifications.

The computer or data communication network has nol matured 10 the same exrenr ns the telephone network, Data
communications techoology is merging with telephone technology. Data and modern telecommunicaton networks
are evolving into broadband communicaron networks and are more com plica led tban the plain old telephone
service (POTS). Analog audio and video services are migrating 1'0 digiml services. The analog hierarchy of ow-to-
high bandwidth signals is being transmitted across the globe using a Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SOH) mode,

Network management and operations of these digitaJ networks are continuously being developed as new
technologies emerge. Further, the telephone industry all over the world bad been monopolistlo and thus single-
vendor oriented. This ism longer true. Digital-based computer communicatons started as a private industry and is
hence multivendor oriented. Unfortunate Iy, this has produced enormous problems to users because network
components supplied by different vendors do not always communicate with each other. The network or
infonnation systems manager. who bas the responsibility of keeping the service alive all the time, bas been
confronted with resolving the issue as new tecbnology and new vendor products emanate. This situarion.has been
recognized by various industrial and standard groups and is being coot inuously addressed.

1.2. Dahl (Computer) and Telecommunication Network

Network communications techooJogy deals wib tbe theory and application of electrical engineering, oomputer
engineering. and computer science to all types of communication over networks. It also addresses accessing of
databases and applications remotely over LANs as well as switched and private lines. A basic network can be
viewed as interconnected nodes and links as shown in Figure 1.2. A link carries infarmarion from one node to
anolher that is directly connected to it. A node behaves as an cnd (terminating or originating) node, or an
intermediate node. or both. If the node behaves as an end node. information either originates or terminates there.
An imennediate node redirects tbe infurmation from one link to another. End-office nodes mentioned in Section
1.1 behave as end oodes. A node can drop and add intDrmation channels and at the same time switcb information
tnmsparently between two links. Bach end node has a connection to a user interface if the inrormation originates or
terminates there. This .interface could use any type of equipll1ent-'3udio, video, or Data Terminating Equipment
(DTB). A OlE is any equipment that generates or accepts digitlll datil.

Flgu,·. 1.2. Loglc.t Network Mod.t
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Data ClUJ be transmitted either in an analog or digilaJ format. The 'anabg ~I~ lire sen! eitberas a baseband (e.g.,
voice data from lhe switching office 1.0 the customer premises) or on top of'acarrer (e.g., cable TV). Digital data
are ei~r directly generated by the user equipment (e.g., computer terminal) or as analog ~11l and are converted to
digital d818 (e.g .• Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) 'connection to 'customer premises). The latter
scenario of the ahiliryto handle integrated digital and analog signals is becoming extremely important as in the
case of multimedia broadband services. Management considerations associated with them are. also- ve.ry
challenging. as we will see in Pan IV. Long-distance data transmission fOMY is mOsHy digital due to its superior
price and performance.

Data are sent from the originating to the terminating node via a direct link or via a tandem of links-and intermediate
nodes, Data can be transmitted in one of three modes: circuit switched, message switched, or packet SWitched. In
the circuit-switcbed mode. 8 physical circuit' is established between the originating and terminating ends before the
-data are transmitted. The circuit is released or "torn-down" after completion of transmission.

In message-switched and packet-switched modes, data are broken into packets and each packet 1$ enveloped with
destination and originating addresses. 111e message-swscbed mode is used to senti long messages, such as email.
The packet-switched mode is used to transmit small packets used in applications such as Interactive
communication. Bridges and routers open each packet to find the destination address and switch tile data to the
appropriate output links. The path between the two ends may-change during the.transmission of a message because
each packet may take a different route. TIley are reassembled in the rigbl order at the receiving end. The main
diff~1lCe between message and packet switching is that in the former, datil are.stored by the system and then

retrieved by the user at a later time (e.g., email). In the packet-switched roode, packets. are fragmeraed and
reassembled in almost real lime. They are stored in the system only long enough to receive 8 II rhe packets in the
message. In Europe, X.25 packet-swjrcbed network was extensively 'used in Public-Switched Data Network
(pSDN).

Network communicarons.ere commonly classified lIS either data communications or telecommunications. This
classifeation is based 011 historical evohrton. Thetelephone network, which came into existence first, was-known
-as a telecommunication network. [t ls-e circuir-swecbed network that is structured as 8 public network accessible
by any user, TIle telephone network represents a' telccommunicsuon network. The organization that providesthis
service is called a telecommunication service provider (e.g., AT&T. British Telecom, NTI, BSNL. etc.).

With tile advent of computers, the terminology data communication network came into vogue. It is-also sometimes
'called computer communication network. The telecommunicarlons infrastructure was, and is. still used for data
communications. Figure 1.3 shows an early configuration of terminal-to-host and host-to-host communicatons,
and how data and telecommunication nerwcrks interface with eechotber. To interface, a terminal Or host connected
to an end-office switoh communicates with the host connected to another end-office switch by modems at each
end. Modems transfer information from djgitalto analog ai the source (telephone networks carried analog signals)
and back to digital at the destinaron.

Figul" 1.3. Allalog olld OaIR T<I.~O,"lUw,Ic;!UOII Networks
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Modem telecommunication networks mostly carry digital data. The nodes in Figure 1.4 are digital switches.
Analog signals from telephones are convened to digital signals eitber 81 the customer premises or the central. office.
Figure ,1.4 shows II corporate or enterprise .envlronment in tbe stage .of the .evohrtkm of data and telephone
communications. A 'number of telephones and computer terminals at various corporate sites are connected by

"telecommonication network. Telephones are. locally interconnected to each otl1e;r by n local switch. PBX, at tile
customer premtses, which interfaces digitally to the telephone network ..The computer terminals areconnected 1.0. a
communication controller, such 8S 8 digital multiplexer, which provides a.single interface to tile telephone network.

Figure ..... Di~itnl Dota and TclecolUlUuldcmtiun Ntf\fOI'kS
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With the advent of desktop computers and LAN, data communication was revolutionized. Desktop .computers
could communicate with each other over the LAN. This led to a Distributed Computing Environment (DCE) e

which is discussed in the next sect ion.

1.3.Distributed CompnlingBuvironmcnt

Figure 1.5 sbows a LAN witb hosts and workstations. Let us observe that they are workstarons with processing
power and not just dumb terminals as described in the previous section. Any workstation can communicate with
any host on theLAN.1herecan be a large number of workstations and hosts depending on the type of LAN. D1Es
connected to different L.ANs that are geographically far apart can communicate via telecommunicauon net~vork,
either public OT private switched. T.be system of links COJUlOOtingremote. LANs is called a WAN. A LAN is
physically connected to a WAN by a bridge or a router as shown in Figure 1..5(b). We will discuss the types of
LANs and W ANs in Chapter 2. First, we want to bring out two. important aspects ofOCE in this section.

Flgur t.3. DeE ".ltb L~Ns and WANS
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The first aspect is tbe question of wbetber tbe different platforms and. applicatons running QI} DeBs have the
ability to communicate ,,;itll each otber. In tbe early stage of communication network evolution, proprietary
interfaces between platforms and processes were implemented by telecommunicatlon service providers and
computer vendors (0 communicate autonomously within each of their networks. For example, Bell System, a
monopolistic telecommunication service provider, and IDM, the largest computer vendor, established transmissjon,
switching, and interface standards and manufactured their own communicarons equipment-to rn;;et them. They
.made significant contributions (0 the standards bodies to make such specifications the industry standards. For
.customer premises equipment (CPE) interface, specificetions are published for them to interface cleanly wilh the
network. For example, Bell System .published specifications for Customer Service Unit (CSU) for 'customer
equipment to interface wilb the network. However, as the telecommunications. industry rapidly grew, national and
internatonal standards needed to be established for cornmunlcaron between equipment provided by various
vendors. Protocols and database s!!Indnrd~ for handsh·ru.;l.Ig and information exchange are discussed in the
following sections. For 'DOW, we will assume that the different processors and processes running on them could
communicate with each other.

the second aspect ofOCE is the ability of processors attached to LANs to do multiple functions. They could
continue, as dumb terminals did, to request a host to perform the functions and return ..tbe results. Alternatively,
they could request some speeial functions to be 'performed by a host-and it could be any processor in the
network-and receive the results. In this scenario, the processor that requests "8 "Service is called the client; and the
processor t.hat provides the service is called the server. Such a configuration is termed a client-server environment.
Although tbe rerminobgy of clien! and server is. commonly associated with the processors, the more accurate



definition should be associated wiih tbe processes. Thus, the process lbal initiates a transaction 10 run an
application in either a local.or A remote processor is called the client. The application process iliat is invoked by a
olient process is called the server. 1110 server returns the results to the client. Tbe application designed to take
advantage of such a capability in a network.is called a client-server architecture, With ~lich aninterpretaton, Ul_e
ellen! Dudserver processes can coexist in the same processor or ill different processors.

We will now go into some detail on the salient characteristics and features of client-server architecture and models,
8S iliey are very pertinent to oerwerk management applications and architecture. A simple client-server model is
shown in Figure 1.6. There is apt to be confusion between which is a' client and which is a' server in distributed
computing architecture. The.best way to distinguish.between. ilie two is to remember iliat the client initiates the
request and the server responds.

Fig"'" i.s, Simp" Clitlll-st""tr Mod.,

Theclient initiates B request to the server and waits. The server executes the 'process to provide the requested
service and sends tbe resuks to 'the client. It is worth noting that the client cannot initiate a process in the server.
Thus, t.heprocess Should have already been started in the server and be waiting forrequests to.be processed,

A. real-world analogy to the clem-server operation is a post office. The clerk behind the counter is ready and
waiting for a cliennSbe is a server. When a customer walks in and initiates a transaction, for example, ordering
stamps, the clerk responds. The customer is the, client Afte! the clerk gives the stamps to the easterner, 1.e., sbe has
,delivered, the eesuks. the customer leaves and the cler.k, as a server, goes intoa waitlng mode until the next client
iolli,ales a transaction.

As wah-any system, delays and breakdowns of communication need to be considered inthis model The server
may be providing tbe service to many clients that are connected to it on a LAN, 'as"shown in Figure I.7(a), Each
client's request is normally processed by the server according to the FIFO (lI1e-first in firsl out. This delay could
be minimized, but oot eliminated, by concurrent processing of requests by the server, It is also possjble that, due to
esber the communication link or some other abnormal termination, the 'server may never return the result to the
client. The application 011 the client should be programmed to take care of such deficiencies In communication.

Figur<1.7. Clitnl-s.rv.r III Dislrlbui.d Cumjlliloc,,"vironm.11
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Since tbe client and application are processesrunnlng ln aDCE, each of them can 'be designed to execute a specific
function efficiently. Further, cacb function may be under the jurisdict.ion of' different deparunems in an
organization. An example of this is shown in FigllTel:7(b), joe.stooe@sollfce:cQm (Joe Stene's USer id) using a
client in a network sends a message to saUy.jones@desLcom (Sally Jones' user id) on the network. The message
.first ,goe:; to the mailserver on the network. Before it can process the request, 'the mall server needs to know the
network address of l\8l1y.jones,which is dest.com, Therefore, it makes 3 request to the domain name server (DNS)
on the network for routing information.for the address of dest.com. When it receives that information, it sends out
joe.stone's message via the bridge .connected 10 the network. It then sends a message to joe.stone on rbe client
stating tbat the message has been sent (or not sent because, the dest.corn address does not exist in the DNS). In 'this
example, tbe mail server behaves both as a server and as a client. The three processes in this scenado, namely the
client, the mail server, Dud the DNS, arc considered.cooperative computing processes and may be running in three
separateplatforms on remote LANs connected by '3 WAN. Communication between these processes is called peer-
to-peer communication. We will soon learn how network management fits into such a model. and manages
components 'on the network that perform cooperative computing using peer-to-peer communication. However,
before we pursue that. Jet us first look at 'Il new dimension that'Lhe DCE has 'caused 'networking to mushroom
into-c-the Internet.



1.4.TCPfU)-.Ba_~edNetworks: Internet and ..lntranet

Transmission Control Prcroccl/lnternet Protocol (TCP/!P) Is a suite of prorocols lbnt enable networks to lie
iruereonrected. It forms the basic foundation of tbe Internet. Architecture and protocols arc discussed in detail in
Bection I :5. We will briefly describe !be role TCpiIP plays in Internet, Nodes 10. thenetwork route packets using
network 'protocol IP, a. conaectionless protocol. That means there is no guarantee that tbepacket will 'be delivered
to the destination node. However, end-to-end communication can be guaranteed by using the transport protocol,
TCP. Thus, if a peeker is lost by!P, I~ acknowledgement process ofTep ensures' successful retransmission of the
packet.

TCPIiP suite of protocols contains more than TCP and IP protocols. TCP is a connection-oriented protocol. A
complement to Tep is User DatagramProrocol (UDP), whch.is a connectionless protocol. Much of'Internet traffic
really uses UDPiIP due to the reliability of data transmission. For example, emai'l sud management messages are
carried byconnectionless transmission. '

The Internet is a network of networks. Just-as we can .communleate over the telecommunication 'network using the
telephone from anywhere to anywhere in the world today, we can now communicate worldwide over the-computer
network va email. We looked at the example 'of Joe Slone sending a message to Sally Jones in the previous
section, Figure 1.7(b). lei us expand that example and visualize that Joe, Stone, who is at the College of Computing
building of Georgia Institute of Technology, is sending an email to Sally Jones ather home in Australia. Sally is
connected to an Internet service provider, ostrich. com. Similar to a unique t.elephone number 'Ibn! each station has
in the telephone world, each person has a unique address in the computer communi cat-ion network. Joe's email
address is joe@'oo.gatech.edu and Sally's address is saJly@ostrlcb.com.au.

Fi gore 1.8 shows an Internet configuration' fOr our scenario. Assume that Joe. is at Workstation A on LAN A
sending the emall to Sally 31 Workstation Z tbat ls "relcconnccted" '10 her Internet service provider's email server
on LAN Z. Two servers shown on LA~ A are mail server and DNS. It should.be DOled that the servers do not have
10 he on we .same LAN as the sender's LAN, as sbown in Pigure 1.8. The tWO servers cooperatively transmit the
email message to LAN C on the computer network made up of bridges and routers, The link .between LAN A and
LAN C could be a WAN. Information Is transported exclusively basal on TCPIIP-based protocols. We will explain
TeP/tp protocol in Section 1:5.2.

IiTgul" t,8,lnlern<1 Con!lglll'lllloll

Information from LAN C progresses via gateways and WANs to the' computer communications network in
Australia, as shown in Figure 1.8. The WAN network shown is composed of a series of networks, not all
necessarily using TCPIIP protocol. Gateways between them serve as the interfaces between dissimilar and
independent autonomous networks and perform many functions including' protocol conversions. Autonemous
.networks 'have Iinle knowledge of each other's attributes, configurations, and addresses 'nod yet 'communication is
automatically taken CllTeof by, a hierarchy of lnternet servers along the path,

Joe's email message finally reaches the email server on LAN Z in Australia and is stored there until Sally retrieves
il via her Internet link with an Internet service provider's server. In fact, email roessages aretransmsted by a



"store-end-forward" scheme all aJong'!he path. In eddiron, lhe final stage in the Internet link uses a TCPIIP s.uile
of pro lOCOIs.

Thus, via the Internet, any user. can communicate with 'any other user in any part of the world as lQng as botb are
connected to a network that is par! of tbe .lnternet, Tills has a IsO revolutionized the software user interface
providing capabilities like web pages so. that you can gather information about anything in the world instantly
through the.Internet,

Aootberperapective of the Internet is to view it as Ii layered ar.chitex:ture, as sbown 10 Figure 1.9. This architecture
shows the global Internet lIS concentric layers of workstations, LANs, and WANs interconnected by fabrics of
Medium Access Controls (MAC.s), switches, and gateways. Workstations belong to the user pane, LANs to the
LAN plane, nod WANs to the WAN plane. The interfaces are defined as the fabrics. MAC fabric interfaces tbe
user plane to the LAN plane. LAN and WAN planes interface through switching fabric. WANs in the WAN plane
inferfaoe wii.h each other via the gateway fabric.

FIgure t.9.1oCtrotC Fobric Mod.1
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The user's workstation interfaces. to a LAN' via a MAC. which will be-explained in Chapter 2. LANs interface to a
WAN by a switching fabric of bridges, routers, and switches. Each WAN may be considered as an autonomous
network, and hence needs a gateway 1'0 communicate wtt'h another WAN. Gateway fabric imerconaects different

W ANs. Thus, a single .Internet plane at the core of the model-multiplies .into millions and .millions of users at the
user pane, with virtually 00 limits in sight.

Communication between two users jn the user plane, i.e., logical link, connection on 'UJe user plane, takes the
followlng path. The-physical path traverses the MACfabric, theLAN plane, the.switching fabric, thCfWAN plane,
.aod the gateway fabric Ill. the' core' and then returns to the user plane going through all tile planes and interface
fabrics in reverse.

The huge success of Internet technology has spawned .intranet technology. The main distinct ion between the two is
simil1ir10 that between public and private S\,'itched networks. An intranet i$ a private network and access to it is
controlled by the enterprise that owns it,. whereas the Internet is public.

The impact of the Internet in networking is enormous. How do we manage the Internet? For example, if an email
does nOI reach its destinaton, bow do we detect where tbe communication broke down? How do we take

.advantage of Internet 'capabilities to implement network management? We have' nOI yeJ: defined network
management and how iI flts into the .client-server eovironment. However, before we define w.hat network
management is, let us briefly look ar tbe protocols and protocol architecture that 'enable successful communlcailon
between. different componeutson the network.

.1..5. Communication 'Protocols and Standards

Consider a fax machine and. a modem bought from a loCal store successfully sending i1 fax to a modem an:d fax
machine anywhere in tbe world, even though each fax machine and auacbed modem were manufactured by local
vendors. Likewise, isn't it-a technological miracle that two computers located anywhere in the world can transmit
messages to each other as long as eech is connected to the Imer net'? The key to the practical success of these and
other such rechnologes is the lnteroperabllity of the (\"0 end devices. More. and more vendors ln.more and more
countries have recognized lhal in this world of shrinking eyberspeee and a-dvancing modern communicaron
technology; intejoperability is the key to tile success of loo_irbusiness,

Universal interoperebility is achieved when all participants agree 10 establish common operational procedures. In
communications lingo, commonality can be interpreted as standards and procedures as protocols. Let us consider
the' scenario of JOe-sending an email from Georgia InstituteofTechnolo.gy(GA 'Tech) in Atlanta 10 a colleague ina
Japanese Telecommunications Company (JTC) in.Tokyo. Joe composes the message 00 his computer terminal and
sends it to Ius colleague (yobo@jtc.com.jp). Joe's message with his user id (joe@cc.gatecb.edu) and IP address
(169.111.103.44) goes through several changes before it is transmitted on the physical LAN medium at GA Tech.
The message goes to.its CoUege of Computing (ccrs email server, which obtains the IP address of the destinaliOn
and sends the message out on the Internet. 'The message traverses several nodes and links and arrives at the post
office box of ¥OIIO'S rna il server at rre. She estsblishesa session in her computer and gets the complete. message
that Joe transmitted. In this scenario, Joe's message is wrapped with several layers of control information at
various times and is broken down into packet units and reassembled at the destination. All these SlOpShappen each
time without any loss or error in the message due to standard.u..ation nod modular (layered) architecture of data
communication protocols, As we wW soon leatn.lo.lhis section, the popularity oflnternet as a peer-to-peer oetwock
bas been made possible by the peer-to-peer protocol TePllP suite.

Architecture can be defined as 'modeling a system into functional components and the relatjonship among them.
T1lUS, communication architecture describes the functional components of communicaron network as well as (he·
operarional inrerface between them. OPerational procedures+both intra- and inter-modules-c-are specified in terms
0.1' protocols. Just. as human communication is made mutually understandable by speaking a common language,
.communlcation protocols are standardized fOTservice interfaces from the perspectives of both a service provider
-and iI service user. If different vendors implement the same standards in their' system components, then
communication between their different components can be universal. Standardizat.ion of protocols involves
agreement in ibe physical charncteristles and operational procedures between communicat ion equipment providing
similar functions. Thus, looking. at our example, all fax machines are able to. communicate with each other because



all vendors bave implemented standards recommended by International. Telecommunication Union-
Telecommunicatlons Sector (lTO-T). Similarly, email exchange across the-world is possible because most vendors
have adopted Internet standard 'Simple Mail Transport Protocol (SMTI') in their software. However, there are emall
software packages other than SMTP. and the user bas to install a gateway in those systems 10 convert back and
forth between SMTP and too vendor-specific. pr9prletary protocol For example, IBM Lo,IUS uses ec.mail (IlO,W
defunct), and.any network thar uses cc.mail has to implement a gateway to send ·UII. email over rbe Internet. Note
that there are different mail protocols ~SMTP, LMAP, POP, etc.), which have different procedures. We will now
look-at the details of ccrnmunicerion architecture.

1.5.1. Communication Arehltectures

Communication between users (human beings using a system) and applications (pro_grams that run in a system)
OCcurs at various levels. They can communicate wUh each other at the application level, 'the highest level of
communicarion architecture. Alternatively, they can exchange Information at the lo)vest level. the physical
medium. Each system can be broadly subdivided into IWO sets of communication layers. Tlie top Set of laye(S
consists of application layers and the bottom set transport layers. The users-and users include application
programs-interfaoe with the application level layer. and the communication equipment interfaces with the
physical medium. The basic communicaron architecture isshown in Figure 1.10. In Figure I.I O(a). the two end
systems associated with the two. end nodes communicate directly with each other. Direct communication occurs
between the corresponding cooperating layers of each system. Thus, transport layers. can exchange Jnformation
with each otber, and so em the applicaricn layers and the users.
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This can 'be Illustrated w.it.h a real-life example. A .hearing-impaired person, accompanied by ail interpreter,
ancndedone of my classes. As Lectured, the interpreter translated 10 the student using sign language, If the student
had a question, the interpreter translated the information from sign language, orally to the class and me. In this
Illustraton, the hearing-impaired student and 1 are at rbe application layer, The Interpreter did 'the protocol
conversion 8tlheapp.lic,ation layer level. The transport layer is the aural and visual media.

Figure I.J ()(b) shows the end systems communicating via an intermediate system N. which enables the use of
differem physical media for the two end systems. -System N converts tbe transport layer information into the
-appropriate protocols. Thus, system A could be on a"copper wire LAN and system Z could be on '8 fiber optic
cable.

Various standard organizations propose, deliberate, and establish standards. One of tbe i.nternationally renowned
.standard organizations is International Standards Organization (lSO). [SO has developed a highly modular, or
layered, architecture for communication protocols that, is called the Open Systems Interconnection (OSn Reference

.Mooel, published as OSl RM-ISO 1498. This model was developed based 00 the premise tbat the different layers
of protocol provide different services; and that each layer can communicate with only it's own neighboring level.
Two systems can communicate on a peer-to-peer level, that is. at the same level of the protocol. The OSI protocol
architecture with all seven layers is shown in Figure l.J I. Table 1.1 describes the salient features oJ; and services
provided by, each layer. Layers 1-4 are the tOiOsport S}'S1'~mprotocol layers and layers 5-7 are application support
protocol layers,
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T.ble 1.1, OSI Lay.n; and S_rvietS

Layer
No.

Layer Name' Salient Servltes Provided by the' Layer

1 Physical -Transfers to and gathers from the physical medium raw bit data



Table L L OSl Loyers Md S.rv.i~.s

Layer
No.

Layer Name Sallent'Services Provided by1he laye'r

-ljandles physical and electrical Interfaces to ttl!! transmission medium

2 Dati! Ilnk -ConsistS of two,sublayet:s: logical llnk control (llC) and Media access control (MAG)

-llC: Formats'the data togo on the medium; performs error control and flow control

-MAC: Controls data,transfer to and from LAN; resolves confirm with other data on LAN

3 Network Forms the'swltchlng{routl ng layer of the network

4 Transport -Multiplexing and de,.multlplexlng of messagesfrom applications

-Acts as a transparent layer to applications and thus isolates .them from the transport system
layers

-Makes and breaks connections for connectlon-orlented comrnunlcatlons

-Data flow control In both directions

5 Session -Establishes, and clears sessionsfor applications, and thus minimizes loss of data during large data
exchange

6 Pre·Sl!htatfon -Provides 'a set of stanclard protocols so that the display would be transparent to syntax of the,
application

-Data ehcryptJdn and decryption

7 Application -Provides appDcatiorrspecific protocols for each specific application and each specific transport
protocol system

OSl protocol architecture truly enables building systems with open interfaces so that networks using systems from
different vendors are interoperable. Figure 1.'12 expands the basic communication architecture shown in Figure,
1.10 to an OS! model, figure 1.12(0) is a dir~i eod-to-end communication model, The corresponding layers in the
two systems communicate with each otber 00 Il peer-to-peer protocol imerface associated with those layers. In
Figure 1.1-2(b), the end systems communicate with each other by going through an intermediate nede/system,
Again. rorce that the physical media connected to 'the end systems could be different. The intermediate system is
involved only up to the fif'S! three layers in the process. Layers 4-7 ore not involved in the intermedate system.
This is analogous to 8 mail cont;ainerwith letters enclosed in envelopes being transported from onerown to another
town anywhere in tbe world. It does not matter whatnetwork of'intermediate cities (nodes) it goes through, or wbat
network of transportat.ion media-surface, air, or water-it takes to get to too destination. The letter in the
envelope and contents of packages are untouched at the transfer points and are only handled by the sender and the
receiver; i.e., user applications,
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The message in each layer is contained in message units-called protocol data unit (POU). It consists of two 'ports-
protocol control informaticn (PCI) and user dam (UD). PCI contains header information about the IaYeT. UD
contains tbe data ihat t~ layer, acting as a service provider, receives from or transmits to the upper layer/service
user layer. 'The POU oommunication model between two systems A and Z, including the users at the top and the
uansmission medium at the bottom of the PDU layers, is shown in Figure 1.13. As you can see, the size of tbe
PDU increases as it goes towards lower layers. If the size of the POU exceeds the maximum size of any layer
specifications, it is tben.fragmented into multiple packets. Thus, a single applicatjon layer PDU could multiply into
several physical.Poth '

Figul" I. Ll PDU Commnntcatton Mod.1 betwee" End Sy,.tems
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1.5.2. "Protocot L.uyellj IIlId Servtees

We will now go into some detnll regarding services provided by UJe seve a layers of OS I protocols.

Layer I, physical layer. L~responsible fOr physically placing the electrical signal on the physical medium and
picking up the signal from it. It controls and manages the physical and electrical interfaces to UJe physical medium
including the connector or the transceivllr. The physical medium eould be copper in tbe form ofa twisted pair or
coaxiat cable, optical fiber, or wireless media such as radio. microwave, or infrared. The signal could be either
analog or digital. There are various protocol standards fur a physical-layer interface depending on the transmission
medium and the type of signal. The two classes of standards have been established by ITU-T and Electronics
Industri:s Association (EIA).

Layer 2 is the data link control layer. or data link layer for sbon, Data communication between two DTEs is
controlled and managed by this layer. Note thaI in COntrast to a byte-oremed transmission across a computer bus.
the data communication is a serial-be-oriented stream" The data link layer needs to do basic functions: first
establish and clear the link, and second transmit the data. Besides these, it also does error control and data
compression. Flow control on data link layer is done on a bop-to-bop basis.

For point-to-point communication using a dedicated facility, like the loop link from a customer telephone to the
telephone company switching office, the data 6nk control is simple and straigbt:li>rward to implement. However. if
the OTE is connected to a LAN, or which is shared transmission media and is accessed simultaneously by many
users, then the data link control becomes more complex. In the case of poinHo-multipoint tmnsmission. the head
end corurols the access of the medium. LAN is a distributed environment and thus access control is distributed. In
an OSI-layercd model, the dnta link layer is divided into two sublayers-logical link control (LLC) and media
access control (MAC), as shown in Figure 1.14, The lower MAC layer controls the access and transmittal of data to
the pbysicallayer in an algorithmic manner. There Me three basic types afLANs. Ethernet LAN is a bus type and
the media is accessed using a distributed probabilistic algorithm Carrier Sensing Multiple Access with Collision
Detection (CSMA/CD). The second type of LAN is a ring type used in token ring (TR) and Fiber Distributed DruB
lnterface (FOOL). A deterministlc token-passing algorithm is used in this case. The third type orLAN is deployed
in wireless medium and i~referred to M wireless LAN or WLAN. The probabilistic algorithm. Comer Sensing
Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMNCA), is used to access thi< medium. Random-access protocol
will be covered in Chapter 2.
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LLC performs link management and data transfer. Link management lncludes formaning the data 10 go on the
medium, performing error control, and flow control. If there is SI.'Curily required, it could be included in !be lLC
subhyer.

The network layer is the third layer in tbe OSI protocol stock. It controls and manages the sw itching fabric of the
network. It provides both connectionless network service (CLNS) and oonnection-orented "network service
(CONS). The former is used wben lower layers are highly reliable. such as LANs and bridges, lis weU as when
messages are short. CONS is the "method for unnsm itting long messages, such as file transfer. It is also used when
the transmission medium is not reliable. It subdivides the transport PDUs into fromes of appropriate size. based.on
transmission parameters. The destination address of each packet is rcad in both CLNS and CONS at the network
layer and routed on tbe appropriate link.

A router, or a routing bridge, at the nodes of a network performs the functon of routing and switching data. Any
subnerwork of the node is under the control of that router. The subnerworkts) can be anything from a simple-single
segment LAN to complex subnetworks operating under a proprietary protocoL OSI architectural model handle-s
this by dividing the network layer into three subJayers as shown in Figure 1.15. The top subayer is the
Subnetwork-Independent Convergence Protocol (SNlCP) layer thOi interfaces to the transport layer. Tbe Internet
communicates between nodes using Internet address and SNICP. The nodes in DIm communicate with subnetworks
using the Subnetwork-Dependent Convergence Protocol (SNDCP), which depends on the subnetwork protocol and
could be any proprietary protocol in such a situation, tbe SNDCP communicates wsh its data link layer via the
third network snblayer; the Subnetwork-Dependent Access Proioool (SNDAP). This subnetwork architecture
isolates transport and the above layers from the subnetwork dependencies. It. also enables communication between
8 OTE on the Internet and a OTE on 3 subnetwork node, as shown in Figure 1.16. Figure 1.16(a) depicts network
configuraton in which OTE-A connected to end node A communicates with OTE-NI connected to subnetwork
node Nl via the intermediate system gateway node N. Figure 1.I6(b) describes the path of communication through
different protcccl layers from the originating end system to the terminating cnd system via the intermediate nooe
gateway. The formats of the PDUs are identical in all three systems lit SNICP layer levels and above. Access
networks having their own addressing scheme using Network Address Translator (NAT) or Dynamic Bost
Configuration protocol (DHCP) can be implemented using this scheme.

Ptgure 1.15. Subla)'er Structure ofo 1'I0lwork Prntocol Loy.,·
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The mostused network protocol is the Internet Protocol ([P) and has been popularized by-the Internet. ft is part of
the Internet suite of the TCP/IPand is a CLNS protocol. InOST terminology. It is called ISO-IP OJ ISO CLNP, A
ccnnecrion-oriented, OSl protocol is X.25 PLP, Packet Layer Protocol, .

A popular scheme of implementing private subnetwork Is to establish a network with a private IP address, such as
lO.x.y.z.ln this instance, the gateway node, known as NAT, converts the globallP address to too local proprietary
IP address, fur example, LAN Z in Figure 1.8. .

1',he transport layer is the fourth laYer ofthe OS1 protocol. It multiplexes the on provided by application .layerS and
passes packets to the network layer. Its service is independent of tile network on which tbe packets are transmitted.
The transport layer can again be connectionless or connection oriented and is implemented in both Internet and
OSI protocols, As mentioned earlier, TCI' is II component of the IP suite and is connection oriented The
conaectionlcss transport protocol in a TCP(IP suite i!; called the UDP. Plow control is also implemented in
transport layers and. functions as data rate manager between application programs and the network layer. ISO has
five transport layer specifications, TPO to TP4. TP4 is analogous to TCP.

Layers 5-7 arc application lajer protocols. Except in the osr Reference Model, rbe three application layers are not
clearly separated and.independent. Let us look at each layer as if they were independent, like in tbe OS] model, to
understand their specific fimctions and services provided. An application process communicates with anotber
application process during a session. The session layer services establish communication at ihe beginning of the
session, monitor, synchronize, and error correct the information exchanged during-the session. and then release tbe
logical link at (he end of 1'00session. 11 is very strongly related (0 the pr~ntaiion layer, which is the medium of
presentation of the conrcxt of the message to the user or application program.In thill sense, the pnlsentatiOn layer is
a context-sensitive layer. II can be interpreted as the common language and image that the users at both ends of the

-system use and understand-shared semantics of the two end users. A common abstract syntax thot is used for
semantics is Abstract Syntax Notlition Number One (ASN.I). Althougli the primary function of the presentation
layer is the conversion of syntax. data encryption and data eompress e n are also generally done in that layer.

The top and the seventh protocol layer is the application layer. The application process interfaces with the
application support processes ihat are provided by this layer. Like the other two layers in the set of application
layers (session and presentation), it is strongly coupled.with the rest of.the application layers. In the OS! Reference
Model, one can separate tbese processes from the presentation and session layers, but in other models there is. no
.clear dlsrincricn of the funcdons. Figure 1.17' presents a comparison of the moi.lels-OSJ Reference Model And
internet model.
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The Internet model does not specify the two lower la)'~rs altbougb it is.obvious that they use distributed LAN and
WAN configurations. The trnnsport and net.work layers form the Suite of TCPIIP protocols that we mentioned
earlier. Application layers nrc combined into applicaton-specific protocols.

Figure 1.18 shows' a comparison of four common application-specific protocols in OST and Internet models. There
are more OS1 application-specific protocols, which we will.not discuss here. All application-specific protocol
services in OS! are sandwiched between the user and presentation layers, In the Internet model, they are
sandwiched between the userand the transport layer. The boxes on the. right-hand side of Figure 1.18 describe the
comparable services offered .in.the two models. A user interfaces with a host as a remote termnal using Virtual
Terminal (VT) in the OS1 model and TELNET'ln the Internet model. File tr3nsrors are accomplished uSing File
Transfer Access. and Management (FTAM) in the OSI model and File Transfer Protocol (FTP) in the' lntemet; The
most common used mall service fimction in the Internet is Simple M.ail Transfer Protocol (SM.TP). A similar
protocol in tbe OS1 model is the Message-Orienred Text Interchange Standard (M.OTIS). Network management is
accomplished using the Common Management Inforruation Protocol (CMlP) 'in the Osr model and the Simple
Network Maaagemeru Protocol (SNMP) in tbe lnternet. We will extensively discuss the details of SNMP in. this
book. CMIP is briefly discussed in Appendix for completeness. However, it is important to understand tbe overall
picture of protocol layers and other application protocols to appreciate network management fimctions that are
accompl ished us ing·.network management protocols.
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1.6. Networks, Systems, lind Services

We described a network comprising nodes and links in Seetion 1.2. The physical embodiment of anetworkcan be
defined asa system. Thus, the nodes and links are components of a net.work system. Just as a network can be
subdivided into subnetworks, a system comprises subsystems. A system or subsystem is made up 'of network
elements. Network elements can be either active or passive .. Thus, a router is an active network element, whereas-a
splitterora combiner that divides or combines signal energy is ~ passive.element. A link-could also be an active or
II passive component. In the case of an active transmission link, it can be-subdivided Into active nodes and passive
transmission media.

Services ate functions that users derive out of networks and systems. Net works and systems exist to provide
service to the users. Service providers provide telecommunication services to subscribers and customers using
networks and.systems,

J .6.1. Broadband Nc"~oJi(s. Systems; 1\,,11Services

A broadband communication system can be defioed II!; one that provides broadband service to bomes arid
enterprises. The common interpretation of this definition in practice varies in different countries as well as among
various service providers. In. the most comprehensive definkion of the term, we will define broadband
communication system as one thnt provides voice, video, and data services over the same medium to "customer
premises. Broadband service ccmprising audio. video, and daW is also known asmuhimedin service.

Audio service includes telephone, telephone conference. and radio broadcast. Although tbe end terminals could be
either analog or digital devices, information is carried digitally in the context of broadband service. A system
provding this service is truly a real-time informat ion system.

Video service includes broadcast television, interactive. television, video-on-demand, and video conference
services. Video service could be either real-time or quasi (near) real-lime service. Once again, the presentation
'could be on either analog or digjtal terminals.

Data service includes numerous applicatioOs, which can be classified into three categories: store-and-forward,
audio streaming, .and video streaming. Some examples of store-anti-forward service are email, messaging, and
Web-based applications. Audio and video broadcast -and streaming- services mentioned above. such as MP3 and
video-en-demand can in a' sense be considered under this category. They are not sensitive to absolute delay time
'between rbe.source and the destination, but are affected bydelay vatintions or jitter.

Broadband services arc provided using broadband-networks. There arc numerous types of networks to choose from
depending 011 what segment and what type of service one needs. It is like ordering ice cream in an ice-cream
parlor-e-conc or-cup, bard or soft, size small/medium/large, 'choice of flavor, choice of topping, etc ..



The three segments of broadband network are WAN, broadband access network, aod CPE network. IlLbroadband
termino logy, the CPE network is also called home network when the customer premises is a residence. Network
segments and choices in various segments are shown in Figure, 1.19.
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The WAN' and access network interface with each other via the edge router, The demarcaron. 'point between tbe
access network aod CPE network Is shown as the residentia I gateway. A Itb'ough this is the logical demarcation
point, the physical demarcation point between the access network oftbe service provider and the customer-owned
CP'E, or home 'network. could be different. As an example in the cable network. the demarcation point is called
Network lnterface UnJt (NTU) or Network Interface Device (NID) and is the physical termination of the cable
access network outside the house. The residential gateway may or may rotexist, and ifit does, k is II part ofCPE
network,

t.6.a. Wiele Area Network;;

The four leading networks and. protocols !ll8t are used .in. broadband WAN are Inrerner using Asynchronous
Transfer Mode (ATM), Sy,ochrooous Optical Network (soNBt),!P, and Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS)
network. .

A™network: ATM network is ideally 'suited for WAN or core network. II has fast layer Z switches tbat can be
configured 10 fURIltion In parallel and rhus.can process high data rate cell-or ented packets. Latency.can be set in
ATM switches by setting priorities to the different services-real-time and non-real-time-being provided.
Further, unffic performance is increased by establishing Virtual Path-Virtual Circuit (VP-VC).

Four classes cf traffic have been defined in ATM network 10 implement quality.of service. Constant bit rate (CaR).
real-time variable ~it rate (YBR-RT), non-real-time variable bit rate, (VBR-NRT), and available bit mte(ABR) or

user bil rille (UBR). Transmission of voice is assigned CBR. An example ofVBR-NRT is transmission of still
images. Data Iraffic and stcre-and-forwerd traffic get the lowest priority, AB R.

SQNET: An optical fiber medium can be used 'to carry multjplexed lower bandwidth signals implementing SDH.
TIlls. mode of transmission is known as SONET. The.opncaltransmission network contains regenerators, digital
cross-connect elements, aod add-and-drop multiplexers, (ADM). Modem optical networks use dense' wavelength
dlvislon multiplexers (DWDM)'.and very high bandwidth signals can be transmitted through this optical network.

.Internet: The Internet backbone WAN using IP ls .highly matured. lias a full set of application-oriented features,
'and can interface with access and ePE network in a more seamless manner. However, its main drawback is thar k
is' difficult to meet quality-of-service requirements needed for multimedia beosdband service. Because of its
variable packet size and 'packets choosing possible alternate paths between the source and the destination, the
performance of'rourers and other transmission devices is nor as efficient as in an A~ network.

Quality of service in IP-6ri,enied WAN traffic is improved by implementing one of'two different approaches. They
Arc integrated service [RFC 2205] and differentiated service [RFC 2474].1.0 one form of lmplementarion, lntserv
packets in the Internet are classified into three classes: guaranteed, controlled or predetive, and best effon. Intserv
reserves bandwidth from the source to the destination on a per- flow basis fur 8 guaranteed class-of-service call or
session using reservaticn.prctocol, RSVP. Once the reserved path wirh tbCJICCeSs8CY bandwidth is established, dam
.areiransmltted. The bandwidth is released niter the call/session is completed. lntserv is nor an efficient scheme for
establishing quality of service in the backbone network .as there is noguaranree that the resources will be available
when needed, Further, the scheme does DOt scale well.

In the differentiated service; diffserv, packets belong·irig. 1.0 the same class are grouped 111each hop and the"
prioritized. There are four classes and each class bas three subclasses for dropping packets-low, medium, and
high, The present trend. in, providing quality of service fur backbone is to use, differentiated service complemented
withsome form of reservation capabilities of RSVP.

MPLS network: MPLS altemp~ to combine the benefits 0,£ ATM quality of service with feature benefss of the IP-
based Internet, Conventional rooters examine the packet headers aod classify them into forwarding equivalence
classes (FEC). Tbey art} then assigned the-next hop. 1n MPLS this is done once, possibly at the ingress router, and a
lnbelis attacbed to h. At each router, only 'the label.lookup is done for determining the next hop. LabeUookup can
also be done using a switch. A router that supports 'MJ'LS is known as a Label Switching Router (LSR). MPLS ell"
support any 'network layer protocol. RFC 303 'I describes MPLS architecture fur lin IP network layer protocol,

1.6.3 . .BrotH! band Access Networks

Figure 1.20 shows slx types of broadband access networks that provide broadband service to homes, Srnal IOffice
Home Office/Small and Medium Enterprise (SOII01SME). and enterprises. The core.network is IP/ATMlMPLS
WAN. The link from tbe bead.eod or the edge router to business customers is shown as an optical carrier-n (OC-o)
link, although it could be any other transport scheme, Hybrid fiber coax (HFC) cable network and Digital
Subscriber Line (DSL) network are the matured access network's. Fixed wireless is being offi:red as point-to-
multipoint servce or meshed network, W1Max, 10 metropolitan areas. Mobile wireless could be offered using
either 30 technologyor wireless l.,AN. The former has the limitation on dara rate and the latter on mnge. Fiber
'network as Passive Optical Network (PON) is still in an embryonic stage -for economic reasons.

Figll'" t.20, Br".db"D~ ,,<<<if N.!\"'rk~



Cable Access Network 118.5its head end interfacing to the edge router. Analog and digital signals from various
sen' ices are multiplexed at the bead end and are converted from on electrical sigoolto optical wavelength signals;
The optical signal is then carried over fiber up 10 an intermediate-point, oprical.node, where it is down-converted (0
radio frequency and transmitted the rest oftbe way to the customer premises over two-way coaxial cable, hence the
term hybrid, fiber coax (HFC). At the customer premises, the 1V analog signal is 'split from the digital data. The
latter is demodulated 10 a baseband digital signal using a cable modem and is fed 10 the digital devices, such as
computer and appliances.

Digital Subscriber Lme access 'network uses a telephone line and CM be deployo::d using different
implementarons, referred to, as XDSL. Of 111CSl),,Asymmetric DSL (ADSL) shown in Figure 1.20 is the mOSI
prevalent deployed allover the world. Atthougb cable network is more commonly used in the United States by. a
ratio of approximately 2 10 I, the reverse is the case in the rest of the world. The technology uses the .existing
unshielded 'twisted-pair (UlP) wire that carries 'the analog voice to transmit data in addition to voice. The voice is
carried asan analog sigual at the low end of the frequency spectrum (0--4 kl:Iz) and tbedlgjtal dam over the higher
band of the spectrum. It is termed asymmetric !1.5 the downstream data rate (from the central office to customer
premises) is much higher than Lbe upstream ('from customer premises 10 tbe central office) dara rare. The analog
voice and digital data are separated at both ends of the access network using a, fiker, and the digital data are
modulated and demodulated at both ends using ADSL 'modems. At 'the central 0 ffice, vo ice circuit interfaces with
the central office swkch and Lbe digital data with tbe edge router.

Wireless Access Networks: Figure 1.20 shows three types of wireless access networks. The terrestrial wireless
network; also known as fixed wireless, is a peint-to-multipoint transmission. A basestation withmultiple antennas
covers multiple 'sectors, each serving many subscribers. The iW9 well-known deployed technologies are
Multichannel Multipoint Dlstributon Service (MMDS) for rural areas and WiMax fur -urban areas. Satellite
wireless, systems are priJ))llrily used for one-way iete:vision broadcasting service. Mobile wireless has limited
bandwidth and is currently used in phones such AS smart phones, providing broadband service.

1.6.4. llome/Cl>E Networks

CPE, network in. enterprise environment is either an I.EEE 802.3-ba<;ed Etbernet LAN or I.E.EE 802.11 based
wireless LAN, also known as WIlli, or a hybrid of'borh.Horne network provides the opportunity 10 utilize multiple
technologies besides Ethernet LAN and WiFi. HomePN A is implemented using twisted-pair telephone cable
medium, HomePlug rakes advantage of power line wiring in the house, and cable utilizes the television coaxial
cable. Fire Wire. is also a wired medium and is based on IEEE 1394 protocol to transmit high-speed digital daia
Universill Serial Bus (USB) is uJ;OOfor IQw daln rate pejiphei'als_ Wireless home network technologies include
Bluetooth aod ukra-wide band (UWB) personal area networks (PANs) fur short distances.

1.6.5. Quality of Service io Broadbulld S),~tcms

Quality of service could he interpreted in technical terms in many different ways. However, from the users' point
of view, -people are used to reliable. dependable, and good quality analog telephone and television service, They
expect the same quality of service when the telecommunication and cable services are extended to broadband
service that Includes vo ce, video, and data. Networking technology has to prioritize real-time voice and video
traffic over store-and-forward data traffic, and provide tbe end-to-end quality of service .For real-time applications
of voice and video, the delay and jiner should be imperceptible. Service should be highly dependable (a tways
available) and reliable (quality Is consistent). Monitoring and managing these parameters is a challenge for network
management.

1.6.6. Security lind Prtvacy In Bruadbund Systems

With universal ID and multiple service providers delivering multiple services 00 shared media to multiple
subscribers, ihe Security and privacy of information becomes a primary COOCCm. This is especially critical with 0-

business over the Internet. Besides implementing security -and priv.acy-authentication. authorization, -and
eocryption-of the data and management information, there has to be a cultural change in the perception. of the
subscribers that the information link is secure,

1.7. Cuse FTist'!u'ies on Network, System, and Service Management

Network Management is more than just managing tbe network, 10 Standards bodies it isreferred to as Operations,
Administration, Maintenance, and Provisioning (OAMP). Of course, networking and network management existed
before network management became a formalized discipline, Network management and its complementary
functions of system.management and application management are all .means to the end 0f service .management in
providing the subscriber or customer quality of service. As one IT manager commented, the confignration and use
of a NMS formalizes what a network administrator would have otherwise done. The network administration' "war
stories" in Lbe fallowing subsections illustraie tbat network management (especially Without proper tools) could
present a challenge 10 IT managers.

1.7.1. Case Ilistory 1: Importance of Topology ("Case orlbe Footprint")

-A stable corporate.netwcrk consisting of several, minicomputers arid about 100 desktop workstations and personal
computers suddenly started "crashing" rreque,ntly (0 legacy networkexample). How often have we heard II oetwork
coming down without any apparent reason? Here is how one, Vice President of Information Systems describes an
incident.

Part of'tbe network went down in me engineeringarea one morning. Since.there were a wholeseries of users and at
that time we were not using a STAR (hub) topology. bl,ll rather theold-fashioned serial topology (where all the
users were daisy chained to tbe coax). we suspected a break in the chain, probably at a, transceiver tap. Lacking

.sophisticated NMS tools, Information Syst.ems personnel started walking me hallways asking the users if anyone
lllli:l just been doing anything out of'tbe ordinary. which might have broken the chain arul caused me problem.

T.he guys came back and reported that no one had said that !bey had "done anything." So J "(VP) started back down
the halls-with the guyS and peeked into each office. Finally, I stopped and said "Let's look up in the ceiling here."



Sure enough, we found a transceiver that someone had been.fooling with and that 'vas not properly connected,
which bad caused the break. Once connected, tbe network segment.came back up.

The guys asked "Why did you 'say-try bere?" particularly since the engineer in 'UlSt office claimed ignorance. T
calmly pointed to a dusty image of a sneaker fO,o,tprint on, the engineer's desk and the ceiling tile lhat was' ajar
above tbedesk.and said-"you need to use all the diagnostic tools at your disposal!"

1.7.2. Case History 2: Centrally Mllnaged Network Issues

There are numerous war stories that we can describe relating to heavy load on a t-.'MS managing the network and
network elements, We wfu choose one lhat, illustrates several issues related 10 network design, configuration, and
maintenance. An integrated network management system (INMS) was integrating alarms from multipleelement
management systems (EMSs) in a service provider network. Each EMS manages a domain of network. elements
and passes the relevant' events to the lNMS as shown in Figure 1.21. The service provider L~able to monitor in its
centrally located NOC faults occurring in its global network. As simple as ttiis SOLDtdS,its implementation could be
extremely complex. Let us .cousider a simple. real-world situation in which a few EMSs were integrated into ao
INMS and the alarm occurrence lime in the INMS was at variance with the individual EMSs,
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Each EMS records and displays the recejpt time of the alarm, The same is transmitted 10 tbe INMS. It was
observed lhat tbe iodicaLion of the time at which the alann occurred was siguijicantly-differeni in INMS from that:
indicated in tile EMSs thai were sending the 'alarms, The alarm occurrence time was considerably delayed,
sometimes byhours, in INMS. 'Ole challenge in a centrally managed .I;H;twork is 10 find the roOl cause of the
problem. Is it network- delay? Is jhedelay due to .excessive number of events? Is i1 due 10 inputioutput (I/O)
limitation of the input port of the lNMS? Is it due to I/O output port of EMS? Is it-in the soffware of'elther EM,S or
INMS or both? if iI is in the, INMS software, should the filtering of unnecessary events nt the input take care of'the
problem? The answers to mosi cf tbese questions were affirmative for each. but to a varying degree In each casco
The predominant cause is the stress on...NMSs, although il can be traced sometimes to network elements in the
various domains.Transmiss.on of unnecessary alarms also causes a stress on tbe network and networks have gone
down due to uncontrolled genererions.of network management messages.

1..7.3. Trllnsatlion Delays in Ctlent-Server Network

In current national and global enrerprlse organizations, application servers serve thousands of clients over
international networks. In-a study of banking industry. transaction delnys were measured and analyzed to determine
rbe root cause of tbe dewy as reported by tellers of branches. The 'Propagation time of.individual trnnsactions was
monitored 'as they traversed through the LAN networks and servers of'tlte branches, through the WAN, and
centrally processed by an application server. Some of the transactions were discovered to time-out due to long
transaction delays. Study resuks identified the source of the, problem to be' gateways and applications; ,and
-appropriate actions were initiated '10 resolve the problem. Thlscese Illustrates the need fur management of end-to-
end communication and the, influence of network components, 'applications, and client-server architecture in a
network.

1.7.4. Service Impact in.End-tu-End Service of Customers

End-to-end communication is further illustrated by the ,need to proactively ,ide,n1ifYthe service of the' customers
affected by a network element failure, This is illustrated by the following case. In ao optical fiber transport nctwork
using'IDM SOH network element that carries rbousaods 'of cbannels;' the failure of a single component affects
services of hundreds of customers. An end-to-end communication breakdown is to be traced (0 the failure of a
single or multiplc network elements 'by root cause analysis' and dynamicafly determine.all clients whose services
.are impacted. The service provider detects the problem even ~efure customer complaints are received and informs
tbe.customers that the problem is already being addressed to restore service-as-soon as possible.

1.7.5. Some Common Netwot-k Problems

The most common and serious problems in.network ore connectivhy failures and arehandled under the category of
fault management. Fault is generally interpreted as failures in accessing networks and systems by users. Network
failure is caused more often by a nodefailure than failure of passive links (except when' it is 'cut by construction
crew). Even node failures are I1I9re often Iimited [0 specific interface failures. When this happens, all downstream
systems from that interface arc inaccessible, Such failures are associated with failure of the network interface card.

Node failures manifest as connectivity failures 10 the user. There are networking tools availeble to the manager to
localize' the fiinl~ as we shall learn in Chapter 9 on Ne.twork Management Systems and Tools.

Another 'cause of nerwcrk.conaecrivity failure is procedural, butvcry common, Network 'connectivity. is based on
the fP address, which is a logical address assigned by, the network edministrator. The IP address is uniquely
-assocated with a physical MAC address of the network component. However. 'mistakes are made in assigning
duplicate lP'8ddresses, especially in-an enterprise environment with mukiple systemadministrntors.

A host or system interface problem in a shared medium can bring the entire segment down. sometimes
intermittently, as shown in Case Histocy I above. This could be a nightmare for the network manager to isolate
without causing interruption in service. A network manager uses intuitive knowledge to look for patterns such as
change In configuration, addition of new equipmentcr facility, etc, In resolving such problems.

lnterminem problems could also occur due III traffic overload 'causing packet loss. Sometimes the management
system may indicate litilures, when in' actuality data traffic is flowing normally, Performance monitoring tools
could be useful in tracking such-problems.

Power hits could reset network component configuration, causing network failure, The network. has a permanent
cooflguraton (default) and a dynamic configuration (run-time). and thus a power hit could change the
configuration.

Finally, there is the .noo-problem, which really means thal the cause cffailure is a mystery, There is nothing-else
that a network manager could do except tom the system off and then on. Bingol1'he problem is resolved,



Performance problem could also manifest as network delay and is more an annoyance to the network manager,
who needs to separate network delay from the application program or application processes delay. Then the
network manager has to convince the user and then the person responsible lOr the application to rectify the
situation.

With the ever- increasing size of the network and connectivay to the Internet, security violation in network
management is a frequently encountered problem. This is more a policy problem than technical which we will
address in Chapter 11 when we discuss securay management.

1.8. Cballenges of IT Managers

Managing a corporate network is becoming harder as it becomes larger and more complex. When we talk about
network management, ~ ineludes not only components that transport informaton in the network. but also systems
that generme traffic in the network. Whnl use is 8 computer network if there are no systems in the network to
provide service to users" The systems could he hosts, database servers, file servers, or mail servers. In the client-
server environment, network control is no longer centralized, but distributed. Computer and telecommunication
networks are merging fast Into converged network with common modes anti media of transportation and
distribution. As in the case of broadband networks, the IT manager needs to maintain both Iypcs of networks. Thus,
the data communications manager functions nod telecommunication manager functions have been merged to thllt
of the IT manager. With the explosion of information, storage and transfer in the modern information era.
management of information Is also the responsibility of t be IT manager, with the title ofelO. Chieflnformntion
Officer. For example, the IT manager needs to worry in detail about who can access the infurmalion and what
infurmation ibcy cnn access, i.c., autheutication and authorization issues of security management .. The corporate
network needs to be secured fur privacy and content, using firewalls and encryption. Techno logy is moving so fast
nod corporate growth is so enormous. that a etO bas to keep up with new technologies and the responsibility fur
financial investment that the corporation commits to. This amounts to millions of dollars, and the success or failure
of making the right guess-not cbcice=-could make or break the CIO's job. Not'ice that the word "guess" was used
instead of "choice" deliberately because it is not always clear which of the options are a dead end. a.nd hence need
to be avoided. Since they are not obvious. the IT manager needs to make provisions for contingencies to change
direction when the IT industry does.

A good example of indeterminacy in the fast-moving tecbnology industry was competition between the tWO
technologies of Ethernet and ATM to desktop. ATM was predicted to be the way to go 8 few years ago. However,
this has not been the case because of the development of enhanced capability and speed of Ethernet. Anoeber
current example related to this is the decision tbat one has to make in the adoptioo and deployment of WAN-
whether it shouk! be IP. ATM, or MPLS.

Perspectives of Network Managers In order to appreciate challenges that II managers face, several of them were
interviewed by the author. They face network administration and management problems day in and day out. These
are the folks who carry a cell phone with them all the time since most corporate networks run 2417-i.e., available
24 hours a day 7 days u weeki The questions tbat were posed, with a SI1JDIIllIty of the answers edited lOr the current
SlaNS of IT, follow. They arc not an exhaustive list of qucstions and answers, since that would make the contents
of a separate book. but are only intended til indicate the complexity of managing 8 network and thus motivate a
student in networking. Notice that it is not just a techncal function, as Case History I exemplifies. Also, even use
of the best NMS does not solve the problems associated with building' and maintaining a network, but it Is 8

necessary tool. Thus, learning network management involves more than understanding network nnd network
management protocols. The anther's recent in-depth study of service providers also raises similar comments,

General

People expect u network to function like a telephone network.

Reliability in a dMO network as in a telephone is unrealizable. The telephone network was monopolistic and
had expensive redundancy. The data network is ad hoc, decentralized, has loosely specified interfaces, and
has dynamic routing. Thus, it is a lot more tlexible than the telephone network though less reliable.
Designing. deploying. and managing networks thai can handle real-time and non-real-time data.
Integration of multi vendor and multitechnology equipment and their network management systems.

I. What are your top challenging activities in managing the network?
o Rapid sdvance of technobgy
e Problem aoalysir-needs human intuition and skill besides sophisticated management toots
o Anti:: !pate customer demands
o Acquire and retain human resources
o Manage client-server environment in converged networks
o Networking with emerging techno logy necessitates the need for continuing education
o Collaborative research between academie hl.~titutionsand industry
o Maintain reliability, that is, make changes, upgrades, L1C. without disrupting the network and

impacting business
o Diagnose problems or outages in a non-disruptive manner (without impacting other users 00 the

network)
o Estimate the value of 8 technology tranaition. For example, should one transition over to

nccommodate ihe increasing number of 1P addresses w ~h IPv6 or conunuc with IPv4 with Network
Address Translation (NAT) 8S a hierarchical addressing scheme?

2. Wh.ich elements of managing your network require most of your time" What percentage of time do you
spend on maintenance compared to growth?

e A 30-80% growth, 20-70% maintenance based on Ihe organization.
o Configuring the management system itself takes 1II0st of'Ihe tirne.
o Expanding the network.
o Gnthering and analyz.ing stat istics for upper management review to conduct business.

3. How did you or would you manage your network without nn NMS?
o Reactively, not proactively; firefight ing
o Troubleshooting tools, e.g., sniffer, ping, etc,
o Home-grown systems using an open source, e.g., Multi Router Traffic Grapher (MRTG)
o Rely 00 consultant advice and technical information for growtb decisions

4. Do you need an NMS? Wby?
o For proactive managemem of'network
o Verify customer configuration
o Diagnose problems
o Provide statistics on performance
o Help remove bottlenecks
o NMS formalizes the manual practice of network management
o NMS products reflect the company's practice that develops them
o To see the-trend in growth

5. What problems would you expect the NMS to resolve, and how?
o Enhance customer sarsfacfen by meeting the Service Level Agreement (SLA)
o Save time and people resource and thus enhance productivity
o Turn-around shoner ror resolution of problems
o Gather statistics Bod predict trends for planning purposes
o Document events
o Troubleshooting
o Remove constraints and bott leoecks
o Fault isolation
o Expect the NMS to do a root cause analysis and pinpoint fallurcs

We wi II now briefly introduce ihe subject of network management funet ions a nd system in the fullowing sections.



1.·9.Network Management: Goals, Organization, and Functions

Network Management. can be defined as Operatons, Administration, Maintenance, and Provlsioning (OAMP) of
network end services. The Operations group is concerned with daily operations in provicLing network services. The
network.Administration. is concerned with establishing and administering overall goals, po licies, and procedures of
network management: The Installation and Maintenance (l&M) group handles functions thaI include both
installation and repairs of faciljties and equipment. Provisioning involves network planning and circuit
provisioning, iraditionally handled by the Engineering or Proveloning department. We will describe each of these
functions. in this section. Although we continue 10 use the terminology of network management. in the modern
enterprise environment this addresaesallof'If and IT services.

1..9.1. GOIII of Network Management

the goalof network management is 10 ensure that rbe users ofoetwork are provided IT services with II quality or
service that they expect. Toward meeting this goal, the management should establish a policy to either formally or
informally contract an SLA with users.

From-a business administration point of view, network management involves strategic-and tactical planning of
engineering. operations, and ma intenance of network and. network services fur current and future needs at
-minimum overa IJ cost There needs to be a well-established intcrnction between the various groups performing
these firnct ions.

figure 1.22 presents a IOp-dOWILview of network management functions. 11 comprises three major grQUJl.S:(i)
oetwork an.d service provisioning, (ii) network and service opera! ions, and (ii i) network I:&M. It is worth
considering the different functions as belonging II) specific administrative groups, although there are other ways of
assigning- responsibilities based on local organizational structure. Network provisioning is the primary
responsibllity of Ihe Engineering group. TOO CUstomer Relaiioos group deals with clients and subscribers in
providing services planned nod designed by the Eugineering group. Network l&M is the primary responsibility of
the Plant Facil.ities group. lnterecrions between the groups are-shown in Figure 1.23. Normal da ily operations are
the function of too Network Operations group, which ccntrolsaod adm.inisters a NOC. This is the nerve center of
network management operations. The functions of NOC are primarily concerned with network operations; its
secondary responsibilaies are network 'provisioning and network I&M.. The associated service operations are
handled by a subscriber operston.cemer (SOC) and customer relations management (CRM). Our fb.cus here is on
NOC.
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1..9.2. Nelwori< Provisioning

Network Provisioning- consists of network planning- and design and is the respooslbility oftbe Engineering group.
The Engineering group keeps track of new technologies' ant! introduces them as needed. What is needed and when
it is needed are determined from analysis of Ir~flie and "er..fimnan«e data. provided by the net work operations. New
or modifications to network provisioning may also be initiated by management decisions; Plannlng and efficient
use of equipment can be-achieved with good 'inventory. management of current and future modifications of network
configuration by' the Network Provisioning group.



Network. management tools are .helpfulto the Engineering group in gathering s.latisJics and SJudying 1rends. in
traffic patterns for planning purposes. Automated operatons systems help in the design of circu its and measuring
the performance tune-up,

1.9.3. Network Operations and NOe

The fimetions of network operations listed ill Figure 1.22 arc administered. by tbe NOC. They are concerned with
daily operations of the network and 'providing 'network -servlces. ISO has defined five OSI network management
applicatons, which are fault, ccnfiguraton, performance, Security, and account management. They ate also
responsible for gathering statistics and generating reports for management, system support, and users. NMS and
tools are a necessky for NOC operations. They are used in various management applications described below,

Fimk Manegemem/Service Restoration: Whenever there is a service failure, it is NOC's responsibility '10 restore
service as soon as possible. Thisinvolves detection and isolation of the problem causing thefailure, and restoration
of service. In several failure situations, thenetworkwill do ttiis automatically, This network feature is called se,lf-
healing. In other sauaiioos, NMS can .detect failure of components and indicate with appropriate alarms.
Restoration Iilf service does nol include Iixing the cause of the problem. That responsibility usually rests witb the
I&M group. Atrouble tic<kelis generated and fbllowed up for resokrtionof'the problem by. the I&M group.

Trouble Ticket Adminisnation; Trouble tiCke.t administration is the administratlve part off.~ulr management and is
used to track problems in the network. All problems, including non-proberns, are to he tracked until resolved.
Perodicanalysls of the data, which are maintained in a database. is done to establish patterns of the problems for
fbllow-up action. There are trouble-tracking systems to automate the tfllcking of troubles from the automatic
generation of a Irouble ticket by. an NMS totheresolution ofthe problem,

Configuration Management: There are three sets of configumtion of the network. One is the static configumtio n
and is the permanent configuration of the network. However, it is likely that the: current running configuration,
whch is the second, could be different from that of the permanent configuration. Static configuration i~one that
the network would bring up if it is started from an idle status, The third configurarion is the planned configuration
.of the future when the configuraron data will change as the network is changed. This information is useful for
planrring and inventory management. The configuration data are automatically gathered as much as' possible IlJId
are stored by NMS.s ..NOC has a display !hat reflects the dynamic configuration of the network and its status.

The status of the network is displayed bya N MS arid indicates any fuj lure of components of the network, as we'll as
thetraffic pattern and performance. Any configuration changes needed to relieve temporary congestion in traffic
are made by NOC and are reflected in !he dynamic display at NOC.

Performance Management; Data need to be gathered by. NOC and kept updated in a timely fashion in order to
perform. some .of the above functions, as well as tune the ,netwO[k for optimum perfonnance. 1',his is part of
·perforrnance, management. Network statistics include data on tmffie, network availability, and network delay.
Traffic data can be captured based on'volume Iilf,traffic in various segmentS' of, the ne!)vork. They can also be
obtained based on different applications such as Web traffic. emaIl, and network news, or based on trllD!lporl
protocols. ~t various layers such as. TCP. UDP. IP, IPx, Ethernet, TR, rom. etc. Traffic slatistics are helpful in
detecting trends and planning future needs. Performance· dam on availability: and delay are useful for tuning the
network to increase the reHabii ity and to improve its response time.

Seeu'rity Managemenl can coyer a.very breii'd range of seeurit)'. n in~'oJ"es phySically seeu'ring the network, as well
as Qccess 1'0the network by users. Access privilege to applicatiQn soft'wjlre is noi the responsibility ofNOC unleSs
'Lheapplication is,either owned or maintained by NOC. A security ,database is ,established Md maintained by NOe
fur access to !he network and network information. There are other aspects of security management such as
fire\v8IL~ nnd cryptography, which \vill ~ introduced laier in Chapter II.

Accounting Management administers cost albcation of ihe usage of network, Metrics are established 10 measure
the usage of resources and services provided.

Since tbe network.cons sts of components.tnannfactured by multiple vendors, commonality in the definition. and
re lationship of component attributes is needed. This is defined by Management Informatiou Base (MIS), which ~ye
will discuss in Part II. Some' of the data acquisition has to he manual (because of legacy systems), but most data
can and should he acquired in an automated mode. The SNMP is the most popular protocol to acquire data
-auromaiically usingprotocol- and performaoce-analyaing-tools.

As part of implementing the above standards, we need to ensure that adequate reports are generated and distributed
to relevant personnel. There are. in general. three classes 'of reports: systems, management, and user. System
reports are needed for network operations 1'0 track activities. Managemenr reports go to tbe managers of network
management group to keep them informed about the activkies and performance of NOC and too network. User
reportsare distributed to. users an II periode basis or lire available on-line to ,let them know the statuS of network
performance.

.1.9;4. Netwo.'k InSInUation !1IJ1J'M.lIilllelHlI.lce

TI)e Network r&M group takes care of all activities of iustallmion and maintenance of'equipment.aod transmission
facilities. This group is the service arm of the Engineering group for installation and fixing troubles for network
cperations. The group works closely wit.h the Help Desk in responding to the problems reported from the field

Having introduced woot network management is from 'an operauons, adminisuation, maintenance, and plenning
viewpo int, let us next consider the architecture and organization Of8O NMS,

'I.LO. Network Management Architecture lind Organization

We need to distinguish at the outset, the difference between network management and network system and service
management. Remember that II user may not make that distinction when- he or she cannot access an application 00
a server from a client application in' his or her workstation, This could be either due 'to a problem in the,application
program in rbe server affecting 'one or rnore clients' or due to a.transport prcblem.frorn the client workstation to the
server platform. The former is a network system problem affecting tbe servtce cffered and talls under the category
of network system and .serviee management. The latter is a connectivity: problem and falls under network
management. We can generalize system and service management as the management of systems and system
resources In rbe network and services offered by the network. Network management is concerned with network
resourcessuch as hubs. switch;(s, bridges, routers, and. gateways, and the connectivity among them via a network.
1t also addresses end-to-end connectivity between.any two processors (not application processes) in thenetwork.

As we ssw in Section I.J. a network consists of ne~\"Ik components and !heir interconnection. Each vendor, who
marwfaclures n network. component or a Set of network. components, is b~1 ,qualified 10 dev~lop an NMS 10
manage that product o~ set .of products. This involves getting data from_each instauce of that coniponent in !he
,network io Olle or more 'cenI.JJIlized locatioils jlnd disptayilig their stlliu~ on an NMS; for example, failure of,a
bridge. This would set up an alarm ,in the NMS to alert operations peJ:SOnne·1of the failure. This would enable
operatiollS personnel to follow up on !he probhm and restlilre service, even before '!he user calls in a complaint.

As mentiolled above, each type of component is manoged mosl eflicienl'ly by its respective management systenh
There i.ll'need for an Nty1S to manage all (he components' that are QQnna;ted to a oetwork. Again, it is relatively
simple for a vcndor to develop ao' NMS to manage a network comprisi,ng only their components. However; a user,
'such as a g,lobal co;rpora1ion. boys components from 'many different vendors. and 'Ihe Inf!)rmation systems manager
of the corporation has'the responsibility of.maintalning !lie networ~ of ill ve.nClor'comgOnents. TIlis might require
rhe installation of multiple NMSs fur ail enterprise or an NMS lhat can manage multiple vendor components of a
network. Thus. COlUmon management system, as well as the integration ofdlfferent management system.s and the
interoperabiJity between Ihem, has played a major role in the network man'agement,arena. Standards organizations



and industrial communities have established standards for this purpose, which are still evo lving. Tile two major
management srandards are the Internet developed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and OS!
·developed by-the ISO. Wewill ook 811he former in detail in this book. 11iere are also standards tbat ·are developed
by industrial consortium's associated with specifictechnobgles, such as DSL Forum and CableLabs.

Network management dumbbell architecture for interoperability is shown in Figure 1.24{a) where two v\lndo;
systems A and B exchange common management messages. The messages consist of management infurmation
'data (type, ld, nod status of managed objects, etc.) and management controls (sening-aod changing configuration of
-an object). The protocols -arrd services assoclated with dumb bell architecture are presented in Figure 1.24(b).
Application, services are the management-related applications, Such' as fault and configuration management.
Management protocols are eMIl' fur die OSI model and SNMP fur tbe Internet model. Transport protocols are the
first four OSI' layers' for the ost model and TCP/lJ> over any of the fD'st two layers fur the Internet model

Flgur t;24. Network ~1an.gem.nt Dumbbtll Arcbittdure
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Figure 1.25 models a hierarchical configuration of two network agents monitoring two sets of managed objects.
The agent could be an embedded agent. in-a network element or an EMS communicating with agents' embedded in
the network elements. An NMS is at the top of die hierarchy. Each network agem monito~ its respective objects.
Either in response to a polled query from the NMS or triggered by a local alarm, the agent communicates to tbe
I'IMS the relevant data.

Flgul't 1.25: Ntjwnrk Mall.go,n.nj Collll>on~nu'

Peer networks can communicate network management messages and controls between each other, as shown in
Figure 1.26. An example where such a configuration could be implemented. would be two NMSs associated with
two telecommunication networks belonging to two network servce providers; for example, an interexchange
crufJer and II local access provider. As the two NMSs 'communicate with each either, each NMS can superimpose
the data from the other and present an integrated.picture 10 the network administrator.

Vlgllre t.26. Ntlwork Mao.gorntnj luttroll.r~bllil)'

We want to make one final note before-we' leave tllis section: Some of the issues essoclatedwitf die management
'of telecommunication network ~y the telecommunication service providers are unique and involve more than just
management of networks- This has given birth 10 the Telecommunication Management Network (TMN)
framework -and related standards. We will address these in Chapter l O.

1.11. Network Management Perspectives

As we-said earlier, (he NMS primarily manages the networks (bat transport Information, However, from a user's
perspective, networks are meaus to an end, namely to have access to information '!lCfOSS the networks. Thus, the
users' needs require a total solution '(0 manage the networks, system resources, uod applicatiens that run on
systems. Applications could be specific user-applications, or general-purpose servers such 8S file. servers, database
servers, and DNSs. Software products have since been developed to-address such system-wide-sojutions.



An IT manager is interested in more than managing networks, systems, and applications, He or she would.l ike to
amomete other functions sucb as back up of databases and programs, downloading of software updates from a
central location, and a host of other suppon: functions. 111= are required to run an IT operation efficiently and in a
cost-effective manner.

Anotber.erea Of system management is logging and 'archiving of'events. 111is is illustrated by a-case history when
the system perfurmanceduring normally slow activity time atnight was poor..Further probing the system resources
indicated that thesystem was busy with processes being-executed from outside the institution. The system had been
"ccmpromlsed,' te., had been broken into. The Intruder could manipulate the normal system resource tools so as to
hide the-intruder programs. The intruder was finally discovered from the archlvalsystem.log,

SOlutions to the total IT services are currently being offered by commercial vendors. We will discuss them along
with network and system management tools and systems in Pan III of the book. We will presenr bere a high-level
view of some of the alternate perspectives of the broad aspects of.network managemem,

1.11.1. Network Mllnlll,lemcnt Perspective

Domains: TIle 'network management overview givenso far in the chapter can be "I,eroeiveil 'as management of a
domain. The domain can.be any of a selected group of parameters roving common attributes, TIuis, a.geographca I
domain refers 10 rbe subdivisions of a large geographical region. For example, In India rbe telecemmunicatkm
administration is divided into circles, and each circle maintains its own telecommunication network.

Another classifieallon of a' domain can be based on vendor products. 1l11~ we could have different vendors'
management systems managing tbeirrespective products. A third perspective of looking at domains can be from
the technology perspective. For example, IP-based products, telecommunication. products, broadband
communication products, and digital transport 'products such as SDH could each define a domain managed by a
separate NMS, as well as a different administrative group.

Protocols: Network management can be perceived from the protocol used 10 manage the network such 8S Internet-
based SNMP and OSI-ba~ Common Management Information Protocol/Common Management information
Servioe Element (CMlP/CMJSE). Traffic-use of various protocols at each prorocollayer can be monitored.

Network and Transmission Techno.ogies: An, end-to-end network ,system could be viewed as comprising multiple
network technologies traversing different transmission media and carrying information in different transmission
modes, each managed from .a different network management perspective" Thus, an end-to-end communication,
which can be 'represented as a logical.circuit, .could be made up of network elements .comprising lP-based routers
-and -ATM-based switches. It can traverse globally ihrough coaxial cable in an access network, wireless
transmission over continents, fiber optic cable over land on a WAN, and twisted copper wire at home. The
transmission mode, could be digital lDM, or ATM, or n broadband access mode. An integrated NMS is used to
-manage end-to-end availability of a-circus that deploys multlvendcr and multitechnology network elements.

1.1 t.z.Servtce Management Perspective

The network is used to provide service to customers and consequently what needs to be managed are the services.
The-real concern of service providers is more about service management. Providing qual ity of service to satisfy.the
customers' needs requires' network management. However, while network management focuses on the· physical
network, service management focuses on services offered over the network and those services meeting customer
needs-and satisfaction. Various quality of'servce (QoS) parameters are defined and lin SLA is reached between tbe
service provider and the customer. There are several OSSs thal provide different types of service management.

Communication services can be offered as public switched network services, Internet services; virtual private
network, real-time interacrive audio and video services, and others too numerous to list. Computing services are
offered to clients using applicatons running on servers. These servers and applications running on themneed to be

.managed centrally by the service provider or enterprise that owns tbem, This management is also known as
enterprise management. It monitors the health of system resources, us well as the applications Lhat run on tbem.
There are 'managed service offerings available 10 'manage multiple enterprise 'networks from a common
management facility.

1..11..3.0SSl>el1lpedive

While the EMS. NMS; and enterprise management system are designed to manage the network and network
resources, OSSs support the operation of.network and service management systems. 10 Section 1.9 we described
1he' supporting. functions of networking needed to provide communication services as operations, administration,
maintenance, and provisioning (OAMP).

Provisoning System: The logical and physicalnetwork.has (0 be provisjcned to provide the desired service to (h.e
customer. An OSS" provisioning management system, does this fuootion using several other OS'Ss such as the
inventory management system, rbe service order system, and the' elemenreod ~MSs, Provisioning management
includes.circuit provsioning, service provisioning, and network provisioning.

Inventory Management System includes inventory of equipment and facilities. We can generalize equipment lIS
'active co mponents, forming nodes of anetwork and facilities as passive components Iinkiag thenodes.

'Customer Relations Management (CRM) operation support system manages complaints repo rted by, the customers.
A proactive approach to CRM is 'the service provider calling the-customer on detecting a service outage indicated
byNMS.

Trouble Ticket and Work Force Management manages the troubles detected by the NMS and generates work order
in the Work Force Management System. Various OSSs help with the remote testing, either on-demand or
automated, In installarion and maintenance.

IP Telecommunication Application Management: 111i1 traditiQn'al 'analog services of voice and video life now
offered lIS digital services. Such services as voice-over-If IUId video-over-Il' applications requee not. only
management of data, but also connection . management. Sessions that are 'equivalent to a circuit need to be
establishedand.managed.

t.1 1.4. e-Business Management

The e-business management and privacy requirements are associated with e-commerce applications. This Includes
npplicatioumauagemeru in Internet retail activities, as well as.banking automated teller machines.

1.12 NMS Platform

NMSs and tools arc available in various platfcrms=hardware and operating system. Popular high-end systems are
housed on I:JNIX-based servers. Low-end NMSs run either on Windows or Linux-based platforms.

.Most high-end NMSs'are equip-ped with remote client capability and can be accessed eWICr via Java client or Web
browser. Clienrplatforrns are either WJndows or UNIX based.

Common troubleshooting and monitoring .of network element parameters 'could be done by using simple
networking and network management tools. These are part ofTCPIIP Slack. For example, network connectivity
could be tested using ping. -and traceroute 'commands in UNIX and tracert in Microsoft Windows; We will discuss
.NMSs and tools in delail in Chapter 9,

1.13. Current Status lind Future of Network Management



-Currem NMSs are based, 00. SNMP protocol. .Most commercial network components have embedded SNMP
agents. Because of the universality of the IF, transport of management information for SNMP management, which
is'TCl'flP-based, is auromatically-resolved. ln addition, 'most oftbe popular host-operating systems rome with
TCP.IIP protocol suite and thus are amenable 10 SNMP management.

Current NMSs, however, suffer worn several limitations. One Of the limitations of SNMP-b.ased management
system is that values of managed objects, should be defined as scalar values. OSI-based management protocol,
CMIP. is object oriented. However, ii. bas not been successful due to the complexity of specifications of managed
objectsand the limitation of large memory in computer systems in the past. Aootber limitation of SNMP-based
management is that it. is' a poll-based system. In other words, NMS polls each agent as 10 its ,1iIlU5, or ror any other
data thnt it needs for network managemem. Only a smallset of transactions is initiated by a management agent to
an NMS as alarms. To detect a mutt,quickly. or 10 obtain good statistics. more frequent polling of agents needs to
be done by the NMS. which adds to network traffic overhead, There is an alternative solutionto this problem,
which is deployment ofremote monitcrsasdscussed in Chapter 8.

Some of the above constraints in SNMP-based management have boon overcome by emerging advanced network
management discussed in Chapter 16. Object-oriented technology has-reached a matured stage, and the hardware
capacsy to band le object-orented .stacks 1$ now commercially available. TlIUS, object-oriented network
management is being reconsidered. This has potential appli~atiOo in Telecommunications Management Network
dscussed in Chapter 10. Network management systems are currently built with object-oriented, protocols and
schema, such as Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) protocol and Extended Markup
Language (XML) schema.

An, active network, which is the direction of ne!d generation network, would include embedded network
management applications. Besides the advancement of research and 'development in network management in
standards, protocols, methodology, and new technology, there is considerable-activity in management appllcarious,
which 'form the topic of Chapter 11. Of particular significance are event correlation technology in fault
management, end secured nerwork and communication in security management.

Wllh the proliferation of the Internet, secured network and, communication has become extremely important.
Existing management standards do nOI go fur enough in this. However, security management-bas taken on therole
of a special topic in network management. Topics of high interest in this field are firewalls that establishsecure
networks and cryptography that assure secure communication,

IT itself is exploding and gives .rise to new challenges for expanding the horizon of network managemeru.
Transport of voice, video, and-data is integrated in broadband multimedia services, Broadband multimedia service
is based on ATM, IP, and MPLS in a WAN'and several emerging access technologies sach 8S HFC, Asymmetric
Digital Subscriber Loop (ADSL), and fixed and mobile wireless, Quality of service in integrated services is
important. M~ing these newserviceofferings forms the content cfPan lv.

Anotber re-emerging technology fbr network 'management is the wireless technology. This is being widely
deployed for WAN, mobile, broadband access, 'and home networks. Much ,,,,ork on standardization of management
oHhls techno ogy needs to be done in this area.

Summary

We presented in this chapter an overview of datil and telecommunication networks, as well as converged networks
and how these networks are managed. The telephone network WlIS shown as a model to be followed, in
accomplishing a reliable, dependable, and quality data, communication, ·networ.k. We e<,ptained tbe differenoe
i)elwoo'n data communication and 'lelcC<:JrilJnunicstion networks, although tb,is disl'loction f.~ fast disappearing.
Desktop Ilrocessors 'and LAN technology have contributed to I.be clieni-wrver' didtrlbilted computing envirOmrient,
which has changed the (ilture direction of datll communication. We briefly talked abOut tbe I.nternel and iotranel in

today's environmem. Adoptkm.of standards has played a signlficant part in the popularity oftbe Internet. OSI and
IPs, play an important part in data communication today. We also treated difficulties assccared with real-lime and
non-real-time 'management of different segments of broadband networks and services, We have presented seme
practical day-to-day experiences of'network managers, including "war stories" to.make US realize tbe importance, <if
network management, We saw a bird's-eye view of network management and described how network components

.and oetworksare managed by network rnanagemem systems. We extended the concept of network management to
managing networks 'and systems and ull of IT services. The future direction of IT management is undergoing
changes due 10 advencernents in software and IT. Possible future directions in network maaagemem technology
.were addressed atthe enil of too chapter,

Exercises

Note for Problems 1-4: If is important thai a nelwork edministrator 'be~'arulliar with both the protocols employed in
the network 'nod tile tools with which its operation may be' investigated, There 'are several tools that lite
fundamental fur administration.cf an [P network; the after used ones are ping. nslookup, and traceroute, These
commands should be available on uNIx pladbrms. You may get tbe syntax ofllieir usage by logging into a UNIX
system and accessing the en-line mannal by invoking 'the command man commandname, Similar tools or
commands are.available in Windows 95fNT machines (ping, rracert.nslookup either buill in or external software)
connected to tbe Internet. Problems 1-7 are intended 10 familiarize you with exploring 8 network, YOII sboudbe
able to do these exercises using the commonly available networking tools and on tbe .Lnter.net using websltes such
as whols.domaintools.com and ~eniic.net.

In doing tbese exercises, if you have a problem reaching the destination bost, you may use any other equivalent
destination site. 1t is important fur you. to learn to use tools .and interpret results.

1. Wtlo Is the pdmary tnternet service provider (ISP) In your Institution? Find another InStitution served by the
Same ISP by uslhg a tracercuts tool.

2. Educational Institutions Inyour state or provlnre.are networked. Discover tnat network by tracing the route from
your Institute or organization to other Institutes or organizations.

3. Draw the route diagram Identifying esch node for the following $ta obtained using a trace routing tool. Wnat Is
the average time a packet takes to travel from noc2 bost to netman host? noc2% trareroute
netman.ec.garech.edu

traceroute to oetman.cc.gatech.edu (130.207:8.31), 30:hops max,40 byte packets

main-rtr.gcatt.gateoh.edu (l99.77.141.1) 1.045 ms 1.012 ms 0.971 ms,

130.207.251.2 (130.207.251.2) 2: 198 ms 1.404 ms .1.837 Ins.

neunen.cc.garech.edu (130.207.8.31) 3.5.28 ms 1.671 ms .1.602 ms.

'4. Between whkh two hosts on the route between your site and www.president.lvis the largest geographic
distaIKe probably traversed? support your answer with evidence.

s. PiQgnsl.bangl,a.net in thls exercise. State what data you gathered and now it determined your conclusion.

a. Measure the percent pacl(elloss between a host at yOuf'Sit.eand the machine nsl.bangl8'. net, and
record the t.imeofyour measurement.



b. Then determine where along tbe route to nsl.bangia.eet the packets are getting lost.

6. ,Fer each host on thercute between your location and ns1.bangla.net (or any other foreign country), determine
the nam'e of the admlnistrBtive contact responsibie for It (use whois command from your UNIX system or from
internie.net). lISt these names alongside the hosts. If you can't flnd-an administrative oontaCl for some of the
hosts, then at least state what you did find.

7. You can discover the hosts in your subnetwork by using the 'ping command with your network Ip address and
host address of decimal 255. Ol,scoverall the hosts In the subnetwork that you are logged on.

8. In probl em 5, identify the gateway from your subnetwork to others.

9. Identify the hosts in the neighbori'ng subne~orks and draw the configuration of interconnected subnetworks.

10. The email system is based on drent-server architecture. Send an em~il to a wrong node address (for example,
misspelling the remote node address), Explain the error message(s) that you get and the servers' that you get
them from.' ' '

11. Send an email to a remote site with a wrong user Id, but correct node address. EXplainthe error message(s),that
you get and the servers that you get them from. '

12. Explain the decimal notation In representing the classesof IPv4 addresses. Give an example for each class,

13. You are given a class B IP address of 145.45.x.v'for your ne~or~ node. fts a network engineer, you are' asked to
configure your network for 126 subnets. (Remember that 0 and 1 are reserved.)

a. How woud you configure your address for sub nets and hosts?
b. What ~ the maximum number of hosts that each suboet can scccmmodate?

14. An IP network [5 connected to a Novell IPX networl\ via a,gateway as shown. Oraw the protocol layers of the
gateway in Figure 1.27,
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15. MBI Corporation uses cc:m.ail, which is not Internet standard. The com.pany also uses Novell IAN. Novell has
Internet Excliange Protocol, IPX (connectionless datagram'servlce), as Its equivalent to Internet TCP/IP. fts you
know well, most of the global email uaffle Is on the'lntemet,wlth SMTP as the mail protocol. Hgure 1.28 shows
the nigh-level configura,tron of the two neitworksconnected through a gateway. fill in the protocol "iyers ofthe
gateway.

I.'igure 1.18. [.e.'tOiso IS
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16, Pictur.ea scenario where you are dow~loadlng a file from a server, located in Europe, which has a" X.2S protocol
based on the 051 Reference Model.lts'physlcal medlum Interface is X',21.Your client machine lsccnoerted to the
.Internet with Ethernet as the physical medium.

a. Draw the details of .the eommunicarons net work in Figure 1.29( a) us.ing bridges, routers, and. a
gateway between the server and the client.

Flgtirt 1.29. £x,,,,i« 16
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b. Complete the protocol architecture in Figure 1.29(b) for the intermediate .galeway system.

17. In Case History 2 described in Sedion 1.7.2; the delay in alarm indl<liltion in INMS 'Was attributed to several
possible causes. Givean example for each of these causes.

18. A!> a networ1\ engineer in a Network Operations Center, you are following up on two trouble tiCkets.You do not
have a network management system and you have to use the basic network tools,to validate the problem before
you can resolve them. Please explain what tools'vou would use In each case and how it would validate the
customer complal nt

a. Trouble Ticket 100: Customer says tbai when be receives messages, the message is periodically
missing some characters.

b. Trouble Ticket 1.0I: Customer in Atlanta compla ins tbat when she tries to log into the system
servee.beadquarters.com in New York, she gets disconnected with a time-out. However, her
colleague in her New York office reports Ibat he is able 10 access.the system.

2. Review oflnformation Network and Technology

Objectives

Network compo rents and.techno Io.gies 1.0 be managed:
.0 Network topologies LAN and WAN
.0 Wired LAN topology: Bus, Ring, Star, and Hybrid Hub,
.0 Wireless LAN
o WAN topalQgy: Mesh and Tree
.0 Fixed and mobile wireless networks
.0 Fiber networks

Ethernet LAN:
.0 Physical media and MAC protocol
.0 10 alld 100 Mbps; I and 10 Gbps Ethernet LAN
.0 Switched and Dupex Ethernet LANs
.0 Yirl.11OlLAN

Token-Ring LAN
FOOl
Network compobent s:

.0 Bridges

.0 Routers
o Gateways

Circuit switching and packet switching
Transmission technology:

.0 Transmission media: Wired and wireless

.0 Transmission modes
o Multiplexing: TDM and WDM
o SONET and SDK

Multimedia, networks and. services

In Chapter l we learned ihlil a network comprises nodes and links. Nodes are switches, bridges, ro urers, or
gateways, Links comprise Local Area Networks (LANs), Wide Area Networks (JI'ANs), Access Networks, or
Customer Premises Equipment (C,PE)/Home Networks. In this chapter we witl review these components &orn the
perspectives of'concept, 'technology, and management. We will limit our review bere to Internet-based components
·and some oft:be telecommunicaton components, Components associated with broadband-specific networks will be
covered in detall when we address them in later chapters.

Section :U presents 'I1IriOtlSnetwork topologies orLAN!; and WANs. In Section 2.2 we start with basic Ethernet
and tben traverse the development ofBtbernet, Fast Bthcrnet, 'Gigabit Bthernet, and switcbed Etbernet. Token Ring
was ihe most .commonly used LAN in the mM mainframe environment. Fiber-optic technology uses Token-Ring
archaecrure to develop Fiber Distributed Datalnterface (FDDI)._Flexibllity ofLAN.facilities has been stgnificantly
increased by the development of virtual LANs (VLANs). Wireless LAN (WLAN) bas become an important
component of the .modern network.

_Neh,'Ork node components formthe contents of Section.z.J, We stan by describing ihe implementaton of LAN 'as
3 discrete component; a hub. LANs are interconnected by bridges. A bridged network is made-up of'rernote bridges
in n tree topojogy, LANs 'can also be connected ill a mesh WAN topology using routers JlS 1I0cIJII components,
Autonomous WANs with .diverse networking protocols are iniercennected with gareways that do protocol
conversion at network layers and -ebove. Half-bridge/half-router conliguration is used for Ieteroer pobt-to-point



communication link. The discussion of Seeton 2.3 ends with a switching ccmponeni and the part it plays in WAN
topology. Wide area 'network is brle.fly discussed in Section 2.4. It is the teJecommnn.iclll"i!;>nnetwork that computer
(or data) communication traverses a long distance.

Section 2.5 addresses transrnission technology. It comprises wired and wireless technology that transports
io(orni!ltion over LANs and WANs. The mode Of.transmi!>Sion may be either analog or digaal; and Ii message may
be transmitted. in either mode, or part of the way in analog mode and the rest In digital. This becomes especially
true in broadband multimedia services where data. voice. and video are integrated into a common service,
Integrated Services Digital Network ([SDN). Broadliand network made up of hybrid technologies is introduced in
Section2·.6 for completeness and is discussed in detail in Part IV.

2.1. Network Topology

A LAN is A shared medium serving many DigitallDatA Terminal Equlpments (OTEs) located In close proximity,
such as in a building. LANs could. also be deployed in a campus environment connecting many buildings.

Three ropologes are associated with LANs: bus, ring. unCIstar topOI9ID'. There exists a fourth pseudo-topobgy that
combines a star topolqgy with either ofthe other two and is known asa hub. A hub plays 'an important role in
networking as we will soon learn.

LAN topology depicts the configuration of how DTEs are interconoected. Different protocols 'are used ill different
topological configurations. Bus architecture is implemented in LANs us.ing Ethernet protocol. Token Ring ani!
IDOl configuratons use the ringtopology, FOD! cao.cover a mucb larger geographical area than Token Ring on
copper. Flber ring topology has been extended to Synchronous Optical Network (SONET) and Resilient Packet
Ring (RPR). SONET and RPR can be considered geographical extensions of LAN to WAN, also known' as
Metropolitan Area.Network (MAN), and use different protocols. A star topology is used in cabling infrastrucmre
.and is ideally suited for bub implementation, or for WLAN using an access poinr(AP).

WANs are.configured using either the mesh or the tree topology. The mesh topology is the most common form fur
Internet routing. The tree topology is employed in network using brouters, which are bridged routers that do the
rout ing function ·at OSI layer 2. It is also known 85 spanning-tree configuration.

The three LAN topobgies and bub configuration are shown in Figure 2.1. In the bus topology. Figure 2.I(a). all
OTEs are on 8 shared bu.s and have equal access to the l.,AN. However, 'only one OTE can have control at anyone
time. A randomization algorithm determines which DTE has control 0 f'the LAN at any given time. This 'topology
is used in Ethernet LAN. Because colllsions occur when more than one station tries to seize 'the LAN at or about
the same time, the bus LAN usually functions at much less than full efficiency, Ethernet protocol is specified by
IEE.E 802.3 standard,

Flgu r e 1.1. LA N Topologier
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Figure ~.I(b) shows the ring topology and was lnost· popularized by [BM's Token-Ring LAN. In this topology,
each active DTE connected 10 the ringtakes tums in sending lnformaton to anotherDTE in tbe ring, which may-be
elther.areceiving bostor a gateway to .an external network. At the time a DTE communicates over the ring, 'it is in
.conrrol ofthe ring ·and control is managed by a token-passing system, Tile OTE holds on to the token while it is
sending data and releases it to its downstream neighbor (round-robin) after its tum is finished. Thus, the process in
"thls topology is determin istic and LAN operates at almost full bandwidth efficiency. J EBE 802.5 standard specifies
token-ring protocol, FDDltechnology also. uses ring configuration, implementing IEEE 802.4 standard.

Figure 2. [(e) representsa star topology 'that was once used in star LAN. However. iI isat present used in a hybrid
mode, as di~ussed. in the 00)\1 paragraph. In the star topology, all OTEs are connected to a central node and
huerconnecred.in one of two .modes. They can be connected in a broadcast configuration.Ln this configuration, all
tbe other DTEs receive data transmitted by a DTE. This would be similar to a bus topology. In tile second
configuration, DTEs are connected to the central 'node, but are interconnected on a pair-wise basis selectively. 1.0



this situation. multiple conversations can occur concurrently between various DTEs passing Ihrough the central
node.

As mentioned earlier, a hub conflguralion uses a star 10pology in combination with eaher a bus or a loken-ring
topology. The hub configurations sbown in Figure 21(d) are the most popular LAN implementation. The hub is
also known as B Layer-2 swsch, It is 8 hybrid between (c) and e sber (a) or (b). DTEs are electronically connected
to each other at the oentml node in either the bus or the ring topology. If they are connected in 8 broadcast
configuration for an Ethernet LAN, it is called an Ethernet hub. lfUEs are connected in 8 ring topology for use
with token-ring LAN, it is called a token-ring hub.

WAN diff~rs from LAN in thaI it links nel\~orks thOi are geographically separated by II tong distance. Typically,
the WAN link connects nodes made up of switcbes, bridges. and routers.

WANs are connected in either 0 mesh or 8 tree topology. as shown in Figure 2.2. The mesh topology, Figure 2.2(a),
provides multiple paths between nodes. Thus, a message between nodes N I and N6 may nnverse Ihe paths N 1-
N2-NS-N6, NI-N3-NS-N6, NI-N2-N3-NS-N6. NI-N3-N2-N5-N6, NI-N4-N5-N6, NI-N4-N3-NS-N6. and
NI-N3-N4-NS-N6. This nilows pockets bclongiog to a message to traversedifferent paths, thus balancing traffic
load. It further provides redundancy lOr reliability of service. However. a broadcast message 'from N I to all other
nodes IV ill be rebroadcast by neighboring nodes N2, N3, and N4 to all other nodes. This could cause flooding on
the network and looping of packets, which needs 10 be carefully addressed. Flooding is a node receiving thesnme
packets multiple times, and looping is II packet going around nodes in a loop, such as N2-N3-N I-N2 or N4-N3-
N2-NI-N4 paths. A mesh topology is usually Implemented using switches and routers.

flIgurf 1.2. WAN 'rOl){lloglts
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A tree topology is shown in Figure 2.2(b).lt appears as 8 hierarchical architecture. The tree structure starts with a
node, called the header node, and broncbes OUtto other nodes in a tree structure, There can be no closed loops in
the network. However, paths between nodes may be longer. For example, the packet from N4 1.0N6 has 10 traverse
the top of the hierarchy N I and then down to N6. The tree topology is simpler 10 implement than the mesh
topology and uses bridges er tbe OSI data link layer.

2.2. Locnl Area Networks

There are two types oCLANs thaI are deployed, bus based or ring based. The most common bus-based LAN is
Bthernet and is the most widely deployed LAN. Ring-based LANs are Token Ring and FDDI.

A representation of 8 campus network wsh differeru LANs is shown in Figure 2.3. The backbone of the campus
network is a fiber network 10.10.0.0. The notation of tbe fourth decimal position being 0 is used to represent the
network address. Ethernet LAN (10.1.2.0) is connected to the backbone via a router, Workstations On this LAN

have the lOurth decimal posiron in their IP addresses from 2 10 S. lP addresses 10.1.2.1 and 10.1.26 are the
interface addresses to the router and the bridge.
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The second Ethernet LAN (10.1.1.0) is connected to the first Ethernet (10.1.2.0) via a bridge. IP addresses 10.1.1.2
to 10.1.25 are imerfaces to workstations and the TP address 10.1.1.1 is the interface to tbe bridge. Notice tbat all
external traffe from 10.1.1.0 Ethernel has to traverse 10.1.2.0 Ethernet LAN. 10.2.1.0 is a token-ring LAN
connected to the backbone FDD! ring via a router. Two other LANs tbat are connected to the backbone are ATM
Emulated LAN (ELAN)(10.4.1.0) via a router and on Ethernel LAN (10.3.1.0) via two balfroutcrs. The (wo half
routers are connected via a dial-up link. 11should be pointed out that mOSIcampus networks currently depby higb-
speed Ethernet over fiber medium. and LANs are exclusively Ethernet LANs. We will review LANs in this section
and network components in Section 2.3.

2.2.1. Ethernet

Ethernet uses bus architecture witb Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMAlCD). DTEs are
all connected to the same, bus and transmil datil in 8 multiple access mode. 10 other words, several DTEs can start
transmitting frames at the Same time, A frame comprises user data that are encapsulated with a header containing
tbe source and destination address. A DYE starts trlUlsmilling when there is no carrier sensed 00 the 'bus. The
trnnsmitted s.ignal navets in both directions On the physical medium. While transmiuing, if a collision with anotber
frame is detected, the OrE stops transmitting and attempts again after a certain period. Thus. the mode of
transmission is a broadcast type with probabilistic collision orthe signal,



A good analogy to understand the collison phenomenon is 10 envision a hollow pipe with holes all along
representing stations. There is A person al each hole representing a station. The ends of the pipe are sealed and do
001 reflect sound. Let us suppose Joe starts speaking ar 8 hole near' one end of the pipe. He makes sure that be does
not bear anybody 'speaking before he statts (carrier sensing). Once he starts talking, he has I() make sure thllt
nobody else starts talking until he finishes. He does this by continuing 1'0 talk and ai I he same time, listening for
other messages on the pipe. ffhe bears. nobody else, then there is 110 'collis on. I fhe bearssomebody else, then his
message has collided with another person's message; and they both bave to stan over again. The longest time thut
Joe, bas to wait is fbr a voice to reach him froma person speaking-at a hole ncar the other end of the pipe; and 'that
person starts speaking just before Joe's voice reaches him. From this aJfalogy, we can calculnte-that the.mlnhnum
duration of lime that Joe bas to keeptalking to ensure lhat there is no.collision is the round-trip propagation time of
his voice along the length of'tbe pipe. Thus, there is a minimum frame size for Etbemet packets, which is &I bytes.
It is. left as Exercise I for the student to prove this:

IEEE and ISO standards have been developed for Ethernet second layer MAC. They are IEEE 802.3 and ISO
880.,2.3, respectively. According to these standards, a physical coaxial segment can be a maximum of500 meters;
and there can be n maximum of 10.0.OTEs connected to it. A maximum of five segments can be connected with
fourrepeaters to form one Ethernet LAN. However, if there are branches in the LAN, as in n tree-structure, then
anyone total Ethernet segment should obeythe above rule.

The data rate on an Ethernet bus is normally 10. Mbps (million bits per second), When traffic on.the bus. reaches
about 40% -to 7()O/Oof the maximum data rate 'of 1O'Mbps, depending .on the packet size, performance degrades
significantly due to an increased collision rate. The bus medium can either be thick (0..4" diameter, but this Is no
kmger .deployed)' or thin (0..25" diameter) 'ccaxial cable; and OTEs are tapped on to- the bus in a f-connection,
There is Ii maximum segment length for LAN depending on the medium. This is listed in Table 2.1. There is also a
limit 011 the length of the drop dbl<>.-tbe cable from tbe LAN tap 10 the Connector 00 the network interface card
(NTC) of the OlE. This is also shown in Table 2.1. As can be seen from the table; the otiginal.segment length
defined for IOBase5 determined the minimum 'packet size of 64 bytes. However, with different configurations

.shown in the table (lo.Base2, lo.Bsse5, lo.Base- T, and IOBase-P), segment lengths and drop lengths vary based on
the medium. However, the minimum packet ~i7.e·isstillmailltnined·at64 bytes.

Table 2.t , Etherllel LAN 1'op<llogyLhnlls

Type Desc.rlp'tion Segn\.ent length Drop cable length

10'Base2 Thin coax (0.25") 200 meters Not allowed

10Base5 Thick cOaX (0.4".) 500 meters Twisted palr:.50 meters

lOBase-T Hub topotogy N/A Twisted pair: 100 meters

10Base-F Hub topo[Cigy N/A 2-kilomete'f·fiber

Ethernet LANs used to be configured by running coaxial cable around the DIBs with each DTE being tapped on to
the cable. This could cause a. great deal of management problem in trucking a. faulty DTE.lt .lsalso difficult to
isolate aDTE that caDsed beavy load on th~ LAN, or a killer DlE that has 8 problem aJ1d briqgs lhe'network down
frequently. rt is ,likely that sometimes. the maximum length of Ethernet LAN' could have exceeded the allowable
timil. The network could t.llen crash intermittently at tile limit lellgth. It could also have 1111' in.te,rminent problem
when traffic on tile LAN exceeds the threshold. These P.'roblems have been eliminated bY'selling up !b'e Ethernet
LAN in a hub <:onfiguiatloo, IIssbown 10. Figure 2.1(d), All OTE 1fuks, "drops;" ate bro'ught 10 II hub located in 8

centflll wiring closel ilIld connected to a dedicaled port. of the hub. PIEs are connected inside the hub in an

Ethernet configuration with active electronics. Problems associated w itb a DTE can now be isolated 10 a port in
this configuration aod resolved ina much easier fashion.

2.2.2. Ensl Etbemet

Tile bub technology described sbove led 10 the development of Past Etbernet techno.ogy, Fast Bthernet operates at
a speed of 100 Mbps data rate 011 an unshielded twisted pair (UTP) cable and is called lOOBsse:T. Tbemaximum
length from the hub to the OTE is specified as a lOO-meter or a :zo.o.-meter round trip. This produces a maximum
path delay, which is the delay' between IWO DTEs of 40.0. meters, plus a repeater delay of ollie repeater instead of
four repeaters. This is less than one-tenth the delay in straight Ethernet MAC specifications (5,000. meters) with
four repeaters. Thus, speed can be increased ten times from 10.Mbps to 10.0.Mbps. However, 10 be consistent. with
lEEE 80.2.3 standards, an addil iona I sublayer, convergence layer, -needs to be introduced in the physical layer
above a physical medium-dependent (PMD) sublayer (similar '10 wbat we saw in the OS[ network layer). This is
shown in .Figure 2.4. The physical medium should be capable of carrying a. lOO-Mbps data rate signal over !lie
maximum leugth.of tbe drop cable, which is 10.0.meters. Category 3 UIP cable cannot carry such a high.data rate,
Hence, four pairs of UTP cables are used to distribute the data, each pair carrying 15 Mbps. Hence, the
terminology Io.o.Ba~e-T4 ls used, that is, 10.0.Mbps carried over four twisted pairs. This limjtation could be
overcome by using two pair.; of Category 5 UTP cable in full-duplex mode configuration, which we will discuss in
Section 2.2.4. The-minimum packet s~ of 64 'byt es ~ maintained tOr Fast Elhernet.
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2.2'.J. Oig.lbit Ethernet

With tbe-successes.of Ethernet and fiber-optic communicatlons, the logicaJ.evolution in Ethernet technology led to
the development of Gigabit Ethernet, Ethernet operating-at 1 Gbps (gigabits per second). Gigabit Etbernet is ODe
hundred times the speed of regular Ethernet, 1e.n times that of Past Ethernet, and faster than FODl operating-at ISO.
Mbps.

Along with 'the development of Gigabit Ethernet, a parallel task was undertaken to double the bandwidth of
Ethernet by full-duplex operation. We have 'SO far considered only half-duplex operation in the CSMNCD scheme.
We will first describe Gigabit Ethernet in tbe CSMNCD half-duplex mode in this section and consider tbe full-
duplex mode for all type,s ofEtbemel in !lIe following subsection.

An approach similar to that of Fast Ethernet was taken'Io make Gigabit Etbernet compatible witb the existing
Etherne.t network. IEEE 80.2.3z protocol, whose architecture i~shown in Figure 2.5, maintains the data link layer
compoi)eDts, logk:allink CODll'91 (LLC) 8J)d themedia access c.ontrol (MAC) the same, and modifies the pbysical



layer. Physical layer architecture combines the physical interface oflhe high-speed flibreChannel (devebped for
fiber-optic communication) with that ofJEEB 802:3 Ethernet frame format. It consists of four sublayers: physical
medium-dependent (pMD), physical medium attachment (pM A), convergence, and reconciliation, which interfaces
whh the MAC layer.
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Gigabit Ethernet specification initially permits use of three. physical media. They are: long-wave laser ever single-
mode and multimode fiber, IOOOBase-LX; short-wave laser over multimode fiber, 10OOBase-SX; balanced
shielded ISO-ohm copper cable; and 01'P cable. IOOOBase-T.

Both short-wave (780 nanometer, light frequency) and long-wave (1300 nanometer, near-infra-red frequency)
lasers arespecified to be transmitted over multimodc fiber, whereas only long-wave laserspeclflcation addresses
transmission over single-mode fiber. There is no support for short-wave laser over single-mode fiber. This L~based
on cost perfonnaoce. Long-wave laser over single-mode fiber (1300 nanometer laser oyer' 9 micron.flber) can be
used up to a ten-kilometer distance, whereas multimode fiber rypically extends up to two kilometers. Commercially
available multimode fibers are SO and 625 'microns in diameter with fiber connectors that can be plugged into
equipment Table 2:2 summarizes approximately the variouscombinatlons of media, mode, and drop length (one-
way). Attenuation is in lhe rangeof 0.25 to 0.5 decibels per kilometer, after which regeneration or amplification
may be required.
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In Figure 2.5111e PMA isa serializerzdeseriallzer iliat handles'multipte encoding schemes of the upper convergence
layer. The encoding scheme is different between oprcel (8B/IOB) and copper media in the convergence Ia)'~r. The
reconciliation layer is 8 Media-Independent Interface (MIT) between the pbysicalmedia and tbe MAC layer of the
data link control layer.

An added complication of going to I Obps speed is the minimum frame size. Original Ethernet specifications,
based. 002500 meters in length with four repealers, each.producing approxirilately a 5-micro~nd delay and 10-
Mbps data rate, required. a minimum of Q 64-byte frame, shown In Figure 2.~a) to detecrany collision. T.be time to
accommodate the 64-byte frame Is defined as the slot time, which is 51,2 microseconds. An idle time of 96 bits
was allowed between frames, as shown in.Figure 2.6(b). Fast Ethernet wiui a 1OO-mete! drop, 1O,O-Mbps dam rate,
and one.repeater (minimum 'time each packet needs to traverse In a hub couflgnrariou) would. take a little over five
microseconds. ThI,lS, a slot time of5.12 microsecondswitfi a 64-byte'minimum frame-sii.e meets the minimum 64-
byte slot size, as shown in Figure 2.6(c), to be compatible with original Ethernet specifications. A round-tdp delay
in Gigab'it Ethernet is primarily determined by tbe repeater delay, To be backward compatible with original
Ethernet specifications based on CSMA/CD, the minimum packet size was extended to 512 bytes, but the
minimum frame size was still kept as 64 byies. For 'small frames, a carder extension W85 allowed, 85 shown in
Figure 2.6«(1), 10 increase the number of bytes in a slot to 5l2'bytes corresponding (0 4.096 microseconds,

FigUl" 1..6. Elhor"tl FUl1Ilnrs and 801.3 Frame
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An i1~~itioljal modification was madeto Gigabit Ethernet specifications to- permit bursts of'frarres-to: be transmitted
by a singlestaten, This is called 'packet bursting, Devices could send bursts of small packets and utilize full
bandwidth .capacsy, (0 such a simation, we transmitting station 'should Dot allow idle time-between frames. Tbis
feature improves the efficiency of'transmlssion, especially in the backbone configuration.

With increased data rate capability, Gigabit Ethernet can transport multimedia service tbat includes voice, video,
and data, Quality of service (QoS) that can establish priority o'f service 10 accomplish real-time transmissien is all
essential requirement for implementation of mulrimedia service. (BEE SOl.lp specifying the class of service (CoS)
'meets [his requirement in a limited way. In addition, ResourceReservation Protocol (RSVP) can be used for
advance reservatbn of'bandwidrh (or this purpose.

2;2.4. FlIll-Dul,leJ( Ethernet

We have so fur discussed in 'the last two subsections increasing the bandwidth of Ethernet by two orders of
magnitude by migrating from 10 Mbps Ethernet 10' Gigabit Ethernet. We will now discuss how data rates of
Ethernet, Fast Etbernet, and Gigabit Ethernet could be doubled by migrating from a. half-duplex to it full-duplex
configuration,

As mentioned in the previous subsection, CSMAfCO configuration is 'a half-duplex operation. This means 'that the
signal could traverse only in one direction at a given time in 'the cable to avoid collision with another signal In
section 2.2.1, we gave the analogy of speaking into a hollow pipe t.Odemonstrate the collision. Let's extend that
analogy 10 the case where there are IWO hollow pipes and rhe sound is allowed 10 travel only in one direction. One
pipe carries sound in one direction, and the other in [he opposite' direction. In this case, each person can be
speaking on one pipe and receiving a message from somebody else, on UJ,e other pipe al the same lime. This
analogy applies to the switched. LAN where each station is connected Ici the hub by-two channels. This isthe basic
concept ofa full-duplex configuraton. Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Carrier Detection (CSMAlCO) does not
apply in this,cooJi~ratlon.

With ail active LAN impkln~ntation with repeaters and the sophistication of electronics in a hub, CSMA/Cp
restrlcticn .eould be 'removed and a hub WIth a full-duplex operation could be implemented. IEEE 802.3x
specifications, shown in Figure 2.7, were developed for this purpose. Using this scheme, [he bandwidth could be
doubled for each type of Ethernet configuration. Thus, the Ethernet full-duplex configuration could handle 20
Mbps, Fast Ethernet 200 Mbps, and Gigabit Etbemet 2000 Mbps. The flrll-duplex configuration is generally used
in point-to-point communicarion. This feature can be-turned on or off in configuring the hull. For a point-to-point
link, I1noptional flow control feature specified in IEEE 802.3x'cnn be.exercised. The receiver can send 0 "pause
frame" to the transmitter to comrol the flow in case of congestion.
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Because of-the 802.3x protocol extension, tbe notation for Ethernet' type is modified with an "x" extension. Thus,
IOB~ T, 100!3ase-T, and' 100!3ase-F are modlfied to be 10Bilse-Tx, IOOBase.Tx, and tOOB~FlC. The Gigabit
Ethernertypes already denoted ending in x, the option being set to either full- orhalf-duplex. ' '

Limitutions in Gigabit Ethernet implementation to be compatible with original Ethernet with cSMAico are
removed in full-duplex implementation, Thus, the carrier extension, slot time extension, or packet bursting is not
-applicable. The Ethernet 96-bit interface gap (idle time between framesjand 64-byte minimum packet size would
.still apply.

2.2.5. Switched Ethernet

Another outcome of bub teehno ogy is we switched Ethernet, Instead of just the broadcast mode inside the hub,
packets are opened 10 see the destination address and passed through to thc appropriare destinaticn port. The switch
hub can be implemented as a learning device by reading the source address and thus building 8 routing 'table to
speed up the process. Pairs of'D'Ifss can communicate with each other jn parallel as long as they. are different 01'£
pairs and consequently, multiples of IO:Mbps channels are traversing the Etbernet hub at the same time. This Is
shown in Figure 2,8. There will, however, be .a collision if a DTE receives packets from two other OTEs
simultaneously and needs resolution,

Flgurt 2.8, Swilcbeil Elberon Hub



Not all ports in n swjtcbed hub have to operate lit the same, data rate. A typiCal arrangement-will be for one port to
operate at- a high data rate and will he connected to a server 0'fB, with other ports connected to client OTEs. A
switched hub in a cl lent-server confguraton is showo in Fi gore 2.9 with the server operating 8t100, Mbps ODdthe
clients at 10 Mbps.

Figllrtl.9. Swilth<d Hub ill a ()titnl-S.rvt' c;;..lIfigumlioll
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2-.2.6. J O-Gigabit Ethernet

A IO-Gigabit Bthemet or IOGb.E or 10 GigE is the fastest of Etbernet standards.Tt combines the techno log): of
standard Ethernet, full-duplex Ethernet. and switched Ethernet to create a LAN hub with nomina I data rate of 10

Gbps over fiber, IEEE 802.3AB, and over copper UIP as specified by IEE,E 802.3ito standard. A 10-Gigabit
Ethernet LAN .does not fOllow the CSMNCO protocol [Wikipedial]. TIle I O-Gigab it Ethernet standard
encompasses a number of different physical layer standards, with each physical port in a device supporting any of
tbe 'many different modules thaI support different LAN or WAN PHY standards.

2.2.7. Virtu,,1 LA '

Another-advantage of the switched Ethernet is the capability to establish VLAN. Ustng a 'network management
system, any pori can be assigned 10 any LAN, and thus LA:N conflgurarons can be changed without physically
moving equipment. Ina corporate environment, this bas ibe advantage of.grouping personnel, for example, into
different administrative groups with shared LAN without physically moving their location.

As an illustration, MAC addresses, for hosts in Figure 2.10 could be assigned '10 two different LANs. Switching
occurs by the switch opening the packet received on a port, 'reading the OS'! layer-2 MAC address, and then
transmitting it on another pon thar may be connected to II different ~N l!1 '8 different speed We thus have
swhcbed a packet (rom one IAN (0 aooiher, which is the function ofa bridge that we will discuss in Secrion 2.3.2.
However, it is worth noting bere that the workstations that are physically connected to ,a switched bub belong to
two LANs. each being defined as a Virtu ill LAN (VLAN).

Po<1 fOf Sutloels
200.100150 I

a~d
200.100 16,0.1 vtAN VI.AI'i

200.100:160.1 200.100.160.1

TIx: concept ofVLANs is shown in Figure'2.1O. The routerdirects all packets destined for subnets 200.100.150.1
and 200.10'0.160.1 10 the same port on the router. They arrive a( the switched hub and are routed to OT£ I t.lu'ougll
DTE 5. Bach of the five OTEs shown in the figure could be assigned an IF address' belonging to either
200.100.150,1 or200.100.160.1 and thus will be intermingled betweeu tbe t.wo VLAN.s.lfDTE I and 0TF:3 both
belong to 200.100.150.1 VLAN, then traffic emanating from OTE I destined fer OlE 3 would have beenswitched
within the same VLAN. OTE I COUldbe assigned an lP address 200.100.150.2 and OTE :3 could be assigned
address 200.100.160.2. ln this case, they belong 10 different VLANs. MAC addresses remaining fixed (they are
assigned In the factory); the packet is now switched between the two VLANs.

'Service providers now offer VLAN capability that Isspread -across a geographically wide area and 'traverses
through switching offices and WAN.

'2.2.8. Token Ring

Although Token-Ring LAN is 8 legacy LAN, we will describe it bere as its ring configuration, ruKI fail-safe
redundancy aspects have been adopted in later versions of LA.1IIand.MAN, such as FOOl and RPR. respectively.
Token Ring uses the ring topology and is specified by lE,EE 802,5 protocol, There is no segment length limit as in
Ethernet LAN. All OTEs are connected in'S serial fashion' in's, ring shown in Figure 2.11.
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A token is passed around (counterclockwise in Figure 2.1.1) in 8 unidirectional mode; and tbe DTE that.has the
token is in control of tbe LAN. Let us consider in Figure 2..1 I a situation where DTE 4 has just completed
'transmission of a message and bas 'released the token. DTE I is waiting to pass a message to DTE 3. As soon as the
token ls received, DTE I ooids on to tile token and transmits its message to DLE 3. The message bas the Source
and destination addresses, DTE 2' looks 'at the destination address and does not pck up llie message. DLE.3
examines the destination address, and realizes that the message is for itself. It then picks up the message and
retransmits it with-acknowledgment marked in-the trailer of'tbe message format. The frame goes around to DTE 1
with DTE 4 just passing tbe message 'through. Recognizing that the message bas been received. DIE L releases the
control token and now DIB 21188 11chance to send a message. If the message was not accepted by DTB 3 for' any
reason, such as a COITl'ptmessage, then. the message trailer is SQ marked and appropriate action is-taken by DTE I.

As can be seen, in tbe token-ring LAN. MAC is determlni.stic in contrast to the probabilistic nature in Ethernet
LAN, Standards thaI specify token-ring MAC are IEEB 802.5 and ISO 8803.5. This is good confignration for
beavlly loaded rerworks. '

The maximum size, of a hme is oot limited by the 802.5 standard, However; in order tbat no one station
monopolizes the ring; the 'maximum token holding time by any station is configured, which determines the
maximum frame size. The minimum frame size is the size of the token. The ring should be long enough to
accommodate the entire token; otherwise, the ..token starts wrapping it.<;elfaround and aU the statons are in an idle
mode.

Because cf'tbeserial conflguration, it IS Important thai any failure ofDTE. or turning the DTE of!; should not halt
the operation of !..AN. One scheme to prevent this failure is 10 design the Token-Ring NYC to create a short
whenever there is II fillure or it is tumed off: This is analogous to serially connected Christmas tree lights, When
one bulb bums om, tile bulb shorts rhe.conoecton so that tile rest of the lights continue to be UI.

If there i's a breakin the link segment oftbe ring. the downstream DTE sends a beacon ID the others indicating-a
failure. For example, if the link between.D'I'E 4 and OTE I breaks, DTE ,I will send the 'beacon.

Ring failure can he permanently resolved, by a dual-ring configuration, where the second ring is redundant, as
shown in Figure 2.I2(n). Let us assume that the 'normal mode of operation is along the inner ring and the token is
golngaround in the counterclockwise direction. The outer ring Is the redundant ring and actS as backup. Figure
2.12(b) shows the situation where DLE I has failed. DTR2 does not receive the signal from DTE I. OTE 2 will
send a beacon. Under this condition, DIE 2 and DIE 4 go ~nlo a Ioop-baek condalon. DIE 4 receives the token on
the inner ring and forwards it 011 tile outer ring to DIEJ. DTE 2 receives the token 011 tile outer ring and forwards
it ontbe inner ring.

Figur< 2.12. Tolw,·RiJig Dulll-Ring CunfigurAtloll.'!
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Figure 2, 12(c) shows the situation where the section of the ring between DTE 4 and DTE I is broken, DTE 1 sends
a beacon. DTB 4 31)(1 DIE I perform loop-becks and the continuity of the rings among all four 'Stations is
establtshed using both inner and outer riegs.

2.2.9.FDDI

.fiber Distributed Dara.lnrerfaee (FODl) LAN came into being to rake.advantage of fiber-optic transmission media
for LA~ technology. It operates at a data rate of 10Q Mbps and call include lip to 500 DIEs in a single segment of
100-kilometer length wjthout repeaters. Separation between neighboring stations on the cable can he up to 2
kilometers. A fiber-optic: .cable has !.be advantage of low-noise interference compared to copper cable. -and hence
FDDl is ideaUy suited for o' campus backbone network. As meationcd earlier, FDDI is configured as a ring



topology and has a token.for medium access control. Thus, il fuJpws IEEE 802.5 token-ring standard, but with
some significant differences, II is adopted as an International standard by (SO 93.14 aod American Nm]ooaJ
Standards Institute (ANSI) H3T9.5.

Figure 2 ..13(a) shows the network conflgumtion of PODI.. It is usually Implemented as a. dual ring lilt high
reliability. One ring is termed.as primary.and the second one as secondary. Statons can be connected to the ring
e.ither as.a single attached station (SAS) to the primary ring, or as a dual attacbedstation (DAS) to both rings. A
hierarchical topology can be created using concentrators, as shown in Figure 2,13(b), Concentrators permit the
-auachment of only SASs, but are economical for wiring aod expansion of the PDDI network.

Figllrtl.t3. FOOl COllfig"'ltlinn.
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AllIiougb ihe topology of £oDl is similar to the Token Ring, the control token-passing algorithm is different. I.n
the Token Ring. only one OTE utilizes-the ring at any given time, whereas' in roDI there can be many frames
traversing the ring with communication' between multipl.e pairs of staticns,

2.2 •.10. Wireless LAN

Wireless LAN (WLAN) growth bas been very rapid and is being deployed at homes, enterprises, and public places.
WtF~ as il is popularly known, is an lEEE 802.11 protocol LAN. 802.11 b and 802.) Ig operate at a 2.4>-G& band
-and 802.118 operates-at-a 5-GBz band. IEEE 802.11 working groups have been making amendments (0 802,11 10

address scalability, provisioning. performance, QOS, and security issues. We' will address rbcse along- with
management issues in Chapter 15 on.Home Networking.

The prevalent configuraron for deployment of W1FIIs a hierarchical couflguration. also known as infrastructure
configuration. This is shown lit Figure 2.14. WLAN may be visualized.as a wireless interface to a wired network.
Thus, .inEigure 2.14, ihe Access Point (AP) converts tbe IEEE 802.3 Ethernet protocol 00. a wired medium 10 IE.BE

802.11 WiPi protocol over a wireless medium. The wired wemce is connected to the external network via either a
router or a layer-2 switch.

fi'igUI'f 2. 14. ";Ii'ele~~LAN: Hiul.1rthirolTripolt,gy

Suulons 1,2, and 3 .In.Figure 2.J4 can be eaber fixed or mobile or any combination. A typical configuration in II
laptop computer is either a removable interface card or built in. Communication between wireless stations passes
through the AP, which is also the controller. The range ofWiFi. is limited, and the 1ItC8 tblll is under the control of
an AP is called tile basic service area. The stations associated with a basic service area are usually conne cted by a
Ivired 'network to another basic service area.

A second WLAN topology is the ad hoc network configuration, In this configuraton; wireless stations
.comrnunicate with each other on a peer-to-peer level wuh one of the stmions acting as the controller, or A beacon as
it is called,

2.3. Network Node Components

A network node is a component al either cod of a network link, such as a hub or a 'router, It is also a device tllat
connects two networks, such ~ iI bridge connecting two LANs, or a gateway connecting two autonomous
networks. Resources for network node are hubs, switches, bridges, routers, and gateways, or a combination ofthe
above suc.h as a brouter (bridged router) and 8 switched hub. A OrE, such as 8 workstation, is not.coesidered a
node. However, a workstation that has two network interface cards (N[C.~)connecting to two LANs is 11 bridge and
is considered II node. Hubs 'are platforms housing one or more functons. Switches now lise solid-state devices.
Progress in solid-state technology has contributed to the advancement of switching technology thai include's an
A.TMswitcb. Other network nodes are smart swirches with burlt-in inteltigence ofvnrlcus degrees.

In II simplistic view. II node can be ookedat asa swkch, a bridge. a router, or a gateway. The basic concepts of the
four primary nodal components' are shown in Figure 2.15. Figure 2.15(8) shows-a switch, where inputs' and outputs
-areof thesame format. Por example, if the input format: is an An.Honna!, rhe output is also an An.Homl8t. 'The
switch can be used to switch both analog and digital data. When used in the analog mode, as in circuit switching, a
call is set up frst (connection through the switch is made) and then tile analog signal is passed through. The switch
is Insensitive to the information contenl When it is used in the digital mode, it is used as a packet switch, Each
lriput packet is looked at and tben switched to the appropriate output port based on content,

Figuro 2.15. Bask Network 1'1000 Components
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A bridge can be viewed as an intelligent packet switch al the data link layer and is shown in Figure 2. I 5(b).
Besides switching. input packets to appropriate output ports, it can filter those packets as well. This is useful for
connecting two LANs. If traffic -is pertinent to the LAN only, it is filtered out. If it is to be delivered outside the
LAN where it was generated, then it is switched through 'the bridge. In an intelligent bridge, knowledge can he
1e8J::Di:dover time by Uie bridge as to which packets should .be deli vered to which ports.Jnput and output protocols.
in practice, are usually the· same, However, some bridges can also do protocol conversion, as we will learn in
Section 2.3.2.

A router cannot only c!Q all the functions of 8 switch and a bridge but also route packets 10 the appropriate port in
the correct directicn of irs destinationIt functions at rbe network layer. Thus, In Figure 2. 15(c), lnput packets from
a node in an IP networkare sent oui as IP packers to another node. in thesame network or to some other network.

Not all retworks use the same protocol In this case, a gateway is used to convert one protocol format '10 anotber
protocol.fermat. ltiFigure 2.15(d).. a gateway-is shown between aniP .network ..sod anX.25 network.

Figure 2.1 G shows the ·rote of various components in II network The router, the gateway, and the half-router
function at the network layer and route packets. Bridges, local and remote, operate' HI the data link layer .and
connect two LANs. Hubs are used to build LANs.as we learned in the previous section, We will review various
network components in this .sectlon.

F1glu·e .l.L6, N.tworked CUlllllootllU

As mentioned earlier, a hub is a platform with multiple ports. It is implemented to perform sornespecjfic functions
or a combinarou of funcrons. For example, it could house a simple LAN or muhiple LAN segments. II can
perform a switching function and thus aci lis a switched LAN. When it swsches between LANs, it performs a
bridge function. Injhis section, we will consider a hub used to implement LA....,.

Hubs can be looked at as active LANs-DTEs connected with repeaters in a LAN eonfiguraiion. Limitations of
length and number of stations dial are imposed on LANs are overcome by "homing" the wiring from the DTEs to
the hub in the wiring closet and connecting them in the topology desired. the only limitation. is the-drop length
from tbe bub to the station, soch us the IOQ-metcr maximum length in Ethernet configuration. Any OTE can-be
connected to any port of the hub. Stacking hubs and. daisy chaining them can increase the number of ports. DTE
.configuratons can be changed from a centrally located hub. Furtber, any DTE could easily be disconnected from
the LAN for troublesbooting without impacting tbc operation of other stations.

Hubs can be stacked to increase the number of ports as .shown in the stacked hub configuration in Figure- 2.17.
Stackable hubs have a common backplane. Thus, it is equivalent to increasing the number ofports in a hub. For
example, two I (I-port. hubs will behave as a 32-port hub.

J1'igp,·. 2.t7. Staeked' Rub COllligurAtk ..
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2.3.2. nridge,~

Bridges are used 10 interconnect LANs. Three (¥pes of IQcaJ bridges connecting two LANs are shown in.Eigure
2.18. Figure-2.I8(a) shows a simple bridge configuration connecting two Ethernet I..,ANs.This configuration can be
looked at as 1woLANs connected by a repeater, exceptthat now traffic among DTEs in one LAN does not go over
to 'the other LAN. The only traffic that i$ exchanged between the two LANs'via the bridge is that which requires
inter-LAN communication. Figure 2.18(b) shows several LANs connected by a multiport bridge. In tliis case, the
bridge opens the packet, reads tbe MAC address, and switches tbe packet to the appropriate port that.is the path to
the destinaticn ·address. Usually the bridge is a self-learning bridge. It looks al all. tbe packets that are received and
records the source address and the port where itwas received in a table. It uses this table to transmit packets. If a
destination address is not in the table, it does a flooding on all ports and diseo\fers-r:he correct port to -add to the
table, The table is periodically (less than a few minutes) purged of inacriye addresses,

ngllre 2.t8.I.Mlltllridg. COllngm-aUons
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A bridge switches data packets between LANs and to accomplish this bas a store-and-forward capability. Local
bridges are llSually devebped as a single protocol device, and have the primary feerures of switching and filtering
OUI iOlta-LAN traffic. However, because of the store-end-forward capability in a bridge, additional features could
be incorporated to convert protocol. f;igure 2. t8(c) shows a multiport, mulriprotocol bridge configuration, where
Ethernet and token-ring LANs are interconnected. Protocol conversion isdone at OSI layer 2.

1.3.3. R ...mote Bridge

Figure 2.18 shows bridges in local LAN configurations. This implies that LANs are brought to a centralized wiring
closet and are interconnected via 8 bridge. Figure 2.19 shows Ii remote bridge configuration, where tWO bridges ni
remote toeatons are linked via a WAN. WAN architecture mostly uses routers. However, using a remote bridge
and a leased dedicated telecommunication link. we can connect remote LANs.

Jilgu.·.l.19. Remote BddU.
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LANs can be connected with bridges that arc networked using e sber the tree topology or the mesh topology.
Bridged networks operate at the data link layer. There are two network-routing algorithms used in bridged
nerworks+the spanning-tree algorithm for bridging Ethernet LANs and the source-rout ing algorjthm for bridging
token-ring LANs.

2.3.4. Transparent Btillge

Figure 2.20 sbows four LANs networked using three l!r'ldges in n tree topology. Each bridge has knowledge ooly of
its neighbor and is traasparenrto other bridges and LANs, us described below, hence tile name trnnsparent bridge.

Figul" 2.20. Transparent Bridj!< Ndwork

The transparent bridge uses a routing algorithm, called a spanning-tree algorithm. A spanning-tree algorithm builds
and stores a table of ports associated wiLh destination addresses. When a packet arrives. the bridge sends the packet
on another port to its destination. The bridge has no knowledge as to exactly where the destination LAN is. It only
has knowledge of the neighboring II\Ide responsible ror that destinn( ion address.

The transparent bridge learns 'routing information by a back ward learning process. That is, when 'u packet arri ves ut
a port, it notes the source-address of the packet and associates thaI address with thnt port in its routing table. Itthen
forwards the packet to-the port associated with that' destination. Irthe destination address is not in its routing table,
it does a broadcast message to ecquire the address.



As shown in Eigure 2.20, the ropoogy of the rransparem bridge network is the tree topology, which means thai
there are (10 closed loops. Ooe of the nodes acts as the header node, which Is transparent bridge fA in the figure.
Although there may pbysleally be more than one path between two LANs. the spann I ng-tree algorithm elimi nates
all but one link during tbe operation, For example, if transparent bridge B had Links 10 both.Ethernet 3 800 Ethernet
4, fhe'n that would form a closed loop, Eiherner J-trallSparCnt bridge B-Et))emel 24ransparenl bridge C-Bthernel
3. The spanning-tree algorithm would prevent transparent bridge B from sending or receiving packets on its link to
Ethernet 3.

Let us trneka message from a' host attaebed to LAN 3 sending a message to LAN 4. It lakes the path all the way up
the tree to thCfheader bridge A, and then traverses down tbe ~t:her half of the tree t.OIAN 4. Thus, the header; 'bridge
normally needs to handle more traffic than other nodes.

2.3.5. Source-Routing Bridge

A source-routing bridge is used to network token-ring LANs, 'as shown in Figure 2.21. In the source-touting
algorithm used In A bridged token-ring network, the source is aware 0 fthe entire pathto the destination. In additio n
totbe desfinationaddress, the source inserts the route thai the peeker should take in the packet. Thus, intermediate
nodes make no decision as to the path that the packet takes. This is the reason. thai the token-ring bridge is called a
source-routing bridge, TIle routing table can.be stored either centrally on. a server or in.each.source-routing bridge.
The route is determined by brO·3(lca.~ packets flooding the entire network,

Figllr~ 2.2l. Soul'c,t"Routing Bridge, Nerwol'k

Comparing a source-routing bridge with a transparent bridge, the latter is more robust and reliable, whereas the
IQrmer IS faster. Thus, changes in tbe network due to addition or deletion of hosts, OJ due to failures, are tracked
easier than in a source-routng bridge, In a source-routing b,ridge, the entire routing table has to. be rediscovered,
which is a beavy resource-consumption process.

Bridges are used for special-purpose networks and bave several limitations. Due to dissimilarity in the routing
-algorahm, communication between media using different protocols becomes difficult, for example between
Et'hel'l)e! and Token Ring or fODl. Besides, routing algor.itbms are difficult to create and to maintain. ROIICers,
which operate at the network l!lyer, are designed fur routing 8IIIl hence are better suited for this purpose . Routers
and gateways can route packets. between different media and different networks (using different network protocols)
in' a transparent manner. We. will now discuss the role of routers in networking.

2.3.6. Routers

Routers and ..gateways form tbe backbone of networking. Although we have sbown.altemative ways of.networking
with bridges in the previous section-sometimes .cbeaper and A short CUllO establish enterprise nerworklng,.-t.be
clean approach to establishing computer networks is with the use of routers.

-A router, as thename indicates, routes packets through tbe network, Each router in a computer network has some
knowedgeof possible-routes that a.data packet could take to go from the source 10 the destination. tr Ili!s.the high-
level data on what is the best overall route, as well as detailed local data on the best path for the next bop in the
link. This is built into a routing table lbar it periodically updates and stores in its database:' The roureremploys-a
broadcast scheme using an Address Resohnlon Prctccol (ARP) to determine the port associated with destination

.addresses. The router may also read the content'S. of a data packet' arriving at a given port to determine its source
and destination address, as well as what type of data it is and when it was received.It then, using the routing table,
.intelligently routes it to one or more output ports toward its destination address. The output goes to a single port if
it is a data packet going between a source and a destination; or the output is directed to multiple ports it it is a
broadcast. or multicast type of packet, Figure 2.22 sbcwsa router eonfgurabon with protocol architecture, Notice
that eetwcrk layers have the same protoonls (NP). However, the data link layer protocol (DP) and physical la)'~r
protocol (Phy), as well as the physical. media I and 2, could be different,

Figure l.n. Router C:::onfiguratiun
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Routers permit loops in their topology and thus are more universal than bridges. TIlls enables load balancing of
traffic as well as self-healing oHhe network in caseof a link or router fuilure. Routers have various algorithms to
optimize load balancing of traffic and economize on COSt. Several routing algorithms are in usc. Of'those, open
shortest path fi.J:St(OSPE) is the most wklely used. In this algorithm, each router broadcasts route-request packets
on the links that it is connected to ..Other routers in the network acknowledge. the request aud repeat the process,
Thus,'a distributed routing datilbase ls built using an algorithm for the shortest path and is keprupdeted whenever
there is a. change in network 'configuration.

Network managers can build routing tables for optimizing their network perfbrmance with respect to several
parameters, such as least-cost route, delay, 'bandwidth, et.c. Tbe performance of a 'bridged network is better than a
router network due to the additional network layer .intbe latter case. Bence, a bridged network is used in some
special applications where speed is of importance. However, routers are specifically designed based on a network
layer. whose main purpose is networking. Thus; degradation in performance. using routers over bridges is II small
price to pay for the far-reaching benefits we achieve.

2.3.7. Galewnys and Protocol Converters



A gateway connects two autonomous networks. Each autonomous network is self-contained in all aspects-routing
algorithms. protocot dOmllin name servers. and network administration procedures and policies. When such an
autonomous network communicates with another autonomous network, it traverses a gateway, as shown in Figure
223. Generally. the protocol conversion is done 8t the network layer as sbown.in the figure.
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Since protocol conversion for a gateway is done at tbe network layer, it couldgeoerally be combined wilh a routing
function. Thus, a router with protocol conversion could also be considered a gateway. Node N in Figure 1.16 that
connects an [P network with 8 proprietary subnetwork is an example of this. Node N not only does protocol
conversion, but also has the routing table containing information on both networks, In this scheme, Node N would
have an LP address, but nodes N I, N2. and N3 may follow a proprietary address ing scheme.

A protocol converter, shown in Figute 224, does protocol conversion at the application layer. The protocol
converter used to be distinguished from a gateway, but this is no longer the case. Gateway is the generic term that
is currently in vogue. An example of this would be a protocol converter that wouk! be used between two email
systems. Let us consider a company that uses X.400, an 1lU- T messaging system. When a person wants to send an
email on the Internet to another person, who is using Intemer standard Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), a
prOlocol converter (gateway) converts X.400 protocol to SMTP.

Flguro 2.14. Protocot Con\'frtrr Conflg.roUon
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2.3.8. Mllltipl'otocol Routers 11111.1 TIIIIII~lillg

An alternative to the usc of gateway to communicate between autonomous networks is tunneling using
multiprorocol roilier. Tunneling is generally used when the source and destination stations are on similar networks
but the dnta have to traverse intermediate network systems, which may be using different protocols. In this case:
the data frame does not go through a protocol conversion in the intermediate networks, but is encapsulated and
"tunneled" through as pass-through traffic.

Figure 225 shows corrrmtmicetons between two Ethernet LANs on IP networks. One of them could be in the USA
and the other in lndia. However, the data have to go through Europe, which is on a X.25 packet-switched data
network. The mukiprotocol router at the near end encapsulates the IP packet in an X.25 frame and transmits it to
the far-end multiprotocol router. The far-end multiprotocol router de-encapsuJates the frame and routes it as an lP
packet again. The path througILEurope behaves very similar to a seral link,

f·;gurol.25. Tunnrting u.iogMuillpr.to ....t ROUltl'$

Another application for tunneling is when a staiion with an lP address belonging to B LAN wants to communicate
with another LAN in a distant location, but from a location other than the local LAN. This would be the situation if
tbe station were a portable PC and the person travel ing needs to communicate from a foreign location. lei us
picture the scenario where Joe wants to .eommunicnte trom Seattle in northwest United States to Sally at Los
Angeles on the West Coast of the United States. Joe's PC belongs to a network domain in New York. which is in
the East Coast of the United States. The initial message is routed to the server of tOO LAN that the station belongs
to, in this case New York. The server, recognizing thlll the station is currently outside of its domain, locates the



foreign agent who handles me domain that Joe is currently at and informs Joe and.the foreigu agem, From tben on,
me sender "tunnels" me packets directly to the user via the forei~n agent.

'2.3.9.HuIJ-Blit!ge Cenfigurauon of Reuter

there are situations where it is desired 10 have point-to-point communicaron. For example, when a residential
station, communicates IV iti! an Internet Service Provder (lSP), Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) could be used. ft
provides a standard method for muhipretocol datagrams OYer point-to-point links. This method of.communlcation
has been extended to Pl'P Multllinlt Protocol (MP). Using MP, datagrams could be split, sequenced, transmitted
over multiple parallel links, and recombined to construct the original message. This increases the bandwidthand
effioiency ofpoira-to-pcint link communication-

With the expandinguniverse of tbe Internet, there are small corpcratious, as well as smallISPs, who wouldJike to
establah <full-up serial links. They require cOnnections to the Internetfrom iheir local LAN only when they need
them. Typically, they do not need permanent dedicated links, Anumber of proprietary PPP protocols arecurrently
in use. The most common protocol is the Serial Link Internet Protocol (SLIP) fOrUNlX.IETF bas standardized the
Internet Dp·to be used with point-to-point links. Half-bridge provides a method to connect the LAN via a bridge to
a router.

Figure 2.26' Sho\VS n half-bridge -coufiguration. The router port connecting to the briclge is configured us a serial
interface to the .PPI' half-bridge, The interface functions as a virtual node on the Ethernet subnetwork on the bridge.
The serial interface has 'an IP address associated with me Ethernetsubnetwork. Thus, if the Ethernetsubnetwork
-address is 155.55.123.1, the serial interface on the router could beassigned an IP address' 155.55.123.5.

Flgure 1.26. Half-Bridge Configura,tillll
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When a P.8cket destined to the Ethernet arrives at Llle router, ~ is converted to Etbemet packets, encspsulated in
PPP frames, and sent on ihe Etbernet bridge link. In the reverse direction, Sthernet packets encapsulated in PPP
frames are extracted by tbe router. which converts them to IP packers, and routes tbem 00 theIntemet,

2.3.10. Edge Routers

Edge routers may in general 'be considered as t1iose elements iliaL perform routing functions at Ihe edge of a
network. In other words, they are ingress and egress network elements of a typical WAN. Depending 00 the
application, the functons of this router vary, For example; if it is an edge router to sccess network, it needs to
handle the "triple play" function of real and non-real time traffic. If it is for an MPLS application, it serves the
fuocron of'an MPLS edge router, which we will learn more about in Chapter 12.

i.3.I. l, Switches'

.lt would have been logical for us to srart reviewing the switch.component before we discussed bridges and routers
as network components. However, we have chosen' LOdelay its di scussion up to now for n good reason, as it
logically flows into discussing WANs.

Switches operate.at the.physicallayer of the OS! Reference MO(Iel that we discussed in Se~ion.1.5.J ..In Section
2.3 'we' described .e switch as a component that makes II physicalccnoectkm between input and output ports arid
tbat the bits and bytes coming in go out exactly the same way. Bridges and routers' use the switching function when
they route packets.

MoSt switching.technology is based on solid-state technology, and the speed of'switching is getting faster and
faster. This enables networks' to achieve a digital rate ofgigabss per second. The performance of a network is
determined by how fast we CIUI switch and multiplex data using switches (and consequent Iy in routers and bridges).
More impcrtantly, end-to-end performance of the network depends OD the speed, latency, and latency variation in
transporting data from .ihe SOurce to tile destination. Voice, video, nnd data have different qualify-of-service
requirements, Based on these requirements, different types of end-to -end circuits are established usingswitcbes.

The switching function accomplished in esteblishlng circuits can be classified into circuit swirching and packet
swltching depending on bow if is used. Telephone communication uses circuit switching. A. physical path, from
end-to-end is established prior to talking, which is termed call setup. During the actual telephone conversation, tbe
path remains connected whether thereis a conversation actually happening or nor. Tbat is, the allocated bandwidth
for the path is wasted during the idle time of the, conversation. Thus, when you are on tbe telephone and the other
party gives you a 'telephone number, you, may say "Please wait, while 1 get a paper and pencil to write." The
facilkies remain idle during that' time end could have been used by others. A "nailed up circuit." where a
pe:rmrinent path.Is esuiblisbed ror the session, is good for voice and video communications where latencyand
latency variations are intolernble.

Computer traffic is bursty in nature-and tends itself more to packet switching. It would be-a waste of bandwidth to
lise circuit ~"witclring for computer data networks .Peeker swschmg' utilizes th'e facilities 'and, hence, I.he bandwidth
available more efficiently. Data are framed into packets ani! each packet Is. switched independently. Dala from
multiple source> are multiplexed and.thus the total available bandwidth is shared .

Packet switching is used in routers, The maximum size oflbe packet is limited to make the router efficient. Packet
sizes ClIO vary from source io source, as well as from the same source. ThI< message from a single source is divided
into multiple packets and transmitted over thenetwork to the destination. E,I!C~packet may take Jl different path
from the source 10 the dest ination and may arrive out of sequence. Thus, they have to be reordered at the
destination. This is termed datagram service and is shown in Figure'227(a). The message from DTE A has been
splir.lruo three packets. Packets I and 3 tllke pa1hA-B...o, and Packet 2 travels pathA-C-B-D. At DTE Z,Packets
I and 3 arrive before Packet: 2 and hencehave 10 'be reassembled in tbe correct order.

FigUl·e2.27. Pactttl Switch Configlu'atioll5
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Its desirable in many sjruaticns, such as in broadband serviceusing ATM (covered in Seeton 2.6),"10 have all the
p-ackets from a given source to a given destination lake tbe same path. This is analogous to circuit switching in that
the path ls fixed for the entire session. The concept of session is the same as 10 circuit switching. A virtual patb-
virtual circuit is established during the call setup' between the source and the destination and a "virtual circuit
identification" (one for each hop) is assocated with the channel carrying the traffic. The. path and circuit
identifications are termed virtual as they resemble the operation in circuit switching, but different in that the
connection 1$ n.OI'physical Figure 2..27(b).sh.ows the virtual circuit path fur the same message as In Figure 2.27(a)
from DTE Ato DTE Z. Packets arrive in the correct order at OTE Z in this situation. Although the initial call setup
is au overhead, subsequent data transmissjon is faster than in datagram service. We will discuss more how the
virtual pam-virtual circuit configuration is used in Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) service.in Chapter J2.

Circuit and packet switching are applicable to'S WAN, which we will review now.

2.4. Wide Area Networks

The main dlffere)lre between a WAN' and.a LAN is the geographical separation between sources Dud destinations.
ffthe end stations are within a building or campus ofbuildil.lgs, it is still considered a LAN with a possible high-
speed backbone LAN, such as FDDl.

As we SS\V in Seeton 1.2, co rnputer communicatlon network rides on top of teleeommunieaucn network, which Is
a WAN. AltllOugh most teepbone and video Communications traversing the WAN are still circuit switched, data
traffic generated by computer communications is packet switched. We previously discussed two kinds of packet-
switched servioes--datagram service and virtual circuit service.

Virtual circuit can beestablished.en a session basis or on a permanent basis, The former is clli led a switched virtual
c.ircllil (SVC) and. we lat~er a permanent virtual circuit (PVC). Geographically distributed organizations would
lease PVCS from public service providers to bandle large amounts of traffic. Otherwise, 'SVC service is used more
often. Public telecommunication service providers of'fur these services. However, private corporations', using their
ownswitches and leased lines from public service providers, set' Up large enterprise dara networks.

We can partition WAN from a .eetworkmanegement perspective into two sections and analyze the components and
services that need to be managed in each. The two end sections of WAN are the subscriber loop sections, where
information no,vs from centra I offices of the service provider(s) 'to cusremers' premises. The other section is
transmission between sw itching offices.

Subscriber loop Sections could be either passive, such as dedicated pairs of wires from the central office to the
customer premises, Dr active links such as coaxial cable interspersed with amplifiers to boost the signal along the
way: In. either case, a digilal subscriber line (DSL). terminates in a network interface unit (NIU) at the customer
premises. Examples of NTU are Channel Service Unit (CSU) for int.er:filcing DSL wit:h ana log equipment at
customer premises, and Digital Service.Una (DSU) tilT OSL interface with digital equipment. The responsibility of
rbe service provider is up to the NTIJ. Thus, components that .need to be managed are the NJUs and the active
components on the IDOPtransmission line.

The transmisslon Section consists oflink transmission facilities and nodal components'. These are between central
offices 10 .the case of a public swiiched ..oerwork, and between the routers of service provders in pri vale networks.
We have looked at nodal components already. We will now consider transmisslon media and modes ofLA'Nsand
WANs.

2.5. Tmnsruission Technology

.2.5..J.lntl'oihrc!iull

Trausmission technology deals with transmission .media and transmission modes. We will look at transmission
media first nod then at transmission modes.

A transuission medium consists of the link thill carries data between two physical systems. There is a coupling
mechanism-s-a trnnsceiver(denotlng transmitterand receiver) HillL delivers 11.1and receives data. from the medium.
Transmiasion media can be broadly classified into wired media and wireless media. Trensportatjon of information
is accomplished using physical transmission mcilities, such as wires and optical fiber, Dr via wireless media using
'technology like radio frequency specrrum. infrared, and light WBVes. Inthe former case information is transmitted
from .PO int to point, whereas in the hitter ease it is generally done on a broadcast basis.

Both wired and wire less transmissions are used fur local as well as WANs. The physical connection and the
electronics of tbe transceiver play an importantpart in LAN, as tbey determine bow fast and accuratelY'infonnation
'can be transmitted to and received from the various transmission media. We observed 'that the bandwidth of all
~ cf'Ethemer LANs could be doubled by changiilg from simplex to duplex ccnfigurarien. In fact, advancement
of new techoo bgies depends on. enhancements to existing ones. For example, AIM to the desktop has been
aborted because cfEthemet rechoology's increased ability to handle large handwidth (in gigabits per.second) tothe
desktop. We also saw in 'Section 23.1 hDW hub technology has increased throughput inhandling a large number of

.stat ons on a LAN.

Wireless LAN has So fur found only limited use for li;gli-speed communication. However, wireless teohnology is
very extensively used for laptops, mobile communication, satellite transmission .. and television access in rural
-arees.

2.5.2. Wired Tmnsmission

Wired transmission technology uses three media: coaxial cable, twisted-pair cable, and optical fiber. The key
parameters to look for in choosing tbe transmisson medium are rbe following: loss of signal, insensitivity to
environmental noise sourcesIsuch as cross' talk and spurious rsdio frequency signals generated. by appliances),
bandwidth handling capability, and.transmission delay. The selection of the medium-is also determined by the type
of stations on the medium and their access control mechanism. We listed the limitations and capabilities of various
LAN media for Ethernet LAN in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.



There are two types of coaxial cables-thick and thin. The thick cable is 0.4 centimeters in diameter and is oat
used anymore. The thin coaxial .cable is 0.25 centimeters in diameter and is present in legacy systems or small
LANs, where it can be economically installed without a hub. .

A twisted-pair cable consists of a. pair of wires that 'are twisted. The gauge of tbe wire and the type of twist
dere.nnine the quality of transmission. They are available .as unshielded twisted pair (UTI') lind shielded twisted
pair (STP). Obviously, the latter reduces the interference of radio frequency noise better than the former. Most
twisted-pair cabling that is used in LAN is Category 5 (cat-d) UTP. With cat-S cable, the-drop length fur IEEE
802.3 LAN given in Table 2.1 can be extended from 100 to 150 meters at 100 Mbps. cat-Sa cable extends the data
rate.to lO Gbps.

The fiber-optic medium provides tbe best quality transmission. Of course, it is the most expensive. However, it is
economlcal when LANs need to be networked in a campus environment or building with multiple stories. As
shown in Tables 2.1 and 2.2, point-to-point drop for Ethernet 'could .be as high as 2 kilometers, and in Gigabit
Etbernet, we can extend it upto 9 kilometers.

it is worth not ing the importance of cabling in geographically placed network components. As we all know.
implementers always try (0 stretch the limits of speciflcerons or economize in the insallaton process. For
example, tbe maximum. distance.for a cat-3 cable would be stretched beyond tbe standard distance of lOO meters.
Alternatively, instead of cabling all workstations using car-~ IlJ1doproal fibers to a central IocatiQII where patch
panels and hubs are collocated, hubs would be distributed to economize in cabling cost and only cat-3 cable is
used. However, there is a price to pay in operations and maintenance for this approacb since hubs could 001 be
shared and any failure of a remote hub would take much longer for service restoration.

Wired WAN media comprises bundles of twisted pairs (such as in. TI and loop facilities), coaxial cable fur analog
transmission (for example, NI), and optical fiber (underwater sea cable).

2.!U. Wireless Tral~~missio" Medi,\

WJfe.less medium is used in WLAN as wellas in mobile and satellite communications.

Wireless LAN uses input sources ,sUCh as a hand-held portsble communication device or a computer with-a
wireless antenna, Wireless LAN technology focuses primarily on transmitting data from portable. stations to a
wired LAN access point by (11(110 frequency, infrared, or optical transmission. Since the range of transmission is
limited for all these> they ,all function within a given region or cell.H'tbe portable station is a moving target, then
the-signal bas 'to be handed over from one cellto-another cell.

Two fast-growing segments of wireless technology in the non-Li\N environment are of interest for data
communication. They are Personal Communication Services (PCS) and digital cellular services. !loth of these are
based on cell-based technology. Data are transmitted by wireless to local cell antennas from where they go to the
central location l1y \virlid network . .PeS is all-dlgjtal technology. it operates at lower power (100 watts) and
antennas are more closely spaced (.1/2 to 'I mile). The digital cellular technology; although analog, carries digitized
signal. It needs higher-power antennas, which are separated fiu:ther apart (several.miles).

Another area of-wireless technology ls broadband 'multimedia services. Multimedia is transmitted using satellite
wireless rechnology from I! central cffice'to tbe'customer's premises. The return path is via telephone lines.

2.5.4. Tmnsmission Modes

The data transmission mode 'can be either digital or analog. Narrow-band LAN technology uses digital mode of
tmasmissjon. Broadband and WAN technologies employ.both analog and digital modes of transmission. Wlien
inforroation is transmitted in an analog transmission mode, it can be transmated in either baseband or 00 a carrier.

10 a physical medium, digital transmission is a series of ones ani! zeros, A physical medium is shared by multiple
sources to transport information to muk'iple destinations. The distinction between various transmission
technologies is how infonoatIon between pairs of end users is coded to share the same medium. They should be
multiplexed and demultiplexed efficiently. at the nodes tb provide the least and 'as COnstant a delay as possible, 'as
well as high throughput.

Figure 2.28 shows three basic modes of transmission. They are Time Dlvision MUltiplexing (11)M) transmission,
packet transmission. nod cell transmission. Tl is tbe early lmplementauon of TOM digital transmission in the,
Unlted SUites by the Bell System. Figure 2.28(a) shows TOM transmission ofT I carrier, which carries 24 voice
channels, 'OIC T I cattier 'has a bandwidth of ).,544 MHz nod is equally divided' among 24 voce.channels, each wjth

a bandwidth of 64,kBz. TIle top of Figure 2.28(8) sbows how the 1..544 MHz transmission "pipe" is divided into 24
small dedicated pipes among the 24 channels. The bottom balf of the figure shows, the multiplexing of tile 24
channels as bit stream on tbe physical medium. TIley are multiplexed cycleallyfrom Channell through Channel
24. The maximum bandwidth nva ilable for each channel Is 64 kHz. but it Is all available during a complete session.
A session ls:defined as the duration from establishment of a connection to tearing il down between 8 pair of users.
Notice ,that a II channels have equal bandwidth nod occupy the same-slot in the transmission dianne); When the
receiver synchronizes to the transmitter, it is able to de-multiplex the channels, but beth 'the transmitter and the
receiver know exactly which slot each user's data occupy. Since a physical connection is 'set up between the-two
end stations prior 10 data transmission, the time delay is constant; which is essential f9r voice and video
transmission. Nodes in the network using IDM are circuit swscbes. As mentioned in Section 2.3.U, the end-to-
end connection is physical. Tbe video channel, which requires more bandwidth (exact bandwidth depends on
compression of data nod quality of service required), occupies more channels.
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Figure 2.28(b) shows the packet transmission mode. We notice that packets of different users are randomly
multiplexed. While each user's data is traversing the medium, the full bandwidth of the medium is available to it.
This' is In confrast to TOM, Where only a fraction ofihe medium bandwidth is available to any user. It canalso be
not ced tbat the size of all tbe user packets need .not be tbe same, Anotber .noticeable factor is that since tbe circujr
connection is not pre-established, each packet contains addresses oflhe originator and tbe destination, We briefly
'described a packet switch in Section 2.3.11. Obviously, packet switches are used with packet transmission. A
packet switch iii each node looks at the address of the destination and routes it using the 'appropriate patb. Each
packet can take a different route depending on rbe availability of links and bandwidth based on diffcrenralgorifhms
used. The packets may arrive oui of sequence'at the receiver, 'and tbe end-to-end transmission lime foreach packet
is different. This transmission mode is acceptable for dam transmission, but not for voice and video .. Data
transmission can tolerate bursty traffic.

The cell 'transmission mode, shown in Figure·2.28(c), combines the best ofthe.ebove modes of .transmission. The
packets are all of die same size and are small in size. Each packet .has the full bandwidth of the medium and the
'packets are statistically multiplexed. The packets all take the same path as in the circuit-swirched'TDM mode,
using the virtual path-virtual circuit concept. This' mode of transmission is called the ATM and is one of, the
fundamental concepts of ArM technology,

Arecent development in WAN transport technologies is the evelation onhe muhiprotocol lsbel switching (MPLS)
transmission mode using the MPLS protocol. It can he visualized as an enhancement over IP aod ATM protocols
aod backward compatible witb eitber oftbem. A label, called the MPLS label, is. inserted betweenlayer 2 and layer
3, its shown in Figure 2.29. Thus, for an IP-bused protocol, ihe MPLS label is Inserted between the lEBB 8023
MAC ,Iielider and the network layer I]>header. In the case of the ATM protoco], MPLS shim without the TTL field
replaces V'PI aod VCI fields. The MPLS transmission mode anempts 10 take advantage of the richness of IP
cbaracteristic:s and high performance of ATM
flgw·.l.29. MPLS TrAII!in).issiun Mod.
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An IP·based network is feature rich because af its extensive implementation and compatibility with Eihernet LAN.
(I routes packetslntelllgently, However, It is slow in performance '8S it bas to open each packet ·al. layer 3 to
determine its next hop and its output port. Simultaneous transport of real-time and non-real-time traffic is difficult.

to contrast to IP, the ATM protocol is a high-performance cell-based protocol switching cells at layer 2. It is
capable of handling real-time and 'nol}ore'al"tiJDe traffic simultaneollsly, and ihus IS super'ior to tile IP-based

network. However, itS address incompatibility with the popular Ethemet LAN, along with difficult end-to-end
.circuit provisioning, has limited its usage at the.customer premises network and hence related applications.

In general, tbe packet header contains forwarding equivalence class (FEC) information (0 choose the neid hop in 8

router, In.so fur as the forwarding decision is concerned, all packets 'belonging to a particular FEe are assigned tbe
same path leaving tbe node. The MPLS label is n short, fixed l\l,ilgth, locally significant identifier, which is IIS~ II)

identify an FEe.

An Ml'LS protocol is being deployed in a convergent network furbroadband services handling real-ume an(J non-
real-time traffic simultaneously, thus achieving high quality of service transport It can be deployed in the legacy
network of either IF or ATM base.

Currently most information is tmnsmirted in digitalrnode. TJIe legacy digital system isn T -based hierarchy (TI,
TJ...) In North America and an E-based hierarchy (£1, B2 ...) In the UK and Europe and uses packet or frame
technology. The later implementation of digita .1 mode of transmission in many WANs is the Synchronous Optical
Network (SONEi:), which is addressed .in the next section. More recently, tbe WANtransmis.sion mode has started
migratin~ to MPLS over !P.

We can visualizetbe above trnnsmission.modes as.modes of tmnsmisson at thebasic or atomic level (although not
quite true). Each of the mo!lcs_,TDM, A™cell mode, IP packet mode, MPLS packet mode-is transmitted using
its own protocol, Thus, they can be considered as modes based on protocol, However, modem transmission
'technology is capable of currying a large amount of infermation; i.e., large bandwidth of information: and this
should be taken ·l!dvsntage of in designing transmission systems. For instance, optical fiber can carry a terabertz
(THz) bandwidth signal. However, the quality of the signal transmission gets worsewhen the signal bandwidth is
large.dt is due to network element limitations and propagation constraints. Fortunately, we can transmit a large
amount of information using the SIUllC physical 'medium, by employing the multiplexing principle discussed in
TDM In TI or EI IDM, 24 or 32 channels can be multiplexed by logically partitioning the physical medium into
24 or 32 channels.

Using multiplexing approach, the physical optical-fiber medium can be used to carry mnH·ip.!exed lower bandwidth
signals using S)'DChrOnoUSDigital Hierarchy (SOH). This mode of transmission is known as SONET in North
America and SOH in Europe and Asia and is discussed more in Chapter 12. Nodes .in 'the opticaltransmission
network are used, to regenerate the signa Iusing regenerators, change path by using opdcal or digital cross-connect
network .elements.iand drop Jind add lower-level dighal signals jII various intermediate points 'along the path by
using Add-Drop Multjplexers (ADM). Figure 2.30 ·511OWS a SONET uansmission mode. The lower-speed dlgiml
signals OSUE'I, OS IC, OS2,designated,as'Virtual Tributaries (VTs) are multiplexed into 8 VT Group. A SONET
frame comprises an overhead and synchronous payload called a synchronous payoad envelope (SPE) ..The speed
of digital data is synchronized using a SONET basic signal rate of.51.84 Mbps called synchronous transport signal
level-I (S1'S-I). Higher-rate signals STS-N are generated by interleaving bytes from krwer-Ievel STScls. The
numbers in parentheses in Figure 2.3.0 indicate the number of input signals that need to be multiplexed.
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In Figure 2.30, STS·I comprtses Seven VT Group signals, or a DS3 signal, or 8 48·Mbps ATM signal. STS·3
801'(ET Sjgllll~ also known.as STM·I In SOH; is made up ot'n ISO·Mbps ArM or E4 sjgnal. Trnnsmisson rates
fur SONET/SDH signals are presented in Table 2.3.

,[.bl.·l,3. SONET/SDH Tmnsmlsslon R.tes
SONET Signal SOH Signal Bit Rate·(Mbps).

STS-l 51.8<1

ST5-3 STM·l .1555~

STS-12 ST",-4 622,08

STS-24 1,244.16

STs-48 STM·16 2,488.32

STS:-192 STM-&4 9,953.28

st5-768 STM·256 39,814q_2

The Second method of the Increasing capacity of information in an optical transnisson medium ls to take
advantage of the optical wavelength of transmission. This is known as wavelength division niuJtlplexing·(WDM).
This is identical to frequency division multiplexing at (relatively) [ower frequencies. Information can be
transmitted over multiple wavelengths using multiple transmsson protocols, as SI:LOWII in Figure 2.31. [0' order to
illustrate litis point, 'transmission modes shown In Figure 2.28 are depleted In Figure 2.31 as components in the
WDM transmission, each submode traversing af 8 different wavelength. Several hundreds of terurof·g!gabits
signals can be tmnsmsted over ihe !Qng·haul WAN and sbon-baul MANs.

Figur< 2,31. Multlwavrt.nglil Fib ... WDM
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2.6.lnlegrnled Services: :ISDN, Frame Relay, lind Broadband

'Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) can be divided into narrow band and broadband ISDN. Broadband
ISDN is called broadband services. ISDN wes introduced by Bell System to Integrate voice and data ever
1elephone loop facllities. The same principle Is used in integrating voice, video, and data and providing tbernas
broadband multimedia service.

Too early form of integrated services network is Basic [SON. It Is a full-duplex digita! interface between the
subscriber and. ihe central office. It consists of ~vo basic channels, ·56-kilobaud. rate each, combined with an 8·
kilobaud signaling channel, referred to as 28+0.

Basic ISDN was extended to TI and El cates of 1.544 Mbps and 2.048 Mbps. This is called the. Primary ISDN
interface, The T I interface carries 24 channels and the EI interface 32 channels.

With the improved quality of rransmissicn media, thelSDN concept was extended from. the subscriber interface to'
a WAN. To achieve near real-time quality fOr voice, (be performance ofW AN needs to be improved. This was
done by a frame relay service, which eliminates' hop-to-hop flow and error controls in a traditional packet
switching.retwork, including X:25. Flow and error controls are relegated to' higher layers at the ends of Ii link. The
frame relay access speed can go up to 2 Mbps.

However, on-line.videos require a much larger bandwidth than could be achieved with frame·relay. This has led to
eady implementation of broadband ISDN, or, as mentioned in. the beginning of ibis section, more succinctly,
broadband network. Broadband network and. service have contributed sjgnificantlyfo advances in three areas. They
are ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode), SONEr (Synchronous Optical Network)/SDH (Synclironous Digital
Hierarchy), and broadband access technology, In Chapter 12, we will discuss AIM, which is a .cell-based
transmission mode, and SoNET, which is a 'digital hierarchy adopted universally.



Broadband access technology, which addresses the link from the central office to the customer's premises, is
implemented using one of three technologies, Hybrid fiber coax (HFC) technology Is a two-way interactive
multimedia communicatien system using fiber and coaxial cable facilities and cable modems, The second
'technology uses '0 OSLo There areseveral variations of implementing this, generically referred to as xDSL. For
example; ADSL stands for asymmetric DSL. The th.ird tecbnology uses wireless rransmlsson from the switching
office or bead end to the customer's premises via satellite b:an'smissiOA. We will learn in detnil'about broadband
service and .access network technologies in Part IV.

Figure 2,32 shows a broadband services network. The WAN is'W. ATM, or MPLS. The WAN Is linked to the
customer's premises using either optical links, Oe-n (Optical Carder-nYSTS (Synchronous Transport Signal), or
one of jhe three access technologies ([{FC, xDSL, or wireless). The customer network consists of two classes,
residential customers and corporate customers' with a campus-like network. Residential customers are either
residential homes or small and medium enterprises (SMEs) that use broadbandservices, but do not maintain high-
speed 'access network to WAN. Service providers perform thal function bringing radio, video, Internet, and other
serviceste homes. Multiple services are multiplexed by multiple service operators (MSO) and are piped 10 the
customer's premises via commonfacilities. Service providers interface with each ether via gateways, which could
be either generalized routers or Am switches.
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Summary

In this chapter we learned network concepts and technologies that would help us understand network management
In ParIS II, ill, aod IV.

Network topologies can be classified as LAN and WAN topologies. There are three network topologies associated
with wired LANs. They are bus, ring, and star. The, most predominant commercially employed LANs are 8 hybrid
of the star topology with either the bus or the ring topology-the hub topology.

WAN is implemented using either a mesh or a tree topology, Mesh ropobgy is the common.implemeutaron and is
the topology of the Internet. Tree topologyis used when a network is made up of bridges.

We discussed different types of common LAN implementation-e-Etbernet, Past Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet,
switched hub, Token Ring, and FOOL 0 f these, IEEE 802:3 Ethernet LAN is the predominant type. This uses
csswco MAC protocol. We addressed the introduction of full-dup.lel(. types of Ethernet that double tbe
bandwidth. Ethernet can be implemented using various types of transmission media-coaxial cable, tJl1>, and
optical fiber. Fast Ethernet at 100 Mbps -and Gigabit Ethernet 81 I Gbps speed can be implemented by emplorinJ!,

.hub technology .. Switched hub mukiplies the throu,ghPUt by simultaneous conversationsbetween pairs of .oodes,
VIrtual LANs, implemented using switched hub, enable logical-associaticnofworksations with VLANs.

Token Ring and FOOl borh use. detlimlinislic·.MAC and hence are 'more efficient over random 'access Ethernet.
JEEE 802.5 defines the speed of the Token.Ring as either 4 Mbpsor t6 MbP.s,

FOOf is based on IEEE 802.5 protocol and operates at 100 Mbps. It is typically used for backbone LAN. Because
oftbe 'need fur reliability of'rbe backbone, FOD! can be configured as a dual ring with OAS, in contrasi to-a single
ring with SAS. .

Network nodes comprise hubs, bridges, routers, gateways, and swsches, Hubs playa significant role in forming
l.,ANs as discussed above. Bridges function at the data link layer and can be interconnected to form a network. A
network.consisting of'Ethernet bridges is called a transparent bridgenerwork.and should meet tbe criterion of nol
having any loop in the network. In contrast, a network made up ofToken-Ring bridges, source routing bridges, can
have loops in tbe network: TillS is because the. source specifies the-route in ihe data packetand intermediate nodes
do not make any rout ing decisio ns.

Routers and gateways function at 1IIe,network layer. Routers and gateways form the backbone of the Internet The
differeece between a router and 8, gateway is tha! the former 'jUSt routes, whereas the latter does protocol
conversion, Ifprotocol-eonversion is done at rbe application layer, it is called a protocol-converter.

Packet swjtching is' the swsching of dam packets. Packet switches, in general, perform datagram service. That
means each packet of the same message can take different routes aod may arrive out of sequence. Hence, they have
10 be-reassembled at the receiver in the correct sequence,

We can also configure packet switches to form a virtual circuit. In this case, all packets of a session between the
'source and the destination takethe same path in life network and arrive intbesame sequence that tbey were sent. A
virtual circuit can be established on a per-session basis, in which case, it is Called a switched virtual circuit (SVC).
"[be virtual circuit is set lip and tom down each.time.Jn contrast, fur a permanent virtual circuit (PVC), call setup is
done aod left there permanently.

A WAN is established using either SVC or PVC. WAN is distinguished from LAN by large geographical
separation between the source' and the destination. It is generally carried over the facilities of telecommunications
network.

In discussing transmission technology, we covered wired and WLAN technologies. The role of coaxial cable;
twisted-pair cable, and optical fiber wasreviewed, LAN transmas dam in dlgiLai formal. WAN and broadband
technology services ..transmit information in both digital and anaog modes, w'e ad~essed the various rransmission
modes of' TOM, cell, and packet technologies. Optcal-flber technology was presented, which can carry
information in the tens of gigahertz bandwidth in the SONET/SDH and WDM transmission modes.

We coded our discussion of network technology by imroducing ISDN and broadband multimedia services. They
.handle voice. video, and data transmission ill an integrated manner. The WAN in broadband services is ATM·
based SONET and the access to customer premises uses ElFC, xDSL, or wireless technokigy.

'Exercises

1. The maximum allowed segment for Ethemet is 500 meters and the maximum number of segments thilt can be
connectedbv repeaters Is limited to five. The minimum Ien-gthof the frame that can be transmitted Is the sum of
the round-trip delay and the repeater delays: Assume that the speed of transmtsston an the cable Is 200
meters/microsecond and that the total round-trlp delaY lrrtraverslng all ttle repeaters is 2S microseconds. Show



that the minimum frame she (number of bits perframeJ of an Ethernet frame Is 64 bytes,

Note: The maximum &nmc size is 1.518 bytes,

2. Gigabit Ethernet using CSMA/CO Is spedfied to have a 100-meter drop cable, Show that this corresponds to a
slot time of SU bytes to detect collision. A$sume a repeater delay of two microseconds.

3, The engineering Department of 12persons In a small corporation Is on a regular 10Base-T Ethernet IAN "'ub with
16 ports, The busy group started complaining because of the slow network performance, The network was
operating at S09i utilization, whereas 3O'J6 utilization Is acceptable. If you are the Information Technology
Engineer olthe corporation and have to resolve the problem technically,

a, Describe fuur choices for resolving the problem, maintaining the LAN as Ethernet LAN,
b. State the advantages nnd disadvantages of each approach.

4, In ExercISe 3, you are told by the IT Manager that the problem Is to be resolved by using bridges and the existing
rub that could be configured for four subnets. A good rule o( thumb Is that a IAN utllhatlon of 4')6yields good
a(ld satisfactory performance, Assume that 12 workstations are functioning at a peer-to-peer level with
dl$trlbutlon of traffic between any two statlcns being the same, What would your new configuration be?

5. Design an Ethernet IAN using a 10/100 Mbps switched Ethernet hub to handle the followlrill spectflcatlons:

Number of clients = 16 operating at 10 Mbps

Number of server = I

50"10of the traffic is directed 10 the server

6,

Draw the oonfiguration and indjcate tbe transmission modes (half-duplex or duplex) on the pons,

Repeat Exerdse 4 If the traffic to the server Increases to 80.

7. Two virtual tANs, 14S.50.50,1 belonging to NM lab and 14S.50.60.1 belonging to Networking lab, eadl have
three workstadons. The former has workstations 140.50.50.11-13 .and the latter 140.50.60.21-23. They are
connected to a switched hub as shown In A8ure 2.10 on ports 2 through 7. The NICs associated with ports are
made by Cabletron and their MAC addresses start with the vendor's global prefix ()()'()~D (hexadecimal
JlOtatlon) and end with 11, 12,13,21,22, and 23 (same as the fOurth decimal position of the IP address),

a, Create a conceptual matrix table, as sbown below, which would be generated by the hub that
relates the IP address, the MAC address, and the port number.

IP Address MAC Address Port Number

b.
c. The workstation 23 is moved from Networking lab to NM lab. Show the appropriate parameter

changes on the hub and the workstation,

In Exercise 7, Port 1 of the hub is connected to a router as shown in Figure 2.10. The IP and MAC addresses
assodated with the Nle on the hub Interfacing to the router are 14S.50,50.1 and 00-00-100-00-00-01 and that
with the Nle on the router Interfacing with the switched hub of 130,30,40.1 and 00-00-10-00.00-64. Extend the
matrix of Exercise 7(a) to Include Port I, using the same convention for the MAC address.

9, In Exercise 8, the router Is connected to the switched hub by a single physical cable. The router maintains two
sets of tables, one to determine the subnets on Its network and other to determine the host on the subnet as
shown below. The third decimal of the IP address Is allocated to subnet deslgnatfon.

Network Table

Networ~ Subnet Host

145.50 50 o

o

14550 59 o

Subnet Address Tables

Network Subnet Host Port

145.50 50 1

14S.50 50 11 1

U 1

13 1

14S.50 60 1 1

21 1

22 1

23 1

u, What is the mask used by the router to filler the subnei?
b. Show how two packets arriving in the router lind addressed to 145.50.50..11 and 145.50.60.21 are



directed to the switched bub by using the above table.

10. Design a cllent-server network with two servers operating at lOOBase-T Fast Ethernet speed and the clients
operating at regular 10Bass- T Ethernet speed using a 10/100 Mbps NIC.The hub Is located tna wiring closet, but
the servers and clients are not Assume that a s3tlsfactory performance Isachieved lIt4O% utilization of the LAN.

11. Which of the following is correct? The maximum throughput of an S-port switched hub over an S-port non-
SWitched hubts:

8. tbe same
b. 2 times
c. 4times
d. 8 times

U. It is assumed In Exercise 11 tbat the· LANoperates' at maximum utilization. However, a regular LANcan degrade
rn performance to an Intole",ble level at 5O%'utlll·zatfbn. Wh;lt Is the approximate (Ignore contention of more
tha.n one station trYing to reach thesame destlnatlon.a.t the same time) percent<1(ieutlllzatlon Improvement of a
12-portswirehed hub Ethernet LANover a non-switched hub Ethernet tAN?

13. ~ minimum size of the frame in ~ tokeh-ring'tAN Is de,teii'nined by the token size, whittJ is 3 bytes long and
should be contained In the rtngunder ldle condition. AsSume a 16-Mbps LANand the spe~d of transmlsslon as
200 meters/microsecond.

a. Whtit sbould be the minimum length of the ring Jn.meters?
b. Each station normally adds a bit delay in processing the data. What is the additional length

gained by adding one station at Iltime?

14. Repeat Exercise 13 for an FOOlring. Assume the speed of transmission a5300 meters/microsecond.

15. Explafn the reason why the performance Of an Ethernet LANdecreases with Increase In the'number of statrqns
on the· LAN,whereas it Inereases (at least Initially) with the jnrrease in the number Qf statlO'lS.ln a ,token-ril'l8
LAN.

16. O.raw network conflguratron and protecol ·Iaye:r Interface architecture for a multlprctocol brldg~ that
lnterconnects an Ethemet LANtoa token-ring LAN,

17. A short message 15 trensrnltted from a 'source .at Switch A to a d,estlnatlo,; at Switch Z. The shortest path
traverses through 5 Intermediate switches. A Sw,ltch causes an ~verage delay of 5 mtlltseconds to process a
packet Assume all the packets of the message leave at approxlmatelv the same time (although they leave
sequentially), as the duratlon of the me.ssage ts short com pared to the tr.ansmission delay in the switches.

a. A ssume the message is sent as a datagram and the datagram ~8Ckets take multiple paths, each
packet traversing the shortest path going through ~ intermediate switches and !be longest path
going through 10 intermediate switches. Calculate tbe latency time if the packet reassembling
time is ignored at the destination.

b. What is latency if a virtual circuit is established along the shortest path?

18. How mar;rvla) El channels and (b) OSl (Tl) channels eomprtsean STM-l SOHslgnal?



Part IT:SNMP and Network Management
Part II, comprising Chapters 3-9, is devoted (0 understanding the principles of net work and system
management, Chapters 3:..7· .dlscuss the management of a TCPLIP network using Simple Network
Managel~nt System (SNMP) vers ons 1,2, i!Ild:l. Remote monitoring, which is also part ofSNMP
management, is discussed in Chapter 8.

10 Chapter 3, technical filUllCIationson standards, models, and language, which 8J'e'needed to build
network management based on various standards, are introduced Network management standards
tl.1at are currently used are SNMP (Internet), CI'yIlP (OSI), TMN, IEEE, and Web-based
Management. Of these, SNMP is the most widely deployed management system due to its truly
simple arcbirecrure and implementation. An overview of models and 'concepts of network
management is covered, Specifearons of most protocolsare done using ASN.I Syntax, which Is
discussed Iasome demiL

There' are three versions of SNMP-based protocols thaI manage TCPIIP networks. SNMPvl is
coveted in. Chapters 4 and S. Chapter 4 is. devoted 10 the organization and information models of
SNMP in network management. System architecture and SNMP messages are presented .. The.
structure of management information (SMl) is presented using ASN.I syntax. TtK: definition of
SNMP objects and their organization in the structure of management information base (MID) are
described. Chapter 5 covers SNMP communication protocol, Message ·dala siructures 'are presented
along with the message protocol operations and SNMP MlB.

Learning Chapters ~ and 5 would .belp the reader to understand the basic principles behind SNMP
network management. Case histories nod practical examples punctuate the presentation, When the
book is used as a textbook for a course, this should provide adequate background fur the student to
Select a project for the course iftbe course .includesa project liS pan. of its requirements. l.strongly
recommend it-especiaUy for an undergraduate course. i\ list of projects, which have been used in
senior undergraduate and graduate classes, is presented in Appendix B.

Chapter 6 addresses SNMPv2. SNMPv2 adds several significant enhancements to SNMPvl,
including efficient transferring of bulk data between systems. One of the intended. major
'enhancements, namely security consideratious, was postponed from SNMPv2 to SNMPv3. In
Chepter 7. we cover secur sy sod privacy, as well as generalized SNMP archnecmre aod
applications, whichare pan ofSNMPv3 specifications.

The SNMP management system. is, based on.polling, Remote monitoring of network components
using probes and sending only relevant dsta to the network msnagemem system Is the goal of
RMON discussed in Chapter 8.

.Chapter 9 is devoted to networklng tools, management tools, and management systems. You willieam
some baslc networklng tools «:1)81 are part of'tbe operating system, which would be of immense help in day-
to-day use and operations of the network. SNMP command tOQIsare convenient tools thaI can he used for
network management even without having a network management system. We have earlier learned the
immense benefits of MlIl$ ill network management. Hence, MI8s have [0 be designed well, which is
covered in MlB engineering. The 'design of the network management system for various vertical network
applicatons, lISwell as fOr performing variOus functions, is covered in detail, After Ieaming1hese tools, we
wU.Jcover network management systems ranging from Iow-eod to high-end solutions. We will dwell In
more detail on the 'mid-range enterprise network management systems with examples of commercial
'systems that.are in w despread lise.

3. Basic Foundations: Standards, Models, and Language

Objectives

Standards, models, and language needed for network management
Networkmodels

o OSI
o Internet
o TMN
o lEBB 802·
o Web based

Management communication protocols
o SNMP
o CMII'
o XML
o CORSA

p,SN.1 language
o Syntax
o Macro.

Basic encoding rule
Management .app lieation functions

In Parr T we had an overview of networking and management of network and systems. We learned about network
technology and components that need to be managed. There are several management standards and models in
existenoe for managing networks, systems, and services. We-can understand and appreciate them better by first
looking at the -eommonality among them, and then the differences that distinguish them. These goals .form the
objectives of this chapter.

We will. consider the foundations that are needed 10 build various network management models and protocols. We
will survey the network management standards and present the general arcbitecture of the network management
models in Section 3.1.

'the International Standards organization (lSO) has defined a generalized. model th~, addresses alJ aspects of
network management, We will cover the three models of the architecture in Sections 2:3 through 3.5, wh:ich deal
with organization, information, and communication. Then we, will learn the basics of the formal language, ASN.I,
·antl the data structure lhal is used for management syslems'l.o store management informauon anti communicate
with each other in Sections 3.6 through 3.8 .

All rbe above three-models are designed for management applications '10 manage networks, systems, and services.
The fourth model, fuactional model, addresses these in section 3.9, The applications fall Into the categories of
fault, configuration, performance, security, and accounting. .

·10 a global perspective, three areas of network need managing. They are network, systems, and services; inter-layer
protocols; and intra-layer protocols.In this book Our focus will be on network and system management aspects. We
define network management as management of 'the network comprising nodes and links, and' system management

.as managing system resources, such as central processor usage, disk usage, and applicatlou processes. Service
management deats with services provided by organizarlons to customers, Service management 'is an extension of
network and systems.



The two leading models of network management are the Internet model and the Open System Lnteroonnection
(OSI) model. The Internet model is the most widely used for network management. It is a simple scalar model and
hence easy to implement. The OSI model, which Is object oriented, is more complex and harder to implement.
However, with tbe matured Slate of object-oriented teclmology and the convergence of data and
telecommunications technologies, object-oriented implementation of network management has come into vogue.
We will address this in Chapter 16. A higher-level management network called the Telecommunicalions
Management Network (TMN) is also based on the OSI model. it lIddresses all levels of management including
service and business aspects. We wi 11study TMN in Chapter 10.

In this book we will be concerned primarily with the study of Internet-based SNMP model. The OSI model is
discussed in Appendix A

3.1. Nerwork Munagemcnt Standards

There are several network management standards that are in use today.

Table 3.1 I ists four standards, along with n fifth class based on emerging technologies, and their salient points. 111e
first four are the OSlmodcl. the Internet model, TMN, and IEEE LANMAN. A detailed treatment of tile various
standards can he found in [Block. 1995]. The first category in Table 3.1. Open System Interconnection (OST)
management standard, is the standard adopted by the lnternaronal Standards Organizat ion (ISO). Tho OS]
management protocol standard i.s Common Management' Information Protocol (CMJP). The OS] management
protocol bas built-in services, Common Management lnfurmolion Service (CMIS), which specify the basic services
needed 10 perform the various functions. 11 is the most comprehensive set cf specifications and addresses all seven
layers. OSI specifications are structured and deal with all seven layers of the OSI Reference Model. The
specifications are objecl oriented and hence managed objects are based on object classes and inheritance rules.
Besides specifying the management protocols. CMlP/CMIS also address network management epplicatons. Some
of the, major drawbacks of the OSI management standard were tb8I it was complex and that the CMIP stack was
large. Although these are no longer impediments to the implementation of the CMIP/CMlS network management,
SNMP is the protocol that is extensively deployed.

Table J.I. IIIttwork MAnAgtm.", '.ndArds

Standard Salient Points

OSl/CMIP lnternatlonal standard (ISQ'OS])
Management of data communications network-LAN and WAN
Deals with all seven layers
Mo~ eomplete
Objea oriented
Well Slructured and layered
Consumes large resource in implemeruarion

SNMP/tnternet Industry standard (IETF)
Originally intended fOr management of ]nternet components, currently adopted fOr
WAN and teleeo mmunication systems
Easy to implement
Mo~ Widely implemented

TMN Intemotional standard (ITU-T)
Managemem of teleco mmunicat ions network
B!IlJCdon OSI network management framework

Table JJ. IIIttwork MAn"1:tmtn' Standards

Standard Salient Points

Addresses both network and adminlstrarive aspects of management
eTOM industry standard lOr business processes for implementing TMN ushg NGOSS
framework

IEEE IEEE standards adopted intemationally
Addresses LAN and MAN management
Adopts OSI Slandards significant Iy
Deals witb first two layers of OS I RM

Emerging
Technologies

Web-Based Enterprise Management (WBEM)
Java Management Extension (JMX)

7 XML-based Network Management
CORBA-based Network Management

In contrast 10 the CMIP prorocol, the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) presented in Table, 3.1 is
tn,ly simple as its name Indlcetes. Ir started as an industry stMdard and has since become very much like standard
specifications of a standards organization. The Internet Engineering Task Force (JETF) Is responsible for all
Internet specificarons including network management. The managed objects are defined as scalar objects in
SNMP. II was primarily intended 10 manage Internet components, but is now used to manage WAN and
telecommunications systems, It is easy to implement end is the most widely implememed network management
system today. We wiltdiscuss SNMP rranagement In more detail in this book.

The third category in Table :l.l. TMN, is designed to manage the telecommunicerions network and is oriented
toward the needs of telecommunications service providers. TMN is ITU-T (International Telecommunications
Union=Telecommanicationsl standard and is based on OSI CMIP/CMIS specifications. TMN extends the concept
of management beyond managing networks aod network components. Its specifications address service and
business considerations (MJOOO). Chapter 10 is devoted to the discussion ofTMN.

Enhanced Telecommunicalions Operations Map (eTOM) is a guidebook for business processes in the
telecommunications industry. It is an extension ofTMN. It is being developed by TeleManagement Porum (TM
Forum) as component of NGOSS (New Generation OSS) [Rcillly nnd Creaner, 2005]. The main difference
between the TMN and eTOM approaches is that the former has been developed starting from networ.ks and
network equipment (bottom up), while eTOM is a top-down approach. The eTOM framework has been
incorporated within the TMN framework as a set of standards (M.30S0.x).

The rEEE standards ror Local Area Network (LAN) and Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) specifications shown
in Table 3.1 are only concerned with OSI layers I (physical) and 2 (data link). Those specifications are structured
similar 10 OSl specifications. Both OSl/CMJP and [OlemetlSNMP protocols usc rEEE standards for the lower
layers. The [EEE 802.x series of specifications define the standards for the various physical media and data link
protocols. LEEE 802.1 specifications present overview, architecture, and management. The IEEE 802.2 standard
specifies the Logical Link Control (LLC) layer. As we saw in Chapter I (Figure 1.14). the LLC layer provides
unnspareacy oftbe various physical media and protccots to 'the network layer. The others in series are for specific
media and protocols. For example, 802.3 spccifcations are fur Ethernet tANs.



The last category in Table 3.1 addresses Several emerging management technologes. One of them is based on
using Web technology, Web server for the management system and Web browsers for network management
stations. In Web-based management, the. organizarion model uses Web server-Web browser architecture, Much of
'the object-oriented technology, such 'lIS hypermeda server, CQRBA-oriented traasportaricn, 'and client-server
push-technology influence the Web-based management.

The Web-Based Enterprise Management (WBEM) standard is developed by the Desktop Management Task Force
(DMTF). it is based on the Common information Model (ClM) data model transported using CLM Operations over
HTTP.

The Java Management Extension [JMX] is an open Java technology for management. It defines' management
architecture, application, programming interfaces (APIs). and management services under 8' single umbrella
specification. It was developed under Sun Microsystems'sIMAPI (Java Management API) initiative.

XML is JI meta-markup language standardized by the Worldwide Web Consortium (W3C) for document exchange
in the Web. XJl.IL-based network management is based on a network management method, which defines
management information by XML and the exchange of data for management in the form 'of an XML document,
and ii uses an XML document-processing standard method for processing data.

Common Qbject Request Broker Archjtecture (CORBA)-bnsect Network Management is an object-oriented cliem -
server model that uses CORBA: The objects.are defined using Interface Description Language, (roL) and uses a
distributed managed objects architecture,

WIth the Web-bsscd management system, not only can ebject-crented technology be implemented but also the
dedicated workstation constraint is removed by tbe use of a Web browser. However, which object-oriented
technology should an IT manager choose? There is no clear-cut answer to this question, and different vendors have
implemented NMSs using 'different technologies' for different epplications,

3.2. Network Management Models

The OS1 network model is an ISO standard and is most complete of all Ulll rnodels.Jt is structured and it addresses
all aspects of management. Figure 3.1 shows an OSI network management architectural model that comprises four
models. They are the organization model, the information model, tbe communication model, and the functiona I
model. Although, the above classification is based on the OSI archltectural model, and only parts of it' are
applicable to other 'models, it helps us understand the ho listie piCture of different aspects of network management.

The organization model describes the components of 11 network 'management system, 'their functions, 'and their
lnfrastructurc. The organization model is defined inISO 10040 OS1 Systems Management OverviewIr defiaes the
terms Object. agent, and manager,

The OSI information model deals with Ihe structure and the organizatou cfmanagemeut irifomaatlon. [SO 10165
specifies the Structure of'Managernent lnforrnaton (SMI) and the Information database, management information
base (MJB). SMl describes how the management information is structured aod MlB deals with the relationship aod
storage of management information.

The tbii-il model in OSI management is the communication model. There 'are three components to tliis--
management appliearion processes that fimetion in the application layer, layer management between layers, and
layer operation. which is within the layer. We will focus on tbe-appllcetion processes in this book.

The functional model ill the fourth component of OSI management, which deals with rbe user-oriented
requirements of network management. As mentioned in Chapter I, there are five functional application areas
defined in 0SI, namely oonfiguratlon, fault, performance, security, and accounting. These are defined as system
management functions in OS1.

As mentioned earlier, only OS'I presents the most complete model fQt network management, while tile others either
.deal with only a subset or are still in the process of development of standards. Although a discussion of OSI
management is not pan of this book, it is briefly covered in Appendix A for completeness of the subject, osr deals
wjth all seven networking layers. Besides, as we shall see in Chapter 10, it lends itself to 'addressing service and
business management thaI are JII:Orethan just networking. "Ole second standard Iisted in Table 3.1 is SNMPIlnteml1
standard. IETF does not define architecture fur jhe SNMP management model explichly, However, it does 6dst
implicitly. The organization, information. aod communication models are similar to OSI models. The, SNMP
network management model addresses the functional model in terms of operations, administration. and security.
SNMP-based management is widely lased for campus-wide networks. nkbough enterprise-wide networks are 'also
managed by using distributed ccnfigurations ofSNMP~based network management.systems (NMSs). SNMP-based
management systems, tools, and applications are addressed in Chapter 9. The third standard listed in Table 3'.1 is
the TMN, which is based on the OSI model Thus, the four models apply to TMN. The focus of the TMN standard
is 'towards 'managing telecommunications networks. As mentioned earlier, it extends tbe application functions of
OS) further into business and service consideratlons. Opemtions systems support service and business
management. The fourth standard in Table 3.1 iJ; the IEEE Standard on management and Is dedicated to the
management of layers I and 2 ofthe OSlReference Model. It is applicable to LAN and MAN ..LAN (eOOrSto local
area network and MAN (Metropolitan Area Network) refers to metropolkan (intra-city) network. 11also addresses
standards on broadband network management; which is of great relevance 10 the current techno ogy. Broadband
management is covered in Part LV. Since it deals only witb physical and data link layers, it is primarily concerned
with tbe communication modeL

ln Web-based and object-oriented management, the organization model uses Web server-Web browser
architecture. Much of the, obiect-orented technology, such as hyperniedin 'server. CORBA-Qriented transportaticn,
and client-server push-technology are influencing Web-based management. Applicatons developed under Wob-
based management could still full under rbe OSI fimetiona I model, We will now look at each of'tbe models,

3.3. Organization Model

The organization model describes the components of network management and their re lationships. Figure 3.2
shows a representation of a two-tier model. Network objects consist of network elements such as hosts. hubs,
bridges, routers, etc. They can be classified into managed and unmanaged objects or elements. The managed
elements have 8 management process running In them called an agent. The unmanaged elements do not have a
management process running in them. For example, one can buy a managed or unmanaged hub, Obviously the
managed hub has management capability buill into it and hence is more expensive thanthe unmanaged hub, which
does not have-an agent running in it. The manager communicates with the agent in the managed element.

FigllO-~3.1. 'f"'O- Tler i'/flwoo-k 1\1.lIagtll)tlll Orga:n,iz1Itlon. Model
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The manager manages the managed element As shown in Figure 3.2, there is 8 datebase in the manager; btll not in
the agent The manager queries and receives management data from the agent, processes them. and stores them in
its database, The agent can also send a minimal set of alarm inIDrmalionto the manager unsolicited.

Figure 3:3 presents 1Ithree-tier configuratiOn. 'The intermediate layer acts as both agent and manager. As manager,
it collects data from the network elements. processes them. and stores the results in .its database. As agent. it
transmits informatlonto tbe lop-level manager. For example, an inter:rnediate system is used for making statistical
measurements on a network and passes the lnformarion as needed "0 the 'lop-level manager. Alternatively. an
intermediate NMS could be at a IooaJ site of Iinetwork and the information is passed on to aremote site.

FIg"'" 3.3. Three-Tier Nelwork M,ao.,geru.ol Organizl'lidn Model
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Network domains can be managed locally; and a global view of the networks can be monitored by a manager of
managers (MoM), as' shown in Figure 3.4. This configuration uses 3!1 enterprise NMS and is applicable to
organizations with-sites distributed across caies.Jt is also applicable to a configuration where vendor management
systems manage thc domains of their respect ive components, and MoM manages the entire. network,

Flgllre 3.4. Ntlw,,,i<.MBlJageDlelll Organizatioll Modetwilb .MoM
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Netwock management systems can also be configured on a peer-to-peer relationship as shown.in.Eigure 3 .5. This is
the dumbbeU arohiteorure shown in Figure 1.24. We can recognize the similarity between this and rhe.clienr-server
architecture where a host serves as both a client and II server. An example of such a situation would be two network
service providers needing to exchange management Jnformauon between them. Fro m. the user's point of view, the
infonnarion traverses both networks and needs to be monscred end-to-end,

Figure 3_~•.Dual Role of Man_gonlfnl Process

Agent NMS ManagerNMS

ManagerNMS Agent NMS

10 the above discussion we have used me term network management system (NMS) to mean a system that runs a
management process, ;ot just. (I managed object Tlius, the agent and the .manager devices 'are defined as agent
NMS and managerNMS. as shown in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5.

3.4. Informanon Model

An. information ,model is concerned with. the structure and storage of information. Let us consider. for example,
how information is structured and stored 'in a library and is accessed by all. A book is uniquely identified by an
Internationa 1Standard Book Number (I SBN). It is a ten-digit number idenrificationthat refers to.a specific ed ition
of a specific book. For example..lSBN 0-13-431708-7 refers 10 the boo" "Understanding SNMP MlBs" by David
Perkins and Evan McGinuis. We· can refer to a specific figure in the boo,k by idellrilYing 8 chapter number and a
figure number; e.g., Fig. 3.1 refers to Figure I in Chapter 3. Thus; a hierarchy of designation (ISBN, Chapter,
Figure} uniquely identifes the object. which is a figure in the book: "ISBN," "Chapter," and "Figure" define the
syntax of the three pieces of information associated with the figure; and the definition of their meaning in a
dictionary would be ihe ,semantics asscciated with them.



The representation of objects aod information that tire relevant to their management forms ,tile management
infcrmaticn model. As discussed in Soot ion ,3.3, information 00 network components is passed between-the agent
and management processes, The information model specifies the information base to deseri be managed objects and
'the relationship between managed objects. The structure defining the syntax. and 'semantics of management
Information is specified. by Structure of Management lnformerion (SMl). The informatlon base is called (he
Management Inforrnaron Base (MJB). The MJ B is used by both agent and management processes to store arid
exchange management information. The MIB associated with an agent is called an agent MIB aod the MIS
associated with a manager is designated as the manager MIB. The manager MID consisrs of information on.all the
network components that it manages; whereas the MfB associated .with an iige;ot process needs to know only 'its
local information, ilS MIS view.For example, a county may.have many Iibraties. Each lilirlU"Yhas an.index of all
the,books In that Joc&tio,n-its MIB view. However, the central index at the coumy's main library, which manages
all other libraries, has the index of all books inall the county's librarles-c-gbbal.manager MIB view.

Pigure3.6 expands the network ccnfiguraton mlit is-shown in Pigure3.2 to include the M1B that isasscciated with
the manager. Thus, the manager has both the management database (MDB) and the Mm. It is important to
distinguish betweenthe two. The MUB, is a real database and contains the measured or administratively configured
value of the elements 'of the network. On the other hand, the MIS is a virtual database and contains 'the infbrmation
necessary for processes 10 exchange information among themselves.

Fl~PI·.3.6. N.rn'OrI< ConfiJ,:uralion with Do!" and' (nranu.rinn Bu.
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Let us illustrate the distlnction between MIS and MUB by considering the scenario of adding a component to the
network. Assume that all the hubs in' the network are made by a single vendor, say Cabletron. The manager in
Figure 3.6 has knowledge about. the Cabletrcn hub and its associated parameters in its MlBj and the values
associated with the parameters, with the hubs are in its MUB. Forexample, the number of pons in the hub is a
parameter associated with the huh (MJB information); and if they are 12-PQrt hubs, the values associated with the
number of ports are 12 (MUS information). Suppose we now add another Cabletron hub to the network. The
manager would discover the 'newly added bull during its next discovery process, which oould be just a broadcast
ping from the manager. The new hub is another instance of thehub with a new IP address, and its MIS information
is already in the manager's MIB. Its address aod the number of ports associated with it are added 10 MDB' by the
manager querying the agent.

Now, let us add a 3Com hub to the network. Let Ibis be the firsttime that a JCom hub.is added (0 the network. The
manager would recognize,the,addition..ofa new component to the network by the periodic broadcast ping of the

.network.by the manager. However, it would.not know whsr component has heen added until the MIB .informatjon
on the 3Com hub is added to the manager's MIB. This informatioo s actually, compiled into the manager's M1B
schema. After the informafon on the 3eom hub has been added to the manager's MIB, it can send queries to' the
agent residing in Ul.O3'Com hub. II then retrieves the values ,tOr Ul_etype of hub, the number of ports, etc. and adds
rbem to ilS MOB.

The MIS, tbat contains data 00 managed objects need not be limited to just physical elements. For example; in
network management, management information extends informatiou beyond tbat-assoclared with tbedescription of
network elements or objects. Here are some examples of informetion that can be stored in the, Mm.

Network Elements: hubs, lirrdges. routers, transmjsslon fatilitles, etc.

Software, Processes: programs, algi>rlthms, protocol functions, databases, etc.

Administrative lnformatton: contact person, account number, etc.

In faot, any 'type of information oould be included as ao objectin the MIS.

3.4.1,. Manilgement [nformation Tree

The managed objects are uniquely defined by a 'tree structure specified by the OS) model and are used in the
Internet model, Figure 3:7 shows the generic representation of the tree, defined as the Management Information
Tree (MIT). There is a root node and well-defined nodes underneath each node at different levels, designated as
Level I, Level 2, etc, Each managed object occupies a node in the-tree. In dle OSI model, rbe managed objects are
defined by a -containment tree representing the MIT.

Root

bwd'

Leve.2

Lel(cl3

Figure 3.8 shows the internationally adopted OSIMIT. The root node does nOI .have an expUcit designation. The
root has three nodes in tbe layer beneath it-iso, ccin (itu), and so-ccjtt, (lso-itu), The iso defines the International
Standards Organization and ccitt, or itu, defines the international Telecommunications Union (the old name is
cciu). The, two standards organizations are on the first .layer defining managing objects under diem. The joint iso-
itu node is for management objects jo intly 'defined by the two organizations. TIle number in each circle identifies
the designaton of tbe object in each layer. Thus, iso is designated as I, org 'as 1.3, dod, Departrnent of Defense, as
1.3;6, aod the internet as 1.3.6.1. All Internet-managed objects will be lbat. number followed by more dots aod
numbers, It is to he noted that tbe name's of the nodes are all in lowercase letters as a convention. which we will
formally. derDle 10 Section 3.6.

Figur. 3.8. 051 M anageulenl Infermation '[ret



3.4.2. J"ll1l1l1gcdObject Perspective

Ahhough a managed object 'need not"be a physical object that can be seen, Touched, or telt, it is convenienrtouse 8

physical representaron to understand the charaeteristics and operatons associated with. a managed object. Let us
consider an object, which is circular in shape, We can define the object in Bnglish language syntax as circle. To
associate a meaning with the object name, circle, we can use Webster's dictionary definition "a plane figure
bounded by a single curved line every point of which is equally distant from the pointat the center of'rbe figure."
In other words, the definitbn Is 8 textual description of the object'. The object can be viewed and Its parameters
changed by people who have access to il. The access privilege could be' limited 10 jU>t accessing it or performing
some action. on it; fur example, resetting a counter value to two. These are all defined as acoess attributes. 1f we
envision a scenario ill which the object is used. by a-nursery school to explain shapes to children, it should at least
have. some basic shapes, such as a circle, a square, etc. We can define the basic objects that are required of a group
(of objects) as the status ofl.he object-whither it is mandatory or oprional to have (implement) that object. This
attribute o[ tbe object i!; defined as the status of the object. There could be many types of objects in the nursery
.school that are circular in shape. There is' a unique identification and name (Objlic1 identifier and descriptor)
associated with each of them, such as IIring, a donut, etc. There could be:many instances ofriog and donut; but we
are only addressing the types of object, not instances of'tbem here. We have thus defined the five basic attributes of
a maneged.object'type from-the Internet perspective. They ate name, definition, syntax, access, and.status,

A pictorial view of n,circular object ln.tbe Internet is shown in Figure 3.9(a).

Flgw,.3.9. Conceptual Vltw$ er M auagcd Objet!
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A managed object in the, Internet is defined by five parameters [RFC I I 55]. They IW:

object Identifier and descriptor
syntax
access
Status
definiton

unique to and name for !he obJea

used to model the object

accessprivilege to a managed object

implemeoJalion requirements

textual description of the semantics of object type



Arnodiflcaucn of'this is specified .in.RFC 1212, as we shall see in the next chapter,

The Internet object model is a scalar model and is easy to understand, as seen above. In conrrast, the OS!
perspective of a managed object is complex and has a different set' of characteristics. We will extend the 'above
analogy of the circulnrobject in a nursery to illustrate an OSI perspective.

Figure 3.9(b) 'presents the conceptual OS1 representation of the various characteristics of a managed object. As
mentioned earlier, 6S1 specifications are object oriented, and hence a managed object. belongs to an object class.
The lefi side of Eigure 3.9(b) presents the same circular object in the OSlmodel. The definsion of an objecl in an
object-oriented perception would include both the shape-and values. Thus, the attribute of the object is a circle with
.given d.imensions. The attribute of an object defines the external perspective 'of the object. lt undergoes' an
operation "push." Push is not really an OSl operational entity, but is used here to illustrate the concept. The
behavior of tbe object is to change il~ shape or attribute from a -clrcle to an ellipse. II then sends notlficat 10Jl.~to the
relevant communsy .lJifurming of its change. Thus, the characteristics of an OSLmnnaged object are:'

object class
attributes
operations
behavior
'notifications

managed object

attributes visible at its boundary

operations that may be applied 10 it

behavior exhibjted ey it in response to an operation

notificatiOns emitted by tbeoblect

It is hard to compare the characteristics of a managed object in the Internet and OS.I models OD a one-to-one basis,
as they are very much different. However. it can be observed in the conceptual models in Figure 3.9 that the 6S1
ctJaracteristics-ope(at,icms, behavior, -and notification=ere a' part of the Internet communications model.
Operation in the Internetls done by get and set commands. Notification is done by response and alarm messages.
The syntax characteristic of the Internet is part of OSI attributes. The access characteristic of the Internet is a part
of the security function, in the 'OS! functional model The status characteristic of the Internet is handled by
conformance as a part of application 'services in OSL Further, in OSI we can' create-and delete objects; while these
concepts do not exist in t.be Internet. .Objects in early SNMP management are assumed to.exst lor management
purposes.

Figure 3.10 shows the comparison between Internet and OS.I specifications fur the object, packet counter. An
example of a packet counter as a managed object in the.Internet model Is given in Figure 3.1 O(a). TIle objec: type
(we will define object id later) is PktCo.unler. TIle syntax is Counter. The access mode is read-only, The status
implementation is mandatory, which maodaies thai .th.is object must be implemented if the group it belongs to is
implemented. The description provides the semantics lhatthe packet counter counts the number cf'packets.

F1g.u·, 3.W. P.ck.•1Couuter as AdExaWI,I. or a MAn.jtd Objet I
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Characteristics Example

Object type Pktcounter
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haracterlstlcs EXample

Objectdass Packet Counter

Attributes Ingle-valued

Operations. et.set

Bellavlor Retrieves or resets values

Notifications Generates notifications on new)lalue

Too example of the same counter as a managed object in the OS! model is given in Figure 3. LO(b). TIre counter is
defined as an object class, Packet Counter. It could be related.toeither a sub- or superclass, TIle attribute value is
single-valued. We can perform get.and set operations on its attribute. Its behavior to a set operation would be to
reset rhe.counter, or justretrieve data if'tbe operation is ~et. TIle new value Is sent OUl as notification.

3.5. COOl municarion Model

We have discussed in the previous section bow inlOrmation content is defmed (SMI) and stored (MIB). We will
now address 'the model associated with howthe information is exchanged betweensystems. Management data are
communicated. between agent and manager processes, as well as between manager processes, Three' aspects need to
be addressed .inthe communication of Jnformanon between two endues: transport medium of message exchange
(transport protocoj), message forma; of communication (application protocol), and the acrual message (commands
and responses). Let us illustrate this by an example of Azita buyinga car from an' automobile salesperson, Roberto.

·AziI8 could go to the automobile dealer and communicate in person Ivith Roberto. Alternatively, she could
communicate with Roberto 'Via the Intemet.1n tbe former, vlsua I and aud'io media are the transport mechanisms,
and electronic exchange is used in the latter. The communicatlon at the application level coukl be exchanged in
English, Spanish, or any other mutually understandable IlIllguage between 'the two. This woud be the application-
level.protocol that is decided between Azila and Roberto, PinaUy, there are messagesexchanged between Azitaand
Roberto. Por example, Azita could request what cars are avai lable and Roberto would respond with the cars that
are in stock. Azita could then set a price range and Roberto responds IVith cars that match the price range. These
exchanged messages are the commaods/requestsroperatons and responses/notifications. They can. be considered
services requested by' Azita and provided by Roberto.

Figure 3.11 presentsthe communication model, The applicarons in the manager rrodue initiate requests to the
agent in the-Internet. model. It is pan of tile operations in the OSJ model, The agent executes the request, on the



network element; ie., managed object, and, returns responses to ibe manager. TIle uaps/notificetons are tbe
unsolicited messages, such as alarms, generated by the agent.

FlgUJ'f 3.11. MOllagement COlllll1l1l1ic.ntinriModel
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figure 3.12 presents tbe communioation protocol used 10 tmnsfer information. between managed object and
managing processes, as well as between management processes. The OSI model uses eM IP along with CMIS. The
Internet uses SNMP for communication. The services are part of operations using requests, responses, and alarm
notiflcarious.

Fl~PI·t 3.12. M.9'1l!lgtl1'tnlCmumuelcarlon Transtr .. "rolo,,,ls
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osr uses both connection-oriented and conncctionless protocols for transportation ..For example, the TPi! transport
layer protocolriding on top ofthe.x.25 protocol could be used, fur connection-oriented transporting and application
messages. TP4 over Coneecrlonless Network Protocol is used roT connectionless transportation, The Internet uses
collDl:ctionless"UDP/lP protocol for transporting messages.

CI'yIlP and SNMP specify the management communication protocols R:!.rOSI and internet management. CWi' is
addressed in Appendix A. SNMP is extensively covered throughout the hook.

The application processes invoke the management communication layer protocols. OS! deals with messages in the
specificaron of managed objects, Managed objects and ,their 'attributes could be manipulated by operations. Basic
application service modules are defined by CMlS. In the Internet, operations are executed by SNMP messsges.

3.6. Abstract Syntax Notation One: ASN.I

In both the information model -and the communication model, discussed in the previous sections, we have
addressed functions. In these models, SMI needs to be speclfied syntactically and semantcally, which will be the
contentof this section,

It is important for communication among systems that a formalized set of'rules is agreed upon on the structure and
meaning ofthe language of commun ication, namely syntax and semant ics of the language, There are numerous sets
of application and.transport protocols. TOOs, il is beneficial 10 choose a syntactical format for the language that
specifies the management protocol in the application layer, wh loh is transperent to the rest of tbe protocol layers.
One SUGbfonnar is an old and well-proven format, Abstract Syntax Notation One, p,SN.1. We will introduce
ASN.I here 10 the extent 'needed to understand its use in network management. TJ.e reader is referred to oilier
references [Cassel and Ausung, 1996; Larmouth, r9~7; Stallings, 1998) for greater depth on the subject.

ASN.l is more than just syntax, It is a formal language developed.jointly by cem (now ITU-T) and ISO for use
with application layers far data transfer between systems. It is also applicable within the system for olea:rly
separating the abstl'8ct syntax and the transfersyntax at the presentation layer. We define the llbSLI'8C1, syntax as (be
set of rules used to specify data types and structures IDr rbe storage of in formation. The transfer syntax represents
rbe set of rules for communicating information betweensystems. Thus, theabstrnct syntax would beapplicabJe to
too information model discussed in Section 3.4 and the tronsrer syntax. to tbe communication 'model discussed in
Section 3.5. The, abstract syntax can he used with any presentation syntax, Ihe latter depending on the medium of
presentation, The abstract synta.xin ASN.I makes it independent ofl.he lower-layer protocols. JSO 8824/X.208
standards-specify ASN.I. The algorithm 10 convert too textual ASN.I syntax to machine-readable code is defined
in ISO 88251X.209 standards. It is called Basic Encoding Rules (SEa).

~.6.J. Termmotogy, Symbots, llnd Conventions

ASN.I syntax is based 011 the Backus system and uses the fbrmal Syntax language and grammar of Bockus-Nauer
Form (BNF), which looks like:

<name> ::= <de'finition>

where the-notation "<entity>" denotes an "entity" and the-symbol "::=" represents "defined as."

Let us illustrate the Backus system by developinga simple arithmetc expression <SAE> [Maurer, 1977]:

We can define an 'entity <digit> as

<digit;> ::- 0 I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 5 I 6 I 7 I a, I 9

where the symbol "I" represent "or." We can also define an operation entity <op> as

<op> :: - .. I - I x I /

The definitions on the right side are called primitives, Using these primitives, we can construct more entities, Thus,
an entity number enn be constructed from the primitive, <digit>

<number> :: - <digit> I <digit><number>



For example, 1be number 9 is tbe digit 9; the number 19 is the coucatenaton of the digit 1and the Dumber 9; and
the number 2J9 is the concatenauon of digil2 with the number 19.

We· can now construct a simple arahmetic expression <SAE> ~om th.e primitives aod the construct <number>,
Thus,

<S~E> r t= <number> I <$AS> I <SW<op><SJl.E>

The format of each line is defined asa production er assignment.

Let us cousider an example with the fullowing two assignments;

<Bool,e~Type> ;; = BOOLEf;N
<Booleanvalu~> :;= TROE I FALSE

The expression on tbe left side specifies tbe name of the type ond the rigln side' is the definition or value of tbe
'type. Thus, Booleanf'ype is defined as BOOLEAN and Booleanvalue is defined as either TRUE or FALSE. The
above example' illustrates tbe rwo basic 'parameters assoc iated w im an entity •.namely data type and ,'aJue. The.first
line is called datn type assignment arid it defines the name of the entity; a,nd the 'second lioo, value assignment,
specifies the-assigned value to the data type. Th.us, in the above example the entity BOOLEAN can have assigned
values of TRUE or FALSE. Entities thai are all in capital letters, sucb as TRUE and FALSE. are called keywords.

A group of asslgnments makes up an ASN.I module. FaT example, a name consists of first, middle, and last names,
and they canbe specified as:

~~son-name ~er80n"'Name: ;=
I
first "John",
:mi.ddl.e "r" ,
~ast "Smith"
I

Here person-name, beginning with lowercase letlers, is the name of lhe data type. Person-Name is a module and
begins with capital letters, The module comprises three assignrnents, whose JIIImeSare first, middle, and last with
values "John," "1," and "Smith."

Figure 3.13 8.nd Figure 3.14 show two examples of ASN.I data type definition [Larmoutli, 1997]. They are 1,010
ASN.I module. defining. data types personnelkecordand trede-Message, Becausethey are modules, they start with
capitalletters. Personnelkecord-describes tbe personnel record of an employee in a global corporation. The Trade-
Message is a-module specifying a list of invoices defining customer 'lame, part numbers, quantity, charge, and
security authentication.

Figurd.13. AsN.1 D.tiI TYII<Dtrmllinn &xampl< I
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Note thal in tbe examples of PigureJ, I3 and Pigure 3.14, the data types arc buill-Up from primitive data types:
INTEGeR. REAL. NULL. and GraphicString. GrapbicString is one of several ChnraoterString type primitives.
These examples present three kinds of data types, which are built (Ising three construction mechanisms:

alterl'lativee:
list:
repet;l.~ion ;

enoree
SET and 'SEQOENeE
,S£1' OF allQ SE()o!,;l'Ice or

These constructs are used 10 build structured data types. Just. as we ·SIIW in the <SAl'.> example earlier, -all data
Iypes are buj~ from ihe ground up USing primitive (also called atomic) entities: ASN.I deflnition allows oath
backward arid forward references, iii; well as in-line deflnition. For instance; in Figure 3.13 the data types Name;
Sector, Country, and Product-lne are defined externally .eaher before or after the module defining
Personoelkccord. The data type whose name is title is defined in-line as tbe data type GraphicString. It could have
been defined 8S data type Title I!Sfo Ilows:

HUe Title::- (lrap.l,ioS,tcing



Let us analyze tbe three construct types, In Personnelkecord, the person works in one of the three divisjons-«
marketing, research, or productien, This is built using CHOICE construction. Notice thai in each of those divisions,
research could be either product-based or basic.

The consrructsSlif and SEQUENCE' are list 'builders. The Personnelkecord module is a,SCI of daw types, Nome,
G'fIlpbicString, Sector, Counuy, etc., which .are all different ~!{I types. Since they are different nod each is
unique Iy associated with a name, they. can be encoded and transmitted in any order. For example. they could be
arranged inany of the foUowing orders!

"Smith", "Manager"", ("North''', "Chile" t
(iMa'nagerl'l, "'Smith", ("Northi', I'Chile"}
(".North", "Ohile"), "Managertt, "sm1thH

etc.

Notice that "North" and "Chile" are always in the .same order, This is because it is a list built with SEQUENCE
construction, and, the order in ihe list-should be maintained.

The 'third type of construction is the repetitive, types SET OF and SEQUENCE OF,. In tbe example on
Tradelvlessage in Figure 3. 14, the SEQUENCE OF construetjon is shown.' The "details' in the invoice are a
repetition of data 'ccnsisting of the ordered list (SBQUENCE construct) of part number and quantity in each
invoice. The repetitive records themselves are ordered in a SEQIJ.ENCE OF construction, This means ilistthe. datil
\~Iil be trausmared in the order in which tllCy are entered. The encoding scheme will preserve dial order while
transmitting. the data fromone process to anotber. For example, if data are entered for details in Figure 3,.l4 '!IS a
sequence {part-no, quantity} in the order (I. 5). (60,3). (120, 40}, they will be transmitted in that order by the

'sending process. Ifthey had been a SET OF construct instead ofil.sEQUENCE OF consrructfor details in Figure
3.14, the order is irrelevant. The order in this casefor the example could be encoded and transmitted bythe sending
process as any of the combinations, {I, 5}, {6Q,3}, {Iio. 40}; or (60, 3}, {I, 5}, {120, 40}; or {120, 40}, {I, 5};
(60,3}; etc. witbout.relevance 10 the order.

The NULL data type used in Figure ~.13, Personnelkecord, Is a plocebolder. No value needsto.be associated with
it except indicating thai such a data type exists.

We, observe in the Personnelkecord example in Figure 3.13 that some assignments have integers in square
brackets. For instance,

(product-based [OJ NULL,
ba sd.c r1) NULL}

these are called tags. TIle definition ota tag is introduced in ASN.I to uniquely idenri1Y 8 data type and will be
discussed in detail later.

We have used several Symbols and primitive data.types including' keywords in the preceding examples. A complete
IiSl, of ASN.I symbols 1.5 shown in Table 3,2.

'fnbleJ.2. ASN.I srmools

Symbol Meaning

Defl~ed as or assignment

ot, alternatives, opti,ons of a l!st

TAbl. 3.2.ASN.I Symbols

S.ymbot Meaning

Signed number

Followl rig the'symboi are comments

{) Start an'd end ofa lis!

n Start and end of atag

() Start and end of a subtype

Range

Table 3.3 lists some oftbe frequently. used ASN.I keywords. The reader is directed to tbe reference [perkins and
McGinnis, 1997] for a more complete list.

Tobie 3.3. ASN, I Keywords

Keyword Brief Description

'BEGIN Start of an ASN.l module

list of .alternatives

DEFiNlllONS Deflnltlonofa data type or managed object

END EJl!lof an ASN.l,module

EJ(PORlS D~a type,s that caen be exported to other modules

IDENllFtER A s~que~ of oon--negative'numbers

IMPORTS Data typeS defined in exterrial modules

INTEGER Any negative or non-negatlve number

NUII Aplaceholde'r

OBJECT Us~ with IDENTIFIERto u'nlquely Id.~ntify an object

OCTET Unbounded 8-blt bvtes (octets) of binary data

OF Used with SET'andSEQUENCE



'£"bl<3.3. ASN.I Keywurds

Keyword Brief Description

SEQUENCE Ordered list maker

SEQUENCE OF Ordered-errav ofrepettttve.data

SET Unordered list maker

SET OF Unordered list of repetitive.data

STRING Used with OCfET for denotlne a string of octets

As we said earlier, we can. group assignments that are related 10 each other; this group is called a module. A formal
definition of a module is as follows:

<module name> DEFINITIONS ::- BEGIN
<name> ::~ <definition>
<name> :: - <defini t.Lon>

END

For example, a MIB'definition module will look like:

RFC1213-MIB DEFTNITIONS ::- BEGI'N

El'ID

The terms DEFINITIONS, BEGIN, and ..END are primitives and are called keywords in ASN..I. They are built-in
expressions and have Special meaning. The DEFINITIONS indicate that the named module, RFC 1213-Mm, is
being defined. The body ofa module alweysstarts with BEGIN and ends with END. Grouping assignments Into
modules has the great advantage that modules can be imported into and exported from other modules. Thus, they
are reusable.

We notice In the examples described so far in this section that we have used both lowercase and uppercase letters.
There are ASN.I conventions to desjgnae the data. These are shown in Table 3.4.

Tllbl<3.4. ASN.ll>lIIa TYIIt Convr,"k"'l

Converrtlon ElCilmple

Obj&tname Inltla! lowercaseletter .sysDescr, e~rstatspkts

Application data type Initial uppercase lette'f Counte'f.lpAddreSs

Module InitIal up~rcase'letter P'ersonn-eIRecord

TAbl. 3.4. ASN.I DMA Typ_ Cenvenuons

Oat.a TYpes Convention Example

Macro, MIBmodule All uppercase letters RMON-M[B

Keywords All uppercase letters INTEGER,BEGIN

3.6.2. Objccts·,llId Date Types

We willnow use ASN.I notation tQ define the various data types' and llPply them to describe objects in the context
of SMI lind MIB.

We observed in Seeton 3.6.1 that t.he data type could be either a-simple type (also called primitive, atomic, or
.basic), or it could be structured. In addition, we talked IIb.oUItag designatbn, which uniquely identifies the dam
type' irrespective of the' syntax version. In general, data type. aredeflred based on structureand tag. The structure
is' subdivided into four categories. The tag is subdivided into class and lag number. This is shown in Figure. 3, IS.
An object can be uniquely defined by its tag. namely class and. tag number. For exchange of information between

.systems, the structure information is also included.

Figu," 3.15. ASN.I D.m Typt Structure and Tag

The four categories of datjl type structure, shown in Figure 3.15 are, simple type. structnred type, tagged type, 'and
other type. .

A simple type is one fur which the values are specified directly, For example, we can define a page of a book as
PageNumher of simple type, which can take on any integer value. INTEGER is asimple type. TiIUS,

Pa g-eNumber :: = l'NTi:G.ER

Similarly, we oan define tbe chapter number of tbe hook as



Values for PageNumber can be specified as I, 2,3,.,. and for Chaprerblumber as 1,2,3, ...

A datatype is defined as a structured 1}'jJewhen.it contains other 'types. Types tlun are within 8 structured type are
called component types. In the-above example, a page number ofa book. oould be.defined as a structured type by a
SEQUENCE construction of CbapterNumb"er and P.ageNumber component data lY.{les, Let us call it
BooltPageNumber.

ilO.O'kPageNumber ::~ SEQOENCE
{ChlIpter)'lum.ber. ~ep."rator. Paqe\iumber.l

where.Separator is a data type with value "-."BQokPageNumber is II str.uctured type. Values.for BQoliPngeNumber
would then be like I-I, 2-3, or 0.25.

We can define all the pages of the book as a collection of individual pages. I f we want to define them in a
.sequential order from the first page of tbe first chapter to the last page of 'the la'st chapter, we would use a
SEQUENCE OF construcron. Let us caU ~ Bookl'ages.

We· could derllle the same in an alternative manner as

BookPages :: = SE(lOENCE OF
. (

•SEQUENCE
(Chap'terNumber. Separa tor. PilqeN\.lmber I

I

The above two definaions have identical meaning. Values for Boolc.Pages would then be 1.1, 1-2, 1.-3, .... 2-.1.2-2,
2-3 .... The ordering of the values is by the order in which the dam are specified and not by sorting of the
component data types in the structured construct,

The pages of R book could also be specified 8S a collection of individual pages in random order, The structured
type for Bookltages would then be constructed with the SET OF data type construct:

BookPages :: - Sl1T OF
{

.SEQ.(JJINCE
(Chap'terNumber. Separa tor. PilqeN\.lmber I

I

Note that we could not have used a SET OF construct for .BookPageNumber as tbe order of tbe chapter number.
separator, and page number is important to keep. However; we could have used the SET construct to defme
BookPages as

aook.l109iU1::= SET (Cha'pterNumQer. S.eparat.or. l1'i,geN\llIll)eI:1

and assigned values 1-2,2-3. l-I., ... in arnndom.order, The order of'the values ill the transmission.ofduta between
the sender and tile receiver is unimportant. Thus, sET is distinguished from SEQUENCE In two respects. First, the
data types should all be distinct; and second, the. order of values in SET is of no consequence. whereas it is critical
in a SEQUENCE construct, It. is alsc? worth noting that tile component data types in a S,EQUENCE construct need
not be distinct since the order is preserved. .

Tagged type is a type derived. fr.oOl another 'We and is ·given a new tag id, Although a data type has.a unique tag
·associated with it, a rag data type isdefined to distinguish types within an application. For instance, in Figure 3.14
·although "invoice-no" is anlNTEGER type, which we will soon le'am 'as a universal c.lass with a tag number [1], it
coudhave'been. assigned a local tag id. 'Ihis is sometimes done-to improve the efficiency of eecoding,

The fourtb· and last category of structure is other type, whicb isa data type tllal is-not ·pro-defined. It is chosen from
CHOteE and ANY 'twes, which are contained in other types. T~yeCHOICE defines the selection of one value
.from a. specified I.ist of distinct types. Thus, .in Figure 3.13, "research" uses a CHOICE construct to. Select One of
rbe two aker.llat1ves between. "product-based," and "basic.' We can represent tbem with specific values instead of
NULL, as folows:

r e see.rch Research :: - CHOle£:
I

product-based
basic

ProductTyp~ ,
Vi$ib~leString

I
.Producl:'l'ype ::= lIisibleS'tring

Type ANY is always supplemented with any valid, ASN.I type defined in another module, We have given two
representatons for Research, tbe one above and the other In Figure 3.13. We.could give a definition of these two
options by defining Research as follows:

Resea reh :: - CHOICE
{
product-based ·ANY.
BASIC ANY
I

Thisdefinitbn using ANY specifies that the "product-based" entitY could be either a NULL or 8 RrodlletType data
type. and similarly "basic" could be either VisibleString or NULL.

.Figure 3.'15 shows tWO perspectives of data rype=-stneture and tag. The; structure that we have so fur described
addresses how the data type i<; constructed. On the other hand, tag uniquely identifies the data type. It i<; required
for encoding the data types for communieation. Every data type except CHOICE .and ANY has a tag associated
with il. Tag has two oomponents-class and tag number. There are four classes of t~. They arc: Universal,
Application, Context-specific, and Private; and cad.l data type belonging to each class is assigned a unique number.

The universal class is the most commonly used class, and the A.SN.I llSl of'universal class assignments is given in
Tab.le 3.5. A core set of assignments is used in all applications. Data types belonging to tile universal class arc
appficarion-independenr. IJ is 'similar to the use of a global variable in a software program, and Is applicable
anywhere in a program.lt .need not be defined repeatedly :in the subroutines of tbe program, BOOLEAN ntli.:l
.INTE~R are examples ofa universal class, whose tag numbers are [l] and [2], respectively.

-Tnbte 3.5. U.; ver sul CI ass Tog AS!lgnlD~nl'i

Tag Set otV~luesl\'pe Name



T"bl<3.5. UlliVtCSlIICIlIS$Tng ,\;S!;i~o'ne"ls

Tag TyPe Name

Universal 1 BOOlEAN

Universal 2 INTEGER

Universal 3 BITSTRING

Unlve,sal4 OCTET STRING

Unlversa~5 NUll

Universal 6 OBJECT'IDENTIFIER

Uniyersal7 Object description

UnlYersal8 EXTERNAL

Unlyersal9 REAL

Universal 10 ENUMERATED

Unlversalll ENCRYPTED

Urilvmal 12- Reserved forfuturl! use
15

Set of Values

TAbl. 3.S.1II1h'<rSilI CIlIS$ T.g'\ssigr,me"rs

Tag Type Name Set of Vlihies

TRUE or FALSE rtme format YYYYMMDDHHMM[SS][local time dl~rentlal from universal
standard time]

Universal 24 GenetaUzedllme

0, Posltlve'and negative numbers
Un'lversal25 Graphic5trlng Graphic character set specified by ISO8824

A string of·bInary digits or null set
Universal 26 VlslbleStrlng Character set spedfled bY 150'646, equivalent to ASCII

Astrtng of octets or null set
Unlversal27 GenetalStrlng General character strl ng

Null, single-valued
Universal 28 CharacterString Character set

Setofvalues assodated with the object
Unilltl'rsaI29- Reserved'for future' use

Human readable.text describing the object

The·type is external to the·standard Tags belonging to the application class are specific to appllcalions. Examples of application-specific ·tag numbers
are used in examples in Figure 3.l3. A universal class tag number can be overridden with an application-specific

1:!jg number. Types in two different applications can have the same applicaton-specific-tag, but carry two different
meanings.

Real numbers, expressed in scientific notatlon .Mantlssa)( Base'''''''''''

SpeCified list of Integers

Encrypted Inform atlon

Application-specific assignments arc.classified as such. For instance, in the above example ofBoo.kPageNumber, if
we assign Pageld, CbapterNumber, PageNumber, and the tugs APPLICATr0N I, 2, and 3, respectively, tbe
.assignment will read

Pag"Id ::= [API1LICM'IOH l) ISEOWHCe:
[APPLICATION 21 ChapterNumber,
[lI:PPLICATION 31 PageNUlI)berI

Universal 16 SEQUENCEand SEQUENCEOrder ed list of ty~
OF

UnlYersal17 SI;T al)d SI;T OF

Unlyersal18 Numerlc5trlng

Universal 19 Prlnt~.bleStrlng

Universal 2.0 TefetexStrlng

Universal 21 VldeotexStrlng

Un'iversal 22 IASStrlng

Universal 23 UTC'nme

Wben defining large modules, tbe structure can become large. We can introduce descriptive names and. comments
.00 the struoture for easyreading. Let us expand Lhe above example as follows:Unordered lI.st of types

Digits 0-9, space
PageId ::- (APPLIOATION 1J SEQUENeE (

chapt ez+numoe r [1IPPLICATION 21 Chapt.ecNwni:)f>r,.
page-number [AP.PL.ICMIQN 3) PagaNumber I

- page numbers are grouped by chap:t .. r numbers
Prlnta_blecharacters

Cl:laraaer set speciflid by "(ITT Recommendation T.61 The descriptive words "chapter number" and "page number" do oat affect the result when encoding this structure,
neither do tbe comments following the '.'_".

Character set specified by (CITT Recommendation T.1OOandT.101
In the previous example. both PageNumber and Chapte'rNumber have INTEGER values .. lNTEGE~ can be
classified as either UNIVERSAL 2 or APPLICATION 3. This could be encoded either way. The efficiency of
encodil)g can. be improved if we had added the data designation IMP[Jcrr as below:

International Alp.habet 5, which Is equivaienHo ASCII

Time format YYMMDDHHMM[SS][local time dlfferenrtal from universal
standard IIme]

PageNumber : ,= l~.PPI,ICATION 3J IMPI.ICH' INTEG~

SUc~ an expression ti;irc(l.sthe encoding to. fOllow the local tag assignment,



The context-specific type, a subset of an application, is limited to ibal application, Thus, in Example I of Figure
3.13, research bas a tag f!1 essociated with the application of Personnelkecord and under that application, research
has two context-specific tags [0] and [Jl for product-based and basic.

The private type is used extensively by vendors of network products. A vendor is assigned a node on.the MIT. IIDd
all branches and leaves under that node will be assigned a private d~. type bytbe vendor,

Before leaving the subject of tags. it is worth noting a special case of data twe INTEGER. It is an
ENUMERATED type and is similar to INTEGER .. For example, wee can define the co Iors of the rainbow as
BNUMERATEDtype integers. .

Ra;inbOWCoJ.OEB :: - ENOMERNI'ED
(

violet (0)
indigo: (1)
b.Lue (2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

green_
yello w
orange
red

In this case, when a value of 5 is designated for the object. type RainbowColors, it is implied thlll it is orange.
RainbowColors could take on only the seven integer values defined.

An example for the ENUMERATED type fur INTEGER from SNMP MID, which we will cover In Chapter 5,
error status in a gel-re!;poil,fe message is:

EtrorS'tatus ::=
INTEGER[

NoError(O)
too.Big (1)
noSuobName(2)
IJadValues (3)
ieadOn1y r4)
genErr(S)
)

·P. subtype data type is derived ~rom a pacent. typa , For. exampLe , in ~he Pag,,~umber examp;te,
if ..~ LLnit the maxilIlwn page nwnber to 255 (based on 2')', then the a'5signment would rea.d
PageNumber :: - rnt·eger (O.. 255)

Theparentbesls indicating that it is a subtype expression (see Table 3,2). where the integer-range is from 010255.

Let us conclude tbis sect ion with a real-life exam pie in network management of a data 1)'Pe, which is theaddress
translation.table in SNMP 1P Mm. An entry in the table is of data type [pNetMed.iaEntry; which is a sequence of
four managed objects with assocated data types as shown below. Each ofthe tbur .objects SlIlrts with a lowercase
letter. and the associated data type with either a capital letter or is a11capital letters.

Ip'fietMediaEtltry :: -SEQUENCE (
.:LpNe~oMediaI:flndex
ipNetToMedia·PllysJl.ddress
Ipl~etToMedia~"tAddrass
ipl:letToMediaType

INTEGER
·PhyaAddress

Ipl\dill'ess
INTEGER)

.3.6.3. Object Name

In a Ml'B, there is en identifier for each occurrence of an object. In the ASN.J notation, it is the OBJECT
IDENTIFIER. The object identifier lOr the Internet shown in Figure 3.8 is

in·ternet OB~CT i:UENTlY!ER ::0 (1$0(1) otg(3) OOd(6) in I:!'rne t (1) )

Thus. the object identlfler for the Internet has the value 1.3.6.1, which we discussed in S<lction3.5.1. The MIT
-sbown in Figure 3.8 has been extended to include the class private type in lheMIB and is shown in Figure 3.16.
'rhus, the object identifier for pri"ateelilerpriselBM 5 1.3.6.1.4.1 .2. '.

I

W
3.6.4. An EX9JUpic oI'U!lC of ASN.if,·om [SO 8824

Figure 3.17 shows the ASN..I structure for 8 personnel record. Part (a) shows the informal description, part (b)
shows the ASN, I description of the record, and part (c) shows the description of the record value. There are several
salient points to note in thls example. Eirst, there are no simple types in thls example such us tbe page number



def'med in Sool.ioa3.6.3. TI,e data type, Name •.does not have an assocared object.name, akhcugh we could define
O~" for example, personnel-name. In SUCb,,8 case, the second line In Figure 3.17(b) would read

personnel-name Name

Flgu,'. 3,17. ISO 88241001111)1.qf U~. Qf ASN.I

Nama:
r,Uo:
Employ.eo Number
Datil of Hlle:
N.ame of Spou~e;
NUlTll:llilr01 Chl~ron
Child Inform~tion

(\IM)S Ralph T Smith
0311>of Sinh 11 No.ember 1957

Child h'lrorm(ltion
Name Susan B Jones
Dale of Bh1~ n JUly 1959

(a) In!ormal desarpllon of perSonnel retQrd

Jehn P Smlh
Dlreotor
51
"/ S&~lu'\lbtlr '911
Mory.T Smlh
2

PersoonolReco(d ::= (APPliCATION 0] IMPliCiTSET(
Na:mG.
title {OJ VislbieSliing.
numb9f EmployuoNumbor.
daeOrHlre 111 Dille.
no"",OfSp"",," f2J NAme,
children (3] IMPLICIT Se~UENCE OF Chl'dlnforrnatitln DEFAULT { } J

qlilulnrormhliOlI .." SL;T (
Name,
clalsPt1!1I1h [OJ Da,el

Name ::';'IAPPlICATION 1 IMPLICIT SEQUENCE (
givolINome VlsibloSlrln9.
fnillal VIGlbleSttlng,
ramllylll~l11eVl8lbleSt~nQ J

En!ployeeNumber :a (.APPlICA nON 21 IMPLICIT IN:rEGER

Date:· rAPPLICATION 3J IMPLICIT VlslbleStrlng - VY'(YMMOO
(b) ilSN,1 d."",lpt;Cloiof IllI' raolO'd .lIoJc1u'.

liue
numbe,
datoOfHlro
l1oMBOfSI)ClJSO
el1lldrlHl,(1 (91vonN.mo 'Rolph', Inlilol or, rgm!lyN.mn 'Sm~h',

dstoOfBinh '19571111"),
ldaleOiBii1h ~;;;~7~D);su""n"inlU.1 "B', tamilyNan1e' JooeS'J

, (c) ASN,I description of a record value

{givDJ1NamO'JoM, InlUal"1", famllyNama "S",ll~'I,
"Oiracto(
-sr
'19710917'
(olvanNama 'MolY'. IniHafT. fllmfiyNllme 'Smith').

PersonnolRecord is a strucmred data type, SET with the basic component types Na,l11I}, Empbyeeblumber, Dale,
Name (namcOfSpouse), and Childlnformetion, Childlnformarion itself is a structured data type. a SET consisting
ofName and Dale as component types. A third structured data type that we notice Is SEQUENCE forthe data type
Name with V islbleSti'ing as the component types.

The SeqUENCE type is used far Name and ,the SEQUENCE OF type is used for children. which contains
.component type SEQUENCE. Thus, the first occurrence of Name in Perscnnelkecord is a 'SEQUENCE construct,
and the same construct is embedded in children, which is a SEQUENCE OF construct Thus. we see a nested
structure in.this example.

The structure' fur Perscnnelkecord is a structured type and it could have been defined wabout the data designation
LMPUCJT .as well .as the local tag [APPUCATION Q]. However, as mentioned in Section 3.6.2, the local tag type
has been used to improve the efficiency of coding. Further use of the IMPLICIT designation makes the coding
more efficient in that, it will be encoded with tbe [APPUCATION 2] tag and not the UNIVBRSAL tag, which is

'also applicable: In this situation, il would not be encoded as UNIVERSAL type L

3.7. Encoding Structure

1'00 ASN.I syntax containing the management information is encoded using the BER defined for the transfer
syntax. The ASCn text data are converted to bs-criented data .: We will describe one specific encodingstructure,
called lLV. denoting Type. Length, and Value components of the structure. This is shown in Figure 3.18. The full
record consists ofLypc, lengtl~ and value.

Figure 3.18. TL V El.lcodiug Strueture

Valuo JLenoth

-...::_------ --- .... _ .... ---
iag Number
(1,5ih bill)

C!4I$Il
(7,B!h bUs)

TI)e type has three subccmponems=class, PIC, and tag number. PIC specifics whether the structure is primitive,
i.e., n simple t~'Pe or A .oonslruct, an~h~ng othe;r 1~!3nu simple type. It is encoded as a l-byte (a~ octet) field ..The
two most sjgniflcant bds ttl' and 8 bit) specifying the class .are coded as per values defined III Table 3,6. The
value of PJC is 0 for Primitive and I for Construct. The lowest 5 bits ~1-5) designate the tag value in binary. For
example, lNTEGER, from Table 3.5, belongs to 'a universal classwith a tag value of2 and is a primitive data type.
Hence, rhe type i$ 000000 I O.

'I'.bl. 3.6. "utuo orela ... in 'l'yt'"

Class S"Blt 790 Bit

Un'iversal 9 0

Appllca~on 0

Context-spedfic 1 0

Private 1 1



The length specifies the length of ibe value field.in 1he number Of octets. The length is defined as a series of ocras,
II is either one octet (short) or more than one octet (long). The most significant bit (8il bit) is set to 0 for a short
length with the low 7 bit'> indicating the length of the value. IJ the value field is longer than 127 (maximum
specified by 7 bits), then the 10ng form is used fPr length. The 8dL bit of the first octet is, marked as I and the rest of
the seven 'bits of'the first octet indicate how many octets follow 10 s~cify tbe length. For example, a value, length
ofl28 would lOoldike

10000001 10000000

The value field is encoded based on the datatype. (t is a' multiple number of octets. The simplest data type value to
encode is an OCTET STRJNG ..An octet string of 'OCI B'B (the string is designated with apostrophes on both sides
and an B denoting bexadecimal notation) would 10<;lKlike

OOOOllOO 000110,11

The complete TLV for the siring of-octets 'OCI B'H is made up from universal (00) Primitive (0) data type of a tag
valueof4 WiUI8 one-octet length field to indicate that there are two octets. of value field. TI is

00000100 00000010 00001100 00011011

The int.eger value is encoded using a twos-complement form. For a poshive value, the acrual value Is the binary
representation with the mOSI,significant always being 0 to indicate a posnlve sign. If the integer exceeds 127, an
additional octet of Os is prefixed. llul~.a value of 255 is written as 00000000 11111111, with tile leading 0
indicating the positive sign bit. For '8 negative integer, the absolute value.of the integer is written in '8 binary form.
The leading sign bit should be 0 10 indicatethe positive sign. Invert all the Is to Os and alltbe Os to Is. Then add I
'10 the inverted binary digits. The leading sign bit will autcmatcally become I, Indicating a negative integer. FOr
example, a-5 will start as 00000 101.lnveiting the bits and adding I, il becomes LlJJ 101 l..Refer to.Perkins and
McGinn.is [1997,) for the encoding of other values,

J.B. Macros

The data types and values thai we have so fur discussed use ASN ..I notation of syntax directly and explicitly,
ASN.l language permits extension of this capability to define DeW data I¥pes arid values by defining ASN.l
macro's. The ASN.I macros also facilitate grouping of instances of an object or concisely defining various
characrerisrcs associated with an object, .

The structure of a-macro takes the formsbcwn in Figure 3.19.

Fig.n 3.t9. Structure of IlII ASN.t Macro

<macroname> ItIAC!~O ::0-
BEGtN

TYPE NOTATION ;;; <syntaxOfNewType>

VALUE NOTATION ::: <syntolOrN9wValuo>

<aUXllfaI)'Assagnmenis>

eN.D

As can be observed from Table 3.4, 'the keyword for a macro is all in capital letters. TIPENQTATlON'defines the
'syntiIX of the new types and VALUE NOTATION defines the syntS'x. of the 'new values. The auxiliary assignments
define and describe My newfypesIdenrified.

The OBJECT-IDENmY macro is used to define information about an OBJECT IDENTlFIER assignment. Figure
3.20 shows an example from RFC 2578 of creating an Internet object. wing an OBJECT-IDENTITY macro. The
'two syntactical expressions STATUS and DESCRlPTION are. mandatory and the type, ReferPart is optional. The
value in VALUE NOTATION defines the objeot identifier,

Figure 3.20. OBJ'ECT~IDENT11Y Mitcru IRIiC 19021

OBJECT-tD.ENTlTY MAGRO
BEGIN
TYPE NOTATION::=
"STATUS·Slalu.s
"OESC.R1PTION "Text
RererParl
VALUE NOTATION "=
val\leIVALUE OBJECT IDEN'nF1ER)
Slatus ;;= "current" I"deprecated" I"obsolete"
Refarp~rt::= "REFERENCE" Ta><1lllnipty
Text ::= "value (IASString)'
END

As ail example of the usage of the OBJECT-IDENTITY macro, let II~ consider a registration authority that-registers
all computer science courses that. are offered in the Co liege of Computing. Suppose we want to formallyregisrer
the network management course cs8113 under the object descriptor csclasses as the 50~ subnode, We can specify
an ASN.I OBJECT-IDENTl1Y macro shown.in Figure 3.21. Tile object identifier cs8113 has a value [eselasses
I}. Tts status is curteru and has a description explaining the course of.furlng. .

Figur.3.21. E;<Rmpl. for OBJ ECT-ID.ENTlTV Macr')

CS8113 OBJECT· IDENTITY
STATUS _I
DESCRIPTION "A graduate -!evol nell'lOlk mnn;agemcnl COUISO

oIfG1lld -I)' fall by eonege 01 Compollrag In
Geo'llira Instituto 01. T echoolOOY"

::= (CSCIaSSes SO)

3.9. Functional Model

T.be functional model component of an OSI model addresses nser-orenred applications. They are formally
specified in !be 081 model 'and are shown in Figure 3.22. The, model conslsrs of five models: conf~uration
management, faull management, performance 'management, 'security management, and 'accounting management,
Part m of'tbebook is devoted to the applicruion aspects ofnetwork. management.



Fillur< 3.22. Nfl",.rk M:tnagfmfn:1 Fundional Model

Configuration management addresses the setting and changing of configurations of networks 'and network
components. Relevant management infcrmaton is embedded in managed objects, such as swjtches, hubs, bridges,
and routers, Configuration management involves sertingup these parameters, For example, alarm thresholds could
be set to generate alarms when packet Joss exceeds II defined value. Information on the object 'name and contact
person to be contacted when the component fails could be entered in the management agent. The: configuration data
are gathered automatically by, and are stored it:\. the NMS at the network operations center (NOC). NMS displays
in real-time the configuration of'tbe network and its status.

Fault. management involves detection and isolation of the problem causing the failure in the network. An NMS
constantly monitors and displays in. real-time major and minor alarms based on the Severity of failures, Restoration
of service is done as soon as possible and It could invotve reconfiguratkm of the network, which is part of
configuration management. In several failure siruarons, the oerwork could do. this automatically, This network
feature is called self-healing. In other simstions, restoration of service does not include fixing the. cause ofthe
problem. A trouble ticket is generated and followed up for resolution of the problem using a trouble Ieket
administration system.

this is the trouble ticket adminisrrarion of fault management and is used to track problems ill the network. All
problems-inoluding non-probems=ere 10 be tracked until reso lved. Periodic. analysis of the data, which arc
maintained in a database, is done to establish patterns of the problems fur fulhw-up action, There are trouble-
iracklog systems to automate [he tracking cf troubles from the automatic generution ora trouble ticket ..by an NMS
to the resoiution of the problem,

Performance managementis concerned with the performancebehavior of the network The status of the network is
displayed bY a network-monitoring system that measures tbe traffic and performance statistics on Ihe network.
Network statistics include data on -traffic volume, network availability, and. network delay, Traffic dam can be
captured based on the traffic vo kune invarious segments of the network. Data .need to' be.gaihered by the NOC and
updated in II timely fashion in order to administer performance management. Any configuration changes needed 10

relieve temporary congestion in traffic are made by the NOC. Permanent relief is engineered by the addition of
equipment aod feciliues as well as policy changes. Performance-moneorfng tools can gather 'statistics of all
protocol layers. We can analyze the various applicaton-oriented traffic such.as Wob traffic, Internet mai], file
transfers, etc. The statistics 0 n applications eou ld be USedto make policy decisions on managing the applicatfons.
Performance data on av;ailabilJiy and delay are useful for tuning the network to increase the reliability and to
improve its response time.

.Security managemem-covers-e broad range of security aspects, ft involves pbysically securing. the network, 'access
to the network resources, and secured communication over tbe network. A security database is established and
-maintained by the NOC for access to the network and network information. Any unautborized access to the
network resources generates an alarm on' the NMS at the NOC. Firewalls are impiemented to protect corporate
networks 'and network resources from being accessed by unauthor:lzed 'personnel ani! programs. including virus
programs. Secured ccmmunicaron is concerned with the tampering of infonnation as. it tmvct:Ses. the network. The
content of the information should neither be accessed nor altered by unauthorized personneL Cryptography plays a
yital 'part in security nlSnagement.

Accounting management administers cost allocation of.the usage of network. Metrics are established to measure
the usage of'resources and services provided. Traffic data gathered by performance management serve as input to
this process.

Another dimension of applicatiou management is concerned with.service and business management, which we
discuss in Chapter 7. Service a.nd business managemem is directed toward service' providers, in order fur them to
accomplish customer satisfaction and to ensure the profitability of business. The traffic statistics, trouble ticket
-admlnlsuaron data. and-acconnting management results are inPUts to service and business management.

Summary

The foundations of standards, models .•and language. needed to delve into the study ofnetwork management have
'been addressed 10_ this chapter, These are the. four network management mo'dels-OSI, Internet,
Tclecommunicstons Network Management, an!llEEE 802-and a fifth emerging one using Web techno logy;

The OSI management model categorizes the four funcrons ofnetwork management into four models. They are
'configuration, informaton, communication, aod application functions. Each of tbese has been .oddres.sed.1o detail.
Semeparts of'the OS) model are appllcnble-to the' other three managernent models. .

The organization model describes the managemenr process in the network element, called the agent process, and
rhe management process ill the manager. We presented the two-tier and three-tier architectural models and the
relationship between them.

The information model addresses the SMJ thai enables processes running in different components in the network to
exchange management data. We defined the management object for both OS1 and Internet/SNMP management
models.

1',he Vivo primary communications protocols are CMIP in OS1 nod SNMP in the Internet.

We discussed the syntactical format, Abstract Syntax Notation One, and how it is applied to defining managed
objects. We presented the terminology, 'symbols, and. conventions used in ASN.r, and then defined. the various
categories and structure of data types. W.e defined the managed objects in O!)r and SNMPllnternet management
models in adequate detail so that we sboud be prepared 10 study SNMP management in the next two chapters. We
briefly covered how ASN.I is applied to specifyingtbe management information tree and MIB by givingsome
specific examples.

Tbe text-oriented ASN.I specifications need to be encoded for transmission of data between systems. We
discussed the most widely adopted encoding' scbeme, tbe Basic EncodingRules,

We defined the extension to ASN.I In defining an ASN.I macro and presented an example from the SNMP
management model used to create a new object

The application functions are subdivided into five categories of management configuraron, fault, performance,
.security, and accounting. We have addressed each Junction briefly In this chapter .

Exercises

1. What erethe standards used for th~varioUs layers in·an Ethernet-b;lsed networkthatls managed ~ the Internet
manegement prctoccl? Assume that fthernet,runs.on 10 Mbps on an unstilelded IWlstedpair cable.



2. Consider a network Of muitivendor network components. Hubs are-made by Cabletron and are managed by
cabi'etron's Spectrum' N"15 (nej:Work management ,syS!:em),Routers, are made 'by C]sco a,nd are managed by
CiscoW(lrks NMS. The entire nej:W(lrk Is managed by general-purpose NMS,such as HPOpenVlew Network Node
Manager, Oraw a two·tier m'anagement network that performs configuration and fault management explain the
rational e for your configuration.

3. Redraw the management network configuration of exercise 2 as's three-tler configuration. What are the
requirements on the three-tier networ~management system?

4. Explain succinctly the difference between the database of a netwo'rk management ~tem and ItS,MIB. H~ do
you Implement each ina network management system?

s. Vou have been asslgoed the responsibility ~f ,addlne a new vendor's components with Its own network
management syst.emto an existing network managed by a network management system. Identify the ihre.e sets
of functions that you need to do to fulfill your task. '

6. Write an ASN.l module that specifles O'aYsOfWeekas SEQUENCEtype with each day of the week (day1, day2, ...)
as the typ~ VisibleString.,Wrlte the ASN.l descrfpti,on '

a. for the structure and
b. for rbe value

7. Repeat ExerclS!!6 defining OaysOfWeek as an ENUMERAtEDdata type. with values from 0 to 6.

8. The followlne Is,the informal record structure of my home address:

Name Mani M. Sub,rarranlan

City Adanta,

State GA

Zlp,Code 303~9

Write for your record:

Q, the informal-record structure
b. ASN.I deserjnion of the record suucture
c. the record value for your horne-address

9. GIven the definition

olass ::- SET t

name
si.ze
graduat.e
I

VisibleS,tting
INTEGER

BOOLElIN

which oftbe following set of values.isI are) compatible with the above ASN.J record 'structure?

'IL ''CS480JB,'' FALSE, 28
b. CS8113B; TRUE, 28
c. ·'CS4803B.'·'28. TRVE
d. CS4803B, 28, TRUE

,io. 'IL Describe a list and i!II ordered list in ASN.I syntax
b. IdentifYthe differences between tbem
c. Differentiate between list. construction and repetitive construction using esamples

11. In a ballroom dance, the conductor aSks,the guests.to group themsel\les Into couples made up of a male and a
femaie (order does not matter) for a dance. Write an ASN.1 module for danceGroup with data type'OanceGroup
th~ ls.cornposed of data type C:;Ouple;couple ts constructed .uslngmale and female.

12. A high school classconsists of four boYs and four girlS.The names afthe boys-with their heights are Ailam (65").
Oiang (63"), Eduardo (7.2'). and Gopai (62"). The names of the girls are Bet!) (68"), Oipa'(S9"). Faye (61"). and Ho
(611"), For each of the follOWing.CiI$4!S, write a,nASN.l description fQ' record values.bY,selecting·,a,pproprlate datil
types, Start with data type Studentlnfo, listing lnformatton on each student,

a. Arandom.llsroftbe students
b. An a1l'h81l,etized list of students
'c. Sorted lineup of studentswjth increasing height
d, Any one student to be a class representative to the faculty meeting
'e. Two groups.each of boys and girls ooly

13. In Sectron 3,6.2,we defined the tag for Chapter-number type as APPLICATION2. Encode this chapter (3) th lJ,V
formal.

14. You are establishing a small company with your networkrnanaged by a network mah;lgement System. Give at,>
example ofeath of the fiVe functional applications that you would implement, '

4. ,sNMPvl Network Management: Organization and Information
Models

Objectives

ETF SNMP standard
o History



o RFC, STD, and FV I
Organization model

o 2- and 3-tier models
o Manager aod agent

Management messages
Structure of mmageme"t information, SMl
Object type and instance
Scalar a nd aggregate managed objects

7 Management information base, MIB
? NMS physical and virtual databases

IETF MlB-2 Sland.ard

SNMP management is also referred to 85 Internet management. We have chosen to call it SNMP management
since it has matured to the level that it manages more than the Internet, for example. Intranet and
telecommunicerions networks. Any network tlull uses TCPIIP protocol suite is an ideal candidate for SNMP
management. SNMP network management systems (NMSs) can manage even oon-TCPIIP network elements
through proxy agents.

SNMi'management is tbe most widely used NMS. Most netwerk.compenents thai are used in enterprise network
systems have network agents buill In them that can respond to an SNMPNMS. Thus, if a new COmponent,such as
a host. a bridge, or B router that has an SNMP agen! built In. Is added to a managed network, the NMS can
automateally start monitoring the added component. The ease of adding components and conflguring them for
management has contributed to the acceptance and popularity of the SNMP menagement system. To quote
Marshall Rose [Rose, 1996J. who is one of the early architeclS ofSNMP management, the fundamental axiom is.
"tbe impact of adding network management to managed nodes must be minimal, reflecting a lowest common
denominator."

SNMP management got started as an Interim set of specificatons. the ultimate standard being OSI management.
Since tIwt did not matermlize, SNMP specifications were enhanced by the development ofSNMPv2 and SNMPv3.
The frSl version of SNMP is informally referred to as SNMPvI, as i is titled in this chapter, SNMPv2 and
SNMPv3 are covered in Chapters 6 and 7. respectively,

We start by giving a real-world example of a managed network in Section 4.1 and show the kind of detailed
information ooe could gather from an NMS. We then learn what SNMP management is 8?d bow t~at enables us to
obtai! that kind of information. The history of SNMP management goes back to 197010 managmg the Lnternet.
The Internet Engineering Task Foree (fE11') has the responsibility to develop Internet standards including network
management standards. The standards documents ore available free in Request for Comments documents (RFCs).
These are covered in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.

The SNMP management model is introduced in Section 4.4 and addresses primarily organization. informatiot~, and
communication. An NMS comprises management process, agent prooess, and network elements. We diSCUSS
various possible configurations in Section 4.5. There are three messages transmitted by the rr.v'nagerand two by the
agent lOr a total of five messages. Management data ore obtained by the manager by polling tho agents. Agents
respond witb requested data. 111eyalso generate a few alarms when needed. 111is simple architecture of SNMP
management is described InSection 4.6.

SNMP information model, described in Section 4.7, comprises the Structure of Manage melit Lnlbrmatlon (SMt)
and the Management Information Bnse (MIB). SMI uses ASN.I syntax to define managed objects. SMlvl
documented the specifications distinct from the formalASN.1 definkion as it was then expected that OSJ would be
the future standard. However, thai did not happen. Hence, SMlv2 merged the two parts into a concise document ..

The MIB defines the relationsblp between managed objects and groups of related objects into.MIB modules. MIB-
n is a superset of MIB-I and is used in SNMPv I.

SNMP architecture. administration, and access policies, which fall under the communication model. are discussed
in the next chapter.

".1. Managed Netw.ork: Case Histories and Examples

Let us look at some of the real-world experiences that demonstmte the power of network management before
learning bow it is accomplished. As with any good techno logy, the power of technology could resull in both
possive and negative results. Atomic energy Is a greai resource, but an atomic bomb is notl An NMS is a powerful
tool, but it could also bring your network down. when not «managed" properly.

As port of my experience in establishing a network operations center, as well as in leaching a network management
course we made several visils to see bow various corporations and institutions manage their networks. One of'the
visits was 10 an AT&T Network Control Center, which monitored the network status of their network in the entire
eastern half of the United States. We could see the network of nodes lind links on a very large screen, rnostly in
green indicating that the network was functioning well. The display screen would automatically refresh every rew
minutes. We saw nodes or links change color to yellow or red. indiCllting a miner or major alarm. We would also
then see them tum back to green without interference by any human being. What we were seeing was monitoring
of a national network from a central monitoring center. Monitoring was done by the NMSs and operations support
systems witbout any human intervention. Even tbe healing .of the network after a failure was accomplisl~ed
autcmatically-c-self-heallng network.as it is called. Any persistent alarm 1I'!I!l pursued by the control center. which
tested the network remotely using management tools to isolate and localize the trouble. It was an Impressive
display of network management capabil tty.

In another visit to a major international news network world headquarters. we were shown the monitoring of not
only network failures, but also the performance of networks around the globe. Network Operarons Center
personnel were able to look at networks in various continents separately, as w:U as in. the global int~ted
network. The system was putting OUInot only alarms, but also the cause of the failure, wblcb was accomplished
using artificial intelligence built in the system.

On a more intimare level. one of the directors of JnJOrmation Techna logy WIIS narrating his experience of resolving
a network failure problem using the discovery tool that identified new components in the network. A newly added
host interface card was the cll.,ril This was done &om a network operations center. without sending an engineer to
the remote site.

There is also another side to the power of tbis awesome discovery tool which was an experience of another
network manager. He was once asked by one of the departments in the campus to shut off tbe discovery tool as it
was flooding the network and degrading performance. 111US,powerful network management tools also need to be
managed to avoid degradat ion of network performance. There ore horror stories 0 ft he network coming down when
turning on NMSs.

When asked what is tbe most benefit that he got OUtof an NMS, one of the managers answered that it is the
consistency of adminisrering, fer example. configuring the network. This came across as an extremely interesting
comment to me as I was once involved in automating the in~lolllltion and mnintenance ofa telephone network, One
of the operating telephone company managers, wbo helped in spcclflcnrions then, comme~ted that what we were
trying to accomplish was an impossible task. He said that there were no standard operations procedures .for the
company that could be automated, and even In one single operanons center, no two groups were following the
same procedures! Believe it or not, the project waS a success.

Let us now illustrate what an NMS could do by monitoring a subnetwork IIsing a commercial NMS. The addresses
of network components have been intentionally modified for security reasons.



Figure 4.1 shows a managed LAN tbat WIIS discovered by an NMS. We show .bere only a subnetwork of a larger
network managed by the NMS. As we mentioned above. an NMS can automatically discover any component in the
network 8.~ long as the component has a management agent The manazement agent could be 8S simple 8S a TCPIIP
suee that responds to a ping by the NMS. However, agents in the modem network components are more
SOphisticated. We will study how NMS does an autodiseovery of elements in the network in Chapter 12. Let us
accept for now that it has been accomplished somehow.
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The managed subnelwork that we are discussing bere is an Ethernet LAN that is shown below the backbone cloud
in Figure 4.1. It consists ofa router and two hubs and is connected to the backbone network. The LAN LPaddress
is 172.16.46.1. and the two hub addresses have been configured as 172.16.462 and 172.16.46.3. The LAN IP
address, 172.16.46.1. is the address assigned to the interface card in the router. [menace cards in the router and the
interface card in each ofthc hubs ore connected by 8 caI-5 cable IOrming tbe Ethernet LAN.

The NMS. whose IP address is 192.168.252.110, is physically and logically located remotely from the 172.16.46.1
LAN. It is configured on the LAN 192.168.252.1 and is connected to the backbone network. Lnformation system
managers establish conventions to designate a network and a subnetwork. A 0 in the lOurth decimal position of on
IP address designates a network, and II subnetwork is designated with a I in the fourth position of the doned
decimal notation. Thus, 172.16.46.1 is a LAN subnetwork in the network In.16.46.0.

Once network compoucms have been discovered and mapped by the NMS, we can query and acquire infurlllntion
on system parameters And stOlistics on Ute network elemeDis. Pigure 4.2 presents system information on three
network elements in the managed L.AN gathered by the NMS sending specific queries asking for system
parameters.
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Figure 4.2{a) shows that the network element is designOled by 172.16.46.2. No specific title or name has been
assigned to it System description indicates that il is a hub made by a 3Com vendor. with its model and software
version. It also gives the System object ID and how iong the system has been up wshour failure. The format of the
System I D follows the furmat shown in Figure 3.10 with the 3Com node under enterprises node being 43. The 1a.'!I
three node numbers, 1.8.5, following 43 describe the privote Mm of3Com. The System Op Time indicates that the
system bas been operating without filiture for over 286 days. The number in parenthesis is in units of one
hundredths of a second. Thus, the hub designated by the II? address 172.16.46.2 has been up for 2,475,380,437
hundredths. of seconds, or for 286 days, 12 hours, 3 minutes, 24.37 seconds. System Description and System Object
ro are factory set and the rest are user settable,

Figure 4.2(b) shows similar parameters lOr the second hub, In.16.46.3, on the LAN: Figure 4.2( c) presents system
informntion scot by tbe router on the network to the NMS's queries. Tbe system name fur the router ho; been
configured and hence the query received the response of the name, routert.gatech.edu.



figures 43(a), (b), and (c) present the data acquired by the NMS from the interface cards on.the two hubs andthe
router, wblcb arc on LAN 172.16.46.1. They are addresses associated wil'h each interface. At the top of each figure
are the tile.~ and IP address or name of the network interface card used by the NMS to access the network
component. Thus, in Figure 4.3.(a), the title and the name or IP address are 172.16.46.2 ..Note that the IP address
172.16.46.3 is the address as seen by the NMS irdvcrsing Ihe router. In Figure 4}(b), the IP address 172.16:46.3 is
the access address of'the second Iiub on the 112.16.46.1 LAN. Figure 4.3( c) shows the titleand name or IP address
us routerl.garch.edu. By using a network lookupcommand, the IF address ofrcuterl.garech.edu can be recognized
as 17-2.16.252. I. This is the backbone interface address of the router and is the interface on the router as seen by
the NMS traversing the backbone network.

I':lgw'<4,J. Addrt.s ses Infurmation A<quirtd by an SNMP NMS
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(e) .Addresses on Router Ports (Partial Ust)

In Figures 4.3(a}, (b), and (c), we notice that there are six colamns ofduta. The first column Is the index, which
identities the row in the matrix, Each row is II collection of'varloUS addresses associated with an interface. The
second column describes the port id. For example; hubs I and 2 have 3eom cards in them. Column. 2 of Figure
4.3(c) identifies the card and. the port of the interface. For example, the row with index; 2 identifies Ethernet 0
card/port I. The lP address of the interrace card is presented in the third column of 'Ihe matrix. The IP address in
the third column and the network mask.address in tbe.fourth column lire "and-ed" in modula-2 arithmetic to obtain
the network address presented in the fifth column. This implies thai all packets destined 'fur network address

172.16.46.Q will be accepted by bub I. The sixth and ibe last column ia Figure 4.3, the link address, contains the
MAC address. In the first row of Figure 43(a), 08004E07cisc is the MAC address of the bub I interface card.
Link addresses in the second rows' of Figures 4.3(a) and (b) are presented as "none," as they are non-LAN
interface'S.

The Figure4.3(c) matrix has manyrows, as it is a router with many interface cards, each witli multiple ports, For
example, each Ethernet card has four physical ports. LEe 1.0 and LEC 3.9 are ATM LAN Emulation Card
interfaces.

4.2. History of SNMP Managemen t

'SNMP management began in the 1970s. tnterbet Control Message Protocol (lGMP) was developed tomanage
Advanced Research Project Agency.NETwo[k (ARPANET). It is a mechanism to transfer control messages

-between nodes. A popular example of'this is Packet Internet Groper (pING); which is part oftbe TCPfIP.suit.e now,
We learned 10 use this in the exercises in Chapter I. PING is a very simple 1001 that is used to investigate the health
ofa node and the robustness of communication with it from the sourcenode.It started asan early form of net work-
monitoring tool.

ARPANET, which started in 1969, developed into the lnternet in the 1980s with the advent of I:JNIX and the
popularization of client-server architecture. Data were transmitted in 'packet form using routers and gateways.
TCPfIP-based networks grew rapidly, mostly in defense and academic communkies and ill small entrepreneurial
companies laking advantage of'the electronic medium for information exchange. National Science Foundation
officially ~o pped the name ARP A."'lIlT in 1984 and adopted.t he name Internet. Nbte thai the Internet is spelled
with 8 capital I and is limited to a TCP/rP-ba~d network. An Internet Advisory Board (lAB) was formed to
administer Internet activities, which are covered in the next section.

With the growth of the Internet, it became essential 10 have the clip.ability to remotely monitor Slid configure
gateways, Simple Gateway Monitoring Protocol (SUMP) WII$ developed for this pUI}JQS,eas Illl interim solution.
Tbe [AB recommended the development of SNMP that is 'u further enhancement .of SGMP. Even SNMP
managemeoi was intended to be another interim solution. with the long-term solution being migration to the OS1
standard CMIP/CMfS. However, dub to the enormous simplicity ofSNMP and its extensive implementation, ·it lias
'become ihe de faeto standard. SNMPv2 was developed 10 make it .independeru of the csr standard, as well as
adding more features, ~1'vtpv2 has only. partially overcome Some of ihe llmitations ofS~1'vfP. The fnal version of
SNMPv2 was released without one of its major enhancements on its security feature due to strong differences in
opinion. SNMPv3 addresses the security feature;

4.3. Internet Organlzations and Standards

4.,3.l. O'1,'llllillllions

We mentioned in the previous section that the lAB recommended the development of sNMP. The lAB was
founded in 1983 informally by researchers working on TCPIIP networks. Its name-was formally changed from the
Internet Advisory Board to the Internet Architecture Board in 1989 and was designated with the responsibility to
manage two IlISk fcrces=-rhe Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) nod the lnfernet Research Task Force
(IRTF).

The [RTF is tasked to consider long-term research problems in the Internet. It creates focused, kmg-term, and small
research. groups working on topics related to 'internet protocols, applications, archaecture, and techno logy.

With the, growt 1\of the Internet, the lETF organization has grown [0 be tbe protocol engineering, development, and
standardizationarm of the lAB.



The Internet Network Information Center (lnterNfC) is an organi2ation iliat maintains several archives tJl3t contain
documents related to the Internet and the IETP activities. They include among otber documents, Request fOr
Comments document (RFC). Standard RFC (STO), and For Your l.nmrmation RFC (FYl). The latter two are
subseries ofRFCs (more about these in the next section).

The Internet Assigned Numbers Authoriy (lANA) is the central coordinaror fOr the assignment of unique
parameter values for Internet protocols. It is the clearinghouse to assign and coordinate use of numerous Internet
protocol parameters. 1110: Internet protocol suite contains numerous parameters, such as Internet addresses, domain
names, autonomous system numbers (used in some routing prOlocols). protocol numbers, port numbers. MTB
object identifiers (including private enterprise numbers), and O13Oyothers. The common use of Internet pretoeos
by tbe internet community requires tbOl these values be assigned uniquely. It is the task-of lANA to make those
unique assignments as requested and to maintain a registry of currently assigned values.

4.3.2. Internet Documenl~

Originally, RFC was just what the name implies-Request for Comments. Early RFCs were messages between
ARPANET architects abo lit how to resolve certain problems. Over the years, RFC has become more fOrmat. It had
reached the point thllt they were being cited as srandards, even when they were not. To help clear up some
ccnfuson, there are now two special subseries within tbe RFCs: FYIs nod STOs. The "For Your InfOrmation" RFC
subseries was created to document overviews and topics that are introductory. Frequently, FYls are created by
groups within the IETF User Services Area. The STO RFC subseries was created to identify those RFCs that do In
fact specify Internet standards. Every RFC, including F¥Is nod STOs, bas an RFC number by which they arc
indexed and can be retrieved. FYls and STDs have FYi numbers and SID numbers. respectively. in addition to
RFC numbers. This makes ~ easier fur 3 new Internet user, for example. to find all of the helpful. infOrmational
documents by looking fur the flYls among oil the RFCs. if an FYI or SID is revised, its RFC number will change.
but its FYI or S11) number will remain constant for ease of reference.

RFC documents are available in public libraries and can be accessed via tbe Internet. Some sources tMt are in tIle
public domain to access RFC and otber internet documents arc:

£tp://ftp.1nternic.net/rfc
ftp://nic.mLl/rfc
ftp.nic.J.t
bttp://n1c.lntern!c.net/

A novice to SNMP management could easily be confused as to which RFC documenrrefers to what, namely, SM1,
Mm. and SNMP, etc. It is confusing because the managemem field nod associated documents are continuously
evolving. Figure 4.4 portrays a high-level view of various document paths and documents that are relevant to
SNMPv I and SNMM. Documents associated with SNMPv3 will be described in Chapter 7. It is not intended to
be a complete list, but to ldentify major core documents. There are three series ofRFC and STO documents. They
are; s~n,MTB. and SNMP Protocol. There are three standard documents, STO 15, 16. and 17 thOl have been
approved by tnc lET!'. STO ISlRFC 1157 defines the SNMP protocol. RFCs 1905. on protocol operations, lind
1906, on transport mappings, are expanded updates of RFC 1157. These have been updated to RFC 1448 and RFC
1449 and subsequently, with the evolution ofSNMPv3. to RFC 3416 and RFC 3417, respectively. In Figure 4A,
RFCs in the back of the cascades are earlier versions of the draft that have become obsolete. For example, Rl'C
1448 bas been replaced by RFC 1905.

Flgu,·. 4.4. SNMP Doru"'.1I1 F.vululloll

Structure of Management Information (SMJ) forms the contents of RFC 1155, shown in Figure 4.4. A more
concise version of SMI is given in RFC 1212 and is a supplement to RFC 1155. They both comprise STO 16
documern, Rl'C 1155 did not address Imp events, which is covered in RFC 1.215. .

SMl v2 is next in the evolution ofSMI specifications, which are covered as S11) 58 with the three documents RFC
2578-RFC2580 describing SMIv2 data definition language. textual conventions. and conformance, respectively.

MlB has gone through a few iterations. RFC 121J/STD 17 is Ole version that is curremly in use. It is backward
compatible with Mrs I specified in RFC 1156. which is obsolete now. Legacy systems that have implemented Mrs
I can continue to be used with.MIS II implementation.

SNMP protocol has gone through modification and is pan ofSNMPv2. RFC 1907 is an early version ofMffi II fOr
SNM.Pv2 and the latest version is RFC 3418, which has gone through only minor changes fromRFC 1907.

".4. SNMP ModeJ

We described an example of a managed network in Section 4.1. We sow tbat numerous managemeor funcrons
were aceomplished in i.ha! example, We will now address how this is done in SNMP management. An NMS
acquires a new network element through a management agent or men 1I0rs the ones it has acquired. There is a
relationship between manager and agent. Since one manager is responsible for managing the designated functions
of many agents, it is hierarchical in structure. The infTaSln'ctltrC of the manager-agenr and the SNMP architecture
tbat it is based on form the organization modeL

Information is tmnsmitted and is received by both the manager and the agent. For example, when a new network
element with a built-in management agent L~added to the network. the discovery process in the network manager
broadcasts queries and receives positive response from t.he added clement. The infcrmation must be interpreted
both semantically and :synta.ctically by the agent and the manager. We covered the syntax, ASN.J, in Section 3.1'.
Definition of semantcs nod syntax form (he basis oft.he infOrmation model. We present a detailed definition of a
managed object, rules tor the S'MI. and 8 virnrel fnformnuon database, MIB, which groups managed objects. and
provides a relational framework.



·C.ommunicatlon·berweenlhemanllger and agents has to.happen before informaron can be exchanged. The TCPi!.P
protocol suite is used for the transport mechanism. SNlvIP is defined for the application layer protocol aod wi U be
presented in'Chapter 5.

Functions and services are not-explicitly addressed in SNMP·manngement..Secw:ity managemem is. covered in the
administration moderns pin ofcommunication. Services are covered aspart ofSNMP operarons.

The organization model, which has gone through-an evolutionary process, is described in the-next section.

4.5. Orgnnizauon Model

The initial organization model of SNMP management is a' simple two-tier model. ll' consists of a' network agent
process. which resides in rhe 'managed objecl, and a network manager process, which resides in the NMS and
manages the managed object. This is shown in Figure 4.5(a). Both the manager and tbe agent are software
modules. The agent responds 1'0 anymanegement system that communicates with 'it using SNMP. Thus, muhiple
managers.can interne I w~h one agent as shown in Figure. 4.5(b)

SNMR
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I
SNMPAgonl
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EIOt'1oht

We can question the need ofmultiple managers in a SYstem when it is easy to monitor-all objects in a network with
standard messages; However, to configure a system in detail, more intimate know ledge of the object Is needed, -and
hence an NMS provided by thesame vendor would havemore capabilities than another vendor's NMS: Thus, il is
common practice 10 use an NMs to monitor a network of multiple vendor products, and several vendors' NMSs to
configure respective network elements ..Further, during limit tracking, a vendor's NMS can prohe inmore depth the
source of failure-s-even to the level of identification of a component on a printed circuit board

In two-tier models .• ibe network manager receives raw data from ageets and processes them. It is sometimes
beneficial for the network manager 1.0 'obtain pre-processed data. For example, we may want to look at traffic
statistics, such as input and output packets per second, at an interface on a node as a function of-time. Alternatively,
we may want to get 'the temporal data of data 'tmffle in a LAN. Instead of tbe network manager -cominuously
moniroring events and calculat ing the Informal ion-for example, data rat~n jnter~iate agent called. Remote
Monitoring (RMON) is inserted between the managed object and.the oerwork manager. This introduces a three-tier
architecture as shown in Figure 4.6. The network manager receives data from managed objects, -as well -as from lhe
RMON agent about the 'managed objects. The RMON function, implemented in' a distributed fashion on the
network, has greatly increased the centralized management of'networks.

IiTgw" 4.6;Thrtt-T'.rOr~.IIit..Qtlon I\todd

SNMP

A pure SNlvIP management system consists of SNMP agentsnnd SNMP managers. However, an SNMP manager
can manage 8 network element; which does not have an SNMP agent. Figure 4.7 shows the orga~ional model
for this case: This applicaton occurs, in many situations, such as [egecy systems management; telecommunications
management network, managing wireless networks, etc. In alltbesecases; they lire part ofan overall. network that
have to be managed 00 an integrated basis. As an example in a legacy case, we may want to manage outside plant
-and customer. premises equipment fOr8 Hybrid Fiber Coax: (HFC) access system in broadband' services 10 home.
Tbere are amplifiers on.the.outside cable plant, which do not have SNMP agentsbulk in them. The outside cable
plant uses some existing cable technology and bas monitoring tools built into it, as for example transponders that
measure various amplifier parameters. Infomnaton fr.om the amplifiers could be transmitted to ,a central (head end)
location using telemetry futilities. We can have a proxy server ttl the central location that converts data into a set
that is SNMP compatible a.nd communicates with tbe SNMP manager.

F'gur< 4.7. Pro~ Str ver OrgRllI7.0llun .Mod.1

An SNMP management system can behave as an 11&1)01as well as a manager. This is similar to client-server
-architeeture, where a host can function as both-a server and-a client (see Figure 1.8). 1n Figure.4.6, RMON. while
collecting data from network objects, performs some functions (network monil.oriog} of 8 network manager.
However, pre-processed data. by RMON mny be requested by the network manager or Sent unsolicited by RMON
to the network manager 10 integrate with the rest of the network data 'and to display it to the user. In the latter
-situaton, RMON·acts as a network agent. Another example of a-systemacting as both an agent and 8 manager is



when rwo NMSs managing two autonomous networks exchange information with each oiber wben the networks
are connected via a. gateway. This model is presented i.nFigure 4.8 and is applJcablc to two telecommunication
service providers managing lheir respective wide area networks. To provide end-to-end service to customers,
service. providers may need to exchange management information between them.

IiTgur. 4.8. NMSll.".vlllg 1\$ AMalluge.· ••• 1011 AgtnC
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4.6. System Overview

Now that we have learned tbe relatonshjp between tbe net.work .(management) agent and manager and tbe different
ways they can be configured, let us consider SNMP management from a system point of view. We have opted to
do this prior to discussing details of the otherthree models=-informaton, communication, and functional, because
it would help U$ tounderstand them better ifwe have the big picture first.

Figure 4.9 shows SNMP network management architecture. It portrays the data path between the manager
application process .and tbe agent application process via the four transport function prlltocols--UDP. IP, Data
Link Control (DLC), anti Physical (PBY). The threeappllcatlon layersabove the transport layer-are integrated in
the SNMP process,

Flg.UI'e 4.9. SNlIJP Network MlIung<III<lItAr<.hilrclllr.
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As we stated in Chapter I, the Internet is only concerned with 'UJeTCP.IIP suite of protocols and does not address
layers above or below it. Thus, layers I '(PRY) Dud 2 (OLe). In the transport layers can be anything of users'
choice. In prsctce, SNMP interfaces to tbe TCPIIPwith UDP.as the transport layer protocol.

RFC I I 57 describes SNMP system architecture. It defines SNMP "by which management information for-a
network element may be inspected or altered by logically remote users." Two companion RFCs"are RFC 1155,
whiCii describes the structure and identification of management information, and RfC 1156, which addresses the
information base thai is required for management.

As the name implies, SNMP protocol has been intentionally designed to be simple and versatile; this surely bas
been accomplished as 'indicated by its success. Communicstion of management informatiOn among management
entities is realized through exchange of'just five protocol messages. Three of tbese (get-request, get-next-request,
and set-request) are initiated by the manager application process. The other two messages. get-response and trap.
are generated by the agent process. Message generation is called an event ln the SNMP managemem scheme, tbe
manager monaors the network by polling the agents as to tbc.ir status and characteristics. However, efficiency is
increased 'by agents generating unsolicited alarm messages, Ie., traps, We will summarize the messages here and
describe' structures associated with too.ir Packet Data Units (PDUs) later. RFC II ~7 defines the original
specifications.

The get-request message Is generated by the management process requesting the value of an object. The value of
an obj~ct is a scalar variable. System .group parameters in Figure 4.2 are single-instance values and are olrtained
using tbe get-request message; .

The get-next-request. or simply called get-next, is very similar 'to get-request. In many situarions, 8'0. object may
118ve multiple vaJUCcS because of multiple instances of the object. EOr example, we saw 10 Figure 4.3 that an



imerface could have multiple addresses associated with a given row. Another example is the routing table of a
router, whlch bas multiple values (instances) for each object. In such situations, get-next-request. obtains the value
of'tbe. next instance of the object.

The set-request is generated by tbe management process to inif.iali.ze or reset the. value of an object variable. The
configuration parameters in Figure 4.2 that are senable Can be Set using the Set-request message.

The get-response message is generated by an agent process. It is generated only 00 receipt of a get-request, get-
oext-request, Or set-request' message from II manageIIient process. The gel-response process involves filling ilie
value of the requested objectw ith any success or error message associated with the response.

The other message that the agent generates is trap. A tmp is an unsolicited message genemted by an agent process
with.out any message or event arrjving from the manager process. II' occurs Wheid observes the Occurrence of a
preset parameter in the agent module. for example. a node can sand traps when an interface link goes up or down.

'Or, ffa network ollje~ has a threshold value set fora parameter, such.as the maximum number of packets queued
up, a tmp could be generated and transmitted by the agent applicar ion whenever the threshed Is .crossed In either
'direction.

The SNMP manager, which resides in.rbe NMS, has' a database thtit 1'0115 managed cbjects.for-management data. U
contains IWo sets of dntn=-one on infurmation about the objects, MIS, and 8 second on the values of rbe objects.
These two are often confused with each other. MID is a virtualdata (information) base and is.static. In fact, it needs
'10 be there when an NMS discovers a new object in the network. It is compiled in the manager during
implementation. If information 'about the managed object is not in the manager, It oould still detect tbe objeol but
would mar.k it as unidentifiable. This 1$ because the discovery process involves a broadcast PING command by the
NM,S and responses to it from network components. Thus, a newly added network component would respond if it
has II TCP/IP stack tbat normally has a built-inlCMP. However; the response contains only tbe IP address. MIS
needs to be Implemented in both the manager and the agent. to acquire the rest of the information, such as the
system group information sbown in Pigure 4.2.

The second database is dynamic and contains measured values associated with rhe object. This is a true database.
While MlB has a formalized structure, the database containing actunlvcloes can be implemented using any
database architecture cbosen by tile implementers.

tr is worth noting in Figure 4.9 that the SNMP manager has a database, '\yhio~ is the physical da18OO.Se,and tbe
SNMP agent does oot have a physical database. However, both boveMlBs, which are compiled into the-software
module o'nd are not shown in the figure.

4.7. Infurmution M.odel

The information model deals with SMI and MlB, which are discussed in the following subsections,

4.7.1. Jnlroduction

Figure 4.9 shows the informarion exchange between the agent and the manager. In 0 managed network, "there are
many managers and agents. For information to be exchanged intelligently between manager and agent p'fOCCS!leS,

there has to be common understanding on both the syntax and semantics.Tbe syntax used to describe management
information is ASN..1 and a .general introducrion (0 it was given in Chapter 3. In this section, We will address
SNMP-specific syntax and semanrcsof management information.

We discussed the type's of message's in the prevous section and will discuss more in Cfrapter 5 when we consider
the commenication model, In this secrion we will address the. specification and organizational aspects Of managed
objects. This is called the Structure of Management Information, SMI, nod is defined in RFC 1155 .Spec iflcations

of managed objects and tile grouping of, and relatonship between, managed o'~jeot~ are addressed m the MIB
(RFC 1213].

There. are generic objects thal are defined by IETF and can. be managed by any SN¥P-compatible N¥S. Objects
l'hat are defined by private vendors, if they conform to SMI defined by RFC 1155 and MIS specified 'by RFC l2.13,
can also be managed by SNM'P-oOmpatible NMSs. There are other RFCs that address specialized network objeots,
such as FDDJ [RFC 12:85], OSPF [Rl'C 1253], ATM [RFC 16%], etc .. Private vendor objects are specified in
private MlBs provided by vendors for their specific products.

".1.2. Structure ofM'anllgen,el1t IIIfol111:11ion

A managed object can be considered to be composed of an object type'and an object instance, as shown in Figure
4.10. SMI is concerned only, wit.h the object type nod not the object instance. Thai is, the object instance is not
defined by 3M!. For example, figures 4.2(a) and (b). present data on two 3Corn hubs. Tbeyare both identical hubs,
.ex<;ept {or a minor software release difference. The object types associated with both hubs are represented by the
identical obje!:1 ID, iso.org.do.d.internel.privs.te.enterprises.43.1.8.5. Hub I with an.IP address 172:16.46.2 is an
instance of the object.

Figu r r ~.IO. MDII"lied Objocl: T)·ll.and IUJI"""
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Figure 4..11 shows the sltuution where there are multiple instances of an object type. In Figures 4.2(a) and (b), bub
I with an IP address 172.16.46.2 and hob 2 with anIP address 172.16.46.3 -aretwo instances oft.be object,
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A managed obje~1 need notbe just a network element, it could be any object. For example, the Internet as an
organization has an object name, "internet," with OBJECT IDENTIFIER 1.3.6.1. Of course, there can only be one
Instance of it! Thus, a managed object is only-a means of identify ing.an object, wbether s is physical or abstract.

The object type, which is a data.lype, lias aname, a syntax, andan eocoding scheme as discussed in Section 3.7.
The name is represented uniquely by a descriptor and an object identifier. The syntax of an object type is defined
using the abstract data structure ASN ..I. Bas.icencoding rules (aER) have been adopted as the encoding scheme for
transfer of data types between agent and manager processes, as welles between manager processes. We"will next
discuss each of'tbese for SNMP-mlinaged objects in detail.

Names. Every object type, i.e.• every na.me, is uniquely identified by a DESCRIPTOR and an associaled.OI;lJE~T
IDENTIFIER. DESCRIPTOR and OBJECT IDENTIFmR arc io uppercase since they are ASN.,I keywords The
DESCRIPTOR defining the name is mnemonic and is all ill lowercase letters-at least it begins with lowercase
leuera.as we Just described the Internet Object liS "internet." Since'it is mnemonic and sbould be easily readable,
uppercase letters CM be used.as long as they are not ibe beginning letter. For example. ibe object lP address table is
defined as ipAddrTable. OBJECT IDENTIFtER is a unique name and number in the Management Information
Tree (MTT), BS we discussed in Section 3.4.1. We will henceforth use tbe term Management Information Base
(MIS) (or tbe Internet MIT. Thus, the Internet MIS has ilSOBJECT IDENTIFIER 1.3.6.1, as shown 10 Figure 3.5.
It can also be defiecd in a bybrid mode, for example,

internet QBJI;:Cl' IDENTmER ::- (i.so org(3) dQdlEi) L ).

Infonnation inside tbe curly brackets can be represented in various ways:' This is shown in Figure 4.U. 'We can use
any combination of tbe unique name and the unique no<ienumber 011 the management tree.

Figur. 4.12. OilierenC j\urmals of Otcl.ration ofOBJECf IDENTIFIER
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Any object in the Internet MlB will start with the prefix 1.3:6:I Or lmernet, For example, there are four objects
under the internet object. These four objects are defined as:

df.z ect.o ry
mqm.t
experiment~l
private

OBJECT IDENT;rFIBR ::- (in,ternet 1)
OBJECT IDENTInER ::= (internet 2)
OBJEC'l' IDEm'Ib"IER ::= (lnternet 3)
OBJECT .IDENl'.:U't:ER ::= (internet 4)

The first line in th1S example states ibat the object, directory, is defined as the first node under the object internet.
The-four subnodes under tbe "internet" node are shown in Figure 4.13. We will discuss objects in the MIS· 'tree in
thenext section.

FI~ur.~.13.Sub"OdU under Internet Nod. in SNMr,'1

The directOI)(J) node is reserved fur future use of OSI Directory in the Internet, The rogmt(2) node is used to
identiiY all rETF recommended -and lAB-approved subnodes and objects. As of now the only node connected
directly to' {internet 2} is mib-2. As we said earlier, MrB-2 is a' superset of MJ.B-I, and hence mib-2 L~the only
node under {mgmt} as shown below:

OOJECl' ruli:N'1'IE'IE!\ e r= Im.gmt 1}

The experimental(3) node was created to' define objects under IETF experiments. For example, if lANA has
apprcved.a number 5 for an experimenter, we would.use tbe OBJECT IDENTIFIER {experimental S}.

The last node is prlvate(4). This is a heavily used oode. Commercial vendors can acquire 8 number under
enterprises(l), which is under the private(4) node. Thus, we have

enterprises OBJECT IDENTIFIER::- ')private 1)

or

en tez prd se s qBJECT IIl<:NTIPIER ::- t 1 3 6 1 4 11

.Figure 4.14 shows an example of.rour commercial vendors-Cisco, HP. 3Com, and Cabletron who are registered
'8S nodes 9, 11,4'3, and 52, respectively, under enterprises( I). Nodes under any of these nodes are entirely lell to
rbe discretion of the vendors.

Figuo" ~.14. PrivQI~Subcr ee fo,· Cenimerclat vendors



Syntax. ASN.I syntax tharwas introduced in Section 3.7 is used IQ define-the structure of object types, Not all
constructs ef ASN.I are used in TCPfip-based SNMP management. Figure 4.15 shews the TCP/lP-bascd ASN. J
,data type. It is very similar to Figure 3.15. but only bas three categories under structure.

f!lgll ... -I.tS.SNMP ASN.t DRlnTYI'"

The threestrucrural types shown in Figure 4.IS'are'simple. constructor, and defined types, Illi defined in RFC 1155.
Other common terms used for these are primitive (or atomic), .structured, and application types, respectively, as
shown in, Figure 3.9. The tagged type is not explicitly used in TCP/IP management, although the IMPLICIT and
EXTERNAL keywords are utilized for derived application data types,

SNMP ASN.I data types are listed in Table 4.l. ALI data rypes except SEQUENCE and SEQUENCE OF are called
base types.

Table 4.t. SNMP-b.std.ASN.1 Data T~l)',Slructur.

structure 'Dat~ Type' Comments

Primitive types INTEGER Subtype INlEGEfI (nl .. nN)'

Special case: Enumerated INTEGER type

OCl'ET STili NG 8·~it bytes bl flary and teX\Ual data

Subtypes can be $peclfied by either ra,ngeor fixed

OBJECr IQENTIAER abject position In MIB

,NUll PlacehOlder

Def! ned types NetworkAddre,ss Notused

IpAd'dress

Counter Wrap-around, ron-negative integer, monotcnlcal ty'I'hcreasi ng, maX 2A32-1

Gauge Capped, non-negative integer, Increase or decrease

Tlmelrcks Non-,negatlVe Inte'gerTn hundredths of second unlts

Opaque A~plrCiltion-wide,arbitrary ASN.l syntax, double-wrapped 0ClET STRING

Constructor types SEQUENCESEQUENCEOF ttsrrnaker Table maker

Primitive-or simple types are atomic in nature and are: [NTEGER, OCTET STRING, OBJECT IDENTIFIER, and
NULL. These are 'also referred '10 as non-aggregate types.

INTEGER .has numerous variations based on ihe sign. length, range, and enumeratlon. The reader is referred to
Perkins and McGinnis [199.7) for a detailed presentatjon on the subject, When '[he integer value is restricted by a
range. it is called a subtype, as presented in the comments colum.n of Table 4.1, as INTEGER (nl..nN).

TI)e data type ENUMERATED Willi specified in Section 3.6.2'as a special case ofINTEGBR data type. In SNMP
management, it is specified os IN'TEGER data type with hbeled INTEGER values. The 'fO)Jowing example of
error-status in GetResponse associated with GetRequest-PDU illustrates the use of it. Each enumerated INTEGER
has a name associated wjth it:

error-status tNTilG'ER
noError{OI
~ooBig{l)
genErrl5)



authorizationError(16)

Any .non-zero value indicates the I¥pe of error encountered by the agent in responding to a manager's me,5~ge.,As
a convention, the value 0 is OOt permitted in the response messa~e. Thus, anoErrllr me~e Is filled with NUJ:L.

The OCTET STRING data type is used 10 specify either binary or textual information that is 8 bits long. Just as in
INTEGER dalll, type, a subtype.in OCTET STlUNG can be.specifledJn filel, the subtype value can.either be
ranged, fixed, or II choice between them ..Some examples of'tbe subtype are:

ocrsr STRING (Sr.ZE; O. :255)
OCTE,T STRING (SIZE: il)
OCTElT STRING (SIZEl ~ I 9)
0C"rET STRING (S'IzE O•. 255 I 9)

The combination keyword OBJECT IDENTIFtER, as we discussed before, is tbe object position in the Mm. The
fOurth primitive type listed in Table 4.1 isNULL.and is also a keyword. SNMPvl keywords are listed in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2, SNMPvl Kf)WOrd$

ACCESS

BEGIN

CHOICE

Counter

DEFINITIONS

DEFVAl

DESCfllPTiON

END

ENTERPRISE

FROM

Gauge

IDENTIFIER

IMPOR15

INDEX

TAble 4.2, SNMPvl Keywo,'t!s

ACCESS

INTEGE.R

IpAddress

NetworkAddren

OBJECT

OBJEct·TYPE

OCTET

OF

Opaque

REFEf.lEN,CE

SEClUENCE

.SIZE

STATUS

STRING

SYNTAX

i"RAP'lXPE

TfmeTicfcs

VARIABlES

Tbe second .category of dalll types-shown in Figure 4.15 and Table 4.1 consists of defmed types. These are
application-specific data types, and are also SNMP-OOSed types'. They are defined using primitive types'. The
primitive types-used are NetworkAddress (I1Ot used in SNMP management), lp)\ddres$, Counter, Gauge, and
TimeTicks. The base type, Opaque. is used to specify octets of binary information. It is intended. for adding new
base !¥pes to extend 'SNMP SMl. Other applicarion-wide data types can be constructed as 101\& as they arc
IMPLICITly defined using these application data types.

.NetworkAddress is a cboice of the address of the protocol family. For I,lS, it is we TCPiIP-base Internet fiunijy,
which uses the base type IpAddress.



[pAddl'e'ss is me conventional faur groups of doued cJeeimaLJIOtatioo_oflPv4; for example. 190.l46.252.255. The
32-bit string is designated as OClET STRING of len~th 4 in network byt,e order.

Counter is an applicatiou-wlde dal,s typeand is a non-negaiive integer. It .can only increase in value up 10 a
maximum of1ll-l (4,294,967.195~and then wrnps around slartingfromO. Tbe countertype is useful far defining
values of datil types that continually increase, such as input packets received on '811 interface or output packet errol's
on an interface.

The data type Gau!?e. is also.a non-negative integer. but itS value can move either up or down. It peg; at its
maximum value oft 2_1 (4,294.967.29,s). Gauge is used for data types whose value increases or decreases, such as
the number of interfaces. that are active in a router or hub.

'rimeTicks L~a non-negative integer and measures lime in unas ,of hundredths of a second. Its value indicates in
hundredths of a second the number of units of time between the current instant and the time it was initialized to O.
The max;~umv.!llue is231_1 (4.294,967,295). The System up time in Figure. 4.2 is an example oftliis.

Opaque is an 'application- wide data type that supports the capability LOpass arbitrary ASN, I syntax. It is used to
create more data types based on previously defined data 'types; This is extensivelyused in private vendors defining
lie'" data, types in.rbeir products, Wlu;n it is ereoded, it is double wrapped, meaning the TL V (tag, length. and
value) for tbe new definiron is wrapped around the TLV oftbe previously defined type, lis size Is undefined in
SNMPvI. which causes.some.problem in its·implementation. it is.limited in SNMPv2.

The Opaque dal'alype can be defined bolh IMPLICITly and EXPLICITly. By use of EXTERNAL type. encoding
orbertban ASN.I may be used in opaquely encoded data,

The third and last type of structure shown in Figure 4.1 S Is constructor or structured type. 'SEQUENCE and
SEQUENCE Of are the only two constructor data types in Table 4. t lhat are not base types. '11rey 1I.rC used to build
lists aud tables. Note. that the constructs SET and SET OF, which are in ASN.l. are not included in mC'SNMP-
based maoagementsY.DJaX",SEQi.rnNCEis used to build a list and SEQUENCE OF is used 10 build a 11ible. We can
'conceptualize 'the list as values in arow of a table:

The syntax for list is

SEQO!!:NCE I <type!>, <type2>, ... , <typel'l>

where each type is OIlC of ASN.I primitive !¥pes,

The syntax.forlable ls

SEQIJENCE OT <entry>

where <entry> is a list.ccnstructor.

Illustrations of building list and table are shown in Figures 4.16(a) and (~)" Figure 4.16(0) shows the object
IpAddrEntry as an entry that is created fro m 8 lisl of objects, 'The lisl of objecLS in Figure 4. I6(a) is I through '5 in
the table. They are .all bask types and each row of an object has the object name, OBJECT IDENTIF.lER and
ObjectSyntax. For example, object I on row I is me IP address defined as ipAdEnlAddr. It bas on OBJECT
IDENTIFIER {ipAddrEntry I} and synlll.~ IpAddress. Note that there are two data lypes (ObJeclSyoia.x) in tile
table, namely [pAddress and INTEGER. 11n~, data types can be mixed in building a list, However. they are all
basic data types and nor constructor types ..

Figur< 4, t6. Exampl. orOuilding IILisl und a T.lil. tor" ~iall:ig.dObjee1

Oblect OBJECTlDEHTlFlER ObjoetSyntn
1 IpMEntAddr (lpA~d'(Entry I} IpAddress
2 IpAdEnaflnd •• (tpAddrEnlly 2) INTEGER
3 tpAlfE11~"'bl"'a&lt jipAcd,Enlry 3} IpAddrciss.. lpA/JE11IBcaslAddr (IpAc!drEntry 4) INtEGER
5 tpAdEnlRea,mMi.Size (ipAddrEntry 5) INTEGER
8 IpAddrEntry (IpACd,T:ab1e I) SEQUENCE

IpM<I_
INTEGER
IpAddnm
INTeGER
INTEGER (0 .. 65535)

lpAdcH:nlly .,.
SEQUENCe

JpAdEl1IA(I,h

IpAdEnltnndex
IIIAdEnlNel~la$k
IpA:ll!11IBC9slAddr
IoAdEnIReasmMllx511!C

)

(a) l.oIanagild Object IpAddrEntry as a I.J~1

)

oeJECT IDENTIFIER

[ TB!lIe: IpAcldiTable''''
SEOUENCE OF IpllddlEnllY

(b) Managed Object ipAddrTable as a Table

The sixth object in the table is tbe object IpAddrEntry and is 'made up of the list of the first five objects.
Construction for t1iat is 8 S,EQUENCE data type structure as shown. In Figure 4.16(a). the· objecr
ipAdEntReasmMaxSize has rbe.syntax IN1'EOER(0:.65535). which denotes Ihnt il s.a subtyp(31)C( tbe integer can
rake on "a lues in the range from 0 to 6553~.

Figure 4.16(b) shows !be seventh object, ipAddrTable.lL is node 20 under ip node and has-a SEQUENCE OF
construct. The IpAddrTablc table is made up of instances of ipAddcEnlry object.

Encoding. SNMPv I has adopted BER witb its TLY for encoding information to be transmitted between agent and
manager processes. We covered this in Section 3.8 and illustrated a few ASNJ data types. SNMP data types and
rags are HS1ed In Table 4.3. Encoding rules for various !¥pes follow.

TAbl. 4.3.SNMP DAIATYI,.$ And Tags

Tag

OBJEIT IDENTIFIER UNIVERSAl6

SEQUENCE UNIVERSAL 16

IpAddress APPUCATlON 0



Tobl.4.3. NMI' D.t'1)·I><S and T.~

Type Tag

Counter APPLICATION1

Gauge APPllCATlON2

Tlmelicks APPLICATlON3

Opaque APPLICATION4

OaJECT IDENTIPrER is encoded with each subidentifier value encoded asan octet and concatenated in rbe same
or~erus.in the object idenliti.cr. Since 8 subidenlifier could be longer than an octet length, the most significant bit
(8 bg) IS Sci 100, Ifloo subidcntlfier Is only one octet long. The 8°' bit is set 10 I ror tbe value thai requires more
than one octet and indicates more octet(s) to follow, An exception to the rule of one or more octets for each
subidentjfjer}s tbe specification of the firSI IWO sub identifiers. For example, i50(1) and Slllndard(3) (I 3), are
coded as 43 to rbe first OCIC.Iorlhe vahe, 'As an illustration, lei us oonsider tbe object idenlifier internet {I 3 6 I}.
The first ectei of the TLV IS the UNIVERSAL 6 tag, and the second octet defines the length ofthe value, which
consists of three octets (43, 6, lind I). Thus, Ihe encoded format is:

00000 II 0 000000 I I 00 I0 10 II 00000 I 10 0000000 I

IP Address is encoded as straight octet strings. Counter, Gauge, and TimeTicks are coded as integers. Opaque is
OCTET STRING type.

-1.7.3. MaOllged ObjectS

In Chapter 3 we briefly looked at the perspective of a managed objecl in an SNMP management model and
compared it to the OS] model. We will now specify in detall the SNMP data type formal that would serve the basis
tOr definingmonaged objects. We will address managed objects in the MIS in Section 4.7.4.

Structure of Managed Objects. Managed object, as we saw in Seeton 3.4.2, has five parameters. They are textual
name, syntax, defmition, access. and stili us as defined in RFC 1155. For example. sysDescr is a data type in lhe
MIS that describes a system, Specifications for the object thai describes a ~ystem are given in Figure 4.17.

Figur.~.I7.SI .. dro<.donJi rD. y.1em o.sr.iption

OBJECT:
sysoos<r.
SynjAX'

Oof1~ihOn.

( $yst0111)

Oospl"fSln"ll (SIZE (0 '55»)
"A loxlulll c!oSCl\ptJQII ol1ho e!l1Aly Thl5 YDiue
sI!ould Indudo IIle fll1l name and ~orsIon
1d•.,~rlCoOcn 01 U'to oyctom'. horct.,oro typo,
soflwOOl operatog SYSlom.81ld netwo<!tfng
SOIlWOOl It Is mondnlory Ihnllhi&conlaln only
pllnl(>~10 /\,SCII """"",t_"

rO<ld·onty
manclllClty

Accoss;
Slaws;

As we notice in Figure 4.17, the textual name ror an objecl type is mnemon ic and is defined as OBJECT
DESCRIPTOR. It s unique DIId is made up of a printable string beginning with a lowercase letler, sysDescr, in our
example. OBJECT DESCRIPTOR defines only the object type, which is a data Iype. We will benceforth use the
term object type and not data type when referring to a managed object. OBJECT DESCRIPTOR does not specify
instoncesofa managed object. Thus, it describes what type of'object i is and oot the occurrence or instamiaron of
it, as we pointed out in Section 4.7.2. In Figures 4.2(a) and (b), the syslem description for the two hubs is 3Com
LinkBuikler FMS with an appropr~e software verson. They both could be of the same software verson and
hence c~ld ~ identic~l. Identification of each instance is left 10 ihe specific protocol thai is used. and is not part of
tbe specificatons of either SMJ or MlB. Thus, instences of the IWO hubs in Figures 4.2(a) and (b) are ilentified
with their respective 1P addresses, 172.l6.46.2 DIId172.16.46.3.

Associated with each OBJECT DESCRIPTOR is an OBJECT IDENTlFJER. which Is the unique position it
occupies in the MlB. In Figure 4.17, sysDescr is defined by OBJECT IDENTIFIER (system I}.

Syntax is the ASN.I definiton ofthe object type. The syntax of sysDescr is OCTET STRING.

A defi~jlion ill all accepted textual deserjptlon of rbc object type. ~t is n basis for the common language or
semanucs 10 be used by' all vendors. Ir is intended to avoid confusion in the exchange of .informaron between the
managed object and the management system, us well us between various NMSs. .

Ac~ess is .the speclfceuon tOr th.e privilege associated w!th accessin~ the information, II is one ofread-o.nJy. read-
wrue, write-only, or not-accessible, The first IWO choces nrc ObVtOl1Sand the lhird choice, not-accessible, is
applicable, ror example, in specifying a table. We access the values of the entries in the table and .nOI the table
itscl f and hence it is declared not-accessible. The access for sysDescr is read-only. Its value is defll1ed by the
system vendor during the manufacturing process.

Status specifies whether lhe managed object is current or cbsc ere, A managed objeot, once defined, can only be
mode ~bsolete and nor removed ~r deleted. If il is current, tbe implementotion of it is specified as either mandatory
or optional. Thus, tbe three cbo ees for status are mandatory, optional. and obsolete. The status for sysOcscr is
mandatory.

Related ob~ts can be grouped to rorm on aggregate object type. In this case tbe objects that make up the
8g~~~te obJeet type are called subordinate o~jecl types. The subordinate object type could either be simple
(primitive type) or an aggregate type. However, I sbould eventually be made up of simple objecr typeS.

Macr?S ro~ Managed Objects. ~n oroer to encode the above inrormaton on a managed object 10 be processed by
machines, II has to be defined to a rormalizcd manner. TIlls is done using macros. Pigure 4.18(a) shows a macro
where an object type is represented in a formal way [RFC 1155]. A macro always starts with the name of the
Iype-in this case, OBJECT- TYPE-foUowed by rbe keyword MACRO. and then the definition sym bol. The right
side oftbe macro definiton always starts with BEG [N and ends with END.

Flgllr. ~.I8.Scalar' OBJECT-TYPEMa~ro olld EUIIII'It



.OBJEC1:-TVPE MACRO :::
BEGIN

TYPE NOTAnON ;;= 'SVNTAATIPE (TYPE 0IlJed.Symax)
'ACCESS' Access
'STATUS'Stalus

VAWE NOTATION ':= vahle (VALUE OblectN~me)

Access z« ~,oad ·onl( I "",ad·wrlw· I "'Nrrle-only" I "not-aocesslble-
Sllllus rr= -mandatory' 1 'optional' 1 'obsoleto'

eND

(aIAnOBJECT·TYPE Mo.crolRFC 1,.51

sysDesc( OSJEOT-TYPE
SYN,.AX Olsplay String (Size IO..2lIlSll
ACCESS ,ead·any
STATU'S mondalory
Dt::SCRIPTI0N

'A le(luJ'1 dQ!;Crlnl<ln or 1110onilly, Thlli ""Iue 8hoilid Incllli;fe Ih. 'ull
name and vo"lol' Idenbfi,,olionol lho &YlItOll1'shardw~ro IvPO,
lonware oponHlns syslem. on~ l1otWtlfl(JII9senware. III.
mandalory Ihat Ihl~ r.ontRln only printable ASCII CllartlclOI'S."

(b) i\ Scalsr or Stngle Instanco Mauo: sysOescrlRFC 1213)

the body of tbe macro module consists of three parts: type notation. value notation, and supporting productions.
lYPB NOTA nON defines the data types in the module 'lind VALUE NOTATION defines the name of the object.
Thus, in the example of Figure 4.18, the notations SYNTAX, ACCESS, and STAWS define the data types Object
Syntax; Access, and Status, The notiitjon fur value specifies the Object Name. Supporting ·productions in Figure
4 •.1.8 define the allowed values fOT acCCS$ and status. Access can only be 000 of any of tbe 'four options: read-only"
read-wrse, write-only, or not-accesslble. Allowed values for status are mandatory, optional, or obsolete.

Figure 4.I8(b) [RFC 1213] shows the application of the macro to a scalar. single-instance managed abject,
sysDescr, which is one of the components of'the system group in the MII;l, as wee shall See in the next sectionIts
OBmCT IDENTIFlCATIQN is {system I}. DESCRIPTION defines the textual description of the object.

Aggregate Object. An aggregate object is a group of related objects. Figure 4.19 shows an example of an aggregate
managed object, ipAddiTable, which we briefly considered as an example of structured dam type in Figure'4 .16'.
This is the lP address table that defines the IP address' for each interface of the managed object. Objects I through 5
represent simple data types that make up ail entry .in.a table. The textual name of'tbe eOtrY is ipAddrEntry. Thus,
object I with the OBJECT DESCRIPTOR, ipAdEntAddr, is the ftrst element of the entry, ipAddrEotry, and is
given the unique OBJECT IDENTIFICA 11QN, {ipAddrEotry n. This represents the lP address and has the syntax
IpAd.dress, a keyword listed in Table 4.2. The access privilege 1.0 it is read-only and every managed object and
management system is required to implement it.
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Object '2 is ipAdEnl1llndex and is the second subordinate object type of ipAddiEntry. Ii identifies the instance of
OCcurrence oft he entry in the table. Tl references ilie values of other elements associated with tbe interface for that
entry occurrence. Although a single element- is adequate to uniquely idenrifytbe occurrence of an entry In this
table, we will see later that there could be more than one element needed in other tables. The syntax- of
JpAdEmliIndex is INTEGER, a primitive data type. Access and status are read-only sod mandatory.

Objects J, 4, and 5, ipAdBntNetMask, ipAdEntflcastAddr, and ipAdErrtR~smMaxSize, respectively, specify the
subnet mask, broadcast address informetion, and the 'size of the largest datagram. The definition, ror each describes
what the.object is.

Object- 6 is the managed object; ipAddrEntry, which consists of the subordinate object types of I to 5 above. It
describes rbe complele set of information consisting of ,the five fields needed fur an entry in the IP interface
address table, 'The syntax for IpAddrBntry is 8 SEQUENCE data type consisting of the five data types. Each data
type is identified with its OBJECT DESCR1Pl'OR and syntax. Note that the access for ipAddrEntry is IlQIl-
accessible. ipAddrEm'ry is itself a subordinate object type of the managed object, ipAddrTable. It is the first (and
only) element of ipAddrTable and has the 9BJECT IDENTIFICATION {.ipAddrTabJe I}.

ipAddtTable is the OBJE.CTDESCRJPTOR for the IP address table, which has a unique pt.l1Cein lbeMlB tree with
the OSJECT IDENTIFIER 'lip 20}. We will see how the managed object ip.group fits in the MIS tree in the next
section. The syntax of ipAddrTable is the structure SEQUENCE OF the data type ipAddrEntry. Again, the access
lsnot-aceessible.

As an example of the use of the above specifications in a table, leI us consider the rollowing entry in an lP address
table:

OBJElCT 1
OBaECT 2
05JEC'l: 3
OB.n:.CT 4
oarscr s

liplidEntAddr ) • ( internet "123.45.2.1". I
lip~«1l;:ntlnndexJ = ( "1" I
(iP'J\dEfltNl'tt1&\5k) = I internet "255 .255 .25~. 0"
l:lpl\dEntBcas·tAddrl ~ ( ·0· I
(ipAi:lEnt~ea.mMaKSizel • ( "12000" I

The value of ipAdEntlfindex for this .entry in the fP address table is equal to 1, and the IP address defining this
interface is 123.45.2.1 using the Internet-specific protocol. The value associated with network 'mask is
255.25'5.255.0J with. ipAdBnlBcastAddr 0, and with the maximum size of the packet 12.1>,00.

Figure 4.20 (RFC 1213) presents the macro 'fur the IP address table, u multiple-instence presented in Figure 4.17.
The text following "_" are comments and net encoded. The module starts at the highest level defining the
ipAddrTabte. 'then follows up with ipAddrEntry and finally defines the subordinate, object types of ipAddrEntry.
Note that there is-an additional clause, INDEX, in the ipAddrEntry macro in Figure 4.20. This uniquely identifies
the instantiation of the' entry object type in the table. Thus, ipAdEntAddr object uniquely identifies the
instantiation. We will discuss this more inthe next secron on.columnar objects.

FlguO'e 4;20, Aggregate MallDgtd Obj eo , Maero: ipAddr.Table, IRFC 11551
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We have so far presented the'SMl as itwas originally developed in RFC 1155, This helped us understand the two
aspects of an object module: specifications and formal structure. Obviously, there is duplication in this. It was
originally developed this-way 10 eventually migrate to OSI speciflcarons, However, with the reality that the OS!
standards were not impiemented and SNMP standards bad been deployed extensively, lbe specifications and
formal structure were combined into 8..concisc deflnitio n of object macro, described in RFC 12i2.11 is presented in
Figure 4.2 I,.

f!lgu... 4,21. OBJECT "TY PE I\lRtl'o, Cenclse Ddinitiou IRJ."C 12111

IMPORTS
Objac1N91110FROM RFC1155.sM1
Ol!lOlayString FROM RFC 1158-IIIIB

OB.IECHYPE MACRO .•
BEGIN

TYPE NOT.l\TlON .. =
- mus. CXlIlIonn to RFC 1155"s ObjectSynt ••

"SYNTAX' lype (TYPE Of>tec;tSvnl&>r)
"ACX::ESS' ADces$
"-STATUS" Slot""
D!'itt:rPBrt
Rela.f>alt
Ind.~Part
DefValPan

VALUE NOTATION :;: vallE (VALUE ObjectName)

Access ::= "fead~ly' I "read-"f!te-I'wn:e-orly"I'ootaccesslble"
S,alus:? "manaaOlY"I-~r I'~" roep~C[(I"
De&ClPaJt z= 'DESCRlPTION".,,1uf (~nptDn llsptayStmJgll empty
ReferPan ::; "REFERENCE" VMJe (raference Oisp'aySmg) I~Iy
Indexl'lll1 ::="fNDEX"r IlXIJ>lCTypesT IsnplY
Ind• .-rypes := lodeltType )1ndexrypo.s ": Indel(Type
fna",ype':=-

-lfln:t;,xdJj~ use SYNTAX
-value or Ute CXNle$pOl'Jden1
-OBJECT-TYPE InlOCalion

value (lfIleltobje<;l ObjectN&me)
-Olherwl.e US<! named SMI r,pe
- muSl CXlf\lonn10 IndelISvn1n beow
I(Iype IndelrType)

Del\lalPart :;z
"oEl'VAl" 'rVlllluo (dofvoluD Ob,octSynlA'C) ")"' emplV

END

Inde,Syntax ."
CHOICE!

number INTEGER (OJ.W<I.
oiling OCTCT STRING,
objC<l1 OBJECT IDENTtFIER.
ndllles5 NOl\\Ol1<Ad<!r_.
ipAddre-", Ip/ldaleu

Note that lbere is the definition of imports from other modules. Also, there are additional clauses, ReferPart,
lndexf'art, and DetVal, and their associated value definitions. The REFERENCE clause is a textual reference 10 the
document from which the object is beingmapped, The INDEX clause is the columnar object identifier, whicb as

we said, will be discussed in lbe next: .section under columnar objects. DBEVAL is.the ~fuull value to the object,.if
applicable.

Aggregate, Objec.t as Cohunnar Object. The aggregate objec1.lhllt was discussed above has been formally defined as
columnar objects in RFC 1212. SNMP'opecu'tioos 'apply exclusively to scalar operations, This means that a single
scalar value is retrieved or edited on a managed 9bJectwilh nny one. operation. However, managed objects do have
multiple instances within a system and need to be represented formally, An aggregate object type comprises one-or
more subtypes; ,and each subtype' could have mukiple instances. with a value associated with each instance.

It is convenient to conceptually define a. tabular structure fur objects that have 'multiple values, such as ihe'IP
address table. Such tables can have any number of: rows including none, with each row containing one or more
scalar objects. This is shown in Figure 4.22(0). Table T contains subordinate object Entry E that is a row in the
table. Since the table is a SEQUENCE OF construction with entry E as components, there are multiple entries in
lhe table; i.e, there are multiple rows in the table. Entry E is (I SEQUENCE construct consisting of subordinate
objects, columnar objects I through 5, in Figure 4.22(a).

Vlgllre 4.21. Numb.rlng Convenuon or. MRnogrd ObJrcl Table

T E.1..2 [ [ T E.2.2 II TE,32 [ I T£4.2 II T.E.52

T.EI.3 II T.E.2.3 : I T.£.3.3 II T.E.4.3 II T£5.3

T E.l.d II ,t24 II T E.3.4 II T.£.4,4 II TE.SA

(b) Examplc of a 5-Cdumnar 0l>j<lcI with 4 Irml",'IOOs\ROW!)



Figure 4.22(b) shows a five-columnar object with four instances, i.e., four rows. It is important to note the
convention used in denoting each object in the rows. The columnar objects In each row are denoted by the
concatenation oft~ object identifier of the table, the entry, and then the object, and lastly by the row number. Note
that the last two numbers are not like what we would.oo rmalIy think of lIS a row and column sequence in II matrix
representaticn, Jt Is mere like column and row designation. Thus, the third occurrence (third row) of the fourth
columnar object (fourth 'column) is T.E.4.3: The value for the row number is the value of the index of the table. For
example, ipAdEntAddr, which is the IP address, ill the index for the, [p address table example shown in.Figure 4 .20.
Hence, the value of ipAdEntAddr will dete.onioe the row of the, table.

Let us apply this conceptual table to the [p address table example we have been following. This. is shown in Figure
4.23. Figure. 4.23 (a) presents the detail of the columnar object, ipAdEntBcastAddt, which is the fourth COIUIimM
objcct under IpAddrEnlry, which isa subordinate object of ipAddrTablc. The OBJECT IDENTIFlER of the
ipAddrTable in the MID is 1.3.6.1.2.1.420. The ipAddrEntry is node I under it and ipAdEllt13castAddr is the
fburth .node under ipAddrEntry. Thus, tbe columnar object identifier of ipA4BntBcasLAddr is
t 1.3.6.1.2.1.4.20.1.4}.

Figure ~;23. Mutli"It-lllstallc, Maullged ObjfCt: ipAddffnbl.

lj>A<lcrTab:e11.3.6 I.2.1.4.20j
fpA~drEt111Y11)

IpMEnIAddr,(1)
IPMEn1l0'ldo. (2)
IpAdfnlNclMnlk (3)
IllAdel1lll<a$lMdt (I)
IpAdEnIR .... m"'""S.W! (5\

Columnar objed 10 '" IpM.EnilIcos!Addr i~(13:6.1.2.1.4.20. 1A):

~ O'ij dOc! 1"leInOI mgmt mill Ip IpMdrToble llI\(SdlEnw Ipi\:lEnUlc:a.!Addr
1 3 0 t 2 1 --4 20 '1 ...

Row 'pII'dEnlAddr . lPAdr:nllnrd.~ IPAlfEnINel"..&l< fPMEnlBcasl IpMEnl_.rmI ...
Ado, $""

1 123.46.~.1 1 2S~.2S5 2055.0 0 12000
2 123,46.3.~ 3 25$.255.0.0 1 12000
3 '165.8.S~Z5. 2 21152S5ZS5.0 0 10000
4 9.96.8CU8 4 lSS 2SS2SS0 ,0 15000

fb) ObiacllllSllIn_ollllAddrTabJe 11.3.B.1.2. 1.4.20)

Columllar Object· Row-t fro (b) DDjeclldanU6er
~E~
13.6:1,2.1,4,20, 1..1 1[1.3.6.1.2 t ,4.~ 1.1123,45.3,4)
[pAdEn1ll1nd ex
,3.:6.1.,2.1,,4.20,""2 (1 3.0.1.2, 1.-4:2~1:2-'GS.0.9.2~

ipA,dEntBca,lAdd'
1.3.6.1.2.1:'.20.1.4 Ill.3-C.l.2,M.20.L4,I23,4S.2.11
IpAiiEntReas:n)f!.9J(Slre

1.3<;.12. 1.4.2.0.fs (1•.3.0.,1.2 14.2l11.5.9,95.d 131!)

[e) 0b~ ID 10' Sp.ooil'" lnslBI'lCe.;

Figure 4.23(b) shows the tabulM presentation Man JP address table. The table shows four rows and six columns.
Eech of the four rows In the [p address table indlcates a set ofvaloes associated with each instance ofifAddrEntry
In the table.

TI)e fir!llcolumn in Pigure 4.23(~) is the row number, which is added to the otherfive columns (column 2'through
6) that represent the five columnar objects of the' [p sddress, table, We have added the' first column of the 'row
number ror easy explanation only; it, is pot part of the managed. objects: The first columnar object ipAdEntAddr is
in bold leiters to indicate that ii, is the index fbr the 'table. As each row in an aggregate object table is uniquely
identified by the INDEX clause of the OBJECT-TYPE macro, each row in our example Is uniquely Identified by
indexing the. value of ipAdBnLAddr. The second row .is the columnar object ipAdEntIftndex. .Note t'hal
ipAdEntlflndex, which is the same as tbe itNumber.ofthe Interfaces group; is not an index, but just an.object
associated with each row of the table. The last three columns in Figure 4.23(b) represent the columnar objects
ipAdEniNetMask, ipAdBntBcastAddr, and ipAdEntReasmMaxSize.

Figure 4.23(c) shows the represemaron of the object identifier associated with_ each instance. There are four
instances illustrated. in the ,figure. The first column is the columnar object identifier, the second column is the row
number shown in Figure 4.23(b), and the last column is the. object identifier for the instance of the columnar object.
Let us first look at the first row of Figure 4.23(c). We want 10 represent Ihe object identifier associated with the
columnar object idAdBntAddr for Ihe specific occurrencc presented in the second row of Figure 4.23(b). The
object identifier ipAdEntAddt in the first row of'Figure 4.23(0) is its columnar object identifier l.3.6. 1.2.1.4.20. I.l.
It is suffixed with the value of the table index field ipAdEniAddr 123.45.3.4. The resultant object identifier
1.3·.6.1.2.1.4.20.1.1.123.45.3.4 is shown in the first row of'the last column of Figure 4.23(0).

TI)e second entry in Figure 4.23(c.),ilIustrales the.object identifier 1.3-.6.1.2.1.4.20.1.2.165.8.9.25 for tbe columnar
object ipAdEntlfIndex for the instance indicated in the third row of Figure 4.23(b). The third and fourth entries in
Figure 4.23(c) Illustrate the object identifier values of ipAdEntBcasLAddr and IpAdEniReasmMaxSlze for rows I
and 4efFigure 4.23(b), respectively.

The formalized definitions ofSMl as presented in STU 16IRFC 1155 are shown in Figure 4.2'4. In addition to the
definition cf the-obiect type macro, it also specifies the-experts of names' and object types, as-well as the Internet
Mm, which is addressed in the next. section.

FIg"". -1.14. SMI o.nllitloll~IRJCCtlS.~1
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".7.4. MllOltgcnK'OIIIJ' lnformatiun Base

As stated, in Section 4.7.1, MJB-U specified in RFC 1213 is the current standard, STD .17. It is a superset of MJB-I
or simply Ml'B, as il was 'then addressed in RFC 1156, We will present here MIB-I1 information. Both MIB-lll11d
MIS-a can be implemented in SNMPvl. MIB is organized such thaL lmplementation can be done on anas-needed
basis. The entire MIB does nOt have to be implemented in either' the manager or the agenrprocess.

'Let us remember t.bat MIB is a virtual information store (base). Managed objects arc accessed via this virtual
information base. Objects In the MIB are defined using ASN.I, In the prevous section, we discussed the SMI,
which defines the mechanism fur describing these objects. The definition consists of three components': name
(OaJE<.."T DESCRIPTOR). syntax (P>SN.I). and encoding (BER).

Objects defined in MIB-II have the OBJECT IDENTIFIER prefix:

mi.b-2 OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::- Imqmt l}

MIB-U bas an eddirional anribure to the status of a managed object. The new term is "deprecated," This term
mandates tbe implementation of tbe object in the current vets ion of MIB·Il, but is most likely to be removed in
future vers'ons, For example, atTable is deprecated in Mm.:rr,
Object Groups. Objects,lhat are related are grouped into object groups, Notice that ihs grouping is, different from
the grouping of object types to construct nn aggregate object type. Object groups facilitate logical assignment of
object identifiers. One of the criteria for choosing objects to be included in standards is that it ls essenral fur either
fault- or configuration management. Thus,' if a group is implemented in' a system by a vendor, all the components
are implemented, i.e., status i.~mandatory for all its components. FOr example, if the External Gateway Protocol
(BOP) is implemented in 8 system, Lhen a)l EaP group objects are mandatory 10 be present.

The MlB module structure consists of the module name, imports from other modules, and definkions of'tbe current
module. The, basic ASN.! structure is shown in Figure 4,25.

Figur. 4.25. Mill Modu!t Strudurf

<rnn<!ulAlnama > OEF1NmONS ::. BEGIN
<lmpoltS>

<duioitims>

There are II groups defined in MIB-Il. The tree structure is shown in Figure 4,26, and Table 4.4 presents the
name, object idemificatiou (OID), and a brief description of each group. It can be observed that these groups are
nodes under the Mill object mib-2 __vhose OBJECT IDENTIFfER is'1.3.6.1.2.1.

Figu". ,U6. Internet MID·II Croup



TAbl. 4:4; MJB-IJ GruUl'S

Group 010 Oe~crlptron (Brief)

snmp mlb-211 InformatiOn on SNMP protocol

The Systemgroup contains objects describing system adminisrraton. The Interfaces group defines interfaces of'the
network component and network parameters associated wah each ef those interfaces. The Address translation
group is II cross-reference table between IbelP address nod the physical al:Idress.ll', ICMP~ TCP, UDP, and EOP
groups. are the grouping of objects associated with the respective protocol of'tbe system. The group, CMOT, is a
placeholder for future usc' of the OSI protocol, CMIP over TCPilP. The Transmission group was created as' a
placeholder fOr network transmission-related parameters and was a placeholder in !WC 1213. Numerous
transmission systems and objects have been developed UDder this group since tben, SNMP group is the
communication protocol group associated with SNMP management. We will now learn I1)Oreabout some of'tbese
groups, It should be noted that mere are more groups defined under the internet node, which we will address in
Chapter 5.

The following sections describe details of each group except for CMOT, transmission, and SNMP. The CMOT
group is a placeholder and is not yet defined. TIle Transmission group, is based on the transmisslon media
underlying eech interface of'tbe system; tbe corresponding portion of tile Transmission group is mandarory lbr thai
system. The SNMP group will be -addressed in Chapter 5 -as part of me communication model.

Tobie 4,4. ~1IB~n GFlIU,l5

-Allhough there are many more groups', In MIB-U, details ODonly the generic groups direclly related to physical
properties of b!isic network elements' (System and Interfaces) and the managed cbjectsassociated with Internet
protocols (IP, TCP, and UDP) are presented here, They are inteoded 10 familiarize the reader quickly with how to
read. and interpret RFCs specifYing MIBs. 1t is steongly recommended that you refer to the RFC for detailed
specifications on each group and understand the structure or each MlB group.Group 010 Description (Brief)

system mib,21 System description and administrative Information

Interfaces mlb-22 Interfaces of me, entity and associated Information

at mib-23 Address translation between IP and physical address

Ip mlb-24 Information o[liP protocol

'lcmp mlb-25 Information on ICMP protocol

tcp mlb-26 InformatiOn on Tei> protoco]

udp mlb-27 Information on UOPprotccol

egp mlb-28 lnforrnatton on E.GPprotocol

cmot mlb-19 PI~ceholder for OSIprotocol

Some examples associated with managed objects.in the group are presented along with a description ofthe group
ln order to appreciate the significance of each M1B. In Chapter 9 we will learn to use the 'SNMP comma nd using
SNMP tools and retrieve tile values associated with managed objects,

System Group. The System group is the basic-group in the Internet standard MIB. lIS element'S are probably the
most accessed managed objects, After an NMS discovers all the components in u network or newly added
components in the network, it bas to obtain information on the system it discovered, such as system name, object
10, etc. The NMS will initiate me get-request command onthe objects in 'Ibis group ror thls purpose. Data 00 the
systems shown in Figure 4.2 were obtained by the NMS using this group. The group also has administrative
information, such-as ccntact person and physical location tbat'helps a network manager.

Lmplementation of the System group is mandatory for all systems in both the, agent and the manager. IIconsists of
'seven entities, which are presented in Figure 4.27 and Table 4.5. The vendor of the equipment programs the system
description (sysDescr~ and OBJECT IDENTIFIER (sysObj[D) during manufacturing. System up time is filled in
hundredths of a second dynamically during operation. Network management systems usually convert tb.is into a
'readable fermat of days, hours, and minutes in their presentation, as shown in Figure 4.2. Although system services
(sysServices) object is mandatory to be-implemented, most NMSs do noi show the information automatically.

Figlll'f -1.27. Sj,.1..m Gr~up

transmisSion mlb-210 Placeholderfortransmisslqn Infonnali,on



T.bl. 4.5, 'System GrOlll'

Entity, Description (Brief)010

sysDescr sy~'tem1 Te~tual desqlptlon

,sysObjectlD svstern 2 08J,ECT 10ENnFIER of the entitY

sysUpTIme sYstem3 TIme (In hundredths ofa second since tastresetl

sySC,ontact syStem4 C,ontactperson for the' node'

sys.Na!"'e SystemS Administrative name of the'system

sysLQqltion system 6 Physical iOCiltion ohhe node

sysServices system 7 Value designating the layerservlces provided by the ehtity

Interfaces Group. The Interfaces group contains managed objects associated wit.h the interfaces of II system. If
'there is more than one interface in the system, the group describesthe parameters associated with each interface.
For example, if an Brhernet .bridge bas several net work Interface cards, tbe group would cover ln1i:mnaUo n
associated with each interface. However, the Interfaces, Mill contains only generic parameters. In the Btherne!
example, there is more information associated with the !?;t,hernet LAN, which is addressed In the Mill
specifications of the 'particular medium, as in Definitions of Managed Objects fOr the Ethernet-like Interface types
[RFC 2358J. AnNMS would combine inform at Ion obtained from various groups In presenting comprehensive data
io the user.

The Interfaces group specifies the number of interfaces in a network .componect and managed objects associated
with each inrerface. Implememation ofInterfaces group is maodatory for all systems, It consists of two nodes as
shown in Eigure 4.28 and Table 4.6. The number of int.erfaces of the entity is defined by iiN'lUnber, and the
information related to each interface is defmed in tbe Interfaces table, iffable.

Figur< 4,28, I"terra.os G.'OUI'

~
L___EL_J

Lllgend: INDEX i.Il0l4

'I'.ble 4.6, tnterfaees Croup

Entity 010 Description (Brief)

Interfaces 1 Total ~urn6er of network Interface. In the system

IfTable 'Interfaces,2 us! of entrlesdescrtblng information on each Interface ofth. system

ifErrtry ifTabre 1 An Interface entry cont'alniog obJectsiJt the subnetwork layer for a particular Interface

iflnde~ IfEntry 1 A'unlque Integer value for each Interlace

IfDe~ ifEntry 2 Teldual data on product name a'nd version

IfType Type of h\terlace lii\/er below the network Iirfer defined 'as an enumerated Int,.gerifEntry 3

IfMtu IfEntry 4 Largest size ollile datagram for the Interface

IfSpeed Current or nominal data rate for the Interface In bpsifEnt')' 5



Entity

'£"bl.4,6: IUltI'f><es GI'IlUI)

DeSCription (Brief)

tlPhysAddress

IfAdmlnStatus

110 perStatu s

ifLastchange

IflnOctets '

iflnUcastPkts

iflnNUcastPkts

IflnDiscards

~lnErrors

010

IfEntry 6 Interface's address at the, protocol layer Immediately below the network layer

IfEhtry7 Desl red status ohhe Interface: up, down, or testl'rig

IfEntry 8 Current operational status of the Interface

IfEntry 9 Value ofsysUpTIme atthe current operational status

IfEntry 10 Total number of Input octets received

ifEntry 11 Number of subnetwork unicastpackets deliver.ed to a higher-layer protocol

ifEntr\( 12 Number of non-unlcast packets delivered to a higher-Ia.yer protocol

IfEntry 13 Number cif tnbound packets discarded Irrespective of error status

IfEntry 14 Number offhbound packets with errors

IflnUnknown~rotos 'rfEntry 15

IfEntry 16 Numbe'r of octets transmuted out of the lnterface'ilOutOCtets

ilOutUcastPkts

'lfO,ulN UcastPkts

lfOutD!scrds

IfOlltErrors

lfOutQl.en

ifSpecific

Number of unsupported protocol packets discarded

If Entry 17 Total number of un'Icast packets that btgher-tevel laver requestedto be transmitted'

Total number of non-unteast packets that higher-level layer requested til be transmitted

IfEntry 19 Number Of outbound packets discarded trrespectlve of error status

rfEnlry 20 Number ofoutbo,und pa,cketS th,at could not be transmitted because of, errors

If Entry 21 length cit the output queue in packets

IfEhtry 22' Reference to MIB definitions specific to the particular media used-to realite,the Interface

Each internee in 'the Interfaces table can be visualized as being attached to either a subnetwork or-a system. Too
term subnetwork ,is not to, be confused with the term subnet, whch refers to an addressing partitioning scheme in
the Internet suite of prctoeols, The index for the table is just one entity, specified b¥ itlnde~, as shown below in the
definition of the i!Entry module under iffable.

OaJECT-'rY~E
SYNTl\)(
ACCESS
STATUS'
DESCRIPTION

UEntry
not-acc(lssJ.ble
manda'tory

"An iriterfa,ce enay contai.ning objectS' at the subnetwork layer and below fo'r a
particular interface."

INDEl'i {if Index}
;;= (:I:f'!';U;I~e 11

The index is-also shown in bold Iettl<l'S irrthe figure and tbe'teble,

The entity rIType describes the type of data link layer directly below rbe network layer. It is defined as an
enumerated integer. Examples of these are: etbemet-csrnscdfr), l<;08802S-tokenRing(9). See RFC 1213 for the
-specified type of standard interfaces.

The administrative and operational status that is indicated by object identifiers 7 and 8 should agree with each other
when the system interface is fUnctioning as administered,

Object Identifiers 11-15 rerer to the 'measurements (with 'counter syntax) 0.0 inbound 'traffic and object Identifiers
1~211o measuremems on outbound traffic,

An example of use of Interfaces M.lB would he to measure the incoming and the outgoing traffic rate on a given
interface of an Etberner hub, We can specify a port OD an Ethernet network interface card by the value 'ofi.O.ndex

-and query (get-reqliest) the number of input unicast packets (ifinUca'itPkts) and the, number of 'output unicast
packets (ilOutUc!lStekts) every second, Remember t:hat we.ger rbe reading of two counters, which are incremented
with every. packet .coming in or geing our of the port from the maoagemem agent associated with the port. We
would then take the difference in the consecutive counter reading 10 derive the packetrate of traffic with time.

.Interface Sublayers. One of the 'strengths of an IP 'network layer protocol is that it is designed to run over any
network interface. [p considers any and all protocols, it rUDS over as a single "network interface" layer. The
Interfaces grQUP defines a generic set of managed objects .such that any network interface «an be managed in an
interface-independent manner through these managed objects. The Interfaces group provides the means fOr
additional managed objects 'specific ('0 particular types of network interface (e.g., a specific medium such as
Ethernet or Tlrne Division MlI.ltiplex (TDM) channels) to be defined as extensions to the Interfaces group for
media-specific rnanagemeni. Since the standardit.atio.n of'MIB-n, many such media-specific MIS modules have
been defined. Concurrently, the Interfaces group has evolved [0 accommodate the additional managed objects that
need to be specified inn data link layer (DLL)-Layer 2.

DLL can 'be visualized, in general, as comprising several sublayers. These can either be horizontnlly stacked or
vertically Sliced (or "stacked"), 8S shown in Figures 4.29(a) and (b), respectively. An example oftbe forme' is an
.interface with p.pp funning over a High data-rate Digital Subscriber Line (HDLt) link, which uses an RS232-Jike
.connector, An example oftbe latter is a .cable -aceess link with -a downstream .channel and several upstream
channels.

Flgure -'.29. Interface SlIblaytrS
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Since rhe simplistic model of a single conceptual row in the iJTab.le in the Interfaces group, an additional ~
group, ifMIB (mib-2 31) was created. This is not shown in Figure 4.26, 'which is the original MfB-1I Group. It IS

shown in Figure 430. The first subnode of ifMIB is ifMffiObjects. There are oiher subnodes under ifMIB aod ibe
reader is referred to [RFC 2863] for details. Under the subnode ifMlDObjcds (ifMlD I), there are three tabes
ifXTuble (ifMIBObjects I), ifStackToble (ifMlBObjeoLs 2). and if'RcvAddrmTnble (ifMIB?bjects 4). 1~luding
the iITnble (interfaces 2), there are fuur generic lnte...faces group tables under the two MlBs, Interfaces nnd ifMIB,
which we should be concerned wll..b in defining managed objects in the DLL layer. 10 addition to tbis. there are
device-specific interface MlBs, such as Ethernet-like managed objects (transmission 7) thlll we would disc~
under each subject as we deal with them. It is worth noting that specifications for ifM.lB have gone through a seres
ofdocumcntation-RFC 1229, RFC 1573, RFC 2233, lind RFC 2863-eacb obsolescing the previous version.

~lgur. 4JO. 10Itrf .... Croups

"~---------------,
ifXTable(1 ) IIRcvAddressTabJe (4)

ifXTuble contains objects that have been added to the Interface MIB group as a result of the Interface evol.Ulion
effort, or replacements for objects of the original (Mm-I!) iITable thai were deprecated because the sem~tlCS of
the said objects have significantly changed. It is an augmentation of ifTable. Flow two tables are augmented to SMJ
to appear as a single table is described in Chapter 6 under SNMP2.

ilStackToble contains objects that define relationships among soblayers of'an interface. Each sublayer is defined as
an iffype and is represented by 8 conceptual row in the iITable. Because of the IIdditK>n of such conceptual rows,
the value ofillndex is no longer constrained. In other words, it can be stated that the index of a conceptual row no
longer has to be less than or equal to the value ofi 0 odex, The upper layer in the ifStllckTable, ifStockHigherLayer!
is the srblayer above the sublayer under conslderaron and carries tbe value of'thc illlldex o~that sublayer. ~there
is no interface sublayer above, i.e., it interfaces directly with the network layer, then the iflodex value IS zer~.
Similarly, ifStackLowerLayer is the lower interface sublayer, it has acorresponding illndex value oHhatrow. If it
Interfaces directly witb the physical medium, its value is zero.

ifRcvAddressTablecontains objects that ore used to define media-level addresses, which this interface will receive,
such as a ponID. '[his table is 0 generic table.

Address Translat ion Group. The Address Translation group consists of a table that converts NetworkAddress to a
physical or subnetwork address for all interfaces of the system. For example. in Ethernet the translation table is
ARP cache. Since in MIB-J] each protocol group contains its OWD translation table, this is not needed and hence its
statUS is deprecated. It is mandatory to be implemented 10 be backward compatible with MfS-1.

11' Group. The Internei is based on IP protocol as the networking protocol This group has information on various
parameters of the protocol. It also has II table that replaces the Address Translation ul~le. Routers in tbe. n.etwo~k
periodically execute the routing nigoriilllll nnd update its routing table, which II!'C defined us managed objeCts to
ths group. We wi 1.1 discuss the contents of this group in detail now.

The IP group defines all the parameters needed for the node to handle 8 network layer fP protocol either ~ a host
or as a rcuter; implementation is mandatory. Figure 43 I and Table 4.7 present the tree Structure and details of the



enLitie,s, respectively. The group contains three tables, IF. address table,1P routing table, anp J:P Address Translation
tabe,

Flgu re 43 J. rP Croul'

L- __ -j IpOUINoRo.toa(12) 1-__ -'

Tllbl.4.7.II' Group

Entfty 010 De.scrlptlon (Brief)

IpForwarding iP1 Node acting as a gateway or not

ipoefaultlTL ip 2 TIme-to-Live field of the II' header

iplnREK:eives ip 3 Total number of input datagrarns received from interfaces; including those in error

IplnlidrErrors Ip4 Number of datagrams discarded due to header errors

IplnAddrErrors Ip 5 Number of datagrams discarded due to address errors

fpForwDatagrams Ip6 Number of Input datagrerns attempted to forward to the destination; successfully forwarded
datagrams for source ro.uting

IplnU';~nQwnprotos Ip 7 Number of lccallv-addressed datagrams rocelyed successfully but discarded due to unsupported
protocol

TAbl. 4.7, II' G"OUll

Entity 010 Description (Brief)

IplnDistards

Iplnoelivers

IpOutRequests

IpOulDlscards

IpOutNoRoutes

IpReasmTIme0ut

IpReasmReqds

IpReasmOKs

IpReasmFails

Ip~ragOKs

ipFr.ag~ails

IpFragCreates

IpAdddrTable

IpRouteTable

Ip 8 Number of Input datagrarns discarded with no problems (e.g. back of· buffer space)

Ip 9 Total number of Input datagrams successfully delivered to IP user protocols

ip Total number of IP datagrams that locallP user protocols supplied to IP
10

Ip Number Of no-error IPdatagr.ams discarded with no problems (e.g. lack 01 buffer space)
u

ip Number of IP datagrams discarded because no route could be found to transmit them to' their
12 destlnaHon -

ip Maximum number 'of seconds .that received fragments are held while they ~re 'awaiting
13 reassern bly

Ip Number of IP dalQgram.sreceived needing reassembly
14

Ip .Number of $ucc('s$lully reassembled datagrams
15

ip Number offailure's detect~d by the IP reassembly aigorithm (not oiScardedfnigments)
16

Ip Number of successfull¥ fragmented detagrarns
17

ip Numb.er of IP datagrams not fragmented due to Hoon't F~"gme~t FlagH set
18

Ip Number of datagram fragments generated.as a result of fragmentation
19

ip Table of IPaddresses
20

Ip IP routing tablecontainl'l')g an entry
21

IpNetT6MedlaT~ble ip IPAddress Translation table mapping IP addresses b).physical addresses
22

lpRoutlngolSGlrds Ip Number of routing entries discarded eiien though they were valid
i3



We can use the fP Mm'lo acquire any information associated with the rP layer. For example, to learn the-value of
the managed object, ipforwarding will indicate whether the node is acting as just a router or a gateway between
two autonomous networks. We can measure IP datagrarns received that are in error, such as those ,vith wrong
addresses (ipInACidrEtrors).

The three tables belonging to the IP group are shown io Figure 4.32 (IP Address Table). Figure 4.33- (IP Routing
Table)" and Figure 4.34 (fP Address' Translation Table}. Table 4.8 shows the entity table for the IP address tnb1e.
The index fOTthe table, ipAdEntAitdr, is shown in bold letters,

Figure 4.32. [P Add ressT"bl.

ipAd<frrable
(Ip 20)

Flgure 4.33. IP Routiug Table

Figure 4.34. £1' Add ressTr.""laliou Tab'"

IpNetTOMe<l19pnYSAGc:lreSS'{2) IpNetToMe<lliNelAddrass (J)

Tabl. 4.8.lP Add re ss Table

Entity Oescriptl~n (Brief)010

lpAdc;lrTable Ip20 Table of IP addresses

IpAddrEntty IpAddrTable lOne of the entries in the IP address table

IpAdEntAddr IpAddrEntty 1 The IP address to which Ihjs.entry's addressing Information pertains

IpAdEntlflndex IpAddrEntry 2 loc;Iex value of the entry, sameas Iflndex

IpAdEntNetMask IpAddrEntry 3 Subnet mask for the IP address of the entry

IpAdEntBcastAddr IpAddrEntry 4 Broadcastaddress Indicator bit

IpAdEntReasmMaxSize IpAddrEntry 5 Largest IP datagram that can be reassembled on this Interface

In Figure 4.2:i(b), we illustrated an example.of four instamiaticos (rows) associared with the IP address table. The
1P address table MID shown ill Figure 4.31 and Table 4.8 is used to retrieve data &010 the router. It could be
retrieved using get-request or''gIit-next-tequMt commands.

The IP'roliting table is shown in.Eigure 4.33 and Table 4.9.11 contains ail entry, for each route presently known 10
the entity, Mukiple routes, up to five, to a single destlnatJoo can appear 10 the table, bot access to such multiple
entries is dependent on the table-access mechanism defined by the network management protocol. Routes are
indicated by, 'tile enihes, ipRouteMelrlcN, where N is any integer from I I() :S, An entry 0.0.0.0 in ipRouleDest is
considered a de:f'auff route. The index. tilr Ihe table is ipRoulI~t;>est. As io the lJ' addres~ table, the ipRouteffinde,x
has the same value 'us theiflndex of thelnterfaces table,

'fabl. 4.9. If Routiug TAble

Entity OesQ'lptlon (Brief)01.0

IpRouteTable IP routini! tableIp21



'£"ble4·.9. IP ROllling '£"bl.

Entity 010 Description (Brief)

!pRouteEntry IpRouteTable 1 Route to a particular destination

IpRouteDest IpRouteEntry 1 DestinationlP address of this route

IpRoutelflndex IpRou'leEntry 2 Index of InterfaO!.sam'e as Iflnde:x

IpRouteMetrla IpRouteEntry3 Primary routing metric for this route

IpRouteMetrla·· IpRouteEntry.4 An alternative r.outlng metric for this r.oute

ipR.outeMetricS· ipRouteEntry 5 An alternative (outing metric for this route

ipRouteMetrl~ ipRouteEntry 6 An altemative routing metric for thi.sroute

IpRQuteNe>(lljop .IPRouteErltrv 7 IP address 01 the next hop

IpRouteType ipRouteEntry 8 Type of route

fpRo~tePro.to IpRouteEntry 9 Routing mechanism by which this route was learned

IpRouteAge Numbe'r otseconds sl~ routi.ng was last updatedipRouteEn\ry
10

fpRo~teMask Mask to be logically ANOed with the destination address before comparing with the
ipRouteDestfield

IpRouteEntry
11

ipRouteMetrt<:S' ipRouteEntry An altemative rnetrlcfor this route
12

IpRoutelnfo IpRouteEntry Reference.to MIB.deflnltlon specille to the r.outlng protocol
13

Figure 4.34 aod Table 4..10 show the IP Address Translation table, It contains cross-references between IP
addresses and physical addresses, such as MAC address of Etbernet interface cards, In some situations, such as
DDN-X.25 where this relationship- is algorithmic. this' table L~not needed and hence luis zero entries. Indices for
this table consist of two entities, ipNetToMedialflnilex and ipNetJ'oMedinNetAddress. Again, the
lpNetToMedilllflnde~ bas tbe same value as iflndex.in the lnterfsces group.

iabl.4.LO. If Add ress Transtatlon Tal~.·

Entity Description (Brief)010

fpNetToMedlaTable Table mapping I~ eddresses.to ph~lcal addressesIpU

TAbl. 4.10. lP Address TnllIslatwn Tobl<

Entity 010 Description (Briel)

IpNetToMedlaEhtry· IpNetToMedlaTable 1 IP address to phySIcaladdress for the partlcul ar Interface

IpNetToMedialflnde.x IpNetToMedlaEntry 1 Interfaces on which tllls'entry's equhiillence Is effective; same as Iflndex

IpNetToMoolaPhysAddress IpNetToMedlaEntry 2 Medla-dependent physical address

IpNetToMediaNetAddress IpNetToMediaEntry 3 Ii>address

IpNetToMedlaType IpNetToMedlaEntr:y:4 Type of mapping; validates with IpNetToMedlaType object

Baker [RFC 1~S4) has proposed on improved implementation of the [p routing table, called the [p Forwarding
Tab.le shown as an MIS' tree in Figure 4.-35 and tbe associated table in Tab.le 4.11. Tbe routing table that was
originally proposed in RFC 1213 is inconsistent with SNMP protocol in that no specific policy was 'defined to
choose thepath among multiple choices to the [P route table. RFC 1354 has fixed this deficiency. Besides, it bas
added next bop autonomous system number, usefu I to the administrators o.f regional networks.

FIgure 4.35. IP FurwRrillng '~"blt

Tobit 4.L1. LPFerw ar dlng Tobie

,Entity Description (Brief)010

ipForward Contains.!nformation on IPforwardl ng table; deprecates IP couting tableip24



'f"ble4:1I.lP Forwnnlillg TAble

Entity 010 Description (Brief)

!pForwatdNumber IpForward 1 Number of entries in the IP forward table

IpForwarcrrable' IpForward 2 Routing table'of this entity

IpForwardEntry (pForwarctrable 1 A particular route to a panlcular destination under a panlcular policy

IpForwardDest IpForwardEntry 1 Destination IP r.oute of this address

IpForwardMask IpForwardEntry 2 Mask to be logically AND.edwith the .destinatlon address before comparing with
the IpRouteDest field

IpForwardPolicy (pForwardEntry 3 Set of conditions that selects one multlpath route

IpForwardNextHop IpForwardEntry4 Address ofthe next·system

IpForwardlflndex IpForwardEntry 5 ifIndexvalue of the Interface

ipForwarctrype IpForwardEntry 6 Type of route: remote, local, invalid. or otherwise; enumerated Integer syntax

ipForwardProto IpforwardEntry 7 Routing mechanism by whi~h this route was:learned

IpForwardAge IpForwardEntry 8 Number <if seconds-since rout!ng was.last updated

fpForwardlnfo IpForwaldEntry 9 Reference to MIB deflnltlen speclttc to the routing protocol

IpForwardNextHopAS IpForwardE~try Autonomous sYStemnumber of Next Hop
10

IpForwardMetrlcl IpForwarejEntry Primary rQutlng meVI c for this route
11

ipForwardMetric2 IpForwardEntry An alternative routing metricfor this.route
12

IpForwardMetric3 IpForwardEntry An alternative routing metricforthls route
13

IpForwardMetrlc4 IpForwardEntry An alternative routing metric'for thlsroute
14

IpForwardMetrlcS IpForwardEntry An alternative routing metric for thls route
:is

The entity ipForwar4Policy defnes the general sal of condirons lIlat would cause tbe selection of one muJtipaih
route over others. Selections of path can be done by the protocol. If it is not done by the protocol, it is then
specified by the tp Type-of-Service (TOS) Field, which is a part of the tP type of service field. See Baker [RFC
1354] for more details.

rCM}> Group. We used the rCM}> to c!o some of the networking exercises in Chapter I. It is part of the TCPitp suite
of protocols: All parameters associated with lCMP protocol are covered in this ·group.

As mentioned in Section 4.2, {CMP is 8 precursor of SNMP aod a.part of1he TCl'1IP suite. It 1.5 included 10 MJB.!
'and Mill-II and implementation is mandatory. 1'h~ rCMP group contains statistics on tCMP control messages of
tCMP and is presented in Figure4.36 and Table 4.12. The syntax of all. entitles is read-only counter. For example,
statistics 00, tbe number of ping requests (icmp echo request) seot might be obtained' from the counter reading of
icmpOutEch~~.

Figu,·. 4.36. teMP Group

TAbl. 4.tl.ICMP Grolll)

Entity OlD Description (Brief)

IcmptnMsgs Icmp 1 Total humber of ICMP m'eSs'age5receliled by the entity Indudll'l8lcmplnErrors

lcrnplnErrors Icmp 2 Number of messages received by the entity wit" ICMP-speclflc errors

IcmplnDestUnreacns icmp 3 NumberoflCMP Destination Unreachable messages received

icmplnTlmeExals icmp 4 Number of ICMPTIme Exceededmessages received

IcmplnParmprobs lcmp 5 Number of ICMP Parameter Problem messages rea! Ived

icmplnSrcQuenches icmp 6 Number of ICMP Source Quench messages re.ceived



'f"ble4:1.2.ICMP Croup

Entity 010 DeSCription (Brief)

TCP Group. The transport Jayer of the Internet defines Transmission Control Protocol ('rCP) !iir a connection-
oriented cjrcuit and Uscr Datagram Protocol (UDP) for a conrecrouless circuit. We wiU describe the Tep group In
ths section and UDP in the-next subsection.

lemplnRedlrects lemp 7 NiJmber of ICMP Redirect messagesreceived TI)e Tep group contains enl'irie:.s thai are.assocated with the connectioo-eriented TCP. They are-present only as
long 'us the' particular connection persists. ~tis. mandatoryfc implement this group. The entities are shown in Figure
4.37 and Table 4.13. It contains one table, the TCP connection table. which is presented in Figure 4.38 and Table
.4.14: The table CD try has four indices 10 uniquely 'define il in t.be table. They are: tcpConnLocaJAddress,
lcpConoLoealPor~ tcpConnRemAddress, and tcpConnRemPorl and arc identified In boldface. One may obtain all
TCP acti ve sessions from ihis table with addresses and ports of local and remote entities.

IcmplnEchos temp 8 Number oflCMP EchO(request·) messages received

lemplnEchoReps Icmp 9 Number of IGMP EchoReply messagesreceived

IcmplnTrmestamps lemp.10 Number oflCMP Timestamp (request) messages rl!csived Figure 4.37.TO Group

IcmplnTImestampReps lcmp 11 Number of ICMP Timestamp Reply messagesreceived

icmplnAddrMasks iemp.1i Number of ICM.I!Address Mask Request messages reoeived

icmplriAddrMaskReps lcrnp 13 Number oflCMPAddress.Mask Reply messages received

IcmpOutMsgs lcmp 14 TQtal number of ICMP messagesattempted to be sent·by this enUty

IcmpOutErrors temp 15 Number of good ICMP messagesnot sent, does not Include the ones with errors

'ldnpOutDestUnreachs Icrnp 16 Number of ICM~ Destination Unreachable messagessent

IcnipOutTImeExeds lemp 17 NUmbe'rof ICMP Time Exceeded messages.sent

IcmpOutParmProbs Icmp18 Number of ICMP Parameter Problem messagessent

IcmpOutS~uenchs !cmp.19 Nuniber of ICMPSource Quench messagessent

IcmpOutRedlrectS Icmp20 Number C?fICMP Redlrect messages;sent

IcmpOutEchos Icmp21 Number of I<;MPEchO(requeSf) messagessent

IcmpOutEct>oReps Icmp 22 Number of ICMPE~hoReply meSsagessent

lempOutTImestam ps Icmp23 NumberoflCMPTlmestamp (request) messages sent

TDbl. 4.13. TCP G"OUIl

Entity 010 Descrfptlon (eriel)

tq:~Rt\).Algorithm tep 1 Tfmeout~lgorfthm for retransmlsslcn of cctets

tCI).RII)Mln ICP2 Mlnfmum value fortlmeout In milliseconds for retransml.sslon

tcpRtoMax. tep 3 Maximum value for t1meoufin rnllllseconds retra(lsm,lssion

tcpMaxConfl tcp4 Maxlmuni number ofTCP conflectioiis

Icm~OutTIm~tampRepS icmp.24 Number of ICMPTimeStarTJPReply messagessent
t,p,Active0P.'lfls tep 5 Number of active connections made CLQSEDto 5YN-SeNTstate'

ICmPOutAddrMasks' lcrnp 2S Number oflCMP'Address Mask Request messages Sent
tcpPasslveOpens tep 6 Number of passive conneetlcns made LISTENto SYN-RCVD.state

IqnpOutAddrMaskReps' Icmp 26 Number oflCMPAddress Ma* Reply messages sent
.tcpft.,ttemptFalis tep 7 Number of,failed attempts II) 'make connecUoh

·tcpEstabResets tc~ 8 Number of resets done to either C.LOSEDor LISTENstate



'£"bl. 4;13.Ter GroUI) TAbl. 4.14'. Ter Cennecuou TAbl.

Entity 010 Descriprion (Briel) Entity 010 DeScription (Briel)

tcpCurrEstab lep 9 Number of.connectlons for which the current state is either ESTABUSHEOor CL0SED·WAIT tcpConnRemAddress TcpConnEntrt4 Remote IP address

ttplnSegs tcp 10 Total number of segments recelved Inclu<llngwitherrors ·tcpConnRemPort TcpConnEntry 5 Remoteportnumber

tcpOutSegs tcp 11 Total number of segments sent exCluding retransmission

IcpRetransSegs tcp 12 Total number of segments retransmitted crop Group. The UOP group contains informariou associated with the conneetionless transport protocol. Its
implemeatation is mandatory. Figure 439 and Table 4.15 present the UDP group tree structure and entities.
respectively. The group contains a UOP listener tabe;: shown as part of Figure 4.39 and Table 4. 15. The table
contains informaricn about the entity's UDP end-points on which II lOcal application is currently accepting
datagrarns. Indices for the table entry are udp4>enlAddress and udpl.oeall'ort, and are indicated in bold letters.

tcpConnTable tcp 13 TCOconnection table

tcplnErrs tcp 14 Total number of segments received in error

t~TQbIe
Itop 13)

tcpO'ltRsts tcp 15 NiJmber of segment sent containing RSTfiag

Flgu,·. 4.38. TCP Con·nrcl.innTabl.

Entity. 010 Description (Brief)

T able 4.15. uor Group

Entity 010

udplnOatagrams u(lp 1

udpNoPorts uQP 2

udplnErrors udp3

udpOutOatagr.ams udp4

DescrIption (Brief)

1'obl.4.14. 'rCP Conneetton Table Total number of datagrarns-dellvered to the' users

Total number of received datagrams for which there is no applteatlon
tcpConrTable tcpU TC()connectiontabl~

Number of receilled datagrarnswrth errors
IcpoonnEntry TcpConnTable 1 InformatIon about a partfcularTCP connectlon

Total number of datagrams sent
ItpConnState TcpConnEntry 1 State of.the Tep connection

udpTable udp 5 UO.pListener table
tcpConnl0C<lIAddress TcpConnEntry 2 local IP address

udpTable 1 Information about a particular connection or UOP llstener
tcpConnlocalPort TcpConnEntry 3 IDcal port number



'£"bl. 4.IS. UDPeMIl)

Entity 010 Description (Brief)

udpLocalAddress udpEhtry.1 locallP address

udpLocalPort udpEhtry 2 local UDPport

Summary

We have learned the basic functions of SNMP management in this chapter. Advanced functions are covered in the
oext chapter. TIle subject matter included in this chapter has been approved as a standard by IETF aod
implemented by most vendors.

We briefly learned tbe historical developmenlofSNMP standards and documents. They grew more out of practical
necessity than the need fQ!' Setting standards. lbe Internet Engineering Task Perceis tile standards organization and
RFG, STD, andFYI are LETF documents on standards development.

SNMP management is organized as two-tier management, In which a manager process and an agent process
communicate w:ith each ottier. The agern process resides in tbenetwork element. The manager process is built in
network management stations. The agent process does not perform any analysis, which is done in tbe manager. The
two-tier structure can be extended to three-tier by sandwiching a proxy agent, or RMON; between themanager and
the agent.

All management operationsare done using five messages in SNMPvI, which is the current standard. They.areger-
request, get-next, set-request, get-response, and Imp. The first three are sent from the manager to the agent, and the
last two are sent by the agent to the manager.

Messa~ are exchanged according to specificatkms defined in the Structure of.Management Information (SMI). It
is composed of name, syntax, and encoding rules, The name i.s a unique name for tbe managed obj~t and un
associated unique object identif'ler. The syntax uses Abstract Syntax Notatien I (ASN.I) laoguage -, Encoding is
done using basic encoding rules (BER).

Objects or entities can be composed of other scalar objects. M'ullip,le instances of a managed object, such as the [P
address table, are handled by defining tables Bod columnar objects in thetable. Managed objects are organized in a
virtual database, called the Management Information Base (MIS). U is distinct from tbemanagement database that
contains values for managed objects. Managed objects are grouped in 'the MIB according to their function. MIS-II,
whch isa superset of Mffi-I, consists of II groups. Several groups have since been added to the MIB~ although
they have not been approved as.a standard.

Exercises

1. Refer to Figure 4.3 to answer the foil owl rig QuestrQ,hs:

'8. What are the.classes ofnetworks shown in Figure 4.3(a)7
b. EXI?Iain tbe funct.ion of'a network mask.
c .. In Figure 4.3(c), network a'c\dresses 172:16x.0 are.subnets Moved from the network address

I'12.160.0. Explain.bow IP address bits are split between.subnet and host addresses.

2. AccessSimple Gateway MonltqrlngProtocol (sGMP) RF.C1028 on the Internet. nescrrbe the four message types
defined In the document. (You do not have to present the structure of the message.)

3. Present OBJECTIDENl1FIERfor-the object sun.products In two differeoit'formats, one In·all mnemonic and the
other'in all numeric. '

'4. Represent the objects as OWECTIDENTIFIERsstarting from the root for tile three network components In Figure
4.2.-

a Hub in Figure 4.2(a) in hybrid formal
b. Hub in Figure 42(b) in numeric fOrmat
c. Router in Figure 4.2(c) in hybrid format

s. Encode IPAddre,ss10.20.30.40 In TlV format

6: Refer to RfC 1213 for the following exercise:

a. Write the ASN.l.specificatioru; fjir syi!Serv1Ces.
b. Illustrate OIC specifications with values for a bridge.
c. Illustrate tbe specifications with 'values for a router.

7. Write the object DESCRIPTORa(ll:isynt!lX of till! following SNMP ma[laged entities:

a iF address 125.52.66.24
b. A row in the Interfaces table (the-row specifications only, not the objects in the row)
c. MAC address of an interface card

8. In Exercise 4 of ~hapter ,1, you measured' the percent pad(~t loss using Ping tool, which depends on tf:ie ICMP
group. Narl1e the MIB objects that are used In the procedure and present lIle. macros fQ,rthe o."JECTTYPE.

9. .Explaln how you would determine whether a device is acting as a host cir asa router using an SNMP command.

10. Refer to the IP Address Translation table shown In Figure 4.34 and Table 4.10, as well as the numbering
convention shown in Flgure·4.22 to answer the folloWing questions:

a. List. we columnar objects under ipNetToMedJaEntry.
b. Draw an object instance table for ipNetToMediaTable as in Iligltre 4.23(b) without tbe row

column. Fi ll three rows of data using Ml B speolfcations.
c. Redraw tbe table in (b), now filling each cell in the table wltb an object instance Identifier. Use N

e 1.3.6.1.2.1.4.22.1 fOr ip~efroMedlaEntJ)' in the table.

11. You OWn a specialty company, ,4;BC(Atlanta Braves Company), which sells hats and jackets. You obtained an
OBJECTIDENTIFIERSOOO under enterprises node from lANA. You have two branch lecaueos. Each has an
Inventory system that can be.accessedbv the IP address; which have the following OWECTDESCRIPTORS:

.branci'll - 100.100.100 .1S



branch2 - 100.tOO.lOO.16

Each branch has two types of preducts whose inventory are

Hats are all of the same size and the inventory .isa scalar value. hatQuontll'Y.

Jackets come in different sizes and the inventory is maintained ill a table, jacket'Iable, whose columnar
objectsare

jacketSi.e \i ndex I
jacket Quantity

Create a MIB module for your company. The objective Is 1'0 find the Inventory of any specific product
while silting in youI' office as president of the company.

a. Draw a MIB subtree.
b. Write a.MIB module.

12. A network rranager dtscovers that a network component Is performing poorly and Is,suesan order til t~
technician to replace it. Which MIS group contains thls Information for the technician to flnd out the phvslcal
location ofthe component?

13. How would you use one of the standard MIS objects to determine' which one of the stations in a LAN Is
functioning as a pridge to the extemal network?

'14. rep ts'a connection-orlented protocol and UOP'ls'a connectionless protocol. Identify differences in the two MISs
thatexemplify this difference: ' , '

15, WhatOBJEO'TYPE would you use to Identify the address of the nel~hborihg gateway,from,your local gateway?

16. An IT manager gets comptalnts. from users that there lsexcesslve o;telayIn response over the Ethernet LAN, TIle
manager suspects that the cause of the problem I.excessive collisions on the LAN. She gathe,s statistics on
collisions USingthe dot3StatsTable and localizes the problem to a single faulty network Interface card. Explain
how,sbe )!lCi,lllz!!dthe probtem. You ",,'ayuse RFC23S1!to answer thTsexercise.

17. ·1'00115heavily used as a backbone network In a corporate complex.

a. Draw a Mm,tree for PDDI Mm. Limit your tree to the top five groups.
b. Develop a three-column table presenting emity, OlD, and brief descriptions of the g,roups and

tables under each group.

18. Two new managed objects, ffName and IfAllas were Introduced In IfMIS module. Explain the purpose' of these,

new managed objects In network management a(ld give an example for each case.

19. Illustrate (a) 'the PPPover HOCl and (b) the cable access link .....Ith one dOWnstream and two upstream channels
Usingthe Interface sublavers shown In Figure 4.2:9.

5. SNMPv J Network Management: Communication and FunctionaJ
Models

Objectives

,CommunicatiOn model: Adrninisrrarive and messages
Administrative structure

o Community-based model
o Access pOlicy
'0 MlBview

Message PDU
SNMP protocol specifications
SNMP operations
SNMPMlB
SNMP functional model

We have covered the organization and information models ofSNMPvl in the previous chapter. In this chapter we,
,vIII address the.SNMP,·1 communication and functional models. Although SNMPvl does.not rormally define the
functional modeJ"appfi.9,ationS,jIJ'e buik in the community-based access policy of the SNMP,adritinistrath'C model.

5.1. SNMP COmmunication Model

Too SNMPv J communication model defines specifications of four aspects of SNMP communication: architecture,
-admlnlstrarive model that dermes data access policy, SNMP protocol, and SNMP Mm. Security in SNMP is
managed by defining community, and only members belonging to the same commuuitycan communicate with
each other. A manager can. belong 10 multiple communities 'and can thus manage multiple domains. SNMP
protocol specificatons and messagesare presented. S'NMP 'entitiesare grouped intoau SNMP Mill module.

5.1.1. SNMI' Archlteeture

Too SNMP architectural model consists ofa collection of network management Sl8tiol'\S and network elements or
objects. Network elements have management agents bulk in them, if they are managed elements. The SNMP
communications protocol is used to communicate infurmation between network management stations and
management agents in the elements.

There are three goals ofthe archjtecture in the original speciflcarons of SNMP [RFC 1157). First, it should
minimize the number and 'complexity of management functions realized by the managementagent. Secondly, it
should be flexible, for future expansion (addition of new aspects of operation and management). Lastly, the
-archjtectnre should be independent of architecture and mechanisms of particular hosts and gateways.



Only non-aggregate objects are communicated using ·SNl\IlP. The aggregate objects are communicated as instances
of the object. Th is has been enhanced in SNMl'yZ, as we shall sec in tbe next chapter. CoIlS stem with the rest of
SNMP standards, ASN.I transfer syntax and BER encoding scheme are used for data transfer SNMP.

SNMP' monsors the network with the five messages shown in Figure 4.9; and we discussed them in Section, 4.1):
They comprise three basic messages; set, get, 'and trap. lnformarion ubourtbe network is primarily obtained by the
management stations polling the agents. The get-request and get-next-request messages are generated by the
manager to retrieve data from network elements using associated maeagement agents. The set-request is used to
iniHaiize and edit network clement parameters. The get-response-request is' the response from tbe agent to get and
set messages from the manager ..The number of unsolicited messages in the form.oftraps is limited to :make the
architecture simple and to minimize traffic.

There are three 'types of trapS'--generic-trap, specific-trap, and time-stamp, which are application specific. The
generic-trap type consists of c,o.IdStart, warnrStan, IinkDown, lirikUp, autheDtlcationFallurc', egpNeighbocLoss, and
enterprisespecifie. The specific-trap is a specific code and is generated even.when en.emerprisespecific trap is not
present. An example of this would be to gather statistics whenever a particular event occurs, such as use by a
particular: group. The time-stamp tT8Jl is the time elapsed between the lust initializarion or re-initialization of the
element and the generation of the trap.

SNMP messages are exchanged using a connectionless UDP transport protocol in order to be consistent with
simplicity of the model, as well us to reduce traffic. However, the mechanisms of SNMP are suitable for a variety
of protocols.

5..1.2. Administrative Model

Akhough the·topic of administrativemodels should normally he discussed as 'part of security and privacy under the
functional model, at this point it helps to understand the-administrative relationship among enrires that participate
inthe communication protocol in SNMP. Hence, we will OJSClISSit I19W.

10 RFC .1157 tbe entitles residing in. management stations and network elements 'are calJed SNMP application
entities. Peer processes, whicb implement SNMP, and thus support SNMP application entities, are termed protocol
entities. We will soon discuss protocol entities in detall. First, let us look 'n.tthe application entities.

We will re~r to the applicatiou entity residing in the management st.atlO." us tbe SNMP manager, and the
application entity. in the element as the SNMP agent The pairing of the two-entities is called.an SNMP community.
The SNMP community name, called ·the community; is specified by-a string of octets. Multiple pairs can belong to
the same community. Figure 5.1 shows multiple SNMP managers communicating with a single SNMP agent.
While an SNMP manager is monitoring traffic 'on 8.lI element, another manager may be ronfigllriqg some
administrative information on it. A.third manager can be monitoring it to perform SO.mestatistical study. We also
have the analogous situaton where a manager communicates with multiple agents.

Flgur S.t. SNMP Community

With one-to-many; many-to-one, and many-to-many communication IIDks between managers and agems, a basic
authentcatjan scheme and an access policy have beenspecified in SNMP. Figure 5.1 shows the autbenricarion
scheme, which is a filter module in the manager andthe agent. The simplest form of autbentication is the common
community name between the two. application entities, Encryptiou would. be a higher level ofauthentication in
which case both the source and the receiver know the common encryption aod decryption algorithrns.

The SNMP aathorization is implemented as pan of managed object MrB specifications. We discussed MlB
specificauons for .managed objects in Chapter 4. and will discuss.MIB specifications fur SNMP protocol in Section
5·.1.4. A network element comprises many managed objects-boLb standard aod private. However; a management
agent may be pennittcd to view only a subset of the network element's managed objects: This. is culled the
.communiry MIB view: 10 Figure 5.2 the SNMP'agent has a MIB view of'objects 2.3, and 4. although there may be
other objects -assccieted with a network elelIleni. In additkln to the M1B view, each community name is also
'assigned 8.lI SNMP access mode, either READ-ONLY or READ-WRlTE, as shown in Figure 5.2. A pairing of
SNMP MIS.views with an SNMP access code is called a community profile.

Flgu re 5.2: SNMP Community Prom.
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A community profile in combination with tbe access mode of a managed object determines the operation that can
be performed on the object by anagent. For example, in Figure 5.2. an SNMP agellt with READ-WRITE SNMP
access mode can perform all operntiens-get, set, and trap=on objects 2, 3, and 4. On the other hand, if the SNMP
agent has READ-ONLY access mode privilege, it can only perform get and trap operations on objects 2,3, ani! 4.
Object I has a "not-accessible" access mode and hence no operation canbe performed on it.

There are four acce sss modes shown in Figure ~:2.They-are not-accessible, read-only, write-only, and read-write.
The tables are examples of no-access mode. One can only access scalar objects associated with the entities under
the iablc. Most objects available for the public community are read-only, such as the intcrfacc statistcs sud the IP
table in a router, These are the ~I. and trap operations.Lf the access mode is defmed as read-write, ibat operand is
available for all three.operations of get, set, and trap. An example of read-write access is sysContllct in the system
group. The wrjte-only access mode is used to set the operand value ofa get MIB object by the. network manager,
for example sysDescr in the system gronp. This is done in network management systems as implementation-
specific. . .

We can lIOW define an SNMP access policy in SNMP management. A pairing of an SNMP community with an
SNMP commuriity profile is defined as an SNMP access policy. This defines theadministrative model ofSNMP
management, Figure 5.3 shows an example of three network management systems in three network operation
centers (NOC) having differeut access to different community domains. Agents I and 2 belong to Community I.
However, they do have two different community profiles, community profiles I and 2'. Manager I, which is part of
Community I, can communicate with both Agents I and 2. However, it cannot communicate with Agents 3 and 4



belonging to Community 2. Manager 2 11llS access to tbem. as it also belongs to Community 2. Al!,1\nt 3 has
community profile 3 and Agent 4 bas community profile 4. Manager 3 has access LO both Community I and 2 aod
hence can communicate with all the agent-s. We can picture an enterprise network management fitting 'this scenario.
If a corporation has two operations, in two chies, Manager 'I in N9C I and Manager 2 inNOC 2 are responsible for
managing their respective doma ins, A top view of the overall operations can be viewed and managed by NOC 3 in
the headquarters operation.

Agllc. S.J. SN~fP Pice.", Polity

A practical applicatlon of too SNMP access policy can be envisioned in an enterprise management system of'.a
corporation with headquarters in New York and domains or network sires in New York and San Francisco. Let
Manager Iand Community .I be associated with San Francisco, and Manager 2 and Community 2 with New York.
Let Manager 3 be the overall network management system, the Manager of Managers (MoM). Manager Imanages
Agents I and 2 associated with network elements in 'San Francisco, Manager 2' manages the New York network
domain. Mimager I does nOt have the view of'New York and Manager 2 cannot perform operations on network
elements belonging to the San Francisco domain. Manager 3 bas-both -eommunity names defined in 'its profi le and
hence has the view of the total enterprise network inNew York aod San Francisco.

The SNMP access policy has far-reaching 'consequences beyond I.bat of servicing a TCPIIP-l5liSed Internet SNMP
community. 11 can be extended (0 managing non-SNMP community using the SNMP proxy across policy. The
SNMP agent associated with the proxy policy is called a proxy agent or commercially, a proxy.server. The pro)'.')'
agent- monitors a non-SNMP community with non-SNMP agents and then converts objects and data to 'SNMp·
compatible objects nod dara to feed to an SNMP'manager.

Figure 5.4 shows an illustration of SNMP nod non-SNMP communities being managed by an SNMi> manager, A
practical example of this would be a network of LAN and WAN. LAN could be a TCPIIP network with SNMP

agents. WAN coujd be an X.25 network, whlcb is.nor an Imemet model, but can.be managed by a proxy agent nod
integrated iota the overall management system.

fi'igUI'f 5.4. SNl\fl' Proxy Access Policy

5.,1,.3. SNMI) Protocol Specifications

Peer processes, which implement SNMP.. and thus support SNMP application entities; are termed protocol entities.
Communication -among protocol entities is accomplished using messages encapsulated in a VOP datagram. An
SNMP message consists of 8 version identifier, an SNMP community name, and 8 protocol data unit (POU). f/'igure
5.~ shows the encapsulated SNMP message. The version and community names are added to t.he data POU and
along with the application header is passed on to the transport layer as SNMP 1'00. The UOP header is added at
the transport layer, which then forms the transport POU for the network layer, The addition of the II' header to the
Transport POU forms the Network POU fur the data link layer (Dt-C). The network or DLe header is added before
the frame is trans milled on to too physical medium.

Figure 5.5. EIlCIlI)$IIJRlod SNMI' M<,;sage
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An ·SNMP protccol entity L~received on port 16'1 on ihe host-except fur trap, which is received on port '162. The
maximumJengtb of the protocol in SNMPv Lis 484 byI'es (1,472 bytes now in practice).lt is mandatory thai all.five
Pbl/s be supported in all implenjentatons: GetRcques.t-PDI:J, GetNextRequest-PbU. GetResponse-P.OU,
SetRequesi-PDU. and Trap-POU. One of these five dam POUs is 'the dam POU that we start-with at the. top in
FigureS.5, &Fe l157·SNMP MllCro definition is given in Figure 5.6.



Figurd.6. RYC IIS7.sNI\IPM..-ro

RFC1157 SNMP DEFINITIONS :. BEGIN

IMPORTS

OoJeaNenoo, OUj8CISyrIl8x, NelW()(kMdreSlI, IPAIJuress. T1rneTlcks
FROM RFC1155 -SMI

-tootevet O1IISSlIpe
Message:::

SE~UENCE (
-or810n - vo,cion

INTEGER ( -t tor this RFC
verslon-1 (0)

),

communl1y -- community name
OCTET STRING,

dolt! .- o.g., PDUo IIltlvlol
ANY .- 8ul"onli00lion Is being used
I

- prolocol data units
PDUs::=

CHOICF (
gOI·requ051
901·noxl·",quc$1
~Ol·responso
sel·rsquBsl
trap
I

OOIRoqu001'POU,
GeINoxtReques~POU.
GeIResponse-PDU,
SOIRoquool PDU.
Trap-PDU

- Ihe indlvtdual PDUs and commonly used <!ala types w~1be defined tater

END

Basic operations of'tbe protocol entity involve the following steps as a guide to implementation [RFC 1157). The
protocol entry thot generates the message constructs the appropriate data PDU as an ASN.I object. It then passes
the ASN.I object along wsh 8 community name and the transport addresses of itself and the destination (e.g.,
123.234.245.156: 161) to the authentication scheme. The autbenticaton scheme returns another ASN.I object
(possibly encrypted). The protocol entity now constructs the message to be transmitted with the version number,
community name, and the new ASN.1 object, then serializes it using the BER rules, and transmits it.

The reverse process goes on at the receiver. The message is discarded if lID error is encountered in nny of the steps.
A trap mny be generated in case ofoutbenticatioo failure. On successful receipt of the message, 8 return message is
generated, if the original message is 8 get-request.

A managed object .is a scalar variable and is simply called a variable. Associated with the variable is its value. The
pairing of the variable and value is called variable binding or VarBind. The data PDU in the message contains a
VarBind pair. For efficiency sake, a list ofVarBind pairs can be sent in a message.lllcASN.1 ccnstruct tor get
and set type of messages is shown in Figure 5.7 and a concepnral presentation in Figure 5.8. The VarBindUst
contains n Instances of VarBind (pa irs).

fligurd.7. Orl' and StITYI>e POll '\SIII.I Constmct IRFC 1157)

- requestfresponse mformation

Requestld ::=
INTEGER

Etro<Slatus ::=
INTEGER {

noErroi(O)
IOOBI9(1)
noSuchNamo(2)
bad vsiue(3)
readOnly( 4)
genErr(5)

ErrorIndex ::.=
INTEGER

- variable bindings

VatBind :;=
SEOlJENCE!

name ObjeclName
varus ObjectSyntax

VatBlndUsl ::=
SEQUENCE OF

VarBlnd

Flgur.!\o8. Gel and Sri Type PDU.

The PDU type for the five messages are application dam typeS, which are defiled in RfC 1157 as:

get-request (0)

get-next-request (11

set-request (2)

get-response [3]

trap [4J



1n FigureS.8 RequesllD is used to track a message with the expected response or for loss ofa message (remember
UDP is unreliable). Loss-of-message detection 1.5Implementation specific, such as time OUI' if no response is
received for a request witbin a given rime. A non-zero' ErrorStatus is used to lndicatethat an error occurred. 111e
convention is not to use 0 if no error is detected. Brrorlndex Is used to provide additional information on the error
stams. The value is filled with NULL in those cases wbere it is not .applicable, such as in get-request data POU.
'Otherwise, it is filled with tbe varB.i tid number where theerror occurred; for example, I If the. error occurred in the
first .varB.ind, 5 if the.fiftb v8rBind bad an error and so 08.

Figure 5.9 shows" the structure fOr a trap POll, which contains n VarBinds, Le., n managed objects. The enterprlse
[RPC 1155] and agent-address pertain 10 the system generating thef rrap, The generic-trap COD$istS Ot seven.types as
listed in. Table 5.1. Tbe Integer in parenthesis associated with each name ,indicates tbe enumerated INTEGER.Tbe
specific-trap is·a trap that s.not.covered by the enterpriseSpecific trap. Time-sta mp indicates the elapsed time sin.ce
last re-insialization,

Figure ~.9.Trail PDt!

-r.bl.S.I. Cene ri<: Trops.

Gene;ric.-TrapType D~aiption [Brief)

coldStart[O) Sernilng protocol entity Is re:lnltiaii~ing itself; age~t conflguratl'on or protocol entity
implementation may be altered

warm~tart{l) Sending· protocol entity ls- rei~itfallzlng I.!self; ag'e~t configuratJon or protocol entity
implementation not altered

IIn~Down(2) Failure of one 01 the-c.ornmunlcatlon links

IInkUp(3) One oftne links has come up

authenticatfonFallure(4) Authe~tlcatlon failure

egpNeighborlOSs(S) toss of EGP nelgnbcir

enterpriseSpeclfic.(6) Enterprlse-s.pedfic trap.

5..1..1. SNMP Operarions

SNMP operations comprise get and set messages from the manager to the agent; and get and. trap messages from
the agent to the manager. We will now look at these operations in detail in this secrion,

Getkequest PDU Operation. Figure 5.10 'showS a sequence of operations in retrieving the values of obje(lf:s in.a
System group. It sans with the get-request operation using II Oct Request POU fro m a manager process to an agent

process and the get-response from the agem with a GetRcsponse PDU. TIle message from the manager starts from
the left side and ends et the agent process on the right side of the figure. The message from the agent process starts
00 the righl' side of tbe figure and ends at the manager process on the left side of the figure. The sequence of
directedmessages 'moves with time as we move down the figure. Messages depicted represent the values of the
Seven objects in the System group.

Figul'. 5.10. Cel-Requt)'1 Op.""tl.on for System Croup
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The manager process starts the sequence in Figure 5.10 with 8 Getkequest PDU fur the object ·sysDescr. The agent
process returns-a Oel&esponse PDU with a value "Su008." The manager then sends '8 request for sysObjccdD·and
receives the value "Eihp." The exchange of messages. goes on-until the value ofn ror the' last object in the group
sysServices is received ..

G.elNextRequeSt POU Operation. A get-next-request operation is very 'similar to get-request, except that the
requested record is the next one to the OBJECT IDENTlFfER specified In the request. Figure 5.11 shows the
operations associated with retrieving data for the System group by the manager process using the get-next-request.
The flJ'st message is A Geikequest POU for sysDescr with the response return Ing the value "SuoOS ." ·111.cmanager
process then issues a GetNe"tRequest PDU with the OBJECT IDENTIFIER sysDescr. The agent processes the
name of the next OBJECT IDENTIFIER sysObjectID 8IlII its value "E:hp." The sequence terminates when the
manager issues a get-next-request for the object identifier next to sysservtces, and the agent process returns the
.error message "noSiJctlName:"

Figo re S.II. Gri-Nut.-R<qutSt Opera tton fOI·" S)'Strlll Group
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The-System group example we jlist looked at is·iI simple case where-all the objects nrc single-valued scalar objects,
Let us 110\';' consider a more complex scenario or a MlB that contains both scalar and aggregate objects. A
genera lized case of a conceptual MfB comprising three scalar objects and a table is shown in Figure 5.11. The 'fIrSt,
two objects A and B arc single-valued scalar objects. They nrc followed by an aggregate object represented by the
table T with an entry E and two rowsof three columnar objects, T.E.I.!. through T.E.3.2. The·MIB group ends
with II scalar object Z.

I'lgur< 5.12. MlB (ur Oller"'ion E~ftl1lllles ln Flgur •• .s,13 .Dd ~,I~

Figure "5.13 shows the use of nine get-request messages (0 retrieve t~ nine objects. The left side of the figure
shews the sequential operation for getting the MIB show.n on the righ.t s.ide of tile figure. The MIB shown is the
same as in Figure 5.12, now drawn to follow tile sequence of.operations. We observe n few hidden assumptions in
retrieving the.' data using the get-request operations. First, we need to know all tbe elements in the MID including
the number of columns and rows in tbe table. Second, we traversed the MIB from top to bottom, which is really
&010 right to left in the MIB tree structure. Third, we retrieved the data in (he table by traversing all the instances
of a columnar object. The number of instances or rows in.a table could be dynamic and is not.always Known (0 the

management process, Thus, if the manager had issued a request fjir the object T.E.1.3 after acq\liringT.E.I.2, it
would bsve received 80 error message from the agent process. This is when get-next-request is very useful.
However, we need to have a convention on tbe definition of what the 00"1 object in a MI B tree is. especially on the
table representing an 'aggregate object. In SNMP., objects are retrieved using lexicographic convention. We will
first explain what this convention is before, using tbe get-next-request operation to retrieve the same MID group
data,

Figll re S. t3. Gri-Request Op.,..tioll for a M.J.Bill F'i~III" 5.1..2
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Tbe increasing order of emily used in SNMP operations is in lexicographic order. Let us understand lexicographic
order by considering a simple set of integers' shown in Table S.2. The left side is a sequence of numerically
increasing integer numbers, and the right sde is lexicographically increasing order for this sequence. We notice
that in the lexicographic order, we start with the lowest integer in the leftmOst character, which in our case is I.
Before increasing the order in the first 'positiou, we select the lowest integer in tbe second position from.the left,
which is II. There are two numbers (I U 8· and 1(5) that start with II. We anchor at II fur the f'lrst two positions
and then move 00 to select the lowest digit in the third position, which is III. We tben move to the fourth position
and obtain 1118 as the second number, Now. return to the third position and retrieve l lS as the third number.
Having exhausted 1.5(ones) in positions lWO to four, select 2 for (he secood position, -and retrieve 126 as tile next
number. 'We continue this process lind IW~ reach 9.

,Numerical Order texkographlc Order

1 1

2 1118

3

9 U6



T"bl.5.2·. Ltxicogr.I)ltic'-Ord.r NlLInb.r£"""'1)1.

Numerical Order lexicographic Order

15 15

22 2

34 22

115 2SO

126 2509

250 3'

321 321

1118 34

2S09 9.

We will now apply tbe lexicographic sequence to ordering object identifiers in a Mm. lnstcad of each character
being treated as n literal, we trent each node position as a literal nod fu LIowthe same rules, An example illustrating
this is given in Table 5.3. The Mrs associated with this example is shown in FiIWJC 5'.14. Itcan. be noticed that the
lexicographically increasing order of 1I0de traces the traversal ef tbetree starting from the leftmost node I. We
traverSe down !lie path all the way to the leftmost leaf 1.1.5, keeping to the right whenever a fork is encountered.
We then move up the tree and take 8 right on the first fork. This leads us to the leaf node l.1J 8. Thus, the rule at a
furked node is (0 abvays keep to the right while traversing down and while going up. 11lUs, we are always keeping
to the right if you imagine ourselves walkingalong thetree path and looking in the forward direction. We turn
around when we reach a leaf.

T'lbl.5.J. Mm &Ampl. for Ltli ... ~r·.I)hk Ordering

1

1.1

1.1.5

1.1.18

1.2

1.2.6

2

Table 5.3. MJB £lI101t)tt for L•.xicog''lIphic OJ"dtrillg

2.2

2.10

2.10.9

3

3.4'

3.21

9

FigUJ" S.t4. Mm f,nnnpl. for Ltxlcogrnphic Ordering

Returning to get-next-request operation, the get-response' message contains the value of rbe next lexicographic
object value In each VarBind. If tbe request Vad3ind contains a scalar, non-tabular object, !.he response contains
the next scalar, non-tabular value, or the first columnar object value of a table, if it is the next lexicographic entity.
Figure 5.15 shows the principle of operaton of the functioning of get-next-request and response. We use the same
MIB view ibat we had in. Figure 5.12 using get-request operation. The manager process starts the operaton with a
get-request message for object A and receives the response with me value of A filled in. Subsequent requests from
the.manager are get-next- request type with the object LD of the just received ones. Responses received are the next
object illwith its value, Operations continue until Z is received. The subsequent request receives a response with
an error message "noSuclll'lame."

FigpJ" S.IS. G.i-N ... r-Req ... ~t Operntion for l\ Mm in FiJ,:u.... 5.12
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There are several advantages in using get-next-request. First, we do Dot need to know the object identifier of the
next entity. Knowing the current OBJECT IDENTIFIER, we can retrieve the next one. Next, in the case of an
aggregate object, tlte number of rows is dynamically changing. Thus, we do not know bow many rows exist in the
lable. The get-next-request resolves rhls problem.

There is also another advantage of the ger-rexr-request, We can use this to build n MrB tree by repeating tlte
request from any node to any node. This is called MIB walk, and is used by a MlB browser in NMS
implementation.

Figure 5.16 shows n faster method to retreve an aggregate object. It shows an Address Trsnslaton table with a
matrix of three columnar objects. atlflndex, atPhysAddress. and aiNelAddress. The objects 8IJJlodex and
aiNetAddress are the indices that uniquely identiJY a row. There are three rows in the table. If we use the get-next-
request operation shown in Figure S.15. it would take us ten.message exchanges. The VarBindList comprises two
VarBind name-value pairs. sysUpTime and 81PhysAddress. suffixed wsh the values of O1Ulndex and
atNetAddress. Instead of issuing ten get-next-requests with a single VarBind in the message. the manager generates
lOur GeiNexlRequest PDUs with a list of two VarSind fields. AJthouglt the Address Translation table is relatively
stable, in general a table is dynamic, and hence the time-stamp is requested by including sysUpTime.

flgure ~.I6. Cr~'1rxIRtq"~1 E__ml.k- w lIh tndl ee~

--1---'<1 ;:;:-.::~ln •• t

In this method, the manager has to know the columnar objects of the table. The first query message retrieves the
indices omomntically. Portbe Address Translatjon table, the nrlflndex and atNclAddress are indices. This Js sbown
in the request and response message oros. The, flfSI get-next-request message does not contain any operand value.
The next three contain the value returned by lite response. The fourth and last get-next-request brings the object,
IpForwarding, which is the fnt element in ibe IP group, which Is the neXI group in Internet MIB. This is because
all table entres in the Address Table have been retrieved. II is lip to the manager process to recognize this.and
terminate the process. If the table contained more oolumns, the VarBiJldList could be expanded and values fOr·aU
lhe objects in the next row obtained with each request.

There are more details to this PDU opemtion and tbe reader is rererred to the references Perkins and McGinnis
[1997], RFC [19051, and Stallings [1998J.

SNMP PDU Format Examples. We will now look at the PDU for the System group example shown in Figure S.IO
using a sniffer tool, Sniffer is a management tool that can capture packets going across a transmission medium: We
have used this 1001 to "sniff" some SNMP messages 10 display how messages actually bok. We are presenting a
series of messages thai query a system fOr its system group dllIa (Figure 5.17). This corresponds to the data shown
in Figure S.IO. We then set the missing values for 8 couple ofentilies in the group (Figures 5.18 and 5.19) and
finally reexamine them (Figure 5.20).

Flgur. 5. 17. nirr.r Dato «rOd M essag.. (Ineemplete Dall! ill A~nl)



13:55:47.445936 n0c3.btc.galedl.edu.l64 > nocl.blc.ga1eCh edu.snmp:
Community = public
GelRequesl(111)
R~ue$lIO= 1
SYS!etn.sysDesu.O
system.sysObjecllO 0
syGlom.sysuprmo.O
sySlemsysContac1.0
SYSlemsysName.O
5Y:s1em.sy:sloc:i!Ilon 0
Syslem.sysServlces 0

13:55.47.455936 ~1 btc.gatech ecu.snmp > noc3.btc galech.edu.I64:
Community ~ public
GotResponso(1721
Request 10 = 1
systom.sysDescr.O" 'Sunos nect U.:>.·I GeneriO 103ti40-0e SuMU·
sY$tem.~ysObjecUO.O .. E'hp 23 10 1.2 -
system.sysUpTI1110.0 "247349530
syslom.sY$ContoCll.O = -
8Y11tom.oy,Ntlll'lo.O- "n001'
s:r.;tem.5ysLocallon.0 = ..
syslem.sysSolVices.O " 72

ffgur. 5.18. SoUfer Dall ors ... Requ.. 1aod RUllO". ror S)~"m COliIaeI

13:562~.89t369 nocl.btc.lII'lcd\ 0ClI161 > I'OOll>1c.IJIIGCh.edlJ.SMlp.
Co'nml6llly : net'nan
S"IR._1(41)
RequHlID e 2
~yslemsysConUl£:lO: "tIroncIaI RnocIes

13:56.2~ 894369 noel btc.;atoch OClUsn1np > noc3.bccgala:h.edu 164
Comm..,.,y • netman
GetRe5j)Ofli8(411
RequesllO • 2
6yStu,n.sysCOOItlCLO - lII.noon R_'

Figure 5.17(a) shows a G~1Reqllesl message for rhe system group values going from I'he manager,
noc3.galec~.btc.gatech.edll (noe3. fur short), to the agent, noct.btc.gatech.edu (nool, fur short). The fll'SI line
shows that It was scnt.at 13:55:47 from port 164 ofnoc 1 to snmp port of'nocd, Tile tool tbat was used has actunlly
?,"nslmed the conventonal port number 161 10 snmp. The community name is public and the GetRcquesl message
IS III bytes In length. The SNMP version number is not filled .In. TIu: seven object IDs from system.sysOescr.O 10
systcm.sysServices.O (III end with 1))1'0 to indicate rbat tbey are single-valued scalar objects. The agent, noc I. sends
8 GelResponse message of 172 bytes with values filled in fur all seven objects. 1110 GelRcsponse message is
shown in Figure 5.17(b). Notice that the values fur sysContllCt and sysLocntion in GetResponse are blank as they

have not been entered in the agent. In addition, the request number identified in the GetResponse POU is rbe same
as the one in the Getkequest POU.

Flgur. 5.19. Snifrer Data of Set-Request and R.. pon.se ror S)~I.m l.oealloo

1356'27 874245 no<:3.1llC.ga:echedu 164 > noel t&.g;;Ie<:h e<lUSIV1lp
CommunIty =netman
SelRoqUC$!(37)
RequesllO=3
syslem.sysloa;li()nD= 'EllC NM lab'

13.56:27.8&1244 noc1.btc.gatedl.edu.snmp > noe3.btc.galech edu.l64
CommullllY = netman
GillResponse(31)
~uestlO=3
system.syslocaiion.O = -STC NM Lab'

Flgo". 5.20. Snlrrer DShl of G., M.SS..2 .... rComl,It'. 0,,10 In AU.III)

14 03;l6. 788270 noc3.blc.gaIOCh.O(iu.164 ) ROCI .bIC.gOtnch.Odu "'mp;
Community" pl<blie
GeIROCIues1(111)
Requesl 10 = 4
.yolem..y:sDe3cr.O
system.s:r.;ObjetUo.o
system.s ysUpTime.o
oys'erncysContlct.O
syslemsysName.O
5}'IIelTlS:r.;Loc:allon.O
5yS1em.sys$eMCltS 0

r 14 03:.e.758269 ROCI.blC.g3Iech Odu.snmp > n0e3 blcg31 eel> ociIl64
Ccmmunlty= ptlblic
GeIR ... potue(Ige)
Request 10 = 4
s~te'll$ysOesa.O" 'SunOs noeI5.5.1 Genoric: 103640 ~ fUIl-Iu'
&y.tom.4y.~IlD.O· E:hp.2,310 1.2 -
5}'ItllmsysUpTIme.O = 24'1396453
5}'IlemsysContac:I.O = 'Brenoon Rhodas·
syatbm.5ysNomO'.O • "n001"
5}'Itemsyslocallon.O = "BTC NM Lab'
syslem.sysServlces.O = 72

Figure 5.18 shows ihe use of the SeiRequcSl message to write the ~)'sContaot name in noel whose value is
"Brandon Rhodes." Notice .that tile community name is changed 10 netman. The community 0 f .netman bas the
access privilege to write in noo I. and the object. syslem.sysContacl, has the read-write access for the netman



community. The agent, ooe I, makes the change and sends a GetResponse message back to noc). Figure 5.19
shows a similar set of messages lOr setting the entity sysLocatJoo with the value "BTCNM Lab."

Figures 5.20(a) and (b) are a repetition of Figure 5.14 of'tbe GetRequeSl and GetRespoose messages. We now see
the completed version of the system group data,

5.1.5. SNM1' MIS Group

Figure S.21 shows the MIS tree lOr the SNMP group, and Table 5.4 gives the description of tile entities. Note that
OlD 7 and om 23 are not used. The number of transaer ions in the description column in the table indicates ins and
ours of the SNMP protocol entity. All entities except snmpEnobleAUlhenTllIps have the syntax. Counter. The
implementation of the SNMP group is mandOlol)'-Obv.iouslyl

FlguTO5.11.SNMP Cro"I'

T.bl.s,~. NM P Croup

Entity 010 Description (Brief)

snmplnPkts snmp (1) Tolal number of messages delivered from transport service

snmpOutPkts snmp (2) Total number of messages delivered to transport service

snmplnBadVerslons snmp (3) Total number 0( messages from transport service that are of unsupported versIon

snmplnBacICommunltyNames snmp (4) Total number of messages from transport service that are of unknown
community name

snmplnBadCommunltyUses snmp (5) Total number 0( messages from transport service, not allowed operation by the
sending communIty

Tabl. 5.1. SN lP Croup

Entity

snmp inASNParseErrs

snmplnTooBlgs

snmplnNoSuchNames

snmplnBadValues

snmplnReadOnlys

snmplnGenEtrs

snmplnTotall\eqVars

snmplnTotalSetVars

.snmplnGetRequests

snmplnGetNexts

snmplnSetRequests

snmplnGetResponses

snmplnTraps

snmpOutTooBigs

snmpOutNoSuchNames

010 Descriptlon (Brief)

snmp(6) Total numberof ASN.1and BER errors

snmp (7) Not used

snmp (8) Total number of messages from transport service that have 'to08fg' errors

snmp (9) Total number of messages from transport service that have 'ooSuchName' errors

snmp
(10)

Total numberof messages from transport service that have 'badValue'.errors

snmp
(11)

Total number of messages from transport service that have 'readOnly' errors

snmp
(12)

Total numberof messages from transport service that have 'genErl' errors

snmp
(13)'

Total number of successful Get·Request and Get-Ne.><Imessages received

snmp
(14)

Total numberof objects successfully altered by Set-Request messages recellied

snmp
(15)

Total numberof Get·Request POUs accepted and processed

snmp
(16)

Total number of Get·Next POUs accepted and processed

snmp
(17)

Total number of Set-Request PDUs accepted and processed

snmp
(18)

Total number of Get-Response PDUs accepted and processed

snmp
(19)

Total numberofTrap PDUs accepted and processed

snmp
(20)

Total number ofSNMP POlJs generated for which error-status [s-'tooBIg'

snmp
(21)

Total number ofSNMP PDUsgcnerated for which error-status Is 'noSuchName'



Tobie 5.4. SNMP C"OUII

Entity

snmpOutBadValues

snmpQutGenErrs

snmpOl{tG,eiRequ,estS

snmpO.u\GetNexts

snmpO.utSetR~quests

'SlJrnpOutGetResponses

snmpOutTrap,s

snmpEnableAuthenTraps' snmp
(;W)

5.2 Functional Model

010 Description (Brief)

shmp
(~)

Total num ber of.SNMP PDUs generated for which error-status is 'badValue'

snrnp
(23) ,

Notus~d

snmp
(24)

Total num ber of SNMP POUs Ili!"erated fOr which error-status is 'genEn'

Tot;ll number of SNMP G,et-Req~tPDUsgener.ated

snmp
(26)

TO,tal number of SNMP Get-Nellt PD,Usgenerated

snnip
(27)

Total ,;umber of SNMP,Set-l'Iequest'PD,Us ge'nerat,ed

snmp
(28)

Total num ber of SNMP Get-Response PDUs generated

snmp
(29)

Total number of SNMP Trap PDUs generated

Override option to generate authentication failure traps,

There are no formal specifications offunctions in SNMPvl management. Application functions are limited, in
.general, to network management in SNl'yfP and not to the services provided by the network.

There are five areas of functions (configuratlon, f)llIlt, performance, security, and accounting) addressed by, the OSJ
mode. Some eonfiguraticn functions, as well as securjty and privacy-related issues, were, addressed as part of'the
SNMP protocol 'entity specifications in the previous section. For example, tile override function of traps lsone of
the objects in the'SNMP group, which bas the-access privilege ofrend and write and bence can be set remotely.
Security functions are built in as pan of tbe implementation ef the protocol entity, Community speciflcarons-end
,authentication scheme partially address these requirements.

The write access to managed objects is limited to implementation in .most cases. Thus, configuration management
in general is addressed by too specific -network management system or by the use of console or telnet to set
configurable parameters, We saw the use of the configuration management. fimction in the examples shown in
Figures 5.18 and 5.19.

.Fault mauagemeut.is addressed by error counters built into the agents, Tbey carl be read' by (be SNl\IlP manager and
processed. Traps are useful to monitor network elements and interfaces going up and down.

Performance counters are pad ofrbe SNMP agent Mm. It is 'UIe functionoftbe SNMP manager IDdO.performance
analysls, For example, counter readingscan be taken.at two .instnnces oftime and the dam rate.calculated, Tbe
intermediate; manager/agent, such as RMON, can perform such Itatistical .t.bnctions. its we-will seein the next
chapter.

Tbe administrative.model in protocol enlky specifications addresses seolil:ity funcllon in basic SNMP.

T.be accouming fuoction is not addressed by the SNMP model.

Summary

AII-m:magement operations are done using five messages ill SNMPvl. Tbey are _get-request, get-next-request, set-
request, get-response, and trap. The first three are sent from the manager to.the agent and the last two are sent. by
the agent 10 the manager.

T.be Sl'IMP communication model deals with the administrative strucrure and the five SNMP message POOs. The
administrative model defines the community within which messages can be exchanged, It a1'1Odefines the access
policy as to who has access privilege to what data. 111e five protocol entities are defined in ASN.I format and
macros. We learned SNMP operations by tracing messages exchanged between manager and agent processes, We
then 100Red inside POU formats for varjous messages to learn the daln formats.

There isno formalspeciflcarlcn fur the functional model in SNMP management. However, management functions
,are accomplished by bui k-in schemes and managed objects. The administrative model In SNMP and Lbe operations
using managed objects-areempbyed to accompl ish various functions,

Exercises

). Three m.ahaged hubs with Interface Id 11-13 (fourth decimal posltlon value) In subnetwork 200.100.100.1 are
being monitored by a netw.ork management system (NMS) fur mean time between failures using the SysUplime
in system (internet. mgmt.mlb-2.system) group. The NMS periodically issues the command get-request object-
Instance oommunlty OBJECT IDENTIFIER All the operands In the three set of requests that the NMS..sends out;
Use "publlc" for the mmmunltyvariable.

2. You are assigned the task of wrlUI)g speclflcatlons f.or configuring SNMP managers and agentsfor a corporate
network to Implement the access policy. The policy defines a c.ommunity profile for all managed netw.ork
components where a public group (comm'urilty name public) can only look at the System group, a privileged
gf6up (,oommunlty name p,rlllileged) that can lo.ok at all the MIB objects, and ~n exclusive grou~ (community
name exduslve] that can db a read-write 6n all alloWed components, Present a flgure'(slmllar, but not Identical,
to the fl.ow chart shown In F.lgure 5.,2) showll)g the path,$ from the SNMP managers to managed .objects of a
netw.ork component,

3. Allin the data In the trap P,DUf.ormat shown In Figure 5.9 for a message sent by the hub shOWn In Figure 4.2(a')
ooe second ailer it 1$ reset f.ollowll)g a fallure. Tre91 the ITap as generic and le~ve \he s.peclflc trap fleld blank.
The .onlyva;Slnd thatthe trap sends is syslJpnme. (Refer to RFC i15 7 and RFC1215.)

·4. An SNMP manager sends a-request message-toan SNMP agent requesting,sysUpTiine at 8:00 A.M. Filii n the data
for the fields.of an SNMP PDU shown In Agure 5.5. piea!i!! use "SNMP" for the"appllcation header, enumerated



INTEGEROforverslon-1, and ·publlC' for community name.

5. In Exerdse 4, If the SNMP manager sent the request at 8:00 A.M. ""d the SNMP agent was reset at midnight
after a failure, flllin the flelds for the SNMP POUon the response received.

6, An SNMP manil8er sends a request for the values of the sysUpTime In the System group and If Type In the
Interfaces group for lfNumber value of 3. Write the POUs with the fields filled In for

B. the get-request PDU,llJ1d
b. the get-response PDU with ooSuchName error message for iffype

7. The following data response Information is received by the manager for a get-request with a varBlndUst,
Compose

a. Ihe get-request PDU, and 13,

b. the get-response PDU

Object Value

Error Status Too big

Error Index udplnErrors

udplnOatagrams 500,000

udpNoPorts 1,000

udplnErrors 5000

udpOutOatagrams 300,000

8. Oraw the messil8e sequence diagram Similar to the one shown in Figure 5.10 for the hub example given In Figure
4.2(a). Assume that a separate get-request message is sent for each data value.

9. Repeat exercise 7 with a VarBlndUst. Use the format of Agure 5.16.

10. For the UOP Group MIB shown In Figure 439, assume that there are three rows forthe mlumnar objects In the
udpTable. Write the OBJECTIDENTIFIERfor all the objects In lexicographic order,

11. Draw the message sequence diagram for the following IpNetToMedfaTable retrieving all the values of objects In
each row with single get-next-request commands, similar to the one shOwn In Figure 5.16. The Indices are
IpNctToMedlalflndnx and IpNctToMedlaNctAddrcss.!gnore obtaining sysUpTlme.

IpNetToMedla IlIndex IpNetToMedlaPhys Address IpNetToMedlaNet Address IpNetTo MedlaType

OOOOOC3920B4 192.68.252.15 4

16 OOOOOC3920A.F 172.16.49.1 4

9 OOOOOC3920A6 172.16.55.1 4

2 OOOOOC392090 172.16.56.1 4

12. Compose data frames for SNMPPOUs for the example shOwn In Figure 5.16 for the following two cases:

a ThefirsrGe!NextRequest (sysUpTime, alPhysAddress) and the OetRe.sponse.
b. The second Ge!NextRequestand Get Response with values obtained in (0).

A data analyzer 100115 used to look at a frame of data traverSing a LAN.It Is from the station noc3 In response to
a request from noel. Use the following system status to answer this quesuon,

Version = O.
Communit.y = ne.tman

Object Value Unit.

Request 10 100

Error Sta IUS Too big udplnErrors too high

Errorlndex udpln Errors

sysUplime 1,000,000 hundredths of a semnd

udplnDalil8rams 500,000 datagrams

udpNoPorts 1,000 datil8rams

udplnErrors 5000 dalil8rams

udpOutDatagrams 300,000 dalil8rams

Compose the expecteddata frames for SNMP POD !)'pes. Your frames should look llkethe ones shown
in Figure S.F7 ..

a. Get Request front the manager to the managed objecl.
b. Get.Responsefrorn the managed object to the manager.



6. SNMP. Management: SNMPv2

Objectives
Community-based security
SNMPV2 enhancements

o Additonal messages
o Formalizatlon ofSMl

Get-bulk request and informatiou-request
SNMP MIS modifications
Incompatibility with SNMPvl
Proxy server
Bilingual mansger

SNMPv.J, which was originally called SNMP, was deve.loped as an interim management protocol with 6s1 as the
ultimate network management protocol A placeholder, CMOT (CMIP over TCPIlP), was created in t.he Internet
Manegemeru Information Base(MIB) fbr migrating from.sNMP to CMlP. But the "best-laid plans, .. " never came
about SNMP caught'on in the industry. Major vendors had incorporated ,SNMP modules in their network systems
and componeats. SNMP now needed further enhancements.

Version 2 of Simple Network Management Protocol, SNMPv'2, was developed when it became obvious thllt OST
network management standards were not going to be Implemented in Uie near future. llie working gOO up that was
commissioned by the IETE to define SNMPv2 released it in 1996. It is also a community-based administrative
framework similar to SNMPvl defined in STD 15 [RFC 1157], STD 16 [RFC 1155, 1212], and SID 17 [RFe
1213]. Although the original version was known as SNMP, it is 'now referred to as SNMPvl to distinguish it from
SNMPv2.

6..1. Ma,ior Changes in SNM:P,'2

Several significant changes were introduced. in SNMPv2. One of the most significant changes was to improve the
security function. 1bat SNMPvl lacked Unfortunarely, afler significant effort, due to lack of consensus, this was
'dropped from the final specifications; and SNMPv2 was released with the rest of the chan~es. The security
function continued to be implemented on an administrative framework based on the community name and the same
administrative framework. as in SNMPvl was 'adopted for SNMPv'2'. SNMPv'2 Working Grout? has presented a
summary of the community-based Administrerlve Framework for the SNMPv2 framework, and referred to ii' as
SNM'Pv2C in RFC 1901. RfC 1902 through RFC 1907 presenr tbe details on the framework Thereare significant
differences between the two versions of SNMP, and unfortunately version 2 is not backward compatible with
version I. RFC 1908 presents implementation schemes for the coexlsteece of !he two versions.

The basic components of eetwork management in SNMPv2 are the same as version I. They are the agent and the
manager. beth performing the .same functions ..The manager-to-manager communication, shown in Figure 4.8; is
formalized in version 2 by .adding .an additiooal message. Thus, the organizatianal model in version 2 remains
essentially the same. In' spite of-the lack of security enhancements, major improvements to the, architecture have
been made in SNMPv2. We will list some of the highlights lbnt would motivate the reader's interest in SNMPv'2.

Bulk Data Transfer Message: Two significant messages were added. The first is the abi lily to request and receive
bulk data using the get-bulk message. This speeds up the get-next-request process and is especially useful to
retrieve data from tables.

.Manager-to-Msnager Message: The second additional message deals with ioteropemliility between. two network.
management systems. This extends the communication of management messages between management systems
and thus makes network management systems interoperable ..

Structure o.fMl!JIagilment Information (SMl): In.SNMPvl, SMIis defined as SID 16; which is described in RfCs
1155 and 1212, along with RFC 1215, which describes traps, They have been consclidated andrewritten in RFCs
1902-1904 fur SMI in SNMPv2 .. RFC 1902 deals with SMJv2, RFC J 903 with textual conventons, and RFC 1904
with confbrmanees.

SMlv2 is divided into three parts: module definitions, object definitions, and trap definitions. )\n i\SN,.1 macro,
MODULE-IDENTITY, is used to define an information module. I.t concisely conveys the semantics of the
information modul&:TbeOBJECT-TYPE macro defines the syntax and sementlcs of'a managed object. Thetmp is
also termed notification lind is defined by a NOTIFlCA nON-TYPE macro.

Textual Conventions are' designed to help define new dam types. They are also intended to make the semantics
.consistent .and clear to the human reader. Although new data types.could have been created using new ASN.I class
·and tag. the decision was made to use tbe exisring defined class types and-apply restrictions to them,

Conformance Statements help the customer objectively co mpare features of vsrous products. It also 'keeps vendors
honest in claiming their product as being compatible with n given SNMP version. Compliance defioes II minimum
set 'Of capabilities. Additional capabilities may be offered as-options in the product, by vendors:

Table Enhancements: Using a newly defined co larnnar object with a' Syntax clause, RowStatu!;, conceptual rows
could be added 10 or deleted from an aggregate object table. Further, a table can be expanded ,by augmenting
another table to it. w.hich is helpful in adding additional columnar objects to an existing aggregate object,

MIB Enhancements: In SNMP,V'2, the Internet node in the MlB has two new subgroups: securit¥ and snmpvz; as
sbown in Figure 6. I. There are significant changes to System and SNMP groups of version I. Tbere are.changes to
the System group made under mib-2 node in the MIS. Tbe $NMP entities in version 2 are a hybrid, with some
entities from the SNMP group, 'and the rest from the groups under the newly created smnpV2 node.

fi'igUI'f 6.1. SNI\fi'v2 -Internet GI'OUp

Transport Mappings: There are several changes to the communication tnodel In SNMPv2. Although use ofUDP is
the preferred transport protocol mechanism for SNMP management, other transport protoc05:could be used with
SNMM. The mappings needed to. define other protocols on to UDP are the.subject ofRFC 1906.

6.2. SNMPv2 System Architecture

SNMP,>2 system architecture looks essentially the same as t.bat of version I, as sbown in Figure .4.9. However,
'there are two significant enhancements in SNMPv2 architecture, which are shown in Figure 6.2. First, there are



seven messages instead of five as in Figure 4.9. Secood, two manager applicarons CM communicate with each
01her at, the peer level. Another message, report message, is missing (rom Figure 6.2. This is because even tbough il
has been defined as a message, SNMPv2 Working Group did not specify its details. It is left for the implementers
'10 generate tbespecifications. It !sOOI currently. being used and is hence omitted from the figure.

IiTgw" 6.2. SNMPv2 Nt! work M.nagtrnell! AI'cbl!tc!nrt
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The messages get-request. get-nesa request, and set-request are the same lIS 10 version I and are generated by the
manager application. The message, response, is a]50 the same 8S get-response in version I, aod is now generated by
both agent and manager applicatons. (t is generated by the agent application in response to a get or set message
from th.e manager application. It is also generated by. the manager application in. response to an inform-request
message from ancther manager application. .

An inform-request message is generated by a manager .appllcateu .aod is transmitted to another manager
application. As mentioned -above, the receiving managerapplication responds with a response message. This set of
communication messages is 8 powerful enhancement in SN Ml'V2, since It makes 1.\>10 network management
systems interoperable.

The-message get-bulk-request is generated by manager application. It is used to transfer large amounts of data from
the agent to the manager, especially if it includes retrieval of table dam. The retreval is fast and efficient. The
receiving entity generates and tills data for each entry in the request and transmits all the data as a response
message back to we originator of therequest. . .

An SNMPV2"trap event; known as trap in version I, is generated and transmitted by an agent precess when an
exceptional situation occurs. The destination to which it is sent L~implementarion-dependent. The PDU structure
has been modified to he consistent with orher PDUs.

Another enhancement in SNMPv2 over version I is the mapping of the SNMl' layer over multiple transport
domains. An example of-this is 'shown in Figure 6.3, in which an SNMPv2 agenr riding over a eonnectionless OS!
transport layer protocol, Connectionless-Mode Network Service (CLNS), communicates with 'au SNMPV2

manager over the UDP transport layer. RFC 1906, which describes transport mappings, addresses a few well-
known transport layer mappin~s; others.can be added using a similar structure.

fi'igUI'f 6.3. SNI\fi'v2 Netw()rk M lUl9gemfl1t' ArchUecture. on Multiple Transport Domains
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Details 00 the MlB relating to SNMPv2 .are covered in Section 6.4 .and conununication protocol aspects of
messages in Section 65. Although not a standard, RFC 1283' specifies SNMP over Connection-Oriented Transport
Service (COTS), a connection-oriented OSI transport protocol. However, SNMP is not specified over connection-
oriented Internet protocol, TCJ:>.

6.3. SNM.Pv2 StJ:UctUI'e Of Management Information

Tbere are several changes 10 SMI in version 2, as wellus enhancements to SMlV2 over that of·SMlvl. As stated
earlier, SMlv2 [RFG 1902) is divided into three parts: modu.le definitions; object definitions, aod notification
definitions.



We introduced !be concept of a module Jn.Section 3.6..1. which is a group of assignments that are related to each
orber, Module definitions describe the semantics of an information module and are formally defined by an ASN.I
macro, MODIJLE-lDEr-ITrrv.

Object definitions are used to describemanaged objects. 'Ole OBJECT-TYPE macro, that we discussed in Section
4.7.3 is used to defines managed object. OB.lECT-lYPE conveys both syntax and semantics ofthe managed
object

Notification in SMlv2 is equivalent 1.0 trap in SMM. In SMlvl, trap'is formally specified by an ASNJ macro,
TRAP-lY1>E. in SMlv~ l1Otifica1ion is specified by an ASN.I macro. NOTIFICATION-TYPE, and conveys both
its syntax andsemantcs. '

Inadditicn '10 'Ute above three parts, there is an additional part defined in SMlv2, which formalizes theassignment
ofOBlECT IDENTIFIER. Even though we have two assignments in SMlvl, namely. object name and trap, they
are nor formally structured. In SMlvi, an ASN.I mecro, OBJECT-IDENTITY is introduced fur the assignment of
objecrname and nouflcaron 10 OBJECT IDENTIFIER, as shown in Figure 6.4.

Flg'u'. 6.4. D<t1ni.tlotlS of SMJ for SNM.l'vl (Sk.do'ou)

SNMPv2-SMI DEFINITIONS ::=
BEGIN

- the P<lth 10 the tol)l
org OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= (is!) 3}

Pflvato QBJECT IDENTlFIER ::= {1'1lom'll4)
emerpnses OBJECT IDENTIFIER ;:= {pnvale I}
securlt1 OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= (intemet 5)
5nmpV2 OBJECT IDENTIFIER .:" {in:emet~)

- transport domains
snmpDomal'1s OBJECT IDENTIfiER ::= tS{lmpV2l)

- transpo,rt proxies
snmoProxys OBJECT IDENT1f IER ::= (snmpV2 2}
-module Identities
snmpMo<Jvles OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {snmpV23)

doffnlUonc for Information moduloc
MODUlE-JDENTITV MACRO
ElEGIN

<el6UGe~> :;- 4;va1ues>'
END

- daflnlUons lor OBJECT IDENTIFIER assiGnments"
OBJECT·IOENTITY MACRO ::"
BEGIN

<dauses> .." <valuos>
END

-nemes Of objects
oblootNomo ::. OBJECT IDENTIFIER
IIOUfu:ationNamo ~" OBJECT IDEII.'T1FIER

- syntax of Objects
"QbJoOiSymall I"rodl.lcllans>
<(!aI9iypa Produollon!l>

- dofiMl1lonof obiects
OSJECT- TYPE MACRO e=
BEGIN

<clauses> ::= <vajues>
END

- <leMllion for neuncauon
NOTIFICATION.TYPE. MACRO:'"
BEGIN

<clauses> :;= <val~les>
END

.. donnltlon 01adminlotrtliion IdonllrlCl'II
2:eroDQlZero,::. (,0 0) - a value tornutl Identifiers

l;ND

~.3.1. SMI Deflnitious for SNMPvZ



figure 6.4 shows a skeleton ofibe$MIV2 and tbe reader is referred 10 RFC 190'2 for a complete set.cf'definitons.
We· have taken the liberty of presenting the definitions witb some additional comments (marked by *) and
structural indentations to bring out clearly the BEGIN and END of macros.

Definhions begtn with the high-level nodes under the Internet MIB. Two additonalnodes, security and SNMPV2;
are lnrroduced. The'security node is just a plecehojder and is reserved for the future. The snmpV2 node-has three
subnodes: snmpDornains. snmpPr.oxys, and snrnpModules. T.he MlB tree sbowing all these nodes defined in
SMrYi is presented in Figure 65.

figure 6.5.SNMPVllnl.rllel NOd•• Delln... In SMh'2

6.3.2.1nfonnatioll Modules

RFe 190'2 defines information module as an ASN.I module defining informatlou relating to network management,
SMI describes bow to use a subset of ASN.I to define an information module.

There are three. kinds of inforJIl3tion modules lilat are defined. in SNMPV2. They are MIS modules, compliance
statements lor MIS modules, and capability statements for agent implementations. This classification scheme does
not impose rigid taxonomy in the definition of managed objects. Figure 6.6 shows an example where conformance
information and compllance statements' are part of the ~'NMP group of SNMPV2 MIB. As we shall see later, tile
SNMP group in SNMPV2 contains some of'the objectsof verslon I and some new objects and object groups (to be
defined later). ft alsohas information on conformance requirements -.ln the-example-shown, the'mandatory groups
10 implementing SNl'vWv2 are sumpGroup, snmpSetGroup, systemGroUp, acid snmpBasiQNotiticstionsGroup,
Thus, if a network component vendor claims that its management agent is SNMPv2 compliant, these groups as
they-are defined in SNMPV2 should be implemented.

Figure 6.6. Exulllili. of ih.'SNMP Grout> Induding Courormance and Compliance ill SNMPv2 MID

SNMPv2·MIB OEFINmoNa ,
BEGIN

~MIB MODULE tDENTITY :;: {SI'ITlpblodules 11

~18Ob(ec!s OBJECT IDENTlFIER :=-lsnmpMIB 1)

- u." S"",,,p 9toop
OSJECT ICENl1F!ell :0: (mtb-2 It)

OSJE'CT-TYPE ::;= {somp 11
OtUECT·n'PE =(srmp2}

~l OSJECT ICENllFIER;;: (Snmp~OI
sorl1lSelSerrnlNo OBJECT·TYPE ~(srmpSeI II

- CQ'Ifonll3f)CO lnIoImailOn
lIlIf1"4'II1t8Corlo~.
oaECT 10emFIER .." j<nm;>MIB 21
sn~MIBComp~_

OBJECT IDENtiFIER .:~ (SM\pp,IIBConlllllTl<ltlO) II
SM'IlMIBGt~PS OBJECT IDENTIFIER :~~ (snmpMtBQ)n~ 21

- IlOII1p1lan<l8 $l8t3ments

anrfC)Ba1lcComphllnc:t MOOUlE·COMPUANCE
STATUS WIIInl
OESCIlIPTION

"Tho compklnc:e SllIinmenllor SNW'V2 cnilles wIIid1
,..... ' .... 1.... l!NMPvZ M18:

MODULE -Ihls ~.Ie
MANOA'O.RY'()~UPS !.nmpGlIlUp.""'pStltG<eup,

.yalonlOOOIJ".
tnrnpSMIcNo.flc.1'JoMGrouP)

GROUP snmpCommuft'ryc:.wp
OESCRIPTION

~ (I'OUP is nwcdslOlY ler SNMPv2 antnlU wll1ch IUpllOC1
CC!II"",nlly-lNl$ed alAnUrtlk:ol1Ol1 -

::= l!Vmpt,llBComPlntlCfS2,
- ur~ '" CQ!(onr.Inc:o
sn"'4)GtOUp OBJECT-GROUP ~{snmpMlBGlOUps8)
.nn"c0ftllJl..n'lyGro.1P OBJECT .GROUP •-e C""'"IIMIB"_ lij
snrnpObsokllllGroup OBJ!:CT-GROIJP • e- (iItIOlP'-416Gto\1;>s to)

END

MID specifications contain only compliant statements in them. The agent-capability statements are part of
lmplementaticn inthe agent by (be vendor. It might be included as pan: of an "enterprisespeclfic" module.

The information on SMIv2 has been sPlit into three parts in the documentation. MIS modules for SMlv2 are
covered in RFC 1902. The textual conventions to be used to describe MIS modules have been formalized in RFC
1903. The conformance information, which encompasses both compliance and agent capabilities, is covered in
MC 1904.

6.3.3. SNMP Keywords



Keywords used in the specifications of SMlv2 are 3 subset of ASN.1. BUI it is a different subset from that of Tabl. 6.1. SN lP Keywords
SMIvl. Table 6.1 shows the comparison of keywords nsed in the two versions. We will address the new keywords

Keyword SNMPVl SNMPvZfOr specific applications as we discuss them. It is worth noting here thar some of the general keywords have been
replaced with limited keywords. Thus. Counter is replaced by Counter32, Gauge by Gauge32. nnd [NTEGER by
lnteger32. The NetworkAddress is deleted from use and only fpAddress is used, Gauge32 N Y

T.bl.6.1. N~fP ".yword. IDEN11FIER Y Y

Keyword SNMPvl SNMPv2
IMPLIED N Y

ACCess y Y
IMPORTS y y

AGENT-<:APA8Il1TIES N Y
INCWDes N y

AUGMENTS N Y
INDEX V V

BEGIN V Y
INTEGER V V

BITS N y
Integer.32 N V,

CONTACT-INFO N y
IpAcklress Y y

CREATION-REQUIRES N
lAST-UPDATED N Y

Counter y N
MANDAlORV-GROUPS N Y

Q)unter32 N Y
MAX-ACCESS N Y

Counter64 N Y
MIN-ACCESS N V

DEFINmONS y V
MODULE N V

DEFVAL y Y
MODULE-COMPlIANCE N V

DESCRtPTION V Y
MODULE-IDENTITY N Y

DISPLAY-HINT N V
NOll FICATION-GROU P N V

END V V
NOTIFICATION-TYPE N Y

ENTERPRISE V N
NetworkAddress V N

FROM V V
OBJECT V V

GROUP N V
OBJECT-GROUP N y

Gauge V N
OBJECT-IDEN11TY N Y



'£"bl. 6.1.. SNMP Kfywonls

Keyword SNMPvl SNMPv2

OBJECT-TYPE y y

OBJECTS N Y

OCTET Y Y

OF y Y

ORGANIZATION N Y

Opaque y y

PRODUCT-RELEASE N y

REFERENCE Y Y

~VISION N Y

SEQUENCE V y

SIZE Y y

S'(ATUS Y Y

STRING V y

SUPPORTS N y

SYNTAX Y Y

TEXTUAL-CONVENnON N Y

TRAP-TYRE V N

Timelicks y Y

UNITS N Y

Unslgfled32 N Y

VARJABlES Y N

VARIATION N Y

TAbl. 6.1. SNMP K.ywords

Keyword SNMPvl SNMPv2

It is also to be noted tbat reference ill lMPORTS clause or in clauses of SNMPv2 macros to an informatiooal
module is not through "descriptor" as it was in version I. It is referenced through specifying its module name, all
enhancement in SNMPv2.

WRITE-SYNTAX N y

It should be observed thai the expansion of the ASN..I module macro OCCUTS during the implementation phase of a
product, and not ar run-time.

~.3.". ModIIII' Definitions

The MODULE-IDENTITY macro is added to SMlv2 specifying an in1Prmational module. U .provides
administrative informarion regarding the informational module-as weU as revision history. SMlv2 MODULE-
IDENTITY macro is presentedin Figure 6.7.

Flgur. 6.1..MOO ULE-I:D£NTln' M aero

MODULE-IDENTITY MACRO ~
BEGIN

TYPE NOTATION :;=
'LAST4JPOATED' VdWe (UpiMu UTCTIn..:)
'ORGANlZA110N' Texl
'CONTACT-INFO' Text
"DESCRIPTION- T"".
RevisionPan

VALUE NOTATION::=.
value (VAlUE OBJECT IDEl'ITIF1ER)

Revi:siotiPart ::= Revisions Iempty
Reylsions ::: Revfsion IRav~ ReVls!on
R';>IIlsion::>:

-REVISION- value IUTCTime)
"DESCRIf>TlON" TaxI

- USQSI"" NVT ASC II ch ..... olef. •••
Texl.:=-s!ring-

END

Figure 6.8 shows an example or 9 MOD.ULE-1DENTI1Y macro (9 r!)ul-worJd example of 8 non-existent module)
for.anerwork component vendor, lnfo'Iech Services, Inc, (sl), which is updating their private-cnterprises-isl MIB
module {private.enterprises.isi},

Plgu...e 6.8. Ex,lInl.l. Of M01>U'L&-IDENTITY M:;cro



1s1MIBModule MQDULE·IDENTITY
LASI·UPDATEO '98021011002'
OR.GANIZATION
CONTACT.INFO

'1I1ror""h S"~i,,es, I",,:
"Maru Subramanian
Tele: 770-111·1111
Fax: 770,"',2222
emaH: manls@bejlsouth,nel"
'Version 1.1 ot the InfoTech S9rv.Ces MIB module"
"9709021:)Oaz:-

"ReVlsion 1,0 on Sepiamber 2 1997 was a draft
vel1l!Cm'

DESCRIPnON
Relilsj(J1I
DESC~IPTION

The last updated clause is mandatory lind contains the date and 'time In UTC time tbrmat [RFC 1902]. "Z" refers to
Greenwich Mean Time. The Text clause usesthe NV'!'" ASClJ character set [RFC 854], which ls a printable Silt. All
clauses, except the Revision c lause, .must be present in tbe macro.

6.3.5. Object Definitions

The OBJECT·IDENTIIY macro has been.added in SMIv2 and is used to define infarmaron.about an OBJECT·
IDENTIFIER. it is presented in Figure 6.9. The STAJ1JS clause .has one of three values} current, deprecated, or
obsolete. Too value mandatory in SMlvl is replaced with the value current in SMlv2. The yalue optional is not
used in' SMIv2. The new value, deprecated, has been added ttl define objects that are required to. be implemented in
the current version, but may not exist, in future versions of SNMP. This ellows fbr backward compatibility during
tile transition between vers 10ns.

Flgure 6.9. 08.IECT·tDEI)ITITY M"".'O

OBJECT·IDENTITY MACRO'!"
BEGIN

TYPE NOTATIOII -
"STATUS' Stalus
·OESCRIPT10N" Text
R.f"rPon

VAI,l.JE NOTATION !:"
value IVALUE OBJECT IDENTIFIER).

StalUlI.:=,
Rol.rPo<1 :~
TeXi .r=

'currenr I "deprec:at,'(j' l'ob$oJIl,e'
"REFERENCE" To)l1 Iempty
-=;lring-

END

Although the REFERENCE clause was used only in an OBJECT-TYPE construct in SMTvl, it is used in many
constructs in version 2.

Let us extend our hyPothetical example cf lnfoTech Services and suppose that lSI makes a class of router products,
It is given an OBJECT IDENUllJER as isiROlrte( OBJECT IDENTIFIER ;:= [private.enterprlses.lsi j ).Tbe class
of router products can be specified at a high level using- the OBJECT -IDENTITY macro as shown in Figure

6.10{a). Tbe s.tn~us of the isiRouter is current and is described as an 8-slQt lP router. A reference is given for
obtaining the details.

Flgu re 6.tO. E'."'Jlit olon.TECT·IDENTITY iuul OB,TECT·TYPE M.<I'O'

!siRo.1eT OBJECT-lDENTITY
SIATUS tUff"nt
OESCRIP'TlON 'M 8·0101 IP '01.110< In 11\0 IP I'C>IJlorrnmly •
RefERENCE '151 Memorandum No ISI,R123 dalod Ja"".,ry 20.

t997'
::w {!"""Io tnlO.pri.", .,til I}

(a) Elc~",plo 01 an OBJECT ·IDENTITY Mncro

roUlQ.1S112J OBJECT·TYPE
SYNTAX DrsolaySln,..,
MAX.ACCESS read-o"'y
STATUS curlUnl
DESCRIPTIO" -fv18-s1ot IP <OUtIlT that alii switch up10

100 million p;td<ets pef SEcond:

(bl EXample of an OBJECT·TYPE Mac:ro

A'srecific implementation of the router in L~jRooter class of-products is routl<rlsll23. This is·~ managed object
specified by the OBJECT· TYPE macro shown in Figure 6.1 O(b). We are already familiar with the 0 BJECT· TYPE
rnecro by now.

Let us make sure that we-clearly understand tbe terminology used with the term OBJECT. OBJECT IDENTIFIER
defines the administrative identification ofa node.in the MIB. The OBJECT IDENTITY inncro is used to. assign an
object identifier va'lue 'to rbe objcct node in rbe MIB. The o.BJEer·TYPE is a macro that defines the type of-a
managed object, It is also used to describe a new type of object. As we have learned in the previous chapters, an
object instance is a, specific .instance of the object (type). Thus, a specific instance of the routerlsil 23 could be
Identified by its IP address 10.1..2.3.

Comparing Figure 6.[O{a) with Figure 6.10(b) we observe the difference between OBJECT·IDENTiTI and
OBJECT·TYPE. The status clause appears in both. The description clause that also appears In both describes
different aspects of 'the object. The OBJECT·rDENTITY describes the high-level descripron; whereas the
OBJECT· TYPE descrjptlon focuses On the details needed for implementation.

Let us now visualize 1he router in Figure 6.10 witb several slots fbr inter:'mce .cards, We want to defne the
parameters associated with each interface. The parameters that are managed objects (or entitles) are defined by an
-aggregate object, Iffable. For example. the itNumber for our router example could be 32 if the router has eight
slots·anCi each card has four pons.

SMlv2 extends the concept table for an aggregate object from a single table to multiple. tables. This allows fi.)f

expansion of managed objects wheu the number of columnar objects needs 10 be increased, or when the objects are
best organized by grouping them hierarchically, Let lIS first consider the case of adding columnar objects to an
existing table With the roUowing: restrictions: (a) .the number ofconceptuaJ rows is no.t affected by the addition; (b)



there is one-to-ore correspondence' between. the rows or-the two tables; and (c) tbe INDEX of the second table is
the same as t.hat of the first table. This is shown in Figure 6.11.

FlgUJ'f 6.11. Augmentntion otTnhlrs

Tatia 1

I J1.ei.C:3.1 I~
I 'T1':1.C1.2 I I TLE1.CU II Tl.E1.C12 1~I~cu I I T2.&CS2

I ".:1.C\3 II TI.£IC2.J II TIE1.Cl.~ I~ 1l2-UC4' I I Tll2.G5~

IT1.Ei,el,' II rt.E1 C2.-4 II T.Et.c34 1~117_UC.1.4 I I12.£2.C5'

,,.,«<~ Cor~II.I"'i'¥1l
Fill' t;oumltlfl' oWed ." T~~ 1 I.'1I.£I.CII

.2- n.EI~12
111.£1013
4.n'£I.CU

Table I is called the aggregate object table l .and has three columns and fuur rows; and. Table 2 is called the
aggregate Object table2 and bas two columns and. four rows, There is a one-to-one correspondence in ro \'Is between
liie two tables. 'The row object for tablet is table lEntry, and the row object ror table 2 is table2Entry. The INDEX
is defined in Table I for both tBbles and it is the columnar object T I.E.I.C~. We are using the notations TI, £1, CI,
etc., fur easier visual conceptualizaron oftbe instance of an object in a table using rbe prefixes of'jable ID (e.g.,
TI) and entry (e.g., El). The columnar object notation starts with C (e.g., C.I~ The value or values suffixed with
'the columnar object identifier uniquely identifies the row. Thus, the list of objects identified by the index
TI ..ELCI.2 is the ones in the second rows of Tables I and 2. The value of'the columnar object TI.E2,C4 in Table
1'2 corresponding to index n.BI.CI.2 i!; 1'2.E2:C41. Table I is called the base table, and Table 2 is the
augmented table, The indexing scheme comprises two clauses, the INDEX clause and tbe AUGMENTS clause.
The constructs for the rows of the twotables in Figure 6; II are shown in Figure 6.12, The object table I Entry has
thelNDEX clause and '1IIble2Entry has the AUGMENTS'clause tha't refers to tablelEntry. 111'e combinaton of the
two tables still provides ft)ur conceptual rows, 'TI.EI.C 1.1 through T I.E I.C 1.4 (identified by the index), the same
number ofrows asin the base tnble,

FTgure 6.11. ASN,1 C<IIIstrncls for Augmtnt.llon ofT.bltS

labIe1Eniry OBJECFT'(PE
SYNTAX T(lbleT1Entry
M/i)(·ACCESS not -ec c"~lo
STATUS c;ulrenl
DESCRIPTION "An enlry (C~)nceplual row) in tabl.Tl·
INOEX [T1.EI,C1J

:'= ( lable 1 1)

~"lbIe2EnlryOOJECT-rYPE
5YN1 AX ftlllierlentry
MA)(,ACCESS rol·aecesslble
STATUS CUl'l'f,Inl
DESCRIPTION "An Ulilry (Il1:J(1Wf,llUbl row) hllll11l~ 12"
AUGMENTS (labIEllEnhy)

::" (t~blo21)

.Figure 6.13 shows an example of augmentation of tables, We I:ia\>e augmented ipAddrTable in the staodard MIB
with II proprietary table, IpAugAddrTlIble that could 'add additionai information to the rows of the table;
IpAddrTable is the base table and ipAugAddrTabJe is the augmented table: 10 a practical case..tbe ipAugAddrTable
could add C\\Q more columnar objects definin~ the bcardaod port number associated with the ipAdBntlfindex.

Plgu.re 6.13. Ex "hlP I. of AI~lIItlllOtlolI of TAblt$

IpJ\<ldfTllblo. OBJECT-lYFE
SYNTAX SEOUENCE'OF 'l'Md'EnlIy
Ml\X·AOGl:SS nol"~E
srATUS ~urrent
OESCRIP110N 111e lnbIe .:
_-(lp20)

IgAdd,Er1ly OBJECT·TYF£
SYNTAX IpAdJltEmy
MPJ(-ACCEss not-a;Qt'~le
STATUS ... "",,1
O~SORlpn0N 'Theacklressmg lrioonalio.;
INDEX IlpMEJ1Wlarj
::~ OpAdd.T9bIe·l)

,pAogAddrTabIa 08JEtT-TYPE
SYNTAX SEOUENCE Of t~dr£s11ry
MI\X·ACCESS
SiATUS
OESCRtP110N

not·~c
=rent
'The~d latle b fPAddres, Tabledefining
_ .Ind pon numb",,"

;.={ipAug 1}

lpA1JgAddrEruy OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX IpAUljA.WEr!l!Y
MAX-ACCESS !lOt,~ble
STATUS ~urrEf11
DESCfllP1l0N "Th",edd..,_ .rIormoboo. .. "
AUG~ (IpAddtE"try)
::~ (lpAugllddrTabIa 1)



A table with a larger number of rows (dense table) canbe augmented lO tbe bose table with combined indices of'
both, as sbown In Pigure 6.14. The lNDEX.clause for.combning unequal-sized tables is the combined indices; i.e.,
combined columnar objects as the rNDEX clause for the added aggregate object. In figure 6.14, Table I consists
of two rows and three columnar. objects, TI.El.Cl, TI.E1.C2, and TI.ELC3, with the first columnar object
TI.BI.CI being Ihe index. Table 2 has four rows and two columnar objects, T2.E"Z.C4 and TI.E2.CS·, witll its first
columnar objeot, TI.E2 ..C4, being the index. The eombioed index fOr spec lfyiug the aggregate objecl of 'Table 2
appended to Table I is the set of both first columnar objects, TLEI.CI and TI.lf2.C4. Table 1 is called the base
Ulble and Table 2 is called the dependent 'table. As we see in Figure 6.14, tbe combined base table and the
dependent tabje could have-a-maximum of8 conceptual rows (mukiplJcation of'tbe rows of the two tables),

I':lgw'< 6.1-1. Combined Induln'g ofT.blts

11tE'.C1.Z

-rl!Sl ooi)lIIllQlotijoI:l.t in Toblol1 .n~2

~ltetll"'l~ r,,"

'.TI.El.CI'.17.E2J)'1
1. ",f, .c.., I. Tleil.CI"
J T1E'.C' 'iT2~.CI.3
'. T1.£I.Clli't'2acl.
s TI.£1.CI2. T2.~.CU

Figure 6.15 sbows the oonst:ructs for augmenting a dense table to a base table, The two table objects, table l and
lable2, are nodes under the node tnbJe. The table! Entry defines a row in tablet with the columnar object T I.EI.CI
as the index, The.lable2Entry is a row .in.tablez. [ts index is defined by tbe indices of both tables, namely T I.BI.C I
and n.E2.OJ.

FlglI". 6.15. ASN.I eonSlru<CS for Augmenting Dens. rab.Ie

lablel OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX .SEQUENCE OF'tablelEnIry
MAX-ACCESS rot-accessiore
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION 'Table 1 undel T"

r= ( IaDIEr1)

tabielEn"y OSJECT-17r'PE
SYNTAX 'Tablel i::I1lry
MAX-ACCESS not-acces$lble
STATUS currenl
rn:scRIPTION 'A" eMry (co"tapI1l91 row) In Table I'
INDEX (T1.El.Cl)

:.=(lsblel1J

18b1e2 OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
MAX·ACCESS

SEQUENCE OF 'labkt2Entry
not·aacesslbJe

STATUS curranI
DESCRIPTION "Table2 unde.r

:={It:lllie 2}

llIbIe2Entry OBJECT -TYPE
SYNTAX 1'IJIJlu2Eull'y
MAX-ACOESS not·ocoosslblo
STATUS current
OESCRIPTION OM (fnl,y (CO"uuptUHI.ow) hI Tl'llllu 2'
INDEX (n.g1.C1. T2.E2.C4)

~·{!foblC!21}.

We can visualize ·Ihe application ofaugmenlation of 8 dense table with an example of a router with multiple slots,
each' slot oontainlng a particular type of board, ,tOrexample, LEe and Ethernet shown in figure 4.3(c). The slot and
too board type will be defined in Table l, Bach board may have a different number of physical ports. The pori
conflguraton is defined by Table 2. By using tbe combinaron of tbe IWO tables, we can specify the details
associated with,.u given port ina given slot

Tbe third possible scenarioin appending an aggregate object to an existing aggregate object L~the case where the
.augmented table has fewer rows than thol of the bose Ilible. T.1iis is called' a sparse dependent table case and is
.sbown in Figure 6·;16. In rhs example, tbe index for the second table is the some as that fbr rbe-base table and the
constructs are s.imi lar to the ones shown In Figure 6.12 except that the AUGMENTS clause is substituted with the
INDEX clause for LBble2Entry. This is shown in Figure 6:17.

Figu re 6.16. Addilion of" SI."r~.·T.bt. (0 1IBiis.Table



TStl!Dl

lo",,,t OEUECT.TYPE
SYNTAX SEQUENCE 0FtablelEnlty
MAX"ACCESS not- accessible
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION "Table1 unde~r

::= (lable 'I
IlillletErillY OBJE<::T·TYPE

SYNTAX Tabll>lEnlt)'
MAX·ACCESS not· accessible
STATUS. cerrem
DESCRIPTION 'All enlIY (concepluDI rowl In Table,·
INDEX (TLEl 1)

c= Cleblel I)

mble20EUECT-TVPE
Syt"TAl(
MAX-.<\CCeSS

~

IT1.'U;o,2 I I ft.EIC22 Ilml~2
IT1,tI.Ol ~ II II.El~2~ II rUI,C)) I~I ntu.CU II ~E2C4J SEQUENCE OF'lable2Entry

nct ... ccessete
STATUS ",-""enl

DESCRIPTION "Table2 underr
::= (lable 2)

Illllle:1Entry OBJECT- TYf't:
'SYNTAX Tahle2Enlr)'
MAX·ACCESS not;aeoossible
STATUS cwenl
DESCRIPTION 'All Elnlry (conC!!plual row) III Tal>le 2·
INDEX {t~blelEntr)'}

::= [lable2 I}

IIid""
F"" ",I,mn,r oI>jOdln ,.~. I ~-tTl,llel1

) HEI.CU
, TIEI.CII
~.n.fl.OM

Fig.n 6.17. ASN.I Construct; fOI' Augrotuling Sparse Table

In SNMPv2, operational procedures were introduced for die creation. and deletion of a.rQIV in a table, However.
prior to discussing these procedures, I~ US first look at rhe textual convention I'hat was specified to create a .new
object twe in designing MIB modules. We will return torow creation and deletion in Section 63.7.

6.3.6. TC:l1ual Conventions

Textual conventions are designed to help definitio n af new data types following the structure defined in SMI v2. It
is' also intended.rc make the semantics consistent and clear to the human reader. Although new data types could
have been created using new ASN.I class and tag, the decision was made to use the existing defined class types
and apply restricliol)s '10 them. This Is accomplished by defining an ASN.I macro, TEXTUAL-CONVENTION, in
SMI~ .

The TEXTtJAL-CONVENTlON macro concisely conveys the syntax and semantics associated with 's textual
convention. SNMP-based management objects defined using a textual convention are encoded by the same Basic
Encoding Rules t1iat define their primitive types. However, they do have the special semantics as defined in ihe
macro. For all textual eonvenrons de·fUled in an infcrmarion module, the nameshall be unique and mnemonic,
.simllar 10 the !lata we and shall not exceed 64 characters. However, it is usually Iimaed to 32 -cbaracters.

Let us now compare the definjtion of a type in SMIvl with SMlv2. The textual convention was defined in
SNMPvI -es an ASN.I we '8ssigMJerit. For example, the textual convention for data type DisplayString in
SNMPvl, from RfC 1213, is

Disp~ay$trinq ::. OCTET.STRING
-- This data type Ls used to 1IIode1 textm"l infoJ:l"at;(01) ta~en from the NVT



xscrr character set. By 'convent.Len, opjects ·yd,th this synt.ax az e
deoJ:ared as 'ha'vinq
SIZ.E (0 •. 255) •

The same example ofDi~l;iyString in SNMPv2 is defined as:

Dl.s_playStr.iIiq :: - TEX'\"mu.-COLmNTIQN
DiS-PL1W-HINT ·'255a"
STATOS cuzr errc
OESCRIE'l'ION "Represents textual information taken r,rom the, NV'CASell character

s'e,t, as defined in pages 4, 10-11. of Rife 854. • .. • "
SYNTi\X OCTET STRING (SIZE (0 .. 255) )

As we can see from the above example, the TEX.lUAIrCONVENTlON in SNMPv2 is defined as data 'type, and is
used to convey the syntax nnd semantics of a textual convention. The macro for textual conventions is defmed in
RPc 1903, and a skeleton of it is presented in Figure 6.18. It bas the definit in n of type and value notations with the
furmalized definition cfdata types.

Ii1gur~ 6, 18: TEXTUA L-CONVENTlON M.cl·o IRFC 191}JI

rrXTllAL-CONYENlION MACRO ~
8EGiN

TYPE NOTAIDN~;
o.~yPart
'STA TlJS" StilUS
'tlESCRIPTION" TQltI
RDf<:tPM
'SYIITAX' S)nl4JC

VALUE NOTATION .:z
value (VAlUESyn!a~)

OlSj)layPatl: ..
SIaIU;;=

't)(SPU<Y·HtrrTexllemPIY
-ClYIenr l-doprecalBll'I'®sOIele'

END

All clauses except DisplayPurt in the 1EXJUAL-CONVENTION macro are self-expla natory and represent similar
clauses as in SMlvl. The DISPLAY-HlNT clause, whicb is optional, gives a hint as to how tbe value of an
instance-of an object, with 'the syntax defined using this 'textual convention, might be displayed. It is applicable to
the situations where I.he underlying primitive type is either INTEGER or 0C'llIT STIUNG.

For INTEGER rype, the display consists of two parts. The first part is a single character denering the display
format: "a" for ASCll, ':b" for binary, "d" for decimal, "0" for octal, and "x" ror hexadecimal. It is, followed by a
hyphen and an integer in the case of decimal display indicating the number of decimal points. For example, a
hundredths vaJueofl234 withD(SPLAY-IIDIT"d-2" is displayed lIS 12.34.'

For OCTET-S:rRING type, the display hint consists of one or, more octet-format specifkations. A brief description
of'each part is shown in Table 6.2. For example, the DISPLAY-HINT "255'a" indicates lbal the OispJayString is 110
ASCIf string ofup to a maximum of255'characters.

T[lbl.6.2 .•DISPLAY·DINT (01' Octet-Format

1 ,(Optlohat), re-peat Indicator An Integer, _Indicated by', which specifies how mahy times the remainder of this octet-
"OH. format should be repeated

Octet I.ength 'One or more decimal digits slM!dfy[ngth~ num!:>erof octets

Display format 'b" for binarY, ~XH for bexadedmal, "d" for decimal, '0" for octal, and "a" for ASCII for
dlsplay

4 ,(Optional) display separator Asingle character other than a dedrnal digIt or '0. produced after each application of the
character QCtet specification.

5 (Optfonal) repeat terminator Asingle character otber than a decimal digit or •• ~ present If display character is present
character Produced after the second and \hlrd part. '

Table 6.3 shows the types lOr which textual conventions were specified in SMJv2 ..A brief.description far each type
is also given. They are applicabletnall MrB modules. Only those textual conventons whose status is current are
given in 'the, table. One of the important textual conventions is RQwS,tatus, which is used for the creation and
deletion-of conceptualrows, which we will discuss next'.

'Table 6..1. S,MTv2TutuIII Convenlion, (or luitiul '011111 Types

OisplayStrlng Textual Information from NVTASCIIcharacter set [RFC854)

PbysAddress ' Medl~ or physlcaHevel address'

MacAddress IEEE80:2 MACadd ress

TMhValu,e Boolean vat'ue; INTEG~R(true (1), false (2))

Te5\Andlncr. 'Integer-valued Information used for-atcmtc operations,

AutonomousType An Independently extensible type identification value

VarlablePolnter Polhter to a specific object'lnsti!nce: e.g. syscontact,O, IflnOctets.3

RowPolnter Pointer to aconeeptual row

RowStatU5 Used to manage 'the cre~tion and deletion of c.oncePtual rows and is j.lSed as the value qf the SYNTAX
clause for the status colum n of a conceptual row

nmestllmp Value of sysUpnme at whlch a specific occurrence happened

TlmelntelVal Period 6ftlme, measured in urilts of 0.01 seconds

Oateandnme Date-time specifications



'f"ble6.J.SMh'l Tt>llllli Convenliolls for Iniliol DAI.'frr><!S

DlsplliyString TeXtu.llnform~tion from NVT ASCII character set IRFC 8S4]

Implementation 'Information on the memcrvrealtzattcn of a conceptual row as to tile volatilltY and
permanehcy

TOOm'aln Kind of transporrservtee

Taddress Transport service address

6.3.7. C"cation and Deletion OfRI)wS ill Tables

The creation ofa row and deletion of arow are slgnificant.eew features in SMIV2. This is patterned after a similar
prccedure that was developed fur RMON, which we will cover in Chapter 8. There are two methods to create a row
in a table. The.first is to create a row and make it active, which is avai lable immediately. The second method is to
create the row and 'make It available at a later time. This means that we need to know the status of the row as to its
.availabiljty,

The information 00 the status anile row is accomplisbed by introduciog a Dew column; culled tbe status column.In
Table 6.3. we observe that for the textual convenoon, RowStarus is used as the value of the, SYNTAX clause for
the statuscokrmn of a conceptual row. Table 6.4 Shows thestatus with «numerated integer syntax fb r !he six states
associated with the row status. The.last three Slates, alongwith the first one (1,4, ,5. and 6), are those I'hat tbe
manager uses 10 create-or delete rows on the egem. The first three states (1,2, and 3) are those !hat are used by the
agent to send. responses 10 the manager,

,[nbl.6.4. RowStlll"'i<TUlual Conventlon

State Enumeration Description

active 1

notlnService 2

notileady 3

cre~eAndGo 1I

cre~eAndWaft 5

des\l'oy 6

Row exists and Is operatlonal

Operatlon on the row Is suspended

R9W does not have all the columnar objects needed

This ls.a one-step process of creatlon of a row, Immediately goes Into the active SUite

Row Is under ~reation,a,nd should not.be cornmtssloned lmoservlce

Same as InViilidIn EnINSt;ltus, R<;iw should be deleted

The. MAX- ACCBSS cia lise, is extended to include "read-create" for the status object, which includes read, write,
arid create privileges, It is.a superset of read-write. If a status, columnar object is, present, then no other columnar
object of tbe same .coneepmal row may have a maximal access of "read-write." B,uI it can have objects with
maximum access of read-only- and not-accessible.Tf-an index object of a conceptual row is alse-a columnar object

(it does not always have to be), i1 is called auxiliary object and i15maximum access is made.non-accessible, There
.coud be more than one index object 10 define a.coocepmal row in ,8 table.

Let us now analyze 'the creme, and delete operations using the conceptual table 'shown in Figure 6..19. Thetable,
table I, originally has two, rows arid three columns. The fast column, status, has the value of the status of ihe row as
indicated by the-enumerated integer syntax of'Rowstams textual convention. The second columnar object; index, is
the index fur the conceptual (OW ofentryl: and the third columnar object contains non-indexeddata. We will
illustrate the two types of'row-creatlonand ro w-deletion operations by adding a third row and ihen deleting it.

"I~ul'e 6. 19. CO'nrepiuAITAble for,lh. Creillion and D.tellall or. Row

stalUS.2 I I index.2 I I data.2

I ISI<I1US.3 Ir)(I9x.3 I I dalll.3

Row 10 00 crcalllClJCJeleted

As we notee from Table 6.4, tbere are two Slat(;S for RowStatus, QroiIteAc.xJGo and croateAndWait, which are
action operations. Ln the former, the manager sends a message 10 the agent 10 create a row and make the status
-active immediately, In the Inner operation, the manager sends amessageto create a row. but 'DOt to 'make it active
immediately. Figcire,6.20 shows the Create-and-Go operation. The managerprocess initiates a Set-Request-PDf! (D

create a conceptual row with the values given for the three columnar instances of the row. The valuefor the index
column is specified by. the VarBind index = 3. Thls is.suffixed I(J the otber IWO columnar objects in the new row to
be created. The value of status is specified as- 4, which is the createAndDo state as seen in Table 6.4. The set-
reqllllstmessage also specifies the default value DefData for dOl,a.3. and thus all the information needed to establis h
tbe row and tum itlnto l1li active suue Iscomplete. The ageruprocess ioteracfs with I.he managed entity, creates the
instance' successfully, and then transmits a response to rhe 'manager process. The value of ihe'status is I, which
denotes thai the row is in an active state, The response also contains the values of the other columnar object
instances.
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Figure 6.21 presents a scenario for operational sequence-in the creation of a row using the Create-and-Wait
method. Again, this illustration takes the same 'scenario, of adding the third row to the table shown in Figure 6.17.
Onlythe manager and the agent are Shown and not the.managed entity in this figure. The managerprocess sends 8

Set-Request-Pljl) to the agent process. The value for status is 5, which is to create and wait. The third columnar
object expects a default value, which is not in the set-request message, Hence, the agent process responds with a
status value of 3, which is notReady. The manager sends a get-request to get the data for the row. The agent
responds with ooSucbInstance message, indicating that tbe data value is missing. The 'manager subsequently sends
ihe value 'fur data and receives iI response of notInservii:e (2) from til;; agent. Tbe f!;>urthand C:U1aJexchange of
messages in the figure is to activate the row wiih a status value of I. With each message received from the
manager, the agent either validates or sets the instance valueon the managed entity.

Respooso
,01."'".3%1,

Respcrt$e
(IIata.l: IDSltdlt",,,.,,,,,, )

~1-----_( d;out.,3:s.-__
indElt.3 = 3 l

1---- __ GelReellest

(CS!a.3) -

t-----_ SeU'0q~
( 4al1J.J = 0Il1O;m ) -

ROspoll$e
ft.tau. .. lt"
dnua.J= 0..103'3 )

r-----_._ 5elReQUIlSI
(,tnlJt.J. 1)-

A summary of posslble stete.fransjtions is given in Table 6.5. Thefirst column lists the action; and the transitions
based on the present state are listed in the next four columns,

I. goto B or C. depending on infcrrnarion available to the agent.
2. If other-variable bindings included in the SamePDU provide values, for all columns, whlch.aremlsslng but

are requked, then return noError and gOIO.0.
J. If other variable bindings included in the same POU provide values for all columns. which ·are missing but

are required, then return 'noErJOr and goro C. .
'4. At the discretion of the agent, the return value.may be either: inconSistentName: because-the agent does not

choose to create 'such an instance when the corresponding R.o,wStatus instance does not .exist, or
inconslstentvalue: if the supplied value is, inconsistent with the state of some other MlB object's value. or
nofaror; becausetbe agent chooses to create the instance.

IfnoError is returned, then the instance of the status column must also be created. and.tbenew state is B or
C. depending on the information a vailable to the agent, If inoonsistentName or inconsistent Value is
returned. the rQW remains in state A.

'-5. Depending on the MIB definition for .the column/table, 'either noError or Inconsls1entVaJue may be
returned,

NOTE: Otber processlngof'tbe set request may result in-a response other than ooError being remroed, e.g.,
wn;mgValue, ooCrealiqn. etc.



Tobit 6.5. Tabl. of SIAlr, fUI' Row CrtilliollA"d Dolttlo"

Action
t;IOtexlst ~otReady
A Status column does B Status column C Status column 0 Status column

active

Set status column to noEt'ror-~ 0
crl!ateAndGo

Inconsistent-Value

Set status column
createA~dWalt

1 'or Inconsistent-Yalll.eto noError, see
wrongValue'

Set status column to active tnccnststent-value Inconsistent-Value
see 2->0

Set status colum n to lnconslstent-val ue
n<;>tlnServlce

Inconsistent-Value
see 3 ·>C

Set status column to. noErro. ->A
destroy

noError->A

Set any other column to see 4
some value

noElTorsee 1

Inconsistent-Val ue

lnconsistent-Yalll.e

cjr noElTor ->0

or noError->c

noElTor->A

noElTor->,C

lnconslstent-value

'Inconsistent-Value

'noError ·>0'

noError ->( or
wrongValue

ooError-:>A

~e5->0

The operation of deletion of a row is simple. A set-request with a value of 6, which denotes destroy; for status, is
sent by the manager process to the-agent process, Independent of tile currenr state of the [Ow, the row is deleted and
the response sent back by the agent. The instance in the managed entity is deleted in the process, This is 'shown in
Figure 6.22.

F1gur~ 6.2-2.. Row Delttlon

-sel~~e;st
(stalUs.3 '61_

O;_~ellI'n""'n.,._

R"pul1... __ -------j-ln$- Deletad

-( s"'l~s.3· 6)

6.3.8. Noti fication Definitions

The trap information in Sl'viJvI has been redefined using the NOTlFTCA nON-TYPE macro in SMJ:v2. AI>we will
see in Section 6..5, the PDU associated with the trap Information is made consistent witb' other PD.Us. The

NOTlEICATION- TYPE .macro contains unsolicited infot.mation that is generated on an exception basis, for
example, when set thresbolds are crossed. It can be transmitted within either 8 SNMP-Trop-PDU from 80 agent or
an InmrmRequest;PDU from a manager. Two examples of a NOTlFlCATlON-TYPE 'macro, drawn 'from RFC
1902 and RFCJ907 are shown in FlglJre 6.23. Tbe first exarnple.dlnklfp, is generated by an agent when a link that
has been-down comes up.

Figul't 6.23. EXRmplts o(I)IOTlF'lCATION-T\'l'EMR<ro

~n"Up NOTIFlCATlON-TYPE
OBJECTS [d1nc!elC}
STATUS .,...-",,1
DESCRIPTION

-A r,"~upWlIp ,lg~i"1CS that Ihe SNMPv2 ~nbly. acting In an agent
rolo, ~ thAt (>nil 01 tho com",unleal1on 'In~ ropr<>nnlod In
lis conrl9l'lltlcn has COIllO up:

~=\$I1mpTrep$ 4)

coIdSlan NOTIFlCATION·TYPE
STATUS ~llUlt
DESCRIPTION

-A coldSIart t.. p signlfie$-thlIi the SIIl\4Pv2 entity, 'Ch!19 In
"" "91',,1 ""0, .. roInltfDbit)g ltadr.u:h l!'<slI", conl''IIulIltJon ,.
Ul\ililered:

:;: )!lD"1IT1'iJl$ I}

The OBJECTS clause defines the ordered Sequence OfMlB objects; which are included in the notification. II maY
or may 'not be present. The second example, coldStart, in Figure 623, has the OBrnC'[S clause missing-and is not
needed.

Tile other two clauses, STATUS and DESCRIPTION, have !be usual.mappings.

We have not presented here discussions 011 refined syntax in some of tbe macros, as well as extension to
informational modules. You arc referred to RFC 1902 for a treatment ofthese, which-also discusses the conversion
of a managed objecLfrom the OSI to.the SNMP version.

6.3.9. Conformauce Statements

RFC 1904 defines SNMPv2 conformance statements fur the implementation'Ofnetwork'mnnagement standards. A
product-generally, is. considered 10 be in compliance.with.a parreular standard whenJt meets the minimum Set of
features in its implementation. Minimum requirements fur SNMPv2'compliallce are called module compliance and
are defined by an ASN.I macro, MODUL&COMPUANCE. lt specifles the minimum M1B modules.or a subset of
modules that should be implemented. The actual MIB modules 'tbat are implemented in an agent are specified by
another ASN.I module, AGENT-CAPABILITIES. For the convenience of defining module compliance and 'agent
cnpabil ities, objects and traps have been combined into groups, which are subsets of MlB' modules. Object
grouping is defined by an ASNJ macro, OBJECT-OROQP, and the group of traps is defined by the
NOTIFICATION-GROUP macro.

Object Group. Tlie OBJEC'[-OROU£ macro defi'nes 8 group of related objects in a. MIB module and is used 10

define conformance specificatons. 1I is compiled during implemenllltion,Jtol at run-time. The mncro.is $hown in
Figure6.24. The implementation of an object in an agent implies that it executes the get and set operations from a
manager.lfan agent in SNMPv2 has nOI implemented an object; if·remrns a noSuchObject.error message.



Fillur. 6.24. OBJEer -GROUP Matru

OBJECT·GROUP MACRO
BEGIN

TYPE NOTAnON ~..
OQjocl5Pon
'STAlUS' Sloius
'oeSORIPTION' TeAl
R~lo'P.,rt

VALUE NOT"T10N . -
Y~Jt,lO i\lAWE OBJECT IDEN'rlFIER)

Objo<;bPllrt ::-
ObjeCls ..'"
ObjeCl r=
SUlIUD ".
Re[9rf'art ::=

'OBJECTS" ·t.bf~Q.'·
Ooject f Objects .: ObJecl
valua IName OOJed Namo)
•... ""'nl·, 'dopmCfttod'!'oboOlolc'
'R£FERa;CE'Texl Iampty

-UIIM ~ NV! ASCII r.J""1ICIF.r!>il1
Text::: - WI1g-

END

The OBJECTS clause names each object conta ined in the conformance grP\IJ1. Each of the named objects is defined
in rbe same informational module as the OBJECT -GROUP macro and has a MAX.ACCESS clause of"acce.ssible-
fur-nolify," "read-only," "read-write," OJ "read-create." Every object 'that Is defined in an Infurmational module
with a MAX·ACCESS clause other than "nor-accessible" is present in at Ie·a.'rt ODe obje.ct group. ThL" prevents the
mistake of adding an object 10 an information module, but forgetting to add it 10 a group.

The STATUS, OESCRrPTION, and REFERENCE clauses have the usual interpretations.

An example of an OBJECT -GROUP, systemG.roliP in SNMPv2, is shown in Figure 6.25. 'The system group
defines tbeobjects, which pertain tc overall information abeut the system. Since ~.is so basic, it is implemented in
all agent and management systems. All seven entities defined as values for OBJECtS should be implemented.
There are some new entities. such-as sySORlastChange. in 'the group thai were not in SNMPvl. These will be
-addressed when we diseuss SMPv2 MIB in the next section.

FIgure 6.25. EX.ml,le of on O'BJEcr·CROUP Mocl'o

svslemGrciUl) OBJECT·GROUP
OBJECTS (S)'ID05.c:r. ,ySO~J&CIID. lysUJ)Tlmo. 8YsCol1lactl. e~NomC).

3¥$loCOIIO",~y.9aIV1~o. ~y.O~LnoIC"'nnga •• y~ORIO.
$ysORUpUme, sysORDIlSC}

STATUS IlUirOOI
DESCRIPTION "ThOsY41&m grouo dDf,neaoblOClsIhol nre cornman

10 011manllgO!! 6ysiOlm •
•1- lallmpMlBOroupa O}

.Notification Group. The notification group Contains notification.entaies, or what was defined as trapsin SMlvl.
T.he NOTIFICATION·GROUP macro is shown in Figure 6.26. The macro is.compiled during implementation, .not
during run-time, The value of an invocation of the ~011FrCA TlON..(JROUP macro ls the name of the group,
which is an OBJECT IDEN'I1FIER.

Figur. 6.2(;. NOTlFI<::ATION·GROlJl' Mo""o

t<cOTlFlCATION-GROUP. MACRO
BEGIN

TYPE NOTATION ~=
Nolficai!Ofl$?art
'STATUS' Slatu.;
<DESCRIPTiON' Texi
Referf>art

VAlUE NOTATION .•~
vallie (VALUE OBJECT IOEl'tTrFiERl

NotiflcaUonsPart ::=
NOltllC.ltloos r=
NOlillcauon ,,:

"NOTIFICATIONS" "rNo:ificalIoruT
NOItlealQn INo~nClllloIl$': NotlrCIIllon
1111111(' (Nltme Not'flC<lIIOnN~rm)

Status :.,.
Renrf'M "'"

'currenr , 'deprocalo<f I'GOso'ete'
'REFERIONCE" TeJlllempty

- uses 100 NVI ASCII C1ltlracterSCI
Toxt ~~l'" -"atri_n,g-

END

An example of NOTlFlCAnON..(JROUP, snmpBasicNoti:ficalionsGroup, is shown in Figure 6.27. According to
"this invocation. the conformance .group, snmpBas'icNolitlCatiollsQroup, has two 'notifications: cbldStart and
aUlhenticationFai lure,

ngure 6.2-7. El'ample or. NOTIFlCA TlON·GROUP Mono

sm>llBasocNotf!caIlonsGr OIJPNOTIRCATION-GROUP
NOTIFICATIONS (coldSlint. 8uih".tJcalionF.ulum)
STATUS CUlT""t
DESCRIPTION "The IWOnottficallO"s wtlf<:h ~I'I $'IIMP·2 enhty IS

requ red 10 il'lllle.'lIcoL·
:r= IsrurpMIBGroups7}

Module Compliance. The MODULE-COMPLlANCE macro, shown in Flgure 6.28, defiaestbe minimum set of
requirements for implementation of one or more MIB modules. The expansion ofLhc MODULE-COi\1PUANCE
macro is done during the implementaton and not during run-time, The MODULE:.cOMPU ANCE macro' can be
defined as a.component of the information.module or as a companion.module.



Fillur. 6,28, MODULE-c:-oMpUANC£ ~r.cr.o

MOOULE·COMFlIIII>CE ,,,,,Crto
BEGIN

1'VP~ NOTATION -a

'ST IITUS" Stalul
'OI::SCItU'1'IOi'!' ,.,1
R.r ...pnrt
ModulePnll

VALUE NOrll110N ' •
\IiI1.o (VALUE OBJECT IOENTlFIER)

SID"" ::~ "C1JfIOnl'} "aoproall<i<f l'obaOi(llo'
"IlErCnENCE' r••lI omply
Moduli,. Iompty
ModulO I MOduIOs MOOUlo
- name "r rnQdul. -
"MODULE' Ma<iiJIONDmn

~ofo~n'1 :!~
ModUlaP.o1".
MOdUlos,,"
"lod"'. ~.

M."clnWtyPort
C011pll""""Pnrt

II\OduloNlma -e moclu\ijHolOl1itltO Mowlol .. nllllOl 1a1'PIY
- n,UlII not be Olpply unlasi oolll"ln..:l In 1.418modu'o
MDdul.lconUrr., 'I" v.luu (1,10001010 OBJECT IDENTIfieR) I umplY

....n•• ~P.n I;' 'MIII!lO"TOIIV'Gf(QUOJ> T" Gtoup.y
IOI11PIy
Q,OUp I13, ...... ', GfWp
vJ)lu. (Group OBJECT IDeUTIF~R)
Coonpllanootl ""1)ly
CMlptinoo" ICAlmJ)Il""""" f.Dmnl,nnoo
Cf7T1pllonccGroup IO~.ct
'GROUP' ''''YO (11"~'ij OOJI!CT IQt:!NTlnlEr~)
"D1>SCRIPTION" To>!
"OIlJECI .. iue(N~m~OI>)8<lIN.,nOj
S:I"l~xPnn
WnIDSyntro<PM
Acco'51IPurt
"DESCRIPTION'Toxl

0,1,)1,11') .
G1<>IlP :;a
Compllant.PM ::-
Com1lll.n"" ".
Com~lI.n'o ";
Co'1Ij.III:K1WGlvUV,'·

Ottjoa::'

-u"".1 btl 0 ,'Gfha1llunt fi:II'ooFol.l'. SV~AX dnulO
SynilxPart ::. 'S'I'NTII)(" Iypo (5VNTM) lomply
-1IilJ~1 b~ 3 ,alln~m.nll ... OU/tct. SYNI/IX .I~uw

W<lIoSynl •• PMI 'I" 'WAITE·S'iNTAX" 1)'l1li (WriII}S(NTAXll Oij,ply
~M ~~ "MlN-ACCESS' Aoc&.. , omply
Aacms I:' ·nOl~'ltmSSIbl.'I·aCX:<sslblo·rOI",ollrV' I

-rOQd·only' peod,wn:o'I'Il)!Id,cro.lo·
- OOMlhc: NVT I\SCllchofOClor:m1
Tect::;-"'rl~g-

END

The STATUS, DESCRfPTION, and &£FERENCE cbuses-are self-explanatory,

the MODULE clause is used tc name each module for which compliance requ ircments are specified, Modules are
identified by the module name and its onrscr IDENTIJllER. The latter can be dropped if the MODULE.
COMPUANCE is invoked within anMlB moduleand refers to the encompassing Mffi'moduJe,

There are two CLAUSES of groups. that are specified by the MODULE·COMPLI,ANGE macro, They are
IyfANDATORY.(iROUPS and GROUP, As thename implies, the MANDATORY-CLAUSE modules have to be
implemented for the system 'to beSNMPv2 compliant. The group specified by the GROUP clause is not mandatory
fur the MID module, but helps vendors define specifications of the features that have been implemented.

Wben both WRITE-SYNTAX. and SYNTAX clauses are present, restr otions are placed on the syntax for the
object mentioned in the OBJECT clause. These restrictious are tabulated in.Sectlcn 90fRFC [902.

The snmpBasicCi;lmplitUlCe macro ill an example of a MDDULE-COMPLlANCB macro and ill 'part of the
SNMM MID presented in figure 6~6, A system is defined' as SNMPv2 compliant if and only if srunp(lroup,
snmpSe.tGroup, Syste.inGr6up, and sn'mpBasicNoiifi,catioosGroup are implemented. The' GROUP,
snmpCommunltyGroup, is optional.

Agent Capabilities. The AGENT-CAPABILlTIES macro is lengthy and the reader is referred to RFC 1904 fur
exact specifications. A skeleton of themecro and significant points of the macro are covered here andareshown in
Figure 6.29, .

Flgur~ 6.29. AGENT·CAPABILITIES M ac ,'o (Sketeron)

AGENT CAPABILITIES
BEGIN

TYPE NOTATION :~
·PRODUCT·RELEASE" Texl
'STATUS" Stall&
'DESCRIPTION' Test
Ref~rPart
Modulel'clrl

VALUE NOTATION ::=
Value (VAWE OBJECT IDENTIFIER)

StalUS :;:
Refed'~rt;:=-

ModulePaf1 =-
MOdules ::=
Module ::=

'current'l-obso!e!e'
'REFERENCE" Iempty
Modules l.empty
l.1odJle IModules W.odule
- name of module-
'SUPPORt ModlJleNomo
'INCLUDES" -{"GroupsT
Vari<ttionsPart

END

The AGENT-CAPABlLlTlES macr.o for the router example given in Figure 6.10 is shown in Figure 6.30. Note
that srunpMIB model, which is SNMPv2-MIB. includes system and snmp MIBs, Those MlBs and the -assoclered
groups 'are supported by the router. Other standard Mffis'ilnd groups supported by tbe router-are indicated in Figure
6.30,

Ftgure 6.30, Elllml)l~ or." AGENT-CAPABILITIES Ml1cro



roulertsi1Zl AGENf·CAPABJUTlES
PRODUCT-REI:.EASE 'In!oTech Router IsiRooter123 release 1.0'
STATUS current
DESCRlPTION. "InioTei)h Huh Speed RouteI'
SUPPORTS snlnpMIB

INCLUOES (sYSleIllGlOup. snmpGroup. snmpSetGrl)UD.
snmpS3s1CIJ6tdica!ionsGroup)

VARIATION roidStart
DESCRlP'nON 'A CGldSrnn trap IS'generatell on all

reboots."
IF-MIS
~rGeheraiGroup. IIPac.~e(Group}
!pMJB
IlpGmup. iCfllpGroup}
Tep·MIS
~lcpGrouo}
UDP·MIS
jUdpGroUp}
I::Gp·MIS
jegpGroup}

SUPPORTS
INCLUDES

SUPPORTS
INCLUDES

SUPPORTS'
INCLUDES

SUPPORTS
INCLUDES

SUPPORTS
INCLUOES

::= ( IsiRouter, }

6.4. ·SNM\'2 Management Information Base

As. mentioned in Section 6.2 and shown in Figure 65 1:WOnew MIS modules, security and SNMPI'2, have been
added to the Internet MIB. The SNMPv2 module has three submodules: snmppomains •. snmpf'roxys, and
snmpModules. snmpfromains extends the SNMP standards ·to send management messages over tmnsmission
protocols other than UDP. which is the predominant and preferred way.of'transportarion [&FC 1906). Since UDp·is
the preferred protocol, systems that use another Pro10901 need. a proxy service to map on to UDP. N'ot much work
has been done on snmpProxys, as of now.

There are changes made to the core MlB-ll defined in SNMPv J. Figure 6.31 presents an overview of the changes
to the Internet MIB and their relationship. The system module and the snmp module under mib-2 have significant
changes as defined in RFC 1907. A:new module snmpMIB has been defined, which is. {snmplvlodues I}. There
are two modules under snmpMIB: snmpMIBObjects and snmpMIBConformance.

Flgllr. 63t. SNMPVl tnrerner CrollI'

Too MIS module snmpMIBObject$ addresses the new objects introduced in SNMPv'2, as well as those that are
obsolete. Thill is primarily concerned w ith trap, which has been brought into ilM:same format as oilier roUs. Also,
many of the unneeded objects in the SNMP group bavc been made obsolete.

We discussed conformance specifications and object groups in the previous section. These are specified under the
snmpMIBconformance module. As SNMJ>v2 is currently defined, there ts-astrong coupling between ~yslem, SIUJTil.
srunpMIBObjecls, and snmpMISconfo[mance modules: Willi this picture in mind, it will be a lot easier 10 fullow
RFC 1907, which discusses all these modules.

6.4.1. Changes to the System Group in SNMI>V2

there areseven entities or objects in SNMPV2. which are COmmon to a system. Additional infarrnatjen is added to
the System group in SNMPv2, which contains a collection of objects that support various MIB modules. These are
called object resources and are eonfigurable both statically and dynamically. Figure 6.32 shows the MIB tree for
the System group in SNMPv2. The sysORLastChange entity and sy!ORTable have been added to the set of objects
in the Sysfem group. Table 6.6 presents t.he entity, orb, and a.brief descripton of'each entity' furtl;le System group.

Figuro 6.32. SN(\1PVl System Grout>



TAbit 6.6. SNMl'v2 System Croul>

Entity 010

sysDescr system 1

sysObjectlD system 2

sysUpTlme system 3

sysContact system 4

sysName system 5

-svstoeatton 'System 6

sysSe[Vices system 7

SYsORLastChange .system 8

sys0RTabie ·system9

Description (Brief)

Textu'al'descriptlon

OBJE<::TIDENTIFIERof the entity

TIme (In hundredths of.a second slnee last reset)

Contact person for the node

Adm Inlstratlve name·of the·system

Phys.lcallocatloo of the (lode

Value designating the layer servtces provlded by the entity

SysUpllrne since last ~hange In stilte or sysORID chaenge

Table irs,tlng system resources that Ihe agent controls; manager can configure these
resources through the age(lt.

TAbl. 6.6: SNMP~ S),sttlll Groul>

Entity 010 Description (Briel)

sysOREntry sysORTable An entry In the sysORTable
1

svs0Rlnde~ SysOIlEntry Row index, also Index for the table
1

sysORIO SVsOREf'ltry 10 of the resource module
2

.sysORDescr sysOREntry Textual description of'the resource module
3

sysORupTlme $VsOREntry System up-time ~Ince the object In this row was last Instantiated
4

6.4.2. Chllngl!S to Ih e Si"MP Group in SNMPv2

The SNMP group in SNMPv2 bas been considerably simplified from SNMPvJ by elimioatiog·a large number of
entities thatwere considered unnecessary. The simplified SNMP group is shown in Figure 6:33 (compare w.ith
.Figure 5.21'1). It has only eight entities, six old ones (1,3,4,5,6,30) and two new ones (3 L,32) . Figure 6.33- also
presents the four groups or a II s'NMP entites: -snmpGroup, SnmpCommunit)'(l('OlIp, srunpObsoJeteGro\tp, and Lbe
group of two objects, 7 and 23, not used even in version I. We will soon see that the snmpGroup is mandatory to
implement for .comphance of SNMPv2 and Lbe srunpColilmuniJyGroup is optional. The snmpObsoleteGroup is
self-explanatory.

Flgur. 6.33. SNMPvl SNM P GO:OUI>

SNf,lP Group Ob.!<tClS

t':U,,30..lt,:n ...",.,0""",
4.5 ~U~lttGlcUo
t s» ntltuM<l
2.""2:1,24·29 III SCHIeGo



The SNMP.v2 ·SNMP group table is shown in Table 6.7. A111he unused and obsolete entities have been omitted fur
clarity.

T'lbl. 6.7. SNMPvl SNMPGro"I'

EntitY 010 ~criptlon (Brief)

snmplnPkts snmp Total humber of messages delivered from transporrservlce
(1)

snmplnBadVerslons· ~nmp Total number of messagesfrom transport servlce that are of unsupP,Ortedversion
(3)

.snmplnBadCommunltyNames snmp
(4)

Total number of messages from transportsenilce that are of unknown community
n~l)'le

snmplnBadCommunltyUses snmp
(5)

Total number of messages from transport service, of not alfowed operation by the
sendlngcommunlw

~rimplnASNParseEr~ snmp Total number of ASN.l and o'ERerrors
(6)

snmpEnableA~thenTraps snmp Override option to generate authentication failure traps
(30)

sl)mpSllentOrops snmp Total number of the flve types of recelved POUs that were silently dropped due to
(31) exceptions In var-blnds or max. messagesize

snmpProxy~opS snmp Total number of the five types of received POUs that were silently dropped due to
(32) Inability to respond to a target proxy

6.4.3. 'In formation 1'0" Noti Iicaticn in SN1\11>v2

Informaton on traps in SNMPvl has been restructured in version 2 to conform tothe rest of the PDUs. Til;; macro
'!RAP-TYPE, used in version I and described in RFC 1215, bas been made obsolete lo.SNMPv2. At tbe same
time, enhancement to specifications bas been made, nod the terminology has been generalized to "notlflcatiou," as
the subheading indicates.

The information on notifications is defined under -snmpMIBDbjects and is shown in.Figure l)'.34. There are three
modules under tbe snmpMIBObject5 node: snmpTrsp (4), sump'Traps (5), and snmpSeI (!». The subnooe
desi gnations I, 2, and 3 under .snmpMl BObjects have been made obsolete, A brief description of the subnodes and
leaf objects under smnpMIBObjects is given in Table 6.8.

figure 6~14.MIS Mod"l.s undtr'6"mpMIOObjtCI$

""mpr~o
III

T~()I. 6.8. $"IIII'MI.BO~j.cl$ M11l

Entiiy DID

$nmpMIBQbJects4 Information group contaIning tra~ 10and enterprise 10

08JECTIOENTIFIERof·the notiflcatJon

.snmpTrap

snmpTrapOIO snmptrap 1

snmpTr~pEnterpr!Se ~nmpTrap 2

""mpStcS<!, ....lNo
111

Description (Brief)

08JECTIDENTlFlERof the enterprl.sHendlng ihe notification

coldstart snrnptraps 1

snm~MIB0bjects.5 COllection of well-known traps use<1lnSNMPvl

Trap Info<mlRg ofa coldstartofthe object

snmpTraps

warmStart snmp'lraps 2

linkOowti snmptraps 3

linkUp snmpTraps4

authentrficationFailure snmpTr.aps5

Traplnformlng of-a warm start of the object

Agent detecting a failure of a communication link

Agent detecting comIng up of a communication link

Agent reporting receipt of an unauthenticated protocol message

snm:pSeiSerlalNo snmpSetl

snmpMIBObjects 6 Manager-to-Manager notification messages

Advl.sorylock between managers to coordinate set operatlon

snmpSet

'!',be snmpf'rap group contains information. on. the OBJECT IDENTIFIERs of the trap and the enterprise
responsible to send the trap. A new value, accessible-far-notify, bas been added to the MAX~AGC ES'S clause to
define objects under snmpf'rap.



The entities under snmp'Iraps are the well-known traps that are currently in extensive use in SNMPv 1. The
snmpSerSerialN.o is 8 single entity under snmpSeI and ls used by coordinating manager obiects 1.0perform the set
operation. This is intended 8S coarse coordlneron only; fine-grain coordination may require more MiB objects in
appropriate groups. '

6.4.4. Conformance fufornmtion in SN~Pv2

Conformance information is defined by'the'snmpMIBConfurrnancem.odule.1lS shown in Figure 6.35.11 consists of
two subrnodules, snmpMffiCOlIlpliances-nnd sninpMIBGroups. The sninpMIBCompliances module has been
extensively covered in Seeton 63.9. Units of conformance are defined in terms of OBJECT-GROUPS, mentioned
in Section 6.3.9'. Table 6.9 presents the various QBJECT-GROUPs defined in SNMPv2 and associated OI;lJ~TS
f.or all butsllmpObs.oleteGroup:whicb sshown in Figure 6.33.

Flglln 6.3S. MIB ~'odlliu under '",IIIIMIBCOllrQl1nnlle.

OBJEtT-GROUPs 010 OB/ECTS

snmpSetGroup 'snmpMIBGroups 5 snmp'5etSerfafNo

,systemGroup snmpMIBGroups'6 S\>'sDescr

sysObjectiD

~ysUpTIme

s'(sName

s'(slocation

TAbl. 6,9. SNMP~ OBJECT-CROllPs

OBJECT-GROUPs 010 OBJECTS

sysServlces

sysORlastChange

SYsORID

sysORUpTIme

sysORD,esa

snmpBasicNotification Group snmpMIBGr.oups 7 coldStart

autnentfGationFaliure

sl)mpGroup snmpMIBGroups,g snmpll)Pkts

snmplnBadVer.sfons

snmplnASNl'arseErr.s

snmpSiferrtDrops

snmpProxyDrops

sl)mpEnab,IeAuthenTraps

snmpCommunityGroup snmpMIBGrouPs 9 snmplnBadCornmunityNames

snmplnBadCommUhltylJ~

snm.pObs6leieGroup ,snmpMIBGroups,10 Please se,e'Agure 6.33

6.4.5. Expanded Internet M:m-O

As SNMP network management expands covering legacy as' well as new technology, M1B modules are
continuously increasing. Figure 6.36 shows an expanded MIB-JI when SNMP-.'2 was released and has more
modules than those Covered in &FC 1213. It is 001 intended 10 be an exhaustive list but includes RMON Mill
module that we will be addressing in thistextbook.Teble 6.'10 gives il description of each group in 'the MIB.

Figuro 6.36. Expanded Inrernet M.m'·O Group



'[.bl. 6.10. E:q>and.d~IIB-II Gronp

Group 010 Description (Brief)

ifMIB mib-2 Extension to Interfaces group for new technologles
31

appletalk mlb-2'· MIB for appletalk networks
13

ospf mib-2 Open Shortest Path First routing protocol MIB
14

bgp mlb-2 MIB for Border Gateway Protocol for Inter-autonomous networl< routrng
15

rr'non mlb-2
16

MIB for remote monitoring using RMON probe; there are MIBs under this fur Ethemet and Token Ring
networks

bridge mib-2 MIB for bridges
17

decnet mlb-2 Dlglt.al Equipment Corporation DECnetMIB
18

T.bl.6.1.0. EXII.ud.d MIB-U Groul)

Group 010 Description (8rlel)

character mlb-2 MIB lor ports wlrh character stream output for computer peripheral
19

6.5. SNMJ'v2 Protocol

SNlvIPV2 protocol operations are based on a community administrative model, which Is the same as iii SNMPvl.
This was discussed in 'Section ~.2.2. We presented SNMPv2 protocol operations from a system architecture. view in
Section 6.2. In thissecron we will discuss details ofPDU data structures and 'protocol operations.

6.5.1. 1)lltn Structure orSN1\'[I>v2 POUs

The PD~ data-structure in SNMPV2 has been standardized 'to a common format ror all messages. This improves
the effiCiency and performance of message exchange between systems. 111esignificant improvement is bringing
-the·trap data structure in the same format ~ therest, The generic PDU message structure is shown in Figure 637
and is the same as Figure 5.8 ofSNMPv I.The PDU type is indicated by an.lNT.EGER. TIle error-status and error-
index fields are either set 10 zero or ignored in tbe get-request, get-next-request, and. set messages. The error-status
is set to zero in 'the get-response message if there is no error; otherwise the type of error is indicated. The PDU and
error-status are listed in Table 6.11. Tlie error-index is set. to zero if there is DO error. If there Is an error, it
identifies the first variable binding in the variable-binding list tbat caused tbe error message, The first variable
binding in a request's variable-binding list is index one, the second is index two, etc.

Flgu re 6.37. SNMPv2 POt.T (an bul bulk)

'fablt 6.U. vi"u es. rorT~p es.orpou aud Error..slJilus m.lds iu SNM.pv.2 POU

Field Type Value

POll Get-Request-POllo

·1 GetNextRequest-PDU

2 Response-POll

Set-Request-PDU

4 obsolete

5 GetBulkRequest-P'DU

6 InformRequest-PDU



Tobit 6.11. vsmes for TYI"'S of PDU >Iud E'Tor'SI.'US molds in SNMPVl PO U

Field

Error Status

Type Value

7 SNMPv2- Trap-PDU

0 r>OEtror

1 !ooBlg

2 r>OSuchName

3 badValue

4 readOnly

5 genErr

6 r>OAccess

7 wrongType

8 wrongLength

9 wrongEncoding

10 wrong\!alue

11 r>OCre~tio.n

12 InconsistentViilue

13 resourg!Unavallable·

14 commitFailed

15 undoFalied

16 a.uthorrzstionError

17 r>OtWritable

18 InconslstentNam e

There is a difference in usage of the error-status and error-index fields between SNMPvl and SNMPv2. In version
1, any error encountered by too agent in responding 10 requests from the manager generates a non-zero. value in

either the error-status field or in boih the errcr-aatus and erro r-index fields, Values in variable bindings are
returned ooly under nan-error conditions.

However, in SN¥M, if only the error-status field of rbe Response-Plrlf is non-zero s the value fields of the
variablebinding in the variable-binding list are ignored, If both the error-status field and the error-index field of'the
RespODSe'-PDU are non-zero, then tile value of the error-index field is tile index Of the-variable binding (in the
variable-binding listofthe correspondlng request) for which the request failed Values in other variable bindings in
rbe-vareble-blnding list are returned with valid values and processed by the manager.

The generic PDU format is applicable to all SNMP~ messages excepttheGet-Bulk-Request PDU, for which the
rOI'llUIIis shown in Figure 6.38. It can be seen that the format of the structure is the same In both cases, except that
in the get-bulk-request message, the third and. fourth fields are different. The third field, the error-status field, is
replaced by non-repeaters; and the fourth field, the error-index field, is replaced bY max-reperklons. As we
.mentioned in Section 6.2, the gel" bulk-request enables us to retrieve dall. in bulle. We can retrieve a.number of both
.ncn-repetitive scalar values and repetitive tabular values with a single message . Non-repeaters indicate the number
of non-repetitive field values requested; and the max-repetaions field designates the maximum number of table
rows requested. We will next look at the SNMP.v2 operations using PDUs.

Figllrr 1/,.38,SNMPVl G.tBulkRtquul·PJ)U

6.5.2. SNMl"'·2 Protocol Operations

There are seven protocol operations in SNMPv2, as discussed in Section 6.2. We will ignore the report operation,
which is 001 used. The messages, get-request, get-next-request"sel-request, and get-response, are in both ·SNMPvl.
and SNMPv2 versions and operate ina similar fashion. The two additional messages thar are in SNMPv2, which
are not in version "I, are the GetBulkReqllest and Jnformkequest, The command, get-bulk-request, is an
enhancement of get-next request and retrieves data io bulk efficiently, This is covered. in the next subsect ion. The
InformRequest is covered in II subsequenrsection along w jili. S'NMPv;i~ Trap, which hns been modified in veeson 2.

GetBuJkRequesl PDU Operation. The get-bulk-re'Juest operatioo is added in SNMl'v2' to retrieve bulk, data from-a
remote entity. Its grciitest benefit is in retrieving multiple rows of chi~a from-a table. The basic operation of get-
bulk-request is the same as .get-next-request, The third and fuurth field positions are used in. get-bulk-request
message PDU as nan-repeaters and max-repetitions, us shown in Figure} 6;38. The non-repeaters fieJd indicates the
number of non-repetitive (scalar) objects. to be retrieved The max-repetitions field defines ·the maximum :number
of instances to be returned in 'the 'response message. This would correspond to the number of rows in an aggregate
object. The value for the rnax-repet ilion's field is operation-dependent and is determined by such footors as the
'maximum size·orthe.SNMP message, or the buffer size in implementation. or the expected size of the aggregate
object table.

Too data structure of too response fur the get-bulk-request operation differs from otber gel and set: operations.
Successful precessing of the get-bulk-request produces variable bindiugs (larger array of VarBindLJst) in the
response PDU, which is larger thll1l thaL contained .in the eerrespondiug request. Thus, there .is no one-to-one
relationship between the VarBincfList of the request and response messages.

FiSIJTe 6.39 shows-a conceptual MTB tcIllustrate the operation of get-next-request and get-bulk-request shown in
.Figure 6.40 and Figure 6:4l ..11 is similar to Figure.5.12'with_two additional rows added to thetable. To notice the
difference in improvement or get-bulk-request over ger-oexr-requesr, let us look al Figure 6;40, which .shows the



sequence of operations ror get-next-request for the MIB shown in Figure 6.39. The sequence starts with a gel-
request message from tbe manager process wuh 8 VarBlndList array of IWO scalar variables A and B. It is
subsequently followed by the get-next-request message with three columnar OBJECT LDENTIFTERS T.E.I, T.E.2.
aod T.E.3. The get-response returns the first instance values T.E.l..l. T.E.2.1, and T.E.3.L The sequence of
operation continues until the fourth instance is retrieved. Tbe last get-next-request message with the OBJECT
lDENTlFIERS T.E.1.4, T.E:2.4, and T.E.3.4.geoeratcs the values T.E.2.1, T.E.3.1, and Z. T1iis. is because there nrc
00 more instances of the table. It retrieves the three .objects, which are logically the next lexicographically higher
objecis-namely T.E.2.! (next. 10 I.E. 1.4). I.EJ'! (Dela. to I.E.2.4), and Z (next to I.E.3.4). nie manager would

.stop the sequence at this message, However, if it continues the operation, iiwould receive a noSucliNnme error
message.

Iil!:"r. 6.39. MIll r01'OI>trMkm Sequences in Flgures 6.40 ~nd 6,41

IiTgu,'. 6.40. o.I·Nt·lt·Requtst Ol,.,'oiloll for ~tm IIIFigurt 6.39

Figu," 6,41. Ctl.Bulk·.Ihqllt>l Op."OUOIIfor ~tm III Agur. 6,39
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Figure 6.41 shows the sequence of' operations 10 retrieve the MlB shown in Figure 6.39 using the get-bulk
message. The entire MlB data are retrieved in two requests, The first message GetB.ulkRequest (2.3, A, 8, T.E.I,
T.'E.2, T.E.3) is a request for receiving two non-repetitive objects (the first variable (2) in the request oommand)
and three repetitive instances (the second operand (3) in tile command) of the columnar objects (TE. I, T.E.2, and
T.E.3), The response returns values of A and B for the non-repetitive Objects, imd the first three rows of the
aggregate object table, The second request is for three more rows. of tile table, Since there is only one more row left
LO send, the response message contains tbe information in the 1.851 row, the next lexicographic entity, Z, and Ole
errormessage endOJMibVie\v. The manager i.nterprets this as end of the table.

Figure ~.42 shows the retrieval of tbe Address Translation table shown in Figure 5.16 using the get-bulk-request
operation. Instead of four sets of get-next-request and get-response messages, only IWO gel-bulk-request and
response messages are needed in the get-bulk-request operation,

Flcu re 6.42. G.t·Bull(.Roq ... t EDlmpl.
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SNMPV2-TTap and rnfDrmReque;'!t POI:) Operations. The SNMPV2-Trap pbU performs the same function as in
version I. As we notice, the name has been changed, as we II as its data structure to the generic formal shown in
Figure 637. The variable.bindlngs in' positions I and 2 are specified as systlp'Time and snmpTrapOlD. as shown in
Figure 6.43. The dcstlnation(s) 10 which a trap is· sent is implementatkm-dependent,

Flgure 6.4~..SNMP"2 Trap PDtr

A trap is defined by using II NOTIFIC AnON-TYPE macro. If the macro contains an OBJECiS clause, then the
obiects defined by the .clause are in the variable-bindings in tbe order defined in tbe clause. For example, we may
want to know what interface is .assoclated with a linkUp trap. In this case the linkUp NOUFICATION-JYPE
would have iflndex as an object in its OBJECTS clause, as shown in Figure 6.44.

Fill"r. 6.44.ExaDl!>!.. or ~n.08JEcrS ChI"" ill " NOTIFICA TION-TY.P& ~r"•.r(l
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An fnforhtReguest PDU is generated by a manager (in contrast to-a trap generated by an agent) to inform another
manager of information in its MIS' view. While a' trap is. received passively by a manager, an Informkeqaest
generates 8 response in tbe receiving manager to send to the sending manager.

6.6. Compattbillty with SNMPvl

An SNMP proxy server, in general, converts a set ofnon-SNMP entities into II set ofSNMP-defilled MIS entities.
Unfortunately, SNI\IJPv2 MlB is oot backward compatible with SNMPvl and hence requires conversion of
messages. 'SNMPV2 fETF Working Group has proposed [RFC 1908] ","0 schemes for migration from SNMPvl to
SNMPv2: bilingual manager and SNMP proxy server.

6.6.1. Dilingu.11 Munllgcr

One of'rbe migration paths 10 transaion 10 SNMPv2 from version I is to implement both SNMPv J nod SNMPv2
Interpreter modules in Ute manager with a.database I.hat bas profiles 6fthe agents' version. Tbe.inrerpreter modules
do all the' conversions of MIB var.ia bles and. SNMP protocol operatons in both directions. The bil inguaJ manager
does the common functions needed for a management system. The SNMP POU contains the version number field
to identey the version (see Figure 5.5). This arrangement is sbown in Figure 6.45. This is expensive to implement
and maintain. The alternative' scheme is to liSCO proxy server.

Fig",'. 6.45. SNMP Bi1ingUJdM.nagt.

Bllil'lguol M~ntl9or

SNMPvl

6.6.2. SNMJ' I'mX)' Server

The SNMPV2 proxy server configuration is shown in Figure 6:46. The' requests 10..and responses from, as well as
rraps from, SNMPv2 agents nrc processed by the SNMPv2 manager with 00· 'changes. A proxy server is
Implemented as a '&om-end module to the SNMPv2 manager fur communication witb SNMPv I agents.

Fignre 6,.u;, SNMl'vl Pro,xy Server Conflg" •• tioll
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figure 6.47 details the conversions that are done by an .SNMP v2-vl proxy server. The get-Request,
GetNextRequesl-POU; and Set;Request-PDU from the SNMPv2 manager are passed through unaltered by tbe
proxy server. There are two modifications done to the GetSulkRequest PDU. The values fur the two fie kls, non-
repeaters and max-repetalons, are set to zero and transmitted as GetNextRe~uest PDlJ. TIle Getkesponse from
SNMPvl is passed through unaltered by the proxy server to tbe SNMl'v2 manager, unless a response has a
tooBigEmir value. In the exceptioncase, the contents of thevariable-binding field are removed before propagating
'the response. The trap from the SNMPv,1 <J$ent is prepended with two VarBind fields, sysOpTime.O and
snmpTrapOID.O. with their associated values and then passed 00 to the SNMPv2 manager as SNMPv2- Trap PDU.

f!lgll re 6.4'7. SN MP vl-vt I'roxy Serv ..r

Summary

Asignificant number .of network management systems a.od agents tbat are on the market today use SNMP version
1, referred 10 as SNMPv(. However, some oflhe features that bave beeo addl!d to SNMPvl havebeen formally
defllled in'SNMPv2 We have learned enhancements in SNMP1I2 'over tbat of SNMPv I in thlschapter.

The enhancements 10 SNMP architecture are the formalization. of manager-to-manager, communication and the
inclusion of traps as part of the SMf and messages, instead of as an appendix to SMI as in, SNMPvl. Three
additional messages have been added. Theyare get-buk-request, inform-request, and report. Only get-bulk-request
and inform-request details have been defined nod the report is left to the implementers of II system. The report is
I10tused in practice at present.

There are several changes to SMl in SMJv2. Modules are Ji:>rmally introduced using the MODULE-IDENTITY
macro. An OBJECT-IDENITIY macro defines the MIS objects; and a NOTIFlCATION-1YPE macro defines
trnps and IKltlfications. SMlv2 has been split into three parts, each being defined, in a Separate RFC. They are
module definitious, textual conventions, and conformance specificatons. Module definitions specify the rules for
defming new modules. Textual conventions help define precise descrjptions of modules fur human understanding.
Conformance specifications are intended to interpret what the vendor is specifying in the network component with
regard '10 compliance with SNMP management; Object groups are introduced to group a number of related entities,
Conformaoce specificatjons detail the mandatory groupsthat sbould be implemented to be SN!vJP eonformaru. The
object groups also help vendors define tbe eapabiliries ofrbe system when they Implement additional groups
beyond that of mandatory ones.

Two new modules have been added to the Internet module. They are securay and snmpV2. The securay module is,
as ofnow, a placeholder in the MIB tree as.11O consensus could be reacbed within the working group in defining it.
lt is specified in SNMPv), which is covered in Chapter 7. Too System and SNMP groups have been modified in
the Internet Mm. AddIlional objects ba ve been added 10 the, System group tbat supports various MID modules. A
large number of emil'ies have 'been made obsolete in too SNMP module. Obsojete enta~ies are defined as an
obsolete grf;jup in the SNMFv2 module. 1116 SNMPv2 module.also defines rbe MIS definaion for complisrce
.groups, Object groups defining a collection of related .entities are defi.oed to specify vendor compliance and
capabilities.

All P[otoJ;ol.PQUs, including trap, have 15~n unified into a common data.formnr, The newly introduced get-bulk-
request is intended, to improve-the efficiency ofget-next request. in SNMPvl by retrieving data in large quantities.
The get-next-request is still maintained in this, version. lnter.operability between management systems has been
facilitated by a new message, inform-request. We have given a conceptual presentation of table management, as
this has become important when multiple management systems try to set configuraton on anagent at the saDIC
time,

The unfortunate part of'SNMPv2 is that it ls not backward compatible-with SNMPv'l. Two schemes have been
recommended for migrating from version I to version 2. Proxy server i$ the preferred approach over that of a
bilingual manager. Proxy server can also 'be developed fcrmanaglng noil-SNMP agents with an SNMP manager.

Exercises

,1. Define,the OBJEcr-IDENTlTYmodule for the foliowliig'obJecl me,~tioned I'MExercise 4.11:

.a hats
b. jacketQuantity

2. Write the QBJEq TYPEmodules for I'pAddrTable, IpAddrEntrv, and IpAdEnUftndex In an IP address,translatlon
table shown In Figure 4.20 InSMIv2.

3. Add two ~Iumnar obf~ctS,.cardNumber (Of-Interface card) and p.ortNumber (port'll; the,Interface card), to an IP
address table In a router. The lridiix values for the IP all.dress table rows are lsO.50.S1.1, 150.50.52.1.
150.50.53.1, and 150.50.54.1. The pac~ets to the fl(St two addresses ~re directed to ports 1 and 2 of interface
card ,1.The last two addresses refer to ports 1 and 2 of InterfJlce card 2.

a Draw a conceptual base table and an augmented table(ipAug I).
b. Present the ASN.I constructs for both down to the leaf level of the MIB tree. Limit. your leaf for

ipTable 10 ipAdEolAddr object.

'4. Table 6.12 shows the output of a netw.ork management system detailing the addresses of a router in a network.
Three columnar objects (Index. IP Addres~. and Pnyslcal Address) belong to the Address Tran'slatlon table;
arTable. Treat the other three columns as belonging to an augmented table, atAugTable (atAug, 1). Repeat
.EXercises·S!a,)and (b) for this case. Use SMtv2 textual conventions.

Tobit 6.12.Tobit roO' E:~trd!!, 4

~tI!I"de. intType IntNumber PortNumber IP Address <rt,NetAddress Physical Address atPhysAddress

3 OO;OO:!k:35:£1:D26 o 2 172.46:41.1



4 6 0 3 172.46:42.1 00:00:Oc:35:0:03 7. In E>.terci.~·6,the following equipment is to be added as the loOth inventory number:

5 6 0 172.46.43.1 00:00:Oc:3S:Cl:04
make Sun

4

6 6 0 5 172.46.44.1 00:00:Oc:35:Cl:05
model Ultra5

2 6 0 172.46.63:1 00:00:Oc:15:Cl:01
serjljumber 512345

1

7 15 1 0 172.46.165.1 00:00:OC:35:0:0S

a. Add the coneepiual row to the table in.Exercise 6(a).
1 6 0 0 172.46.252.1 00;00:Oc:3S:Cl;00 b. Draw the operaticoal sequence diagram for cre~e--ruxl-~o operstion to create the new row.

5. In exercise 3, the routerlnterfaces with submits are reconfigured as vlrtualLANs. There is only one Interface card
with two ports handling two subnets each. The packets to the two subnets, J.SQ.Sj).51.1 and 150 ..5J).S2.1, are
directed to port 1 of the Inter(a~e card; and the p~cketsto 150.5O.S3.1aOO 150.5O.S4.1are connected to port 2.
The second table Is the lIependent table.lpOepTable (lpOep n,

8. In Exercise 6, equipment with the Inventor'( number 50 Is no longer In use and is hence to be deleted. Draw the
~perational seq.uenoe to delete the conceptual ~aW.

9. Generate an ASN.l OBJEcr -GROUP macro for Address Translation group In SNMP.v2Implementation.

a. Draw acoaceptual base-table and a dependent table.
b. Present lhe ASN.I constructs for both down to the leaflevel oftheMIB tree. Limit your leaf fur

ip'Table io ipAdEntAddr object.
.10. Draw request-response messages, as shown In Figure 6.40 and F1gure 6.41, to retrieve all columnar objects of

the Addre5$ Translatfon smup shown In Table 6.13. ·Assume that you know the "umber of rows I" the table In
making requests.

6. A table ls used In a corporation for each branch to maintain an Inventory of the.lr Equipment In the. agent system
located at the branch. The inventory table Is maintained remotely ftorn the centrallocatlon:ltems can be added,
deleted; or changed. The obJectnhat make up the table are:

a. get-next-request and response
b. get-bulk-request and response
c. Compare tbe results of (8) and (b)

BranchlQ {corp 100}

Table name InvTable

Row name 1nvEntry

Columnar object 1 lnl(5tJtl:Js

Columnar object 2 InvNumber (IOOe~)

Columnar object 3 make

Columnar object 4 rncdel

Columnar object 5 serNumber

Tobie 6.13. Tllbl< for e....c!St'$ 10

Index IP Address Physical Address

3 1'72.46"111.1 00:00:01;:35:0:0.2

~ 172.46.42.1 00:OO;Oc:3S:0;O.3

5 172;46.43.1 00:00:Oc:35:d:04

6 172,,,6.44.1 00:00:OC:35:0:0S

172.46.63.1 (l!J:00:OC:3S;0:01

7 172:46.165.1 00:00:OC:35:0:0S

1 172.46.252.1 OO:OO:Oc:3S:Cl:O'O

.8. Draw the inventory conceptual table.
b. Write the detailed ASN.l constructs for tbe.rable. 11. Fill In the values for the SNMPv2 TraP'POU shown In Figure 6.4S·for a message sent by the hub shown ln F1gure

·4.2(a) one second after it is reset following:a failure. (Vou may want to compare the.resort with thalof Exercise 3



In Chapter'S for SNMPv1.)

7. SNMP. Management: SNMPv3

Objectives

SNMPv3 maturcs
o Documentation architecture
o Formalized SNMP architecture
o Security

SNMP engine ID·and. namefor-network entity
SNMPv3 applications and primitives
SNMP archkecture

o Integrates the three SNMP versions
o Message-processlng module
o Dispatcher module.
c Future enhancemenr capabilky

User security model, OSM
o Derived from user ID and password
o Autbenticatiou
o Privacy
Q Message t imel ioess

View-based access.control model, VACM
o Configure set ofMIB views for agent with contexts
o Familyofsubtrecs in MIB views
o VACM process

SNMPv2' was released, after much controversy, as a.communhy-based SNMP framewcrk, SNMPv2C, wabout any
enhancement to security. SNMPv3 was subsequently developed. to fulfill that' need In SNMP management.
Fortunately, SNMPv3 has ended up addressing more than just security. Ir is a framework for all three versions of'
SNMP. It is designed to accommodare future development in SNMP management with minimum impact to
existing management enrries. Modular architecture and documentation have been proposed to accomplish tbis
goal.

The larest set of additional documentation [RF,C 3410-3418; 3584) derailing tbe specifications of SNMPv3 is
described in the RFCs listed in Table 7. L. They comprise, fETF-adoptedstandards STD 62.

TAble 7,1, S~~1PvJ .RF~

RFC3410 Introduction and Applicability Statement> (not s'ro)

RFC3411 Architecture for Describing SNMP Management Framewori!s

RFC3412 Message Processing and Oispatching,forSNMP

TAbl. 7.1., SNMP"J RFC.,

RFC3410 Introduction and Applicability Statementi (not STO)

RFC3413 SNMPv3 ApplicatiOns

RFC3414 User-based Security Model (USM) for SNMPv3

RFC3415 VIew-based Access Control Model for SNMP

RFC3416 Version 2 of the Protocol Operations forSN MP

RK 3417 Transport Mappi ngsJor SNMP

RFC3418 MIB for SNMP

'RFC 3584 SNMPv3 Coexistence and Transition (BCP (Best Current Practices) 74)

RFC 3,410 provides an overview of SNMPli3 Framework.

src 3411 presents an overview of SNMPvJ. It defines a vocabulary roc describing SNMP Management
Frameworks and an architecture fOrdescribing the major portions of SNMP Management Frameworks.

MC 3412 describes message processing and dispatching for SNMP messages; Procedures are specified fur
processing multiple versions of'SNMP messages to tbeproper SNMP Message Processing Models (MPM) and.for
dispatching peeker data units (PDUs) to SNMp applications. A new MPM for version 3 is proposed in this
document.

RFC 3413 defines five types of SNMP applications: .command generators, .command responders, notification
originators, notifcatjon ·receivers, and pro~ forwarders. It also de-fines the Management lnformaron Base (Mill)
modules for specifying larget,s of'managemen! operations, forncufication filtering; 'and (or proxy forwarding.

MC 3414 addresses the User-based security Model (USM) fOr SNMPv3 and specifies the procedure for providing
SNMP message level security. MIBs for remotely monitoring and managlng coaflguration parameters are also

.specified.

RFC 3415 is, concerned with the Access Control Model lhal deals with the procedure for controlling access to
management infurmation. MIB is specified for remotely managing the configuration parameters for the view-based
access control model 01ACM).

RFG 3416 defines version;2. syntax and, procedures fOr sending, receiving, and. processing ofSNMP PDUs.

RFC 34J 7 defines the transport ofSNMP messages.over various protocols.

RFC 3418 describing the behavorof'an SNMP entity obsoletes RPC 1907 MIB for SNMPv2.

MC 3 $84 describes the coexistence of SNMPv3', SNMPv2, and -8NMPv I. It also describes bow to convert MIB
modules from SMIvl format to SMlv2 format,



7..1. SNM1'v) Key Features

One of the key features of SNMPv3 is tbe modularization of architecture and documentation. The design of the
architecture integrated SNMPvI and SNMPv2 specificar ions with the newly proposed SNMPv3. This enables
continued usage of legacy SN'MP entities along with SNMPv3 agents and manager. That is good news 8S there are
tens of thousands ofSNMPvl and SNMPv2 agents in the field.

An SNMP engine is defined with explicit subsystems that include dispatch and message-processing functions. It
manages all tbree versions of SNMP to coexist in a management entity. Application services and primitives have
been explicitly defined in SNMPv3. This fOrmalizes the various messages that have been in lise in the earlier
versions.

Another key feature is the improved security feature. The configuration can be set remotely with secured
communication that protects agains; mcdificarion of iofonnation and masquerade by using encryption schemes. Jt
also tries to ensure against malicious modification of messages by reordering and time delaying of message
streams, as well asprotects against eavesdropping of messages.

The access policy used in SNMPv I and SNMPv2' is continued and formalized in the access control in SNMPv3,
designated VACM. The SNMP engine defined in the architecture checks whether a specific type of access (read,
write. create. notify) to a particular object (instence) is allowed.

7.2. SNMPv3 Documenmfion Architecture

The numerous SNMP documents have been organized by IETF to follow a document architecture. 1110SNMP
document architecture addresses how existing documents and new dccuments could be designed to be autonomous
and. 8t the same time. be integrated to describe the different SNMP frameworks. The representation shown in
Figure 7. I reflects the contents of the specifications, but it is another perspective of what is given in RFC (3410]. 1t
can be correlated with what we presented in Figure 4.4. Two sets of doouments are of general nature. One of them
is the set of documents on roedmap, applicability statement, and coexistence and transition.

AglD'.1.1. SNMP 00<1811 en1.. 100[Recommended in SNMPv3)

Tile other set of documents, SNMP frameworks, comprises the three versions of SNMP. An SNMP framework
represems the integration ofa set of subsysrems and models. A model describes a specific design ofa subsystem.
The implementation of an SNMP entty is based on a specific model based on a specific framework. For example,
D message in an SNMP manager is processed using B spccl fic message processing mode (we will discuss these
later) in B specific SNMP3 framework. The SN'MP frameworks document set is not expliciJy shown in the
pictorial presentation in Me [2271], as we have done here. RFC [1901] in SNMPv2 and RFC [2271] in SNMPv3
are SNMP framework documents.

The information model and MIBs cover St.rucrure of Management Informatlon (SMl), textual conventions, and
conformance statements, as well as various MlBs. These are covered in STD 16 and STD 17 documents aong with
SMlv2 documents [RFC 2578-2580].

Message Handling and PDU Handling sets of dccnments address transport mappings. message processing and
dispatching, protocol operarcns, applications, and access control. These would correspond to the SNMP S'FD 15
documents and the draft documents on SNMPv2 [RFC 1905-1907] shown in Figure 4.9. RFCs [2573-2575]
address these in SNMPv3.

7.3. Architecture

An SNMP management network consists of several nodes, each with an SNMP entity. TIley interact with each
other 10 monitor and manage the network and resources. 111e architecture of on SNMP entity is defined as the
elements of an entity and the names associated with them. There are three kinds of naming: naming ofentities,
naming of identities, and naming of maoogemem lnformar ion. Let us first look 8t the elements of an entity,
including its naming.

7.3.1. Elements oCan Kutily

The elements of the architecture associated with an SN'MP entity, shown in Figure 7.2, comprise an SNMP engine
and a set of applications. The SNMP engine. named snmpEoginelD. comprlses a dispatcber, message processing
subsystem, security subsystem. and an access control subsystem.

Flgun 7..2.SNMP-'J ArcbJ tee tur<



SNMP Engine. As shown in Figure 7.2, an SNMP entity bas one SNMP engine, which is uniquely identified by an
snmpEngineID. The SNMP engine ID is made up of octet strings. The length of the ID is 12 octets fur SNMP,v I
and SNMM. and.is variable for SNMPv3. This is 'shown in Figure 7}. Thefirst !Pur octets in both formats are set
10 ibe binary equivalent of the agent's SNMP management private enterprise number, T.he first bit of the four
octets Is set 10 I fur SNMPV3 and 0 for earlier versions. For example, if Acme Networks bas been assigned
(enterprises 696). the first four octets would read '800002b8'R in SNMPV3 and 'OOOO02b8'H in 'SNMPvl and
SNMPYl'.

Pig .. -e ;.3. SNMP En~int JO
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The fifth octets' for SNMPv I and SNMPv2 indicate the method that the enterprise used for deriving the SNMP
c~gineID and 6-12 octets function ofthe method. For a simple entity, it could bejust the lP address of the entity.

The fifth octet of the SNMPv3 engine ID indicates the format, used in the rest of the variable number of octets.
Table 7.2 sbows the.values of the fifth octet for SNMPv3.

Table 7.2, SNMPv3 Engint ID ForlUnl, ($th Ortel)

o Reserved. unused

1 IPv4 address (4 octets)

2 IPv6 (16 octets)

lowest non-speciallP address

3 MACaddress (6oqets) lowest IE,EE MAC,address. canonical order

" Text, adm Inistr'<ltfyelyassigned

Maximum remaining length 27

5 Octets, administratively assIgned

Maximum remaining lerigth27

,6-127 Reserved. unused

TAbl. 7.2, SNMP"J Engu!t ID FormAl (5111OCltl)

o ReserVed, unused

128-255 As defined by the enterprises Maxlmum remaining length 27

Dispatch Subsystem. "There is only one dispatcher in an' SNMP' engine and it can handle multiple versions of
SNMP messages. It does the following three 'sets of funcrorrs. First; it sends messagesto and receives messages
.from the network, Second, it determines tbe version of the message and .interacrs with the corresponding MPM.
Third, it provides an abstract interface (described in Section 7.3.3) LO St.'MP applications to oo.liver all incoming
PbU to the local. application and 10 send a POI:) from Ihe local application to II remote entity.

The three separate fuocrons in the dispatcher subsystem are accomplished using: (I) II transport mapper; (2) a
message dispatcher; and (3) 8 PDU dispatcher. The transport mapper delivers the message over the appropriate
transport protocol of the network, Tbe message dispatcher routes the outgoing and incoming messages 10 the
appropriate module of the message processor. Ira message is received for an SNMP version, which. is not handled
by the message processing subsystem, it would be rejected by the message dispatcher. The. pbU dispatcher within
'an'SNMP entity handlesthe trafflc routing ofPDUs between applications'ani! the Message Processor MOGel.

Message Processing Subsystem. The s'NMP message processing subsystem o(an,SNMP engine interacts with the
dispatcher to handle version-speclfc SNMP messages. It contains one or more MPMs. The version is identif'ted by
'the version field in the header.

Security and Access Control Subsystems. The security subsystem provides security services at the message level in
terms. of authentic arion and privacy protection. The access control subsystem provides access authorization service.

Applications Module. The up,pHcation(s) module is made up of one or more 'applications, which comprise
command generator, notificat-ion receiver, proxy forwarder, command responder, and lXi)ificat-ion originator. The
firsrthree.applications 'are normally associated with an SNMP manager and the last two with an SNMP agent. The
appUcation(s) module may also include otber applicatjons, as indicated by the box, "Other," in Figure 7.2.

7.3.2. Nllmes

Naming 'of entities, identities, and. management information is part of SNMPv3 specifications. We already
mentioned the naming of an' entity by its SNMP engine ID, snmpEnginefD. Two names are, associated with
Identities, principal and s.ecurityName. Principal is the "wbo" requesting servlces.Tt could he a person or an
application. The securityName is a human readable string representing aprincipal. The principal could be a single
user, fur example, name a network manager or, a group of 11S_C1'S, such lIS names of operators in the network.
operations center. It is made non-accessible. It is hidden and is based on tbe security model (SM) used. However, it
is administratively given a security name; fur example, User I.or Admin, which is made readable by all.

A management entity can be responsible for more than one managed object. For example, a management agent
.assocated with a managed object at II .given node could be managing a ne.igli'OOring node besides its own. BItch
object is termed context and bas u contextEngineID and 'a rontextName. When tbere is a one-to-ere relationship
between the management entity and the managed object, con(ext.EngineID is the same as smopEngineID. A
scopedPDU is 'a block of data containing a ccntextlsnginelf), a contextlvarre 'ani! a, PDU. An example of this
would be a-switched bub. where a common SNMP agent in.rbe hub is'accessed 1:0, manage tbe interfaces of the hub.
Tbe agent would have an,snmpEnginelO. and each interface card would bave e context Engine 10..10 contrast, in a
non-switcbed bub with each interface.card. being managed individually, the snmpEngineID and contextff) are the
-same.



7.3.3. Abstract Service Interfaces

The subsystems in an SNMP entity communicate with each other acrossan interface, a subsystem providinge
service and the other using the service. We can define a service interface between the two. If the interface is
defmed such. thal it is generic and independent of specific implementation, it becomes a conceptual interface,
termed abstract service interface. These abstract services are defined by a set of primitives that define tile services.
Figure 7.4{a) shows subsystem A sending a request fur service using the primitive primitiveAB to subsystem B.
The primiLiveAB is associated 'with tbe receiving subsystem B, which is the one thaI is providing the service in this
illustration. A primitive has IN and OUT as operands or parameters, which 'are datll values; These are iodlcalcd by
aJ and a2, and bl and b2, respectively. The IN parameters are input values to the called subsystem.from tile
subsystem calling for Service; The OUT parameters ate the responses expected from the called subsystem to the
calling subsystem. The OUT parameters are sent unfilled in the message format by. the cal ling system (remember
Get-Request PDU'l) and are returned filled (Get-Response) by the called subsystem. When the calling subsystem
expects a response from the called subsystem, there are directed messages in both directions"with 'a two-direcuonal
arrow coupling tile two, as shown in Figure 7.4(8). In this case 100 primitive primitivei\.B is. only indicated in the
fbrward direction ..ln addition to returning the OUT parameters, the called subs:ystem could also return a value
associated with tberesult or the request in terms of staruslnformation or result, as shown in Figure 7.4(a). Because
of the execution of primitiveAB, subsystem B may initiate a requesrfor service from another subsystem, subsystem
C, using .p"lmitiveBC over the ebstracr service interface between subsystems B and G.

FIgure 7.4. Abstract Service Interfaces
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In general, exceptfor dispatcher, primitives are associated with the receiving subsystem. Dispatcher primitives are,
used in receiving messages from.and to the application. modules, as well as registering and unregistering them, and
10 transmitting 'and receiving messages n-om tile network.

Figure 7.4(b) shows the example of the application, command generator, sending a request sendPilu (destined for a
remote cottt¥) 10 the dispatcher. The dispatcher, after successful execution of the service requested nod sending it
on tbe network, returns to tile application sendPduHandle. The sendPduHandle will he used by the command
generator to correlate the response from the remote entity. There are no OUT parameters to be filled in this
primltive except the status informatjon, However, the command generator doe's expect Ihe starus informaton,
.hence the'coupliug arrow indicatorin the figure. The disparcher sends an error toil.iestor instead of ~,ildPduHandle
for the status infcrmatjon if tbe sendPdu transaction is a failure. The dispatcber also generates a 'request to the
MPM. prepareOutgoingMessage, The prepareOulgoingMessage has both IN and 0 UT parameters and hence
information flows in both directions. The numerous fN and OUT parameters -associated with primitives nrc not
identified in.tbe ..figure.for the sake of simplicity.

Tab.le·7:3 lists tbe.primjtives served by.tbe dispatcher, message processing subsystem, security, and access control
subsystems. A briefdescription is presented ror each primitive on the service provided and the user of-service.

Tobit 7.l.Listof Prirniliv..s

Module Servlc.eProvidedPrimitive

Dispatcher sendPdu Processes.eq uest from appllcationtosend·a PDUto a remote entity

Dispatcher processPdu Processes Incoming message from a remote entity

Dispatcher Processes request from application to senda response PDUreturnRespo nsePdu

Dispatcher processResponsePdu Processes Incoming response fr.om a rem ote entity

Dispatcher reglsterContextEnelnetD Registers request from a context el18lne

Dispatcher unregisterContextEnginelD Unregisters request from a context engine

Message Processing prepareOutgoingMessage
Model

Prooesses request from dispatcher to Prepare outgoing message to a
remote entity

Message P(ocessing prepareResponseMessage Processes request fr.om dispatcher to prepare outgoing response to a
Model rem ote entity

Message Process1ng prepa,eOataElements
Model

Processes request from dispatcher to extract data elements from an
Incoming message.frem a remote entlty

Security Model Processes request from message processing model to generate a'request
message

generateRequestMsg

Security Model processtncom II'\8Msg Processes request from message processing model ·to process security
data In an Incoming message .

Secur;ityMOdel generateRespOnseMsg Processes requ'est from message processtng model to generate a
responsemessage

Intra-Security Mod'el authent(careOutgoingMsg Processes request to .authenticatrOn service to authenticate outgoing
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Module Primitive Servlce Provide d

message

Intra-Security Model atithenticatelncomJngMsg Processesrequest for a,uthentlcatJon servteeto Incorn'lngmessage

Intra-Security Model encryptData Processesrequesrfrom security model to prlvacvservlce to encrypt data

Intra-Security Model decrypt Data Processesrequest for privacy service to decrypt an Incoming message

Aceess
Model

Control IsAccessAliowed Processes request from application to .aecess and .authorlze servlce
requested

7.4. ·SNMPv3 Applications

SNMPvJ formally defines five types of applkauons. These are .not the same as the functional-model that the OS]
model addresses. These may be considered as the application service elements that are used to build applications.
They are command generator. command responder, notification originator, notification receiver. and proxy
forwarder. These ate described inRFC 2213..

7..4.1. Command Generator

A command generator application is used to generate get-request, get-next-request, get-bulk, and set-request
messages. The command generator also processes Ihe response received for the command sent. Typically, the
command geoerator applieat ion is associated with the network manager process,

Figure 75 shows the use of the command generator application using the get-request example. In the top half of
the figure, 'the get-request message issent after it passes through the dispatcher, the MPM. lind the SM. The
command generator sends the seodPdu primitivetothe dispatcher, which requests the MPM to prepare an outgoing
message, The dispatcher also sends a sendPduHandle to the command generator to track the request. The details 0.0

the informatiou exchanged belween MPM and 'SM are covered in Section 7.6. The SM is used to generate the
outgoing message, including authentication and privacy parameters. The dispatcher then sends the message on the
network,

IiTgul·. ;:5. COII"n~lId GtntrAIUr Allllll<Alkm

The bottom half of Figure 7.5 presents the role of Ihe Command generator when the get-response message is
received from ihe remote entity. 'The dispatcher receives t~ message from the network and, requests MPM to
prepare data elements, which are addressed in Section 7.6. The SM validates the autbenticity and privacy
parameters, The dispatcher receives the returned message from SM and forwards it to the command generator to
process the response.

An example of the command generator transaction is an SNMPvl get-request command from a network
mnnagement system (NMS) to i!II agent requesting the values of System group (see Figuce 5.17(il). The command
.generator sends 'the command and OIDs to the dispatcher aloog with version number (SNMPvJ) aOO security
information. It also sends a tracking ID, sendPduHandle, to the NMS., This would be Request ID (= I) shown in
Figure 5.17(8). When the MPM returns the outgoing message, which could be a secured (authenticated and
encrypted) message, the dispatcher delivers it to tbe network using user datagram protocol (OOP) 10 'be rrnnsmitted
to the agent. The command generator receives the response from the dispatcher (asynchronously) senr-bythe-agent,
The primitive processResponsePdu would deliver the PO'U containing the values fbr the System group shown in
Figure 5.17(b) to tbe .command generator. The command generator matches the response POU received with
Request ID = I with theoncthlit 'vas sent.

7.4.2. Command Responder

A command responder processes the get and set requests destined for it' and is received from a legitimate non-
authoritative remote enruy. Jt performs theappropr.iale action of get or set 011 the network element, prepares a ger-



response message, and Sends it to the remote entity ihat made the request. This is shown in Figure 7.6.10 contrast
to Figure 7.5, In which the top a.nd bonom half processes run on two remote objects, the top and bottom of Figure
7.6 belong 10 the same object. Typically, the command responder Is in the management .agent associated with the
managed object.
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Before the get-request could be processed by the command-responder application, the context Lhut Uie SNMP
.engine i!; responsible for must register wlth the SNMP engine. 11does this, by using the regist.erColltextEngineID.
Once this is in place. the get-request (same example-as used in command generator) is received by the dispatcher,
data-elements are prepared by the MPM, security parameters are validated by the SM, and the pro.cessPdu is passed
on 10 the command responder. This set of processes is presented In the rophalf'of'Figure 7.6.

'Once the request is processed by the COmmand Responder, i.t prepares theget-respouse message as shown in the
bottom balf of Figure 7.:6. The message is passed to the Dlspsrcher using rhe returnflesponsel'du, The IvIPM
prepares the response message. the SM performs the security functions. and the Dispatcher eventually transmits the
get-response: message On lhe, network.

Continuing tbe example discussed in Section 7,4, l for the command generator, tbe dspatcher in the SN MP IIgeni
receives the message, The message is processed by the .MPM and the SM and is returned to the dispatcher,
Assuming Iba! tbe managed object has registered its context engine lD with tbe dispatcher using
regL~leiConiextEngineID, the message is delivered tb the command responder using processl'du. When the
command responder acquires the System group information, it fills Ilie- PDU received witll System group object
values shown in Figure 5, 17(b), The retumkesponsepdu primitive is used by the command generator to ~liver the
message to the dispatcher. The dispatcher, after processing the get-response message through the MPM and the
SM, transmits it. across the network using UDP protocol

7.4.3. NotificatiolL OriginaID"

The notification originator application generates either a trap or an inform message. lts function is somewbat
'simllar to tbe command responder, except that it Deeds 10 find out where 10 send the message and what SNIvIP
version and security parameters 10 lise, Further; the notification generator must determine the contextEngineID and
context name of tbe context that has the information to be sent. II obtains these data using newly created MISs for
tile- notification group and tbe targetgroup, as well as using other modules in the system. We will learn about the
new M1Bs defining the new groups in Section 7,5, The notification group contains information on 'whether a
notification should be sent to a target and, if so, what filleriog should be used 0.0 the informaron. The target that
too notification should be sent to is obtained from the target group. .

7.4.4. Not.ilic.ntion Receiver

The notification receiver application receives SNMP notification messages. It registers with the SNMP engine 10
receivethese messages, just-es tbecornmand responder does to receive' get and set messages.

7.4,5. I'I'DXy Forwarder

The proxy furwarder application performs a function similar to what we discussed in Chapter ~ on lhe PrOl(Y
server, However, the proxy definiton.has been clearly defined and restricted in SNMPv3 .specificatlons. T.he term
"proxy' is used to refer to a proxy forwarder application that forwards SNMP requests, notlfcatlons, aod responses
without regard for what managed objects are contained in those messages. Non-SNMl' object translation does not
fall under thls category. The proxy forwarder handles four types ofmessages: messages generated by the command
generator, command responder, notification generator, and those thai contajn a report lndicator. The proxy
forwarder I~S the translation table in the proxy group MlB created tOr tlii$ purpose:

7.5. SNMPv3 Management lnfonnation Base

The new objects defined in S.NMPv3 fctbw the textual convention specified In SNMI'\Q and described iil Section
6.3, Refer to theRFCs listed in Table 7,1 for complete details OD managed objects and MIBs in SNMPv3. We will
address It subset of the MISs bere. Figure 7,7 shows the MIB of the new object groups. They are nodes under
snmpModules {1.3,6:1.6.3}, shown in Figure 6.3L There are Seven new MlB groups. The snmpFr3Jl:1Qw(l[kMIB,
node 10 under ~mpModul.es, describes the SNMP Management urchsecture. The MlB group sn'mpMPDMIB
(node II) dentifies.objects.in message processing and dispatching subsystems,

FIC.'" 7.7.SNMPvJ MJB



There are three groups defined under snmpModulc·s tor applications. They nrc snmpTargetMlB (node 12),
snrnpNotifiClltionMIB (node 13).. and snmpProxyMiB (node 14). The first two-are-used fur notification generator.
The snmpTargetMIB defines M1B objects, which are used to remotely configure the parameters used by a remote
SNMP e.ntity. There are two t.nbles in tbat MIS, which are of specific interest for us. Tbey are shown in Figure 7.8,
The snmpTargetAddrTable. which is in srimpTargetObjects group. contain'S the addresses' to he used in' the
generation of.SNMP roessages, There are nine columnar objects.in tile table, which are listed.In Table 7.4.

snmpTargetMIB
{snmpModules 12)

snmpTarlletAddrTable

(2)

snmpTargetObjects
(1 )

SfimpTargetParamsTable

(3)

Entity.

Table 7.4. SNMP Turget Adl,"'S:sTubl.

010 Descript.lon (Brief)

snmpTargetAddrTable

snmpTargetAddrEhtry

snmptargetAddrName

'snmpT~rgetobJects 2 Table cf trensportaddresses

shmpTargetAddrTable Row In tl;letarget address table
1

srimpTargetAlkirEntry Locally administered name,assooated with tlils entry

Ehtlty

TAble 7.4; SNMP T"rget Address TAblt

010 DesGriptlOn(Briefl

snmpTargetAddrTDomalh

snmpTargetAddrTAddr."ss

snm.pTargetAddrl1meOut

1

snmpTargetAddrEhtry Transport type of the addresses
2

snmpTargetAddrEntry Transport address
3

.snmpTargelAddrEntry Reflects the expected maximum ~ol,lnd-trlp time
4

snm.pTargetAddrRCtry<:ouht snmpTargetAddrEnt,y
.5

snmpTar8etAddrTagLl~t

snmpTa'getAddrParams

Number of retries'

snmpTarl!etAddrEntr:y
6

List of tag 'value~used to select the target-addresses for a partlcular
operation

snmpTargetAddrEntry Value that Identifies an entry In the snmpTargetParall)S Table
7

snmpTargetAddrS,orageType snmpTargetAddrEntry Stor~ge type for this row
8

snmpTargetAddrRow$tatus. snmpTargetAddrEr;trv StatUsof the row
9

1',he second table in the snmpTargetObjects group is too snmpf'ergerl'arems'Tnble. The lead into this table is by
using the columnar object snmpTargetAddrParams in the snmpTargetAddrTable. This contains the security
parameters on authentication and privacy. TIle columnar objects in snrnpTargetParamsTable are listed in Table 7.5.

Entity

Tabte 7.5. SNMP Torget Parameters Tabte

010 DesalptJon (Brief)

snmpTargetPar.amsTable

·snmpTargetParamsEntry

snmpTargetParamsName

snmpTargetParamsMPModel

snmpTargetObjects 3 Table of SNMP target I'nfonnat:lon to be used

snmpTargetParamsTable 1 A set of SNMP target Information

snmpTargetParamsEntry 1 locally admInistered name associated with thls'ehtry

snmpTargetParamsSe<urltyModel snmpTargetParamsEntry 3 Security model to be used

snmpTargetParamsEntry 2 Message processing model to be used



T"bl. 7.5. SNMP T.rgetp • .,u,wrrs Tnbl<

Entity 010 Oi,scrlption (Brief)

snmpTargetPar-arnsSewrltyName snmpTargetParamsEntry'4 Security name of the principal

snmpTargetParamsSecurityleYel snmpTargetParamsEntry 5 level of security

snmpTargetParamsStorageType snmpTargl!tParamsEntry6 Storage type for the row

snmpTargetParamsRowStatus snmpTargetParamsEntry 7 StatUS'ofthe to«

The snmpNotif'lCstiooMla shown in Figure 7.9 deals with MID objects for the generation of notifications. There
are three tables in this group-namely, tbenotification table, the notification filter profile table, and thenorifieaton
filter table. They are under the node snmpNotifYObjects. The SNMP notification table, snmpNotiiYT'able, is used
to se·lect management targets.that should receive notifications, as well as the type of notification to be sent. Table
7.6 shows the columnar objects In tbe group,

Ag"". 7.9. SN~fP NotiliClltiollTabl es

T.bl~ 7.6.SNMP NotirIClltio".Tllblr

Entity 010 Description (Brief)

snmpNotlfy'rable snmpNotlMl~jects 1 Ust of targets and notiflcalion types

snmpl'4otlfyEntry. snrnpNOtifyTa.ble1 Set of maJ1~gernenttargets and the type of nOtlHca.tion

snmpf'4otifyName snmpNotirYEntry 1 LOcallyadministered name associated with this entry

snrnpNo~fyEntry 2 A single value that Is used to select entries In the snmpTargetAc;JdrTable

TAbl. 7.6: SNMP Nolitl<nUolITobie

Entity 010 Description (Brief)

snmpNotifyType snmpNotlfyEntry 3 Selects trap orlnform to send

snmpNotifyStorageType' snmpNotlfyEntry 4 Storage type for the row

.snmpNotlfyRowStatus s'IlmpNotlfyEntry 5 Status{)f the row

The notification profile table group, snmpNolitYProtTIeTllble, is used 10 associate a notificarion filter profile with a
particular set. of target parameters. The third group, the notification filler table, snmpNoti.fyFilterTable, contains
table profiles of the. targets. The profile specifies whether aparteular target.should receive particular lnformaton.

The -snmpProxyMIB is concerned with objects in q proxy. (orwurding application, such 8S the SNMPv2 proxy
server shown in Figure 6A6. It contains.a table of translation parameters used by tile proxy forwarder appJication
for forwarding SNMP messages,

Tile S.NMP osM objects. are defined in snmpUsmMIB module (node 15). Lastly, the objects 'fur VACM fur SNMP
are defned in the snmpVaomMlB module (node 16). We will discuss the details of tbese MISs later when we
address security in the next section and access control in Section 7.8.

One ef the main objectives, if not the main ebjective, in developing SNMPv3 is the addition of security features to
SNMP management. Authentication and privacy of information, as well as authorization and access 'controls, have
been addressed in SNMPv3 specifications. w'e will cover tile authentication and privacy issues in this section and
in Section ":'1. We will deal with aCCeSScontrol in Section 7.8.

SNMPv3 architecture permas flexibility, to use any, protocol for 'autberuication aod privacy of information.
However, tbe IETF SNMl'v3 working group has specified 8 USM for its security subsystem. It is termed. user-
based B$ it follows the tr:ooition,a) concept of 8 user, identified by.a user name with which to associate security
information. The working group has specified I:lMAC-MD5·96 and HMAC·SBA~96 (see Seeton 7.7.1 fur an
explanation) as the authentication protocols. Cipher Block, Chaining mode-of Data Encryption Standard (CBC·
DES) has been. adopted (or privacy protocol.

We will discuss the general aspects of .secursy associated with rbe types of threats, tbe security modules, the
message data format to accommodate security parameters, and tile use and management of keys in this section. We
will specifically address 'the USM in the next section.

7.6.1. Security Threats

Four types of'threats exisr to network management lnformeron while it is being transported from one management
entity to another: (I) modification of information, (2) masquerade, (3) message stream modification, and (4)
disclosure. These are shown in Figure 7.10, where the information is transported from management entity A to
management entity 6. For the tttSl three threats, tile signal has 10. be iorercepted by.an intruder to tamper with it,
whereas fur the disclosure threat, the signal can just be tapped ami not intercepted.

Flcu re 7.10. S«urityTht·eulS to MAoagrmool Informatloo
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Modification of iufcrmarbn Is we threat that some unauthorized user may modlfy the contents of the message
while il is in 1I'Ilnsit. Data conrems are modified, including falsifying the value of an object. 11 does not include
changing the originating or dcstinatlon address. The modified message is received by entity B, which is unaware
that it has been roodlfled. For example, the response by an SNMP agent to a request by an SNMP manager could
be altered by this threat.

Masquerade is when an unautborized user sends information to anotber assuming the identity of an authorized user.
This can be done by changing the originating address. Using the masquerade and roodificatlon of information. an
unautllOrized user can perform operation on a management entity, which be or she is not permitted to do. The
SNMP set operation should be protected against this attack.

The SNMP communication uses con oect ion less transport service, such as UDP. This means that the message could
be fragmented into packets with each packet taking a different path. The packets could arrive III the dcstination out
of sequence and have to be reordered. The threat here is that tbe intruder may manipulate the message stream
(message stream modifteatlon) and maliciously reorder the data packets 10 change the meaning of the message. For
example, the sequence of data of a table collkl be reordered to change the values in the table. The intruder could
also delay messages so th3t those messages arrive out of sequence. The message could be interrupted stored. and
replayed at a later time by an unauthorized user.

The rounh and last threm that is Shown in Figure 7.10 is disclosure of management informaton. The message need
not be intercepted for this, but JUSt eavesdropped. For example, the message stream of accounting could be
promiscuously monitored by nn employee with a TCPIlP dump procedure, and then the information could be used
against the establishment.

There are 8t least two more threats thllt would be considered as (hreals_ in traditional data communicarion, but the
SNMP SlY! has classified them 8S being non-threats. The first is denial of service, when an authorized user is
denied service by II management entity. This is considered as not being a threat, as a network fililure could cause
such a denial. It is the responsibility of the protocol to address this issue. The second threat that is not considered a
management threat is traffic UJlolys[s by on unauthorized user. It was determined by the JETP SNMPv3 working
group that there is no significant advantage achieved by protecting against this attack.

7.6.2. Security Model

In normal operational procedures, the MPM in the message processing subsystem interacts with securily subsystem
~odels. For example, in Figure 72, an outgoing message is generated by an applicllIioll, which is first handled by a
disparcber subsystem, then by an MPM, and finally by tile SM. If the message is to be authenticated, the SM
authenticates it and fimvar¢; it to the MPM. Similarly for an incoming message, the MPM requests the service of
the securiy subsystem to authenticare the user ID. Figure 7.11 shows the services provided by the three modules in
the seeuriy subsystem to the MPM. They ore the authentication module, the privacy module, and the timeliness
module.

._ ~O:::_=Jl..__-_...,._._~~_-___l

Authoritative SNMP Engine. When two management entit.ies communicate, the services provided by each are
determined by the role they play, i.e .. whether the entity is authorized to perform the service. This led to the
concept of authoritative and non-authoritarive SNMP cngines. 111is is depeodent on which SNMP engine controls
the communication between the two entities. SNMPv3 architecture defines that in a communication between IWO
SNMP engines. one acts as an authoritative engine and the other as a non-authoritative engine. There is a well-
defined set of rules as to who is the aurbcritarive SNMP engine for each message thm is communicated between
two SNMP engines. For gel-request, get-next-request, get-bulk-request, set-request or inform messages, the
receiver of the message is the authoritative SNMP engine. Since these messages are originated by a manager
process in a network management system (NMS). the receiver is the SNMP agent, Thus, the agent is the
authoritative SNMP engine. For tr3p~get-response, and report messages, the sender or the agent is the authorjtative
SNMP engine. Thus, an St{MP engine that acts in the role of an agent is the designated authoritative SNMP
engine. The SNMl' engine thlll acts in the role of a manager is the IlOn-outhoritative engine. In general, an SNMP
agent is the amhorirarive SNMP engine in SNMP communication.

An authoritative SNMP engine is respons-ible for the accuracy oCthe time-stamp and a unique SNMP engine ID in
each message. This requires that every ncn-autborharive SNMP engine keep a table of the. time. and authorsarive
cngine ID of every SNMP engine that it communicates with.

Security Authentication. Communication between two entities coukl satiSfY the condition of authoritative and non-
authoritauve pair. However, it should be the right Ret of pairs. Thus, the source from which the message. Is received
should be authemicated by the receiver. Further, authentication is needed fur the security reasons discussed in
Section 7.6.1. Security authentication is done by the authentication module in the security subsystem.



The authentication module provides rwo services, data integriry und.data origin amhenticaton. The data integrity
service provides the function of authemicaring a message 81 the orlgioating end and validating il 81 the receiving
end, ensuring that it has not been modified in the communication process by an unauthorized intruder.
Authentication vahdaron also catches any non-malc ous modification of data in the comrmrnication channel, The
authentication scheme uses authemication protocols, such as HMAC-MD5"96 or HMAC-SBA·96 in SNMPv3 or
any other protocol in place of it

The second service tbal is provided by tbe-authcmication module is date-origin autbeerication, Thisensures tbal the
claimed identity of the user on whose behalf the message was sent is truly the originator of tbe message. 1110
ain:hi:!ltiostion module appends to each message a, unique identifier associated with an authoritative SNMP engine.

Privacy of Information, The second module ill the security subsystem in Figure 7.11 is the-privacy module, which
provides data confdentiatityservice. Data confidentlality ensures that information is not made available or
disclosed to unauthorized users, entities, or processes. Tlie privacy of the message is accomplished by encrypting
the message at the sending end and decrypting it at tbe receiving end.

Timeliness of Message. The timeliness module is the third module in Ule, security subsystem and provides the
fimction of checking' message timeliness and thus prevents message redirection, delay, 'and replay. Using the
concept of an aurhoriuuive SNMP engine, a window of time is set ill the receiver to accepta message. The travel
time between the Sender and the receiver should be within this time window interval, lhe time cli)ck to both the
sender and the receiver is.synchronized to the authoritative SNMP engine. The recommended value for, the window
time in SNMPv3 is 150 seconds.

For implementation of the timeliness module, the' S'l'(MP engine 'maintains three' objects; snmpEnginefD,
snmpEngineB,oots, and snmpBngineTime. The snmpEnginelD' uniquely identifies the authoritative SNMP engine.
The snmpEngineBoots is a-count of the number of times the SNMP engine has re-booted or re-Initlalized. since
snmpEnginelO was last configured. The srimpEngineTime is the number of seconds since the'sn'mpEngin'eB00ts
counter was .last Initialized or reset.

The timelioess module also .ehecks the message ID of a response with the request message and drops the message
if they do 'not match. '

We will next look at the message format in ~v3 in general, and the security parameters contained in it in
particular.

7.6.3. Message Format

The SNMPv3 message format is shown in figure 7.12. It consists of four groups of data. Details of the fields in
eachgroup except security parameters are given in Table7.7. The-first group ls.a single field, which is the version
number and is in the samepositon as in SNMPvI and SNMPv2.

Flgul'. 7.t2.SNMl'vJM.ssQge FOI·m.1

Table 7.7. SNMPvJ J\1fSS.~.Formol

Field Object Name Description

versten SNMP verslon number of the message.fonnatmsgVersion

Message to AdministratiVe 10 assodated with the messagemsglD

msgMaXSize Ma.xlmum size supported by the sender

Message flags msgFlags Bit fields Identifying report. authentication; and privacy of the
message

Message'security model msgSecurityModel Security model used for themesssge: concurrent multiple models
allowed

Se<:urity parameters
Table 1.8)

(See msgSecurityParameters Secur.ity parameters used for communication between sendlng
and receiving sewrity modules

Plalhtext/eilcrypted
scopedPDt,Jdata

scopedPduData Choice of plaintext cir encrypted scopedPDU; scopedPDU uniquely
identifres context and PDU

Context englne,tD Unique to of a ~O!'Itexl (managed elitity~ with a ~ntext name
reallzed by an SNMP entity

contextEnginelD

Context name N~l)'le ofthe context (managed enttty,)contextName

PDU data Contains unencrypted PDU

Global (header) data defined by thedata type header are the second group of data in the message. format, They
contain administrative.parameters of the message, whicli are message ID, message maximum size, message flag,
and message SM. It is worth Doting lhat an SNMP engine can handle many models concurrently. in the message
processing subsystem. The dispatcher subsystem examines the version number in the message and sends it to the,



appropriate message processing module in the message subsystem. For example, if the version is set to snmpv2. the
SNMPv2 message processing module would be invoked.

The t!tid group of data, securily parameter fields. are used by the SM in communicating between sending and
receiving entlies. The values or the parameters depend on the message SM set in the header data. The parameters
are shown in Figure 7.12 and will he discussed in Section 7.7.

The fi>wth and fmal group of fields in the whole message record shown in Figure 7.12 is the plaintext/encrypted
scopedPDU datD. The scopcdPduDota feld contains elher unencrypted or encrypted scopedPDU. If the privacy
flag is set to 7£fO (no privacy) in the message flag (see header data), then this field contains plaintext scopedPDU,
which is unencrypted scopedPDU. The plaintext scopedl'DU comprises the context engine £0, context name. and
the PDU. A management entity can be responsible for mubiple instances of managed objects. For example. in an
ATM switch. a single managed entity acts as the agent for all the network Interlilce c-ards in all its ports. We could
lrest each interface clU'd as II context with II context engine £0 lind a.conrext.name. Thus. a partlcular context nnme,
in conjunct ion with 3 part ioular context engine ID. identifies the particular context associated with tbe manage ment
information contained in the PDU portion of the message. 100 object name for PDU is data.

7.7. SNMPv3 'USCI'-BlIscd Seen lity Model

The security subsystem for SNMPv3 is a USM. which is based on the traditional user onme concept. Just as we
have defined abstract service interfaces between various subsystems in an SNMP entity. we can define abstract
service interfaces in USM. They define conceptual interfaces between generic USM services and self-contained
authentication and privacy services. There are two primitives associated with authentication service. one to
genemte an outgoing aurhenticated message (authenticateOntgoingMsg) and another to validate the authenticated
incoming message (authenticatelncomingMsg). Similarly, there are two primitives associated with privacy
services, cncryptData and decryptData, for the encryption of outgoing messages and the decryption of incoming
messages. These were included in the list of prim it ives in Table 7.3.

Services provided by authentication and privacy modules in the security subsystem for outgoing and incoming
messages are shown in Figures 7.13 and 7.14. respectively. Looking at (be overall picture. tbe MPM invokes the
USM in the security subsystem. The USM in turn invokes, based on the securily level set in the message. the
autbenticalion and privacy modules. Resuks are returned to the M1'M by the USM.

Flgure 7.tJ. Prlvncyoncl Aulh.ntl .....lon Sorvlc. (or an Outgoing M.5S~

Figu,', 7.t~. Prlv.cy Mild" ,rth,"Jlrntwl Sorvlr. (or "" tncemlng Mt5sag.

In Figure 7.13 that shows the process of an outgoing messuge, we will assume that both privacy and autheotcaron
flags nrc set in the message flag- in the header data. TIle MPM inputs the MPM information. beader data, security
data, and scopedPDU to the security subsystem. The USM invokes the privacy module first, providing the
ercryptjonkey and sCopedPDU as input. Tile privacy module outputs privacy parameters that are sent as part ofthe
message lind the' encrypted scopedPDU. 111e USM passes the unauthenticated whole message with encrypted
scopedPDU to the authentication module along with the authentication key. The authentication module returns the
authenticated whole· message to USM. TIle security subsystem returns the autbenticered and encrypted whole
message along with the roessage length 8.nd security parameters to the MPM.

Figure 7.14 shows the reverse process of an incoming message going through the authentication validation first,
and then decryption of the message by the privacy module.

The security parameters used in the SM are shown in Figure 7.12. Table 7.8 lists the parameters and the
corresponding SNMPv3 M1B objects. Tbe position of the relevant M1B objects associated with the security
parameters belongs to the two modules, snmpFmmesworkMlB and snmpUsmMm, under srunpModuJesMIB
shown in Figure 7.7. Thedetails ofthepositioo of the objeas in the Mllhre presented in Figure 7.15.

figur. 7.t5. SNi\1Pd MIS Obj.tu for So.urity PH."rutIH!
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'rRblt 7,8, St<"rirl' 1'I1I"mer.r~ Rntl Corresp<rndlng MW Oblocrs

Security Parameters USM User Group objects

msgAuthoritativeEnginelD snmpEnginelD (under snmpEngine Group)

msgAuthoritativeEngineBoots snmpEngineBoot.s(under snmpEngine Group)

~uthorrtatlveEnglneTIme snmpEnglneTIl'ne (under snmpEnglne Group)

rnsgUserName -usmUserName ,(Inusmuserrebte)

msgAuthentlcatlo"Parameters .usmUserAuthProtocol (in usmUserTablel

tTisgPrivacyParameters usmUserPrivProtorol (In usmUserTable)

We have alrea-dy discussed the fJrst three parameters in Table 7.,8 associated with engineIls, number of boots, and
time si nee tbe last boot. They are in ihe snmpfingi ne group shown in Figure' 7.15, The' last three pammeters in the
!able are In usmUserTable in the usmUser group shown in Eigure 7.15.

The fourth-paramerer is the user (principal) on whose behalf the message is being exchanged. Theanthentication
parameters are defined by the autlientication protocol columnar object in the usmlfser'Table. The usmlfserT'able
descri bes the users configured in the SNMP engine and the uuthenrication parameters the type of authenrication
protocol used. Likewise, the privacy parameters describe the type of privacy protocol used.

The usmU serSpinLoCk is au advisory klc.k thal is used-by SNMP command generator applications to coordinate
their use of the set operatlon in creating Or modifying secrets in usmlfser'Table,

Now that we have a broad picture, let us return II) Figure 7.13 and follow through the detailed data flow and
processes involved in the USM Figure ;7.13 shows 'the operation for an ourgong message, which could be either a
Request message or a Response message, The Ml'M inputs infcrmalion on tbe message processing model to be
used (normally SNMP version number), leader diltit, security data (SM; SNMP engine 10, security name, and
security level) lind .scopedPOU 10 the Security Subsystem (SS). This information is 'received by the Ilser-base
Security Model (OeM) in SS.

In the USM; the security-level settings for privacy and authentication determine' the modules invoked. The
encryption key and scepedPDU (context engine TO, colmiXl name, and POU) are fed into the privacy module,
which encrypts the·PDU and returns tbe encrypted POU along witb privacy parameters to the calling module,
USM.

The USM Ihen communicates ,vith the 8uUlenlj,;ation module. The USM inPUIS the encrypted whole message along
with the authenlJcatico key. The aUlbeoticatloo module returns the autheoticated who Ie .message 10 USM. The
USM 'passes the authenticated and encrypted whole message, whole message length, and secul'ilies pru:ameters
back'toUIC MPM.

The operation lOr an incoming message is shcwn in Figure '1.14. [nputs to lhe security subsystem are the MPM
infcrmation, .be-.tder.data, security parameters fur the received messllge; lind the w.hole message. The .output .of the
security subsyStem is scepedPOU in plaintext funnat.

Withio..llie security subsystem, the operational sequence of authentication and privacy fur an.incoming message are
reversed from that of the outgoing message. The message is first sent to the aut.beotleatloo module with the
authentjcarion key; the-whole message received from the network, and authentication parameters received from the
network.as inputs. It OUtpUlS an authentkated whole message to the calling module 10 USM. TIle USM then feeds
too decrypt key, privacy parameters, and the encrypted scopedPOU .and receives in return Ihe decrypted
scopedP.DU. The decrypted ScojledPOU is then passed onto the message processing module.

7.7J. Authentication Protocols

The secret 10'security using, the authentic-ation and privacy schemes is the secret key that is shared between the
sender and the user. There is a secret key fer autbenrceton and a secret key fer encryption and decryption. The
secret key fer tbe User-based Security Module (USM) is developed from the user password. Two algorithms arc
recommended in SNMPv3 .lOr developing the key from Ibe password, They are HMAC-MD5~-96 and HMAC-
SHA-96. TIll: first letter in the designation stands fOr the cryptographic bash function (H) used fur generating the
.Message Access Code (MAC). The second part in the designation is the bashing algorithm used, thefu.1>I one being
the MD5 hashing algorithm, and tbe second one the SHA-I hashing algorhhm to generate MAC. The MAC is
derived by truncating the bashing code generated to 96 bits as indicated by the. last set of characters in the
designalbn.

Authentication' Key, The'u\lthe.ntication key, the secret. key for authentication, is derived from a chosen password
oftbe user. The user in ourcase is-the non-suthoritativ.eSNMP engine, which is generally an NMS.ln both MD5

-aed SHA-I algorithms, tbe password is repeated uotil it forms exactly-a string of2lO octets (1,048,576 octets),
truncating the last repetition, if necessary. This' result is' called digeslQ [Stallings, 1998].l.n the second step, the
digeslO is bashed using either the MDS or llie.SHA-J algorithm to derive digest I. MDS algorithm yields a 16~cci1.1
digestl , and SHA-J results in a 20-0ctet digestl , A second string is formed by eoncatenatlng the authoritative
SNMP engine ID .and digestl, This string is fed into the respective bashing algorithm to derive .digest2. The
derived digesl2 is the user's authentication key. nuthKey, which is input to the authentication modules shown in
Figures 7.13 and 7.14. You are referred 1.0 RFC [2104j·and Stallings' [1998] tor details on MD5 and SHA-I
algorithms.

The choice between the 16-octet MDS-bosed authKey and the 20-0ctel SHA-I-based aulhKey is based on the
Implementation. In the 20-octet key, il is harder 1(1 break the 'code than in the lei-oclel key. However, the
processing is faster with the 16-octet key. Further, the same 16-octet.key derived from the same password could be
used for the privacy key, althougb.it is recommended thai the same key not be used for both.

HMAC Procedure. The 96-bil. long code MAC is derived USing the HMAC procedure described in RFC 2104 ·and
RFe 7274. FiJ:st, Iwo functions K1 and K2 are derived using autbKey obtained'above, and two fixed bul different
strings, ipad !IDd opad, as defined in the following manner, A 64:byte extendedAuthKey is derived 'by
supplementing authKeywith zeros.

ipad =the hexsdecimal byte 0x36 (00110110) repeated 64 times

opad = the hexadecimal byte Ox5c (0 1011100) repeated 64 times

K t = extendedauthxey XOR ipad

K2 = c):l:tende<iAulltKey XOR. opacl

HMAC is·co.mputed by perfornling tbe fellow ing nested bashing functions on K I. 1<2, and who.leMsg, which is tbe
U1l8uthenticated whele message·shown in F.igure 7. 13:

H (1<2, R(Kl, wboleMsg»)



The 1m.1 12 octets of ibis final digest are the MAC. These are the authentication parameters,
msgAuthenlicatioriParameters, which are shown in Figure 7,.12 and are included as part of the authenticated whole
message, autbenticatedWboleMsg shown in Figure 7.B,

Key Management A user (NMS) hds only one password and .heuce one -secret key digestl. mentioned in the
amhenticarion key discussion earlierv However, it communicates with'all t.heauthorit!J[ive'SNMP'engi'nes (all the
agents-in the network). The shared information is again a secret between the two communicaring engines. The
concept of a localized 'key is introduced to accomplish this instead of storing-a separate password for each pair of
communicating engines. A hash function, which Is Ihe same hashing fun¢tion that is used 1.0 generate Ihe secret
key. is employed to generate the localized key,

Localized, key = H (secret, autboritativeSnmpEngineID. secret)

where secret is, the secret key (digest'l) and, the authoritativeSnmpEngineID is the SNMP engine ID of the
authorltarive SNMP engine with which the local user is communicating. This localized key, different for each
amboriteuve engine, is stored in each authorhative engine wjrh which the user communicates. Notice that the
locaJized key is the same as aut.bKe~.

SNMPv3 permits the operation of changes and modiflcation in' a key, but not the creaticn of keys to ensure thai the
secret key does not become stale.

Discovery. One important function of an NMS as' a user is the discovery of agentsfn the network. This is
'accomplished by generating 8 Request message with a' security level of DO-authenlication and no-privacy, a user
name of "rut ial," an aurboraative SNMP engine ID of zero length, and a weB ind Ust, thal is empty. The
authoritative engines respond with Response messages containing the engine ID and the security parameters filled
in. Additional information is then obtained via pair-wise communication messages.

1.7.2. EilcryptwlI Protocol

The encrypt ion generates non-readable 'ciphert.e~t from a readable text, plaintext. The SNMPvJ 'recommendation
fur data confidentiality is to use the CDC-DES Symmetric Encryption Protocol. The USM speciflcations require
the scopedPDU portion 'of the message be encrypted. A seorer valae in combination with a timeliness value is used
to create the encryption/decryption key and inirializaiion vector (IV). Again, the secret value is user-based, and
hence Is associated typically with an NMS, The 16-oolet privacy key, privKey, is generated from the password as
described in the gcnenation of authentication code using MD-5 hashing algorithm,

The first eight octets ofl(le l6-oStet privacy key are used 10 create the DES key. The DES key is only 56 bits long
and hence the least significant bit of each octet in the privacy key is discarded. The 16-oclet rv is made up of two
parts, an 8-octet pre-Iv concatenated with an 8-octeJ,salt. The pre-Iv is the last eight octets of the privacy key, The
sak is added to ensure that two identical instances of ciphertext are-not generated from two different plaintexts
using' lhe same key. The sail is generated by an SNMP'cngine by-concatenating i14 ..octet sntnpEngineBoots with a
locally generated, integer. The salt is the privacy parameter sbown in Figures 7.12, 7.13, and 7.14.

The encryption process first divides the plaintext of scopedPDU into 64-bil blocks. The plaintext of each block is
XOR-ed with thecjpherrexr of the previous bbck, and tbe result is encrypted 10 produce acjphertexr fOr the current
block. f'or·the'fitst block, the IV is used instead of the ciphert~xt ofibe previous block.

7:8. Access COllo'ol

We have GO,vct;e.;L security considerllt ions in network managemenl with regard to data integrity, message
authelllicatioll, data confidentiality, .!Iud the linlelineSs, of message in the pre\'ious two sectioris. We will now
address access conlTo~ which deals wilh who can access networ,k management 'comj)Qnenls and what ·they can

access. In SNMPvl and SNMPv2, this subject has been, covered using the community-based access policy. In
SNlvIPv3, access control bas been made more secure and more flexible. li is called V ACM.

VACM defines a 'set of services that an applicaton in an agent can u~, to validate command requests and
notification receivers, 1t validates 00 mmand requests as to tbe sending sources and their access privilege. It

.assumes that autbemicatiou of the source has been dore by the authenlication module. ln o'l:der to perform the
services, ,8 local database containing access rights and policies has been created in the SNMP entil¥; called Local
Configuration Datastore (LCD). This is typically in an agent or in a manager functioning in an IIScnt role when it
communicates with another manager.

The LCD needs to be configured remotely and hence security considerations need to be introduced. A MIB,module
for VACM bas been introduced toward achieving this.

7.8.1. Elements oft'" e Model

Five elements comprise V'ACM: (I) groups, (2) seourity level, ,(~) contexts, (4) MIS views and view families, aod
(5),access policy. We will defineeecb of them now.

Groups. A grol!P, ,identified as groupName, is a set of zero or more SM (vacmSecurityModel)-security name
(vncmSecurityNnme) pairs on wbose behalf SNMP management objects can be accessed. A security name is a
principal as defined in Section 7.3.2 and is independent of the SM used. All, elements belonging to a group have
identical access rights. Eqaivalent cf e group in SNMPvl is the community name. Thus, all NMSs (security names)
in SNMPvl (SM) wilna communll¥ na'DJCpublic Igrcup) would have equal 'access privilege to anagent,

Securey Level. Security level (vacmaccessjsecurhyl.evel) is the level of security of the user. namely no
authentication-no privacy, autbenteaton-no privacy, and authenricaron-privacy, This is set by the message flag

'shown in Figure '7.12. A member using a specific SM and wirh a given security name in a group could have
dlffere).lt access rights by using differenl security levels,

Contexts. As'mentioned in Section 7..3., an SNMP context is a collection of management information accessible by
-an SNMP entity. An SNMP entity has access to potentially more than one context. Eacb SNMP engine, has 8

context table that lists the locally available contexts by contextName.

M1B Views and View Families. As in SNMPv I and SNMPv2,access rights to contexts are controlled by n MIB
view (see Figure 5.2). A M1B view is defined for each group and it details the set of managed object types (and
optionally, the specific iiistances of object types). Following the approach of the tree-like naming structure for
MIB, the MlB view is defined as 11 combination of 8 set of view subtrees', where each view subtree is '0 Subtree
within the managed object naming tree, A simple !'vim view could be all nodes. defined under an OBJECT
fDENTLFIEJ{, for example, system. A view subtree is identified by the OBJECT IDE.N11FrER value, which is the
longest OBJECT IDENTIFIER prefix common to all (potental) MID object instances in that subtree. For the
system example, il'is {U.6.J.,2,.I.I}. .

An example of a complex MIB view could he all information. relevant to a particular network.Interface, This can. be
represented bytbe union of multiple view subtrees, such as ,I set of system and interfaces to view all managed
objects under tbe System and Interfaces groups.

A more complex vi~w is' a situa.tion where all the columll1lf o.bjects in~a co.uceptual TOW of a table app,ear in
separate subtrees, One per cohtmn', each with a similar format. Because ,the formats are similar, the required set of
subtrees can he aggregated into ooe structure, called a family of view subtrees. A fumily of view subtrees is a
pairing of an OBJECT IDENTJFIER value (called the iitmily name) together with a bit string 'value (called tbe
family mask). The mmily mask indicales which subideillifiers of the associated family tiame are significant to tile
fami Iy's definition. A fiun l1yof view subtrees. can either be included 01' exc'luded from the MlB view.



Access Policy: The access policy determines the access rights to objects lISread-view, write-view, and notify-view.
For a given groupblame, contextName, ·s~uJityModel, and securiryl.evel, thai group's access rights arc defined by
aither the combination of the three views, or not-accessible. 111e read-view is used ror get-request, get-next-
request, and .get-buk-request operations .. The write-view is used with the set-request operation. "Ole 'notify-view
represents the set of object lnstences authorized for the group when sendi ng objects in a noufication.

7.8.2. VACM Process

The VACM process is presented liS a.flowchart in Figure 7.16. We will explain theprocess in terms of an SNMP
agent with an.SNMP·enginehaving responsibility for many contexts. TIle tables shown in the figure are lJddrossed
in thenext section on VAClYt Mm. As R.FC 2.275 describes, the VACM process answers the.six.questions related
10 access of management information. They arc:

1. Wno.arey6~ (groil~ comprising security m<?C!lll.andsecurltyname)?

Where do :youwant to go (context to be accessed)?2.

How secured are you to access tbe Information (security model and security level)?3.

5.

Why do you want toaecess the Information (to read, write, or send notlficatroJl)?4.

What object (object type) do you want to access?

Which object (obJect tnstance) do you wanrto access?6.

Figure 7.16. VA~M Proe ...

The first question is answered by the introduction of the group concept. The groupthat the requester bekmgs to is
determined by the VACM from the SM and tbe security name. It uses the security-to-group table (or validating the
principal and deriving the group name. .

The second question is answered by 'checking whether the context that needs to be accessed is within the
responsibility of the agent. if tbe firs; two questions are answered in the alflfIDative, then tbe results of those,
namely group name and contextname, alongwith the security model and the security level (answerto how), are
fed into.the "access allowed?" process. II is assumed by VACM that tbe SM and rbe.security level (the third
question) have already been validated by the security module, Given these four inputs as indices, the access table
provides the views permitted, view name, It comprises one or mere of the views, read-view; write-view, and
notify-view,

The answer to the fourth question regard ing why access i.s.needed is used by the "select vatiable names" process to
select the family-of view subtrees eligible to be accessed, The view tree family table is applicable for this selection.
A match is made between the result of this process and the answers to the last two questions asto what (object
type) and which (object instance), ('0 make a dee'ision on whether access is allowed or not.

Each process puts out an error message based on the validation as shown.in Eigure 7.1 6.

7.8.3. VACM MID

the processes in VA-eM use the tables to perform the functions mentioned. A VACM MlB bas been defined
specifying the newly created objects. This is shown in Figure 7.17. Tbe snmpYacmMIB is a node UDder
SIlJDpModu es shown ill Figure 7.7. The three tables defining the context, group, and. access are nodes under
vmmMIBObjeclS, which-is a node under snmpYacmMlB.

Fig"r< 7,17. VAOM MID

The vacm'Context'Table is a list of v.acmContextNames. The vncJUSecurityToGroupTable has columnar objects,
.\'acmSecurilyMode~ vacmSecufityName, as indices to retrieve.vacmtfroupblame,



The VACMAi::c~ Table, shown.in figure 7:.18, is I.iSCdto determine tbe access permission and the view Name. 11
has vacmGroupName from tbe vacmSecurity'foGroupTable as.one of the indices. The other three indices from this
table are vacmAccessConte~1PreflX, vnomAccessSecurilyModeL and vacmxccesssecuriryl.evel. Tbe viewName
representing the three views, vacmAccessReadViewNnnie, vacmAccessWriteViewN~, and
\'8cmAcces~NotifyV'Ie\vNillne, are retrieved from the table. TOO vacmAccessSlerageType and vacmaccessstarus
are Ihe administrative information objects relating 10 the storngevolnri lity and the row stetus,

Ag",.. 7.IS.V"eM Access Tobie

vAClltAcbouTDl,.
("1K,I1I\'III)O!iilfd ... )

The v!lcmMIBViews, subnode (5), under vacimMIBObjects, shown In Figure 7.19, has tbe subordinate nodes
vacmViewSpinLoclt and vacmViewTreeFamilyAccessTable. Tlie vacmViewSpinLock is an edvisory Iocluhal is
used by SNMP command generator epplications to coordinate their use of the set operation in creating or
modifying views In agents. It is nn optional implementation object.

Flgu,.. 7.19. VACAI MlB Views

The vecrnviewf'reefamily'Table describes families of subtrees that are available within MIB views In the local
SNMP agent for each context, Each row in this table describes. a subtree fur 8 vie.wName and an OBJECT
IDENTLFIER. For example, iftbe «access allowed?" process in Figure 7.16 yields three values for viewName. that
would result in three conceptual rows in this table. The vnomViowTreeFnmilyViewName ·representing the
viewName Is 0.00 of'rbe columnar objects and an index. ill the table. Two indices define a conceptual row In this
table. Tbe second is v8cmViewTreeFamilyS!lbtree. It is a node representing tbe top ofihe tree. For example, If the
OBJE.CT lPENTIEIER were 1.3.6.1.2.1.1, it would represent the system subtree, 1110 OBJECT IDENTIElER for
the local agent is determined by the highest OBJECT IDENTIFIER that would address all object instances in the
local view.

In some situations, wemay want to. view different subsets of a subtree. In such cases, we canform a family of view
.subtrees by using 8 combinarion of'two parameters. The fll'st is the selecton of tbe view, which 15.done by 8 family
mask defined by vacmViewTreeFamilyMask; and the second parameter is the family type defined by
vacmViewTrceFamilyType, shown in Figure 7.19. The family mask is a bit string that is used with the
vacm View'1'reeFamilySobtrce. Using this fe'81U1'C, specific objects in a subtree 'are selected if the corresponding
object identifier matches. If the corresponding bit value is 0 in the filmily mask, it is considered a wild card and any
value oftbe object identifier would be selected, Afler tbe selection. is made. if the family type value is included (I);
the view is included, If it is excluded (2). the view is excluded. There is more f1ex.ibility in the views by
introducing a columnar object vacmViewTreeFamilyType that indicates whether a particular subtree in the family
of subtrees derived from va.omView'freePnmllySubtree nnd vajlniVlew'.freePrunilyM'ask is to be included or
excluded in 8 context's MIB view, .

As an example oftbe System group to be included, values for various parameters of'the Iltmily entry in Figure 7.19
are:

Family view name = "system"

Family subtree= 1.3.6.1.2.1.1

Family mask =""

Family type = I

Tile zero lenglll string, '''", fer- mask value designates all Is by convention.



We could extend the view by adding a second row to the table. For example. we could add an SNMP groupby
adding another row to the table with the family subtree 1.3.6.1.2.1.11.

Suppose we want '10 add a columnar object (0 the table. We would add the columnar object with th,e index addedas
anoiher row, We could also add all lbe columnar objects of a conceptual row .in.a table. A useful convention fur
doing. this is to. use the definition of columnar Ob}eol 0, whicb designates all columnar objects in a table. For
example, {1.3.6~,1.2.1.2.2.I.O.5} identulCS all columnar objects associated with the 5th internee (corresponding to
lflnoex value of 5) in the iffable.

If'more than one iamily name is present with the same number of subidentifiers, the lexicographic convention is
fu Ilowed for the predominance among them- This helps in the following way. Suppose we wanted to choose all
columnar objects in the above iffable example. except the ifMtll, which is the 4tb,cohIDmar objecl We would then
choose {l.3.6,1.2:1.2.2.1.4.5} and too Type = 2 to exclude it. Since this is lexicographic-ally higher than
{I 3.6.1.2.I,.2.2.I.O.5}, this will lake precedence ..Thus, the combination oftbe two will select all 5th row objects
except itMlu.

.Summury

We have reviewed. the latest version of SNMP, SNMPvJ, in this chapter. The two major features are the
specifications for a formalized SNMP architecture that addresses the three SNMP frameworks for the three
versions. Two new members, dispatch and message processing modules, are defined. This would enable a network
management system 10 handle messages from and to agents that bebng to all.three current versions. It would also
accommodate future versions, if'needed, . ..

The second major feature is the inclusion of security. A security subsystem is defined, which addresses data
integrity, data origin authentication, data confidentiality, message timeliness, and limited message replay
Ilfotectlon. The autbentfcation module in the security subsystem eddresses the first two ssues, the privacy module
protects data confidentiality, a,nd the t meliness module deals with message timeliness nnd limited replay
protection. The security subsystem is the User-based Security Model (OSM). It is derived from the traditional
concept of user ID and password.

The access policies. of SNMPvl and SNMP~ have' been extended and made more flexible by the VACM. An
Sm.-fP agent handling multiple objects (contexts) can be configured to 'present a set of MJB, views and a family of
subtrees in its MIB views. These views can. be, matcbed with seven input parameters to determine access
permission to 'the principal They are the SM (version of SNMP). the 'security name (principal), the security level
(dependent on the authentiCation and privacyparameters), I.he context name, the type of access needed, the objec1
type, and the object instance.

Exercises

1. Th~·tirst fo~r octets of an SNMP e~fne'lo In a system are ser to the binary equivalent of the system's SNMP
managemept private enterprise number as assigned by the lANA. Wrfte the 'first four octets of the SNMP epglne
10 in hexadecimal notation for the four enterprises, (cisco, hp, 3tom. and cabletron.) shown In FIgure 4.14'for
the following two verslons:

Q. SNMPv.l
b. SNMPv3

2. Wrltethe full SNMP engine 10 for:

8. SNMPvl for 113Com hub with the IPv4 address 128.64.46.2 in the 6th to 9tb octets followed by
Os In the rest.

b. SNMPv3 tOr the Cisco router interface with IPv6 address :: 128;64.~.16.

3: Describe the SNMPv3 scopedPoU that the SNMP agent (router) responds to NMS with the data shown in Figure
4.2(c).

4. Figure 7.20 shows a generalized time-sequenced operation for get-request message gol~ from a manager to an
agent. Complete the primitives in Figure 7.20 eKplicldy identifying the appltcatlon modules used.

FigUT"CO 7.20. Exerctse '"
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s. or~w the tlme-sequence eperauon slrnller to that In Figure 7.20, detaJII~ the elements of procedure for get-
response messagefrom the agent to the manager.

6. .oerail the IN and OUTparameters of the sendPdv and prepare0ugcilngMsg p~imitJvesshown in Figure 7.4(b) by
refer~l~ to RFC227;1,. '



7. Identify the authoritative and non-autherttetrve entitles in FIgure 7.20,

8. Define the configuration parameters for a notlflC!atlon generator to send traps to two network management
systems noel and noe2' by filling -ln the objects In the snmi>Tar'getAililres~Table, sninpTargetTable, and
snmpNotlfyTable. Spetifications for the ~o targets are given below. You may use the Appendix <if Rf('; 2273 as a
gurde to answer this exercise.

noel noe2

messageProcessingModei SNMPv3 SNMPv3

securityModel 3 (USM) 3 (USM)

seculrtyName "'noel}' Hoo(:2H

snmpTargetParamsName "NOAuthNoPrlv-noel·· HNOAuthNoPrlv-nocl"

securityleve I n(!AuthNoProv(l) a.uthPrlv(3)

trensp ortDom aJn snmpUDPDornaln snmpUDPDom~ln

transportAddress 128.64..32.16:162 U8.64.32.8:162

fagUS! "grou.pl" "g~oup2·

9. Access fiFe 2274 and list and define the prlrnltives.provlded by the authentication module at the sending and
receiving security subsystems. Describe rhe services provided by the primitives.

10. Access RFC 2274.nd list and define prtmftlv.~ provided by. the privacy module ~.t the sending and re<;~lvln'g
security subsystems. Describe the services.provided by the primitives.

11. Spe.cltythe family name, the fainlly subtree, the famiiy mask, and the fainily type In vacmVlewTreeFamilyTable
for ~hagentto present a vi ew of: .

·8. tbe complete IP group
b. IP·addresstable (ipAddrTable)
c.. tbe row in rbe IP address table cerresponding 10 the [p' address I72.46~62. I

12. Wrtte the vacmVlewTr.eefamliyTable (or the three rows th~t present the system group In the IP address'table (or
the row with IP address 172.46.62.1 without the IpAdEntReasmMaxSlze,

8. SNMP Management: RMON

Objectives

• Remote network monitoring, RMON
• RMON L: Monitoring Ethernet LAN and token-ring LAN

RMONZ: Monitoring upper protocol layers
Generates andsends.statlsncs close to subnetworks to ~traLNMS
RMON MISs fur RMON group objects

the SUCCl:!SS of SNMP management resulted in the prevalence of managed network components in the computer
network. SNMPv I set tbe fuundation (or monitoring a network. remotely from a centralized .network operations
center (NOC) and performing fnult and configurarion management. However; too extent to which network
performance could be managed was limited. The characterization ef tbe performance or a computer network is
statistical .in .nature, 'TIlls led LO I,be logcal step of measuring the statistics of important parameters in the net work
from the NOC and the development of remote moniroring (RMON) speci fic~lions.

·S.l. Wlul( is Remote Monitoring'!

We saw examples of SNMP messages going across tbe network between a manager and an agent in Section S.I.4.
We did this using a tool that "sniffs" every packet that i<; going across a local area network (LAN), OpCOSit. and
analyzes it. )I is a passive operation and does nothing to the packets. which continue ttl proceed to their
desunauons.This is called monitoring or probing the network and the device that does tbe function is called tbe
network monitor or-the probe. Lei us distinguish between tbe two components of a probe: (I) physical obje<:t tbal is
co.nnected to tbe transmission medium. and (2) processor, which analyzes the data.Lf both are at the same place
geographcally, il' is a local probe, which is how sniffers used to function. We will discuss this further in Chapter 9,
when we consider management systemsand took

'[be monitored information gathered and analyzed locally can be transmitted. to a remote network management
stut~n.1n sucha case, 'remotely monitorlug the network using a probe is referred to as remote network monitoring
or RMON. Figure 8.1 shows a fiber-distributed data interface (FOOl) backbone network 'with a local Ethernet
LAN. There are IWOremote LANs, One a token-ring LAN and-another, an FOOl LAN, connected to the backbone
network. The network management system (NMS) is on Ule local Ethernet LAN. There is either an Etbernet probe
or an RMON 00 the Ethernet LAN monitoring the 1<i!:31LAN. The FOprbaQkbone is monitored by an FDDI probe
via the bridge and Ethernet LAN. A token-ring probe monitors the token-ring LAN, Lt communicates with the
NMS via routers and too wide area network (WAN) (shown by the lightening bolt symbol of the
'telecommnnications link). The remote FOOl is monitored by the built-in probe on the router. The flODl probe
communicates with the NMS via rhe WAN. All fuur. probes that monitor the four LANs and communicate with the
NMS a.re.RMON devices.

FigUl" 8.1. NtlWOrk Cunllgur"tion with RMON~



The I1SC of RMON devices has several advantages. First, each RMON device monitors the local network segment
and does the necessary analyses. It relays the necessary information in'bOlh solicited and unsolicited fashon 10 the
NMS. For example, RMON could be locally polling network elements in a segment. If it detects AO abnormal
condition, such as heavy packet loss or excessive collisjons, it would send an alarm. Because.tbe polling is local,
the information is more reliable. This example of Ideal monitoringaod reporting to a remote NMS significantly
reduces SNMP traffic in tbe network. This is especially true for the segment in which the NMS resides, as all the
monitoring traffic would otherwise converge there.

The following case history illustrates another advantage. RMON reduces the necessity of agents in the network 10

be visible til all times to the NMS. One of tbe NMSs would frequently indicate t.h8t one of'the hubs would show
failure, but the Iwb recovered itself without any .interventon. Tile performance.study of tbe bub that the LAN was
part of indicated that the LAN would frequently become overloaded with heavy traffic, and would have a
significant packet loss: That included the ICMP packets that the NMS was using to poll thehub, Th.e NMS was set
to indicate a node: failure if three successive ICMP packers 'did 001' receive responses. Increasing the number of
packees needed to indicate's failure stopped the failure indicarion, 'Ihis'demoustratcs the third advantage.

There are more chances tblll tbe monitoring packets •. snoh as ICMP pings, may get lost in long-distance
communication, especially under heavy traffic conditions. This may wrongly be interpreted by the NMS as the
managed object being down. RMON plogs locally and hence has less chance of losing packets, thus increasing tbe
reliability of monitoriug.

Another <ldvantage of local monitoring using RMON is that individual segments can be monitored on a more
continuous basis. This provides better statistics and greater ability for control. Thus, 8 mull could be 'diagnosed
quicker by. the &MON and reported 10 the NMS. In some situations, a failure could even be pre-vented by. proactive
management.

The overall. benefits 0 f lmplementing RM.oN technology in a network are higher network availability for users and
greater productivity for administrators. A study report [CISCO/RMON] indicates increased productivity of several
times for network administrators using RMON in tbeirnetwork.

8.2 RMON SMI and MfB

For a network. conflgumron system, like the one shown in Figure 8.1, to WQ[k. successfully, several- conditions
need to be met.. Network components are made by different vendor-so Even the RMON devices may be from
different vendors, Thus, just as in the communication of network management informerion, standards need to be
established for common syntax and semantics ror the use of RMON devices. The syntax used is ASN.L The
RMON structure of management infcrmarion is similar to SMlv2 in defining object types. The Remote Network
Monitoring Managemenr lntormation Base (RMON MlB) defining RMON groups has been developed 'and defined
in three stages. The .original RMON Mm, DOW refurred to <IS RMONI was developed for Ethernet LAN in
November 1991 RFC 1271, but was made obsolete in 1.995 RFe 17057. Token-ring extensions to RMONI were
developed in September 1993 [RFC 1513]. The use of RMON I for remote monitoring wns found to be extremely
beneflcial. However, it addressed parameters at the OSI layer 2 levelonly, Hence, RMON2 tRFC 2021] was
developed and released in January 1997, which addressed the parameters associated with OST layers 3 through 7.

The RMON group is "lOde: 16 under MIB-n (.mib-2 16), as shown in Figure 6.36. All the groups under the RMON
group are shown in Figure 8.2. U consists of nine Ethernet RMON I groups (rmon I to rmon 9), one token-ring
extension group to RMONI (noon 10)s, and nine RM:ON2 groups. (rmon 11-20) forthehigher layers.

Figure 1:1.2. RMOI\I Grgllp
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RMONI is covered in Section 8.3 and RMON2 in Section 8.4. We wiU discuss the applications ofRMON in Part
illwhen we-discuss applicatious, systems, and tools.

8.3.RMONI

RMONI is coveted by RFC 1757 for Ethernet LAN·and RFC 1513; There an: two data types introduced as textual
conventions, nnd ten MlB groups (rmon I te-rmon 10), as shown in Figure 8,1.

8.3.1. RMONJ Textual Conventions



Two new data types that are defined. in RMONl textual conventions are Owne-Srring and EolJ)iSt'atus, Both these
data types are extremely useful In the operatjon of RM,ON devices, RMON devices arc used by management
systems to 'measure and produce statistics on network elements, We will soon see that this involves setting up
'!abies thal control parameters 10 be monitored. Typically, there is more than 000 management 'system in the
network, which coud have permission-to create, use, and delete control parameters in a table. Or, a human network
manager in charge of'network operations does such funcrons. For this purpose, the owner identification is made
part of the control table defined by the OwnerStringdata type. The EntryStarus is used 10 resolve conflicts between
manegemeor systems in manipulating control tables.

The OwnerString is specified in the NVf ASCII characterset specified 'by DisplayStcing. The information content
of Owner String contains infbrmailon about the owner: IP address, management station name, network manager's
name, location, or telephone number. If the agent itself Is the owner.as for example in the addition of an interface
card, the Ownerxtringis set to "monitor."

1n order to understand the data type, EntrySt'atus, we need to understand the concept of creation and deletion of
rows in tables, whicb was discussed in Section 6.4.7, For a table to be.shared by multiple users, a columnar object
En1ryStarus, similar to Row&!atus in SNMPv2, is added to the table that contains information on the status of the
row. The EntryStatlL~ data type can exist in one of four states: (I) valid, (2}cre:ateRequesl, (3~ underCreatioo" and
(4) invalid. 1'i~ four SIDteSof EntryStatll$ are shewn in Table 8: I, Under the valid state condition. the instanriation
or row ofthe IIIble is operaronal and is probably measuring the number of input .ocrets in the IF group 00. an
interface, Any management system, which is authenticated to use the R1vrON device, may use this row of data. Of
course, if the owner ofthe row decdesto make it invalid, other systems lose the data. The invalid state Is the way
to delete a row. Based 'on implementation, the row may be immediately, deleted and the resourceclaimed, or it may
be done-in a batch mode late". Iftbe desired row of information does lXi,i already exist, the management system can
create a row, The EntryStatus is then set to createkequest, The process of creation may involve more than one
exchange of PDUs between the manager and the agent. In.such a situation, the Slate of the EntryStatus is set 10
underCreation so that others Won't use it, After the orearion process is complete, it is set to the valid state,

T.bl""8.t. ElllryStaius,Ttxiu.1 Convention

State Enumeration Description

valid 1 Row exlsts.and Isactlve. Itls'fuliy'conflguroo arid ope-rational

createRequest 2 Create a'new row by creating ihisobject

underCreation '3 Row'ls not fully active

Invalid 4 Delete the r.ow bydlsassodatingthe mapping of this entry

8,3.2. RMONJ Groups and Fuuctions

RMON in general, and RMON I specifically, performs' numerous functions at the data link layer. Figure 8.3 shows
a pctorial representation of RMOl'ti groups and 'functions. Thedate-gathering modules, which are IAN probes,
gather dills from tbe remotely monitored ,network comprising Ethernet and token-ring LANs; The data can serve as
Inputs to five sets of functions, Three of those, comprise monitoring of traffic statistics, The host and conversation
statistics group deals with 'traffic data associated with the hosts, 'ranking of traffic for the top N hosts, and
conversaton between hosts. The group of Slatisrioal data associated with Ethernet LP1N,.nrunely Ethernet statistics
aod Ethernel history staristics, is sddressed by, the grouP$ and functions in the Btbeme staristcs box. The history

control table controls the data to be gathered from various networks, It is also used by' the token-ring statistics
modules in the token-ring statistics box. Outputs of various modules are analyzed and presented in tabular and
graphical forms to the user by the network manager in the NMS.

Figlll'f 8.3. RMONt GrQIII'S "lilt Functions

The filter group is a cascade of two filters. The packet filter filters incoming packers by perfucming a Boolean
aodlor XOR with a mask specified. This coold be quite complex. The filtered pocket stream is .considered a
channel. We can make further selections based on the channel 'mask. The filtered outputs 'may generate either
alarms or events. These are reported to the' network, manager. The output of the data g3!heter could 'also generate an
alarm directly,

The output of the filter group could he stored in the packet capture module for fnrtber analysis by the network
manager, This could be associated with a special study of the traffic pattern or troubleshooting ofan abnormality in
the network.

'the above functions associated with the various groups are accomplished using teo groups associated with the
RMONI Mm, as shown in Table 8,2, The first nine grQUPS are applicable to common data and to Ethernet LAN,
and the tenth group extends it to token-ring LAN. Most of the groups have, one or more 'tables. The groups fillI into
'three categores. The largest category is the statistics-gathering groups. These are the Statistics groups, the History
groups, the Host group, the Host TOI) 1'1 group. and the Matrix group. The second category' deals IV ith the network
event reporting functions. These are the Alarm group nod the Event group. The third category deals with filtering
the input packets aecording to selected criteria and capturing 'the data if desired fOr further analysis, These are tbe
Fill!:f group and the Peeker Capture graul'< We will consider RMONJ groups aod the token-ring extension to
RMON I in Sections 8.3.4 and, 8.3.5, respectively.

Table 8.2, RMONt ~tlB GrQIII's "1111Tnblu

Group TableS010 Function



Group
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Tabl~

Statistics

History'

'Alarm

Host

Host Top N

Matrix

Filter

Packet

010 Function

rmon 1 Provides link-level statistics -etherStatsTable

-.etherStats2TabIe

rmon 2 Collects'pe'riodlc statistical data and stores for later retrieval -hlstoryControlTable

-etherHistoryTable

-hlstoryControl2Table

-etherHIs.tory2Table

rmon3 Generates events when the data sample gathered crosses pre- -alarmTable
establtshed thresholds

rmon4 Gathers statistical data on hosts -hostControlTable

-bostfable

-hostlimeTable

-hostControI2:rable

rmon 5 Computes the top'N hosts on the respective categories of statistics -
gather.ed hostTopNcontrolTable

rmon 6 Gathers statistics on traffic between palrs.of hosts -matrixControlTable

-matrlxSOTable

-matrlxDSTable

-ma~rlxContrQI2Table

rrnon 7 Performs fIIter'functiQ,h tliat enables capturecf deslred parameters -fl'Ite'rTable

-ehannelTable

-f1lter2Tabfe'

-ehannel2Table

rmon 8· Provides packet Cilpture capability to gather paekets ~fter they flow -buffercontrotrable

TAbl. 82. RMONI. M.lD GrGUl1S91111TAbles

Group 010 FlinctlOn Tabl~

capture through a channel

-eapture8ufferTable

Event rmon9 Controls the generation of events-and notlfkatTons -eventTable

Token ring Rmon SeeTable 8.3 See Table 8:3
10

10 Table 8.2, we notice in tile Tables COIUOUIt.bat some of tbe groups have tables with "2" as part of tile name; for
example. etherStats2Tnble in the Statistics group. These are additional tables created during RMON2 specifications
development and are enhancements to RMONI. Hence, they are included here as part of RMONt. The
enhancements 10 ItMONl include the standard Ll!StCrellleTime textual convention ror all control tnbles and
TimeFilt<:lr textual convention that provides capability for the filter to bat;KIle rows 10 be used for the index 10 a
table. The LasiCrealcTime enhancement helps keep track of data with the changes in control. The TimcFilter
enables 'an application to download only those rows thai changed since a particular time. The ageru returnsa value
only iftlie time mark is less than the last update time.

As ao example, let \IS consider a foo'Table with two rows and three .columnar objects, fooTimeMark (with
TimcFilter as the data type). foolndex, and foocounrs, The indices defining-a row are fuoTimcMark and foolodex
Let the TimeFilter index start at 0, the last update of fOQCounter in row #'1 occur at: time 3, and its value is S.
-Assume.the update to TOW #2 occurred at time 5 and tile value was updated to 9. TIlls scenario would yield the
following instance OffuoCounts in tbe foo'l'able:

fooCounts.O.l 5
fooCounts.O.2 9
fooCounts.l.i 5
tooCourrts.1.2 9
foo8ourrts.2.1 5
toocounts.l.2 9
fooCounts.3.1 5
fooCounts.3.2 9
fooC::ounts. ~ .2. 9
uJildate

{Note that row iU ;does no t exis1; for times 4 and S s Ince the last

occur red at ti:memark 3.)
f6oCounts.~.2· 9
(Both rows ~l and 12 do· -not, exl,st for t.Lmemez'k.gr¥ tar tlian 5.)

8.3.3. Relationship Between Conrrot.and Data Tables

Observing too Tables column in Table·8.2; you will notice several of the groups have a dilUl table and 8 control
table. The data table contains rows '(instances) of data. The control table defines the instances of the data rows in
'the data table and is seuable 10 gather and store different instances of data. The relationship between the control
'tabl.e and the data table is illustrated in a generic manner in Figure 8.4. Tile value of'tbe datalndex in the data table
is tile same-as the value ofcontrollndex in the control tnble:

ngure 8.4. R.I.tlonsblp B.I ween Control Rnd Onl.TRbl~
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Let US understand how the dma tllhle and Ole control table work together using tlie matrix group in Table 8.2. We
'can ~llect data bllse~ on source and destination addresses appearing in the packets on a given interface using the
matflxSDTable (matrix scerce-destinaton table). The control index is an integer uniquely idenl"ifying the row in
tho control table. It would have a value of t for 11110 ti.rst in1.erli1ce of a managed entity. The value of the columnar
object, contrQIDatllSouree, identifieS rbe source of the data that is being oolectedIn our example, if the interface
iii belongs 10the interfaces group, then comrolDataSource is iflndex.I.

The controlTableSize ideruifles entries associated with this data source. In our matrix source-destinatjon table
example, this would be the source-destination pair in eacb row of the table.

The controlOwner columnar object is the entity or person who created the entry. The entity could be either the
agent or NMS. or a management person. The controlStatus is one of the entries listed in Table 8.1. The
controlOther could he any other object.

To uniquely identifY a cooccplual row II the data table; we may need to specify more indices than the dataJndex.
This is indicated as dataAddUndex in Figure 8.4. Inour matrix. source-desrination example, additional mdices are
source and dest inat ion address objects. The dataOther in the data table indicates dera being collected. such as the
number of packets.

8.3.4.1tMONI Common nnd Ethernet Groups

We have so mr covered the global picture ofRMONI Ethernet MIB and how data and control tables are related to
each other. Let us now address the nine RMON I common and Ethernet groups.

Stol'istics Group. The statistics group contains statistics measured by the probe .ror each monitored Ethernet
interface on a device. The etherStaisTable in this group has an entry for each interface. Data include stetisrics on
packet rypes, size, nnd errors. It also provides capability to garber statistics on the collision of the Ethernet
segment. The number of collisions is 8 best estimate, as the n(1IT1~·.rofcollsjons detected depends on where the
probe is placed on the segment.

111e statisres group is used to measure live statistics on nodes and segments. Commercial NMSs include features
socb 8S dynamic presentation of various lrnfflo patterns. 'The number of MlB collisions could also be used for
alarm generation when it exceeds n set high threshold value.

Histo,?, Group. The history group consists of two subgroups: the history control group and the history (dala) group.
The lustory control group controls the periodic st8listical sampling of dam from various types of networks. The
control table stores configuration entries comprising interface, polling period, and otber parameters. InfOrmation is
stored in a media-specific table, the history table, which contains ooe entry for each specific sample. A short-term
and a long-term interval, such as 30-second and 30-minute intervals. may be specified to obtain two different
statistics. The data objects defined are dropped events, number of octets and packets, difli:rent type oferrors
fragments, collisions, and utilization. '

The history group is extremely useful in tracking the overall trend in the volumeoftraffic. Sincc historical data are
acc~~ated at the data link layer, they include traffic caused by all higher-layer protocols. Short-term history
stahSI1CS can also be used to troubleshoot network performance problems. for example, in one study of traffic
pattern that the author participated in. sbort-terrn history statistics revealed that a significant volume of
"transparent" data was contributed by servers in the network, which were functioning as "mirrors" for a public
news service on the Internet. Although the service was considered to be desirable. since it was generated and
consumed eKternally, it behaved somewhei transparently with regard to the local network traffic.

Alarm Group. T~ alarm group periodically takes statistical samples on specified variables in the prohe and
compares them With the pre-configured threshold stored in the probe. Whenever the monitored variable crosses the
thresbo Id. an evem is generated. To avoid excessive generation of events Oil the threshold border, rising and falling
tlu-esbolds are specified. This works in the following manner, Suppose an alarm event is generated wben the
variable crosses the falling threshold while going down in value. Another event would be generated only after (he
value crosses the rising tbreshold ar least once.

The grou~ contains an alarm table that has a list of entries defining the alarm parameters. The columnar objects
a~annVanable nnd alarmlnterval are used to select the variable and tbe sampling interval. The sampling type is
~Ither the absolute or delta value. In the former, tbe absolute value of the variable at the end. of the previous period
IS stored as an alarm value. In the latter type, the absolute value at the end of a period is subtracted from the
beginning of the period and tbe computed value is stored. These values nrc compared with the rising and falling
tllresholds to generate alarms.

An example of an absolute value would be a new interface card on test lOr infant mortality. The threshold of the
sum of outgoing and incoming packets could be set to I gigaoctects and the RMON would generate analarm/ewOl
when the threshold is reached An example of deb type is threshold set to 10.000 packets in a 10-second interval
for excessive packet loss.

Host Group. The bost group contains information about the hosts on the network. It compiles the list of hosts bv
looking at the good packets traversing the network and extracting the source aod destination MAC addresses. it
maint:»ns statistics OIL these hosts, There are three tables in the group: bostControITable, hoSlTable, and
host'Time'Fable. The hostControITable controls the intertilceson which data gathering is done. The other two tables
depend on this infbrmation. The hostTable contains statistics about the host. The hostTimeTable contains the same
data as the bosr table, but is stored in the time order in which the host entry was discovered. This helps in the.tast
discovery of new hosts in the system, The entries in the two data tables are synchronized with respect to the bost in
the bostCootroiTable. We can obtain statistics on a host using this Mm.

Host Top N Group. The host top N group performs a report-generation function fOr milking the top N hosts in the
category of the selected statistics. For example, we can rank-order the top ten hosts with maximum outgoing
trnflic. The HostTopNControlTable is used to initiate genemtion of such 8 report.

~ on example of the type of'date rhat.can be acquired using on RMON probe, Figure 8.5 shows a chart derived
using an RMON probe for the output octets of the top ten hosts in 0 network. The names of the hosts have been
changed to generic host numbers for security. reasons.

Flgu(o 8.5. RosITop-tO Oulpul 0<10"
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Matrix Group. The matrix group stores statistics on the conversation between pairs ofbosts. An entry is created lOr
each conversation that the probe detects. There are three tables ID the group. The matrixConlrolTable controls the
infurmation to be gathered. The mntrixSDTable keeps track of the source to destination conversations; and the
matrixDSTable keeps data based on destination to source traffic. We can obtain a graph similar to Figure 8.5 lOr
the conversation pairs in both directions using this group.

Fiker Group. The filter group is used to fllter packets to be captured based on logical expressions. The stream of
data based on a logical expression is called a "channel." The group contains a fiker table and a channeltoble. 111e
filter table allows packets 10 be filtered with an w-bilrary filter expression, a set of filters associated with each
channel Each fi ker is defined by a row In the filler table. A channel may be associated wsh several rows. For each
channel, the input packet is validated against each filter associated with thatchsonel and is accepted if iI posses any
of tile tests. A row in the channel Ulble of the filter group includes the interface 10 (same as iflndex) with which tho
cbaonel is associated. along with acceptance criteria. The combination oftbe filter and channel liltering provides
enormous flexibility to select packets to be captured.

Packet Capture Group. 1111:packet capture group is 0 post-filter group.lt captures packets from each channel based
on the filter criteria of packet and channel filters in the filter .group. The channel fiher criteria fur acceptance of the
filter group output are controlled by the bufferContTolTable and the captured channel data in the
captureBufferTable. Bach pllcket captured Is stored in the buffer as nil instance.

Event Group. The event group controls the generation and notification of events. Both the rising alarm nnd the
f.1l1ing alarm can be specified in the eventTable assocated with the group. Besides the tmnsm illal of events. a log
is maintained in the system.

8.3.5. UMON Tokcn-Itl"g E~lclLQionCnlull~

As we mentiooed earlier, token-ring RMON MIB is an extension to RMONI MlB and is specified in REC 1513.
Table 8.3 presents tile token-ring MlB groups and tables. There nrc eight groups, each with a data table and twO
with control tables .

Tlblt 8.J. Ri\10N TOktn-Rlng MIB ern .... and Toblts

Token Ring Group FunctIon Tables

Statistic; Current utihzation and error Slatistics of MAC Layer IOkenRingMlSlatsTabie

IOkenRingMLStatsZfable

Promiscuous statistics Current utilization and error statIstics of promiscuous data tokenRingPStatsTable

IOkenRingPStatszrable

MA<::-IayerhIstOry HIstorical utilization and error statistics of MAC layer IOkenRingMLHlstoryTable

Promiscuous hls,tory Historical utilization and error stellstlcs of promtscuous data tokenRlngPHlstoryTable

Ring station rlngStatlon(QntrolTableStatlonslatfstlc;

rlngStationTable

rlngStationControl2Jabfe

Ringstatlon order Order of 1he statlons nngStationOrderTable

Ringstation conflguration Active coofiguratlon of ring slations rlngStationConflgConlToITabte

ringStation(QnflgTabie

Source-routil1l UtiflZation statistic; of source routing Information sourceRoutil1lStatsTabie

sourceRoutil1lStats2T able

There are two token-ring statstics groups, one 8t the MAC layer (token-ring statistics group) and a second on
packets collected promiscuously (token-ring promiscuous statistics group). Tbey both contain statistics on ring
utilization and ring error statistics. The MAC-layer statistics group collects data on token-ring parameters such as
token packets, errors in packets. bursts, polling, etc. The promiscuous statistics group addresses statistics-on the
number of packets of various sizes and the type of packets as to daUl-multicast or broadcast. There are two
corresponding history statistics greups+current and promiscuous. Each ohhe four statistics groups has 000 data
table associated with it.

There are three groups associated with the stations on the ring, The ring statien group provides statistics 00 each
station being monitored on the ring along with its srsrus. The data are stored in the ringSlnlionTable. The rings-and
parameters 10 be monitored are controlled by. Ihe ringSullionConlroITnble. The ring station order group provides



the order of the station on the monitored rings and .has only a data l.llhle. The ring station configuration group
manages the stations on the ring.

The last group in the. ring groups is the source-rout ing group. It is used to garher statistes on routing.information in
l) pure source-routing environment..' .

8.4.RMON2

RMON I deal! primarily with dirtll associated with the OSI dam link layer. The success and popularity of RMON;I
led '10 the development of RMON2. RMON2 [RFC 20i I] extends the monitoring capability to 'the upper layers,
from the network layer to the application layer. The term applicerlon level is used in Ihe' SNMP· RMON concept to
describe a class ofprotocols, and not strictly the osr layer 7 protocol. The error statistics in any layer include -all
errors below the Iayec, down to the network layer.For example, tbe.nerwork layer errors do .001 include dam. link
layer errors, but tbe trsnsporr layer errors ioqlude the network layer errors,

Several of the groups and functions in RMON2 at higher layers are similar' to that of the data link layer in RMONI.
We will discuss the groups and their similarity here. We will cover in detail how protocol analyzer systems
incorporate the higher-layer data gathered using RMON2 in Chapter 9 on NMSs and tools.

8.4.1. nMON2 Mana~emclllinromullioll Bes e

The architecture of RMON2 is (he same as RMON 1. RMON2 MIB is arranged into len groups, Table 'SA shows
the RMON2 MlB groups and tables. Wehave already discussed euhnncements to RMON I MIB II) the previous
section.

'[.ble 8.4. RMO.NZ Mill Croups and Tables

Group 010 TablesFunction

Protocol directory rmon 11 Inventory of protocols protocolDirTable

Protocol distribution rmon 12 Relative statlsucs on octets and packets protocolDistConlrolTable

protocolDlstStatsTabfe

Address map mort 13 M""Caddress to network address on the interfaces addressMapControlTable

addressMapTable

'Network-Iayer host rmon 14 Trafllc data frQ.h1and to each host nlHostConlroiTable

n1Hosqabie

'I'letwork-I~yer matrix rmon 15 Traffic data from each pal'r of hosts n1MatrixControITabie

nlMatrlXSDTable

n1MatrixDSTabi e

T.bl. 8..1. RMON2 M.lB GrO"11S9"d Tnbles

Group 010 TablesFunction

nlMalrlxTopNConlrolTable

nlMalrlxTopNTabfe

AJlPlication-layer host rmon 16 Traffic data bv.prctcool from and to each host a1HostTabie

Application-layer matrix rmon 17 Trafflc'data by protocol between pairs of hosts a1MatrixSDTabie

a1MatrbcDSTabie

alMatrbcTopNConlrolTable

a1MatrixTopNTabie

User hl.story collection rmon 18 User-specified historical. data on al.arms and statlstlcs usrHlstoryControlTable

usrHlstor,iObJe<iTable

usrHlstoryTable

Probe config.watton rmoh 19 Configuration of probe parameters serlalConfigTable

rtetConfigTable

lra'pDest'(able

seflalConnectlonTable

RMON cenformance rf"llon20 RMONi MIS compltances and compllance groups See S.ectlon 8,4.2

The protocol directory group is an inventory of the protocols that the probe can monitor. The capability of tlJ.e
probe can be altered by reconfiguring the P.J'OlocolDirTable. The protocols range from the data link conuol layer to
rbe application layer. This is identified by we columnar object on tbe unique protocol ID. Each protocol is further
subdivided based on parameters, such as fragments. Tbe protocol identifier and protocol parameters are used ns
indices fOr the. rows of'tbe table. There is one entry in the table for each protocol. The protocols that can be used

.with the protocol directory have been defined in RFC 2()74.

1',he protocol distribution group provides infurmation on the relative traffic of different protocols either in octets or
packets. It collects very basic statlstics that would help a NMS manage bandwidth allocation utilized by different
protocols. The protocolDistC()nll'OlTable is configured according ttl the data to. be collected and
protocolDlstStatsTable stores the data collected, Each row in the protocolDist S~tsTable is indexed by the
protocolDistConu'oll.ode)!; in the prolocolDistContromib.le and protocollzirl.ocallndcx in the protocolDirTable.
Tbe d.1II8table stores the packet and octet-counts.



The address map group is similar to tile address uanslatiou table binding the MAC address to !be network address
on each interface.Jthas two tables for.control aod data.

The network-layer host group 'measures traffic sent from and to each. network address representing each host
diseovered 'by tile probe', as tile best-group .inRMON I does, . . .

The network-layermatrlx group provides infbrmaton on tbe conversation between pairs of hosts in both directions.
It is very similar to tile matrix tables in RMONI. The group also ranks tile top N conversations.It bastwocontrol
tables tuK! three data tables. .. .

The application layer functions arc grouped into two groups, the application-layer host group and tile upplication-
layer matrix group. They both calculate·traffic by protocol units and use their respective control tables in the
network-leyer host group and the network ..loyer matrix group. The applicarkm-Iayertnattjx.group can also generate
a report of the top N protocol conversatons.

Alarm and history group. information have been combined into the user history collection group in RMON2. This
function, nonnally done by NMSs. can be off-loaded to RMON. It has two control tables and one data table. Data
objects· are collected in bucket groups. Each bucket group pertains IDa MlB object, and the elements in the group
are il)e instances of the MIB object. Users can specify the data to be collected 'by entering data into
usrAistoryConlroIT.ablc, which will tben be assembled with rows of instances in the usrHistoryObjectTlIb\e. Each
row in the former specifies the number of buckets to be allocated ror each object, and the latter coutains rows of
instances of the MIB object. The data ore stored in userHistoryTable. There could be one or more instances of
llserBistoryTable associated with each usrHlstoryObje~'lT3ble.

The probe configuration group provides the facility to configure tile probe. Tile dills can be accessed using a
modem connection. The pertinent data are stored in the serialConfigTable and serialConneclionTable. The
netConfigTable contains the network configuration parameters, and the trapDestTable. defines the destination
addresses fur the traps,

8.4.2. J{MON2 Conformance Specifications

Confurmance speclficatlons.wcre not specified in RMON I. They have been-added in RMON2. As shown in Figure
8.6; tbe RMON2' conformance group consists of two subgroups, [IIIon2MIBCompliances and rmon2MIBGroups.
the compliance requirements are separated Into basic RMON2 MIB compliance and application layer RMON2
MIS compliance .. Each compliance module defines the mandatoryand optional groups. Vendors are required to
implement tile mandatory groups for compliance: optional groups may he used by vendors to-specify additional
capabilities.

1'1&11re 8.6. Ri\lOr,.l2 CUllfbtllllill<" Group

There are J 3 groups in rmoo2MIBGroups, They are listed in Table 8.5 along with the maodatory (M) aod optional
(0) requirements for the basic- and application-level conformance to RMON2. TIle nnonl£nhancemcntGroop is
mandatory for systems ·that implement RM.oNl with RMON2. Notice that probeCQofigurationGroup is a basic
group and hence marked as mandatory, even though il. is not specified 'as such in. RFC 2921 definsions. The
rmon1£ribancemeot.Group is mandatory for implementation of RMONI. The. rmon IEthctnetEnhancementGrOup

.aod rmonlTokenRingEnhaJlcemeiltGt!.)up 'U(id enhancements to .RMONI that help management statlons. The
enhancements include filter entry, which provides variable-length offsets inro packets and the addition of more
statisrical parameters.

Tabl.,8.5. RMON2 Groul" And CompIiAnc••

O.bject Group RMO.N2MI.B RMO.N2MIB Application layer Compllanoe

protocolDlrectoryGrovp M M

protocolDistribu!ionGroup M M

addressMapGroup M M

nlHostGr.oup M M

nlMalrixGroup M M

·alHos~oup N/A M

alMatrlxGroup N/A M

lIsrHlstoryGroup M M

probelnformatlonGroup' M M

probeConflgurationGroup M1'

rmo,\1EnnancementGroup O~J'

rmon;l.EtnernetEnnancemnetGroup 0. 0.

rmonlTokenRlngEi1hancementGroup 0 0.

"lOne oftbe basic groups in RMON2.and hence is mandatory.

ItIMandatory fur systems implementing '({MONJ.

8.5.ATM Remorc Monirormg



We will be learning management ofATM in Chapter 9. However, Lbere is a similarity .in. the lise ofremote probes
for RMON on an ATM network. We will address the commonality aod differences here. You may skip this section
now, if you so choose, and return to it after you have studied ATM management.

We have rhus fur learned about RMON and its advantages for gathering statistics on Ethennet and token-ring
LANs; RMON I dealt with thedata link layer ond RMON2 with higher-level layers. lETF .RMON MIBs have been
extended to perform traffic monitoring and analysis for ATM networks (see af-nm-test-0080.000 in Table 9.3).
Figure 8.7 shows an RMON MID framework fur the extensions, as portrayed by the ATM Forum. Switch
extensions for RMON'and ATM RMON define RMON cbjectsar Ute "base" layer, which is the ATM aiblayer
level, :AJ'Mprotoccil IDs for RMON2 ilefUie additional objects needed 111 the higber-level layers [RFC 2074].
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There arc several differences between RMON of Ethernet and token ring and monitoring of ATM devices.
Extending RMON to ATM requires design changes and new functionality. Particular attention needs '(0 be paid to
the fcllcwlng lesues high speed. cell VB. frames, and conrection-orientednature of ATM. At the data link.sublayer,
ATM RMON measures cells instea1l of packets or frames, and provdes cell-based per-host and per-eonversation
traffic Statistics. The high-speed nature of ATM imposes a severe set of requirements in ATM RMON
implementation. At the application layer, RMON provides basic statistics for each monitored cell stream, for each
ATM host; and fur conversarion between pair-wise hosts, It also provides capability fur flexible configuration
mechanisms suited in the connecticn-criented nature of ATM.

There are four different.collection perspectives that are possible for ATM RM.ON, as shown in Figure 8.8. Figure
8.8(a) is a stand-alone probe attached to a single port of a switch. ATM traffic is copied somehow to the RMON
probe. Figure 8.8(b) is an embedded probe within a switch, but with no access to the switch fabric, Again, ATM
u:affic is somehow copied to the RMON probe. Figure. 8.8(c) is an embedded prolif1 with eccess to theswltch
fabric, However, this type of probe measures traffic.at rbe cell header level only. Figure 8.8(d) is a stand-alone
probe, tapping-a network-to-network inler:filce between two switches. ATM. traffic in both directions is monitored
'directly wahout switch iniervenron. When RMON instrumentation is either embedded into tbe switch fabric (c) or
paced between two switches as in (d).. no-modification of the circuit is needed. In (a) and (b), circuit steering is
needed 1:0copy the cells onto the probe. TIle two-way arrows in. the figures indicate two. 1:iaIf-.duplexcircuits that
carry the steered traffic.

J11gure 8.8.ATM Probe Locution

I

The ATM RMON MIB is under the experimental node of the IETF Internet-MIll an:d is-shown in Figure 8.9. The
functions of the groups and die tables in each group are given in Table 8.6. The MID contains .four goo ups:
ponSeJect, 81.mSrats, atmHost, and 8lniMatrix.

Flgu reS.9. A'fII1RMONM'm

Tabte 8.6. ATM RMON Mill Group. nod T.bl es

Group Function Tables010

por1Select atmllmonMlBObJectS'l Port .selectlon por1SelGrpTabie



T"bl< 8.6: ,1.1111RMON Mm G,'oups' itnll Titbits

GrOUp OlD TablesFunction

portSeiTable

atmStats atm RmonM IBObjecrs '2 Basicstatistics atmStatsControlTable

atmStatsTable

atmHost atm RmonM IBObJects3 ATM per-host atmHostControlTable

statistics atmHostTable

atmMatrlx atrnRmonMIBObjects'4 ATM per-clrcult atrnMatrlxCt;mtrQITable

statistics atmMatrlxS.DTable

atrnMalrlj(OSTable

atmMalrlxTopNCordrolTable

atrnMatrixTopNTable

The p6rtSele.ct group addresses port selection. It is used to define the ports to be monitored in a particular statistics,
host, or matrlx collection. ~t contains, two tables, The portSe!GrpTable controls, the set-up of ports, and i\TM
COIlDeCI'i0n selection criteria used on behalf of any collection associared with emres In this tabje, such as
aunblost'Iable. The ponSeITable is Lhen used to control the set-up of selection oriteria for a singieATM port.

The atmSla1s group collects basic SIatli1tics. It counts rhe total amouru of traffic on behalf of one, or more
ponSeleclG:roups. There are tWQ tables in this group: ntmSt:atsControlTable nnd annStatsTable ..

The atmHost group collects per-hoststaiistics, II counts the amount of Iraffic sent on behalfof each ATM address
discovered by the probe, according to associated portSoleclGroup criteria, It contains adata table and a control
fubie.

The atmMatrix group collects per-circuit statistics and reports the top N circuit traffic. It gathers traffic -data on a
pair-wise source-destinaron address, according to portSelectGroup criterja, in both directions. It contains three
data tables and two control tables. The atmMatrixConttoITable is' used LO define the source-to-destination
(atmMalrixSDTable) and destination-to-source (atmMat.rixDSTable) traffic. The atmMatrixTopNControlTable and
atmMatr,ixTopNTable are used to analyze and present the top N traffic carriers.

8.6. A Case Study 011 InternetTruffle Using RMON

A study was undertaken !iir planning purposes to gather statistics on the Internet growth at the Georgia Lnstitute of
Technojogy. The technical objectives pf the st.udy included traffic growth .aod trend and traffic pattern. The latter
was based on (I) weekly and monthly patterns, (2) diurnnl patterns. ('3) distribution of'traffic by users, packet size,
and protocol, and (4) source of'traffic based on source-destinatjon data.

The network comprised multiple domains ofEthernet 'alld FDD! LANs. The .network complex was 'connected to
the Internet via a high-speed gateway. Data were gathered by measurements made on various domains
individually, as well as on the gateway.

Various tools were used to gather data, including RMON statistics. Hewlett-Packard's Netmelrix Protocol
Analyzer was used tor Ethernet LANs. The statistics were gathered using the host top N and history groups to
select the top ,generators of'traffic over the period. The matrix-group was used to measure incoming and outgoing
traffic. The filler and packet capture groups were beneficial in analyzing the 'IWC of'trafflc based on the application
level protocol, such as HTIP, NNTP, etc .

Besides the commercial tools, special tools were developed for the study. For example, the .commercial probes
Were not filst enough to measure the packets traversing an FODl ring. Hence, a promiscuous mode-of counting the
packets (flmcrion of a probe) was developed (0 measure traffic On 'UIe gciteway. We will learn more about
management' tools and their use in management applications in Chapter: 9. However, tbe case .study described here
is intended 10. illustrate the importance of gathering stsrisrcsaod the use of RM01'l tilT that purpose.

A partial summary of the results follows. The names in the results have been changed to protect the privacy and
security of the institution.

Results

I. Growth Rate: .lnternet traffic-grew at a aignificant rate from.February to JUI)(: at a monthly rate.of 9% to
18%.

February.to March 1.2')(,

March to April

April to May 18%

2.
3. Note: There was II sudden drop in June due to end of.spcing quarter noll tbe.beginning of summer quartet.
4. Traffic Patrern;

o Monthly/Weekly: The only discernible variation was-lower traffic over weekends.
o Dally: 2/3 of-the top fi% peaks occurred in the afternoon,
o Users:

Top six.domain of users (96%) are

Domalnl

Dornaln2 30%

Subdomain 1 (25~)



Domain 1 20%

Subdomaln2 (3%)

Domain 3 34%

Domain 4 7%

·DomalnS 3%

Domain 6 2%

Top three hosts sending or receiving data were:

Newsgroups

Linux host

WIlli! we have learned:

I. The three top groups of users contributing 10 84% of 1he l,nternet traffic are students (surprisel), Newsgroup
services, and Doma in I.

2. The growth rate ofl nternet use during the study period in the spring quarter was SOOIo.

SUIDIDliry

In this 'chapter we discussed 'the enhancement to SNMP management by the introduction of remote monitoring,
RMON. Remote monitoring is monitoring the network using remotely positioned probes' in various segments in the
network. IUvfONI was initially defined for data link level parameters of Ethernet LAN. ~t was. then extended to
token-ring LAN. RMON2 development fii,llowed [0 monitor and produce saiisucs for parameters assoclared with
the upper layers, from the network to tho" application level. We will pursue the use of RMON in managing
networks from a practical point of view in Part ill.of this book.

Exercises

1. An NMS connected to a 10-Mbps Ethernet LAN Is monlto'ring a network COr!lPrislng routers, hubs" and
workstations. Thereare 10,000 nodes In the network to monitor. It'sends an SNMP query t(l each station once a
minute and receives a response when the Slati'ons are up. 'Assume that ah average fra'me'slze Is 1,opO bytes long
for get-request and response messages.

a. What is the maximum traffic load 011 the LAN that has the NMS?
b. Assume iliat the Ethernet LAN operates al 8 maximum efficiency of 4'0% throughput, what ls the

overhead (SNMP packetsll:otaJ packets) due 10 network monitoring?

2. In Exercise 1,assume that the network cornprlses ten subnetworks, an RMON monitoring each subnet,

8. Design 'a heartbeat monitoring system, using RMONs, Iliat indlcates'failures to the NMS within-a
minute of 8 failure.

b. What is IJIC monitoring load on. each subnct?
c. If the NMS is still expected to detect any failure within I minute of occurrence, whai is the

overhead on the LAN to which the NMS is connected due to this traffic?

3. a. Describe qualltatively bow utilization (number of fiames transmitted/number of frames offered)
depends on the frame size on an Ethernet LAN.

b. How would you measure the distribution of the frame size on the LAN?

4. a Describe the two methods of measuring collisions on an Ethernet LAN.
b. Compare the lwo methods in terms of what you can measure.

Two identical token rings with thesame number of statlons operate at different effkiendes,(ratlo of time spent
in data zransmlsston to that of the total ume]. One operates' at a nigher efficiency thao the other. You suspect
that It Is due to the difference In frame sizes of the.data frames in the two r·lngs,

8. Why would you suspect the frame size?
b. How would you prove your suspicion u.sing RMON?

6. How would you measure the types and distribution of frames In a token-ring LAN?

7. 'An RMON',probe In a network measures Ethernet packeti Qnhub Interfaces (iflndex) 1 ail<! 2. Thi! counters are
set to zero as the measurement started and Interface 1 has counted 1;000 1,SOO-byte packets and interface 2
has measured 100. 64-byte packets. These are stored in rows 1 -and i of the protocoloistStatsTable. They are
Indexed by the protocololstControlindex ot1 and 2and the protocol 01rLocalindex of 11 and 12.

a Draw the conceptual rows of the tables invo lved witli the relevant columnar objects and values.
b. Write each instance of tbe columnar object of'tbe data with its associated index and value.

9. Network Management Tools, Systems, and Engineering

Objectives
System utilities for management

o Basic networking toots
o SNMP tools
o Proto co I analyzer

? Measurement ofnetwork statistics
o Trafficbad .
o Protocol
o Data
o Error
o Traffic monitoring using.MRTG

MlB engineering
o Limlillt"ion's ofSMl 'and SNMP



o Counrers and niles
o Object-oriented design
o SMltables
o SMl actions
o Guiding principles for M1B design

Design considerations ofNMS
Q System aod user requirements
o Localand remote management
o Functional requirements
o Archltooturul·aspccts
e 'f<ey desi gn considerations
o Functional modules and managers
o Rool calise. analysis
o Distributed network management.
o Server and client platforms

NeMprlr mOllagemeflf.syslem.f
o Display of functional views of network management
o Examples of commercial and open source NMSs
o System and applications management
o Enterprise management system
o Telecommunications management system

Thus far we have covered SNM P standards for LP network management. This inclndes protocols and Management
Infarmaton. Bases (MISs). In this Chapter we will discuss assorted tools and techniques that canbe used for the
management of networks using SN:MP (and other msnagement protocols). In Section 9.1 we Start with commonly
available util:ities that can be used, for management. This is ro lIowed by a discussion of tools ror gathering network
statistics in Section 9.2. Next, in Section 9.3' we examine the design of M1Bs (MIB Engineering), which is
Important for any vendor of oerworking equipment. [0 Section 9.4 we turn to the design of a typleal network
management system (NMS) server for a large telecom network. ln section 9.5 we outline several commercial and
free NMS products fur different. types of networks.

9..1.System Utilities for Managemcnr

k significant amount of network managementcan be done using operating system (OS) utilities and some freely
downloadable SNMP tools. 'These can be pot 'together quekly usi ng simple scripting languages such as Perl
[Comus; Lidie and Wa4b, 2002]. Some of these tools are described below.

9.1.1. Busic Tool*

Numerous basic tools are either a part of the OS or are available as add-on applications that aid in obtaining
network parameters or in tbe diagnosis of network problems. We will de-scribe-some of tbe more popular ones here
under the three categories of'status monitoring, traffic monitoring, and route monitoring.

Network Status Tools, Table 9.1 lislS some of the network stafus-monitoring tools that are available in the
LinuxiuNIx and Microsof,t Windows (XP and Vista) environments. We use Linux andUNIX interebangeably in
this section as the same set of basic utilities and tools are available 011 both. This .also applies to Salads, HP-UX,
AIX, MacOSX, and Free ssn,

TAble 9.t. SUiIIti-M6t1iloriug Toots

Name Operating System Desc'iprion

Ifconflg lInux Obtains and conflgures networking interface. parameters and status

ping L1nux[W1ndows Checks tne status of nooe/host

nslookup lInuxf·W1ndows Looks up DNSfor name-IP address tran·statlon

dig Queries DNSserver (supersedes nstookup)Linux

host Displays Information on Internet hosts/domainsLlnux

T,be command ifconfig on a 0NlX system is used to assign an address to a network interface or to configure
network interface parameters. Osually, one needs to be a ·super-user (su) in UNIX to set interface parameters.
However, it can be used without option's' by any user to obtain the current configuration of-the local system or of a
remote system. In thiS aJKI other commands, you may invoke man cominandnnme to.obtain the manual page of II

command ina UNIX system. An example of ifconfig is shown in Figure 9. I.

Figure 9.1. EXAmple of t,III,,:fAC< Conflgumllo., (Ireollng)

nelmiW\: ifCiOOIig ~
fa) l!Iogo=849<UP.lOOPBACKRUNllING.MLLilCASl> mILlsm

Iool 127.0.0.1 notmasI< 1000000
hll)e!); nags=863<tP,BROADOAST,fI.OTRAlLERS.RUNNING,MULTlCA$T>

mtu 1sao 1'181192.207.8.31 nelmask fflfIfOO broadcast 192.:107.8.25S

The epticn-e is for displaying all interfaces. As we can see, there are two interfaces, the loopbaek interface, 100,
and the Ethernet interface, bIDeO. Option -it provides infcrmation on whether the interface is up or down, what
maximum transmission unit (mtu) it has, the Ethernet interface address, etc.

One of the most basic tools is ping ·(packet Internet .groper). A frequent use .of it is when an execution of a
.command on a remote station fails. As one of the first diagnostics, we want to ensure that the connecton exists. for
which the ping utility L~executed 10 the remote host. Ifit fails, then there is a problc'm with the link. If it passes,
then the trouble is with either the appllcaton or something else,

You. have already used the-ping 1001 in the Chapter I exercises. It is based.on the ICMP echo _request message and
is available in both UNIX and Microsoft Windows OSs. "Pinging" a remote IP address verifiesthat the destination
.node and the intermediate nodes have live connectivsy and provides the round-trip delay time. By' pingingmultiple
times, we can obtain tbe average time delay, as well as percentage loss of packets, which is, a measure of
throughput. This 'feature can he used to check the performance of the connection. There are numerous
implementations of ping. Read the manual page for details on the specific implementation on each host,

Tbe UNIX commands, nslookup, host, and dig, are llseful for obtaining names and addresses 9.0 hosts and domain
name servers. A domain name server provides the service of locating fP addresses. The nslookup tool is .an
lnteractive program fur making queries to tbe domain name server for translating the host name to thelP address



and vice versa. The command, bY. default, sends the query to the oeal domain name server. bUI iuly other Server
can also be specified. The command dj~ is a more powerful replacement for nslcoknp.

For example, the command digrnimbus.tenet.res.in on thehost beluga yields the result sl19WDin Figure 9.2.

Figure 9.~.Enolplt of Nttwork AddRSS L"""Sb,!lOII (dig)

(bcluga]-> dig +l1OCOmmantsI'Iimbus,loIUlt res.!n
nlmbus,lOneLros,ln. 604800 IN A 203.1992554
tenei.res.m. 604800 IN NS YQlcenp.le'1et,1ll$In
tenEI r" • .I" 604800
vOlcano.lenei.res:in. 604800

IN NS 'ant"M,IGMU',," in
IN A 203.199.255.3

~ Query time: 2 rnsec
~ SERVER: 203.199,2§5,'3#531203 ~9925S.3)

~ WHEN: F~ Mar 6 1.:~2:43 200fi
;: MSG StZE rovd: 149
[befugs]->

Ail interpretation oftfe above result follows. The host, beluga, .obtained the 1P address of nimbus.tenet.res.in
(203.199.255.11), from the domain's name server 203.[99.255.3. This information is given in the fitst line of the
output (the A-record). The authority fbr this information, i.e., too name serverts) for the domain, is given in
subsequent NS-records. The riame 'server 'that responded (0 this. query is given in the comments at.tbe end.

lnstead of the hosr name, tile IP 'n~ress could also be used as the option parameter in the' dig command. For
example, too command dig +short -x 203.199.255.5 willreturn the infurmation thut this fP address is assigned to
lantana.teaet.res.In.dig can give very verbose -output. The options +eocornmems and +short are used to suppress

.SODle of this, .

dig or oslookup can help wben one wants tofind all the hosts on a local area network (LAN). TJUs can be-done
using a broadcast 'ping 011 the LAN. We need to know the 1P address to execute litis command, which we may not
know. However, ifwe know a host name on the LAN, we could obtain the IP address using nslookup,

The interactive co mmand host can also be used to get the .hosi name using 1he domain name server. Ho wever, with
the appropriate.security privilege. it can be used 10 get all tbe host names maintained by a-domain name server. The
,dig and host utilities also provide additional data on the hosts, besides host names. Refer to the manual page for
derails,

Network Trnffc-Monitoring Tools. Table 9.2 lists several iraffic-monsoring tools; One of the tools is ping, which
we have mentioned as a status-monitering tool in Table 9.1. As we stated earlier, by repeatedly.executing ping with
a large repeat OCUDl (e.g., ping -c 100) and measuring how maoy of those were successfully received back. we can
calculate the percentage of.pecker oss. Packet loss' Is's measure of'througbput. The example in Figure 9.3 displays
zero packet loss when.five packets were.transmitted and received ..lt also shows !be round-trip packettransmissiou
time.

1'1gil 1'09.3.·EnmrJ. orTruffi, MOlliloring (pil,l'g)

f1I!tma'l: pltlg--s'mil,edtJ

PiNG mIl.edu: 56'data bytes
€>I byleS 'ton MfT.fVlITEOU (16.72.o.1QQ~ Iql1p_seQ:O, i!llJe~z..1S
&I ~rmm Mrr.MrrEDU (18 72.0,'OOr.lc~_SESF1, t_1, ms

64 byteS Iron MIf:MltEDU (,16,72.0.100~ !C"'P_se!F2.!ime041, InS

64 bytes Iron MI'TiMfT.EDU(18,72.0 100~'lcn1P_seq=3,dltlF'lO. ms
&I bytes r!UTI MrrfVIrr.EPU (16.72.,O.100r,ICIlll_!lelFI. iImO"40, ms

-mitedu PINGSlatl!lucs-
5 pacI(ols tn)nsm,Ued 5 paokets received 0% pack.et Io5s
rouncw,p Imsl mll''''"g/ITIllX'' ~OJ40/42

Tubl. 9.2. 'f"'ffic~Mo"itorl"g Tooloi'

.Name Operating System Description

ping UNIXfWlndows Used for measuring round-tllp packettoss

tilng Me;,sures polnt-to-polnt bandwldlh of allnkUNIX

·tcpdlimp Dumps li'afffC on a networilUNO<

getethers Acquires ali host addresses ofan Ethernet LAN segmentUNIX

Iptrac:e Measures performance of g~tl!waysUNIX

ethe-real. wlreshark Unux/Wlndows Graphical tool to capture, to In'Spect,and to save Ethernet packets

Another useful tool, heavily based on ping. is called bing (point-to-point bandwidth ping). The bing utility
determines tbe raw throughput of a link by calculating the difference in round-trip limes for difrereot packet sizes
from each end of the link. For example, if we want to- measure 'the throughput of a hop or point-to-point link
'between LI and 12; we derive it from the results of the measurements oflCMP echo requests to LJ and L'2..The
difference between the two results yields tbe throughput of tile link LI-L2-. This method has tbe advantage of
yielding accurate .results, even though the path to the link LJ-U fr.om the measuring station could have a lower
bandwidth than the link L 1...1..2 for which the measurement is made. However, there is a practical limit to it (about
3,0 times), Inpractice, lhis means lh8t if you have a 64-kbpS connection to the Internet, the maximum throughput of
the' link you can measure is 2 Mbps.

Other commands examine the· packets thar traverse too network to 'provide different outputs. The commands,
tcpd,{I/IP and ethereal (also known as wjreshark), put 8 network interface in 8 promiscuous mode, in which raw data
are gathered fro m the network without anyfiltering, and. log the data. A.IIof them could generate an output text t11.:,
associating each line with a pecket containing information on the protocol type, length, source, and destination .
Because of tile security risk associated with looking at data in a promiscuous mode in these.eases, the user ID is
limited to super-user. An example of the output of ethereal is shown in Figure 9.4. Each line shows information
about.one packet. Several packets are Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) requests. In these cases, 'UJe source MAC
address is shown, For ease of reading, lhe vendor ID of the MAC addressis shown in text form, followed by the
24-bit Serial number. The three lines in gr!Ly scale in the middle of the window show (1O,Qkecs beJi)nging 10,'U single



HTTP session over a trnnsmission control protocol (TCP) connection. They capture the three-way handshake used
by TCP to establish the connection. The fITS! oftbese packets is a connection request from 10.6.21.59 to the RlTP
port on server 10.94.3.215. The server responds wll! an SYN+ACK, and finally, the initiator ACKs to complete
the connection establishment handshake.

Flgur. 9.4. 'fr.rll< Monilorlng wlnc £llI<r ... 1(Wlr.jh.rk)

..... ~ .. :.M_ ...". 1__....

11.«11. n z a e ft .....

For an example of tcpdump command output. please see the SNMP get-request and get-response PDUs shown in
Figure 5.17 that were oblained using the tcpdump tooL

The command getetbers discovers all hostlEthcmet address pairs on the LAN segment (a.bc.t to a.b.c.254). It
generates an ICMP echo_request message similar to ping using an IP socket, The replies are compared with the
ARP table to determine the Ethernet address of each responding system.

The iptrace tool uses the NETMON program in the UNIX kernel and produces three types of outputs: IP traffic,
hosttmfI'tc matrix output. and abbreviated sampling of a pre-defined number of packets.

Network Routing Tools. Table 9.3 lists three sets of roure-menrering tools. The nClsial tool displays the contents
of various netwerk-reated dam structures in various forrnats, depending on the options selected. The nerwork-
related dam structures that can be displayed using netstal include tbe routing table, interface statistics, network
connections, masquerade connections. and multicast memberships. The example of the rollting robles obtnined
using netstat is given In Figure 9.5. It shows the ports associated with various destinations. netstat is a useful
diagnostic tool for troubleshooting. For example, the routing table iofw:mation sbown in Figure 9.5 Infurms t.he
network operator which nodes hnvc been active since the lasr purge of me table, which is typically in the order of a
minute. The most frequenlly used options of net Slot are: -r that obtains tbe contents of the routing tables; -i thnl
prints 'the table of all networking interfaces: and -8, thatprinrs information about all nel ive Internet connections and
UNIX-domain sockets.

Flg!u" 9.5. Routing 'flthl. nslng n."lol-r

_Or
Ra.lng !abies

In_

DHtina:ion Gauway Flags Refs Use Netil Expire

0eQuI1 gH Qed> 'leI UGC 44 541550 CleO
1721615t fIN 1i!ech,.1 UGi 0 0 doO
el\JlCd\"", O;8() 4&.es:7" b4 UlLW 9 206:lG83 deO 2C2
WCD~ ~-ne! UH 0 0 00
sip-17 '19Ch net Cig UH 0 6551 oPIl3
CIop..2'14IIOC1',net 'JW "*" net Uc.JH 0 l4T2 000
~1f!Ch.ow f,fN"_ net UG-t 0 .7 .wi

19444 232 UN8-lmua U(IC 0 171831 pppS
OS!'F-I\U. WCA.ST NET Ioculhosl UH e&I!n eo
osrr-OOIQMCASTNE IOc<Ilho>t UII 2G1'Z1 00

Tabl, 9.3. Roulr-Monitoring 'fool!!

Name Operating System Destrlptlon

netstat UNIX Displays the contents of various network-related data structures

arp rarp UNIX,Windows Displays and modifies the tnternet-te-ttbernet eddress translation tables

trace route tracert UNIX/Windows Traces the route to a destlnadon with routing delavs

The arp tool displays and modifies the Imemel-to-Ethernel address translation tables (ARP cache) used by the
ARP. Some UNIX systems provide an addaional tool for manipu lat ing the contents of Ethemet-to-Intemet address
translation tables (RARP cache). The name of the tool is rarp and its use is similar to arp.

The third set of routing tools shown in Table 9.3 is troceroute (UNJ X) or tracert (MS Windows), which is ibebasic
tool used most extensively to dagnose rooting problems. The tool discovers tbe route tnken by packets from the
source-to-destination through each hop. It is very useful in localizing the source of route failure. It is also useful in
performance/packet delay evaluation as the result gives the delay time to each node along the route. traceroute is
based on tbe ICMP time_exceeded error report mechanism. When on IP packet is received by 8 node with a time-
to-live (TIL) vaJueofO, an lCMP packet is sent to ibe source. The source sends the first packet with a TIL of'zerc
to its destination. The first node looks at the packet nnd sends an rCMP packet since TIL is greater than O. Then.
the source sends [he second packet with a TIl. larger than the TIL needed to get to the first node, and thus
traceroute acquires 'the second node. This process continues until nil Ihe nodes between the source and the
destination have been determined.

Figure 9.6 gives two sample traces taken close to each other in lime between the same source mani.bellsouth.net
and destination manl.btc.gatech.edu. We notice signiflcam differences in tbe route taken, the delay times, and the
number of hops. We would expect these differences since each pocket in nn IP network is routed iodependendy.
Each line shows the router that tile pocket traversed in sequcnH,1 order. Tile three lime counts on each line indicate
the round- trip delay foreach router on three attempts mode from the source. We notice that there is njump in the



round-trip delay from 2-5 milliseconds 10 greaterthan JOmilliseconds wben.tbe pecket crosses over from tbe local
BcUSouth network. In some lines, for example In lines 9 and 13 In Sample I, one round-trjp delay reads high,
which could be attributed to rbe router being busy. In Sample 2. the second half of the route appears congested,
indicating consistent Inr~ round-trip del1l),s. We also notice thllt some of'tbe routers respond with their IP address,
while others do not. The lines that are marked with a sterisks are responses from those routers, which have been
edmlnlstrattvely prevented from revealing theiridentity in their responses.

Ag"". 9,6. E.t.mplts of Rouit Tn:tclog (trnceroute)

Tracing rooleto rr.an!,btc.galech.edu [199.17147 9Eij
over a ~of 30 hop;;

1 2rns 3ms 3 rns ~008001,bins.bellsoIIthllel (j105.152,8.11
2 4JllS 2_ 3~ 172.16.112,
3 5 ms 4 ms 3-ms 112.16.4.2
4 SIllS 3ms 3ms tmlsOll033.b<ns.be1lsotJUUIeI (205.152.11.33)
5 ~ ms <l11jS 4· InS 205.152.. 13.98
6 • Requesllirred rut
7 5 rns 9 ms 12 ms ~5.152.2.249
8 33ms 31 ms 31 ms HssICHl-O.GW2.AilIATER.NETllS713O.65.2291
9 68_ 10nw 11 ms IOS.ATM~XRl AlllJ\1.TetNETI146.188.2l2.66!
10 11 ms 14 ms 12 ms 195.ATM12·CJ.-1BR1.ATLl ALTER.NET
(146.188.232491
11 16_ ll1ma 141M GIlaIIbl-b-l.bbnplsnoLncl( ••02.1411
12 !9 ms 15 ms t7 ms ctlanla2·b-2 ~nelnel [4.0.2.1581
132111'15 56ms 328ms atla'nIIl2~tnel(4.0.2.911
14 IT m; la = 11PIS 192.22 1.26,3
15 32ms 2(lms l8ms 130.207.251.3
18 20 m!I 11!T1S 17 IllS IIl8J"O.bIC.1ptoeh.edu 1199.77 147961
Traceccm~to

Sample 1

~ rooto 10 mall blll,galach.e>du (199 n 147.$J
o/or a ,oaximlSll 0130 I!Op6

1 3m$ lms 4 ms bltT\SOOllW 1.b.ms.bellSlK,thnot rtob.l bl!.~11
2 3_ 3_ 2_ 172.18.11.2

3 5ms 4ms 4 IllS 172.16.4.2
~ 5ms 3ms 4nis bImsOl1033bms bollsculhool [205 152.11,331
:l 7m. 4m~ "m. 205.152. 13 se
6 ~11~Q;lt

9ms 8ms 9 InS 205.152.2.249
8 228 I'M 214 ms 191 rna ZJ5 8Il165.!1
D 230_ ~13 m. 234 1M maOOll'1 t:bnplOlMlnoQlll241 117 21
to 243ms 222ms 212m5 \1eMal-rt1(2.bbnplanetneI{4.0193j
11 ZlOms 213m$ 202ms \1eI\n<ll-rbt3bbn,:laootnol[4.05.'16t
12 2"'"", 227171:1 23Gma _t~bC>nplllnelJtet(4.D.3.149l
13 228 ms 235 InS 238 ms allan:a l-b-1 ,t:lOnpI.lnelJl(lI (4.0.2.581
14 257 IllS 2;l8 ms atlani<l2-hr2 bhnplanetJ1l1I(4.0.2.156]
15 225 IllS 234 ms 233 J11$ alJlln\ll2·cr9!UlbnlfaOOlnel (4.0.2.911
16 '40m .. 229ms 251"", 192.221 $3
17 235 ms 245 IllS 225 IllS 130,207 251.3
18 268 IllS 243ms manlbtc.gallm.edtJ (199.77.147.001

T1!lC9'OCI(I!pleiO

Sample 2



There are also Web-based traceroute IUId.ping uuluies available in some systems. The use of ibese tools
significantly decreases the time necessary to detect nod Isolate a routing problem because rhe fioal declsion is
based on independent data.obtained from various hosts on the net: .

1).1..2.SNMP Tools

There are several tools available to obtain the MIB tree structure, as well as its values from, a network element.
Each ofthese 100ls bas several implementations. We will not go into specjfic. implementations here, but will
describe their functionality. You may obtain details on the use and options from the manual page describing Uie
tool, .

SNMP MIB tools are of three types: (I) SNMP MIB browser uses a graphical interface; (2) a set of SNMP
command-line tools, which is primarily UNIX- and LinuxIFreeBSD-based tools; and (3) LinuxJFIeeBSD-~ased
tool, snmpsniff which is useful to read SNMP P[){Js.

SNMP MIB Browser. An SNMP MIB browser lsa user-friendly tool that can be accessed from public software
libraries or commerclally purchased. All extract MlB-ll of SNMPvl and some can extract SNMPv2 NnB. Some
can also acquire private Mffi objects'. You SpecifY the host name or the fp address first Then information on-a
specific MIS object, or a group, or rbe entjre MIB can be requested, depending on the implementation, The
response comes back with the object idenriflens) and valuc{'s) of'the-objecus).

For example, using the graphical MID browser tkmib (http://www.net-snmp.org) and requesting the 'variable
systelll,sysDescr from host 10.65.0.32 yields the response shown in Figure 9.7. Tho Mm·tree is shown in graphical
form in the top w[OOOw.By clicking on a leaf node in Lbe tree and invoking a get, the response from the agent i!;
shown in. the bottom panel We see that the node is a Linux-based proxy server running kernel 2.6.9-22 with
symrnetrjcal mukiprocessor (SMP) support. Figure 9.8 shows the results obtained by using a text-based browser to
retrieve the system group from host 99.77 .14n 82.

Frl;Urt 9.7. ~IlB Bro"~.r EX.Dlpt. (Ik'riib) fOr" Sy.stt'" Orscript(lr Object

_ '"""::-==, ......_",,~ ..........,u.......u-~ l4-.ai,,_ ..-u..u..,. IU AP w ..... ONIL-6, U""J -- --,--_ .. " .. ~-.-
.~;;;;:;;:;;;;;::;;;;:;;:;;;;;::;;;;:;;:;;;;;::;;;;:;;:;;;;;::;;;;:;;:;;;;;::;;;;:;;:;;;;;::;;;;:;;:;;;;;::;;;;:;;:;;;;;::;;;;:;;:;;;;;::~

FIg"". 9,8. MlB Browsor Example '(T."IIl.~d) for. $)151001(;rnul>

199 n 147,182:

sysllesCtO. SunOSnoo55.6G:9nelic~IOS181-'l3Sun4\J
s~ecID,O' 1.3.8.1.4,1.11.2.3.101~
!>y5UpT"'"'-O <lid 22:21:G3.74

sysConla::l.O:
sYsIiame.O : ooc5
oy:;loc;<ttbn, 0
sysSeMces,Q. 72
sysORlmlChartgn.o : Od 0;00:00.00

SNMP Command ..Line Tools; There are several SNM'P command ..line tools available in the UNIX, Linux, or
FreeBSD IUIdWirdows 0S environments. Command-line tools generate SNMP messages, which are get, get-next,
get bulk. set, response, and trap. Public domain software packages can be downloaded that are capable of operating
either as an SNMP"I, SNMPv2, or SNMPv3 manager. A popular .suite is avallable-from http://www;nel-snmp.org.
The following 00 mmands are described In SNMPv I format. An option' of -v2 or -v3 is used to generate SNMPv2c
or SNMPv3. respectively.

SNlvIP Get Command.

snmpget (options] bost COlllIIIUllity obj-ectTO (objectlD]



This command communicates with a nerwork.objeci using the SNMP get-request message. Tile host may be either
a host name or 80 I£> address. [f the SNMP agent resides on the host wsh the matching communlty name, il
responds with a get-response message returning the value oftbe objectll). lf multiple objectLDs are requested, 8
varBlnd clause. is used to process lhe message containing multiple object names (see Figure 4.48}. If the get-
request message is invalid. rbe get-response message contains the approprate error indication,

For example,

.snmpge.t 199.77.147.192 public sy.s.tem.sysCfese·r.O

retrieves tbe system variable system.syslrescr

system ..sysdescr. 0 - "SunOSnoes 5.6 Generic_105181-03 sun4u."

The 0 at the end of the objectlD Indicates iliat the request is fur a single scalar variable.

SNMP G~-Next Command.

arunpge'tne)(~ [options] host cGn,nunity objeotro (objedt;LOI

'Ihe.commaod is similar to ·snmpget. except that it uses the SNMP get-llext-re,qlle,rt·message. The managed object
responds with the expected get-response.message 0.11 the objectID that is lexicogrephically next 10 rbe 000 specified
in the request. This command is especially useful to get the values of variables .in an aggregate object, i.e., in a
table.

For example,

6nmP.getn.ex", 199. '17 .147'.18'2. Ilublic .inberfaces .1..fTab.le. tfEnl:.ry .i:fInd~.l retr~eve8

InterfaCi<>S . if Table . ifi':ntry. if Index . 2 = "2."

SNMp Walk Command,

snm.pwa1k (optic>nsl hos t -ccmmurri.ty (objectIDJ

The snmpwalk command uses get-nett-request, messages to-get the MlB tree for the groqP' defined by the objeclID
specified in ihe request. It literally walks iiirough the MlB. Withouttlie objectlD, the command displays the emire
MIB tree supported by-too agent.

SNMP Set Command. The snmpset command sends the SNMP set-request message and receives the-get-response
command.

SNlvIP Trap Command. The snmpuap command generates a trap message. Some implementation handles only
SNMPv·t traps and others handle SNMPvl, SNMPv2, and SNMPv3 and can be specified in the argument. Note
thatthis acts as 80 SNMP'agent

SNMP Sniff Tool. The SNMP Sniff [00~ snmpsniff is Similar to too tcpdump tool and is implemented in
LinuxlFI:UBSD envi ronment. It captures SNMP packets going across the segment and stores them fur later
analysis.

9.1.3. Protocol Analyzer

The protocol analyzer is a powerful and versatile network menegemem tool. We will consider it as 8 test 1001 in
this section, and later on look fit its use as a system management tool. It is a fool thnt analyzes dura packets on 8IIy
rrnnsmission line. Although it could be used for the analysis of any line, its primary use.is in the LAN environment,
which is what.we will focus on bere. Measurements using Lhe protocol.analyzer can be made' either locally or
remotely. The basic.configuration used for a protocol analyzer is shown in Figure 9.9.1t consists of a data capture
device that is attached to a LAN. This could be a specialized tool, or 'either a personal computer or workstation
with·a network interface card. The captured data are transmsted to the protocol analyzer via a' dial-up modem
connection, a Iocal.or C!lJDpUSnetwotk, or a wide area network ..11)e 'protocclanalyzer analyzes the data and
presents it to the user on a user-friendly nterface,

FigUl·.9.9. Brui. CoIIOglIl'llIiollof. Pro.ocol A:u·.I),ztr
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The protocol analyzers that are available in the-commercial market are capable or presenting a multitude or results
derived from LIte data. Contents' of data packets can be viewed-and 'analyzed tit all layers of the OS! reference
model. The distribution of various protocols at each layer can be ascertained, AI the data link layer, besides the
statistical COUnlS, the collision rate can be measured for Ethernet LAN. At the transport layer, port information fur
different applications and sessions can be obtained. The distribution of application-level protocols provides
valuable information on the nature of traffic in the network, which can be used for performance timing of-the
.network.

Nameouscommercial and open-source protocol analyzers and sniffers are now available. Sniffen.can be used as A

stand-alone portable protocol analyzer, as well as on the 'network HP. NctMetrix protocol analyzer is a software
package loaded on to a workstanon, It uses LanProbe as the collector device, which can be configured also as an
RMOJii pro be. The communication between RMON and th'e protocol analyzer is based on the SNMP protocol, as
shown in Figure 9.10'.

Figll re 9, 10, Pr<l'OCO! An"ly=~wilb 911 R!\tON~PI:ob.

A protocol analyzer filllctioning 'as a remore-moneoring analyzer collects data using II'n RMON probe. The raw
data. that ate gathered are pre-analyzed .by the RMON and tmnsmirted as SNMP traffic .insreed of raw data in ilie
basic configuration mentioned earlier. The statistics could be gathered over a time period fur analysis or displayed



on a real-time basis, In the promiscuous mode, the actual data collected by.the probe could be 100ked at in detail, or
statistics at various protocol layers could be .displayed. The results are used to perform diagnostics .on network
problems, such as traffic .congestion. They could also be used with the help ofthetool to do network management
functions sich as traffic reroute planning, capacity planning, load monitoring, etc.

Using an RMON probe fOreach segment of the network 'alld one protocol analyzer fOr the entire network; 'us shown
in Figure 9.11, the complete network can be monitored The RMON probe for each type of LA.N is physically

-differem, Even for the same type ofLAN, we need a separate probe for each segment, which could be expensive to
Implement.

Figur e, 9.t I. MQuitoriug ofTo!Sl1Nr'work wilb tnd-lvidual RMOf'1 Probes

9.2. Network Statistics Measurement Systems

Doe key aspect of network managementis traffic management. We will consider performance management as.one
of'the application functions w.hen we deal with them in Chapter II. However, we wil I first consider how the basic
tools thnt we discussed in Section 9.1 are used 10 gather network statistics in tbe network m various nodes and
segments. We will thell cover an SNMP tQO~ Multi Router Traffic Grapher (MRTG), which c,an be used 10 monitor
tram.c.
Ooe oftbe best ways 'to gather network statistics is to capture packets traversing networksegments or across node
interfaces in-a promiscuous mode. We have learned that protocol analyzers do just that. Thus, they are good tools
to gather net\\,)rk statistics, Anorber way to gat.her network statistics is to develop 1Isimple 'application using-a
function similar to tapdump, using a .high-perfcrmance network interface card and processor, and analyze the data
for the required statistics. After all, that is tbe basis on which protocol analyzers are built.

The RMON J\.1IB that we studied in Sections 8.3 and 8.4, along with the SNMP cornmunicaticn protocol, provides
R convenient mechanism [0 build network-monitoring systems. The configaraeons shown In Figure 9.10 and
Figure 9.11 can be used as the oerwork-monitorlng system to gather various RMON objects. The RMONI MIB
groups and tables shown. in Tables 8.2 and 8.3 are used to giilhet statlstics at the data link layer in Eiliemel and
token-ring LANs. TOO RMON2 MlB groups and tables presented in Table SA·define parameters for higher-layer
statistics.

9:~ 1.Traffic Load Monitoring

Traffic load monitoringcan be done bawd on the' source, the destination, and lhe source-destination pair. We may
want to balance the traffic load among the various LAN segments, in which case we need. to measure the total
traffic in each network segment or domain. Data for traffic monitoring can. be sampled at the data link layer using
the .Rj'vfONI J\.1IB liistocy group, Trafficrelevant 10 a host, either as source or as a destination, is available in the
.host group. Hosts can be ranked on the traffic load !hat they carry using the HostTol!N group. In the absence of an
RMON probe, there is no convenient way to measure traffic in a segment directly except to compute it externally
k;nowing the hosrs in the segment.

Load statistics inan IP net work can also be obtained by measuring IP packets 31 the network layer Jevel. The
entities in the network layer host and the network layer matrix .groups in RMON2' MIB can. 'be used for this
measurement Figpre·9.12, Figure 9.13,.!Ind Figure 9.14 show tbe load statistics measured in.a Fiber Distributed
Data Interface (FDDf) LAN segment using the NetMetrix protocol analyzer as the-Load Monitor andFDDl probe.

FlgIU" 9. U. Load StnHsUts: MouHoriug or seurees
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In Figure 9;12 there are 1,609 sources tbat generated data packets. The top ten have been identified, with the
highest entry being news-exr.gateohedu, The entry LOW-CONTRIB is a combination of sources other than those
specifically identified, Tniffii: is measured as the-number of octets. Figure 9.13 presents similar srerlstical dai.a on
traffic thar is destined to the hosts in the network segment. Figure 9.14 presents the top ten conversation pairs of
hosts. Each line identifies the host-pairs, traffic from NetHost I lONetHost2. Oct llO2 and Oct2to] denote the rraffic
in octets from NelHostllO NetHost2 and NetHost2 to Neillost], respectively, For example, news-est.gatech.edu
transmitted 3K octets/second of outgoing traffic 10 'and received 60K octets of mcoming traffic from
.howland.erols.net ..

Figure 9.14. LoRdSjallsti~: Monitoring ofConversal.iQn Palrs
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9.2.2. Protocol StutistiCS

Packets CiIIl be captured by dnta caplUre devices based on the filler set for the desired criteria From the captured
data. we can derive protocol staus: ics of various protocols 3t each layer of the OSI Reference Mode L Thls is very
useful at the application layer level. We can ohl8in the troffic load for different applications such as file transfer
(Fl'P). Web data (FITJ1». and news groups (NNTP). This informarien can be used for bandwjdth management of
real-time and non-real-time traffic,

Figure 9.15 shows the distribut ion of protocols at lhe data link (top left corner). network (top right comer).
transport (bottom leI! comer), and application (bottom right comer) layers, obtained using NeLMetrix Lanf'robe and
a protocol analyzer. OBla link and network layers show 100"10LLC and 1P protocols. The majority of the tmosport
layer protocol packets helong to TCP and the next in order is UDP. The other category is undefined. At the
application layer(s), the distribution contains HTrP (Web protocol). NN1J> (news protocol), FrP-dIlta, UDP-other,
TCP-othcr. and undefined other. The Georgia Tech Interret backbone network in which the measurements were
made carries a complex variety of protocol traffic inoluding multimedia tmffic and next generation lnternet traffic.

IilglLr. 9.15. Protocol DlliIIibull"fI (N'IM'IMll
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9.2.3. nata :uulErmr Stausues

Data and error statistics can he gathered direct ly from managed objects using the specifications defined in various
MIB groups. The RMON SI8Ustl:S groups for Ethernet [RFC 1757] and token ring [RFC 1513] contain various
types of packets and errors in the data link layer. Similar informeticn is available on higher-level layers from
specifications detailed io RMON2 [RFC 2021). Information on statistics can also he gathered for the individual
medium from the respective MlBsunder the transmission group. For example. statisrics on Ethernet can be derived
from the Elhernet-tKe statiaics group in Ethernet-like interface types MIB [RFC 1284]. tokco-ringstatisties from
IEEE 802.5 MIB [RFC 1748J. and FODI deta from FOOl MIS rRFC 12851.

9.2 .... Using MRTG 10 Collect Traffic Statistics

The MRTG is a tool that monitors traffic load 011 network links (Oetiker and Rand. http://oss.oetiker.chlmrtg].lt
generates a live visual representation of traffic data by reading the SNMP traffic counters on routers and creams
graphs that are embedded into Web pages. These can be monitored using any Web browser. Visual presenl8Lio~ of
Imffic data are presented as daily view, tbe last 7 days view. the laSt 4 weeks view. and the last 12 months view.
The generic software-can he implemented in either UNIX or Windows NT platform. An example of the views can
be seen on http://switch.chioetwork/operationlstatisticsigeant2.html.

9.3..l\l[m Engineering

In the SNMP model of management; information about each network element is contained in i(s Mm (Chapter 4).
The manager's view of the NE is defined by lind is limited to its MIS. The ease of developing mnnagement
Applications depends on how closely the MID matches the needs of the manager, In most cases, the Mffi is
hardcoded into the NE by the vendor. Thus, care must be taken In designing the MIB. This is the fbcus of MIS
engineering,



There are some commonly used constructs in many MISs. The use of these idioms makes it easier for the manager
to understand and use tbe MIB. The SNMP prcrocol aod structure of management iufcrmarien (SMl), by virtue of
their stress on simplicity, have some limitations. Fortunately, there are work-arounds to enable the manager to
accomplish complex.tasks despite these limitations.

Pir!il we cover some basic principles, limjtatons, arid idioms of sM). We then take.a number of frequently
occurring requlrementsand.show how to .design MIBs fur them.

9.3.1.. General ]>rilldple; 'and Limitations o.fSMJ

SMI provides a very simple view of the network. Every element is .complerely defined by a set of variables
(euphemistically referred to as objects), which may take on 8 limited number of derarypes. These include scalar or
pdm~ ive types (Boolean, Integer, lP. nddress, String, Counter, etc.) aod three structured or constructed types
(arrays, records, and sets).

An.arrayis ,10 ordered list of elements all being of the same type. Each element is identified by its index. A record
is an ordered collection ef dements of different' types, with each element referred to by name. A set is an unordered
collection of elements, The elements could either all be of the' same type or of different types. E.g., the interfaces
table. iffnble, is an arrny with..one element for eacli interface in.rbe node. Bech element in the ruble containsa
record with several fillids describing the interface (see Figure 4.28).

As an example of' 8 set, .suppose the manager wishes to define a trap filter in an agent. 111e filter consists of a set of
coodltlons that are AND'ed together, Only if all conditions are satisfied, the trap is forwarded. We could define:

T~~Bb'il ter :: = SET OF Cbndl dons

The-order of evaluation of the condjtions does not matter,

There are restrict ions on-t he construct ion oftype s:

An array can contain a record and vice versa. An array. can contain a record that 'itself contains. other
records. However, an array cannot contain a record thnt.contains an array
A record can be defined to hold related variables pertaining to one part of an NE (in one subtree of the
MJ a). Another record witti identical fields butdifferent names must be'detinCd

The SNMP protocol allows a manager to get or set the value of a variable (see Figure 3,9). However, it does not
permit a manager to. perform an action such as resetting an interface OJ deleting a file, In object-oriented terms, an
SNMP object lias member variables nod accessor methods, but does not have any general methods to perform
actions.

The SNMP prorocol supports request response transactions where each transaction can automatically either get or
set a limked number of variables. TIle limit is imposed by the size of 8n.SNMP PDU. It. does 'oot allow combining
.gets and sets in.oue transection, nor does it allow a sequence of operations to fODDa session. SNMP transactions
are very limited compared to database transacrions. The latter 'allow a large sequence of select and update queries
to he combined in a single transaction, which either succeeds completely or is. not executed at all. 1n additon,
access 10 the relevant parts of'the database by other users can be prevented during tbe transaction.

9.3.2. COlinrers \IS.• Rllte.~

Rates are central 10 network management. Performance is measured largely in terms of mtes. For example, the
throughput of a link is given in bit'llsecond or packets/second, the throughput of a 'server in tr8Jisactionsisecond,
and user behavior in requests.ih9ur.

Rates are also important in some aspects of limit management, specifically in determining whenthe load 00 the
system is reaching .its capacity and bence is liable 10 fail. Fer example, if a I Mbis link is subjected to traffic at. the
rate of 0.98 Mb/s, congestion is very likely with the consequent increase in delays, packet loss, timeouts, 80d
reuansmissions.Jf'tbe congestion persists,.~ could result in the failure of end applications or tlJ,e routers ril either
cnd of the link. Proactive raulI management attempts to. spot congestion in its nascent stage and then take
congestion avoidaoce measures to prevent failures. The onset of congestion is ind.icsted by 'comparing the live
throughput with predefined thresbokls. The threshold depends on the capability of the router to tolerate temporary
overload by means of buffering of packets. Suppose for a router with a lO-packet buffer we set the congestion

'tlireshold .I!t 0.8 Mbfs; if the router has a 'fO-pac.kei buffer, we might increase the threshold 10 0.9 Mbfs. The
thresbo Id settings depend on the mix of-packet sizes and other practical factors, In practice. the threshold is tuned
-bytbe operator based On experience.

The manager may also require the counter value. For example, if broadband subscribers" are- billed based on data
transferred, the NMS manager would retrieve the count.erofbytes transferred and pass It on to tbeBilling System.

A counter is a direct performance measure. On a network link, the network interface maintains several counters
SUGhas packets sod bytes transmitted, packets and bytes received, errors, etc. Wbelle~er a packet is processed, one
or more counters' are Incremented appropriately, These counters are thus available to the NMS agent at 00 extra
cost, are always up to date,.illtd eccurate.Hence, the MID should include the counter. Be mindful that the counter
reading wraps aro 1,IlI~ nod should be interpreted correctly.

A rate is a derived measure, To determine the transmit. rate, we periodically rend the transmit octets counter nod
calculate the nite:

trari$mil octers qt'i) transmit octets at II

I~ It

The rate depends 'QII the averaging interval 11 - (;,. For example, Figure 9.1.6 shows a 5-se.;ond burst of packets
during which 4,000 octets are transmitted. The network is idle for some time Ihereafler.

Transmit rate
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Tnble·9.4 shows the rates calculated over various time intervals. Note that the ratevaries quite drastically from 0 to
'8,000 b/s. The illl(\l',<al 0-4 is especially troublesome, TIIO counter is 3,000, but the sctUllI number of octets
transmitted is 3,500. Even if the Network Interface Cnrd (NIC) has hardware to increment the counter for every
octet, this would not be correct because we do not know whether the packet transmission is successful until the cod
of transmission,

Table 9.4. Rat es CI.lculal.d over Various lnl ..... 1s

Interval (Seconds) t" t, Counter Difference (Octets) Rate (b/s)

0,2 8;0002,000-0



T.ble9A. RattS Colrulattd over Varlo", Intervals

Interval (Serondsl I..I, Counter Difference (Octets) Rate (b/sl

0,4 3,000 -0 6,000

0,5 4,000 -0 6,400

0,10 4,000 -0 3,200

0,16 4,000-0 2,000

8,12 4,000-4,000 0

Thus, we see that the derived measure of rate is imprecise and gives different results depending on the avenaging
interval. Differem managers may require different averaging intervals and even one manager may rcquire differem
averaging intervals 81dltferent times. For example, while projecting future growth in nelwork traffic for capacily
augmentation, the manager may want a l-bour average. To monitor congestion In a link, the averaging mllY be
done over 5-mlnul0 periods, While troubleshooting some problem, the manager may average over 3().seconds or
less to sec instantaneous fluctuatons,

Normally. Ihe MIB does nOI include rates, " is left to the manager 101'OU the counter at the desired periodicity and
to compute Ihe rate.

There are a few exceptions. The central processing unit (CPU) load of a server is usually computed using some
OS-specific algorirhm and the OS may oot expose convenient counters. Hence. the agent simply makes available
the rates computed by the OS. say the 30-second, l-minnte, and 5-minute load averages. The corresponding
counters are not ineluded in the MIB.

9.3.3. Object-Oriented Approach 10 ~uuEngineering

A network elemem has managemenr parameters pertaining to its configura! ion, is operation, and is performance.
In II complex device such lIS a server, a backbone router, 01" a telephone switch, the number of such parameters can
easily be in the 1000s. For ease of comprehension, in an object-oriented design related variables are collected into
classes. Similar classes are related to one another in an inheritance tree. Given a class definjrion, instances of the
class can be created, referred 10 lIS objecrs [Bahram], 1999].

SMI provides Ihe MlB group thai is a simple fOrm ofa class. A MIBgroup is just a subtree of the MIB tree. The
name of the root node of the subtree is rhe name of the group. Consider MlS-H, which is the standard set of
variables implementcd by all SNMP nodes (see Section 4:7.4). These variables are grouped into a number of
groups such as the system group, sbe interfaces group, the rP group, and the TCP group (see Figure 4.26).

In an object-oriented language such as Ctt or Java, the language supports useful properties of the class. These
include encepsulation (variables nrc private to a class), inheritance (one class inherits the variables and behavior of
another ~Iass), nnd so on. We now show bow these 00 features can be used in lnformatlon modeling, taking a
router with network interfaces us an example.

In SMI, Ihe analogous propenicsofMlB groups ore more a matter of recommended practice, For lnaaoce, tbe Tep
group has a count of the number of open connections. tcpCurrEstab (see Table 4.13). Normally, this is updated by
the TCP code. and this variable is considered 10 be encapsulated with in ibe TCP group. However, il is quite

possible for tbe interfaces code to examine the TCP headers lIS packets pass through the interface to detect the
start/eod of a session. The imerfaces code could directly manipulme rhe tcpCurrEstab variable in the TCP group.
This is a poor practice and is error-prone=-e packet could be discarded by the IP layer before it reaches TCP. SMl
does not prevent this practice.

Inheritance allows one class to derive some of its properties from a similar (usually more general) class. For
instance, an interface has properties such as type. speed, address, and packets sent An Ethernet interface shares
these properties and also has additional properties such as number of collisions. An RS-232 interface bas addiiona I
properties such as parity. So, it is desirable 10 derive Erhernet ond RS-232 classes from a base interface class as
depicted inPigure.9.17.
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An Ethernet interface object has the properties speed. type. address. octets. and collisions. while an RS-232 object
bas the propcrtiesspeed, rype, address, octets, and parity.

Naming. An object-orientild language allows the reuse of the same name in different contexts without any
confusion. For instance, given classes Router and Switch, there is no confusion in the use of the same member
variable name numInterfaces: Rourer.numlnrerfaces and Swsch.numlntcrfaces are clearly distinct. Similarly.
grouping of classes into packages or namespaees permits reuse of class names.

SMI uses a globally unique.hiernrchy to classify nantes. Hence. tbe same name could be used in different subtrees
(or groups). The system group in MlB-2 has 8 sysDescr variable. A vendor could have a sysDescr variable in irs
product-specific subtree. They are distinct as mib-2.system.sysDescr and midas.corDECT.sysDescr. for example,

There are limitations, bowever. The same name cannot be used twice In rbe same MlB .file. Hence. it is
conventional to have 8 unique prefix for all variables in n MIB !lIOup--"sys" for the system group, "if" fur the
interfaces group. and so on, Thus, we have mib-2.system.sysDescr and mib-2.interfaces.itTable.ifEntry.itDescr.

lnslonlialion. Given a class, many objects oftlutt clnss can be created or lnstnruimed. This can he done smtically III
cornpi [e-tirne or dynamically at runtime lISshown in the C++ code below. .

Router r.l, r2:
Router 'r3:

ilStatic~ly create 2 <outer.

II Oynamio oreation of a 3~ router
if (condition) r3 - new Router:



One agent can in general have only one instance of a MlB subtree. In the special case of a subtree that is part of a
!allle. the agent can have multiple instances. See, for example, ifEntty In the interfaces.lffable. Even in this case,
creation and deletion of rows in the table ("objects") are not as straightforward as the W!C of new and delete
operators.inCe+, {o SMIvl, row creation is ambiguous and deletion is not supported.dn SMIv2, these eperations
require special fields to be added to the tabe (see Section 6.3.7).

Recommended Practices. As telecom devices are complex, 'the object-oriented design of a MlB is highly desirable.
SMI bas limited.support fur the.object-oriented design of a.MIS: Some commonly used 1'I'8.ctices are as folbws: .

l. Use of unique prefixes for all variables in a MIS subtree, such as "if' ill the interfaces group, "tcp" in tbe
res group, and so on. This makes- names longer than necessary.

2, Extensl ve use of tables to allow variable numbers of objects of the same type, e.g., lfIable, tcpConnTnble,
etc.

3: Dynamic creation and deletion of rows (objects) require inclusion of special variables such as rowStatus in
the row of a table and a variable such as ltNumber·to counttbe number of active rows.

'4. Copy-and-pasre of certain block" ofMIB definition from one file (subtree) to another.

9.3.4. SMI l'aJ>lts

Besides groups, in SMl, tables are too most commonly used construct. for the aggregation of data. SMI tables were
introduced in Seeton 4.7.3 using some examples from MIB-2. An SMI table consists of three levels in the
registration tree: table node, entry node, and leaf.nodes containing colamnar dala(see Figure '4.22). For example, in
the interface table we have the table node iITable, too entry node iITable.ifEmry, and tbe data nodes
if'I'able, ifEntry.illndex.l. iffable, ifEntry.ifDescr.l. etc.

Since only a single entry node ever appears under the table node, it 1.5 II natural question whether tills can be
omitted witll the data nodes directly under I:he table node. However, the entry node is essential because of the way
Sl.Ylldefines an index. The entry node describes a complete. row and only the node describing a row can specify the
index co lumn (see Clause 4. 1.6 in RFC 1212). Since the index is essential fur specifying a leaf node in a table (one
elemenl of the table), everytable must have an enrrynode.

We now turn to tlie Selection of the index field. The index field must enable selection of a unique row. If two or
more rows have the same index value, the manager can retrieve only one of the rows. This is a consequence of tile
form of'tbe SNMP get request in which every data value is 'obtained by specifying its complete name. The variable
binding 1II1ow5 only one dal8value for one variable name.

Sequence Number as 'Index, In many cases the rows in the table correspond 10 sequence-numbered physical
entities. For example, a 24-port switch bas portsnumberedfrom 0 to 23; and. in· a router each interface occupies
one physical. numbered slot. 10 such cases it.is natural to use this sequence number as the index.

Name as Index, Consider 8 soilwarc application on a server. 'A unique index can be the name of the application
.suffixed. with the version number. Recall that when a string is used as the index. the ASN.I encoding of the string
is suffixed to tbe object lD (OlD) of the row object to specify a leaf node. Thus, the name of the variable holding
the path name of tbe Apache Web server application in an IIppTable 'might be' app'Table.eppfntry.appl'ath .
•A' .'p'.' a'.' c'.'h' .'e'. With thl; usual ASCn codes this would be app'Fable.applsnrry .appPath.65. 'I 12.97.99.104.10 I.

orb (Variable Name) as index. in some tables too index is an OID. S.uppose we wisb to maintain an inventory
table of equipmeoJ in a MIB. Each item is identified by its vendor and brand name. Assume !hat each of these
eqnipmentS is manageable by SNMP and has a prop,ri.erary Mill defined by the veni:lor. Each such MID is
contained in a MIB group ,noted in an.OID. that un.iquely identife.s thCfequipment. Consider the corDECT wieless
exch.ange manufactured by Midas Communication Technologies. Midas has been assigned the enterprise node (I 3

6 I 4 I 3794} in we {private enterprises} subtree (see Figure 4.L4). corDECT is the .first product of Midas and
hence bas the OlD { I 3 6 I 4 .13794 .I}. This OLD, encoded in ASN.I, can be used as tile index 10 Hie inventory
table.

Multidimensional Tables. SMI supports only one index fur a !abl~, However, tbis index can be it concentration of
severalcolunms, effectively yielding 'n nll,1ftidim.e.nS,iol1.altable ..AII example is the tCpCOnnTable in which tile index
is the concatenation of local IP address, local port. remote lP address, and remote port. These four quantities
together uniquely identify a TCP connection. Thus, the state of connection to a Web server would be given by the
variable tcpConnTable.tcpConnEntry.tcpConnState. 10.6.2 1.7.2027. 10.6.2 1.1.0. 80. Here the host 10.6.21.7 has
opened a eoneecticn tQ port.80 on.tbe server 10.6.21.1. The local port is 20 • 256 + 27 = 5147.

Note that the tcp·ColloTab.le (as also most other such 'multidimensional tables) is sparse. The total number of
possible index values is 232;! 1~~16 = 2!1O ? I 03~. a truly enormous number. Most hosts have only a fuw LOs to a
.few 'IOOs o(connections open ala time, Hence, the agent should use some space-efficient data structure such as II

.hash table or a Iinked Jist of linked lists [Horowaz, 1995].

9.3.5. SMI ActiOn.s

.For managing a network element it is necessary to perform acfons such as enable/disable an. interfilce. delete
temporary files on a sever, reboot a node, etc. A.n object in an Object-oriented programming Ianguage has actions
(member functions). SMI "objects" directly only contain data butdonot bave fnnctions.

In o' MlB, an acton can be performed by defining appropriate semantics of a' variable, The semantics is given by
the DESCRIPTlON field in the OBJECT-TYPE macro used 10 specify the variable. The manager can invoke !lUI
action by an SNMP set On this "action?' variable.

Thereare two ways in which the agent can inform the 'manager of'tbe result of'tbe action (analogous 'to the return
value ofa function). lflhe action completes almost immediately, the agent sends theSNMP response only after the
completion, The value 01 the variable ln.ihe response indicates the result of the action. An. example is the deletion
of 8 file.

-Scmeections may take an unpredictable amount oft-Une, say formatting a dis". In thlscase, the agent initiates the
.action and sends the SNMPTesponSe immediately with the value indicating that tbe acton is in.progress. When the
action completes, the agent updates tile same or another variable that can be queried by the manager, An example
of the latter is found in the Interfaces group.in MJ.B..2. iftable has one column ifAdminStatllS; which the manager

-sets 10 up or down to reque-st a .change of status. The actual Status is available in ifOperStatU5. Note carefully the
DESCRlPTlON fields in ihe definitions of the variables in Figure 9.18.

Figur<'9. is. JITnble "uriRbl .. for CI•• lIghlg Ibt S.olu. orou tnlerf ...



ifAdmlnStatus OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX INTl:GER (

uP(l) - ,eady 10 pass packets
doYon(2)
teslOg(3) -In some teSl moee

}
ACCESS reacl-wnte
STATUS ""'neIlIt"')'
DESCRIPTION

"The desll1!d Sbte ct the "'teriace The
lesbng(3) m~ Indbt .... that no oper.llional
packelS cc.t be passed -

.~ { rfEntry 7}

ifOperStatlJs OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX INTEGER {

uP(1). - ready to pass packets
dCMn(2)
te3tng(3) - ,n some test mode

}
ACCESS read-only
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPT10N

"The ClIfTel1t operaoonal Slate of !he fnterfao;e.
The testino(3) state IndIcates !hat no operational
pac:kelS cc.t be passed -

':= {dEntry 8 }

9.3.6. SMl TmwmcllullS

Suppose a manager needs to perform a complex task coDSisting of several steps, This may happen. fOr instance, if
there is misrouting of packets to destination 69.96,172.9 by an IP router, The manager may go through the
fOlbwing steps (0 troubleshoot and fix the problem:

l. Fetch all entries in the routing table with the destination matching any prefL'I of 69.96.172.9 (such as
69.96. I72.x:xx.69.96.XlCX.XXX)using SNMP Gel

2. Identify the incorrect entry.
3. Change the incorrect entries using SNMP set
4, Test the new route using ping.lfping fails, repeat steps 1-3.

During this process the manager needs excluslve access to the routing table. [f any other manager reads and
modifies tbe same rows. confusion may result. What is required is a transaction that may include a sequence of
Gets and Sets to II subtree of tbe MlB. The SNMP protocol does not-support this. Each SNMP request is atomic
and independent of till other requests. One request cannot contain both Get and SCI. Only II small number of
variables can be simultaneously accessed in 8 request. limited by the SNMP message-size of 484 bytes (vi and v2).

To implement complex transactions without modifying the SNMP standard, we need to odd 0 few varlables with
special semantics (DECRIPTION fleld). Assuming that we need to provide transaction-based access to aRoot and
itS subtree, the extrn variables are shown in Figure 9.19 and the corresponding declarations are shown in Figure
9.20. Note lhat aDatal, 8031112 .... are nodes in the protected subtree. The nodes numbered >IOO(J are nodes added
to snpport transaotions.

Figur. 9.19. ~'(m Variables for Complu TransMlio",

Flgur. 9,20. o.clal'1ltions for Figuro 9.19

aLock OBJECT-TYPE
SYN1AX BOdean
ACCESS read-wtite
STATUS opoonal
DESCRIPTIOW

'11,11$ false, SEt tsue succeeds and ma~ge, Info j, salieQ If
1IUe. ~ IlW I:1f ""fief succeeds "nU ~"Ii",e< II true. OIet
true ITI olhet manllget falls with badValue(3) altar'

-e {aR00I1001 }

at.4anagc~nfo Q8..'EC1-1 'I1'E
SYNTAX Managerlnfo
ACCESS reacklnly
STATUS op~1
DESCRIPTlON

'CorQJrls iI1e Id 01 t1le 1IIiI""9~WhO most 'ecen~y~eo 11\
ilCQUIIIIl!I ;al0Cl<.'

.,. {aR00I1002}

.TImEOUt OB.ECT-TYPE
SYN1AX Tome Tides
ACCESS read-wrie
STATUS optiInaI
oe:SCRIPTlON

-aLocX rite reset aTmeout TICkS after Mtng set
.:: { aR00I1003}

afOfceUn'ock O8JECl-TY"E
SYNTAX Bodean
ACCESS rea!t_
STAl'JS opbooal
OESCRIPTlON

'1f $el bit an authonzed nanager. alock 1$ reset -
.:= {aR00I1004 }

To initiate l' transaction, the manager 'attempts to set al.ock 10 true. If the lock was already held by another
manager. tbe set fails with an error. The manager periodicaUy retr es the SCI. When the set succeeds, the agent
stores the manager's identification (typicaHy. IP address and port number) in aManagerlnfo. During the
rrarsacrion, only this manager is permit led to access tbe subtree rooted in aRoot. In the normal course after
completing lis work, the manager ends lts transacticn by setting al.ock to wil;e.



Suppose the manager .forgets 10 release the lock. After aIimeout elapses, tbe 10cJ.c i~ automaticallyfreed. There wW
be a defauk timeout, which can be modified by the manager, subject 10 a maximum to prevent hogging of tbe lock
with starvation of other managers, Occasionally, an emergency situation may arise for which ari authorized
manager may need to preempt the lock. This is done by M.ii.inS (0 aForceUnlock. The 'agent wW accept' the write
and replace the, current lock. owner with the initiator of the forc.ible unlock, provided the initiator is in a list of
authorized managers,

Thus, it is possible to provide complex transactions in which a manager has exclusive access to a subtree of an
Mill during a session. This is eccompl isbed within the constraints of SNM'P and SMJ by defining-a few auxiliary
variables. To cater to specific .needs, the set.of auxiliary variables can be changed, for instance to define separate
read and write locks, etc.

9.3.7. Summary: MID Engineering

In this section we fU'b-t outlined some of the limitations of SMl and SNMP. We discussed the support provided by
SMr for the object-oriented design of complex MISs. Fi'nally, we presented MIB engineering techniques for
handling tables, perfurnling actions, and supporting complex transacrons. To learn more abourMIB engineering,
the nextstep is toread some of'rhe available MIBs.fur devices similar to the one at hand 800 to follow the p.atteros
therein. The? guiding 'principle in MIS engineering is that the MIB sboud facilitate the commou needs of most
managers.

9.4. NMS Design

We, IlOW tum to the .design of an NMS server for a large lelecom or enterprise network. We first outline (he
requirement-s of such an NMS. This determines the archeecture. N~i, we go into details of the important
components oftbe server.

9.4.1.. Functional Requirement,

The characteristics of a telecorn or large enterprise network were discussed in' Chapter I. Telecom networks 'today
provide Ii variety of services including voice, data, Internet, and video. A large telecom network serves lOs to 100s
of millions of subscribers. For example, India, which has the fastest growing-relecom base in the world had 413
million subscribers in February 2009 (http://www.tclecomind.iSQnline.com). Its two largest service providers were
Bharti Airtel with 90 miJJ.ion and BSNL with 80 million subscribers. India's telecorn base is,expected to double in
the next 4-5 years.

The NMS is expected to support the 'full I<mg.e of fuuJI, configuration, accounting, performance, and security
(FCAPS) funcrbnality (Section 3.10). Based on these, tbe key requirements are given below:

Scalability. Typically, such a network has a large number of manageable devices including switches, servers,
routers, base stations, multiplexers, etc. Tbese may range in number in the thousands in a largeenterprise or Tier-3
telecorn network to several million in the largest Tier-I teecom networks. In most networks, the number of
elements grows with. time. By scalable we mean that tbe same NMS can be deployed in networks of different sizes
merely by changing tbe hardwareplatform. For example; if dual-processor servers with a 2-GB RAM and ,a 200.
GB hard illi;k are sufficient for 8 network with N elements, Ii network. with ION elements may require a 16-
processor server with a ,32-(]8 RAM and a 1-T8 disk. ThiS requires a software design that can exploit (he
concurrency of the 16-proceJiSQr server.

Scalability is important 10' the network administrator. Having invested in ooe NMS and having dcvelqped
experience In ru>ing it, the administrntor would expect the same product10 be useable anbe network. grows in size.
For !be NMS ve;ndor, scalability is importaOt tor a .differen,1 rellS\)o. Developing anNMS is expensive.requii'ing
several years of.development by a large Icam of sojtware engirlllers. HaYing invested so much, rbe vendor would
liketo maximize it'>revenue by selling the same product to many customers,

Heterogeneity. As the network evolves over.many years, it encompasses a diversjty of'techrologies, vendors, and
type-s of equipment. These may support different management protocols such as SNMJ'vl, SNMPV2, SNMPv3,
CMtP, etc, Some devices may use proprietary protocols. The NMS should easily accommodate this .diversky
without, increasing the complexity meed by !be operator.

Geographic Spread. WeJrre interested in managing networks with II wide geographic spread, which has three
implications. First, the WAN links used to connect the NMS to distant NEs may have-a limited bandwidth. say 64
Kb/s or less, compared to lO'OMb/s or more fur a 100m LAN connection. This bandwidth may have to be shared
with subscribers' traffic. Hence, tbe amount of management traffic generated must be limited. Second, the end-to-
end delay for an. IP packet may be. lOs .or l00s of milliseconds or even several seconds compared to' a
submillisecond on a LAN. Third, long-distance links are likely to fail from time to time resulting in temporary
.disconnection of some parts of the network.

Bursty Load. Sollie a~tivities such as polling Itl.nO<:t'citSforperfcrmarce reports are done at regular intervals. These
present a steady, predictable load 'to the NMS. Other actlvities such as handling faults are unpredictable. They are
characterized by long periods of quiet with short bursts of activity.

Figure 9.21 'shows (he. number of events .geoerated in a live telecom 'network, measured at IS-min.ule intervals
during a 24-hour-pe.riod. The minimum number of events during an interval is IQ, tbe maximum is,947, and (he
average is 15~. See Jagadish und Gonsalves [2oo9a] for a more extensive discussion of observed f8\l1t
characterlstics.ofa telecorn network.

FlgIU" 9.21. Oeeurreuce or F~ult Eve"tsi u a Typical Ttleeo.lll N.twork during R.l4-11ou.rPeriod

(ris generally too expensive to dimcnsiO n the server hardware for the extreme peak load. Hardware is dimensioned
well above tbe average load, but 'below the peak. NMS software must be designed t:o handle peak overload
conditions gracefully, It may temporarilydelay lir discard less important events, but it should 110tmil altogether.

Real-Time Response. Fault notifications 'require responses within a-short lime: This may range from under J
second 10,1Os of seconds depending on (he nature oflhe event. The response mny be an automatic control action by
'the'NMS, or it may involve manual intervention by an operator.

Batch Processing. Performanee :monitoring, especially fur capacity planning. requires a periodic analysis of large
volumes of polled data. While imposing a liea.vy load on, the 'server hardware, this sbould not be allowed to degrade.
the real-t irne response. .

Diverse Users. The NMS has a yariely,ofusers. These include:



I. Administrators: These ore experienced and privileged staff wbo have a high level of responsibility lOr the
management of the network. They may perform senssive tasks such as bringing 8 major.switcl~ online ~r
offline. relOrmaning the disk in B server. gmming permission to other NMS users. If a mistake IS made rn
any such task, it couk! have serious repercussions on the operation of the network. even leading to
considerable finaocialloss.

2.. Opemtors: Many staffperlOrm routine opemtionaJ tasks that afiect management aspects of the network to B

lesser extent. These include genemting traffic reports, diagnosing and repairing an individual port in a
switch. answering customer queries, etc,

3. Subscribers/Clients: Customers of tile network may be given access to see tile health of their access to the
network, to see reports of their SLA agreement such as bandwidth use, etc. They may be able to. conflgure
some parameters of their service, e.g., whether or not an email warning is sent when they near their monthly
download limit. They cannot change anything else in the network or view other customers' information,

Clearly the NMS must have support for the creation of a large numbers of users, each having different privileges.
The menus and commands that are available to each user should be limited to those that are necessary for rbc role
ofthat user.

Local and Remote Management. Much of network management is performed remotely f.rom the NeJwork
Operations Cemer (NOC). However, there are users who need to use the NMS from other locations. Subscribers
may be Ioc3ted anywhere in the network. A technician. who is replacing a faulty hardware unil. may need to login
'10 the NMS from the field location to divert traffic from tbe faulty unit, configure the replacement unit, and restore
traffic routing. Accoumants nnd top management may wanr to see reports on network resource use, expenses, nnd
generation of reve nue from their offices.

Ease of Use. Network ndministrotion is faced with two challenges: one is the increasing complexity of network
equipment and the othe... the high attrition rate of technical staff. Hence, it is important fur the !'IMS to h~ve an
easy-to-use Ul. Increasingly, this is graphical (GUl) and may be browser based. At the same 1I~e, expe.flcnced
users may prefer cryptic commands and keyboard shortcuts that enable them to work faster than with a point-and-
ctic.k interface.

Securiry, There are two aspects to security; the first is the security of the network and network elements. This
includes providing secure access to network elements for privileged administrators and operators, preventing and
detecting malicious attacks suoh as the denial of service attacks, and moniloring and ensuring the confidentiality of
sensitive traffic on the network.

The second aspect is !be security of the NMS ~self. The NMS perforce has to have access to every rtCI\~ork
element It can perform arbitrary configuration of network elements. 11 stores vast amounts of commerclally
sensitive data about the network operation. As such, it introduces a single point of vulnerability to the network: a
person who can gain unauthorized access to the NMS may well have complete unfettered freedom to tamper With
the entire network!

Data Management. Witll tens of thousands to millions of rerwork elements. each being polled regularly for several
variables, the volume of data collected can be very large. If lost; these data can never be recovered. Careful backup
of data is essentinl.

These data need to be kept online for 3-12 months and archived offline for several years. In some countries,
preservation of certain network data for several years is mandated by laws and. regulations,

For (I telecom network with 10 million subscribers, the typical volume .of data collected is shown in Table 9.S.
(Details of the calculations are given in tile exercises at tbeend of !his chapter.)

Table 9.5. TYtli(Qt o.t. Stor.f. R.qutr.lII.uI for. tOIll Subs.rib er N.lwork

Period 1 Week 1Month 1 Year1Day

Data Volume 15GB 60GB 750GB2GB

Note that rhe disk space requirement is 2-3 times the data volume shown in the table. This is to account for index
files created by the database management system (DBMS). temporary copies of data made by the NMS
appticeuoos, and temporary working space.

9.4.2. Arehlrecture of tbe NMS Server

We now examine the architecture and major design aspects of the NMS server in light of the requirements
discussed in Section 9.4.1. In many cases there is no one correct decision, only design trade-offs where different
designers may prefer differentcboices. This is tbe nature of real-world design. In tbesecases, we discuss therange
of good choices.

The NMS server hns (0. handle diverse tasks with very differcnl characteristics. These include polling of
performance parameters at regular internals, real-lime response to unexpected events, and ~ g~d user interface
(UI). It has to deal with a plethora of device types. It is u large lind complex software upphcotJon and we hence
adopt aModuar archjtecture [Bahraml, 1999), A set of closely related functions is grouped into a module. These
functions interact closely and use shared data structures. The different modules interact relatively infrequently.

A typicai architecture fOr an NMS server s shown in Figure 9.22. This lW!ctklOdraws many lessons from lhe
CygNet NMS [Gonsalves, 2000; www.nmsworks.co.in], which has been deployed in several major telecom and
enterprise networks.
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A number of modules are grouped around a central managed object database (MOB). The MDB COOtains the
eonfiguration ioJOrmalion of each managed object. A managed object is lypic-aUyanNE (router) or a subsysrem of
an NE (interface of a router). The MDB contains the events and performance data of each managed object (MO).
The MDB must be designed lOr efficient access to large amounts of data. 11 contains a code 10 validate the data and
maintain consistency.

The Discovery Module is responsible fur autommically detectingtbe presence of new NEs ill the network. Iflhese
are of interest to the admlnisrator, the discovery module adds corresponding MOs to the MDB. TIle discovery
module is a part of the Configuration Manager. which also bas provision fur the manual addition of MOs. The
discovery module also detects changes to the configuration of an NE and updates the MDB accordingly.

The Fault. Maunger (FM) receives notifications of events in NEs. II may also infer faults by analysis of datu. For
instance. by comparing measured throughput on a link with link capacity. it can detect a congestion fault. The PM
notifies the operator through various means such as text. graphics, audio, etc, 11may also take automatic corrective
action to resolve a lilllit.

One of the important functions of the Performance Manager (PM) is data collection. This is done by periodically
polling NE.s for relevant performance dara, Note thol some of these data may be used by the FM M described
above. The oiber Important function of tbe PM is data analysis. Reports are generated to identifY bottlenecks,
analyze trends in order to plan capacily upgrades, and to tune the network and systems. Anomalies in performance
trends may also indicate security problems such lIS de-nial ofservice attack,

Each module bes two logical IuY~TS. The lower or core layer contains tbe business logic of the module. POI'
example, the logic of sending periodic poll requests, processing the response, and updating the MOB is in the core
layer of the PM. The upper layer contains the UI. Typically, this isa graphical user interface (GUJ). It may also use
text, audio. video, SMS, and so on.

Functlonal modules communicate with the NBs through the protocol layer. This layer may support a number of
common management protocols such as various versions ofSNMP, XML. CMIP. IlIlClalso proprietary protocols,

9.403. Key Oesign O('ciSlons

In tbis section we describe key design decisions morivated by the requeements in Section 9.4.1. This is fullowed
by a detniled design of the functional modules.

The NMS server has to perform many functions. It deals with real-world entkies such as switches, base stations.
routers, servers, subseribers, and operators. It needs to handle the properties of these entities end evenly relate to
thcm. It is natural 10 usc an object-oriented design [Bahrami, 1999J. Software objects correspond one-to-one to
physical objects. This simplifies design, makes it easier to adopt the design to new requirements. and resuks in
more robust software. Most NMSs are wrsren in C++ or Java.

The design needs to be scalable. That is. the same software sbouk! be able to cater to a network of 100. 1,000, or
1,000,000 elements. The design approach that accomplishes this using the choice of hardware and software is
illustrated in Figure 9.23. Scalability can be achieved to a limited extent by using more powerful hardware.
Suppose that 100 NBs could be managed using a server with a 1-0& CPU (Figure 9.23(a)). Replacing the server
with a 3-GHz CPU may increase the capacity to 300 NBs (Figure9.23(b».·O.nly limited scalnbllhy can be achieved
by this approach: today; J OHz is the practical limit of CPU speeds.
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To further increase me capacity, we may consider a server with multiple CPUs sharing memory (a shared memory
multiprocessor (SMP). Sucb SMPs are available inexpensively with up to eight CPUs. However, a sequential
program can use only one CPU. To use mnltiple CPUs simultaneously, a concurrent software design is needed.
This is achieved by using multiple 'threads of execution [Tanenbaum, 2007]. Each thread runs on one CPU and can
access tbe same shared memory. Thus, by redesigning our software to use threads. we could manage. 100)< 3 • 8 =

2.400 NEs with an 8-CPU 300Hz server (Figure 9.23(c». These capacity increases are the ideal. In practice. the
actual increase in capacity will be lower as one thread may wail for another one. or threads conflict 10 access the
same variables.

Beyond a point, an SMP becomes prohibaively expensive. To further increase the capacity. we need to again
redesign our software to enable i to run on a cbster of SMPs interecnnecred by a high-speed LAN. The software
needs 10 be structured as cooperating processes that communicate ,vitll one another using interprocess
communication (IPC) such as TCP/IP, RPC, Java RMl, or XMUHTrP [Tanenbaum, 2007J. Wlh 100, 8-epU
SMPs connected by a I-Gbls Ethernet, the capacity of our server could scale up to 2.400 x 100 = 240,000 NEs
(Figure 9.23(d).

Note that the numbers of NEs above are the managed Nils only. The total number including unmanaged PCs,
telephones, etc, may be one to three orders of magnitude larger. The actual capacity also depends on the polling
interval, etc., so the numbers in Eigure 9.23 are indicative only.

The server needs to handle event notification in real time. It also periodically needs to generate reports. To assure
that real-time processing is DO( delayed by periodic batch processing. the former is given higher priority. If the
software is structured as threads and processes, priorities can be assigned to these and the OS will ensure tbe real-
rime response.

With a large number oiNEs and data saved online lOr months to faciliuue antilysis, tbe NMS has to deal with
enormous volumes of data. Most of the data are structured with well-defined fields such as <N£ id, time stamp,
010, value> for a performance parameter. Appending incoming dats 10 a flat file is very efficient. However,



retrieval based on criteria is very inefficient. All major NMSs use an. R-DBMS for data storage. Examples of
commercial R-DBMS products are Oracle .. DB2. and SQL server. Open-source MYSQL and PostgreSql products
are also commonly used.

We next consider the UI. To minimize training costs and to allow non-technical people (such as accountants and
top management) to use the NMS, it is normal to have a graphical user interface (GUI). Nowadays, the GUI is
often browser based. This further reduces the learning curve and ensures thai the GUI will run on a wide range of
desktop PCs.

The NMS needs to present a large amount of infonnation to the operator. A wcll-designed GUI can lise color-
coded symbols and icons 10 present this Information wjtbout confusion. Color codes can be used 10 highlightliluh
in.fOrmalion thllt needs urgent attention, A judicious use of audio furtber improves lhe UI. Network administration
is a 24 )( 7 activity. Many NMS servers have the ability to I10tilY tbe operator via SMS, pager, or telephone call
wiih text-to-speech synthesis.

9A.4.l)ismVIlIY Module

In n large reecom network, the dctrulq of the NEs 10 be managed need to be entered into !he NMS database. Doing
this manually is 0 daunting and error-prone task, The goa] of the discovery module is 10 automete this task.
Initially, the discovery module tries to flnd manageable elements in the network lind add their details to the NtvtS.
Subsequently, it periodically checks eoch NE fur any changes in this configuration. The discovery module also
tries to determine the topology of the network.

Discovery supplements. but does lIot replace, manual coufiguration, For example, the NMS could discover Ihat II
router has ten interfaces. Polling intervals for the interface traffic depend on the importance of the connected links.
Discovery may set a defnult polling Interval of IS minutes. An administrator may set the intervals for important
interfaces to 5 minutes. For a backup link. tbe administrator may change the interval to I hour.

The strategy used in the discovery process is to check a range oflP addresses tor the presence of NEs using the
simplest and most generic possible techniques. When anNE is round, the discovery process attempts to fmd out tbe
type ornE and its charecteristics by using more elaborate and specific techniques.

Configuring 0 iscovery. Discovery is controlled by a conUgur1ll.ioo.file. which sets a number of parameters. A basic
set of pam meters is shown in Table 9.6. M.any more parameters could be specified.

Tabt.9.6. BasI< D1s<o~tr) Pamlll<l.~

Parameter Value Description

IP addresses 10.0.0.1-10.0.0.254,
192.168.0.0/24

A range or list of IP addresses

Wail interval 10 seconds Waiting time between discovery of successive IPs to minimize ioad on
the network

SNMP version v1 vi, v2c, orv3

SNMP "public"
community

A commonly used value

Discover types Router, server, switch Only elements of these types are added to the MDB

Tabl.9.6. BiOSi. DIsc.",tr'Y Panlml!lm

Parameter Value Description

Igno<e types PC, UPS Elements of these types are notadde<:l to the MOB

Discovery Procedure. The flow chart of the discovery procedure is shown in Figure 9.24. "Check ifnode present"
is normally done using ping. As ping is unreliable, 2-3 ping requests are sent. In some ocatons, ping may not
work because its ICMP echo request and echo response packets ore blocked by firewalls. In such cases, anempting
10 open a TCP connection to a pon may be used. This is more expensive in terms of network bandwidth and CPO
resources on both ends.

Figun 9.2". Dbro\o'fCYPtol't'durt



lnserting a newly discovered. element into the MDB usually also involves configuring polling for oms dependnni
.00 the type orNE, .coufiguring a trap receiver and other event detectors, and adding an icon to the pictorial map of
the network. Finally, an administrator may be notified to manually approve and possibly modify the parameters
nnd settings for the new NE.

Checking fur which management protocol is enabled is done by sending a series of requests to glean il.lfurmation.
For example, a typical sequence for SNMP is.shown in Figure 9.25. in the steps that check for the SNMP version,
it may be necessary to check for several possible authentication parameters. For example, suppose the read
community for PCS in '8 network Is "public;" for routers it is "x37,5tz;" and for servers it Is "private," For every IP,
each of these communities is tried until one is accepted 'by the agent

Figure.9l5. O!s<ove.r;vo(.u" SNMP Nod.

SNMPget(lp. v3 auth Into. sysObjecttd)
II =p<>Me '''''n node Isva
a<e SNMPget(lp. vZc. community, sysObJec1ld)
u respcnse tile" ooce IS v20
EJc..e SNMPget(ip. VI. cominuflity, sy,s0bjeclld)
" respense tIlen node is v1 '.
If'f\odeis vt, v2t; o. v3lhen
lOO~up sysObjectld 10deterrnlne. Iype of node
Based on nllde type, use SNJ.1PgeL SNMP.getnext SNMPgetb1l1i< to retrieve
relevart OlOs ancIlab1es.

N
Rediscovery, Periodically; the NMS may check NEs that are in rbe MDB for any change in their configuraton.
This process is referredto as rediscovery, Some changes may be detected bythe NMS during normal operation's .
.For instance, iJtheJ>M is polling an interface on 8 router and that interface is permanently disconnected. Polls will
fail and the I'M will show the interface status as down. The operator who disconnected ttie interface will notice thls
and delete the interface from the MOB.

Suppose, however, that a new int'edlJce is connected to a router, This wlU not be detected by Ule polling process.
Similarly, new NBs may be connected to the network, A server thal was serving as an email relay may be
redeployed as a Web server.

y

Gel i"lotIaces 1,,10nl1Cf
rQI.!\lng lable UP4ate MOB

Add lnterf8c~s tQ MOB
Update topology

Rediscovery fullows a simpler flow chart compared to discovery. We already know the management protocol and
-amhenrcatkm information and lite configuration. Redscovery mainly involves fetching the configufation
information from the NE'and c.ompaiing it with the details in lite MOB. Any new service. or subsystems detected
are updated in the MOB and notified to an administrator fur review. Any. removal of existing services or interfaces
is presented to an administrator for confirmation before deletion from the MDB.

Topology. T~ topology (If a network depends on the interconnections between routers and switches. Hubs are
usually nOt SNMP-manageablc and are not included in topology discovery. During the discovery process, the
.discovery module determines the type of each NB and hence identifies the 'routers and swsches. It then obtalns
topology mformaton from the MIB.of the router or switch (last two items in Figurtl'9.25),

[n a router, every ective interface has an IP address. TWs is given by the ipAdEntAddr MIB' variable. (Table 4.~).
F'or each interface, the neighbor's IP Address can be found in tbe IlForwardNex(:Rop WB variable (Table 4. I I).
Too variables ipAd£ntfftndcx and ipForwar.dlflnOOx in thesetwo tables form the link. The ifl'ype and ifSpeed
variables in 'the interface table give the type 'and speed, respectively. of the Link between this router and the
neighboring router. NeXJ; the discovery process is applied to-each of the neighbors 10 further extend the topology.
Note thitt 10 avoid discovering a Vliry large number of nodes, many of which may be outside the domain of the



NMS server, disc-overy may be limited to a certain number of loops. It is also usually limited to the ranges of rP
addresses Ibnt belong 1.0 the organizatjon.

When discovery encounters a layer 2 switch, it can find the number of PQrtS from the d.otldBaseNumP.orts MIB
variable.[RFC 1493]. If tbere are several switches in Ihe network, the spanning tree lIible(d.otld~tpPort'Ta(jle) can
be used to find the topology of the extended LAN. flilllllly, discovery can find the MAC sddress of machines
connected to each port using the forwarding database (dot IdTpFdbTable).

Figure 9.26 shows an example topology and iruolllll8l'i.on about the network Ibn! could be obtained aut.omatically
through discovery. The discovery process has created 8 simple map with-each link labeled with its Speed and type:
The width of the lines is indicative of the link speed. Each interface is labeled with its tP address. The layout of the
-eodes and links is arbitrary, After discovery, the NMS administrator can manually reposition nodes and links to
reflect Iheir geograph ical positons.

Flgu," 9.1ii.,Examplf o(Topology DisfOvfrr of WAN' Lill'"

lirL Ita.O.6 192.1611.1.1 611.96.1n.9

64K
ppp

2M
HOLe100M
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59.56.172.23192.1611,12

Efficiency fssues.ln Figure 9.24 we showed a sequential algorithm that.checks one IP address at a time. For any [P
'that is nor in use, the process waits for three pings to timeout, 'say 3 x 10 = 30 seconds. Assume that for each
-address in use Ihe discovery lakes 5 seconds.

Table 9.7 shews tbe total time taken fer discovery fur different networks-with varying percentages of IPs in use. tn
'the first row, "''Ie have one. Class C network that has a total of about 250 assignable addresses. Of these, varying
percentages are actually used. Likewise, in the second row we have len Class C networks. Consider the first cell In
the table, The t.otal discovery time is calculated as:

DISOl\Iery',tJme = Number of IPs,!" usex suceess time .. number of IPs notln U~. tirneout.tirne

:'250,,, 0.05" 5:" 250" 0.95" 30 seconds

= 62.5.. 7,~.25seconds 12.0 bours

Tllbl. 9,7. Tillle,to COIn"lft. Oisrov.,'y StqUflltinlly

5% 20$ 50% 100%

I etas.. c • 200 2,0 t. 1.7Nr l.2hr .o.3Nr

10 CI... C - 4.500 200", i7,411, 12' ", 3 !lIlr
1 OasIB· 65.000 216dy 1Udy 132dy 38dy
III Class B ·1,000 ceo 3324dy ;Zeg 4 dy ro25dy 57.9dy

Note: Numbers in Itahcsare days, normal font In hours

The other cells are calculated similarly,

It is clear from Table 9.7 lb.at sequential discovery is practical only fer very small networks. During discovery, the
discovery module spends most 9flile time waiting fi:ir the response or timeout. The CPU time fer each IP lhal is
tested may be at Illest a few milliseconds, while the network delay may be 100,s of milliseconds (success) to 10s.of
secondsffailure).

Hence, It is feasible to have concurrent testing of several Ilts without overloading the NMS server. The discovery
module could transmit messages 1.0 a number .of'[Ps in quick succession withcurwaiting fer replies. Later, when
each reply is received, it is matched with the corresponding request aod processed appropriately.

Suppose 100 IPs are tested concurrently. The time to complete discovery decreases dramatically as shown In Table
9.8. Per small networks, discovery takes a.few seconds 1.0 II rew minutes. For a large nerwork.jhe time ranges &om
an hour to 3 days. By increasing the concurrency, we could reduce these times further. Fer a network with s'%,.of

1,,000,000 [Ps in use, Le., 50.000 NEs, 3 days ls.acceptable, Keep in mind dUll the administrator needs to verify and
perhaps correct the-discovered elements, which would take much longerthan 3'days!

T~bl. 9..8.Time to Completf Discovery wilh T.II Ccneurreut Th .... ds

5~4 20% 50% 100%

IOassC-250 725 63s 44s 13~
1.o'CI= C ~2,~ 719. 52;5" 43th 125 ..

1 Class B -£5.0c0 5.2/lr 45h" 3,2hr D.9ht
16 Class B -1.0c0.OOO 79_9"r 69.4'hr 48;0'hr t3.91ir

Note: Numbers in italics are hours; normal font in seconds

Thread 1'.0.01.or Wprker Pool A convenient method .of implementing concurrent discovery is' by using a pool '.of
worker threads (Figure 9.27). The discovery controller creates tasks from therangets) of IPs to be discovered, each
task eontalning oue or a rew t:Ps.lt adds these tasks to the Task Queue. Next, iI creates '8 number ofworkCl' lhre'ads.
Each .of I.he workers picks up a. task .from the Task Queue wllCrt it is free. [t execul.es the sequential cllic.overy
alg.orithm shown in Figure 9.24 fpr each ofLhtilPs in tb.e taSk. WJtenever a w.orker cpmplelcs disc.overy .oftb.e IPs
in One,task, it tales another task &pm,the queue. 11m!>. all workers are kept' busy until dIe task queue is empty.



Fig.... 9.27. Worker Pool Dulgo for Conrurr.nt Di«o\·.ry
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Note thai the Task Queuc is a shared d8l0 suucrure and must be accessed by only one worker al a lime. This
exclusive access can be implememed using semaphores or other mutual exclusion mechanisms [Tanenbaum,
2007]. The Task Queue is accessed twice per !IISI<, once 10 add the task and once 10 remove il. If access to the Task
Queue is very frequent, the murual exclusion overhead could become a bottleneck. To avoid this, the controller
normally bundles sevemllPs in one task. E.g., with 1,000,000 addresses and I IP per task, the oumberofacoesses
to the Task Queue is 2,000,000. If250 IPs are bundled per task, the number of tasks is reduced to 4,000 and the
number of accesses 10 only S,OOO.

The optimum oumber of worker threads depends on the range of IPs, the hardware eonfiguration of the NMS
server, and the load generated by other modules. For llexibilily, upper and lower limits 00 the number of workers
can be configured in the diseovery parameters. The controller then adjusts the actual number in the pool
d)namically \V~hin these limits.

9.4.5. Perfurmance MnOllger

The PM has IWO major functions. The first is data collection, which is an online aclivity. The PM conrinually
monitors nerwork elements for interesting performance-reated statistics. These may be processed and ate stored in
8 database. Example statistics Include tJ'llffic on a link (lflroctets and ilOuloctets), rate of transacrions hitting a
server, WId CPU utilizntjon ofo server.

The ot-her major function is omine nnalysls and report generation based on the collected daUl. A common
requirement is analysis oflhe utilization ofa network link with projection of further growth in traffic. This is used
10 plan capacity upgrndat ion before the link bcco rne$ 11bottleneck.

Data Collection. The PM collects tlnta for several reasons. Dam may be used for analysis of trends in order to plan
capacity upgradation. In this case, the data are not needed immediately. Hence, data collection coud be done

offiine. The agenl or a lower-level.manager polls the variables of imerest and accumulates the values in a ocal flle.
Periodcelly, say ooee a day, a bulk transfer of the file to the NMS server is done. We refer 10 the lower-level
manager as the local data collector (LDC).

Data collection may be done .in.order to detect congestion or to mplemenl quality ofserviee(QoS). ill these cases,
the NMS needs to take immediate ection in case of a Coull. lienee, online d8l8 collection is required. Hen; the
polling is done from the server directly 10 the agent

ill both cases, polled data are stored in the same database table. Each poll record eontaios at least the following
fiek!s:

NE: identification of the agent, typically the ONS nome or the IP address
Vadable name: OlD or other name
Value: collected value
'Tirnesramp: time- of polling

We now consider some imponant issues in of'flineand onlino data collection.

Offline Data Collection.1.et us consider the fields in the poll record. The NE name used by the LDC 'and the
manager may be different. For example, the NB may have a IocalIP address Ihnl is used by the LDC fur its polling,
which is put into the local file. Wben the file is transferred 10 the manager, the manager needs to modify this to the
name used by it for the NE, which may be a global address.

The timestamp inserted by the LOC is based on its clock. There may be a Skew between this clock and the
manager's dock. Since LDCs often run on low-end devices, Ihe clock skew could be very large. The manager
needs 10 estimaretbe skew and adjust the timestamps accordingly. The situation is made more difficult if the LDC
reboots in the middle afthe day and skews changes.

Finally, the manager needs In ensure lhat there are no duplicate records or IoSI records. After transferring tbe day's
file, the LDC sbould delete it and start a fresh file. However, suppose the LDC does not delete the transferred
records. The manager needs 10 cheek lOr duplicates by inserting a unique sequence number in every record.

Online Data CoI1eciion. For real-time performance analysis. the PM polls each NE directly for v8fables of interest
Some issues need to be addressed:

Avoid overloading the server: The PM may be polling several variables in a large number ofNEs, e.g., 1,000
routers each having 20 Jnterfaces. There are four variables of interest in each router. Thus, there are So,OOOpolls. [f
polls are synchronJzedand each is done with a separate packet, the burst ofSO,OOO replies within a short span could
overload the server.

The CPU load depends on the number of packets and the number of variables. In fact the per-packet overhead due
10 interrupts, etc., is often high. We can reduce the number of packets by combining a number of variables in one
SNMP get request. For example, an SNMP get response with one variable may be 65 B long. If we pack four
variables fur one interface into one packet. the length may increase only to 140 B (compared to 4 x 65 = 260 B for
4 packets). Second, the data collector can stagger polls to avoid bursts of packets.

Avoid overloading the network: Suppose thlll len of these routers are in a distant part of the network that is
connected 10 the NMS by a 64 kb/s link. Suppose tbe NMS polls all variables every 30 seconds and it uses one
packet of 200 B for each interface. The resultant tmffic ontbe link is (10 x 20 x 200)l3013/second = 10.67 kb/s.
Aboul 16"10of the link bandwidth is used for polling 01I1y. In addition, I raps, accounting, and configuration
messages will consume more bandwidth. This can seriously ofrect subscriber traffic on tws link. One solution is to
configure different polling-roles. Only a few important interfaces ore polled every 30 seconds. Other interfaces may
be polled once in 5 minutes or 15 minutes. 1'115 will reduce polling traffic overhead to 8 negligible level.



Avoid overloading we agent: A single CPU in a 10w..end.])IE,olten performs the Teal l'unclio;lnsof the NE (routing;
switching, printing, etc.) and processing of manager requests. Too many manager requests could overload the CPU
and cause its real functions to suffer. Mitigal'ion techniques mentioned above will help this problem also.

Poll Coufigurafcn. Different metrics vary ill differeru rates. .For a fast-varying reerdc, say traffic on' a backbone
link, irmay be necessary 10, poll t1~ counters frequently, Say once in 30 seconiJs.-2 minutes. 111efree disk space oil
a server varies slowly. We may.poll this only once an hour.

Hence, lhe' datrl collector should allow the pollperiod 10 be specified independently fur each variable on each NE.
There may be several variables being polled on one NE, possibly at differentperiods. To reduce the CPU and
network load, tbe data collector tries to club several polls into 001; network packet, e.g., one SNMPget-request
command could accommodate I0~20 OIDs and their values.

Dynamic poll periods: Suppose a link is being polled at IS-minute intervals, If it experiences congestion, it is
useful to increase the rate Of polling to 5 minutes or even I minute, It is possible for .lhe·daw collector to support
such dynamic poll periods. However, .coodirons for changing the .po Il period are usually related to faults,
accounting, etc. Hence, the' better 'desigll is to have tbe FM, as Part of Its bandling-of the coogestloo fault, to re-
configure the polling period for rbe varable of interest in the data.collecror.

A DOvel design optimizes both the-accuracy of the collected datil and keeps the network traffic and server load
within limits [Jagadisb and Gonsalves, 2009b]. The agent or LDC polls data at a high rate and pushes it to the
NMS at a possibly lower rate. The [IX: evaluates the error between tbe data 'tbat reach 'the manager-and tbeacmal
data: It adapts the rate of pushing to t1~ manager to keep the· error within a specified accuracy objective. to
addition, the NMS sends feedback to the we on its load and the importance of this NE. in relation to other NE!;.
This factor, which changes dynamically depending on the faults in thenetwork, is IISl:d to further adjust tbe rate of
push.

Concurrency: In a large network, the data collector Could be polling several variables in each of I0005 ofNEs fur a
total of 10,0005 of po Us. If the average polling period is say 300 seconds, the aggregate rate of polllng could be
100/second. This could easily overfeed the CPU. Hence, the data .collector fur a large network should be

multithreaded and possibly multiprocessed. The worker pool design introduced in the discovery module (refer
Seeton 9.4.4) is approprate here also.

-Overrun: Ideally el¥* variable ispolled at precise intervals. For example; ita variable is configured for a 2-minute
polling interval, the polls should take place as shown inFigure 9.28.

Fig.n 9.28: Id.al Polling IIIl-Mluut. Inl"rvuts

904 9Jl6 9:08

In reality, polls may get delayed for a number 'of reasons, Owing to network.loss/congesticn, the response to one
poll may reach only after the next poll time. The CPU may be overloaded, especially due to it burst of faults. Fault
handling is usually a higher priority than polling.

A poll that is scheduled for 9:02, may actually be executed at09:02:25.ln case of severe' con gestio II, the poll may
be delayed to 09:04:45, ire., afte.r the next scheduled poll time. Suppose polls nrc scheduled at precisely 2-minute

intervals, with one poll object being created for each poll. Under overload, a backlog Of po II objects could build up
in memory, This may slow down the system, further increasing the overload, and affecting the critical fault
handling. If the overload persists, the NMS servercould even crash. .

TI)e solution is to schedule only one poll' al a time-for each variable. When. a poll completes, the next poll is
scheduled at the first nominal poll time inrhefuture, In the above example, if the first poll completes at 09:0 I, the
second po II is scheduled at 09:02. However, if the first poll is delayed. and completes only at 9:02:23. the second
poll is scheduled at 09:04. This lactic of skipping a poll in case of overloadensures that the data collector does DOt
further overload the system. Thcpseudocode for-static and load-sensitive polling is given in Figure 9.29 and Figure
9.30, respectively,

Figure9.2lI, SIHlic Polling'enn Cause Sysl,m Overload

doPo" (j1h poll)
(
poll for 010
process value
schedule (i+l]" poll at tstM +] x polllntelVal
)

Figul'. 9.30. LqRd-senS.itiV. Polling AlgoritllOl

doPol/ (jh poll)
{
poll for OlD
process value
let k = (tllOlv - t".a)lpolllnteNaJ

Ilk is the index of the next nominal poll
Schedule poll at Ismn +k x polflnterval
)

Database Schema. Polled data are stored in a database for case of access and analysis. In a large network, with data
stored for months or even years, the database size can become very large (sec Table 9.9). The database schema
need to be carefully designed to ensure good 'performance even with. these vel)' large sizes. .

'f.bl. 9.9. TYllical Growlb of Co!lecled Dal.

1 bay 1 week 1 Month 1 Year



T. bit 9.9. Trllkal Gro"'lh of eoll ... ltd 001.

1Day 1Week 1Month 1Year

Number of records 29 m 201 m 863 m 10,SOl m

Database size 1.6 G8 11.3 GB 48.3 GB 588 GB

The minimum infonn&tion stored for each poll of a variable is: N:E name, Timestamp. Variable name. and Variable
value.

The perfonnnnce of report generation depends on the indices in the poll records, Of IIIe four fields, ills normat to
select records by timestamp (show lraffic on 20/0612008). by NE (show transactions on www.server.com). nnd by
variable (show iilnOclets on several links). 11 Is rare to select by value. Hence, tables should be indexed on the first
three fields.

Assuming 4 B per field und three indices. Ule size of each poll record is 28 B. To tlOCOUnIfur Hie indices nnd
temporary copies, we assume 28 x 2 .. 56 B per record.

Assuming 10,000 NBs. 10 variables per NE, and an average poll period of 300 seconds, we have an aggregate
polling rate of 10,000 x 10/300 - 333 polls/second. Database sizes over various-periods are shown in Table 9.9.

A good DBMS is designed to perform well with tbe size of one table being up to a Jew mill io n records and
occupying 10s-100s MB of space. Beyond these limits, perfonnance degrades and it is desirable to split the dara
inJo muhiple tables. On the other side oflhc coin, having multiple tables makes programming more complex. II is
easier 10 select relevant records from 3 single table than from a set of tables. DBMS performance also begi lIS to
degrade if'tbere are 1005 of simultaneously open tables.

The polled data can be divided into multiple tables in several ways:

One table per N E
One table per variable (or OlD)
One table per day

Let us examine the performance implications of each of these designs. We consider !be number of open tables, the
size of each table, the lime lOr insert (done for every poll), and the performance for reports (typically done in botch
mode). We also con siler the safety of the data

With one tablelNE, tho number of open tables is very large as all NEs are being polled, by say 10,000 open rabies.
The size of each table is modest aud insert is fast as there is no conflict between multiple polls. Repons that
analyze data across many NBs are tedious to develop. However, reports for one NE access only one table and
hence may run efficiently,

Considering one table per variable, Ibe number of tables ill large 'bUI less-than in lhe above case, The tables are of
moderate size resulting in good performance. Insert is fast. Almost any report would need 10 nccess many tables
resulting in access conflicts and poorer performaoce, '

One lable/day resuks in only a few 100 tables. Further, all Inserts are done in the current day's lable only. Most
reports analyze past doUt and hence there is no conflict between such batch reports and the data collector's inserts.
A few online reports access the current day's table and cause occasional conflict.

Because oftbe structure of a DBMS table, even a few bytes of data corrupted in a table or its index could result in
loss of tbe entire table. Hence, having a single table is a poor choicc. One table per day is perhaps tbe best design.
Loss of one table does not lead to loss of all informarion about some important NE. Wilh one table per NE, we
could lose all data collected about tbe most important NEI

Concklsions. Table 9.10 summarizes the different designs and their implications on performance and data safety.
For a small network, a single table is a good choice. For large networks, one rable/day is often tbe best choice.
though some administrerors may prefer one tableINE.

Tabl. 9.10. Coonparison of DifTere nt DBMS S<h.ma DtsigJls

1Table 1Table/NE 1Table/OtO 1Table/Day

Space/record 28 B 208 208 20B

Number of open 1
tables

Very large large Few

Insert SloW FastFast Fast

Reports 1 table, conflict 1 table, less Several tables, some 1 table, conflltt for online reports, no
with Insert conflict conflla oonfllctforoffllnereports

Data safety Poor Good Good Very good

Note that in tbe l-tablelNE, the NE name is the table name and hence need Dot be a column (and index). Hence, tbe
space per record is 20 B. Similarly. in the I table/variable case, rhe variable name is tbe table name.

Some NMS platforms give the administrator the option of configuring the number of tables lOr dara collection and
bow the polled data are split among tbese tables. Once rhe choice is made it Is difficuh to change as the code for
reports depends on tbeschema. Thechoi:e should be madcwith due diligence.

9"'.6. Fault Manager

Fall It management is the most important function of the NMS: if the network has fOIlIts. performance and
accounting become almost irrelevant. Because of the unpredictable nature of limits and their tendency to occur in
bursts, tbe design of tbe fsuh management module is especially complex. if it is nOI done well. the NMS server
itsel f could fail when the network experiences a burst of foults.

We first define the tenus used in fault management. We then trace Ihe path ofa fOIlIt through the system. Finally,
we touch on some advanced topics such as root cause analysis (RCA).

Definitions. A muir-is a problem in a network element or network link. Examples ore: a system goes down due te)
power l8iJ.ure,;a link fails due to a cable cut; a disk gets full; and congestion on a link wben traffic exceeds some
t1tresbo Id.

When 8 fault occurs, tbe NMS may detect ir as an event. This may be clone in dlfrorent ways by 8 variety of event
de lectors. One form of event detector is a trap receiver that handles notifiOlllions SCOI by the NE. Anotber form of
event detector is the poll manager detecting that an element is down when a poll fails. Ths is notified to tile PM.



A single fault. may result in several.events in the NMS. For example, as SNMP traps are unreliable. the agent may
send the same trap 'repeatedly to ensure that the manager receives it. These redoodant events are filtered out by the
event correlator.

When, an event first occurs indicating the presence of a new fuult in the network, if the fault is of interest to the
operator, an alarm is created as the manifestation ofjhis fauh, The alarm should remain in the NMS as lQ,ngas the
fault persists. The alarm contains all the, information about, the fault and the actions taken by the operator or the
NMS in response. Ideally, for every fault 'of interest, there should be exactly one alarm in the NMS.

The alarm is brought to the' attention of Ihe operator via an alarm indication. 'The indication may be graphical
(change of color of an icon on the screen), audio, an SMS. an entry in a log file. etc. The type of indication depends
011 the importance and urgency of'tbe fault.,

Sometimes, one fault may resuj In 'events that Cannot be easily correlated, FOr example, if a link falls, the routers
on both ends of'the link may independently report the fault; This results in two alarms being created in the NMS.
Such simations are detected by tIlealarm,corre,lator, which is a high-level analog of tile event correlator.

Path of on Event in the FM. The first step in fault management is detection of the, fault event by tile NMS (Pigure
9,31). This is done by one or more of a variety ofEvent Detectors .in.the fM. Dif.rerenl types of eventsand the
corresponding event-detecton mechanisms are given below:

I. Notification: This detector receives notification (such as SNMP traps) 'sen! by the NE nod converts them
into eve~t. objects' in the NMS.

2, Poll failure: When a SlllIUS,or performance poll request sent by the data collector in tbe poll manager rail,S, it
indicates a faIth, in tile NE. This is informed to the PM, again by creating an event object ..

3. Performance thresbold crossing: When the data collector polls ror IraffiC variables such as ifin Octets nod
ifDulOctets, it computes the corresponding rates, If any rate crosses a threshold, a threshold event is
generated.

4. internal escalation: When a fanlt occurs in an important element, tbe NMS may set a time iiolll during
which the fault must be attended to, If this time limit is exceeded, an event is generated,

FlguJ'e 9.31. Pot:h of nn Evtnt thrnugh the Foult MnnBgej'

The next step is Event Pi.ltering. An 1'1£ may generate events that are not of interest tothe NMS. For example, a
router may periodicaJJy Send a IlOlification ab,oul ititerfuces that ha\·c nOI ~n configured. Any such event that
matches one ofa set'of condit lollS configured by the administralor is dlsoarded by the event filter module.

l-IeJl!, the event is processed by tile Event Correlator. The event correlaror first checks if this event is a duplicate of
an event in the Recent Events Table. The event may he an C,X8Ctduplicate (e.g., a router sends a link-down trap
every 10 seconds as long as the link is down), The event may be closely similar to recent events (e.g., a link-down
trap is received nod 'soon thereafter poUing.fur iH.nOctets on that interfuce mils). In either case 'Ole duplicate event
is discarded.

Since duplicate events may he separated in time, the event cocreator must examine all events within a time
window-Say, if the polling-Interval 1s'300 seconds, the time lag between tberrap nod the poll failure may be up to
3,00 Seconds. in Ulis case; the event correlatcr may examine even Is in a lime window of 500 seconds. 0.[ course,
using too large a lime window would result .in the event correlator loading the NMS'se.rVer unnecessarily.

The event correlator also has to consider the possibility that the link state lias changed three times instead of just
once. Consider the following sequence of events,

I. 10:31:05: Router", 10, Link down.Detector: TTJlp.
2. 10:34:32: Roulcr7, 10, Link down, Detector: Status Poll.

Clearly both events are caused by the same physical fault in Interface 3 ofRouter7. The first Is generated by the
trap.receiver, tbe second by ti,e data collector's status polling.

All the fields of the two events match except the timestamps.and rbe event detector. Hence, the event correlator
discards event (2). NeXt consider this sequence:

1. 10,:43:08: Router", ID, Link down, Detector: Trap.
2. 10:44: 15: Router7, Ifl, Linkup, Detector: Trap.
3. 10:46: 10: Rourer7, Ifl, Link 'down, Detector: Status Poll.

lfwe simply compare fields as in the previous case, we would conclude Ihnt event (3) is a duplicate of event 0)
.and is to be discorded. However .. a closer analysis indicates that the link-went down, ,then came up wshln a minute
and again went down a second time. The second Iink-down rrap.evidently did not reach the NMS. Event'.(~) should
be accepted,

the!;e example. indicate that the-event correia tor should search backwards in the Recent Events Table until one 0 f
three conditions is met:

I. It flnds a matching event for the same NE and subsystem (such as interface): the new event is discarded.
2. It finds a different event fur Uie sameNE and subsystem: the new event is accepted.
3. 11 reaches the beginning of the time window without finding ail event for ths NE, and subsystem; the new

event is accepted.

An event lhat passes through the event filter: aod event correlaror is now converted into. an alarm by the Alarm
Reglstretion module. The FM has. now recognized the existence of a new fault in the network. This alarm will be
notified 10 the operator by 'sui11lblea100n indications, Thealarrn object isused to.:keep track of ad ions taken by the
operator and NMS untilthe fauit is rectified (discussed be,low).lt is possible that one network faulr results in the
creation of two or more seemingly unrebted alann objects, The Alarm. Correlator and Root Cause ,AJUllysis
modules address this problem. These are discussed at the end of ihis'scctlon

Alarm Indications, The PM indicates the existence of an alarm 10 the operator in'QJICor more ways. These include:

v isual:,the lco.n for tile col)cerned NE changes color and may stilrt flashing. A pop-up window may also be
used,to display information o.bout the alann
Aud.lo: A lOne Or other audible indication is played. Using te,,1-to-speeeh synt.hesis (TIS) • .iuformation
aboul the alarm can be conveyed witllom the opemtor having to come .near the dispJay



SMS, phone call; jf the operator is not .in tbe Noc, the NMS could send an SMS or dial out to the
operator's phone and playa message (using TfS). This is useful outside normal working hours
Email: if'the fault does 1101 require urgent attention, ·the NMS could send an email to the operator
Log: in all cases, the FM writesa message to a non-volatile log on disk fPr post-mortem analysis. The log
message contains at least a timestamp, name/address of the NE, previous state, new .fuuh state, and
descriptive text

For each fault, which one or more of these lndlcatlonsare used depends 'on the nature' of the fault, the severity of
the Faull, lbe importance oft be f8UMy subsystem and NE, aod other fauUs·that are currently pending.

Consider a router with two links, one is a leased. line that connects the campus to the Internet, the other connects to
a dial-up modem as a fallback in ease tbe leased line fails, Now, suppose that a periodic. self-test of the modern
fails-s-an alarm of critical severity (red indicated by dotted Line) ill generated (FIgure 9.32). Soon after, 'Ihe leased
Line experiences congestion of major severity (blue indicated by dashed Iinej.lf lhe cOlor of the router symbol
reflects the highest seversy of any subsystem, the operator will learn ofthe modem failure (unimportant as il .is 001
beingused) and tbe ccngestion on the leased line (quite important) will be hidden. It is clear thai the visual alarm
indication should reflect the high priority alarm rather than the higb severity one, shown by the black line.

A_gul"r9.32. Amrllllndll'lltlou'ror a RouttI' with l'iYoSimultno .... 15Faults
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Since these priorities are very much dependent 011 the network, lhe design of t.he PM should allow these to be
configured by the administrator. Typically, the fDll.o:wingconfigurability is supported:

I. For each <NE, subsystem, event>, set the severity.
2. Fer each <.NE, subsystem. event>, set the priority.
3: For each <NE., subsystem. event, severity>, set the-alarm indicat!on(s).
4. For each <NE, subsystem, event, pri0rity>, set the alarm indication(s).

Of course, for ease of use, a good NMs will have pre-configured ~fuulls Ibat satisfy JIlOSI cases. This
.coofi~ration of alarms is usually done threugh ROm ..

Alarm Finite Slate Machine. As we have already 'seen, a faul! bas a lifetime dudug which. it goes through several
stages, Tbese include initial.occurrence, tbe operator noticing the·fuu.lt, corrective action being taken, and clearing
of the fault. The fault is represented 10 the NMS by an alarm o'lljeC)..This.alarm object musr mirror the physical
reality. The most natural design to represent this behavior is a finire state machine (FSM).

An 2SM has states, events, and aceons. The object remains In a state .fur some period of time. During Ibis 'lime il
may 'perform some action continuously. The FSM makes 8 transition to another state on ly 'When 'an event occurs,
The transition is (almost) instantaneous and is usually accompanied by some action,

Let us consider a typical FSM for-a. link congestlon.fault (Figure 9.33). The states are shown by labeled circles.
Events are the labels above the transition arcs" Actions are-shown in italic~ beowtle arcs.

Figu re 9.33. Alum Flnlt. Sta te Machlnr

When a minor congestion event is detected bythe FM, it creates a new alarm object and puts it in the alerting state.
The alert seton taken on lhe. transaion is (0 change the color of the icon (In UlC screen (say, to 'orange), start iI
flashing, and. perhaps start playing an audio mCS:S:8Se.The flashing and audlo playback continue as long as the
.alarm is in the alerting state-to catch tbe operator's attention.

The next event is the operator acknowledging 'the 'new alarm; The-action taken is to stop the flashing and audio.
-playback, The alarm then moves to the pending' state, The operator now 5t!lrts 10 takesome corrective action. There.
'are'several possible events that could occur next.

I. Service The operator completes the corrective action and. indicates that the fault has been serviced. The PM
restores the icon co ler to normal (green) and resolves the alarm object from its action list. Note that the
alarm object Isusually kept in a.history table in the DB fur future auditing and analysis.

2. Clellf: The fault may clear on its 0Wn; say a temporary burst of noise on 8 link due-to opera ling of wei ding
machines in the vicinity. In this case the icon is also restored to. normal. However, the alarm object is kept
in memory in a zombie state. This is to give the operator a chancetoreturn to the console and indicate the
corrective action ta.ken if any. That is, the operator should service the zombie alarm.

3. Major congestion: ThI< fault may worsen before it is corrected, which typically happens with congestion.
T.be initial event .that caused creation of the alarm object .may nave been a minor congestion, say link
utillzsticn exceedi n~ 90%. Before con~gl'io.n control measures take effect, util ization reaches 95% and a



major cengeston event is generated. This causes the alarms 10 go each 10 the alerting state with the color
.changing from oran~e to red.

The FSM design Jel'lds itself to systematic; error-free programming ..qst all states and events. Create a trensirou
labJe with one column fOT each suite and one row ror each. event, [0 each cell of the table, enter the action 10 he
taken Jlnd the' next state, For certain <state, event> pairs, iheecron may be to ignore the event, The' nexrstate could
be tbe same as the current state. For the FSM in Figure 933, the lists of states and events are given in Table 9.11
and Table 9.12, respectively. Note that the diagram in Figure 9.33 is a representation of this table in which
Impossible or ignored <Slate, event> pairs-are not shown. 'The corresponding transition table is shown in Table
9.13, In.each.cell, the action.ls shown in italics anilthe oexr state is shown 'below that In some causes, the FSM
may transition to different states depending on a condition (e.g, ~ Altering, Major congestion> and <Pending,
Major congestion»),

roble9.11. L;,I of AllirmSI.I.,

State Description

Initial A new, unused alarm object-

'Altering The alarm is registered In the list of active alarms. The FM operator has not yet noticed the alarm. The·FM uses
various alarm Indications.to catch rbeartennon of the operator.

Pending The operator has noticed the alarm. The FMts awaiting the results of corrective actions.

Zombie The FM is aware that the fault condition Is dear. The icon color is normal. The operator has yet to indicate the
corrective acrlon taken.

Oosed The operator and the fM are both aware that the fault Is closed. The alarm 'object is returned to the pool of
unused alarms and is effectIVely In the Inltlal state.

'[oble9,12. List of FSM Events

Events Description

Minor congestion Utl.lizatlon on a link exceeds90%

Major congestlcm Utilization on a Iln~ exceeds 95%

Clear Utilization on a IInk falls below 90%

Acknowl~~ge Operator Ihvokes.an FM menu or button to Indicat~ awareness of a new alarm

service Ope.ra\Orlnvokes an FM menu or button to Indicate corrective action ta,keri

Tabt e9.13. Transitiou Table for AI.rm FSM iu Figure 9.33

Initial Pehdlng Zombie

Tobie 9.13. TI'II1I5111011TAbir for AIorlll FSM ill Flgllr'.9.33

Initial Alerting Pending Zombie

Minor
congestion

Alert action Null
AI'erting state

Alert action
AIerti'ng'state

Null

Major
congestion

Alert action If ~!arm severity Is Minor then: If alarm sevC!rlty Is Mlnc:>rthen: Alert action
Alerting state Alerting ~ctl'on Alertll')g state' Alerting a.ctlonAlec:tlngstaie Alerting state

Acknowledge Pending action PendlngrnteNA NA NA

liervlce Oear acnon Oosed·state 'Clear action
Closedstate

NA NA

Cle'ar O'ear action Zomble'state NullNull Oear action Closed state

Null: Ignore the event

NA: not applicable-this <state; event> parrshould never occur. Usually 'In'dlcatesasoftware bug and should be logged and
reported to the s_oftwaredevelopers. .

Alarm Correlator and Root Cause Analysis (RCA)'. A single faull in a network may cause many alarms in the
NMS. 111~ may appear to be unrelated as they are associated wifhdif('Qrentlms. Consider an enterprise network
with Ii single WAN link to 0 branch office. The branch office has aLAN with Severn! Servers that are managed by
the NMS in the head office (Figure 9.34).

Suppose the WAN link fails. Router R, will repon a link-down event. via a trap. Polling of~, Sa, S:!. and S, will
fan and the data collector will generate.e node failure event for each ofthese, The operator will see a large number
of alarms. The operator may spend rime invest igating these, or may even decide to ignore tbem, and hence may
miss the important alarm (the link failure in.Ri),



We have seen earlier in this section some simple meihods to filter and corre late repeated or duplicate events. After
the remaining events arc registered as alarms; the alarm.correlator searches for maltiple alarms that arise from the
same physical mult. It.then suppresses all but one of these to avoid overloading and confusing the operator.

Several correlation techniques are commonly used. All have intelligence or reasoning behind them ..The reasoning
methods distinguish ore technique from another, We will discuss these approaches in Chapter II.

Similar to the case with event .correlarion, related -alarms may be 'registered at different times. The 'range in delays
depends on the polling interval and could be several seconds to lOs of minutes, Any alarm correla lor 'could adapt, 10
this delay in two ways: (l) It may favor immediate indication, in which case' the operator may initially see the' less
important alarm, which is replaced shortly thereafter by the more important one, (4) It may opt for consistency in
UI and delay indication of any alarm until the end of the correlation window. This could affect {auk rectifcaton
time and should be limited.

Thereasoning-based approaches described in Section 11.4 require-a significant amount of operator intervenron II:)
ensure that the associated library has sufficient, but not too much, knowledge. Here we describe an efficient fully
automatic method for detecting the 'one alarm out of a group of alarms that represents the real fault, i.e., the root
cause alarm, This method is based only on the topology and state information in the NMS database and uses a
novel.greph algorithm [Bbat1Rcbarya !<l.J!.!., 2005]. U is implemented In. the CygNet NMS, which is described in
Section 9.5.4.

The goal of RCA is to show only one primary alarm for One {auk, and to-suppress secondary alarms. This can be
-aoccmptisbed by modeling the network as-a graph in which each NE is anode-and considering the path taken !Tom
the NMS to reach each node. If node A am be reached only vianodeB, A is said to be' dependant onnode B. If
there are alarms from both A and B, the alarm from.B is tbe root cause and tbe alarm from A is suppressed .. In the
branch office example in Figure 9:34, nodes &, 8 ...Sll and Sl arc dependant on node RI.-Tlms, the RCA algorithm
presents only the alarm in RI ·to the operator, M the other nodes are not reachable, their status is shown as
unknown (grey colorj-ratber-then up (green) or down (red).

Adependenoy relation .can be defined on the network elements based on various criteria. One criterion we consider
here is reachability from the NMS, The status of network element A depends on the status of network element B If
A can only be reached via B. The algorithm has two parts. The first part forms a reachability graph from 1IJ.e
p')lySical topology.1t also-takes the. fu II list of status events from the NMS lIS its input .. From this list it determines
the status of indivi dual elements in tile network. A(ter the executon of the first pan, the' output is-the real status of
each element in the network. The real status can be Up, Down, or Unknown. An element with real status Down is
the root cause for itself(nnd an alarm will be generated fur ths clement). Nodes lhat are reachebleonly via a Down
node have their status setro Unknown.

the FM.cao a lso opt IOnally gererare-alarms for Unknown elements. It can indicate for each Down node tbe set of
Unknown nodes that depend on it. This may be useful fur the operator. to decide on the order in which to attend to
each of several Down nodes.

The second part of the algorithm takes each Unknown node U and determines the Down node D thet is on the path
&001 the NM'S to node U. This Down node D is the root cause fur U. The algorahm dctermines the set of Unknown
nodes {U} tbat are dependant on each Down node D. The number of nodes in this set gives tbe operator an
indication of how .serious tbe failure of node D is.

The RCA algorithm is. efficient. In tile \VO)'st case, it tllkes 0(e) time'\Ybere e is the number of edg.es (lio~s) in the
nelwork. graph,

In n large 'network with 1,0005 of links or more, ·it is not fuasible'to 'invoke the RCA algorithm for everyalarn\1fuit
is regiStered. A convenient strategy that enn be adopted is to maintain a count of the'number of alarms regu;tered
since the RCA algorithm was losl invoke!!. When trus coUln exceeds some lhreshold. Ibe RCA aigoritbm is run.

Since different alarms have different importance, it is preferable to use a weighted count. The weight can depend
on the NE and component tbat generated the alarm, and the severity of the a larm. In addition, there is a maximum
delay after which tbe RCA algorithm is run independent of the number of registered alarms (provided there is at
least one pending alarm).

For example, assume lhal weights.areassigned.as shown in Table 9 ..14 lind thethreshold is 16. [[2 ·critio.ill.!lllll:ms
occur, the RCA algorithm is triggered. However, it takes 8 consecutive minor alarms or 16 warning alarms to
trigger the RCA algorithm

Tabte 9 ..t4, Sample W.igblS b.... Lon AI.tm S..,urity ror RCA tnvocation Threshold - t6

Severity Weight

Critical 8

M~Jor 4

Minor 2

Warning 1

9.4/7. Distrthuted Mana:,temellt Approaches

A small network can be managed conveniently by-a single )'IMS. All desired funcrions nrc performed by lilis NMS.
In a largenerwork, n sillgle 'NMS may 1I0t be able 10 handle' the load of managing. the entire network. Especially in
a geographically -distributed network, the WAN links may have relatively low bandwidth and could become
bottlenecks. Bence, it is desirable to have several managers, These managers .may all perform similar functions. or
tbey may be functionally 'specialized. Fer example, one manager could' perform only fault management, while
another manager is used only.for performance monitoring.

A.distrib.uted managementapplicaton consists of several manager applications running on different management
stations. Each manager performs ks management functions either by directly interacting with agents or indirectly
via other Iower-levelmaongerS. Distributed management can be classified into categories ranging from centralized
management at one end of the spectrum, through weakly distributed, strongly distributed, 10 cooperative
management 8(1:lie other end lMeyer. 1995].

10 tbe.ceatrallzedand weakly distributed paradigms, 'there is a well-defined hierarchy of-management stations.end
'Il manager can delegate tasks only to those strictly below it in the hierarchy. In the strongly distributed and
cooperative paradigms, horizontal delegation is also allowed.

Another issue is tbe selection 'of a suitable management technology to implement the paradigm and whether
delegation of managementtasks is static er dynamic. For weakly distributed systems, it is customary In have static
code running at variou~ lower-level managers. Each manager knows the system being managed and. is statfcally
configured to manage it. A lower-level manager can C1(eeute a predefined task when requested by a higher-level
manager.

The dynamic'deleg!Uion of management funcUons to inlennedillle-Icvel managers allows more flexil:HLity [Meyer,
1995J. MaJlageme).1t opera"ions can ~ insiantiated by higher-level managers by downloading or trallslbrring code
to remote' nl8Jlageme.nt Sl1ltioris on ,the fly.



Multitier Architecture. In. choosing a multitier architecture, there is a trade-offbetween flexibility and. ease of
implementatlou and deployment (Vanchynathao ~., 2004]. A strongly distributed or cooperative architecture
permits almost unlimited flexibility, while a weakly distributed (hierarchical) architecture ls much easier to
implement correctlyand efficiently. In particular> with the restricted communication and links bel ween managers,
it is straigJilti:)('\vard IQensure consistency of data thai may bereplicated in Several managers. This is much harder
to achieve with strongly distributed designs; Further, most network operators and enterprises llilve-well-defined
hierarchical structures for their networks and their personnel.

Tcpoogy, We partitioo the set of elements to be monitored into groups' of manageable size bawd 00 some
criterion, say geographical, A manager process monitors each.group and these processes constitute tbe lowest layer
oftbemenagement ai-chitecture (Figure 9.35).

Flgure 9.35. mtrarcbi •• 1Mullili,r Mo'n.gemelll
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One or more managers that run management processes at higher levels.io ..the hierarchy are a parent of each of these
manegement stations. This concept can be extended to lIS many layers lIS required.

To- ensure predictable behavior, each cluster of network elements can have at most One parent; i.e , exactly one
manager. If we represent each managemenr sterion by a vertex and draw a directed edge (i, j) between two vertices
i aDd j, if i is managed byj, tbe ~opology.oftbc resuhing network corresponds to a dlrecuid acyclic grapb (DAG)
[Horowaz, 1995].

9.4.8. Server Platfonns

The NMS server require> two software platforms, namely the OS and the DBMS. The choice of these is important
as they affect the. development effort, performance, security. reliablley, and cost oftbe NMS server. Once-tile QS
and DBMS are chosen, tJie server design and implementation tend to become specific to these. Changing these at a
later-dale is costly aud tlme-ccnsuming..The platform mUSI, be stable, of modest cost, and with a guarantee Uiill il
will be suppOrted fOr the foreseeable future.

A detailed comparison of the avallable platforms is beyond tbe scope' of ths book. We would llke to mention the
trend of open-source platforms that can compete with commercial platforms in all respects. While in tile past the
designer ofa large and complex softwarenpplicaricn such as an.NMS server was constrained to run it on one of the
oommercial platforms, loday; inQteilsingly we find design.,,-s opting for open-souree platforms.

Operating System (OS), The OS .must suppon threads, processes, and shared-memory multiprocessors, Il must
support vel)' large RAM and di sk and a variety of peripherals. It most have a good programming interface for
access to and control of its functions. It must efficiently support a variety of programming and scripting language
chosen by the designers. It must have available a.range i:>f'third-party software tools, components, and libraries,

Several popular server operating systems today are Linux, V8floUS flavors of UNIX (Sun Solaris, IBM AD<,
HPUX, MacOS' X, FreeBSO) and Microsoft Windows. All of these meet the requirements stated above though to
varying degrees. Linux, FreeBSD. and NelBSD ate popular open-source server OSs. The others are commercial
(Sun Sola.ris has an open-source version 0\'8 ilable).

Database Management System (DBMS). The DBMS most efficiently support vel)' large amounts of data This
includes hundreds of tables and 100s of-millions' of records. The DBMS must support transactions. It 'must have
good administrative tools for creating indexes, recovering from table corruption. taking backups, and especially
performance tuning.

As with the OS, tile designer has 8 choice of several. high-qualjy DBMS .p.latforms, both .commercial and open
source, The viable open-source platforms are MySQL and PosjgreSQL. Commercial platforms include Oracle,
IBMDB2. Mi.crosoft.SQL Server, and Sybase.

9.4.9. NMS Client Design

We now briefly touch on the design of the client applicationthat enables users ttl access the function's of the NMS.
Recall the requirements for diverse users, ease of use 'and local/remote management capabilities described in
Section 9.4.1. Since different users may have 10 login 10 the NMS-from wid!liy dispersed locations, tbey need 10

have-the client application. software running on their local. terminal Nowadays, the terminal is usually a !!C. which
is capable of doing substantial processing involved in the 01. This includes providing a window manager,
rendering of graphics, generation of audio, etc. Broadly speaking, there are three approaches to tile client
applicetion; adumb terminal, a rich client; and B browser-based client. Tbeseare elaborated below.

Terminal Client. A "dumb" cbaracter-oriented terminal is used to login directly to the NMS. Terminal emulation
software such as xterm and putty may be run on 8 PC or server and connected to the NMS server via telne! or ssh
overa TCP/1P connection. All software functons are Performed fully on theserver, including editing ofcomman?s
typed, by the user and rendering (color, boldface) of the text on the Screen, Tennlna 1clients are useful when the
user is .ar a remote location with access [0 only low-end terminals, or they are sometimes preferred by veteran
administrators and operators for reasons of'familiarity, Almost any terminal, PC, or server Is-capable of being used
·as a 'terminal client as is.

RiCh Client, ln this case; the client re runs a specal client application that is designed to work with the NMS
server. 'The client application is usually om based. Besides generic 001 functions such as windows, icons, menus,
and a pointer, it may include significant NMS firnctonality, For example, given a table with· tbe details of the NEs,
the client application may be responsible for generating a geographical map and overlaying on it icons for each NE
and network link, Likewise, the client may allow the user to Sort llsts and tables On various criteria without the
intervention of the server.

A rich client is usual.ly written in an object-oriented language with good GUI support Perhaps the most popular
language fPnich NMS diems is Java, whh C++ nad OIl also being used.

While the rich -elienr.can give a vel)' powerful or and nearly instantaneous response to many user commands, it
suffers from two drawbacks, tbe first being portabil ity. The client application may run on only one OS' a.nd

-sometimes only one verson of that OS. Thus, the user bas 10· ensure that hisfher PC bas 'the 'right OS. If the client
'"ppliciltion is 'to run on a varie:t:Yof OS platforms. tile NMS vendor ha.~to invest a· sl1bsllintial amount in'soihvare
development and testing on eactl of these platforms. This has to be repeated with every new release of the client
upplic(ltioo.



A. second.and more serious problem is compatibility with. the NMS, server. As new vers ons of ibe server and client
are released, perhaps independent Iy of each other, the user has to ensure that the right version of the client
application is installed on the client PC. 1.0 some cases. the wrong version simply does not work, which is an
annoyance. In other cases, the wrcngversion appears 10 work but due to subtle incomparibllales, il performs the
wrong fUl)Ctions. For insjance, when the Server indcates to the client ihat NE$ have failed, ihe client may display
them in green (normal) instead ofred due 10 an incompatibility. This is much more serious as the operator will
ignore the fault.

The simarion is aggravated when-an operator needs to login to several NMS servers in different regional networks.
The servers, from.. ihe same vendor. may be of different versions. The operator's PC will need 10 have severn I
versions of the client application installed and the operator would have to run the corresponding client application
depending on which NMS server s/be is working with!

Browser or Web Client. The browser or Web client promises 10 combine the advantages oftlie terminal aod rich
clients without their disadvantages. 11 is rapidly becoming de facto Iilr NMS clients (and Iilr many other
applications also). Tbe browser client provides all its functionality through the QUI of a Web browser such as
Firefox, Internet Explorer, or Safari. (Firefox is open source and rons on almost any OS platfsrm, Internet Explorer
runs only 011 Microsoft Windows, and Safari Is supplied with MacOS.x. The NMS server includes a Web server to
whchthe user connects via the browser. The NMS server-throws up Hyper TeXI Markup Language (H1ML) pages
10 the browser. For a better user experience, the HTML pages may include some ctieot-side processing through
Javascript. Network maps and icons are usually provided using Ajax.

Since there is no software installed on the client PC, there are no issues of version incompatibility between the
client and the server, Any, client-side NMS processing is done through Javascript code thal is downloaded i.n the
BIML page; It is not stored on the disk of the client PC (though it may be cached temporarily to enhance
performance).

Today. browsers are ubiquitous. Almost any PC has a good, recent browser installed. Many mobile phones,
including some low-end models, can run 8 browser.theughthe small screen limits tbe amount of information lhat
can be presented. Almost everyone who uses. a PC and the Internet is familiar with the usc of a browser. Hence, the
training effort for new users is great Iy reduced.

Owing to differences in the way iii which different browsers render an ATMJ.. page, the problem of-portability to
different browsers is still·an issue, albeita much smaller one than that of portability of ricf clientappllcarions. For
Instance, a data entry form in whicb the labels and boxes are aesthetically placed in 000 browser may have some of
these GUl components overlapping in another browser. So, the server needs to -detennine which browser the user is
using and feed lITML 'pages that are tuned (0 the peculiarities of iliat browser, Likewise, Javascrjpt code tIui1
works on.one browser may not work on another browser.

Fortunately, the incompatibilities between browsers are decreasing -and are well-documented. Also, there are a
variety of open source and proprietary code libraries ·available ihat permit the developer 10 write code ihat works
equally well across a variety ofbro,vsers·.

9.4.10. Summary: ~MSDesigll

Starting iinm the requirements Iilr management ofatel.e<)om network or·alarge ent~'Jlri.se network, we derived lhe
.architecture for an NMS server. After some general design decisions, we disCussed. thedesign ofihe main modules
in an NMS server, tile dlsCove.1'ymooule, PM. ·alld the FM.

The FM is 'ihe most, complex ohhe modules in an NMS. 1bis is because it has to deal in real time with a wide
mnge of events Ibat o~cur litunprediclable timeso Rapid muir detection and reet incation is the key· to·the opemtion
ofa network. The PM is especially relied ,",pon when there are serious fimks in Ihe1letwork. Atsuch a time; th~ FM

would experience a burs I in processing requirements. The design of the PM needs to he especially carefulto ensure
lhat. the NMS itself does not faii due to overload during such periods of severe network problems.

We traced the. path of an event through the PM. We explained different methods used to indicate ·UlCfault to tbe
operator and the various alarm states. We explored assorted techniques fOT the eorrelat ion of seemingly unrelated
.events and alarms. 'lhese TJI~ge·fTom the simple matching of fields in event records, 10 sophistoated AI and graph
algorithms:

.Finally, we discussed approaches to.distributed management, This enables' scaling to very large networks.Jt also
mirrors the structure of typic III large organizations.

9.5. Network Management Systems

S.o fur we-discussed theuse of simple system.utilities and 10015 formanagemem, T.his was folbwed by a detailed
examination of the design of II high-end NMS server. In the rest of this chapter we will describe several
commercial and open-source NMSs. We start with the management of networks, and then cover management of
systems a.nd applications. This is Iilllo wed by enterprise management and telecommunications network
management. Finally, we describe approaches for distributed management.

9.5.1. Network Mana~emc"t

A network consists of routers, switcbes, and hubs connected by network links. Servers, wcrkstatons, and PCS are
connected to l,ANs in the network. Various access technologies ,nay be used. til network management; we are
primarily interested in IDe health and performance oflbe routers; switches, and links. We may also monitor the
health of servers.

The first task involved in network management is the configuraton ofthe above network elements, their agents,
and the NMS itself. This includes discovery of network elements and the topology of the network.

Baily users ofNMSs are people in the NOC who do net have the same engineering background as those who
designed and implemented the systems. Therefore, ease of use-is an important factor Intbe selection ofNM·Ss. For
example, an operator does. nOI constantly sit in front, of a monitor and watch for failures and alarms. Thus, when all
alarm goes off, it should attract the anention of tile operator visibly, audlbly, or both. It sbould present a. global
picture of the network and give the operator the ability to "drill .down" to the lowest level of component failure-by
successive polnt-aud-click operations of the icon intlicating an alarm.

Figure 9.36; Figure 9.37, and Figure 9.38 show hierarchical views of n network testbed ill the NMSUib, ITT
Madras, which werecaptured witb a CygNet NextGenNMS. (The IP ·addresses of the nodes have been cbanged for
.security reasons.) Figure 9.36 shows the global view with network segments and numerous domains behind routers
ani! gateways. Figure 937 Isbbtained by clicking the mOIlSe(also colloquially referred to as drilling down) on the
lletwork Segment·icon 192.168.9.0 in Figure 9.36 andshowll the Ilode~ thatare parb.i,t' that private LAN. TIleJ..AN
has a switc·b (SW-Il) conoocted to two roUTers RTR-I, .andRTR·2), and a few olllCrlP hosts. The port ile.mils 00

the switch SW~ll are obtained by drilling down on the SW-Jl icon in Figure 9.37. The result shown in Figure .9.38
.contains 12 ports, some ofwhiclJ ate free.

Figur< 9.36. GlobAl View or Ntlwodr
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Next,the (.. ult management capability of the NMS must support monitoring of the health of the NEs and links. In
an IP network. this is usually done using ICMP ping and SNMP get messages. The NMS reports lilUltS to the
operator in a variety of ways depending on the nature. severity, and importance of the fault. II may assist in the
recrification of the fault.

The NMS must support pcrromulncc nl:ln:lgcmcnt especially of the expensive WAN links. Planning and
management reports keep upper-level management apprised of the status of the network and system operations.
Reports in this category include network availability, systems availability, problem reports. service response to
problem reports, and customer satisfaction.

Perfonnance management provides traffic trend reports to enable the network administrator to identify bottlenecks.
The administrator can take action to alleviate the bottleneck, such as re-routing traffic via an abemaie route, or
changing priorities lOr different classes of traffic. Performance reports help the administrator see long-term traffic
trends in order to plan capacity expansio n in a timely and cost-effective manner. Trends in traffic should oddres.s
traffic patterns and volurnc of trafflc in internal networks. as well asexternal traffic.

Accounting nmnllf.lemCllt is probably the least developed function of network management applications.
Accounting management could include lndividualbost use, administrative segments, and external traffic.

Accounting of individual boSIS is useful to identify some of the bidden costs. For example. tbe library function in
universities and large corporations consumes significant resources and may need to be accounted forfhnctionally.
This can be done by using the RMON stnustlcs on hosts,

The cost of operations fur the Information Management Services department is based on the service that it provides
to the rest of'rte organization. For planning and budget purposes. Ibis may need to be broken into administrative

group costs. The network needs 10 be configured so that all traffic generated by a department can be gathered from
monioring segments dedcated 10 thai department.

External traffic fur an instiution is handled by service providers. The tariff is negotiated with the service provider
based on the vokune of traffic and traffic patterns, such as peak and average traffic. An internal validation of the
service provider's bi lIing is a good practice .

Security manaeement is both a technical and an administllltive issue in infOrmation management. 11 involves
secllf'in& access ~o the network and the in:fi:lrmation flowing in the network. access to data stored "in the network,
and manipulating the data thm are stored and flowing across the network. The scope of network access not only
covers enterprise inrmoet network. but also the Internet that it is connected to.

Security management also covers securlty of the NMS itself. The NMS database contains a wealth of often
confidential information about the organization. This must be made available to authorized personnel, but kept
away from all others. Likewise, a user ofthe NMS could reconfigure NEs througbout the network. Hence, login to
the NMS must be carefully controlled.

Thus. 'network management involves the complete FeAPS spectrum of application functions defined in Chapter 3.
Configuration, fault, and performance management are found in almost every network management deployment. In
some cases, the NMS is also used for security und UC1:0untins management ..

OpenNMS. This is an open-source NMS (http://www.opennms.org). which claims to he the first project aiming to
build a complete enterprise-class open-source NMS. OpenNMS is written largely in Java and has a browser-based
UI. It is primarily used lOr managing SNMP devices. II is used to manage small oolworksofunder25 NBs to large
networks with over 80,000 NEs.

The major functional areas covered by OpeoNMS an: autodiscovery, status polling ofNEs, performance polling,
and fault management. Reports are provided using the lFrceChart package. Milch of the operat ion of OpeoNMS
can be customized by the user by means of filters. A filter consists of niles, each of which is essentially a
simplified form of an SQL statement. It configures bow the component of the NMS behaves. For .example, the
notification rules control whether or not a received event triggers a not i6cation to the user. Fikers can be added to
control autodiscovery, to-specify the list ofLP interfaces that are included in data collection. polling. etc.

Unlike many commeroialNMS products, OpenNMS does not have a graphical map lOr the display of the NEs and
their status. The designers of OpenNMS believe that seasoned network edministrators prefer to see event lists.
OpeoNMS provides event lists grouped in various convenient ways. On the main WebUl page there is a "real-time
console" (RTC) thai reflccts the status of categories of devices. These categories reflect groups of devices like
database servers, Web servers, etc. However, anything in the database can be used to create a custom ceregory list,
and grouping devices by location. building. vendor, lP runge. etc .• is very common. Tbe categories list foUows a
basic tenet of OpenNMS: once configured. it sbould be simple to use and 85 automated as pos.sible. As new devices
are added. the categories automatically update. There is no need for manual customization, such as would be
required with a useful map. (There is a group of developers working on n map. so this may become available in due
course.)

By default, the FM receives SNMP traps. Other event detectors can be configured through XML configuration
files. When an event is accepted, it results in a notification to the user, which CRn be on-screen, via email, SMS,
etc.

Ln keeping with the philosophy of being utilitarlun, O~nNMS' has a variery of reports. Most are simple tables with
some graphs. They lack the-frills tbat may be anrecuve ·10 a novice. bUI contain a wealth of informarion in a format
that is easy for a network administrator to comprehend.



With Op~nNMS, the user has the ability to do comprehensive monitoring of a .oerwork at tbe price of jus_(the
server hardware. The NMS Is.customizable by the network administrator without any programming. As with any
open-source product, the enterprise has the .comfort that it could always get unusual custornizatlens done as the
SOUl'Cecode is freely available. Currently, OpenNMS supports F, P, 'and part of C in FCAPS. With. the on-going
effuns of the developer communfty, It is likely fllIit other functiona! areas will be covered in future. Oommercial
support is also available from the'OpenNMS Group for.eorerprises tlint need it.

9.5.2. System and Application Management

Network management addresses only the managing. of a l1elwork (i.e., managing the transport of infurmQtion).
System management deals with managing system resources, which complements network management, FOT
example, ping is used to test whether a-host is alive. However, we want to know more abolit the use of system
resources on the bost, such as the amount of CPU use on the host or whether a specific application is nanning on
the host,

Historkally, enterprises had two separate and distinct organizations. The telecommunications department took care
of communications, giving' rise to network management. The management of information systems (MIS)
department rook. care' of the computers, a task that involved system management. However, in 'the current
distributed environment of client/server architecture, tbe computing depends .heavily 0.0 the communication
network 'and the distinction has disappeared, System 'and network manegemenrnow form II single umbrella, headed
by a chief information officer. System and network management are beginning to be considered together as a
solution tOr information management issues and problems. System management tools, which used to be custom
dcvebped, are currently available as commercial systems 'and are being integrated with network management

'System management tools.moniror the performaece of computer systems. Some parameters tbnt can be monitored
are (I) CPU use, whichmeasures the number of processes that are running and the resource consumption-of each;
(2) status ef'critical background processes (called daemons in' UNlX termino egy); and (3) application servers such
liS the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), File Transport Protocol (ITP), and Domain Naine Server (DNS).
System management. may also include backup of server databases, desktop workstatons, and operations. support
.systems that support operatonssuch as'help desk and.trouble tjeket tracking.

Several UNIX- based rools can be used to monitor system's. Such tools are constantly evolving and are UPdated on
Web sites that are used to track them. hltp:l/www:slac.stanfurd.edulxorginmtf/nmtf-tools.html is a site active from
1996 tbarprovdesa comprehensive list of commercial and open-sourCe'network"management tools.

Higl..End System Management. The Computer Associates (CA) Unicenter lNG and Tivoli Enterprise Manager
lME 10 are two- integrated systems solutons availnble commercially [ZDNet). Both solutions offer features that
can 'be classified as high. end and thus require rhe vendor's ongoing active partcipaton. They meet the
requirements of large enterprises, particularly. as they are offerc!I as integraled solutions; which we will discuss in
Section 9.5.3.

Low-End System Management. System management of hosts can be accornplished by Installing simple and free
public domain software and configuring it re lo~al system management.

Nagios. This is a fairly comprehensive open-source NMS (hltp:/Iwww.nagios.org). The project has been active for
over to years so it is stable. The design is scalable and extensible.

NagiOs provides the baSic network rnanagement features. These incillde status and performllllCl) polling. fault
handling, and 'configuration management. The FM can,indicate laulls via a graphica I map, co.lor-.roded event lists,
and email, pager, and ceUphone. It allows 'the administrator to schedule the do\vntime of hosts, servers, and the
network. The reporting feature snpportS capacity'planning.

Unlike ether NMSs, Nagios does nor have built-in mechanisms for polling, Instead, it relies on external-pluglns.
These can be executables or scripts and hence give substamial flexibility. Nagios by default has Slipper! for
managing routers, switches, and other IP network component-s; Windows, Linux, UNIX, and Netware servers;
network printers; publicly available services 'such as BJTP, F1l', SSH, etc. Wilh its extensible design, Nsgios has
more !l11Ul 200 community-devebped p,hlginsavailable.

It has ,8 rich Ul, which includes a map (unlike, OpenNMS deseribed in Section 9.5.1). Sample screenshots are
-evailable at http://www.nagios.orgiaboutlscreenshots.php.TheOJiscuslornizableteeachuscr.This facilitates
specialization and also hC)lpsmaintain security of'senstuve information.

As with OpenNMS, Nagios is a good choice for a small organization that cannot afford a big-budget oemmercial
NMS. It is also sufficiently comprehensive and scalable thar even-large organizations use it. The Nagios Web site
'claims that it 'can band Ie networks of over 100,000 NEil- Given tbe high overhead of the external polling
.mecbanlsm, the server hardware would be very expensive if all the 100,000 NBs ate polled,

Big Brother. A well-known low-end system management productis Big Brother [MilcGuire S]. Ah,boogh it bas
vee)' serious limitations in teems of both platforms and functionality. it may be adequate for smaU and medium-
sized COmpanynetworks.

Big Brother is an example ofsollware thaI can be implemented with relative ease to manage system resources and
is Web based. A central server on a management workstaron runs on a UNIX platform .and clients on managed
objects, Big Brother is written in C and UNIX shell scripts and hence 'can be run on multiple plarforms, The central
management station presents the. status of all systems and applieauons being monitored in 8'matrix of 00 10red cells;
each color designating a particular status. rt supports '(l!Iger'and email functions that report the occurrence' of
alarms, Software can be downloaded and modified to meet local requirements (or the operations, services, and
applications to bemonsored.

Big Brother performs the dual function of palling clients and listening to periodic status' reports from clients tbnt
are UNIX ba,~. Polling checks tbe oetwerk connectivity to any system. Client software periodically wakes up,
monitors the system, transmits Information to the central server, and then goes back to sleep. Textual. details.can be
obtained on the exact nal'ureofa problem. The systems are grouped for easeofadministration.

9.5.3. Enterprise lVl'Rnllgc.OIcnl

We will next describe the two commercially available integrated sohrtions to system and network management.
The two solutions ate offured by two vendor-s, Computer Associates and Tivoli, the latter has been acquired by
IBM. Both partners with several NMS vendors provide integrated solutions.

Computer Associates Unieenter TNG. The CA Unicenter TNG framework [CAl provides infrastructure 10 support
integrated distributed enterprise management. It is based on a client/server architecture having an agent in each
host and a centralized workstation. CA provides Unicenter LNG agents that can run on a large number of
platforms; and the list continues to increase as the customer base diversifles, Besides TGPtrP and.SNMP. the TNG
framework supports.numerous otber network protocols, accommodating a varied enterprise environment.

CA describes Unicenree TNG as a framework comprising three components: Real World Interface, object
repossory, and distrlbu(ed servioes. The Real World Interf~ce presents a visual depiction ofmanage:d objects from
dlfferellt user perspectives. Both two-dimensional ,and three-dimensional p'rcscl\lations are available. The object
rcposi(ory is a management InfoRnation database thaI includes multiplicity. of data, sucb as managed objectS,
metadata cl1lss definitions, business process views, policies, topology; and status inlilcmation. The distributed
'services link elements at th'e communications level.

Be.cause of too rNG agcots. runnitig in the hosts, during 8l1todiscovery the system discovers obt just host
identifications, but also details of tbe processor. disk, and other components of the system. nle discovere:d



components are presented in a Real World interface lhal presents a unified om at the .higber levels, An object
reposuory stores all the amodiscovered informaton and aoy other, management infontl8tion needed to support the
Real World Interface. System and network maoagemenr views are extended to business process views, whereby
objects related to 'an adminlstrauve .group or functional group can be, presented. ntis approach makes operations
easier fOr human personnel 'because they do not have to know rbe technical details behind too operations they are
performing.

Event management in the INO framework includes a rule-based paradigm that correlates events across platforms
-and presents the resuhant a arms at the central console. 'These events include standard SNMP traps. Standard
drilling through.ayers to detect the lowest, level component failure.is built in as desktop support.

An additional feeture of tbe TNO framework is calendar management, which provides a shared calendar so that all
personnel can view each other's activities, The calendar handles both one-time and periodic activities, Operations
sucb as triggering an alarm pager or email can be programmed according to, weekly and weekend shlft schedules.

Some of the other notabje features of the TNO framework are backup and disaster recovery, customized and
canned report generation, and virus detection-aU of which can be programmed as part of calendar management
activities. In addition to these standard features, numerous optional modules, such as advanced help' desk
management, Web server management. and software deliveryare available.

Tivoli Enterprise Manager. Tivoli's management framework, originally named the Tivoli TME 10 framework,
provides system and network management and is in the sameclass as ihe Unicenter TNO framework. Tivoli bas
changed the TME 10 from a rwo-tier, client/server architecture 10 a three-tier architecture and has renamed it Tivoli
Enterprise Manager. Tivoli claims that the IIC\V archjtecmre bas increased the capability of handling from.300 to
10,000 managed nodes. The extended three-tier architecture also has a gateway as a middle layer that is-designed (0

handle as many as 2,000 agents.Tbe agent.module has been- redesigned to, consume fewer resources.

Tivoli merged with lBM; allowing it to Integrate the features of its systems with IBM's NetV lew NlyfS. NetVicw
performs the network managemem function, and the complementary features of the Tivoli management
applications perform the system management functions. The platform is object oriented and uses the standard
CORBA-compliant object model for use with diverse and distributed platforms. This feature is somewhat similar to
'the Sun Enterprise Manager [Sun Enterprise], which also uses the CORBA~ompliant OST object model and
standard GMIP protocol. In the management framework, Tivo li management agents reside In 'the managed host
applicatons. Although ihe TME Enterprise system does nOI use SNMP as tl.te management protocol, NetVlew
handles SNMP traps.

The Tivoli Ente;rprL<\eMlInl!ger monitors network, systemsjand applications in-a distributed architecture, as in most
other systems. Event management.has a built- in rule-based engine thai correlates, events and diagnoses problems, It
further has an automated or operaror-iniriatcd response mechanism 10 torrcct problems wbereVer possiQlc, USing a
decision support system. Service desk technology is integrated with network and system management technology
in 'the servic~level management framework. ' ,

Tivoli service management cO,mprise.s,problem managemc'nl, asset management, and change management. The
problem management module tracks cu~omer requests, complaints, aod problems. The nsset management module
handles inventory management. The change management module inoorporates and manages business change
processes.

Th.e Tivoli Eirterprise Manager fra,mework contains an applications manager module (global elllerpdie manager)
lhatcoor.dioate,s business -applications residing, in, divetse mulliple platforms. An API is provided to pennit Lhlrd-
pany ven(lors to iOlegrate their application software into the, ·Tivoli Enterprise Manager framework. Tho
applications manager also measures the response and throughput, performance of IIpplications.

The securky management module provides encryption and decryption capabilire.s (optonal). A software
.disrribmlon module automates software .distributlcn aod updates. Operations can be scheduled by the workload
scheduler module.

9.5.4. Telecommunicatiens Management Systems"

Unlike all enterprise network, a telecom network provides commercial services to subscribers. The operator has
legal responsibilities to the subscribers. Telecom operators are usua tly subject to stringent regu ations.

Telecommunications network management includes, monitoring 811d managing the network with certain distinctive
features. Apart from supporting standard management features such as low level, as well as consolidated, limit and
performance management, 'there are certain feamres that are specificto telecom:

I. A typical telecommunications network oflen includes equipment acquired over several year's, and a
teecomrnunicacons NMS must be-capable ofmanaging these heterogeneous systems from a single point.

2. Most telecomdevices that implement 'the lTO- T standard protocols (such as CMIP/CMJSE) differ in details
and this makes devebpmcniofrbe managemeni application more.complex,

3. Some devices have only an EMS, which often luis a proprietary interface, and the NMS must communicate
with.the EMS rather ihnn with the deviceagent directly. Thus, often the NMS manages some NBs viaan
EMS and some directly.

4. Typical telecom networks ,Include multivendor multltechnology equipment, supporting diverse protocols.
SDH and related transport technologies (SONET, DWDM, etc.) continue as 'the de facto technology, for
delivering reliable and scalableendwidth services over the last decade; ,and service providers havelarge
amounts of deployed f....ber that.has been laid out over 8 period of time:

5. Provisioning of bandwidth is a common and important requirement in telecom networks. Provisoning
bandwidth in optical networks ill an optimal manner without causing fragmentation of the available
bandwidth is a challenge, For example, if there is a requirement to provision an B1 circuit (2 Mbps), it
would.not.be desirable to,"break" an SIMI link (64 Mbps) to do tbe provsioning.

6. A related requirement is the maintenance of the latest' inventory in the database so 11181 when there is, an
incoming bandwidth- provisioning request, reliable and fresh information about the availability 'of
bandwidth can be accessed. Usually, this information is maintained and updated manually, However, a
telecom network is a dynamically changing entity, so automatic discovery with periodjc rediscovery to
synchronize the inventory database with the actual network is becoming II critical requirement for efficient
and optimal management of.the net work. While autodscovery of IP networks using ping andior SNMP is a
standard feature in data NMS, the discovery of.circues in telecom networks is a far less straightforward
issue.

!7, A typical relecom.provider assures customers of qli.a!ity ofservice via service Jevel agreements (SLAs), In a
lelecom environment this includes parameters such as call completion rate for voice calls, signal stren~h 00

wireless liuks, call completion {or datil calls, etc. The management system must provide tbesuppon {or
SLA manngement.

8. RCA io diagnose the actual source'ora problem is aoother Jmportant fcature to be supported.
9. Networks teild 10 be large, oft.en with hundreds ofthousllnds ofNEs, and have a wiile,geographic spread.

The telecom operator mny have:a hj'erarchical organization with.different administrators responsible ror
differenl rcgbns ortlle network. nle NMS IlrChltect\tre must·be scalable atid 'should support t.he hierarchy
of the operator.

(n this section we describe CygNet, a commercial telci:om NMS deployed at I.cadin'g t.el.ecom service providers in
India. CygNel is the flagship prodll~1' of ""MSWor)<s Software Pvt. Ltd., 8 technology company thai is a part oflilC
TeNeT (felecommunicallons and Networks) group of,the,lndian Institute of Technology Madras, [odia.

CygNet NMS is 'a mulliven(lor 'ouJltilechnology management sYSlem lhat has been designed to meet the needs of
telecommunicatiOn management. CygNet archhecl\lre accommodates most of the needs of a telecommunications
.managemeni system.



Architecture of'tbe CygNet Core. Figure 9.39 depicts the architecture ofthe core CygNet· NM;S. We describe the
major components below.

Flgu ... 9.39. A ",,"11«1 UI·.of I". CygNet Cor.

Manl!ged Element Modeling, Storage, and Depictiou Tile elements server is responsible wr this function. Network
elements lbat are managed by tbe CygNet NMS are stored in rbe topology (topo) database. Elements to be
managed by tlle·CygNet NMS can either be added manually or by uutomnric discovery. A discovery configuraror
allows the operator to specify a range of IP addresses for discovering elements, the protocol to be used for
-discovery, and oiher sucb details. A map-based GO! displays the managed elements and the topology of the
network, color coded 10 reflect t.he status;

Pauk Management System The CygNe,t alarms server is responsible for detecting a problem, correcting it, and
restoring the system to normal operaton at the earliest, Fault deteotion is done by po lling, as well as receiving
notiflcarious. Alarms are generated in response to iauk condjtions in the network, stored in the database, and
notifications (visual, audo, email, SMS) Sent to capture the attention of concerned persons. The fauk reporting
feature ensures that information regarding' a fauh corditon is disseminated in a meaningful mnnner to tbe
concerned operators. Glll-based views 'of current. as well as historical faults; are available. The fault escalation
feature allows tbe fwlt resolution time to be minimized and fault-escalation using notifleations (traps or TMF 814
notificarions), email, or SMS. Mukiple events associated with a common fauk In a single network element are
correlated and forwerded as one consolidated event or alarm 'by the RCA module-described in Section 9.4.6: This
minimizes the occurrence of event storms thar would' result in degraded levels of service.

Performance Management System The function of Ute perfonnance management module is to manage the
performance of individual network elements, links, lind services. The PM module performs the following 'three
major functions:

I. Data collection and storage in database.
2. Graphicalviews of real-time performance statistics.
3. Historical reports cfcolleeted data from database.

Configuauion Management System, Tile configuration mnnagemem module in CygNet allows tbe operator to
.directly manage and configure network elements using the protocol supported by rhe network element ..
Configuration information regard.ing various network elements is stored in the configuration database.

User Manager This is the authentication. and authprization component CygNet identifies several classes of users
with different privileges and access rights. All users have to be autbentbated ~efQ.re they log on to CygNet. Role>
based access control, idle time-out, and user audit trail are some of the features that this module supports.

Architecture of CygNet liS a.Tel~-mNMS. CygNet Supports a. layered architecture depicted in Figure 9.40 1,Iint
enables ifto be customized fur varous specific requirements. The custom components can be added as overlays to
the core product. This also allows CygNet to scale to very large telecom networks.

Figure 9.40, CygNet.·s ilT.I eeo m NMS

Telecommunicaton-specific Subsystems. T.he CygNet design supports most pf the features required tilr a teleccm
NMS specified at the beginning of this section. Here we describe some aspects of tbe design that enable effi.cient
telecom management and 'also certain components (Mediation Server and Optical Transport Network. Management
System (OTNMS») tbat are customized fur this purpose.

CygNet bas been designed so that it can be deployed either in n centralized manner or asa multitiered system. This
provides II good scalability option when II very large and widely distributed network needs to be managed. Network
management traffic can be reduced jf lower-eve! management stations transfer management data to the central
server periodically, This deployment strategy also avoids a.single.point offuil(lte(~tion.9.4.7, Pigure 9.35).

At the lowest level, tbe CygNet bcalmanager runs lightweight processes that predominantly collect data. The
collected data are analyzed for performance and fault conditions 'and summarized reports are sent to the central
.management station. Figure ~.41 depicts tltis configuration, CygNet supports standard interfaces (TMF 814,
SNMP, ITP, SCP (Secure Copy Prorcccl) between the local NMS and central NMS. (Vaochynaihan U., 20'04].

Vlgllr. 9.41. CygNel Mediation Server
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CygNet supports TMF 814, anNMS-EMS .interface defined by we TMForu.m, and locreasingly adopted as the
standard for management of optical transport networks. (TMF 814 is dlscossed in more detatl io Chepter 16, This
allows management of newer optical network devices, since many vendors include support for TMF 814 in their
EMSs.

there are usually legacy NEs ina network and tbese either do not have-an ,EMS lit all, or even if there is an EMS, it
does not support TMF '814. Lo order to integrate, such equipment, tile CygNet Medietlcu Server designed fer
multiple protocol support is used (Figure 9.41). The mediation server of CygNet is a middleware component tbat is
between the NMS (or other OSr~nd the network. It serves to hide the heterogeneity in EMS interfaces from and
provide a uniform TMP 814 interface towards the NMS. Tbelowcrmost ndaptation layer allows plugins to convert
proprietary protocols to the format ofTMF'814. 'The middle pre-processing layer performs fuocrons such as event
correlation, suppression, filtering, caching, etc. It is a major enabler in bridging legacy and new networks' and
expedites integration of new equipment into CygNet.

CygNet Optical Transport l'.'MS (OTNMS), This CygNet component is customized for end-to-end management
and bandwidth provisioning of optical transport networks. The functional architecture of OTNMS has been
designed with a view to making the OTNMS an ail-in-one solution for optical network management (Figure 9.42),
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It support> automatic, dynamic provisioning of bandwidth services using a path computation algorithm designed to
satisfy a maximum number of 'service requests while optimizing bandwidth lise and avojding fragmentaron
[MadaCiagopal,200.1]. ' .

Tile availability ofreliable inventory is central to the success of automatic provisioning. Tbe resource inventory
database in CygNet stores network and computing equipment" logical resources, and topology. It keepstrack of tile
'physical. configuration of the network, equipment inventory (cards, ports, erc.), physical connectivity, and log.ieal
ccnnectivjty ofthe different network layers, Data in.ihe.resource inventory are queried 'by the provisioning system
to satis1Y service requests and understand where capacity is available, However, In II typical telecom network, the

.inventory maintained by the NMS can become out of date for many reasons, including manual network
intervention, equipment upgrade, network maintenance. .card failures, unaccounted deactivations, etc; Oece tbe
Inventory Is out of date, 'any design based on this inventory system Is unreliable. 'The CygNet OTNMS supports
'automatic discovery ofNEs, 'as well .as circuits of optical networks with periodic rediscovery, Tbe-autcdiscovery
feature ensures that the inventory can automatically synchronize itself with the network. This requires
automatically uploading physical, logical, and service informarion and correlating it to tbe normalized internal
object models of the inventory database.

The CygNet OJNMS has support for SLA-reiated performance data collection and storage, and display of.8LA
reports and ihreshcld alarms to indicate SLA violations, It also uses an RCA module to pinpolnr the actual cause of
a failure,

'Summary

In this 'chapter we listed a number of utili lies that are available on commonly used operating .systems 'such as
Linux, UNIX, and Windows. These are invaluable tools in the repertoire of any network manager, and support a
significant amouru Oftrouble,shooling and traffic monitoring. Some of these tools are, based on SNMP, others use
assorted protocols such as ICMP cr proprietary messages over TCP. We discussed techniques used for monitoring
of statistics and the useofMRTO fur collecting router traffic statistics.



Focusing on SNMP-enabled devices, tbe vendor needs to design. an MIB that supports remote management oftbe
device. This to pi<;:ofMIB Engineering was covered in Secrion 9.3., Several common MIB designs were presented.

Section 9.4 deal! with 'the, design of an NMS server for a large telecorn or enterprise network, Motivated by the
requirements, we presented a 'generic architecture. We ttien covered the detailed design of the important
architectural bloch, especially discovery, fault, and performance mnnagement., This section draws significantly oil
our experience in the design of'a commercial NMS, viz., CygNeL

Finally, we presented several NMS products, both commercial and open source, which lite commonly used for tlie
management ofdiffurenttypes ofnetworks and services.

Exercises

1. £xecUt,e the commands nslookup and dig,on a ho~ IP address and analVle the resufts,

8. Comparetbe two results ror the common information.
b. What kind of addhional information do you get from dig?

2. Use dig til determine the Ii> address of www.tenet.res,ln (or the DNS name that your I'nstructor provldf4S you
with).

3. Use dig to list all the hosts aSsociated with the domain tenet.res.ln (or the DNS name that. your Instructor
provldes.you with). '

4. Using dig, determine the domain name that eorresponds to the IP address'203.199.2555 (or the one tMt your
Instructor provides you with).

5. Ping an International site 100 times and determine the delav.dtstrtbutton and packet loss. Repeat at different

times Of day and night Explal'n any variationS.

6. Using tcpdump or wireshark on an Ethernet interface on a host, capture ten IP packets. Examine their headers
and contents.

7. In dl,agnoslng poor network performance-for example, delays-you need to know Where the bottleneck ts. Use
trace route to an Intematloniil site on another continent and Isolate the delay In the path.

8. From a workstation 'In a segment of yOur Institute's network, discover all other workstations In your segment
j.lslng a network tool. Substantiate your results with the data gathered by some other means.

9. As a network manager, you are' responsible for the' operation of a network. You notice heavy trafflc'ln a host that
Is on ,a Tt;;P/IP network and wantto flnd'out the d,etall~ r

a. What basic network moniroring 1001($) would you use'?
b. What would you look, ror in your results?

10. Using an SNMP tool, 'determine'which of the nodes. glven by your Instructor has the longest and ~hortest up

time. Substantiate your result with the gathered dat,l.

u. The function snlnpWal~(subtreeRoot) returns .the values of all the visible OIDs 'In .tbe subtree rooted in

s~btreeRoot. Using tl;le standard' SNMP~l messages, 'deviwan algorithm for snmpWalkl).

12. A switch has several ports each having a different speed: Write a complete SMI definition for the table of, port
sl),C'eds. i\ssume'that tIie' switch OID,ls {expe'rlmentaI7}.

13. A node may have several hard disks,' Write an SMI definition for the Important parameters (brand, type.
capacity) of such a set of-disks.

14. It is desired to provide usernerne/password protection to a MIB subtree {enterprises Mldas(3794) corDEQ'(l)
conflg(i)). What are the MIB variables that need to be added for this purpose 1, Draw the MIB subtree and for
each variable give Its ASN.l macro definitiOn.

15. It Is desired to provide access through SNMP to the database for an NMS course. Design a MIB rooted In
{enterprises NMSWorks(1576O) course(10)) 10 hold Information Including the startsnd end dates of the course,
the number of students registered. and the list of reference textbooks. Draw a pictorial representation of the
subtree. Write the ASN.1 macro definitions of each node.

16. It is desired to store the roll nembers.and final marks for students.ln an NMS course in an SMI table. Using the
nodes (enterprises NMSWorks,( 15760) course(10)} as rhabase:

a. PK:lotially draw tbe subtree of'the management information tree.
b. Write the completeSlvll macro definition for each new node.

17. For a c.ertain trap generated by an agent. It is desired to' provide an acknowledgement to the agent that the
manager has received the trap. Using only SNMP\tl and SMlvl without any changes, devise a mechanism to
accom p'lish this.

lli. Design a MIB variable rebootNode, which a manager can use to reboot the NE. The manager needs assurance
that the node has been rebooted. Explain carefully the semantics and write .the ASN.l declaratlon of the
variable.

1.9. It Is desired to manage a traffiC light using SNMP. The controller needs to know the count of the number of
vehicles that have' passed, and be' able, to change, the ight between red ahcl green, Sketch the MIS subtree
,{traffic} for this purpose. For each node in this subtree, write the complete ASN.1 macro,

20. A single.threaded discovery module discovers the sobnet 192.168.-9.xxx. This subnet contains 20 NEs of which
four are routers each having 'ten interfaces. Each network request from the' NMS takes 2 seconds round-trip

time. Each failure nas atlmeout cf 30 seconds. Approximately how long will the dlscov'ery process take?

21. Write a pseudocode for topology discovery [similar to Figure 9.26). Assume that routers are SNMPvl-er:l3bled
with aknown community string.



22. With a 1-GHz CPU, the ~vera8e CPU tlrnetaken for status polling is: poll manager 0,6 ms, SNMP stack 0,8 rns,
When the poll manager detects B,change of status, It Informs the FM and wrltes.tc the I,)BMS.The Cp,Utirt]e,s
.taken are: f.M lms, DBMS 5 ms. Assume that 10% of the polls (letect a change of statps, and that theCP.U power
Intreases linearly with the CPUdock speed.

a. Whal is fhe minimum CPU speed IQ,handle 1,000 polls/second?
b. Iflhe PM, .EM, and SNMP are run, 00 ooe CPU aod DBMS 00 a second CPU, what are the

minimum speeds of these two CPUs for 1,000 polls/second? Assume 20% increase in all CPU
requirements dueto the inter-CPU communication overhead,

23. A data collector polls for 100 OIDs; each on a different NE. When there is a response, the rouod-trtp delay Is 1
second per poll. When therets a fal!it, the timeout is 3Q seconds. Assumethai 2006of the polls suffer a timeout.

a. What is the minimum polling period if the data collector is single threaded?
b. What is the minimum number of threads needed to achieve a polling period 000 seconds?

24. Ali NMS m:ahilges 1,000 large NEs arid 100,090 small NEs, For each Of the large NEs, It polls 100 Olos with a
polling Interval of5 mln'ut~~ For each ofth~ small NEs.it polls two OIDs_oncean hour.' '

a. Estimate the volume of data 10 be stored in the polled data tables (excluding indexes and
temporary space) per day, per week, per month, and per year.

'b. Assume Ihat the network consists of 20 regions each containing 1/20th of the NEs, The fOUowing
database designs are beingconsklered: one tabl~/NE, one table/region, one table/whole network.
In .eech case; 8 new table may be created every day, .every week, every month.

c. Draw a table with columns labeled day, week, aod month, and OrieTOW fOr each database design.
In each cell of the table, enter the number of records/race and !he number of tables if <llit!! are
kept onlinefbr 6 months.' ,

d. The vendor of tile DBMS recommends thai onc table should not contain more than 500 million
records and that tile DB should not contain more than .1,000 tables. Mark tbe designs that are
feasible according to these criteria. Which one of these designs do you prefer? State your reasons.

25. A telecom network that used to serve 100 mllllon subscribers has.l million NEs.Suppose the poll manager polis
1% of the NEsfor 100 OIDs each at a S·mlnute Interval and' 20% of the Nfs for 10 Olos each at a IS-minute
Interval. The remalnl~ NEsare polled only for status once an I)o~r. .

a. Compute the disk space requirements. for I day. L week, I month, and I year. Assume thai tJl_C
disk s.pace requirement is three times the table size io allowfor temporary files

b. SUPPoS:e,the PM aJS9 polls the status of each subscriber unit (such as phone, ADSL modem. etc.)
once 8 day. What is the additional disk space requirement?

26. An NMS,ls connected to a remote network,by a 64 kb/s link. There are 1,000 NEs'ln the remotenetwork, each
having WOlDs Of Interest. Assuming 5 011;15In each SNMP get-request, neatly'sketch ii' curve showing the
bandwidth used asa function ofthe poWng period, p. What value of p will result In 200<0utlliza!lon of the link?

27. In E.xerdse26,as~umethat'a regional NMS In the'remOte network does the polling and oncean hour does a bulk.
,file transfer of all the data values only to thecentral NM~, What value of p wn! result tn 20%,u1illzatfon ofille
n'h~?Assume thstscp'ts used arid achievesa eompresstcn fa.tio of 50%'. .

28. An NMS IS connected' to a remote networ~ by a 64 kb/s link. The NE.stn the remote network generate' 50
faul~/second. oi these, 1% ,acec~ltI(:a1B,ndthe others.are mlhor. What fraction of the Irnk bandwidth Is used if:

'8. All fault notifications are sent using SNMP traps?
b. Critical fault notifications arc sen! using SNMP traps, anti minor mull notifications are sen! once

a day using sop'} Assume that a trap is of size 100 bytes, and that the informaticn about a limll
occupies 8 bytesin a file. Neglect all other overheads.

29. SNMPvl defines communicatfon O'nly between the manager and the a'gent. In a network with multfple
management servers-commtmlcetlcn between them may be necessary. For example. when the operator atone
server acknowledges-an alarm, the alarm Indlcatfon should 'alsOstop atthe other server. Define amechantsrn
Usingonly SNMPv1 for thls purpose:

30. We wlsn to have two .management servers each with a,copy of the database for redu'ndancy'.There -are two
approaches:

a Each server independently polls the agents and updates its copy of the database.
b. The active server polls the agents and then passes the data onto the passive server.

What are the pros and. cons of-these approaches? Consider criteria such as load.on the agents, network
traffic, and loss of data in case of'server failure, The consisreocy 0 f views is an important consideration,

Part Ill: TMN and Applications Management
Pan I reviewed the background fordealing with network management. ln Part 11, we discussed in
detail SNMP management and designing a network management system to 'manage, networks. Part
m will address telecommunications management network (TMN) and detail network management
applications needed for filull, configurstjon, accounting, performance, and security functions.

Chapter 10 takes network management to a higher-level management. TMN, based on the OSI
model It addresses five levels of management= network eement layer, element management,
network management, service management, and business management

Applications are the focus of Chapter II. We wiU first gain.a basic understanding of bow the tools
and systems that we learned in Chapter 9 are used for configuration, fault, and performance
management. We will then go into more depth on cOrrelation teclinologies to localize and diagnose
problems that cause multiple alarms. information security is Ii very important application in net work
aod s:ys(etn management. Besides basic SNMP security management, you will learn about firewalls
and the role of cryptography in authentication and authorization. Accounting and reporting are
important to run nny business efficiently, including information technotogy services. We-have given
special emphasis to report generation. To usetools efficiently, policies need 10 be established and
made operational Some policies may he automated in management systems, and we will address
this ar the end oftbe chapter, We finally cover service level management technology tbat deals with
customer aod quaJity of service.

to. Telecommunications Management Network



Objectives

Telecommunications management network, TMN
Concept of operations support system, OSS
'IMN conceptual model includes:

o Customers
o Service providers
o Network
o Operations support systems, OSSs
o SyStem ope:rators .

'TMN standards and documentation
'IMN architecture

o Functional
o Physical
o [nfOrmation

TMN service. rnanagernenrarchsecture
o Network element
o Element management
o Network management
o Servicemanagement
o Businessmanagemem

TMN service management
o Operations, administration, maintenance, and provisioning; OAMP

TMN implementation methodologies
o OMNIPoint
o eTOM

In the second part of (be book, we .have addressed the principles of network management' associated with dati's
communication networks. Data communication networks carry infOrm.arion over Iollg dlsrnnce and.aredependem
to a largeexterrt on the telecommunication network, which has evolved from the kmg-distance telephonenetwork,
These networks are owned by public utility companies, whichareeitber long-dlstanee.carriers such as AT&T·and
British Telecom, or local exchange telephone companies, such as Bell Operating Companies. In this chapter, we
will discuss the management of telecommunication networks and services provided by these public' and private
utility companies, and service providers.

111e standards for management of tbe telecommunication network were developed by International Standards
Organizaton as part of ISO. management. Hence, it is strongly based on JSO network management, which in tum is
based on Common Management Information Protocol (CMIP) and Common Management Information Services
(CM.IS). Although tbis chapter addresses telecommunications network management without the requirement of
CMIP/CMIS-based management, the reader would have 8 better appreciation with that knowledge. Toward that
goal, OSI network and systems management IS presented in Appendix A.

In 1986, the Intemational Telecommunications Unicn-c-Telecorumunicatjons (ITU-T) proposed the concept of
Telecommunications Management Network (TMN) to address interoperability of multivendor equipment used by
service providers and to ,derIDe standard interfaces between the service provider operations. In addition, il also
extended the concepr of management ro include noronly management of networks and network elements, buralso
service functions of service providers. It was envisioned as' a solution to the complex .problems of operation,
admlnistrat ion, maintenance, and provisouing, (OAMP) for the telecommunication networks and services.

We will first provide motivation fur learning TMN .in the next section, and then introduce operutions. systems,
which form the building blocks ofTMN; in Section 10.2, Section 10.3 addresses the concept ofTMN. TMN is
based on a large number of standards, which are listed in Section 10.4. TMN architecture is described in'Section
lO.5, TMN management 'service architecture in Section 10.6, and an integrated view in Section 10.7.
Implememarion issues are d~a.lt with in Section 10.8, including OM:NlPoint program thnl has been developed.by
the' Network Management Forum. Too current drive for practical implementation of TMN is handled by ™
Forum. The latest development in management technology is covered in Chapter 16.

IO.J. WIlY TMN'!

With the proliferation of SNMP management. that has left OSI network roanagemenr by the wayside, we can ask
the question wby we ore spending time on discussing TMN, Hisrcrcally, TMN WaS born out of necessity to extend
too priv!ue and proprietary, but well-developed network management systems, Slid make them interoperable. [n
those days, the lar~ telecommunication organizations referred to thesystems thlll maintaloed the network arid
network elements as .operatlons systems. ITO-T formed a working group in 1988 to develop a framewor,k for
TMN, 150 was also working on standardlz.ing network management with 051 management framework using
CMll'. With globalization and deregulation of the teecornrnunicstous industry, the urgency fur interop«rability of
network management systems was .Strongly felt. With the slow progress of these standard's bodies, industry-
.sponsored groups such as the Network Management Forum started developing standards in parallel to speed up the
process.

Unfortunately, t.he standards and frameworks developed were' so complex.and expensive to implement using Uie
tben-present technology, TMN and ost network management never got off'the ground. However, TMN is the only
framework tbat addressed not only management of network elements, but also the management of network,
service, and business. These later issues are sa critical in ·todaY;s business environment with numerous network and
'service providers (tbey are not the-same as they used to be), Customer service, quality, and-cost of'bnsiness form a
'three-legged stool [Adams and Willetts, 1996]. You knock out one leg and tbe stool falls down. TMN framework
.not only addresses the management Of quality .of network and network elements, but also service management and
business management.

Further, in today's corporate environment, buyouts and mergers demand interoperability and business
management. With the work environment going int9 cyberspace and the Internet facilitating global
communications traversing multiple service providers' networks, tbe exchange of management information bas
become all the more important. AU these motivations have revived the interest in TMN architecture.

It is to be kept in mind thal TMN had been developed based on 051 management principles. However, it could be
implemented, as is now being. done, usingotber management technolqgy, socii lis the well established SNMP
management as well as newer ones described in Chapter 16. Organizations such as TM Forum are devoting efforts
10 accomplish this.

10.2. Operations Systems

TMN is built using the building blocks of the operations support system. The use of the terminology. operations
support system, in the telephone industry was "changed to operatons system, as it is also used to control the
network and network elements. For example, user configurable parameters In the A™network can be controlled
by users viathe M3 interface, as we will learn in Chapter 12. The operations.system (let us not confuse.opemtkms
system wsh operating system) does not directly playa role in-the information transfer, but helps in the OAMP of
network and information systems. Figure 10, I lind Figure 10.2' present two examples <) f operations systems that are
used in tlie operation of telephone network and services': trunk test system and traffic measurement system. The
terminology of ass is back.in common use again. We will use both.terms in this chapter.

Figure to, t. t)l'f ... t.ioll~.SUt1port $Y$tflD rQr Nflwo.1< Trnnsmbslen
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The trunk lest system shown in Figure 10.1 is used 10 monitor the toss and signal-to-noise rario in the trunk
transmission system in Bell System. A trunk is a logical entity linking two swiching offices. It can seize any
available cable faciliy between the switches while carrying traffic, 10 order to ensure quality of service, loss and
signal-to-noise on the trunks are measured at regular intervals by accessing every trunk at each switching offIce.
This is done from a centralized test center. Any trunk tbat tails 10 meet the minimum criteria set for quality control
is removed from service. TIllis. by removing a trunk out of service as it is failing (but bejore it actually fails), the
customer does not see any degradation of service. The same test system is abo used for an on-demand test to track
troubles.

Except during popular holidays such as Motber's Day, telephone service is almcst always available for
communication 01 any time ofille day. This is due to careful planning and implementation of adequate mcilities for
traffic to be handled wilhout being blocked for lack of mcllities. Figure 10.2 shows 8 tmffic measurement
operations system, which measures ttte busy status of switch appearance (access point) on each swll.ch. As the
slatistics on the number of paths being busy increases, eililer due to the lack of access points or the lack of adequate
trunk facilities, additional equipment Is added 10 reduce blocking.

The above two examples of operations systems illustrate the necessity of the role of operations systems in the
OAMP of telecommunication network. They are part of tbe telecommunications network management activities,

and fall under tile performance management function of'rbe network management that we have deft.ned under tile
OS) model in Chapter 4.

10.3. TM 'Conceptual Model

From a TMN point of view, the network management system is treated as an operations support system, as shown
in Figure LO.3. It manages the data oommunlcation and telecommunicerion network.

Fig"r. 10.3. TMN Rtbtlonsbljl 10 Oala and Teleeemmunl •• ,lclll •.. worlU
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We differentiated tile data or computer communication network from tile teleccmmunicenon network in Chapter I
(see Figure 1.4). Figure 10.3 extends il to TMN. where operations support systems. including the network
management system. 'form a support network. It is logically a separate network. but mayor may not be physically
separate based on implementation. The telecommunication network in Figure 10.3 consists of.nerwork elements of
switching exchanges and transmission systems. It is primarily the wide area network of communications.
Switching systems include both analog and digital switches. And so are the transmission systems of both anaog
and digital types and include all means of transport fucilities including twisted pair; coaxial. fiber optics, and
wireless.

Data eommunicaron network components consist ofLANs, bridges, routers, gateways, and hosts. The workstation
sbown in Flgure 10.3 that is anacbed to the data communication network is a distinct clement ofTMN, wbose
interface we will discuss later.

Tbe TMN in Figure 10.3 ill a network in hs own right, and not jua tbe mnnagcmcnt oftelcoommunicatioo network,
(II is TMN and nol TNM.) !TU-T Recommendation M.3,OI0 defines TMN as n conceptually separate network that
interfaces to one or more individual. telecommunication networks at several points in order to send or receive
information to or from them aud control their operlltion. It consists of a network of operations systems including a
network management system, which, -as we stated earlier, is also considered an operations system.

Figure lOA showsthe TMN conceptual model. Notice that in this model Dot only are tbenetworks and operations
system depicted, bui also services and human resources are brought in. The two columns in the figure depict the
identical components of the two service providers, A and D.
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We identify the following components in Figure 10.4: workstations, operations systems, network, services, and
interfaces. Of course, there are tbe op,erntbrs who operate on, Ute systems-and Ul_e customers who use the services.

Customers 'are provided Service by the, service provider, and customer service should play II key part in the service
provider's business. Thus, service management is an, important eonsderaton in conceptualizing the TMN model.

The Service provided by the Service provider 10 lite customer is telecommunication service, which means that tile
telecommunication network needs to be operated. efficiently andeconomically. The'OAMP on the network needs
to be bandied in as much of an automated mode as possible to increase the response time and to decrease the cost.
Cost considerations lead to business management, which is,addressed by tbe TMNmodel.

Service management" business management; and network management are all accomplished 'eith;(r partially or
totally using the operations systems shown in figure 10.4. System operators interface with the operations systems
using workstations,

The interfaces associated with various functions and services have' been standardized in the IMN model. Notice
the three illler.faces-Q3, F;' and X. Q3 Is the interface between the operations system and the network element. F is
the interface between the workstation and the operations system, lnformetjon exchange between operations
systems within a TMN isaccomplisbed using tbe QJ interface, whereas operations systems belonging to different
TMNs communicate over !he X interfhce. We will discuss interfaces in more detail ih Section 10.5.

tU.4. TM'N Standards

lTU-T is the standards body.that hils developed. TMN standards. It isbased on the OSl framework, lIS scope hils
been expanded and 8, good review of it bas been published [Sidor, 199.5]. The TMN recommendations and scope
are summarized in Figure 10,S,(NMF] and Table 10.1. M.JOOO document presents a tutorial ofTMN. The other
documentsln the M'series address 1MN architecture, methodology, and terminolcgy, The Q 'series addresses the Q
interface, SUClI as Q3 and 0,733, theprotocol profile, fi:)rthe Q interface. These.are listed in Table 10.1. Table 10.2
lists some of the Study groups tharare responsible-for various TMN activities.

Figll". to.s. T~fN Recommendauons and SCOI'"
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M.3000

'f"bl.IO,L 'fM!)I Doeu"... us

Tutorial Introduction to TMN

SOHNetwork Information Model forTMN POHNetwork Informatfon Model forTMN

G$eiies

G.774

M3200

M3300

M,3~OO

TMN Managerrfent ServicesIntroduction

TMN Management Services I

TMN Management Services n

F-interface Management Capabfilties

Q,1I11 (:t;812 Protocols for the Q Interface

TMN'Managernent, Functions'

G.773 protocol Profiles for the Q.fnterfJlce

Table, to,2. rrU-T Slu.dyGrOUI>S

Study'Group Study Topic

% 2 Traffic management

TRblel02lTll-T SlildyGroul's

Study,Group Study TOpic Recommend'ation Series

5G 14 Modem management Vseries

5G 15 Transmlsston.svstem management

Transmissjcn sysremmodeling.

SOH.POH,ATM management

SG 18 Broadband management requirements

JRM (JCG)' Overall coordination ofTMN

The other supporting documents are also shown.inFigure 10.5, Network traffic management, maintenance, and
security are 'covered in E and M series, The 'communication protocol, CMIP, and service elements, Common
Management Information Service Element (CMISE), are covered in I and X series documents. A discussion ofthe
X series is covered in Appendix.A. Please refer to Appendix Aof[NMF] fur a.complete list of the various series in
Figure I0.5. .

Recommendation Series TMN standards define two types of telecommunication resources: managed and operations systems and the
interfaces between 'loom [Sidor. 1995, 1998]. Architectural definitions of 'the COIilmuoicaringTMN entitle's, th'eir
roles in TMN, -and tbeir interrelaticnship are described In M,30 10. M.3020 provides an overview. The common
services ofOAMP functions aredefined in M.3200, The functons associated with individual TMNmanagement
services are described in M3200 .series. A generic set ofTMN mnnagement functions, based on OSI management
functional areas. is specified in M,3400,

M.serles

scn

% 4 TMN archltedure definition Generic netWork model F-inte'rface

X series Management a~p,liCation messages and infarmation mode Is to support OAMP requirements are specified. in
M,310Q series and ~,774. A generic network informaticn model is defined in M,3100 thai addresses common
solutions for the management of resources of the network such as swaching, transmission, and OIlier technologies.
OS! management services and CMJS are defined in X. 710. lMN-related messages are contained in the information
model defining application proloco)s.and support objects, which are covered in Q-seri.e.s documents.

% 10

SG 11

%13

OSI base manegemenrstandards

Data network management and. MHS

Customer network management

User InterfacesSpeclflcation languages

TMN protocols and profiles

S\vitl:bi",gandsi~Ung system managed objeclS

ISDN management protocol and information models

Intelligent- oetwork management

UPTmanagement

B-ISOfljrequirements (transpQrt networks) IS,ON

Communicston protocols are addressed in the respective protocol-specific st~ndards documents. The G series
addresses those thatare not covered in them, but are relevant to TMN, such as SDH network management '(G, 784),

Qse-rles
10,,5.TMN Architecture

TMN architecture is defined in M.3010 describing '1he principles for 8 lMN. There are three architectura I
-perspectives: functional, physica ~ and information, 8S shown in Figure 10,6, The functkmal-architecture identifies
functional modules or blocks in the TMN environment, including the reference point between them, The
requirements for interface are specified. The physical a.rchitecture defines the physical blocks and interfaces
between them. information architecture deals with the infurmation .excbange between managed objects and
management systems, using-a distributed object 'Oriented approach: We will look at each of thesethree perspectives
in the rexrthree snbsecriors. You may also obtain more details frOm the references (Cohen, 1994; M.J.OIO; NMF;
Raman, 1999;'Sidor, 1998j,

Figure 10.6, TMN Arcbilecillr.
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10.5.1. Functional Architecture

M.3010 detinesTMN 8rc~k"Ccture made up offive fun¢tion blocks: operations systems function. network element
function (NEF), mediation' function (MF), workstation fimcfion (W'SI'). and Q-adapter function (QAF), as shown in
Figure 10.7. Each fimction block contains a set of functions ..There are multiple instances of each function. Thus,
for example, there may he many operations systems performing different operational functions in the operations
systems' function block. TIle communication' between the function blocks itself is a function, but not a function
block, defined as the TMN data communication function (DCF). OCF supports the standard transport protocols.

Flg u re 10.7. TMN }-ulI<llo,,"1 ;\n:hll<ol",..
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The TMN opera lions systems function (OSP) is implemented in operations systems .. As we saw in Section 1.0.2,
operations systems (OS) such as network transmissionO'S and traffic measurement OS he.lp monsor, -manage, and
control telecommunication networks and services. Network management; both as a manager and an agent, is also
considered robe an OS. This wou.kl inclu.deMIB in.lnterretmanagement and naming tree in OSI managemeni as 8
function Oft.he CSF. .

The :ThiN NEF is concerned with me managed network elements, Network elements tbemselves are not part of
TMN, but are supported by TMN over the standard interfaces. Network elements would inclnde hardware,
software, and systems such as hubs, routers, switches, processes, etc. The network management ligen! and the
assocated MIB are part of lhe.NEF. Network elements providing .lnfcrmation for management, such as packets
dropped, coltisbn rate, etc., arc considered as part ofTMN, i.e., NEF: .

The 1MN MF block addresses the operntions performed. on the information content passing between the network
elements and operations systems. -Such operations include filtering, store and forward, protocol conversion,
threshok! detection. etc. A physical entity in which the MP· is implemented can be shared between multiple
operations systems and network elements, For example, a remote monitoling device (.RM'ON) can. monitor' a
remote LA.."I on various parameters such as statistics on users, protocols, nnd packet loss and report the analyzed
data or I'8W data to .accounting and. performance management operations, systems. In this situation. tbe RMON
device acts as a mediation device performing MF. between the network elements on the remote LAN and the
cperations systems (or network management systems),

The TM,N WSF provides an interface between human personnel and TMN activities. More specifically, this
functionaddresses the presentation aspect. The conversjon function' that converts machine-readable infOrmation to
human-interpretable format In th'e presentation functKm belongs in one of the other three function blocks, OSF,
MF, and QAF (explained later). This would cover the presentation function such as graphical user interface (GUI)
and human-machine interlace of workstarons.

Communlcatlee between tbe above four funct.ional blocks, OSF, WSF, MF, ·and NEF, is assumed to be
standardized. Of course, ibis is" far from the reality of the world. Therefore, in order to accommodate the legacy
functionalsy as part of TMN, a.TMN QAF bas 'been defined. This.is somewhat similar to a proxy server in SNMP
management, where oon-SNMP network elements are managed by an SNMP manager via a proxy server, Thus,
TMN noncompl iantdevices are.counected to a TMN-compliant system/network using a Q-adapter interface.

Each function in the function block. can be considered as providing a service and Uie service block providing a set
of services, An example wouk! be a security management application function as eilllef pan of or a stand-alone
operations system. As shown in Figure A.13 in Appendix A, there are several security system management
functions such as alarm reporting, audit trail, etc; associated with the security functional area. In fact, all five
management functional areas of configuratjon, fault, performance, security, and accounring residing In a network
management system W(lUli:I belo ng io OSF. .

Function blocks are designed to be nonoverlappiug, However, this does not mean that different function blocks do
not use some of the same functions. For example. the MID is a function that is used by several function. blocks that
enable them '10 exchange management informaron. Anotber example would be the schedul.iog function shown in
.Figure 'A.13. This could 'be used by the performance management application to-gather traffic statistics, 'by the
ccnflguraton system to discover .and delete network- elements, and by tbe fault management system to ·gather
errored-seconds on unstable elements.

Notice ihtit th.e function blocks in Figure 10.7 arc connected with interfaces designated by X, q3, qx, and f. These
-arecalled TMN service Interfaces or simply. TMN interfaces, The'TMN interface' between function blocks, shown
in Figure 10.8, is called a 1MN reference point. A reference point can be considered to be II conceptual point 'of
information exchange between function blocks. An interface between a management agent embedded in a network
element arid a network management system w ill be a q3 reference point. When a network management system
automatically creates 8 trouble ticket in a trouble tracking system, it ls ccmmunicating via an x-reference point.
When a Web browser interfaces with a W.eb-based management system. it is accessing all f-reference point. \Y1len
a TMN-IIQJlcompliant switch is' managed by a 11y{N-compliant operations system using a Q-adapter interface, it is
interfacing via a qx interface.

FIg"". to.s. TMN 'R.r ere IICf PQIIII



Summarizing, some examples of network devices implementing TMN functional components are operations
systems, network management system, application, network element, managemenr network agent, management
information base, RMON. proxy server, GUI,·and Web browser. Remember again that OCF such as SNMP, CMIP,
and common object request broker architecture.(CORBA) is.not included .here.

The information exchange going across the TMN reference po ints can be classified into three classes; q-class, f-
class, and x-class. The q-class reference point interfaces to the management application functjon. In Figure 10.7,
the q-class reference point includes both q3- and qx-class TMN reference points. An i-class TMN reference point
is an interface between the WSF block and aoy.oiher function block in TMN. An x-class TMN reference point is
an Interface between two operations system function (OSF) blocks belonging to two different TMNs. as shown in
Bigure 10.7. The interface information pertains to functiooalityofsimilar nature.

1MN reference points are designated by lowercase letters, g, .f; and x, while the assocared interfaces in the
physical'embodlment.are-identified using uppercase leiters, Q, F, and X,.as we shall see in the next section.

10.5.2. Physical A rehltecrure

ITO-T Recommendation M.JOIO presents it model fur the TMN physicalarchitecture, shown in Figure 10.9. A
TMN physical block could be an embodiment of one or more blocks, besides its equivalent function block. FOr
example, an operations system could rove its operation function· as well as mediation device, which does filtering
of information, There are 'five types of physical blocks representing the five functions discussed in the previous
section, excluding tlie TMN DCF.

1'1&11re 10.9.T~fN Phr,sk"t Archhectur«
Operations systems are embodiments oJTMN qSF. It is connected to the mediation device, placing the MF on.a
datacommuulcaron network. The deta communication network is the physical implementation of OCP, which to
repeat, is not, a functioD block, but a 1MN function, OCF. The oerworl .. elements, Q adapter, WId workstations
reflect theit respective TMN functions.

the Q; F, and x TMN interfaces between the physical devices are also shown in Figure 10.9, representing the
physical implementation of tbe respective TMN reference points. The Q3 interface is used between the OS and
eitber an NE or a QA. The Qx interface is shown between MD and QAINB. An example of this would. be all MD
being a proxy server communicating with legacy systems via the QA interface. TIle F interface is implemented to
connect a weckstation to TMN. The X lnterface is between the operations systems belonging to two different
TMNs. ..

10.S.3.1nrornultioll Architecture

TI)e TMN information. architecture initially adopted the OS! management information architecture, CMIP/CMIS,
defined in the 1'IlJ-T X.1bO series and discussed in APPendix A. However, with the wide acceptance of Internet
SNMP, extensively covered in our earlier chapters, deployment is in progress using both models in TMN. We. rove
covered both management models in tbls book. 'The OS1 information model is object oriented and tbe SNMP
model is scalar, Both models are based on the dual roles that entities piny in information exchange; manager -and

.agent. Figure 10.10 shows rbe information exchange between. the two types of entities. 'Ole manager performs
operations or makes requests from an ugent. The agent executes the operations on the network elements that it is
managing and sends responses to the manager. 111.e agent also sends unso licjted messages to the manager
indicating alarm events.
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Information models specified ey SNMP and OS! management deal with themanagement of oetwork elements. The
TMN infurmation model has been used in speciflctechnology such .as ATM and SDHlSONET, which we will
cover in Chapter 12 '

The information architecture sbould transport information reliably across the functional boundaries, There are two.
types of communication services between interfaces: interactive and file. oriented. We will discuss the interective
service in Appendix A. It is supported in OS.I by CMJSE over Remote Operations Service Element (ROSE),.In the
Internet distributed computing environment (DeE), this wiU be handled by Remote Procedure call (RPC). The
file-oriented category is supported by File Transfer Access Management (FTAM) in OS1 [Raman, 1999] and in the
Internet by File Transfer Protocol (FTP). In the OS1 model, Assocation Control Services Element (ACSE) is
needed to establish, release, and abort application associations, In the Internet model, this is integrated in RPC
presentation service. You may consult the reference [Piscitello. and Chapin. 1993] fur mere details en this subject.

10.6.TMN Management Service Architecture

Another functional model efTMNjs based on Ul_Cservices providedin a TMN environment. The TMN services
are grouped and presented as TMN layered. architecture, as shewn in Figure 10.11 [M.3400]. This layered
architecture is not the same in' the strict sense of protocol layered architecture, in that communication can occur
between nonadjacent layers.

l'Tglu'O10.1 J. TIIfN Service AI·chil ee ture
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1',he lowest layer is the network element layer comprising network elements such as .switcbes, reuters, bridges.
transmission facilities, etc. The next layer, the network element management layer, manages the network elements:
The third layer is the network management layer. which manages lbe network. The network management functions
In this' layer ''''ould include bandwidth, performance, qualhy of service, end-to-end flow control, netwerk
congest ion central, etc. Ihe network element layer 'and the network element management- layer are vendor
dependent. whereas the network management layer is not.

The service management layer is concerned with managing the servlecs provided by a network serviceprovder to
the customer or to another network service provider. This will include services such as hilling. order processing,
complaints, trouble tickel handling; etc. The top layer in Figure JO.U isthe business management layer. This is
.coecerned with managing a communfcetions business, such 8S fiscal considerations, personnel needs; project
management, and customer needs and satisfaction,

We not,ice thai the TMN reference point between the, various service layers is q3, which Is the standard interface
between operations system, network element, and Ml's shown-in Figure 10.7. '

The TMN management services -are .classified into OS! system management functional areas, which are the five
OS] -application functlons described in Section 3.9. They -are configuration management, liiult, management,
performance management, security, management, and accounting management. This is presented in Figure 10.12.

Ftguee 10.12. TMN MJlUllgcomenISrrvioes und Munltgelll,nl Fuucliouab\",n3
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10.7. TMN Integrated View

Now that we have discussed various aspects and perspectives ofTMN architecture, let us look anbe overall picture
ofhow-all these fit together. A representation of this is shown in Figure 10.13.
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The four TMN management services=-business, service, network, and element-a.re at the top of the hierarchy,
They invoice the .sysrem management functions defined in the system management funcrional areas. The 'five

components in the system fuocronal area& are we management application functions: configuration, fault,
performance, security, and accounting.

The. management applicafons in the system functional areas. perform either system management functions or TMN
functions. Too TMN functlon.bocks, 0SF, wst; NEF, MF; and QAF, constitute the TMN fuection blocks, Tbe
TMN function blocks are mede up ofTMN functional components such as network management function, Mm,
etc. DCF,.altheugh not part ofTMN functjen blocks, is included for completeness.

System management functions include functions such as object management, alanm management, etc. System
management funcrons are discussed in Appendix 'A, Section 1\.6. In Figure 10..t3, we coud have' embedded the
system management funotions in TMN fimction blocks and TMN functonal components. bUI have shown them
separately in order to visualize them in a tlOn..osr environment, TMN bas been exclusively associated with the osi
environment and It Is only recently that it is being considered in the popular SNMP environment.

System management functions and TMN functions invoke the primitive services. Figure 10.13 shows the OSl
primitive services ofM-GET, M-SEl', etc. Equivalent SNlIIIP services wJJI be GET-REQUEst, SEt-REQUEST,
etc.

Tbe 1MN environment is a' distributed environment. The applications communicate. remotely with, the
communication transportservice using RPC. In the o.~ model, RPC Is accomplished with ROSE and ACSE. The
former does the remote operation. and the latter establishes and releases the application association. 1.0 the SNMP
management model, 'the remote operation is accomplished using RPC and TCPIIP.

10.8. TMN Implementation

Although the TMN concept was proposed in the early 19805, it has not found wide acceptance forseverat reasons
[Glitho and .Hayes, 1995; Raman, 1998J. Some of these are itS stroug depende'l)Cy On exclusive OSI network
management. high resource requirement, technical complexity, laCK of complete standards, popularity and
simplicity ofSNMP management, and implementation difficulties.

.Industry and computer technology were not quite ready in Ulll 19805 to fully implement (or even partially
implement) the object-oriented OSI network management due to its complexity, The object-oriented and layered
OS] prQtOCJ)1stack demanded processor resources that were beyond the capability of the technology then.
However, present-day hardware resources can handle such demands. OS) toolkits are currently available both
-commercially and as freeware. Using these tools, products have been developed fur trouble ticket administration
(TMN x interface) and Integrated. Digital L90P Carrier (fMN Q3 interface) recently [Raman, 1999].

Object-oriented technology lit these years, as for example DeB and C0lUlA, was not at the same level as it Is
today. This has revived tbe work on -distribmed management environment [Autrata and Strun, 1994] using the
object-oriented approach.

Even with resources and toolkits available, one cannot avokl tbe legacy systems interfacing with TMN [Olltho lind
Hayes, 1996]. This is accomplished using either the TMN Q adaptation (TMN QA) interlitce or adding a new Q
(TMN Q3) interface. The choice between the two is bused 00 cost for each approach to accomplish OAMP of-a
telecomlll\1Ilications.uetwork.

There are three forums that bave actively promoted the implementation ofTM;N': ATM Forum (now lP/Ml'LS
Forum), NMF'(formerly known as Network Management Forum). and :recently TM. Forum. We covered the ATM
Forum's 'application for AlM In Chapter 9. We will now briefly ccnsider NMF1s activaies. TM Porum's activities
are addressed in Section 10.82 and.in Chapter 16.

10.8.1. OMN D'oin t



An example of'tbe realiz.iltioaofIMN archirectuee is presented in Eigure 10.14 [NMF]. The left side of tile figure
shows the TMN Iogioal layered archjtecrure and the right side a physical realization of it. Each layer consists of
several management systems providing the various services. The layered architecture shows the TMN q3 reference
points-and 1I~ physical.realizaticn the corresponding Q3 Interfaces.
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the Network Management Forum, later referred 10 8sNMF, is an industry-sponsored forum . .NMF has devetOpeli a
progra~ caJ.led OMNI.Point, which stands·for Open Management loteroperability Point. The objective is to help
compames implement menagement standards across a wide range of suppliers' 'equipment. It has developed
documents' [NMFJlbnt specify mapping between the Imernet and OS! standards ihai help 1MI'I Implementation in
a hybrid rnanegement environment

10.8.2. cTOM.

The TeleManl!gement Forum (1M Forum) i~a body whose mission is to align technology vvith real business, and
thus is the next sequential step in.lhe process ofTMN implementation, An important goal Of the TM Forum is to
amomete end-to-end the operations that enable delivery of "information, communication and entertainment
services," and Enhanced Telecom Operations (eTOM) is the framework-to accomplish this mission. eTOM is a

framework specification and provides a business process model to the telecommunications industry to define the
proce-sses end-to-end, Figure 10.15 depicts the business processarchsecurre defined byeTOM.

Figul'e 10.15. eTOI"J Bustness Process Frarnewnrk-c-Level 0 processes
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The business processes are described in 8 layered hierarchical fashion. where process al each level can be broken
down toro lower-level process elements. cTOM is structured in three broad areas or Level 0 processes-Strategy,
lnfrnstruoture, and Product (SIP); Operations (OPS); and Enterprise Management (EM). Of tbese areas, the OPS
areas of service management and operations, and resource management nnd operations comewithln the purview of
network management and address a perspective similar.to the functional model covered in Section 3.9, Each Level
o process in tum contains detailed components at Level 1,2.. etc.

The ITl,)-T standard adopts rbe management service/funcron. approach, while the eTOM framework adopts a
business precess.approech that bui Ids on the management services/funct ions to, develop a reference' framework that
categorizes all business activities a service provider will use. The main difference between the TMN and eTOM
approaches i$ that tile former has been developed starting from.networks and network equipment (bottom up) while
eTOM is a top-down approacb. The cTOM framework bas been incorporated in toto within Ihe. TMN framework as
a set of standards [M.3050.xJ,

Figure 10.16 depicts the subset of the layers of the eTOM map that are implemented as-applications in a typical
NMS product alongside ~ rough correspondence with the more tradJlioualITU-l'-based TMN visualization. While
tbe.rnanegement func;tibnal areas in.TMN are referred to as FCAPS (fault, conflguratkin. accounting, performance,
and securiry), they are rofurr~~ to as FAB (fulfillment, assurance, billing) ill eTOM.

Eigur. 10.16. e1'OM·t",'I"I\11)1 Model
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The applications in the box of Figure 10.16 are typically implemented as part ofan NMS product Figure 10.17
shows tbe Level 2 processes for the Levell processes of FAB activities in service management and operations, as
well as resource management and operations. Each Level 2 process element Is in tum broken clown Into finer Level
3 element'S representing a.greeter level of detail,

Figure 10.1i.•TOM Lenl2 Proc.ss.~.to·M_\400 fun dion Set Groups

The implementation of'tbe OS! management application funcrons described in Section 3.9 is covered in detail bv
ITlJ·T specifications M.3400. The mapping of these functions to Level 2 eTOM processes .Is shown in Figure
10: 17. There Is a one-to-one mapping of four of the five functions, the exception being security management
[M.3059 Sup 3]. Figure 10.18 illustrates the mapping of the specific case. of configuration function mapped to
eTOM Level processes, .

FlgUl" I O.t8. .TOM Level 2 P,·oetSS.Ho-M.J400 COullgur.'ioll FUII.lioJl

Summary

We have presented in th1s chapter u lirief introduction in the complex subject of Telecommunications Management
Network (TMN). Although it \Vl\S proposed bylTU-T In the early 19805, it is jusr now becoming a reality due to
the advancement oftechnclogyand.tbc availability ofOSl standards and toolkits.

We learned the ro Ie of operarons systems in operation, administration, maintenance, 'and provisioning (OAMP) as
they are currently implemented by telecommunicarion service providers, We defined their role in TMN. Network
management system lsconsldered an operatjons System in the TMN environment. .

We defined the concept of TMN consisting of customers, services provided by telecommunication service
providers. network, operations systems, and system operators. Due 10 the muhitude of services provided by a
'multitude'of'service'providers using II multitude of vendor equipment, ThIN has proposed reference points between
rbe various components that define standard service interfaces. The original TMN proposaJ is exclusively OSI
standards based.

TMN architecture is presented fro m three perspectives: .functional, physical, ruKI information. The .functional
architecture is made .uP of five functous: operations system function (OSF), network element function (NEP1
mediation function (Mil), Q·adapler function (QAF), and workstation function (WSF). The interface between them
is defined by three TMN reference points: f, q3/qx, aod x,

TMN phySical architecture is the physical manifestaticn of the functional archjtecture with the firncticns
implemented in operations systems, mediation devices, networkelements, QAfs intermiling with non·TMN legacy
systems, and workstations. The data communication function is a distributed function carrying infurmation
between function blocks using network managemenr operations, responses, 'nod notifications.

TMN service-architecture consists of four layers of management and a fifth layer of network elements. The four
layers of management are element management, network management, service management, and business
management. We presented an integrated view of all the various components, showing how they all fd together to
form the TMN environment. We discussed the issues and 'recent activities in implementing TMN. We touched
upon t.he recent advancement of technology nod tools t.hat have belped Ulll implementation ofTMN. The roles
played by thethreeforums-the ATM Forum, me NMl', and ™Forum-were-also addressed. .

.1. ShannQn'schannel cqpaclty theorem pro)lides the fullowlng relationship fOr rnaxlrnum channel capacity (bits per
secondl In terms of bal)dwldth B and slgnal-to-nolse ratio SIN.

c=B 1082 (l+SIN)



The SIN in decibels (de) is reiate9to,S{N in power ratio by

SIN in dB = 1001og1OSIN)

The transmission operations system described in Figure 10.1 monitors SIN of a telephone.channel with a
3-kHz bandwidth and a channel capacity of30 kbps. When SIN decreases by 3 dB, Lbe operations system
issues a warning alarm and tbe telephone trunk facility is taken out of service if SIN, goes down by 6 dB.
Calculate the channel capacity in bps at (a) warnlng threshold and (b) out-of-service limit keeping the
same 3-kHz bandwidth fOr the telephone channel

2. .Design a ,traffic measurement 'operations svsternthat monltors'the'packet,traffic at lay.,r-2 on'trie nodes shown
In Figure 10.2. A$s'umethat ~II traffic is made up Of unlc.st Packets and the links and nodes at~ such that the
packets dropped at any node are' primarily due to traffiC overload on the node. The'system measures the
Incoming and outgoing packets handled by the data link layer as it interfaces with the physical and network
layers. Assume thaI the svstern permltstbe user to set the thresholds for action based on percent packet loss.

a. What MID objects would you monitor?
b. Express tbe threshold parnmetersfor congestion (percent packet loss) on the node as a funcron of

the measured parameters.

3. FigUre 10,19 shows a network management envl'ronrneht consisting of a MoM (Manager of'Managers) NMS,
several agent NMSstliat manage lndhiidual network domalhs, and m'ilOagednetwork elements. identify the TMN
functions performed by:

a. MoMNMS
b. AgentNMS
c. Managed elements

Figure 10,19. Enn:i,>i' 3
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4. A proxy server configuration '(Figure 6.46) is,used to manage SNMPv1 network elements by an SNMPv2 network
management system.

8. What TMN function does a proxy server play in all NMS envjronment?

b. Tdentify the interfaces ofdlc proxy server 10 tbe network manager and network elements.

s. In Figure 10.19, ldentify:ali:

a. TMN reference points
b. 'TMN interfaces

6. Associate Ml through MS interfaces in ATM management (Figure 10.9 and Eigure 10.10) with TMN reference
polrns and TMN servtce Inte rfaces.

7. CMISEservlc~ are listed In Table A.3. Map these.servtees,wberever posslble, to SNMPv1,servjces,

S. Repeat Exercise 7 comparing CMISE'andSNMPv2 services.

9. TMN can be applied 10 ATM switch management OSing'either SNMP or CMIP spedfic.ations. Research the ATM
Forum specifications referenced In Table 123 and Identify the OBJECTIDENTIFIERSfor the two modules,
atmfM4CrnIllNEVIew and atmfM4Snr.r'-pvlew.

10. TheATM objects are defined under the node Inform.ationModute(O), which Is the subclass of atm,fCmlpNEView.
Five menaged object dasses are defined under the InformatiohModute, which are atmfM40bJectOass,
atmfM4Package, atmfM4Attrlbtrte, atmfM4Nam'eBlndlng, and atmfM4Actlon. Draw a naming tree for these',
eXplicitly Identifying the ObjecilD.

11. Flgure'lO.lS shows mapping of eTOM Level 2 processes·to·M.3400 Configuration Functlo!\. Do,simllar mapping
of eTOM Level 2' pr~ses·t"'M.3400 speclflcatlons for:

a Fault Management
b. Performace Management
c. Accounting Management

I], Network Management Applications

Objectives

Network management and system management
Network management

o Configuration
o Fault
o Performance
o Security
o Accounting

? Configura/ion managemeiu
o Configurouon manogement



o Service/network provsioning
o Inventory management

Fault management
o Faull detection and isolation
o Correlation techniques for root causeanalysis

Performance management
Q Performance metrics
o Data monitoring
o Problem iso !ation
o Performance statist ics

SecLfTity management
o Security policies and procedures
o Security threats
o Firewall
o Cryptography: keys, algorithms. authentication. and autborizaticn schemes
o Secure message transfermethods

ACCOII!lting management
Report management
Policy-based management
Service level management

o Quality of service, QoS
o Service level agreement, SLA

The management of networked information services involves management of network and system resources ..OSI
dermes network management 8S 8 five-layer archaecture. We have extended the model to include system
management and have presented the integrated. architecture in Figure 11..1. At the highest-level of 1MN are the
functions ·associated wah -managing the business, business management. This applies 10 all institutions, be ita
commercial business; educational institute, telecommunications service provider, or any other organization that
l!SCS networked systems 10manage their business.

Flgure 11.1. ~f.twol'k and Syst(1IJ Managenlent.

An institution is a business thai provides. either 8 product or service. In either case, there are service consderarons.
For example, a product-oriented business has to be concerned with customer .service as well as internal.services,
The service management for a service provider, including a telecommunication service provider. is an absolute
necessity. Please see Section 10,8. Figure 10.14 for some of the service applications.

The third layer ofTMN deals with .network management or system management, Network management manages
the global network by aggregating and correlating data obtained from the element management systems. Likewise,
tbe system management' aggregates and coordinates system resources by acquisition of data from the resource
management systems. The complementary functions of network and system managemenr manage the networked
information system compcsed.of'nerwork elements and system resources,

Our focus in this chapter will be on network management applications. As we learned. in Chapter 3, there are five
different categories of applications: configuration management, fault management, performance management,
security management, and account management. Others [Leinwaad aod COnroy, 1996] have treated the five
categories of applications and presented simple and complex tools to manage loom.

Tbe subject of configuration management may be looked ar not only from an operational viewpoint, but also from
engineering and planning viewpoints. In our treatment of configuration management in Sccron l l.I, we have
included network provisioning and inventory management. This is in aildiliou to the configuration of network
topology, which is part of traditionnlnetwnrk management.

Fault management involves detection of a fauk as it occurs in tbe network, 'and subsequently locating tbe source of
-the problem. We· should finally isolate the root cause of tile problem. l11L~ is covered in Section 11.2.

11 is harder to define performance 0((1 network in quantit.alive terms than 'in qualitatlve terms. For example, when u
user observes that tbe network ·performance is s.1ow, we need to define what slowness is, and which segment of tile
network is slow. On tbe other hand, it could be that the application, which could be running on a server, is



behaving slowly. We discuss performance managemenr in Section 11.3. We will discuss performance metdcs and
learn bow to monitor a network fur performance. Performance statistics playa very important part in network
management, and several system tools available for gathering statistics will be covered.

W.hen a faillt occurs in' a network, either due.to 1hllure of'a compooenr Or due to performance, it may manifest itself
in. many places. Thus, t'for:il'u centralized management system, we observe alarms coming from muitiple lQ':niiOlls.
Correlating these alarm events-and finding the root cause of the problem is a challenge .. We will discuss the various
correlation technologies in Section 11.4.

.Security in network is concerned with preventing ilIegaJ access to informet ion by unauthorized "personnel It
involves not only technical issues, but also establishment cf'well-defined policies and procedures, We will discuss
the various issues associated with authenticaticn and authorization in Section J 1.5. We will also deal with the
establishment of secure (Ie., without illegal monitoring aodmanipularion) communication between the source and
the receiver,

The business health of an institution or corporaron depends .00 well-maintained accounting management and
reporting. Reports for maoagement havea differenrpurpose from that of reports generated fbr day-to-day network
operation, There are also reports needed fur the user to measure the quality of service to be provided by service
level.agreement (SLA) .Tbese are covered in Sections L1.li·and I 1.7

We have addressed tbe five layers of management with network elements being at tbe lowest ]eyel and business
management being at the top. Element manngement at the second layer maintains the network. Network
management at the third level and service management nt the fourth level are based not just on technical issues but
st';9 on policy issues. Once' policies life established, some of them could be implemented in the system. For
example, if a network is congested due to heavy traffic, sbou ld tbe network parameters be automatically adjusted to
increase bandwidth, or should traffic into the network be decreased. A policy decision that has been made on this
can be implemented as part of the management system. We. will discuss this in Section 11.8.

service level management is an important aspect of network and system management. It goes beyond managing
resources. I.t Is concerned witb the SLA between the customer and the service provider regarding the qual ity of
service of network, systems, and business applications. This is covered in Section 11.9.

I,Ll. Configuration Management

Configuration 'management in network management 1$ normally used in the context of discovering network
topology, mapping the network, and setting up the configuration parameters in management agents and
management systems. However, as discussed in Section 1.9 and shown in Figure 1.21, network management in the
broad.sense also includes network provisioning. Network provisioning includes-network planning and design and
is-considered part of ccnfignration management.

I'I..Ll. Netwnrk Provisioning

Network provisioning, also called circuit provisioning in the te Iepbone industry, is an automated process. The
design of-a trunk (circuit from the originating switching 'center to the destination switching center) and a special
service circuit (customized for customer speciflcatkins) is done by application programs written in operation
systems. Planning systems and inventory systems are' integrated \\'ith oo.qign systems to build a system of systems.
Thus, a circus designed for the future automatically derives its turn-up date from the planning system and ensures
that the components are available in the inventol)' system. Likewise, when a circuit is to be discolUlccted, it is
coordInated with the planning system and the freed-up com.ponents are added to 'the inventol)' .system. Thus, the
design system is 01800 aware oftbe availability of comp'onent..s for future designs.

An exampleofa circuit, pr.ovisionlng system is a system of systems developed by Bell System (before il was split),
called Trunk Integrated Record Keeping System (11RKS). TlRKS is use.d in automated circuit provisioning of

trunks. A trunk is a logical circuit between two switching offices and it traverses over many filei lities, 11RKS is an
operations system in we context of Telecommunioaticns Management Network (TMN) that we dealt with in
Chapter 10. Given the requirements or a trunk, such as transmission los.s and noise, type of circuit, availabiljty
date, etc., as .input tp the 'system, the system automatically design'S the components of the trunk. The designed
circuit will idei-lIjfy transmission facilities 'between switching offices and equipment in intermediate aJ)d end
offices, The equipment will be selected based on what would beavallable in the, future when the circuit-needs to be
installed.

Network provisioning in '8 computer communications nehvork has different requirements. Insfead of circult-
switched connections. we. have packet-switcbed path$ ror information to be transmitted from thCf source to the
destination. In a connectionless packet-switched circuit. each packet takes an independent path. and the routers !II
various nodes switch each packet based on the load in the links. The Jinks are provisioned based. on average and
peak demands, In store-and-forward communication, excess' packets can be stored in buffers in routers or
retransmitted in the event the peekers are lost or discarded. In the connection-oriented circuit requirements;
permanent and switched virtual circuit demands, need 10 be accommodated fOr end-to-end demands, on the various
links. Network provisioning (or packet-switched network is, based on performance statistics and quality ofservice
requirements.

Network I?rOvisio.ning in broadband wireless area network (WAN) communication using ATM technology is more
complex. The virtuul-cireuit concept is always used and has to be taken into account in the provisioning-process.
Tbe swaches are cell-based, in contrast to frame-based packet switching; Each ATM switch bas knowledge of the
virtual path-virtual cireuit (VP-VC) ofeach session connection only to the neighboring nodes and not end-to-end,
Bach ATM switch vendor has bulh their proprietary assignment of VP-VC for end-to-end design into the AIM
switch. The architecture of end-to-end p.l'9visioning of A1M circuits could be either centralized or distributed, .a~
is based 0.0 whether the circuit is 8 permanent virtual circuit (PVC) or A switched virtual circuit (SVC).
Commercial products, which provision PV.Cs across multiple vendor products, have 'recently been introduced in the
market.

Il.I.2.1l1ventory M'anagement

We have addressed the importance of inventory management in circuit provisioning. A:n efficient database system
Is an essential part of the inventory management' system. We need to be aware of all 'the details associated witb
components, which should he accessfble using different indices. Some of the obvious eccess keys are the
component description or part number, components thaI 'match a set of cbaracteristics, components in use and in
spare, and components 10 be fieed-up for future use.

In Section '1'1 • .1..1we cited 'the example ofTIRKS, which is a system of systems, Two of the systems that TIR.KS
uses are equipment inventory (El) and facilities inventory (FI). The E.l system has an inventory of all equipment
identifying wflat is 'currently available and 'What will become available in the future with dates of .!Iv~bility.
Similar information is 'maintained on facilities by the Fl system, With such a detailed inventory. system, TIRKS
can anricipate circuit provisioningfor (he future with compooents I:hat would be available.

Legacy inventory management systems lise hierarchical and scalar-based database systems. Such databases limit
the addition, of new components or extend the properties of existing components by adding new fields. These
limitations can be removed by using relational database technology, Further; newNMSs, such as in OS1 CMIP and
Web-based management; use object-oriented technology. These manage object-oriented managed objects. An
object-oriented relaronal.database is helpful in configuration and inventory management in such an environment.

1,1.1.3. Network Topology

Neh\'ork managemenr is ba:.~ on knowledge of network topology. As a, network grows, ,ShrinkS, or otherwise
changes, the net:wo[k topolo~,.y needs to be updated autpniatica1ly. ThiS is done 'by the discovery application in the
NMS as dlscussilil in Sectip" 9.4.,,; The discovel)' proee~s needs 10 be constJ3j~ as to the scope oftbe network



that jr discovers. For example, the arp command can discover any network component that responds wit.h an IJ>
address, which can then be mapped by the NMS. If this includes workstarions lhat are turned on only when they are
in use, the NMS would indicate failure whenever they arc off. Obviously, thm is not desirable. In addition, some
hosts should nOI be discovered for security reasons. These should be filtered OUI during the discovery process so
the discovery application should havethe capabiley to set filter parameters to implement these eonaraints.

Autodiscovery can be done: using the broadcast ping on each segment and following up with further SNMP queries
to galOOr more details on the system. The more efficient method is to look 81 the A.RP cache in the local router. The
ARP cache table is large and contains the addresses of ali the recently communicated hosts and nodes. Using this
table. subsequent A.RP queries couJd be sent to other routers. This process is continued until informarion is
obtained on all 11' addresses define:d by tbe scope of the autodiscovery procedure. A map. showing network
topology, is presented by the autodiscovery procedure after the addresses of the network entities hove been
discovered.

The autodlscovery procedure becomes more ccmplex.in tbe virtual local area network (LAN) configuration. Figure
11.2 shows the physical configuration of a conventional LAN. The router in the figure can be visualized as part of
a backbone (not sbown). There are two LAN segments connectedto the router. Segment A and Segment B. They
are physically connected to two physical ports in the router (i.e.• there is QOe port for each segment used Oil the
interface cord). They are Ideotl6ed as Pon A and Port B, corresponding to Segment A and Segment B,
respectively, Both LANs are Etbernet LANs uud use bub configuration. Two hosts, A I find A2. lire connected to
Hub I on LAN segment A and two hosts, Blood B2, 111'0 connected to Hub 2 on LAN Segment B.

AG'"" t 1.2. LAN Physk:al Conngnr.IlUII
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Figure. 11.3 shows the logic~l configuration for Figure 11.2. The logical configuration is what the outodiscovery
process detects. It is very similar to the physical configuration. Segment A corresponds to LAN on Rub I with tbe
hosts A I and A2. It Is easy to conceptually visualize tbis and easy to configure.
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Lei us now contrast Figure 11.2 with Figure 11.4, which shows the physiual ccnfiguration of two virtual LANs
(VLAN}. we notice that ooly one: physical port, Pon A, is used in the router, IlOt two 115 in the case of a traditional
LAN. Hosts A I and A2 are configured to be on VLAN I, nnd hosts B I and 82 are configured to be on VLAN 2.
Although VLAN grouping can he done on different crjteria, let us assume that it is done on port. basis on the
switch. Thus.fhe two ports marked Segment A on the switch are grouped as VLAN I. The other two port's, marked
Segment B, are grouped as VLAN 2. Thus, Segment A corresponds to VLAN I and Segment B corresponds to
VLAN 2. We observe that VLAt'l I and VLAN 2 are spread across the two physical hubs, Bub I and Bub 2. With
a Jayer-2 bridged network, the VLAN network is efficient. As mEE 802.3 standards are established and widely
adopted, this configuration has been deployed more and more, along with a backbone network.

Flgu re tt.4. VLAt'l Phy.kllt Configul'lliioll
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The logical view of-the physical VLAN configuration shown In Figure 11.4 is presented in Figure LL.5. We see
thal Hosts AI and A2 still belong to Segment A, but are on different hubs. Likewise, Hosts 81 and B2 belong to
Segment B. The autodlseovery process would not detect the physical hubs thot are ldeotlfied in Figure 11.5. In
mnny siluntions, the switch would also be transparent, lIS there are IJO lP addresses associated with switch ports.
Consequently, it would be harder to associate the logical configuration with the physical configuration.

FlglI,.. t1.5. Logi.od Coufiguration or Two "LAN Stgllitlll<
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This makes the network rnanagemenr task a-complex one, First, two separate maps must be maintained on an on-
going basis as changes to the network are made. Second, when a new component is <ldded nnd autodiscovered by
the system, a manual procedure' is needed to follow up on tbe physlcal conflgurarlon,

In tlie example above, we talked about.gmup~g·ofVLAN based onthe ports on the switches, We could also group
VLAN based 011 MAC address, lP address, or protocol type. Grouping by lP address bas some I,lenefits in the
management ofYLAN network. The logcal grouping of components based onIP network segments makes sense,
lnnddii:ion, as a 'policy the sysLocation entity in a system group should be filled in for easier management.

LJ .2.Filult Management

Fa.uk in a 'network is normally associated with failnre of a network component-and subsequent loss of'connecriviry,
Fault management involves-a five-step process: (I) limit detection, (2) limit location, (3) restoration ofservice, (4)
identification of root cause of tbe problem, and (5) problem resolution. Tbe fauk should be detected as quickly as
possible by the centralized management system, preferably before or at about the .same time as when-the users
norce it. Fault location involves identifYing where the problem is located. We distinguish this from problem
isolation, although in pmctice it could be .the same. The reason for doing tbis is that it is Important to restore
service to the 'users as quickly as possible, using alternative means. llle restoration of service takes a higher
priority over diagnosing tile problem and fixing it. However, it may not always be possible to. do this. Identification
of the root cause of tbe problem could be a complex process, which we will go into Neater depth SOOII. After
identifying 'the .source ofthe problem, a troube ticket can be generated to resolve the problem. In an automated
rietwork operations center, the trouble ticket could be generated automatically by the NMS.

lJ..2..1. Fuulr Detection

Fault detection is accomplished using either a polling 'SCheme (the NMS polling management agents periOdically
for status) or by rbe.genemtion of traps (management agents based on informafcn from rbe network elemems
sending unsolicited alarms to the NMS). An application program in NMS generates the ping command periodically
and waits fur response. 'Connectivity is declared broken when a pre-set number of consecutive responses are not
received. The frequency of pinging and the preset number for failure detection may be optimized for balance
between traffic overhead and the mpidity witb which failure is to be defected.

1be alternative detection scheme is to use traps. For example, the geoeric trap messages linkDown and
egpNeighborLoss in SNMPv I can be sel in the agents gi.ving them the capabiJi~y to report events to the NMS wilh
the legitimate communlty name. One oftlr'e advantages oft raps is that failure detect.ion is accompJished wter with
less' traffic overhead.

1.1.2.2.. Fall.lt Location and lsolation Tcc.hniqllcs

Fault locatjon using a simple approach. (we will lock at tbe complex approach using the correlation technology in
Section 11.4) would be to detect all the network components that have failed. The origin of the problem could tben
be traced by walking down the topology tree where the problem starts. Thus, if an interface card on a router has
failed, all managed components connected to-that interface would indicate failure,

After having located where tile fault is, the' next s!ep is to isolate tile fault (Ie., determine thesource of the
problem). First, we should delineate the problem between failure of the component and the physical link. Thus, in
the above example. the interface card may be functioning well, but the link to the interface may be down. 'We need
to use various diagnostic tools to isolate the cause.

Let us assume for the moment that the link is not the problem but th!U.the interface card is. We then proceed to
isolate tbe problem ro tbe layer that is causing it. It ispossible that excessive packet loss is causing dsconoecron.
We can measure packet loss by .pinging, if pinging din he used. We can query the varous Management
.Information Base (MIB) 'pammefers 00 the node Itself or other related nodes to further localize the cause of the
problem, For example, error rates calculated from the interface group parameters, ifInDiscards, illnErrors,
i tomDlscards, and itOutErrors with respect to the input and output packet rates, could help us isolate the problem
in the interfsoe card.

Tbe ideal so.lation.to locating and isolating tbe fa'ult is to have an.artificial intel llgenee solution ..By observing all
thesymptoms, we miglitbe able (o.-identifY the source of the' problem. There are several techniques to accomplish
this, which we will address in·Section 11.4.

U.3 . .Performance Management

We have already addressed performance management applications directly and indirectly under the various
headings. We discussed two popular protocol analyzers, Sniffer and Ne.t.Metrix, in Chapter 9. In Section 9.2, we
used the protocol analyzer as a system tool 1.0.measure traffic monjtoring on Ethernet LANs, which is in the realm
of performance management, We ocked ar load monitoring based on various parameters such as. source and
destination addresses, protocols at different layers, etc. We addressed traffic statistics collected over a period of
from hours to a year using the Multi Router Traffic Grapher (MRTG) tool in Section 9.2.4. The statistics obtained
using a protocol onnlyzer 8S a remote monitoring (RMON) tool was detailed in the case SlJ1<1Y in Section 8.6. We
noticed how we.were abe 10 obtain the overall trend .in.lntemet-related traffiC-and tbe typeof traffic.

Performance of a network is a nebulous term, which is hard to define or quantify in terms of global metrics. The
purpose of tile network is to carty infurmation and thus performance. management is really (data) traffic
management. It involves the fililowing: data monitoring, problem isolation, performaoce tuning, analysis of
statistical data for recognizing trends, and resource planning,

11.3.1. Pc,forw,u,ce·1\1etrics

Tbe parameters that can be attributed todefiningnetwork performance on a global level are throughput, response
time; network nvailability, and network reliability. The merrics on these are deperdenr on what, when, and where
the measurements are made. Real-time traffic performance metrics are latency (i.e., delay} and jitter, which are
-addressed in Section II J .4.

These macro-level parameters can be defined in terms of micro-level parameters .. Some of the perameters that
impact network throughput are bandwidth or capacity of the trans.missiO.n media, its utilizatio!l, error rate 'of the
channel, -peak load, and average .Iond.oftbe traffic. Tbese can he measured at specific points io·the network. For
example, bandwidth or capacity will be different in different segments ofthu netWOrk. An Ethernet LAN with a
capacity of 10 Mbps can.fuootion to full capacity with 8.single workstation on it., hut reachus'fuIJ 'capacity with II

utuiz,ation factor of 30-40% when densely populated wii.h_ workstations. ~ utiJizatlon. factor can .further be
defined in tenns of CeO lIision rate. which is mensurable. lo contrll$(, in a WAN, the bandwidth is fully miliz;ed
except for the packet overhead.



The response time of a network not only depends on the througbput ofthe network, but also on the application; in
other words, it depends on both the network and system performance. Thus; in a cllent-server environment, the
response time as seen by the client-could be slow either due to the server being heavily used, or the network traffic
being overloaded, or a combination of both. According to Feklmeir [1997]. "the application.respcnslveness on th.e
network, more than any other measure, reflects whether the network is meeting too end users' expectations and
requirements." He' defines three types of metrics to measure application responsiveness: application avallebiliry,
response time between the user and the server, and tbe burst frame rate, which is the rate lIt which the requested
-data arrive·at the user station.

lETF··Nelwork Working Group has developed several Request for Comments (RFCs) en.traffic flow measurement.
RfC 2063 deflnes tbe architecture for the measurement and reporting of.network traffic flows. The network is
characterized as traffic passing through four representative levels, as shown. in Figure I L.6. Backbone networks are
those that are typically connected to other networks, and do not have individual hosts connected ·to them. A
regional network is similar to a backbone, bul smaller. It may have iodividlfal hosts connected '(0 It. Regional bosts
are subscribers to 8 backbone network. Stub/enterprise networks connect hosts and LAN$ and are subscribers 10

regional and. backbone networks ..End systems or hosts are subscribers to all of the above.

Jilgun 11.:6. Tn,tlt('. Flew Measurement Nerwerk Char"CltriZatiun
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The archjteorure defines three entities for traffic flow measurements: meters, meter readers, and managers. Meters
observe network traffic flows and build 'up a table of flow data records for them. Meter readers collect traffic now
data from meters. Managers oversee the operarion of meters and meter readers. RFC 2964~fines the MIB for th.e
meter. REC Z 123 describes NeTraMet:, an lmplementarou of flow meter ·baSed on RFC 2063 and RFC 2064.

U.J.2 ..Data MOl)itorin~

Data monitoring in the oerworkfor abnormal performance bebavjor. such as high collision rate in Ethernet LAN,
excessive' packet drop due to overload. etc., are detected by traps. generated by agents and llMON. Performance-
related issues are detected primarily using trap messages generated by.RMON probes. Thresholds are set for
important ·SNMP parameters in tbe RM.ON, which then generate alarms when tbe· pre-set. thresholds are crossed.
For example. the parameters in the alarm group and the event group in RMON Ml B [RFC I757J may be set for the
objecl identifier 10 be monitored. Die time Interval over which tbe data ate to be co UcctlX! for calculation lind Ulll

rising and falling thresholds are specified. In addition, the community names are set for who would receive the
alarm. Althougb we classify such alarms under performance category, t.bey could also be defned under fault
category as is done in Section 9.4.6.

~NMSs generally report all events selected lilT display including alarms. Alarms are set for criticality and the icon
changes color based on the criticality. Depending on ihe implementation, the alarm is eitber automatically cleated
when tbe alarm condition clears or is manually cleared by an operator. The latter case is useful for alerting the
operations personnel as 10 what happened.

11.3.3. Problem lsotarlou

Problem isolation fur performance-related issues depends 011 the ·type of problem. As we have indicated befbre, a
high percentage of packet loss will cause loss of connectivity, which could be intermirtent. In this sihllition,
monjtoring the packet loss over' an extended period. will isolate .ihe problem. Another example is the performance
probern.associated with large delay. This may be.attributable to an excessive drop of'packets, We can idenillY the
source of the packet delay from a route-tracing procedure nod then probe for thepacket discards at that node. Refer
to [Rose and McClogbrie, 1995] for a detailed -analysis of !he performance degradation cases in various
components and media.

As in {auk. management, problems could occur at multiple Iocarons simultaneously, These could be reported (0 the
centralmanagement system as multiple independent events although they. may be correlated. For example, an
excessive drop in packers in one of the links mayswach the traffic to an alternate route. This 'could .cause an
overload in that link, which will be reported as an alarm. A more sophisticated 'approach using the correlation
1echnology is again required here, which we will discuss in Section I 1.4.

t 1.3.4. Performance Statistics

Performance statistlcs are used in tuning a network, validating of SLA. which will be covered in Section 11.9,
analyzing use trends, planning faoilities, and functional accounting. Data are gathered by means Of an RMON
probe nod RMON MIB fur statistics. Statistics. to be accurate, require large amounts of .data sampling, which
create overhead traffic on the network and thus impact its performance. One of the enormous benefits of using
RMON probe for collecting statistics' isl.lia't it can be done locally without degrading the-overall performance of the
network. An RMON MID contains tbe history and statistics groups (S4'e Section 8.4) for various media and can be
used efficiently to collect iherelevam di1l!1and store them fur current or future analysis.

One application of the results obtained from performance statistics is to tune the network fOT better perforrrenee.
For example, two segments of tbe network roay be. COOOfX:tedby a gatewayand excessive intersegment traffic
could produce excessive performance delay, Error statstics on dropped packets on the gateway interfaces would
manifest this problem. The solution to resolve this probjem is 10 increase tbe bandwidth of the gateway by eitber
increasing its capacity or by adding. a second gateway between the segments. Of course, adding the extra gateway
could cause configuration-related problems and hence reconfigurarion of traffic may be needed.

Various error ~tisJics at .clifferent layers are gathered 10 measure we quality of service and to do perfbrmance
Improvement, if needed. Some of the other performance parameters HIDI can be tuned by monitoring network
statistics are bandwidth oflioks, utilization of links, and controlling peak-to-average ratio of inherenrly bursty data
traffic. In addition, traffic utilization can be improved by redistributing the load during the day. with essential
traffic occupying tbe busy hours and non-essential traffic the slack hours, with the latter being store and forward.

An important performance criterion in real-time traffic in broadband service is the latency or delay caused by
dispersion in large bandwidth signal, Thlsaffccts the qualjty of'service due to performance degradation.

Another important starstic, espe.ciaUy in real-time broadband services, is the variation in network delay, oLherwise
k;nown as jitter. Dlis impacts lbe qu.ality of service .(QoS) guaranteed to the customer by the SLA. For example, in



a cable modem, a managed object docsQoSServiceClassMaxJirter (see the noeSIS Quality of Service MlB in
Table 13.3) Isused to monhcr the jjtter.

Another performance 8p~ lcation is validation of SLA between tbe service user and tbe service provider, The'SLA
may require limiting input to the.service provider network If tbe packet rate is tending toward the threshold of
SLA, one may have'tocontrcl the bandwidth of the access to the service provider network. This can be achieved by
implementing application interfaces that use algorithms such as the leaky bucket or the token bucket [Tanenbaum,
1996]. The leaky bucket algorithm limits the maximum outpUt data rate, and the token bucket algorithm controls its

.average value, Combining the two, we can tune the peak-to-average ratio oftbe output. Some ATM switches have
such interfaces built into them, which: are easily tunable. This would 'be desirable if a service provider's pricing is
based on peak data rote usage instead of'average mte.

Performance statistics are also used to project traffic use trends on traffic use and 10 plan future resource
requirements. SlatistiClil data 00 traffic are collected and 'periodic reports are generated to study use trends ani!
project.needs, Thus, trend analysis is.helpful for future resource planning,

Statistics can be gathered, as we saw in Section 9.2. on the network load created by various users nod applications.
These can be used to do functional accounting so thalthe cost of'operaton ofa network can be charged to UICusers
oftbe network orat least be justified.

11.4. Even! Correlafion Techniques

We have illustrated some simple methods to diagnose nod isolate the source of a pcoblern.in fault and performance
management. When a .cenrralized NMS receives a tJ:ap or 8 nouficericn, it is called receiving an event. A single
problem source may cause multiple symptoms. and each symptom detected is reported as an independern event.to
the management system, Obviously, we do not want to treat each event independently and act to resolveit. Thus, it
Is important that the management system correlates all these events and isolates·the 1'99t cause of the problem. The
techniques used for accompllshing rhis are called event correlation techniques.

There are several correlation techniques used to isolate and localize fault in networks. All are based 00(1) detecting
-and filtering of events, (2) correlating observed events to isolate and localize the fault either topologieaily or
functionally, and '(3) identifying the cause of the problem. In 'all three CaBeS, there is intelligence or reasoning
behind the methods. The reasoning methods distinguish one technique fromanotber.

We will discuss six approaches to correlation techniques. They 8.rC <I) rule-based reasoning, (2) model-based
reasoning, (3) case-based reasoning, (4) codebook, (5) alate trnnsitlon graph model, and (6) finite state ~chi,ne
model. See Lewis [1999] for a detailed comparison of the various.methods.

11.4.1. Rule-Bused Reasoning

Rule-based reasoning (RBll.~ ~ rbe earliest form of correlation technique; ft is also known by many other names
such as ru le-based expert system, expert system, production system; and blackboard system, It hns u knowledge
base, worklog memory. and an inference engine, as shown in Figure 11.7 [Cronk .!il.Jl.I" 1988; Lewis, 1994j. The
three levels representing the three components nrc the knowledge level, tbe data level, and tbe comrol level,
respectively. Crank et al. are also.a good source for review of network applications of.RBR ..Tlie knowledge base
contains expert knowedge as to (l) definition of a problem in the network 'and (2) 'action that needs to be taken if a
particular condition occurs. The knowledge base infurmation is rule-based in the form ot if-then or condition-
action. containing rules that indicate which operations are to he performed when. The working memory contains--
as working memory elemenrs=-the topological andstate infonn311on of the network being monitored. When the
network goes into a.faulty slate. it is recognized by tbe working memory. TIie inference engine, 10 cOOperntioll with
the knowledge base, compares the cutrent state wllb the left side of the ruJe-bas,e and finds the closesl match to
output the right side oflhe mle. The knowledge base then executes an aotion on the working memory element.

Figur< 11..7. Bask Rule-Ba sed.Reasonlng }'arndigm
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10 Figure Il.7, the rule-based paradigm is interactive between the three components and is iteretive.Tbere are
'Several strategies for the rule-based paradigm. A specific strategy is implemented in' the inference engine.
Choosing 8 specific rule, an action is performed 0Jl the working memory element, which could men initiate another
event. This process continues until tbe correct SUIteis achieved In the working memory,

Rules are made up in the knowledge base from the expertise of the experts in the field. The ru le is an exact match
and tbe action is very specific. If the antecedent in the rule does not match, the paradigm breaks and It is called
"brittle:" However, it can be fixed by adding: more rules, which would increase the database size and. degrade the
performance, referred to as knowledge acquisition bottleneck. There is an exporentialgrowth in s.ize as the.number
of working memory elements grows.

In .oi:lditlon. the action isspecific, which could cause unwanted behavior. For example, we, can define· the alarm
condition. for packe! loss.as.follows:

If packet loss < lO~
ref packet; loss -> 10%< lSi
I:f packet loss => 15%

alaxm green
iUiilDn yell"w

alann red

The left side conditions 8~ the working memory elements, which if detected would execute the appropriate rule
defined in the rule-base. As we can. see, this could cause the alarm condition to flip back and forth in boundary
-cases, An applicaron of'ftrzzy logic Is used to remedy this problem [Lewis, 1994J. but It is harder to Implement.

The RBR is used in Hewlett-Packard Openview Element Ma,liagement Framework [Hajela, 1996]. Figure 11.8 is
an adaptation oftbe scenario from [HaJela, 1996] to illustrate an implementation ofRBR. It s.hows 8. rour-~1yer
network. Backbone Router A Jinks io Router B. Hub C, connecti!d to Router B, has four servers. Dl through D4. in
its LAN. Without 8 correlutianengine, faJlure in tbe interfitce of Router A wiJI generate nn. alarm. This mull Ul_Cn



propagates 10 Router B, Hub C, aod finally 10 ServersDl througb.D4.11 is Jmportani to realize tbat there is a time
delay involved in the generation of alarms. In general, propagation of faults and time delay associated with them
needto be recognized as such in fault management.

Flgu re U.8. RBR-Bll",d Citrrt.lntioll Exu'iipl"Sc.nllrlo

Four correlation rues are specified In Figure II :9. Rule 0 has no, coodi1ion associated with it. Rules 1-3 are
conditional rules. In order to allow for ,the propagation time;u correlafiorrwindow of20 seconds is set.

FlglI re u.s. RIIJu Specfflcntlons-Ier the Example in Figurt U,S
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The inference engine at tbe control level interprets the above roles and takes the actions shown in Figure 11.10.

IiTgw" 11.10. Conl.'!!1 Aetlolls for lb. RBR E.amplt of Flgure 11.8
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10 the above example. il can be observed !bal only alarm A is sent and.ethers tire ignored as long as they arrive
within the correlaron window. The alarms .could even be generated out of sequence. However, because of the
specification of correlation window size, the inference. enginewaas before sending alarms B, C. and Ox.

Several commercial systems have been.buik using RBR.,SoOlC examples are Computer Associates 1NG and Tivoli
TME.

11.4.2. Model-Based Reasoning

An event correlator based on model-based reasoning is. built on an object-oriented model assoc ated with each
managed object. A model is a representation of the .component ii' models. The model, in the lI'adi.tional object-
orientedrepresentation, has al1ributes,.relations tootber models, and behaviors. Tbe relationship between objects is
reflected in 8 similar relationship between.models,

Le.t us picture n network of hubs that are connected 10 a 'router, 9,s shown [I) the lec!;l'half of Figure I 1.1 I. The right
halfshows tbe corresponding model in the event correlaror in tbeNMS. Tbe NMS pings every hub and tbe router
(realty a roUICT interface to the backbone network) periodically to check whether each eomponenr is working: We
can associatecommunicatbn between the NMS and a managed component as between a model (Software object)
in. the NMSicorreJator and its counterpart. of managed object .. Thus, in Our example, the' model .of each .hub
periodically pings ils hub and the model of the router pings tbe router, As long as all the components are working,
:00 additional operation is needed.

Flgur. I L II. Mod.I-B"".d Reasoulng Ev e.o1Con'olulor
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If Huh I fails, It is recognized by the H'I model. Let us assume thartbe Hl model is programmed to wait fur lack of
response in three consecutive pings, After three pings wjtb no response, tbe Hl model suspects a fi!llure ofHubl.
However, before it declares a failure and displays an alarm, it analyses its relaron to other models and recognizes
that it should query the router model. If the router model responds that the router is working" only then the Hub I
alarm is triggered .. If the router: model responds thai it is not receiving a response from. tbe router, then the Hubl
model deduces (hill the problem is with lhe router and 1101 Hub l. At least, it cannot definitively derennine.e Bub I
failure as long as it cannoecommunicate with Hub I because oftbe router failure.



The above example is modeled after [Lewis, 1999]. wbo presents an interesting seeoaro of a classroom witb
teacher. Outside the classroom is a .compurer network with a router aod workstations. Each sruden! is a model
(software mirror) of the, workstation. The teacher is a 'model of the router. Each studentcommunlcates with his or
her real-world counterpart, which is the workstation outsde the classroom. The teacher communicates with [h.e
router. Ifa student fails to 'communicate with his or her workstation, be or she queries the reacher as 10 whether the
teacher could 'cornmun icate with the teechertsrouter. Depending on the yes orno answer of die teacher, the student
declares a "fail" (yes) or "no-fail' (:00) condition, respectively. Model-based reasoning is implemented in
Cabletron Spectrum.

1'1.43. Case-Based Reasoning

Case-based reasoning (CBR) overcomes many of'tbe deficiencies ofRBR.ln RBR.the unit of knowledge is a rule;
whereas in CBR:, tbe unit of knowledge is a case [Lewis, 1,995]. The intuitbn of CBR is that situations repeat
themselves in the real world; and that wbal ,yas dane in one Situation is applicable 1.0 others in !I.similar; but oot
necessarily identical, situaton. Thus, when we ,try 10 resolve a [rouble, we start with the case thaI we have
experienced before [Kolodner, 1997; Lewis, 1995]. Kolodner trellis CBR from an infurmation management
viewpoint; and Lewis applies it specificallyto network management.

The general CBR architecture is shown in Figure 11.12' [Lewis, 1995]. It. consists of four modules: input; retrieve,
adapt; and process, along witli n case library, TI~ CBR approach uses the knowledge' gained before arid extends it
to the current situation. The former episodes are stored in.a case library. lithe current situation, as received ,by the
iopUI module, matches one that is present in the case library (as compared by the retrieve module), it is applied. If
ij does not, the closest situation is chosen by the adapt module, and adapted to the current episode 10 resolve the
problem. The process-module takes ihe.apprcpriate actklO(s). Once the problem is resolved, the newly adapted case
is added to the case library.

FlglII'o 11..12. Crn.raJ CD,RArehitecture

Lewisalso describes the appllcaron ofCBR.in a troube-tracking sysrem, CRITTER [Lewis, 1996]. The CRlTJ'ER.
.applicatjon has evolved into, a CBR application for network management named Spectrokx 'buill by Cabletron.
When a trouble ticket is created on a network problem, il is compared to similnr. cases in the case library containlng
previous trouble tickets with resolutions. The current trouble is resolved by adapting the previous case in one of
three ways: (I) parameterized adaptarien, (2) abstracron/respeclalization adaptation. and (3) critic-based
adaptation, The reso'lved trouble tic:ket is, then added to 'the case library. We will use the examples given in the
reference to illustrate rhe thrOe adaptation methods,

Parameterized Adaptation. Parameterized. adaptation is used when a similar case exists in the ease library, but the
parameters may have to be scaled to resolve the current situation. Consider the current trouble with
tIle_tninsfer_throughpu~ which matches the folk)\viDg trouble ticket in tbe case library, shown in Figure 11.13.

I'lgur< 11.13. M.lehillgTruubkTlc~tI rurthe CDR ex~mJlk

Trouble: flle_transfer_t~roughput=F
Add'rtional dala! none
Resolution: A=f(F), Eidjusl_netwOr!<_load=A
Resolution status: gOO1l

In Ule parameterized ooaptation9flile (rouble ticket shown in Figure 11.14, variable F has been modified to F? and
tberelafionship between network Ida.;la9justllle,nl:'variIible A? and F? remain the same JlS, between A and F. In tbe
.defaulr SilU8tioll, where there is an exact match, F? and A? are F and A.

Flg'U,.U,14. P~"'IlJOI••1zed AdQI)(Ullou ror the OlR Exallll)l.

Troub'e: ~_lransfer_lItroughpul=F'
Al:idlbonaJ data: none
Resolution: A·=t(F'). ac!IusLnetwo!1<_Ioa!l=A
R!!SOIutionstaiJs: good

Abstraction/Respccializafion Adaptation. Figure 11.15 shows three trouble tickets. Thefirsrtwc ate two cases from
the' case' library that matched the current problem we have' been discussing, 111e first option adjusts the network
load, aod the second option adjuss the bandwidth of tbe nerwork. T.be user or the system has the option of adapting
either 'of the two based on restrictions to be paced on adjusting tbe workload OC adjusting'the bandwidth. Let us
choose the option of not restricting the netwqrk load, which implies 'that we have to increase the bandwidth. We
can add this as additional. dam, to the trouble ticket thaI chooses tbe bandw idth option nod create-a new trouble
ticket, which is shown as the third trouble ticket in Figure 11.15. 111is is now added to the case libJllry.

Eigu ro 11.15. Abs tracl iolllRfSpoeiBliznli 011Ad "pialion rur Ibt CIlR Ex. mpte

Trouble' fife_lransfer_throughput=F
Additional data: none
ResolUtion: A=f(F), adjllsLnetwork_load=A
Resolution status: good

Troubl~: file_transf~r_lhroughput=F
Additional data: none
Resolutlon: B=g(F). adjusLnetwark_bandwldlh=B
Resolution status: good

Troublo: filo_tranG'for_throughput=F
Addlfional data: adJusl_networ1<_load=no
ResoIu~on: l'l"'g(Fl, adJust_networ1<_ban~wldlh=8
RtlsolutiOl1 status: good



This CBR adaptation is referred 10 lIS a!J.stmctionlrespecializatioaadaptntioo. Cbooslng tc adjust bandwidth ani! not
bad is a policy decision, which we will discuss in Section 11.8.

Critlc-Based Adaptation. The third adapt8lion, critic-based adaptaton, is one where a critic' or a craf person
decides to add, remove, reorder, or replace an existing solution. Figure ll.l6 shows an example where tbe
network:_lciad has been added as an additional parameter in 'adjusting the network load, and resolution A isa
function of two variables, F aod N. This is added as a new case to tbe.case library.

Figure 11.16. Critlc-Based AdaptutioD for lb. CBR E.(.ropl.

Trwble; file_tmmt9f_CvoughflUl=F
AQdJfi9!lq1dOOr. rltlWOl~ IoaIr-N
Resofuthn: A=f(F N). aciUSI .netNa,fI)o;!Il=A
ResoluliooSlalt)$: good

CBR-Based CRITTER. The architecture of CRITTER isshown in Figure 11.17 [Lewis, 1996]. Ii is integrated with
the NMS, Spectrum. The core modules of CRITTER are the four basic modules of the CBR system shown in
Figure. '11.12: input, retrieve, adapt, and process, There is a nAh additionel module, propose, which displayS
potential solutions found by the reasoning module and allows the user to inspect and manually adapt 1bese
solutions.
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The input module receives its input from the fault detection module of Spectrum. The process module updates the
ticket Jibrary with the new experience. The retrieve module uses detenninators to retrieve a group oftickets from
the library thai are similar 10 an outstanding ticket. The lmlial set of determination niles is based 00 expertise
knowledge and is built into the deterrninators module. The application technique is the strategy used by the adapt
module. User-based adaptation is 'the interface module for the user 10 propose critic-based adaptation.

Comparing RBR and CBR [Kolodner, 1997] distinguishes the differences between RBR and CBR. In RBR; the
retrieval is done on exact match, whereas in CBR.the match is done on a partial basis, RBR is applied to an
iterative cycle ofmicroevents. CBR is applied as a total solution to the trouble and tben adapted to the siruaton em
hand.

1.1.4.4.Codebook Correlation Model

Algorithms have been developed to correlate events {liat are generated in networks based on modeling 0 f the
network sndthe behavior of network components, Because they are based on algorithms, claims are made that they
do not require expert knowedge to associate tile evenllrwiUi problems, Although this is true, we st111need expert
knowledge In selecting the right kinds of input that are 10 be fed to the correlator to develop an efflcieru system.



figure 11.18 [Kliger ~., 1995] sbows the architecture of a model-based event ccrrelation system. We should
camon that the "model-based event correletjon" shoold not be confused with the term "model-based reasoning
approach" tharwe discussed in Section 11.4.2. As the heading states, we will refer 10 this as codebook correlation.

Flgu re LL.1.8.G.ntric Arcl,il<elllr. ofilo Ev<nl COrr.hllilln S~~I.11l

Menitors capture alarm events and input tbem 10 the correlator. 'The configuration model contains. the configuration
of the network. The event ,model represents the various events and their causal relationships (we will soon-define
the causality relationship). The correlator correlates the alurm events with the event model and determines the
common problems' that caused the a farm event

One of the correlation algorithms based on generic modeling is a coding approach to event correlation [Kliger ~
.!!I" .1995]. In this approach, problem events areviewed as messages generated by a system and "encoded" in.sets of
alarms that they cause. TIle function of the correlaror is to "decode" those problem messages to identify the
problems. Thus, the 'coding technique comprises rwo phases. In the· first phase, called the codebook selection
phase, problems 10 be monitored, are identified and the symptoms or alarms Ihat each of them generates are
associated with the problem. (As we staled ar the-beginning of this approach, this is where expert knowledge is
oeeded.) Thls produces a problem-symptom matrix. In the secood pbase, the correlator compares the .stream of
alarm events with the codebookand identifies the problem.

In order to generate rhe codebook matrix of problem-symptom, let us first consider a causality graph, which
represents symptom events caused. by other events. An example of such. a causality graph is shown in Figure. L).19.
Each node il1111egraph represents lUI event. Nodes are connected by directed edges. with edges starting at a causing
event and terminating at a resulting evenl For example, event. EI causes events E4 and ES. Noti.ce that events EI,
£1, and E3 have the directed edges only going out from them and none coming into them. We can ,d'enluy these
nodes as problem nodes and the rest as symptom nodes, as they all have al least one directed edge pointing inward.
Wllh problems labeled as Ps and symptoms as Ss, tbe newly labeled causality .graph of Figure 11.19 is shown in
Figure 11.20. Tbere are threeproblem nodes, PI, P2, and P3, and fOur symptom nodes SI, S2, 83; and 84. We
have eliminated those directed arrows where one .symptom causes another symptom, as it does not add any
additional information to the overall causality graph. .

FIgure 11.19. CRusan)), Grnt>h

"I~ure I 1..lO.Labeled C.aILSllllly Gral)h for Flgure I 1.1,9

We can now generate 8 codebook of problem-symptom matrix for the causality graph of Figure 11.20 (we wil]
drop the qualifier "labeled" from now on). This is shown in Figure I I .21 with three columns as problems and four
rows-as symptoms.

Figur. 0.,21. Cod.book: for Flgw'~ 11.20

PI P2 P3
SI I , 0

S2 1 1 I
53 0 I 1

54 0 0 I

In general, tile number of symptoms will exceed the number of'problems and hence, the eodebook can be reduced
lO a minimal set of symptoms needed to uniquely identify the problems. It is cas.y 10 show that two rows are
adequate to uniquely identify the three problems ln theeodebook shown in Figure 11.21. We will keep row SI and
iry IQ eliminate. subsequent rows, one at, a time. AJ each step, we want to make sure UItlI the remaining codebook
distinguishes between the problems, You can prove to Y9tirsclfthal eliminating rows 82 and S3 does not preserve
tbeuniqueoess, whereas eliminating either S2 'and S4 does, The reduced codebook..called the correlation matrix, is
shown in Figure .1.1.12.
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Drawing the causality graph based on the cOrrelation matrix of Figure 11.20.• we derive the correlation graph
shown in Figure (1.23, which is called the correlation graph.

Vlgllr. 11.13. Corretntlcn Graph ror Vigilre I t.20



We will apply the lIbove knowledge 'to a more general situation of the causality graph shown in Figure 11.24
[Kliger et aI., 1995]. Figure 11.24{a) depicts the causality graph.of IIevents. Figure 11.24(b) shows the equivalent
·problem~ymptom causality graph. Nodes I, 2, and .1.1 show only OUtgOi11&directed arrows and. arc heooe
identified as problems and the rest oftbe nodes as symptoms.

Figur< 11.24. Otner.liud CausBUtyGr"ph
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We will now reduce the causalay graph to a correlation graph. Symptoms 3, 4, and·5 form a cycle of causal
equivalence and can be replaced by a single symptom, 3: Symptoms '1 and 10 are caused, respectively, by
symptoms 3 and 5 and hence can be ignored. Likewise, symptom 8 can be eliminated as it is an intermediate
symptom.node, between problem. node I aod symptom node 9, which is also directly related to problem. node II.
We thus arrive at the correlation graph shown in Figure 11.25 and too correlation matrix shown in Figure 11.26.
Notice that in theparticular example the model is unable to distinguish between problems l.and II as they produce
identical symptoms in the, ccrrelation.graph based on the.event model.
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Furiher reflocments can be made in the codebook 'approach to event correlation in terms of tolerance 10 spurious
noises and probabi lity relar onship io the causality graph. We have derived the corre lation.matrix to be the minimal
causal matrix. Thus, each column in rbecode matrix is differentiated from other columns by ar least one bit (i.e.,
value in ODe cell). From coding theory. this corresponds to a Hamming distance of one. Any.spurious noise in the
event detection could change one of the bits and thus a codeword would identify-a pair of problems. This could be
avo ided by increasing the, Hamming distance to two or more, which would increase the number of symptoms in tbe
correlation matrix. Also, tile relationship between a problem and symptoms could be defined in terms of
probability of occurrence, and t.he correlation matrix would be a probabilistic matrix ..

The codebook correlation technique has been implemented ill tnCharge system developed by System Management
ARTS (SMARTS)lYemini ci aI., 1996]. '

U.4.S. State Transition Gl'llpb Model

A 'state iian'sitlon graph moclcl Is used by Seagate's NerveCcnt,er correlation system. This could be used as 'a st:and·
alone system or integrated with anNMS, which HP OpenView and some.otber vendors have done.

A simple stale diagramwkh two states for a ping/responseprocess is shown ill Figure 11.27. The two states arc
ping node and receive response. When an NM5 sends a ping, irrransirons from the ping node state 10 tbe receive
response slate. WOOn il receives 8, response, it transitions back to the ping node state ..As you know by now, this
method is.how the beakh of all tbe components is monitored by ibe NMs.
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It is best 10 Illustrate with an example of how a slate transition diagram could be used to correlate events in the
network. Lei us cboose tile same example as in model-based reasoning, Figure 11.1.1. All NMS ispinging the hubs
'that are accessed via a Touter. Let us follow 'through the-scenario of tIle·'N.MS pinging-a hub. Wilen tile bub is
working and the connectivity to the NMS is good. 8. response is received fur each ping sent, say every minute, .by
theNMS. This is represented by the top two states, ping 'hub and receive response, on the left side of Figure 11.28.
LeJ us now consider the situation when a response for a ping is not received before the. next ping is ready 10 be
sent. NMS typically expects a response in 3.00 milliseconds (we are not pinging some obscure host in a foreigu
country!). An acron is taken by the NMS and tbe stale transitions from receive response 10 pinged twiCe (referred
to as 'ground state by NerveCenlcr). It is possible iliat 8 response is received for Uie second 'ping ani:! in ,that
situation tile state transitions back 10 tile normal ping hub state.
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However, if tbere is no response for rile second.ping, NMS pings a third time. Tile stale transition.is now pinged
three times. Tile response for this ping will cause a. transition 10 the ping hub stale. However, let us consider tile
situation of no-response for tile third ping. Lei us assume thai the NMS is configured to pingthree times before it
declares !hill there is a communication failure between it and ihe hub. Withoul any correlation, an alarm will be
triggered and tbe icon representing lhe hub would. tum red.

However. the hub may actually be working and tile workstations on it may, all be communicating with each other.
From the topology database. the ccrrelator in the NMS' is aware that the path 10 the hub is via the router. Hence. on
failure ofthe third ping, an action Is taken and tbe system tl'8flsitions to the ping router state ..The router-is pinged

'and tbe systemtransiticns to the receive response from router stale ..

There are two possible outcomes now. Tile connectivity to tile router is lost and no response is receivedfrom tbe
router. The system takes no action, wb ich is indicated ~y the closed loop in the ping router stale. (How does the
router Icon turn red in this case?) .

T.he second .possibility is tbat a response is :received from Hie router, This means thaI the.connectlon to the bub is
lost, Now. the correlator in the NMS triggers an-alarm that turns the hub icon red.



We ootce thai' in we scenario of a router conoectiviry fallure, only the router icon turns red and.none .of the hubs
connected to ilium red, thus ideOli.tYin~ t.be root.cause of the problem.

1l.4.6 . .Fi ni te Stille M aehine Model

Another model-based mull detection scheme uses the communicating finite state machine tMlIIc{, 1998]. Tbe main
claim of this process is that it is a passive testing system: It is assumed th.at an observer agent is present in each
node and reports abnormality to n central point. We can visualize 'the 'node observer as a Web agent and the central
point as-the Web Server. An application on the server correlates the events. /Ii failure in a.node or a.link is.indicated
by the state machine associated with the component entering an illegal state.

A simple communicatingfinlre state machine for a client-server system is shown in Figure 11.29. 11 presents
communication between a client aod server via Ii corrrrmrnication channel. For sjmplicity, 'both the client aod th,e
server are assumed to have "VO states ClICh.The client, which i~ In send request state" sends a request message to
the Server, .and transjtions to receive the responsestate. The server is currently in tile receive 'request state. lhe
server receives the request and rransitions to the send response stale. After precessing tile request, it sends the
response and transitions back to the receive request state. The client then receives the response from the server and
tmnsitions to tbe seod request slate.

Figure '-1.29. Cowlllulliclll'lug FI"H. S'I.i. M;lcbi"t
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If either the client or the server enters an Illegal stale during tbe transitions, the system has encountered a fault; For
example, after sending a response, if the server does not transiticn to receive a request state, it 15 in a mlled state. A
message is sent 10 a cemral location under 8 fault condiron eitb('r, by the 'component itself or -by the one
communicating with tbe failed component. This is a passive detection schemesim ilar to the tmp mechanism.

We can observe u similarity between the finite slate machine model and !be state transition graph model with
regard to state transitlo ns. However, the main difference is that the former is a passive system and the latter Is an
active one.

J] .5. Security Man agem en t

security management is both a technical and an administrative issue in informerion-management. It involves
securing access to the network and information flowing in the network, access to data stored in the network, and

.manipulating the data tbat are stored and. flowing across we network. TIle scope of network and access to.it not
only.covers enterprise intranet network, but' also the internet tbat it is connected to.

Another area of great, concern in. secure communicarion is communication with mobile 'stations. There was an
embarrassing case, of a voice conversation from the car-phone of a politician, being intercepted by' a third 'Party
traveling in rut autorncbile. Of course, this was an analog signal. However, this could also happen in the-case ofa
mobile digital station such as,a hand-held stock trading device. An Dl(fuder could intercept messages and alter trade
transactions either to benefit by it or to burt the person sending or receiving them.

In Chapter 7 we covered several of the' security issues associated with SNMP management as part of SNMPv3
speci fications and discussed possible security threats. Four types of security threats to network management were
identified: modification of infurmation, masquerade, message stream modification, and disclosure. They arc
applicable ('0 security in Ihe implementation of security subsystems in the agent (autboritative engine) and in tbe
manager (non-authoritative engine), The SNMPv3 security subsystem is the User-Based Security Model (USM). II
.has two modules=en authentication module and. a privacy -In(idule, The former, addresses data integrity, and data
origin; the latter is concerned with data confidentiality, message timeliness. and limited message protection. The
basic ooncepts discussed in Chapter 7 are part of general ized security managemenr In' data communications.

Security management goes beyond the realm of SNMP management, In.this section, we will address policies and
procedures, resources to, prevent security breaches, and network protecrjon from software attacks. Policies.and
procedures shouJd. cover preventive measures, steps to be taken miring the occurrence of a security breach, and
post-incident measures, Because tile Internet is so pervasive and everybody's network is part of ii, all government
and private organizeucns in the world are concerned with s~urity and privacy of information traversing it:.

In this introductory textbook, we will not be going into the depth of security management that it deserves. 110r
additional infurmation, you, are advised to pursue tile innumerable references available on tbe subject [Cooper ~
!!l., 1995; Kaufman et a1., 1995; Leinwand and Conroy, 1996; RFC2196; Wack and Carnahan, 1994].

U.S. I.Policies lind Prncedu res

The IETF workgroup that generated RFC 2196 defines a security policy as "a formal statement' of the rules by
.which people who-are given access to-an orgamzation's technology and information assets must abide." Corporate
policy shoud address both eccess aud security breaches. Access policy is concerned with who bas access 1.0, wbat
information and ffum whar souroe, SNMP management addressed this in terms of'u community access policy fur
network management information. An example of access policy in ,ID enterprise network could be tbat all
employees have full-access to the network. However, 001 everyone sbould have access to all corporate information,
-and thns-accounts are established forapproprate employees 10'have access to approprlare hosts and applications in
[bose bests. Thesepolicies sbould he writien So that all.employees.are fully aware of them. '

However, illegal entry into systems and accessing of networks must he protected against "The 'policies aod
procedures for site security management on the Internet are dealt with in detail elsewhere [RFC '2 I96; NIST,
1994]. The National Computer Security Genter (NCSC) bas published wbat 15Known as t.be Orange Book. which
defines a rating scheme for computers. It is based on the security design features of die computer, The issues for
corporate-site .security using the intranet are the same as for the Internet andare applicable to them equally. it is a
framework for setting security policies and procedures.

The basic guide to setting up pcllcies al)C!procedures is:

1. Identify y,/liatyou are trying to protect

2. Determine whatvou are trying to protect It from



3. Determine hOW likely,the threats, are

4. lmplementmeasures, which will protect your assets In a cost-effective manner

S. Review the process conttnuouslv and make improvements to each item if.a weakness Is found

The assets Lhilt need (0 be protected should be listed including hardware, software, data, documentation, supplies,
aod people who have responsibllity fur all ef the above. The .classic threats are from unnuthorized access to
resources and/or information, unintended and/or unauthorizeddisclosure of information, and denial of service.
Denial of service is a serious attack on th,e network.. The network L~brought '10 'n state Jn which it can no longer
carry legitimate users' data, This is done either 'by attacking the routers or by flooding the network with extraneous
traffic.

11.5.2. Resources to Prevent Security Breaches

We addressed the policies and procedures in the last section. In this section, we will discuss various security
breaches thnt are attempted to access data and systems, sod the resources available 10protect them.

Figure I L30'shows a secure -communlcation network, which is actually a misnomer. There fs 'no fullysecure
system In the real world; there are only systems whicb are hard and time-consuming to 'break into, !IS we shall
describe, Figure 11.30 shows two networks Communicating with each other via a WAN, which has just one router.
Server A and Client Ashown in Network A are communicating with each other; and Client B ln.Network B is 'also
communieating (or trying to communicate) with Server, A inNetwork A.
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Let us look at the security breach points inthis scenario. Hosts in Network B may not have the privilege to access
Network A. The firewall gateway.shown in Figure 11.30 is used to screen traffic going in and out of secure
Network A. Even ir Network B has access permission to Network A, some intruder, for example ODe who has
access to tbe router ill tbe path, may intercept th'e message. The contents of'the message, as well as source and
destination ldentlfications, can he monitored and mani pulated, which are security breaches.

Security breaches 'can occur in tbe Internet and intranet envlronment in. numerous ways'. In most corporate
environments, security is limited to user identification and password, Eventhe password is not changed often
enough. This is the, extent of'authenrication, Authorization is limited to the establishment of accounts, i.e .• who can
log info an applicaton on a host. Besides normal aerivrics of breach, we have to proreci against special slttiaiioJl$,
such as wben a disgruntled employee could embed virus programs in company programs and products.

11.5.3. Firewalls

The main purpose ora firewall is 10 protect a network from external attacks, II roonsors aod controls traffic into
Rod OUI of a secure network. It .can be implemented in a router, or a gateway. or a special host. A tll'ewaU Is
normally located at the gatewayto a network, but it may also be implemented 81. host access points.

There are.numerous benefits in implementing a firewall to a network, II reduces tbe risk. of access to hosts from' an
.extemal network by filtering insecure services. It can provide controlled access to the network in that only
specified hosts or network segments could access some hosts. Since security.protecton from external threats is
centralized and transparent, It reduces the, annoyance to lnrernal users while, con trolling' the external users. A
firewall could also be used to protect the privacy of a' corporation. For example. services such as the utility finger,
which provides informaticn.abcut employees to outsiders, can be pre'lo'1lnle'dfrom.accessing tI)i: network ..

When the security po licy of a company is implemented in a firewall, it is a concatenation of a higher-level access
'service policy. where a total service is fihered QUt. For example, the dial-in 'service 'can be totally denied at the
Service policy level, nod the firewall can filler out Selected services. such as the utility .finger, which is used to
obtain information on personnel.

Firewalls use packet fiJtering'or application-level gateways as the two primary techniques of com rolling undesired
traffic. .

Packet Filters. Packet filtering is the ability 10 filter packets based on protocol-specific critera. (t Is done at 1be OSI
data link, network, and, transport layers'. Packet filters' are implemented in some commercial routers; called
-screening routers or packet-filtering routers. We will use the genericterm cfpacket-filtering router'S here. A1tbough
routers' do not look ill the transport layers, some vendors have implemented thisaddltional feature to sell them as
firewall routers. The filtering is done on the following parameters:' Source IP address, destination [p address, source
TCP/UDP port, and destination TGP/lP port. The filtering is .implemented in each port, of the router and can be
programmed independently,

Packet-filtering routers can either drop packets' or redirect them to specific hosts for further screening, lI$ shown in
Figure 11.31. Some of the packets neverreacb the local network as they are rrasbed. For example, all packets from
network segment a.b.c.f) are programmed to be rejected, as well as F{le Transfer Protocol (FTP) packets from
d.e:t:O:21 (note thai Porl 2,1 is a Standard FTP port). The SMTP (email) aod FTP packets are redirected to their
respective gateways for further 'screening. It. may be observed from the figure tb81the firewall is asymmetrlc, All
incoming S1yfTP and FTP packets are parsed tc;> check whether they should be dropped, or forwarded. However,
outgoing SMTP and FTP packets have, already been screened by tbe gateways and do 1I0t have to be checked by
the packet-filtering router.
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A packet-filtering firewall works well when therues to be implemented are simple. However, the more rules we
introduce. the more difficult it is to implement. The rnles have 10 be implemented in the right order or they may
produce ndverseeffects. Testing nod debugging are alsc difficult in packet filtering [Chapman, 1992].



Application-Level Gateway. An application-level gateway is used to overcome some of.the problems identifled in
packer filtering. Figure 11.3;2 shows the applicaron gateway architecrure. Pirewalls FI aod F2 will only forward if
·data are to or from the applicaton gateway. Thus, the secured LAN is 8 gateway LAN. The application gateway
behaves differently (or each application, nod filtering is handled by die proxy services In. the application gateway.
For example, for FIP service, the file is stored first In the applicaton gateway and then forwarded, For TEL"NET
Service, the application gateway verifies the authentication of the foreign hoS.i;tlle legitimacy to communicate with
the local bost, and then makes the connection between die .gareway and the local. host. It keeps a log of all
trenseetons.

f!lgul'~ t t,32. Applk.liou,Lev.1 Gat'",ay

Eirewalls protect a secure (lIe by checking addresses (such I!S lP address), transport parameters (such as FTP,
NNTI'), and applications. However, how do we protect access from an external source based on the user, who -is
using a false identification? Moreover, bow do we protect against an intruder manipulatiug the-data while they are
traversing IIIe network between the source and the destination? Tbese concerns are addressed by 'secure
communicat ion,

II .5.4. CrYJlto~raJlhy

For secure communication, we need to ensure integrity proteotion and authentication validation. Integrity
protection makes sure that the informat ion has 1I0t been tampered with lUi ittraverses between the source .and the
destination. Antbentlcation validation validates t.he originator identification. In other words, wben Ion receives a
-message tbat identifies it coming from Rita. is it really, Rita who sent tbe message? These two important aspects
address the four security threats--modificatiori of information, masquerade, message stream modification, and
dscbsure=mentcned lit the beginning of Section 1J.5. Besides the a,ctuaJ message, control and protocol
handshakes need 10 be secure. '

There are hardware solutions to authentication. However, it is not a complete solution, sincethe information could
be intercepted and tampered with as ittraverses from the source 10 the destination, including the user ·identificalion
.and password.

The tecbnology that is best suited to achie.vlng secure communication is software based. Its foundation lies in
cryptograpby, Hashing or message digest. anddigltel slgnaturc. whlch we will address soon, are built on top of b to
-aehieve integrity protection and source authcntkation,

Cryptographic Oommunication, Cryptography means secret (crypto) writing (grnphy). It deals with techniques of
transmitting information, for example a letter from a sender to a receiver without any intermediary being able to
decipher it. You may view this as tbe information (letter) being translated to a speclal lenguegethat only 'the sender
IIJli.:I receiver can interpret. Now, cryptography should also detect if somebody was able 1'0 intercept the

informaiion. Again extending our analogy, jf the letter written in a secret language were 10 be mailed in a sealed
(we mean 'really sealed) envelope, Jf'somebody tampers with it, t1.1e 'receiver would detect it.

The basic model of'cryptographic communication isshown in Figure U .33, Tile inpul message, called 'p'laintext, ill
encrypted by the encryption module using a secret (encr.yption) key. The encrypted message ill called ciphertext,
which jraverses through 'an unsecure communicaron 'channel, the Internet for example. The ciphertext is
unintelligible information. At the receiving end, the decryption module deciphers the message with a decryptioo
key, to retrieve the plaintext,
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The first known example of cryptography is the Caesar cipher. 10 this scbeme, eacb letter is replaced by another
letter, which is three letters later in the alphabet (l.e.., key of3). Thus, the plaintext, network man~&<ment, will read
as qhwzrun pdqdjhphqw in, ciphertext. Of course, tbe receiver knew ahead of time the secret key (3) for
successfully decrypting the message-back 1<)the plaintext network management by moving each letter back lhree
positions.

Secret KeY Cryptography. 1111:Caesar cipher was later enhanced by the makers of OvaJtine and distributed as
Captain Midnight Secret Decoder rings. Each letter ill replaced by another letter n letters illilir in the alphabet (i.e.,
key of n). Of course, the sender and the receiver have to agree ahead on the .secret key for successful
communication. It is tile same key that is used for encryption, and decryption, and is called secret key cryptography.
The encryption and decryption' modules can be imp lemented in'either hardware or software.

It is oot hard to decode the above ciphertext by' an. intruder. It would only take a maximum. of 26 attempts to
.decjpher since there are 26 loners In the alphabet. Another encryption scheme, moooaiphabelic cipher, is to replace
each letter uniquely with another letter that is randomly chosen. Now, the maximum number of attempts for the
intruder 10 decipher has been.increased 261 061 =26 . 25 . 24 .... I}. However, it.really does not take thaI many
attempts as there are patterns in a language.

Obviously. the key is the key (no pun intended) to the security of messages. Another .aspect of the key is the
.convenience of using it. We will illustrate our scenario with Jan and Rita (Ian for initiator nod Rita for responder so
that il. is"easy to remember) as users al the two ends of a' "secure" co mmunicat ion link. Ian and Rita could share ,a
key. their "secret key," feraccomplishing secure communication. However, if Ian wants-to ccmrmmicatewith Ted
(for third party), they both need to share a secret key. SOIln, Ian has 10 remember one secret key fbr each person
with whom be wants to communicate, which obviously is impr.actical. It is bard enough to remember your own
passwords, If-you have several of them, and which systems they go with,

Two standard algoriduns implement secret key cryptography, They are Data Encryption Standard (DES) and
International Data Encryption Algorithm (IDeA) [Kaufman ~_, 1995J. They both deal with 64-bit message
blocks and create the same size ciphertext. DES uses a 56-bit key and IDEA uses a l2S-bit key. DES is designed



for efficient hardware implementation and consequently has a poor performance if implemented in software, 10
contrasr to that, IDEA functions efficiently In software implementation.

Both DES and IDEA ate based on me same principle of encryption. The bits in the plaintext block.are rearranged
using a predetermined algorithm, and me secret key several times, While decrypting, the process is repeated in the
reverse order for DES and is a bit more complicated for IDEA.

A message mat is longer man me block length js divided into 64-bit message blocks. There ate several algorithms
to break the.message. One of me more popular ones is ihe cipher block. cbaioing (CBC) method. We learned Uie
use of it in USM In SNMPv3 in Section 7.1. There, the message was broken using esc and then encrypted using
DES. Performing such an operation on the-message, even on identic.al plaintext blocks, would result in dissimilar
cipbertext blocks.

Public Key Cryptography; We observed that each user bas to have a Secret key for every user that be/shelit (8
program) wants to communicate with. Public key cryptography [Diffe and Hellman, 1976; Kaufman.!Ll!l, 1995]
overcomes the difficulty of having too many keys fer using cryptography. Secret key cryptography is symmetric in
!bat the same key is used for encryptlonaod decryption. but public key cryptography is -asymmetric with a public
key and 8 private key (not secret key, remember secret key .is 'symmetric and private key is not). In Figure 11.34,
me public key of [an is the key that Rita, Te<!. and everybody else (thatJan Willits to communicate w1:h) would
I...nowand use to encryptmessages to Ian. The private key, which only fan knows; is the key that Ian would use to
decrypt the messages. With this scheme; there is secure communication between Ian and his communicators.on 8
cne-to-ooe basis. Rita's message to Ian can be read only by lan and DOt by anyone else who has his public key,
since tile public key cannot be used to deorypt the message.

Figur. U.34. Publie-Key Cr),plogrRphlc COlUlllunlcation

We can compare the use of asymmetric public and 'private keys in cryptography to 0 mailbox (or a bank deposit
box) with two openings, There, is 0 mail slol"1o drop the mail anda collection door to take-out mail. Suppcscs is a
private mailbox' in ,8 club and has restricted IlCcess to members only. All members can open the mail slotwitha
public key given by the administration to drop their mail, possibly.centaining comments 008 sensitive issue oftbe
ckrb. Any member's mai I cannot be accessed by oiher members since the public key only lets tile members open
themail slot to drop mail and not the collection door. The administrator with a private key can open the collection
door and access the mail.of nll the members, Of course.jhis asymmetric example lias more to do with accessthan
cryptography, But. you get me ideal· ,

The Diffe-Hellman public key algorithm is the oldestpublc key algorithm. h is a hybrid of secret and 'public key.
The commonly used public key cryptographyalgorithm is RS,A. named after its inventors, Rivest el at [j978]. It
does both encryption and decryption us well as digital signatures. Both the message length and, the key length are
variable. Thecommonly used key length is 512 bits, The block size' of tbe plaintext, wliic~ is variable, should be
less than the key size. The ciphertext is always the length of the key. RSA is less efficient than either of the secret

key algorithms, DES or IDEA. Hence, in practice, R~A.is used to first encrypt the secret key. Tile message .is then
transmitted In one of the secret key algorithms.

.Message Digest Any telecommunications engineer is familiar with the, cyclic redundancy check. (CRG) detecton
of errors in digital transmission. This involves calculating a check.sum based 0.0 me dam, in the .frame Or packet at
tbeseoding end and transmjtting it along with the data. 1M CRe, also known as checksum, is computed at the
receiving end and is matched against the received, checksum to ensure that the packet is not corrupted. An
-analegous principle is used in validat ing tbe integrity of the message. In order 10, ensure that the message has not
been tampered with between the sender and the receiver, 8 cryptographic CRC is' added with the message. This is
derived using a cryptographic hash algorithm, called message digest (MD). There are several versions, one of'tbe
most common being M05, We covered the use ofMD5 wbile discussing the autbentcauon protocol in SNMPv3 in
'Chapter 7. We will look at tbe use of it in digital signature in thenexr.subsection.

Tbereare dlfferent lmplementarcns ofM05. In particular, theMD5 utility is used inFreeBSD 2.x(mi15sum under
LfNUX}. The utility takes as loPUI a message of arbitrary length producing eurput consisting of a IlK-bit message
digest of'tbe input. An example of MDS utility use is shown in Figure 11.35.

Figul'e 11.35. Example ()( Bnl\IDS MesSage Di~ts.
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As we can see from the example, the message digest for .the string that we-entered was generated based on the data
received fromstaodard input (from the screen). The Eree8SD versjon also has a test mode that can.be turned onby
speclfylnl! "-x" as 8 parameter, as shown in Figure lUll.

Flgu re 11.36. M05 F.... 8SD Version Test Mode Output
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A .second algorithm used to obtain 8 hash or message digest is the SOOlQ'CHash Standard (SHS). This 118$been
proposed by the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST). It is similar to MUS, but can handle a
maximum message length of'26' bits in contrast with MD5, which can handle an unlimited input length of32-byte
chunks. The SSS produces an output ofl60-bil, ,vlli:reas the MD5 output is 128-bit lang.

Some significant features of the message digest, are worth mentioning. First, there is' a one-to-one relationship
between 'me ioput and the output messages. Thus, the input is uniquely mapped to an output digest. It: is interesting



10 observe .thiu even a one-bit difference in a block of 512 bits could produce a message digest lbat looks vastl¥
different. In addition, the output messages are completely uncorrelated. Thus, any pattern in the input will 001 be
recognized at the output.

Another 'filature of'message diges; is I'hat tbe output digest is. of constant length for a given algorithm with chosen
parameters, irrespective of the input message length. In this respect, it is very similar to CRe in that CRC-32 is
exactly 32 bits long. We saw in SNMPv3 that the authKey generated by the MDS algorithm is exactly 16-octet
lon~.

Lastly, rbe generat.ion of a message digest is a one-way function. 6 iven a message, we can generate-a unique
message digest, However .•given a message digest, there is no way the-original message could be generated. Thus,
if a password were transmitted from a client to a server, this would protect against somebody eavesdropping and
deciphering the password. ThL~coud also be used for storing the password file In a host without any human being
able to decipher it.

We know that tbe generation of a message digest is a one-way function, We also know thai no rwo.messages could
.produce Idcutical message digests. Could these two combinations ensure that the message is nottampered in transit
by an unauthorized person? The answer is no. This is because If the, interceptor know's which algorithm is being
used, be or sbe coud modify the .message.(assuming that bezshe decr.ypts tbe message), generate' a new message
digest, Jlnd send i1 along with tlie modified message. If lan sent the message to Rita, and Ted mod ified d)e message
as per the above scenario while in transit, Rita would not know the difference. Additional protection is needed to
guard ,against sucb a threat, which is achieved by enaching-a digital signature-to the message.

Digital Signature. In public key cryptography, or even in secret key cryptqg.raphy, if Rita receives a message
claiming that it is from Ian. there-is no guarantee as to who sent tbe message. For example; somebody other than
Ian who knows Rita's public key could send a-message identifying himself or herself as Ian. Rita could 'not be
absolutely sure who sent it. To overcome this problem, a digital signature can be used. Signed public-key
cryptographic communication is shown in Figure 11.37.
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The digital signature works in the reverse direction from that of public key cryptography. lim can create a. digital
signature using his private key (marked "S.. in parentheses in Figure 1137) and Rita could validate it by reading it
using lan's public key. The digital signature depeods on the message and the key. Let liS cons.ider tllat Ian is
sending'a message by email to Rita. A digital signature, which is a message digest, is generated using any hash
algw:iiJUJi with the combined inpulS of the plainteKi message and the private key QUan. The digital signat'!lre is

concatenated with the plaintexr message and is encrypted using Rita's publ i.ckey (marked "R" in parembeses), AI
the receiving end, the incoming ciphertext message is decrypted by Ri1.1using her private key. Sbe then generates a
message -digest with the combined input of the plaintext message and tan's public key; and compares it with the
digital signature received, If they match, she concludes that the message has not been tampered with. Further, she
is assured that !lie message is froin Ian, as she used.Ian's public key to authenticate, thesourcc.oftbe message,

Notice that only tbe odginator can create tbe digital signature with his or her private key and others can look at it
with the 'originator's public key and valida re it, but cannot create it A real-world analogy to digital signature is
check wririag, The bank can validate the signature ·8.S' 1.0 its originality, but It .s hard to duplicate a' signature (at
least manuaUy) of the person, who signed the cbeck ..

Digit.al signature is valuable in electronic commerce. Suppose Rita wants to place an order with company ABC for
buying their router product. She places the order over the Internet with her digital signature attached to it. The
digillil signature using a public, key protects OOthABC and Rim regarding the validity oftlie order and who ordered
it. It is even better thnn using secret key cryptography, since in the latter case, Rita could change her mind. and
allege that company xsc generated the order using the secret key that they have been using. In public key
cryptography, she could not do that.

U.S.S. Authentication lind Authorization

Authentication is the verification of the user's identification, and authorization is the access privilege to the
Information. On 'the Internet without security, rbe user's identification and password, which are used fur
-auihentcatjon, can easily be captured by an intruder snooping on tbe LAN or WAN. There are several secure
mechanisms for authentication, depending on complexity and sensitivity. Authorization to usetbe services could. be
a simple read; write, read-write, or no-access for a particular service; The privilege of using the service could be
for an indefinite period, or a finite period, or just for one-time use,

There are two main classes of systems, which are of interest to us in the implementation of an authentication
scheme. The firsris the client-server environment in which there is a request-response communlcatlon between the
.clent and rhe server. The clent inaistes a request for service to the server. The server responds with the results of
rhe service performed. The communication is essentially two-way communication. In this environment besides
aurhentcaron (and of course, an integrity check), authodzarion-also 'needs to be addressed.

The second class of service is a one-wnycommunicaron environment, such as email ore-commerce-rmnsecton.
The message transmitted by the source is received by the receiver after a consjderable delay-sometimes days if an
intermediate server ooids up tbe transaction for 8 long time. In such a case both the authentication and an integrity
check need to be perfurmed at the receiving end.

We will address client-server authentication systems in tbe next section and the one-way.message authenticatio.n
and integrity protection system in Section I 1;5.7.

ll ..5.6. Cllent-Server Allth~lItic;l!ioll System:!

We will consider four types of client-server .environments and the implementation of authentication function in
eacbi host/user environment, a ticket-granting system, an anthenticatlon system, and authentication using
cryptographic function.

Host/User Autbemication, We have the traditjonal host and user validation for authentication; both ofwhich are not
very secure. They are also not convenient to use. Host aut.bentication involves certain hosts to be validated by the
'Server providing the service. The host names are administered bythe server administrator. 11le server recognizes
the host by !hC'IIOStaddress; If Server S is autborizAld (0 serve a client Host C, fhen anybody who has an account In
C could access Ser~er S; Tilc server maintain~ the lisl of users associated WlUl Host C and allows 3Coess 10 the
user. [f John Smith is one of tbe userll in C; and Jolm wants to access tbe server frp m another Workstation W, the



workstation Whas 10 be authenticated as a client ofS.lfnot, JOhn is out of luck. Further. his name has 10 be added
10 the list of users in W'lO access S. To make we environment flexible, every client with every possible user is
addedio the server negating we secure access featurel

Let us consider user autbenfceron, which.is done 'by the user providing identification. and a password. The main
problem with the password is tliat it is detected easily by eavesdropping, say using a network probe. To protect
against the threat of eavesdropping, the security is enhanced by encrypting We password. before transmission.
Commercial systems are available that generate a one-time password associated wJt.h a password server that
validates it when presented by the service-providing host. The user uses a unique key each time to obtain tbe
password. such as in we ticket-granung system.Inext section).

Ticket-Granting System. We will explain the ticket-graruing system with the most popular example of Kerberos,
whch was a system developed by MIT as part of their Project Athena. Figure 11.38 .shows the ticket-granting
system with Kerberos. Kerberos consists of an authentication serv-er and a ticket-granting server. The user IogsJoto
a client workstation and sends a login request to the authentication server. Afle,r verifying that the user is on the
access control list, the authentication server gives an encrypted ticket-granting ticket to me clent, The client
workstation requests a password fi:om the user, which it uses to decrypt the message from the authentication serv-er.
The client then interacts wit-h the ticket-granting server and obtains a service-granting ticket and a session key to
use the applieatfon server. The client workstation then requests service from the applicaton server giving the
service-granting ticket and the session.key, The applicaton server, after validation of the ticket andjJ1e session.key,
provides service to the user. Of course, this processing happens in the background. It is transparent to tbe user,
whose only interaction is wjth the cljent.workstaticn requestingapp lcarien service.
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Authentication Server System. An authentication server system, shown in Figure, 11.3·9, is somewhat similar to the
ticket-graming system-except ,that there is no ticket granted. No login identification and password pair is-sent out of
the client workstation. The user authenticates to a central authentication server, which has jurisdiction over a
domain of servers. Tile central authentication server, after validation of the user, acts as a proxy agent to. the client
and authent.icates the user to the application server; This is transparem, to the user, and lite client proceeds to
communicate wit)t the application server. This is the architecture of'Novell LAN. .
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Authentication Using Cryptographic Functions. Cryptographic authentication uses 'cryptographic functions, The
sender can encrypt an authentlcation.request to tile receiver, w.ho decrypts the message to validate the idenUfication
of the user. Algorithms and keys are used to encrypt and.decryptmessages, which we will address.now.

t 1;5.7. Message Transfer Security

Tbe one-way message transfer system is non-Interactive. For example, if Rita receives an email from a person who
claims to be Ian, she needs 10 authentkate Ian 8S the originator oft he message, as well as to ensure t.hat nobody has
tampered w itb the message. This 'could also be the situation in the case where Ian sends " sell order from his
mobile staton in his car. Ted could intercept tbe message and alter the number of shares or 'the price. We w ill treat
'all these under thecategory of secure mai t systems.

There are three secure mail systems-eprivecy-enhaecedmail (P£M), pretty good privacy (PGP), and XAOQ-bnsed
mail system [Kaufman et al., 1995]. All three schemes are variations of the signed public-key cryprographic
communication discussed in Section 11.5.4 arid shown in Figure 1137. We will describe PEM and POP' in this
section. X-400 18a set of specifications for an email system cjefiTl'<dby the LTO Standards Committee and adopted
by OSI. It is a fi'ame·wor.k rallier than implementation-ready specification. We ,VW also review SNMPv3 secure
.communicaticn that we covered In Chapter 7 as it bears a close resemblance to the message transfer security.

Privacy-Enhanced Mail ('PEM). Privacy-enhanced mail (PEM) was developed by IETR, and specificaticns are
documented in RFC 14+'I-RFC 1424. 11 is intended 10 provide PBM using end-to-end cryptography between
originator and recipient processes [RFC 1421J. The PBM provides privacy .enbaocemenr services (what elsel),
which are defined 8S (I) 'confidentiality, (2) authentication, (3') message integrity assurance, and '(4) non-
repudiation of origin. The cryptographic 'key, called the data encryptiou key (DEK), coud be either a secret key or
'a public key based on the specific implementation nnd is thus flexible. However, the originating and 1e.rminating
ends must have common agreement (obviouslyl).

Figure 11.40 shows three PEM processes defined by mTF: MIC-CLEAR, MIC-ONLY, and ENCRYPTED based
on message integrity and encryption scheme. Only the originating end is shown. In all three procedures, reverse
procedures are used to extract the message and validate tile originator 1D and message Integrity, The differences
between tbe three procedures are dependent on the extent of cryptography used a nd message. encoding. The
message integrity: code (M1C) is generated as discussed in Section 11.5.4 on 'digital signature and included as part
of email in all three procedures.



The specification provides two types of keys-il data-encrypting key (DEK) and nn inrerexchange key (IK). The
DEK is a random number generated <)n8 per message basis. l'beDEK is used to encrypt the message text and also
to generate an MlC, if needed. The II:<.which is 8 long-range key agreed UpODbetween the sender and the receiver,
is used to encrypt DEK for transmission within the message. The £K is either a public or a secret key based on the
type of cryptographic exchange used.

Ifan asymmetre public key is used to encrypt the message. then tbe sender cannot repudiate ownership of the
message. Legal evidence of message transactions is stored m the data, which are used in applications such as e-
commerce. Another common characteristic of these procedures is the first step in converting tbe user-supplied
plaintext to a canonical message text representation, defined as equivalent to the inter-SMTP representation of
message text. TIle final output ., each procedure is used as the text portion of the email in the electronic mail
system.

Figure 11.40(a) shows the MICCLEAR procedure and is the simplest of the three. The MJC generated is
conearenated with the SMTP text and is inserted as the text portion in the email.

In the MJC-ONLY procedure, shown in Figure 11.40(b). the SMTP!ext is encoded into a printable charocter set.
The printable character set consists of a lim iled set of characters that is assured to be present at all sites and thus
make tbe intermediate sites transparent to the message. The Mle is concatenated witb the encoded message and is
fed to the email system.

Figure 11.40(c) is OIC most sophisticated of the three procedures. The SMTP text is padded. if needed. and
encrypted. A public key is the best choice bere, because it guarantees the originator 10. TIle encrypted message.
encrypted MIC. and the DEK are all encoded in printable code 10 pass through the mail system as ordinary texL
They are concatenated and fed to the email system.

Pretty Good PrivACy (POP). Pretty good privacy (POP) is a secure mall package developed by Phil Zimmerman
that is available In the public domain. Figure 11.41 shows the various modules in the POP process at the
originating' end. TIle reverse process occurs at the receiving end and is not shown in the figure. POP is II package in

the sense that it does 001 reinvent the wheel. u defines a clever procedure that utilizes various available modules to
perform the functions needed to transmit a secure message. such as email.

Ftgure 11041. pcp Process

The signature generation module uses MD5 to generate u hush code of the message and encrypts ir with the
sender's private key using an RSA algorithm. Either IDEA or RSA is employed to generate the encrypted message.
IDEA Is more effcient than RSA, but secret key maintenance is necessary in contrast 10 RSA's use of a public key.
The encrypted message is compressed using ZIP. The signature is concatenated with the encrypted message and
converted to ASCII format using the RadilC-64 conversion module to make it compatiblewilb the email system.

POP is similar to ENCRYPTED PEM with additional compression capability. The main difference between POP
and PEM is how the public key is administered. In POP, it is up to Ole owner. In PEM, it is 1i>rmally done by a
certification anthority (the Internet Policy Certification AUlhority (PCA) Registratlon Authority). In practice, POP
is used more than PEM Both POP and PEM provide more than 8 secure mail service. We can send any message or
file.

SNMPv3 Security. We dealt with secure transmission in SNMPv3 in Chapter 7. Although an NMS -management
agent behaves like a client-server system, the security fuatures are simil31' to the message transfer c;ryptogxapby.
We will compare the processes studied in Section 7.7 to message transfer cryptography, Figure 11.42 shows 8
conceptualized representation of Figure 7.13 for an outgoing message.

Flgure 11.~2. SNM P Secure Communication



1n 8ILNMS, the user password aod authoritative .SNlI<1P engine lD (network management agent 10) are used to
generate an authentication key by the USM. This is equivalent to the DEK in PBM or the private key iii POP.

Either the autbentlcation key or prefers b!y a different encryption key is used 'to .generate an encrypted seopedPDU
by the privacy module. This is similar (but not identical) to encrypton o.ftbe message in eBM and PGP ..

The USM module 'prepares the whole message with the encrypted scopedPDU and other parameters. The
authentication key and the whole message are used as inputs to generate HMAC, which is equivalent to the
signature in.PEM und PGP.The authentication module combines Uie signatureand the whee message in output the
aurbenticatcd whole message. In an incoming message, the authentication module is provided the wholemessage;
authentication key. and the HM AC as input to val idate the authentication.

n.s.s. NctworkJ'rtllldion from Virus Attacks

In the current lnterner environment, we cannot bve the subject of security without mentioning rbe undesired arid
unexpected virus attack on networks and hosts. It is usually a program that, w.hen executed, causes harm by making
copies and inserting them into other programs, U conteminates a network by importing' an infected program from
outside sources, either online or via, disks.

The impact of virus infection manifests itselfin many ways. Among the serious ones are preventing access to your
hard disk by infecting the boot track, compromising your processor (an outside source controlling your com purer),
flooding your network with extraneous traffic that prevents your hosts from using it, etc.

Generally. viruses are recognized by patterns and virus checkers do just that. Apart from the common sense of'
preventive measures, it is wise to have the latest virus checkers installed on all your hosts. It should be scheduled to
run periodically. It also checks the inputs and outputs of the processor ror possible virus infection,

1.L6.Accoullting Management

Accounting management is probably the least developed function of network management application. We have
discussed the gathering: of statistics using [{MON probes in Chapter 8 and in Section 11.3.4. Accounting
management could also include the use of individual hosts, administrative segments, and external traffic.

Accounting of individual hosts is useful fur identifying some hidden costs, For example, the libmry function in
universities and large corporatons consumes significant resources and may need to be-accounted for functionillly.
This can be doneby USing the RMON statistics 911 bests,

The cost of operations for an information management services department is bused on the service that it provides
to 'the rest of the organization. For planning and budget purposes; this may need to be broken into administrative
group costs. 111e network needs to lie configured so that all triiffic generated by a department can be gathered from
monitoring segments dedicated 10 thatdepartment.

External traffic for an institution is handled by serviee providers. The tariff is negotiated with the service provider
based on th'e. volume of traffic and traffic patterns, such as peak traffic and average traffic. Internal validation of the
service provider's billing is a good management practice.

11.7. Report Management

We have elected 10 treat report management as a special category, although it is not assigned a special functionality
in the OSI classification. Reports for varjous application functions-e-configuration, 'fault, performance. security,
and eccounnng=-coutd normally be addressed in those sections. The-reasons for us to deal with reports as a specia I
category are the following. A well-run network operarons center goes unnoticed. Attentlon 1$ paid 'normally only

when, there is a crisis or apparent poor service. It is important to generate, analyze, and distribute various reports to
the appropriate groups, even when the network is running smoothly.

We can classify such. reports into three categories: (J) planning and management reports, (2) system reports, and
(3) user reports,

Planning and.management reports keep the upper management appraised as to the status of-network and system
operations. It is also helpful for planning purposes. Budgeting needs to be done for capital and operational
expenses. Table I LI lists some of the planning and .management reports under different categories. Since the
information management services department's main product is service; it is important to keep ihe management
apprised. of 'how the quality of servicemeets the SLA (more on Section 11.9). Reports on this category include
network availability, systems availability, problem reports, service response to problem reports, and customer
'satisfaction. Trends in lraffic should address traffic patterns 'and volume of'traffic In the Internal network, as well as
external traffic. Informatkm technology is constantly evolving and hence management should be kept apprised of
upcoming technology and, the plan fur migration to new rechnclogy, Einally, for budgeting purposes, the cost of
operations by function. use. and personnel needs 10 be Presented.
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Category Reports

Quality, ofservlce/servlte level-agreement Nelw()rk availability

Sys,tems a:vallabl1ity

Prl)bl.em reports

Servlce response

·Custom.er satisfaction

Traffic trends 'Traffic patterns.

Analysis Of Interri'll traffic volume

Analysis of external traffic volume

Tectinology trends, Current status

Technolosv migration projection

Cost.ofoperations FunctJon

Use

Personnel



The day-to-day functioning of engineering and operations requires operation-oriented reports, Traffic, failure, and
performance are the Important categories, as shown In Table 11.2: A pattern analysis of these reports wiil be
helpful in tuning the network for optimum results.

Table 1.1.2. SysCrm RtIIO.rtS

Category Reports

Traffic Traffic load-Internal

Trafflc load-t!xternal

Fallur.es Network failures

System failures

Performance Network

servers

Applications

Users are' partners in l\etwork services and should be kept informed as to how well-any SLA is being met Some
service objectives are met by jo int efforts of tbe user's and the informaron management services department. Table
1.1.3 shows some typical user reports. The SLA normally includes network availability, system availability; traffic
load, and performaoce. In -addjtion, users 'may 'require' special 'reports. For example, the administration may want
reports' on poyrc II or personnel.

Tnblet U. user Reports

Category Reports

SerVice level a,greamerit Network availability

SyStem availa,bllrty

Trafflcload

Penormance

User-specifiC reports User-deflned reports

lUI. Policy-Based Management

We discussed networkand system management 100.[<; in the last chapter. In this chapter, we covered the application
tools aod technology geared toward network and system management. For these to be successfully deployed in an
operational environment, we nCIW to define a policy ,and preferably build that into the system, Le., implement

policy management. For example, network operations center personnel may observe an alarm on the NMS, al
which time they need 10 know what acrion they should take. This depends ,00 wbar.componenr fnlled, severil.y or
criticality of the failure, when the failure happened, etc. In addition, they 'need to know who should be informed
and bow, and thaI depends on when the failure occurred and what SUs have been contracted with the user. We
iIlustrat.e.;Ilhis wifh an example ofCBR in Section 11.43, where a policy restraint was used to, increase (he
bandwidth as opposed to reducing load in resolving a trouble ticket.

All we mentioned in Section ll.5.1 on security management, policy plays an equally Important, if not greater, role
as the technical area. Without pollcy cstablishmenl and enforcement, security management is not of much use.

Our focus here is not tbe administrarive side of tbe.subject, although it is important, but with the technical aspects
of policy implementaton ill network management. Figure, 11.43 is policy 'management architecture proposed by
[Lewis, 1996] for network management. It consists of-a domain space of objects, a rulespace consisting of rules, a
policy dri ver that controls acton to be performed, and action space that implements the actions and attributes of'the
network being controlled
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The obiects in the domain space arc events such as alarms in fault management, packet Joss In performance, and
aurhenrcaton failure in security management. The objects have attributes. For example, attributes of alarms are
severity, 'tYpeof devica.locaton of device, etc; Attributes of packet loss can bethe layer at which packets are lost,
the percentage loss, etc. Rules In the rule space define t~ possible aetions that could he taken under various object
COnditiOIJS, tr is the same as in RBR, with if-then, condsion-action. The policy driver is the control mechanism,
which is similar to the inference engine. Thus, the objects 1n the domain space and the ser of-roles in the role space
,are combined for a policy decision lIlat is made by the policy driver. It is worth bringing the dlstincton between-a
rule and policy here. In the operations center, a rule could he that all network failures should be reported to th,e
engineering group. A statement t'hat this applies to the operations personnel at the network managernenr desk
makes tile rule a policy; Because the responsibility is assigned to specific individuals, failing to do so will be
blamed on the person on duty at that time. The action space executes the right-hand side of the rules by.changing
the' attribute'S of the network and/or 'executing,an external action. 10 resolving the throughput problem using the
CBR technique in Section 11.4.3, we disoussed the options regarding the actions" (0 be taken. Whether network
load should be.contrclled or more bandwidth be allocated is a policy decision.This can.be implemented as an RBR
in the policy rule space. An example of external action could be to page engineering for a severe network failure.

11.9. Service Level Management



Let us keep building a supersuuciure of'telecommunicaiions management to bring us up 10 date on the technology.
We addressed policy management In the last section that ensures the optimal and enterprise-wide.consistent lise of
the network and system management systems. However. the establishment of corporate policy does not stop at the
best and consistent use <ifmanagement 100.15. The 'network, systems, and business applications rhat run on them arc
there to serve customers, and customer satisfaction is essemal for the success ofthe·bu~iJ~.ss [Adams and Willens,
1996]. Hence, policy management should be driven by service level management, which is the second 10 the top
layer in the TMN model shown in Figure 11.11.

We have Illustrated implemenung service level management In Chapter lOon 1'MN with operation's systems; An
operations system, in general, does an exclusive or special-purpose function. With tbe availability of element
management and NMSs, it is time for tbe arrival of a generalized service level management. Service level
management is defined as the process of (I) identifying services and charscreristios associated with them, (2)
negotiating an SLA, (3) deploying agents to monitor and control the performance of network, system's, and
-applicaton components, and (4) producing service level reports [Lewis. 1999] . Lewis compares lite definition of
service level management to quality of service (QoS) management defined by the Object Modeling .Group (QMG).

The characteristics assoc iated with services are service parameters, service levels, component parameters, and
component-to-service mappings. A service parameter is an Index into Ihe performarce of a service-for example,
the availability ofa business application for acustomer. The business applicaudu depends upon various underlying
componenrs-efor example, .oerwork devices, systems, and applications on the sy~ems. Thus, there .s a one-to-
many mapping between the service parameter and the underlying component parameters. The availability of the
business application in the SLA can be defined in terms of the. availability of these underlying components. In this
case, the availability service parameter is a function of the availability component parameter.

An SLA is a contract between tbe service provider and the customer, specifying the services to be provided and the
quality of those services that the service pr.ovider promises to meet. The pricing fur the service depends on the QoS
commitment

The objective of service level management is 1.0 ensure customer satisfaction .by meeting or exceeding the
commitments made in the SLA and to guide policy management. ln addition. it provides input to the business
management system.

Summitry

We have learned in this chapter how to apply all the knowledge we have gained in the book to practical sitnatiens.
We have dealt with Uie five categories of QS1 application functions, .namely configuration, fault, performance,
security, and accounting.

Configuration management involves, in addition '10 setting and resetting the parameters of network components,
provisioning of the network and inventory management. Operatkmsystems perform the latter functions, Network
topology management is concerned with-discovery and mapping of'the network 'ror operations thai can be used to
monitor them from a centralized operntious.cemer, .

Fault detection consists of'fault detection and mull isolation. Similarly. performance. degradation involves detection
-and isolation. We dealt with these subjects ina Simplistic manner in the early part of tbe chapter and in a more
complex manner in. the latter pan. We discussed the emerging topic of correlation technology and the various
correlationtechniques that bave been implemented in systems. They correlate events or alarms, which arrive from
multiple sources, .aod determine the root cause of the problem. A knowledge base, built upon heuristic experience,
as "ell as algorithmic procedures, is used in such systems, either for theselectieu of inputs or lor reasoning.

While we addressed the issues of perfennance mnnagemenr, we discussed. the performance metries and the
important role of perfermance statistics in network management.

Security management played a small part in SNMP management, but plays an extremely sensitive and critical.role
in overall network management. We have dealt with this In detail In this chapter. We covered the importance of
policies and procedures. We looked at the various means of how information can be accessed, tampered wiib, or
destroyed. These are done by unauthcdzed and perverted personnel, We also learned how to protect, if not
completely at least partially, against such attacks. [0 tbill context, we.discusscd various authentication and

.authorization procedures, Tbere are sophistoated cryptographic methods to transport infometion across unsecured
channels to ensure secure communication. We talked about secret and publickeys incryptography to accomplish
this. 'We briefly addressed the issue of how to protect our networks and systems against the growing menace of
virus attacks,

From n business management viewpoint, we discussed the methods of (ISing the statistical data gathered from the
network to generate accounting applications: Reports play an essential role in the management of information
'Services. We· described the three classes of reports: planning and management, system, and user. We gave
examples of the 1ypes of reports that are useful in each class.

Many of the network and service management decisions are policy based. We discussed how this could be built
into the system that.weuld help personnel who are expected to implement those policies.

We brought this chapter to a conclusion.discussing service level management. Service level managemem belps
satisfy customer needs. A service level agreeme ut between the-customer and the service provder defines the needs
of the customer and the commaments.of the service provider.

'Exercises

1. You are asked to do a study of the use pattern of 24,000 w.orkstations in an academic institution. Make· the
'followlng assumptions for your study:

You.are pinging each station periodically. The message size in both directions is 128 bytes long. 'The
NMS you are using to do tbe study is on a IO-Mbps LAN, which functions with 30% efficiency, Whal
would be tbe frequc.ncy of your ping if you were not to exceed 5% overhead?

2. list and contrast the tools available to discover network components.

3. The autndlscoyery In some NMSs Is done by the network m;>~gjlmentsystem·startlng with ~.narp query to the
local router.

a. How would you determine theIP ad.dress of'tbe local.router?
b. Determine the local-rower of your workstaron. .

4. You are responsible for designing the autodlscoverv module of an NMS. Outline the procedure and the software
tools that .youwould use.

5. Redraw Figure 11.4 arid Flgure·ll.S for V1AN based on tP address.

6. You are the manager Of a N~. liet ~p a procedure that· wciuld help your operators ·trac~ the failure of a
workstation that ts on avirtual LAN. .

7. What MtS object would you monitnrfor measurlng the collision rate on an Ethernet LAN?



8. Ethernet performance degrades when the colltsloh ~atlo reaches ~. Explain how you would-use the 80,2.9
MIS,iRK ;13981to measure the collision ratio of an Ethernet LAN.w.~will define the collision ratio of the LANas
(tolal numberof colllsions/number of packets offered to the IAN) measured on the Ethemet h'lterface.

9. Repe~t Exerd!i!!7 USlng.anRMONMIS,

10. a. The Irap alarm thresholds 'are set at two levels-rising and falling. Explain the reasoning behind
this.

b. Define all.the RMON parameters to be ~t fPt generating and.reseuing alarms when tbe collision
rate on an Ethernet LAN exceeds 120,000 collisions per second and falls below 100,O()O
collisions per second. Use eventlndex values of I and 2 for event generation ror the rising and
falling thresbo k1s.

11. Download the MRTGtool ail<!measure the fo'ilowlng performance statistics on a subnetwork:

a. Current data rate---iocoming and outgoing
b. Trend over the past 12 months

12. Review RFC2064 and writea one- or ~o-page (maximum) report on the NeTraMet flow meter.

13. FOrFigure 11.8 network ronfiguration, specify!

n. RBR rules
b. Inference engine actions to accomplish tbe following!

Display-a red alarm for-a failed component.

Display a yellow alarm for a component tbnt is one laYer higher (i.e., one component abend in its
path).

Display blue alarms on.the icons two or more layers higher.

14. Write ~ pseudocode for MSR to detect-fallur~ ¥ thecomporients shown In Figure 11.11.

15. Describe ti'lreescenarios that require event correlation and explain dearlywhyeactl one needs It.

16. a. Describe (or select one from Exercise 12)11 scenario that clearly requires event correlatien,
b. Discuss bow each method discussed (with the exception of'the finite slate machine model) wouk!

approach the task.
coo Evaluate each, metbod.,

17. a. Derive the minimum number of symptoms required to uniquely identify n problems using
codebook correlation.

b. Dmw a chart with the number of-problems 'on the x-axis and the number of Symptoms on the y-
axis,

18. The' cau!KIlitygraph for a net\:Y0rk.1s~hown In Figure U.44.

a. Derive a codebook matrix fur the causality graph.
b. Derive the correlation' matrix, which is' aminimal codebook.
c. Derive the correlation matrix with a.Hamming distance 00.

Figure I t.44. E-xtrcist "8

19. '8. Assume that in II monoalphaberic cipher encryption scheme. both alphabet-and digiis (0-9) can
be used interchangeably. Suppose an Intruder tries to decipher it knowing the algorithm, but not
the key, How many attempts would lttake on the average to decipher the message?

b. If you are given a powerful computer with a nanosecend .instruction period to decipher tbe
message, could .you do 'it ill your lifetime? How confident are you with. your answer?

,20. State.-threel"1po'rtant,differences'ln,the ch~racterr5t1cs between a,uthl!ntlcatior\ and encryption algorithms.

21. a. You own the public.key oflan. What functions of secure email can you perform with thai?
b. Is it safe, for you to include your public key with your email address? Draw a comparison to

regular IDail.

22. Using ",dS ,utility under FreeSSD 2.x (or mdSsum under lINUX), generate a message digest of a flle provided by
your instructor.

23. Oescnbe the procedure at the 'originating end when Ian wants to send a secure message USing PEM
,slmuitaOE)ouslyto both 1l'1~and Ted. He cornmunlcates with IJlta us!ng' a secret key andwlth Ted usl~ a public
key.

24. Repeat Exercise 23 using PGP.

Part IV: Broadband Network.Management
Part IV, -and tbe book, ends by discussing broadband network management and future trends in
network management techno logy. The; demarcation of teecommunicntons and computer
commuuications is becomng increasingly fuzzy in broadband communicatjon. The treatment and
influence of ATM, MPLS. and S.0NlIT/SDHIDWDM on the WAN segment of broadband. network
is covered in Chapter 12.



Broadband service 10 bome uses the wired medium of cable, AO,SL, and PON for access .network
from WAN to the customer premises. Management consideraticns of access networks arc discussed
in Chapter 13. Otber alternatives to bring broadband to home are fixed and mobile wireless access
'networks, wbich are addressed .ln Chspter 14.

Chapter 15 is devoted to. Home. Networking. There are numerous options available, which include
Ethernet LAN. Wireless LAN (WLAN), telephone cable, power line, and tEEE 1394 FireWire™, as
well as PANs. We cover the two most popular of tbese, namely Ethernet LAN ·and IEEE 802.11-
based WLAN and WiFi.

Chapter 16 discusses the evolution of network management technologies-to the current and future
0005. With·tbe mpid growth of the Internet and Web technology, the industry has migrated to WeI>-
based management. A Web interface to a traditional network management system, .such as SNMP,
is the early Implementation of this techno logy. We· then address embedded Web-based management,
Desktop .Managemem Interface (DMf), for managing Pes and servers, and Web-Based Boterpcise
Management (WBEfyI) that has been developed by tbe Desktop Management Task Force (DMTF).
You will be introduced to two future management technologes, which are based on CORBA and
XML. There has been .significant progress in developing new industrial standards in NMS, OSS.
sud BSS systems recently, which are also .addressed.

12. Broad band Network Management: WAN

Objectives

Telecommunicetions overview
Dnta communicetonsoverview
.Evolution of converged networks
Desktop processors and LAN technology
Client-Server architecture in networking
internet and Intranet
Network communication protocols
OSI and Internet.standards
Broadband networks and services
Need for network 'management and NMS
Operations, Administrauon, Maintenance; and Provlsioning
N~work management architecture and organization
Concept ofNetwork.Operatioos Center
Perspectives of network management
Network management system
Look-ahead of network manegementtechaology

12.:1.Broadband Network and Services

As new techno Iogies emerge, service providers offer new services to commerc ial and residential communities
USing those !echnologies. In turn, offudng of new servi.ces by, service providers is propelling 1nfurrnation

technology to new beights, This is especially true iu broadband techno bgy, Let us first define what broadband
network and services are, which we brietly introduced in.Section 2.7.

The broadband network. and the narrowband Integrnted Services Digital Network (ISDN) ate multimedia networks
t'hat provide integrated analog arid digital services OVerthe same; network, Narrowband lSDN is low-bandwidth
network that can carry two 56 kilobaud rate channels. The broedband network can transport very high data rqte
signals. The narrowband ISDN is also known as Basic ISDN.

There' are three types of.informaticn technology Services; voice, video, and data.Tn the IrnditiOnal termino bgy,
voice and. video services are transported over tbe telecommunication network. 'the information may be transported
over telecommunication facilities in e.ither an analog or a djgital mode. The telecommunication network can be
topologically separated into a-wide area network (WAN) and local loops. The fORIlCr serves tmnsportation over
long distance between switching offices, and tbe latter covers the "last mile" from the switching office 'to the
customer premises,

As we saw in-Chapter I, data services are transported over the computet network, which is made up ofLANs and
WANs. The switches and multiplexers in the telecommunication network are replaced with bridges, routers,·and
gateways. The computer network uses the facilities of the telecommunicaiion network fur 'transportation over
WAN ..

The broadband network has several interpretations. One of the chief characteristics of broadband service is the
integration of voice, videe, and data services Over tbe same transportation medium; in other words, it ismultimedia
transportation networking. Sometimes, the broadband network is"confused with high-speed dlita network. either
dedicated or combined with real-time voice' or video, 'especially in tbe data traffic arena. However, we' limit our
definition. ofthe broadband network to those tbnt can bandJe multimedia service of voice, video, and data. T.be
broadband network is also called tbe Broadband Integrated Services Digita INetwork (B-[SDN).

The early form of the integrated services network is the Basic ISDN. It consists of two bas ic channels; B-channels,
56-kilobaud rate each, combined with an 8-kilobaud signaling cbannel.Dschannel. Together, tbey are referred to as
2.8+0. As we stated earlier, it is also called narrowband ISDN. However, on-line video requires a much larger
bandwidth. Besides, voice and video .require low latency and latency fluctuarons, which are achieved by ATM
technology, These necessities have led to the cady implementation of broadband ISDN, mote succinctly referred to
as the broadband network.

The broadband network. and service haveconrributed signlficantly to sdvaoces in three network segments ofW AN,
-access network,·and borne/customer premises equipment (CPE) network. In the WAN segment; protocols used in
addition to lP are. the asynchronous transfer mode (ATM), the Synchronous Optical Network (SONE·lythe·
Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH), and Multiprctoccl.Label Switching (MPLS), The ATM technology canbe
viewed as a hybrid of circuit- and packet-switched transmission modes. As a swit'cl:l, the ATM switch makes II

physical connection of a virtual circuit. However, the data are transmitted as celts (or packets) unlike in a circuit-
-switcbed connection. 10 Section 2.6 we introduced ATM using cell technology. The data rate of SONET/SDH
WAN is an integral multiple of basic OC-I (Optical Carri.er)-I/STS (Synchrooous Transport SignaQ, which is
51.84 Mbps. MPLS, as mentioned in Section 2'.6, 'evolved as the broadband protocol and takes advantage of the
high performance of ATM and tbe richness in features ofIP and Ethernet.

Broadband access technology is implemented using one of five technologies. Hybrid fiber coax (HFC) or cable
modern technology is 8 two-way interactlve multimedia communication system using fiber and coaxial cable
facilities and. cable modems. Tlie second technology uses a digital subscriber line (DSL). There are several
variaronsof implementing this; generically referred to as xDSL. For example, ADSL stands for Asymmetric DSL.
We will learn abouttbe various DSL technologies in Chapter 13. The third and fourth technologies use wireless
transmission from .the switching office or the head end to the customer premises. Transmission in the two cases ill
either terrestrial or via a satellite, The fifth technology is too mobile wireless technology. Mobile wireless
techoology is deployed as eitl~r I\ccess technology using GSM (Global System fur M.Obile



Communications)/GPRS (General Packet Rsdio Service) or COMA (Code Divison Muiiple Access), or as II
bome/CPE network using WtFi (fEEE 802.3) protocol, We will discuss these access technologies in Chapters Il-
is.

FJgure2.30, whch is duplicated here as Figure 121 shows a broadband network. Tbe WAN is MPLSIlP/ATM.
The WAN is linked to tbe cusromer premises using either optical links, OC-n (Optical Carrier-n)/STS
(Synchronous Transport Signal), or 3 broadband link will emerging access technology (HFC. xDSL, or wireless).
The customer network consists of tWO classes. residential customers and corporate customers with campes-like
network. The residential customers are either residential homes or small corporatjons that use broadband services,
but do not require the high-speed access network to WAN. Corporate customers need high-speed access and
COJlJJCCtoptical or sync hronous (E lIT I) links.

Flgur. 12.1. BrolKlb."d Servlrt N<lworla

Tere.trill-50 )

Rado, video (television). lnrernet Service Provider (ISP), and other service providers constitute the service
providers. Multiple services are multiplexed 81 tbe central office or the Muhiple Service Operator (MSO) head end
and are piped to the customer premises via common facilities. The service providers interface with WAN via
gateways.

The management of a broadband network is more complex than that of either the conventional computer network,
which is mostly based on £P. or the telecommunication network. It is based on MPLS and ATM WAN technology
nod broadband access technology. An ATM network Is based on switcbes with point-to-point connections (in
contrast" to ore-to-many connections as in broedcast/multicast protocols). It is also a connection-oriented protocol
and needs to be Integrated In the ccnrecrionless Internet environment. These provide challenges to the management
ofan ATM network. The ATM network is slowly migrating to rhe MPLS network. However, it is stili in extensive
use nod hence is included herc as a broadband WAN. The MPLSprotocol can be used with either ATM or iP; nnd
'the management requirements ond the mnnagement information bases (MISs) are still evolving. We will discuss
ATM technology in Section 12.2and Al'M network management in Section l2.3.

12. Broadband Network Management: WAN

Objectives

Te lecommnn ications overview
Data communications overview
Evolut ion of converged networks
Desktop processors and LAN technology
Client-Server architecture in networking
internet and intranet
Network communication protocols
OSI and Internet standards
Broadhand networks and services
Need fur network management and NMS
Operations. Administration, Maintenance, and Provisioning
Network management architecture and organization
Concept of Network Operations Center
Perspectives of network management:
Network management system
Look-ahead ornetwork management techno logy

12.1. Broadband.Network and Services

As new technologies emerge. service providers offer new services to commercial and residential communities
using those technologies. In tom. offering of new services by service providers is propelling information
technology 10 new heights. This is especially true in broadband technology. Let us first define what broadband
network and services are, which we briefly introduced in Section 2.7.

The broadband network and the narrowband Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) are multimedia networks
that provide integrated analog and digital services over the same network. Narrowband ISDN is low-bandwidth
network that can carry two 56 kilobaud rare channels. The broadband network can transport very hig)! data rate
signals. The narrowband ISDN is also known as Basic IS ON.

There are three types oUnformation technology services: voice, video, and data. In the traditional terminology,
voice nod video services are transported over the tejecommunication network. The informaron may be transported
over telecommunication mcilities in either an analog or a digital moda. TIle telecommunication network can be
topologically separated into a wide area network (WAN) and local loops. The former serves transportaton over
long distance between switching offices. and the latter covers the "last mile" from the switching office to the
customer premises.

As we saw in Cbapter I. data services are transported over the computer network, which is made up of LANs and
WANs. The switches and multiplexers in the telecommunicatlon network are replaced with bridges, routers, and
gateways. The computer network uses the facilities of the telecommunication network fur transportation over
WAN.

1'he broadband network bas several interpretations, One of the chief oharncteristics of broadband service is the
integration of voice, video, and data services Oller the same transportation medium; in other words, it is multimedia
transportation networking. Sometimes. the broadband network is ccnfused with high-speed clam network, either
dedcared or combined with real-time voice or video, especially In the data traffic arena. However, we limit our



definition of me broadband network (0 tbose tbat can handle multimedia service of voice, video, and data. The
beoadband network is also called me Breadband lnregraied Services Digilall'letwork (B-1SON).

The early form of the integrated services network.is the. Basic ISDN. It consists of two basic channels: Bschannels,
56-kilobaud rate each, combined with.an.g..kilOba~d signaling channel, D-cbannel Together, they are-referred (0 as
213+D. As 'we stated earlier, it is also called narrowband ISDN. However, on-llnevideo requiresa much larger
bandwidth. Besides, voice and video require low latency. and lateo<;y fluctuations, which are achieved by ATM
technology. These necessities have led to the early implementatlon of broadband lSDN, more succinctly referred to
·as the broadband network.

The broadband network and service have contributed significantly to advances in three network.segments of WAN,
access network. and bomelcustomer premises equipment (CPE) network. In the WAN segment, protocols used in
addition to IP are the asynchronous transfer mode (AIM).. the Synchronous Optical Network (SONET).lthe
Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH), and Mulliprotocol Label Switching (MPLS). T.he AlM technology can be
viewed as a hybrid of circuit- and packet-switched transmission modes. As a switch, me AIM switch makes a
physical connection of'a virtual circult. However. the data are transmitted as cells (or packets) unlike in a circujt-
switched connection. In Section 2.6 we introduced ATM using cell technology. The data rate of SONET/SDH
WAN is an integral 'multiple of basic QC.I (Optical Carrler)-'I/STS (Synchrenous Transport Signal). which is
5·1.84 Mbps. MPLS, as mentioned in Section 2.6, evolved as the broadbaod protocol and rakes advantage ofthe
high performance.of AIM and me richness.in features ofIP and Ethernet.

Broadband access technology is implemented using one of five technologies, Hybrid fiber coax (8FC) or cable
modem technology is" o' two-way interactive multlmed ia communication system using fiber and coaxial cable
facilities and cable moderns, The. second teclinology uses a digital subscriber line (DSL). There are several
variations of implementing this, generically referred to as xDSL. For e-xample, ADSL stands for Asymmetric DSL.
We will learn about the various DSt technologies in Chapter 13. The third .and fourth technologies use wireless
transmission from the switching office or the head end ttl the customer premises. Transmission in the two cases is
either terrestrial or via 'a satellite. The fifth technology Is the mobile wireless tcchnology. Mobile wireless
technology is deplo)~ as either access technology using GSM (Global System for Mobile
Communications)/GPRS (General Packet Radio Service) or COMA (Code DivisonMukiple Access), or as a
hornc/CPE network usiug WiFi (IEEE 802.3) protocol. We will discuss these access technologies ill Chapters 13-
15.

figure 2.30, which is duplicated bere as Figure 12.1 shows a broadband.network. The WAN is MPLSLlP/ATM.
The WAN Is linked to the .customer premises using either optical links, OC-n (Optical Carrier-nYSTS
(Synchronous Transport Signal), ora broadband link wsh emerging access technology (liFC, xDSL, or wireless).
The customer network consists of twi;>classes, residential customers 'and corporate customers with campus-like
network. The resident lal customers are either residentlalhomes or small corporations that use broadband services,
but do. not require the high-speed access network to WAN. Corporate customers need high-speed access and
'connect optical or synchronous (E 111'.1) links.

Flgw" 1.2.1. Broadbaud servtce N etw orks

Radio, video (television), Internet Service Provider (ISP), and other -servce providers constitute the service
-provders. Multiple. services are multiplexed iit the centro I office or the Multiple Service Operator (MSO) head end
and are piped to the customer premises v.i.a common facilities. The. service providers interface with WAN via
gateways.

The management of a broadband network is more complex than that of either lite conve.ntionaJ computer network,
which is mostly based on lP, or the telecommunication network. It is based on MPLS and ATM WAN technology
and broadba.nd 8CCe!!S technology. An ATM network is based on switches witb poini-to-point connections (in
contrast to one-to-many connections as in broadcast/multicast protocols). It is also a connection-oriented protocol
and needs to be. integrated in the ccnnecronless Internet environment: Tbeseprovide challenges totbe management
of an AIM network. The ATM network is slowly migrating 10 the MPLS network. However, it is still in extensive
use and hence is included here as a broadband WAN. The MPLS protocol can beused with either ATM or (P; and
the management requiremerits and the management information bases (MIBs) are still evolving. We will discuss
ArM technology in Secrion 12.2 and ATM network management in Section 12.3.

12.2. ATM Technology

The ATM has helped bring about 'the 'merger of computer and telecommunication networks, There are five
important concepts comprising ATM technology [Keshav, 1997). They are (I) virtual path-virtual circuit (VP-
VC), (2) fixed packet SL2Il, or cells, (3) small packet size, (4) statistical multiplexing, and (5) integrared services.
The implementation.of'tbese concepts in a network that is made up ofATM switches achieves high-speed network
that can transport all three services (voice, video, and data). The desired quality of service is provided 10 individual
streams (unlike the. current Internet) erthe same time. The network is also easily scaleableThe.A'Tfd Forum, an
organizaton that specifies standnrds for ATM lmplementation, has also- provided 'Il framework lOr network
management, which we will.address in Seeton 12.3.

The subject of ATM is full ofacronyms. Hence, we have included a special acronym table, Table 12.1 that
.conrains those that we use here. There are many more acronyms associated with ATM.



T"bl.I.2.1. ATII1Acronyms

AAl ·ATM Adaptation Layer

TobI01.2.1.ATili Acronyms

AAl ·ATM Adaptation Layer

A8R Available 81tRate UNI User-Network Interface

AMC Agent Management Entity V8R-rt Variable 81tRate-real time

ATM Asynchronous Transfer Mode V8R-nrt Variable 81tRate-non-real time

810 Broadband Intercarrier Interface· VC Virtual Channel

VCC Virtual Channel Connection

VCI Virtual Channel Identifier

VCl Virtual Channel link

VP Virtual Path

VPC Virtual Path Connection

VPI Virtual Path ldentifler

VPl Virtual Patti Unk

BISON Broadband Integrated·Servl.C2SDigital Networ~

BI551 Broadband Inter Switching System Interface

CBR Cpr.>Stant81tRate

053 Digital Slgn~13

DXI Digital EXChangeInterface

ELAN Emulated Local Area Network

IlMI Int.erim/lntegra~d local Management Interface

IME Interface Management Entity

lATA local A<;x:cs.sahd Tr~nsPQrtArea 12.2.1. V.irtwlll·lIul-ViJ1u.al Circuit

LCD loss of'Cell Delineation We learned about the cell 'transmission mode in Chapter 2. As shown in Figure. 2:28(c) and discussed in Section
2.6.4, -it combines rbe best of the circuit" and packet-swhched modes of transmissjon. TJJe packets are all of th.e
same size and are small in $ize. Bach cell has the full bandwidth of the medium, and the cells are statistically
multiplexed. The packets.all tillie rbe same path using the VP-VC concept. This mode of unnsmission is called the
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) and is one of the fundamental concepts of ATM technology. Let us now look
·stother aspects ofAlM technology.

lE LAN Emulation

lE ARP LANEmulation Address Resolution protocol

lOF loss of Fratne

lOP loss of Pointer

lOS loss of Signal

QoS Quality of Service

SOH SYnchronous Digital Hierarchy

UBR Unspecified Bit Rate·

We discussed in Section 2.4.10 how the VP'_VC concept ~ used in packet swsches, Pigures 2.27(a) and (11) in
Chapter 2 show-the distinction between the datagram and the virtual circuit configuration. In AIM technology; the
virtual circuit configuration is used. A virtual circuit Ihat has been established between two stations, A and Z, is
shown in Figure 12.2. The routingtables inthe ATM switchea A, B, and D. associated with this virtual circuit are
shown in Figure 12.2. Tlie virtual circuit is first established prior to sending Uie data. In our example.tbe virtual
circuit is the ccmbieation of virtual circuit links VCl-l, vcr-2, Va-3, and vcr-4. Once the virtual circuit is
established, all packets- are transported in the sequence in which they were transmitted by the source along the
same path for a given session. Thus, packets 1,2, and 3 tmnsmit·ted by Station A arrive at Station Z in the correct
'sequence traversing the .same links. Since the path is fixed for the entire session, the traosmisslou mte is
considerably increased just as in cjreuit-switehed TDM transmission (Table 12.2).

Figure 12.2. Vlrtu,,1 Clrcuk ConliJlUrntion
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T.bl.I2.2. A-Z \lio'lual Cio'cull-Houling Tablts

SWitch Input vel/Port Output vel/Port

A vel-l/Port-1 vel-2/port-2

vel-2/port-2 VCI-l/Port-1

vel-2/port-1 VCI·3/Port-2

vel·3/port-2 VCI-2/Port-1

vel-3/port-1 Vel-4/port-2

Vel-4/port-2 vel-3/port-l
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A1thougb tbere is enhanced speed of transmission of packets, there is delay associated with pre-establishing the
links for the virtual circuit. This delay is reduced by pre-assigning links to a virtual circuit. This is done by
grouping a number of virtual circuils between two swscbes into a virtual path. A virtual path identifier (VPJ)
comprises virn.al circuit identifiers (VCls). Thus. eSlab6sbing the route from Station A to Station Z in our example
is to do a look-up of the VPI-VCI tables. The price that we pay for adopting Ibis mechanism is that some VCIs
may remain idle during non-busy truffie period, and thus waste the bandwidth. However, Ibis wasted bandwidth is
a lot less than that fOr dedicated physical links in a circuit-switched trnnsmission mode.

The VP-VC can be established on a per session basis or on a permanent basis between a pair of end stations that
carry large volumes of traffic. In the fonner ease, tbe circuit is established as and when .needed and lorn down lifter
the session is over. This is called the switched virtual circuit (SVC). When the connection is established for long
periods of time and not switcbed between sessions, a permaoem virtual circuit (PVC) is established.

12.2.2. ATM j'IItket Si7.1'

A™ packets are of fixed size, each 53 bytes long. A fixed-size packet was chosen so that fast and efficient
swirches can be bui k. Mooy switches can operate in parallel if they all perform switching all the same-size packets.

The ATM packet size of 53 bytes has 8 bender of 5 bytes and a payload of 4.8 bytes. This size was arrived at by
optimizing between IWO factors. The packet size should be as small as possible to reduce jhe delay in switching and
packetlzation. However, it should be large enough to reduce the overhead oCthe header relntive to the payload.

12.2.3. Inll'g.· a Iccl Service

The main challenge Jn.integrating the three services is LO meet rbe different requirements of each. Voice and video
traffic require low tolerance on variations in delay and low end-to-end (roundtrip) delays for good interactive
commun ication. Once voice data are lost or delayed, real-time communicat ion is garbled and we cannot reproduce
it. Thus, it has 10 be given the highest priority of service in transmission. This is true with the voice portion oftbe
information in video transmission. Further, the voice and video have to be synchronized. Otherwise, it will be like
watching a movie with the conversation lagging behind the mouth motion due 10 wrong threading oftbe film. Pure
video wlbout sound con nave less priority than audio.

Data traffic can have a much higher rojeranee on latency. II is primarily a store and forward technology and the
traffic itself is inherently bursty in nature. However, data speed is important far large data transmission
applications, although it has tbe lowest priority in transmission.

It is possible 10 set the priority In ATM switches by assigning prIOrity to the different services. This is
accomplished by guaranteeing a quality of service (QaS) for each accepted call setup. A traffic descriptor is
specified by tbe user of the service; and rbe system ensures that the service requested could be rnet by the virtual
circuit thar is set up.

There are four main classes offraffic defined to Implement qlllllily of service. They are the conaant bit rate (CllR);
lhe real-time variable bit rate (VBR-rt), the non-reel-time variable bit rule (VBR.ort), and the available bh rate
(ABR). Voice is assigned CBR. Streaming video such as real-lime video on the Internet is assigned VBR-rt. The
VBR-ort is applicable to transmission of still images. The fP data trufflC gets the lowest bandwidth priority with
ADR.

There are two markets for ATIvl switches using ATM technology, public and private. A public network is the
network that is establisbed by the service providers. A private network is primarily a campus ootwork. Network
management clearly distinguisbes between these two markets, as we shall see in Section 12.3.

12.2.4. W A '/sOl'!"F.T

Although analog high-frequency multiplexing is still in vogue for WAN trnnsponution in legacy systems, digital
transmission is the predominant mode of transportation. The basic voice bend, 0-4 kHz, is converted to 64 Kbps
digital signal universally. However, mukiplexing hierarchy of the basic signal has evolved differently in North
America, Europe, and Japan. For example, TI transmission carrier shown in Figure 2.28(3) has a data rate of 1.544
Mbps carrying 24 voice channels. Equivalent of this in Europe is the EI transmission at 8 data rate of2.048 Mbps
carrying 30 channels. Thus, whenever digital transmission happens across the "pond" between Europe and North
America. there is an expeasise conversion involved between the IWO types of systems,

The digital hie.mrcby has been brought into synchronization across Ihe world using 155.52 Mbps as the basic data
rate in carrier technology using fiber optics, However, the nomes are different in Europe and North America. In
Europe, it is called SDH and in North America SONET. The units of SOH are Synchronous Transport Signal
(STS-n) where n is the hierarchical level. The optical carrier starts with the unit ofOC-I (Optical carrier-level I),
which is 51.84Mbps and thus tbe basic SONET is level OC.3.

12.2.S.ATMLAN Emulunon

It was once considered possible that ATM would be al all desktop workstations. However. this has not been the
case and rP over Ethernet has become uie roost used LAN.

The services provided by ATM differ from conventional LAN in three ways. First, ATIvl is connection oriented,
Second, ATM makes one-to-one connection between pairs of workstations in contrast to the broadcast and
multicast mode in conventional LAN. Thrd, 8 LAN MAC address is dedicated to the pbyslcal network interface
card and is independent 0 f network tope logy. The 20-byle ATM address is noL



1n order to use ATM .in me current LAN environment, it has 10· fit into the current TCPIIP LA.lo.I environment.
Because of the basic differences mentioned in the previous paragraph, although the ATM. Forum has .developed
A™ specifications for LAN emulation (LE or LANE) that emulate services of the current LAN network across an
ATMIletwor.k, it has been discontinued. Hence, we will not discuss Ulis any. further.

12.3. ATM Network Managemcnr

Broadband network II)8nagemenl consists of managing the WAN using ATM technology, as well as access
networks .from me central office to me home. We will discuss the former m.this Section. We will-discuss access
technology management in the next.cbapter.

WAN facilities are provided by public service ·providers, who perform the following managemenr functions:
operation. administration, maintenance, and provisioning (OAMP). Typically, a large enterprise or corporation
services its private nerwork. However; U!ey too use rbe public service providers' faeiHl'ies to transporr infurmation
over a loog distance. This is referred to as public network. ATM networks are classified as private and public
networks, as shown in Pigure 12.3. The standards for tile management of each and tbe interactions between them
have been addressed by the AIM Forum, which is' an int.C(ootional organization 'accelerating cooperation on ATM
technology. The user interface to the privatenetwork is the private user-network interface (UNf), 'and the interface
to tbe public network is me Public UNl.

Flgu re 1.2.3. Privote;u,d PubU. ,\TM Ntlwork User N<llI'ork lnterf ace s

UNI._ User ~lwork Il1ierfaQl

U.3.1. ATM Neiwol'k Reference Modet

ThcATM Forum has defined a management interface architecture, ATM' network reference model, as shown in
Figure 12.4. Private networks are managed by private network managers or private network management systems
(NMSs). Public uetwork managers or public network management systems manage the public networks. To
-distinguish between a human manab'Cr and the maoagemem system, we will refer to the network manager in the
context of a· system as the NMS, unless explicitly stated. There are five interfaces between Systems ·aTlil networks.
Ml and M2' are, respectively, the interfaces between private NMS and either end user or private network. T.he end
user Can-he·o worksation, ATM switch, or any ATM device. A private ATM network is an enterprise network.

Figur't 1204. ATM Forum ManAgtllH'nUllltrfo(t, Reftrtnc-t At'f,biteclUI'e_
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A private NMs can access its OWJI oetwork-related information in a public network via an M3 interface to me
public NMs. The public NMS, which manages the public network, responds to Hill private NMS via the M3
interface with the rele~ant infurll)8tion or takes the appropriate action requested.

M4 is theinterface between' a public NMS and a public network. M5 is the interface betweeo_NMSs oft~l'o service
provders, The ATM Forumhas not yet specified this interface.

12.3.2. Integrated Local Management Interface

Beside the M-interfaces, Figure 12.4 also shows interfaces between an i\TM eod user or device and all i\1:M
network, as well as interfaces between ATM networks. These are distinct trom the fyi-interfaces between NMSs
and networks or end users. While me M-interfaces provide-a top-down management view of network or device, the
A™Forum defines-the ATM link-specific view of configura! ion and fault parameters across a UNI. These are me
UNJ interfaces presented.in Figures 12.3 and 12.4. The specificatons fur these are contained in ihe integrated local
management interface (lLMl), which we will discuss further in Section 12.3.4.

The "I" in lLMI originally stood fur "Interim;" not "Integrated." See afilmi.006S:000. Its specifications were
supposed to-have been replaced by [ETF specificatlons. However. il turned out that Some Were and others were not
Hence, 'T' in ILMI now designates Integrated. The ILMl fits into the overall model for an ATM device, as Shown
in Figure 12..5. The ATM management information is communicated across the UNI or !lie network-to-network
interface (NNl). T.hese interfacesare with Am devices (end-systems, switches, etc.) that belong to either a private
Or n public network. Any interface with me public. ATM 'network is a public UN! or a public NNl. Any interface
.with a private ATM network is a-private UNl or a priVliteNNf. The devices communicate across UNI and NNI vi's
'an ATM interface management entity (1MB) module in tbe-entiry, There are three versions ofJME-user;1\et\Vork,
and system based on where i.t is used.

Figure 12.5. Definitions and Con' ex ' of LLMI
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Figure 12.5 shows 'the various 'physical connections, virtual connections, and the ILMI communication links
between the devices-and 'the networks. Tho ILMl communJcation occurs over both physical and virtual links using
SNMP'or AAL5 protocols. We will discuss the MlB related tomanagement in tbe .fOllowing sections.

Two public carrier networks interface wit.b each other via a broadband intercerrier interface (SIC!). as shown in
Figure 12.4, SIC! is 'also known as network-to-network interface (NNI).

12.3.3. ATl\1 Management ltilormntioll Base

The MIB and tbe structure of maeagemenr of information that are required far the management of the AlM
network-are specified between two sets of documents defined by lETF and the A1M Forum: The global view of
the,lnterllCt.MIB tree associated with !.be KIM is, presented .in.Fjgure 12:6.:Tbe two major branches are mib-Z and
atmForum (under emerprises), The structure of management lnforruaron is defined using the ASN.I syntax. The
MID associated with the AlM is 'primarily concerned with the ATM sublayer parameters. The parameters
associated with higher layers are handled using the-standard MlB discussed earlier in Chapter 4. The documents
!liat address the various groups are listed in Table 12.3.

Figul" t ~,6.lul'I·U.1 A'l"M MIS

T~bl. i2.J, hlt.nlte A'fM MIB Groups nnd i)o(,llmtnL'

Entity 010 Description

system mlb-21 ~ysiem

Interfaces mlb-22 tnterfaces !modlfled)

RFC,1573

'IIMIB mlb-231 lnterface types

transmission m'lb-210 Transm[sslOn

dSl trall$missloJi DSlcarrier objects
18,

dS3 transmission DS3/E#intertace obJect:s
30

soiurtMIB tr~ll$missjoil SONETMIB
39

atmMIB mlb-297 AlM objects,

atmForum enterprises AlM Forum 'MIB/M'3 spec,jficatloil
353

M41riterface

Document

RF£ 1213

RF{ 1213

RFC1573

RFCl213

RFCl~

RFCl407

RF<: 1595

RF£ :i695

af-rim-0019.000

af-nm-0020.000 .if·nm-
0020.001



Table 12.3.lu,""., ATM MIB GrmlllSond OoOUIII."1S

Entity 010 Description Dowment

CMIP spedflcation for M41nterlace af-nnHlO27.000

M4 network·view Interface af·nnHlOS8 .000

AAl management for the M4 NEView af·nnHlO71.000

CIrcuit emulation service internet-working requirements. af·nm-oon.OOO
logical and CMIP MIS

M4 network-view CMIP MIB Specvl.O af·nnHlO73.000

M4 network-view requirements and logfcal MIB-addendum af-nm-On4-OOO

atmForumAdmln atmForum 1 ArM administrative af-llmHI06S.000

atmForumUnl atmForum 2 ArM user network Interlace af·llml-006S.000

atmUnlDxi atmForum 3 Data exchafllle interface (DXf)specifiClation af-dxi-0014.000

Multfprotocol over ArM af-mpoa-OOS7.000

MultfprotocoJ over ATM Verslon 1.0 MIS af·mpoa-0092 ..000

There are five nodes shown under mi~2 in Figure L2.6. We described system and interlaces groups in Ch3jller 4.
the interfaces group has evolved to handle the sublayers, such as ATM; the details are described in RFC 2863. The
transmission group contains subgroups lOr each medium of t:ransmission. The ATM objects. as defined in the
atmM1BObjects group under atrnMTB, are specified inRFC l695.

The atmForum group i.ssubnode 353 under the enterprises node. The atmForum group contains five subgroups, as
shown in Figure 12.6: atmForumAdmin, atmforumOni, atmOniDxi, atmLanEmulation and
aunForumNetworkManagement The ATM edministrarive (8ImF0rumAdmin) and ATM UN) (OImFon,mUni)
groups are defined in the integmted loca! management interface (ILMJ) specification, af-ilmi-0065.000. The ATM
mer (atmUniDxi) group is the Data Bxcbange Interface and is discussed in Section 11.3.9. II is the ATM interface
between DTE and DeE and is described in uf-dxi-OOL4.000. The MIB .ror M4 interface
(atmFonrmNetworkManagement) is covered in af-nm-009S.001.

12.3..1. Rnlc nfSNMl' lind ILMI ill ATM Man.ageDlCnl

Although ILMJ was conceived as interim specifications. il has become permanent. The ATM network managemem
uses both SNMP MIB nnd ATM Porum MIB. Figures l2.7 nnd 12.8 (af-iJmi-006S.000 nnd Section 4 of UNI)
conceptually present the role of the two network management protocols. Figure 12.7 presents the MI interfece. An
SNMP ngenl is shown embedded in an ATM device. and the NMS communicates with it using SNMP protocol and
fETF MIB modules. RFC 2863 specifies the interface parameters and types, including the oddilionol tables 10
manage tbe ATM sublayer, RFe 1695 specifies the ATM objects. The transport MIB module is dependem on the
transmission medium.

Flgure 11.7.SNMP ATM M•.nllgf"","t (MJ In....ra..j

SNMP+ M1

I ISNMPAgent
RFC 1113

A1MOeliice RfC 1573
RFC 1695

FI~ur. U.8. Rule or SNMP flnd.ll.Mlln ATM Munllgflllfni (M2 hll.lf!.ct,l

Figure 12.8, which shows 'Ihe M2 interface, comprises the network of two ATM devices. The NMS manages the
network with an interface 10 device A. The lLMI protocol is used ror communication between the agent
management entity (AME) in device A and the AME In device B. A proxy agent that resides in device A does the
rranslaron between.1LMJ MIB and SNMP Mm.

12.3.5. Mllnterface: Managemeut of ATM Nt'twllrk Elemcnt

Tbe M I interface, as mentioned earlier, is between an SNMP management system and an SNMP agent in an ATM
device. as shown in Figure 12.7. Four entities, iflnNUcnstPkts, ifOlIINUcnstPkts, iiOutQLen, and ifSpecific have
been deprecated. Tbe interfaces (interfaces) and ifMlB <IF MIB) groups under tbe mgmt node are sbown in Figure
12.9. Four tables have been added to handle sub layers. They are shown in Figure 12.9 WIder ifMlBObjects. Table
12.4 gives II.brief descripton of the funct ions that each table performs.



Fill"r< 12.9.lnterf.<es Grollp T.blu ror Sub.hlye ...

ifTestTable(3)

'fnbl. 1.2.4.Int.rfnc~' GrlluI' Tables for Sub'L,yers

Entity aiD De'scrlption (Brief)

IfMIBObJe~.} ~ddltlbnal objeclS for the Interface table

IfStackTable ifMIBObjects 2 Information C;1n re,lationship bctwe:en·s.ublayers

IfTestTable IfMIBObJects3 Tests that NMS tnstructs the agent to perforrn

ifRecvAddr.esSTable·IfMIBObjects 4 Information on type of pac!<elS/fram·eS.aeceptedon an interface

Figure 12.1 0 shows the three transmission modes 'that are used for the ATM. They are DS I (L544-Mbps twisted-
pair cable), OS3 (44.736-Mbps coaxial cable), and SONET (nxISS52-MbpS optical fiber). OS'! and DS) are
transmjtted over T 1 and 1'3 carriers, respectively. Only one of tbese MISs needs to be implemented .in tbe agent
based on which uansmission medium Is used. RFCs dealing with rransmission group MIS modules are listed in
Table 12.3.

"Igurt 12.10. Trnns'It~Ic\n Grolll'! ror "1'1\1

Figure 12.11 and. Table '12.5 show the ATM MIB objects group. This group contains information to manage tbe
A1M, sublayer entities: traffic descriptors, OS3 physical-layer convergence parameters (PLCP), transmission
convergence (TC) sublayer parameters, virtual path link/virtual channel link and their associated cross-connect
tables, and performance parameters for AALS (AIM a.daphilionJliyer).

Figul" 12.11. ATM M ... aged ObJtCI$ (;rclup

TAbl" 12.5. ,\TI\1 l\1"unge,cI ObJ<'Cls Groul>

Entity Description (Brief)010

atmNoTrafficDescriptor atmMIBObjetts 1 ATM trafficdesalptortype

atmlnterfaceConfTable atmMIBObjects 2 ATM local Interface configuration parameter table

atmlnterfaceDs3PlcpEntr:y atmMIBObjects 3 ATM Interface 0$3 PlCP parameters and state variables table

atmlnterfacelCTable atmMIBObjects 4 ATM TCsublaye"onflgurat!on and state parameters table

·atmTrafflcDe:s<;,rParamTal;>leatmMIBObjett$ 5 ATM traffic descrlptor type·and associated parameters

atmVprrable atmMIBObjetts 6 VlrWal path link tabfe

atmVdTable atmMIBO~jects 7 Vlrtu,at channel llnk table

atmVp(:rciS$ConnectNext atmMIBObjects,8 Index forliirtual path cross-connecr table

atmvpCrossConnectTab.le iitmMIBObjects 9 Virtual P<lth cross-connect table

atmVc<;:rossConnectNext "tmMIBObJects 10 Indexforvlrtuat channel cress-connect table

atmVc'CrossConriectTable atmMIBO.bJectsU vi'rtual cross-connect table

.alSVc~Table atmMllI.Objects 12 AAl Vcr, performance parameters table'



The M2 interface for AlM management is shown in Figure 12.8. The management information on AlM links
between devices is gathered :from.ILMI MIB. TIle relative roles of-each are shown. in Figure "12.8. Detailed UNJ
and NN1 for both private and public interfaces, specified in nf-i1mi-006S.000, are sbown in Figure 12,5 and were
discussed in Sect ion 12.3.2.

The ILMl specifications define the administrative and UN! gTOUpSof tbe ATM Forum MIB. The administrative
group defines a general-purpose registry for locating A1M network servcessuch as the ATM name answer Server
CANS). Other subgroups under the.administrative group have been deprecated and handled by IETF specifications -.

Figure 12.12 and Table 12.6 show tbe ATM UN! MIB object group. They define tbe management objects
associated with the AIM layer and ll~ physical layer. The statistics group is deprecated. The parameters associated
with virtual path/virtual connections as well as the adjustable bandwidth rate (AaR) and QoS ore covered.

liigur. 11.11. ATM UNI Mm ObJtcI C'rou!'

'fnbl. 11.6.A1]\1 UNI MIB Obj •• ' G"OUI'

Entity oe Description (Brief)

iitmfPhyskalGroup atmForumUnll Defines a table of physical-layer status and parameter information

atrrfAtmlayerGroup atmforulTlUnll Defl~s a taple of ATM-Iayer status ~nd p~rameterlnformatlon

atmfAtmStatsGroup atm ForumU ril3 Deprecated

al;mNpcGroup aim ForumU nf4 Deflnes a table of status arid parameter Informatfon on the virtual
path connedions

atmtvcc.Group atmForumUrirs Detrnes a table of status and parameter Information on the vJrtual
Channelconnections

TRbleI.2.6. ATM lIN! M.lB O"jl'(' GroUI)

Entity 010 Description (Briel)

atmfAddr~sGroup atmForumUnJ 6 Defines the network-side IME table containing the user-side ATM-
la~er addreSses

atmfN etPre.fbiGrouPo atmPonim Unl"7 Defln~s a user-side 1MEtable of nlltwork "refixes

atmfSrvcRegistryGroup atmForum UnJ8 Deflnes the neiwork-slde IME table containIng all services
available to the User-srdeIME

atmtvpcAbrGrciup atmPonim Unl"9 Defln~s ~ tabte of opera.tlorial p"arajTIelersrelated to ABR virtual
path connections

atmNccAbrGroup atmForumllnr
10

Defines a table Of op;eratronal parameters. related to ABR Virtual
channel connettl~ln$

AtmfAddressReglstrationAdminGroup atmForumUnl
U

123.7. M3 lnterfaee: Customer Nehvork Management ofa Public Network

M3 is the management interface between the private NMS and the public service provider NMS. It allows the
customer 10 moniroraod configure their portion of the public AIM network. The M3 interface specifications are
defined in the ATM Forum document ~f-nm-0019.000. Netw!>rks show the typical configuration, how a customer
would interacrwith tile public service provider network via the carrier management system. There are two classes
ofM3 requirements in the figure-c-status and ccnflgurationmonitoring (Class I) and virtual configuration control
(Classll).

Class I requirements are tbose which a public network service provider offers to the customer. These include the
customer performing monitoring and management of configuration, liIu]l, and performance management of a
specific customer's portion of a public ATM network. This service is offered only fur PVC confguration.
Examples of this service are (a) retrieving performance and oonfigurarion information lor a UN! link and (b) public
service NMS reporting-an alarm or trap message to the userNMS on a UN I-link failure.

Class 11 service provldesgreater capability to the user, The user can request the service provider to add. delete, or
change virtual counections between a pa ir of customer's UNls. An example of'this would be the customer wanting
10 establish a new virtual path or increase ilie number of virtual circuits in a given virtual path.

A customer network management (CNM) agent. residing ill the private service provider's NM"S provides the M3
service. As mentioned, the service is limited to the portion of the public service provider's network that the user's
circuit traverses. lithe user's circuit traverses multiple service.provioers;e separate interface with each provider is
needed. The CNM sends" requests 10 the carrier management system (see Figure 12.13), which nels' as an agent 10
rbe CNM. The carrier maungement system tben invokes the request on the network elements (N"E) or other NMS
and returns the responses to CNM.,

Ji~igur~12.13. CUSIOfUtr Ma·n.ag:rmrnt of PI'walr nnd PubliC! Nrtwol'ks
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The requirements for M3 and M4 are specified os mandatory or required, conditionally required, nod optional.
Class I requirements are mandatory, and Class Ilrequirements are optional.

Class 1Interface Management Functions. Table ·12.7presents M3 Class Lrequrements nod UieMIS groups' that are
used to obrain the infonnation. The request has SNMP "read-only" capability. The public network service provider
.should give the CNM customer the ability to retrieve a.11the information listed in Table 12.7.

Table U.7. MJ CIa>"SI fllt.rrM. Rt'lui!·.I"tnlS and MID

General .UNI protocol stack System group [RFC1213J• .Ir1tarfacesgroup. Includlrlg Imible and IfStackTable (life 1213.
Information 2863]. SNMPgr.oup (RFC1213]

·ATM performance information ifrable (RFC2863]
on customer's UNf

Physical-layer performance All tables except dsx3ConfigTabie (RFC1401]. all tables except dsx1ConfigTabie [RFC14otU.
and status Information all tables except the configuration tables and VT tables Of S0NET MIB (RFC 15951

atmlnterfa~Ds3PlcpTab!e/atmlnterfaceTa:able of ATM MIB (RFC1695]

ATM·level Information atmlnterfaceCorifrable of ATM MIB IRFC1695]
configuration Informatlorl

Physlcal·layer
Information

configuration dSldCOrifigTable (RFC1407]'dsxlConfigTable (RFC14061 all coliflgutatlon tables except the
sonetiltConflgTa~le Qf sONETMIB (RFC1595]

ATM·layer virtual patti link .atmVplTable of'ATM MIB [RFC169.5]

TRbl.l2.7. MJCllIss I Interf see Requlremenss ,"nd MID

G.eneral UNI protocol stack System group (RFC1213).. Interfaces group. Including Ifrable and IfStackT~ble [RFC1213.
Information 2863]. SNMP group (RFC1213]

configuration and status
Information

ATM·layer virtual channel link .atmVdTabre of AIM MIB (RFC1695j
configuration and stat~
Information

ATM·layer virtual path atmVpCrossCQ,hnectTableand atmVpCrossConnectlndexNe~.tof ATM MIB (RFC1695j
connection con.flguratlon. and
status Information

ATM·layer virtual channel atmVcC~oss.Connectlable·aodatmVcCrossConnectlodexNext of ATM MIB [RFC1695]
connection configuration and
status tnfcrmattcn

ATM· layer
characterllatlon
descrlptors for
UNIs) Inform ation

traffic atrnTr.affTcDescrParamTableof ATM MIB IRFC1695]
(trafflc

customer's

Event notlfitatlon$ on ATM link warl)'lStart. coldStart IIn~Up.l1nkDOwn of $NMP group [RFC:1695]
going up or down .

Class JI Interface Management Funcrons, M3 Class D functionality is divided into three groups so llial the
provider can implement one or moresubgroups, They are (I). ATM·levc.1 subgroup, (2~ VPC/V.CC-Ievcl·subgroup,
and (3) traffic subgroup.

'roo ATM· level Subgroup should provide the CNM the ability to modify the A1'M Level Informaton
Configuration Information.

The VPc/vCCle·veJ subgroup provides the CNM the ability to modify:

I. VIrtUal path link configurarion and status ruonnation.
2. Virtual channel link configuration andstatus informnrion.
3. Virtual path connection configuration and status mformaton.
4. VirtuaJ channel connection configuration and status information,

TI)e traffic subgroup shrill provide the CNM the abllity to modify:

I. Traffic descriptors and information objects for virtual channel connections.
2. Traffic descriptors and information objects for virtual path coneections.

Table 12.8 presents the M3 Class II requirements and the MIS objects in the ATM.MIB group.

Tablfll ..8. M3CI • .,·n Interface RequiremeIIIsAlld MID



ATM~evet Information configuration lnforrnauon atmlhterfaceConfrable InATM MIS (RFC1695)

Virtual path link cOnfiguratiOn and status Information atmVpfTable In ATM MIS [RFC1695J

Virtual channel link configuration' and status Information atmVdTable In ATM MIS (RFC1695)

Virtual path connection configuration and status atmVpCrossConnecttable and atmVpCrossConnt'CtIndexNext of
InfOrmation ATM MIS (RFC1695)

Virtual channel connection conf1guriJtio~ and status atmV~ssCOrinectTable and. atmVcCrossConnectindexNext of
InfOrmation ATM MIB (RFC1695)

Traffic descriptor'S and Information objects fur vlrtirsl atmTrafficDestrParamTable In ATM MIB (RFC1695J
path and channel connections

12.3.8.1\14 Interface: Public Network MlUlltgcment

The managernent of public AJM network is primarily the responsibility ofnetwork service providers=cerrers and
Postal Telephone and Telegraph (PIT) companies. They have the challenge of not only managing the 'public
network, but also keeping up wjth new technology. To help this process, ITU-T has defined MJOIO. a five-layer
model of operations; telecommunications management network (TMN), which we discussed in detall in .Chapter
10. The relationship of ATM 10 'TMN is shown in Pigure 12.14. The top IWO layers, thebusiness management layer
and the service managemem layer. deal wit.h the business and service aspects ofTIylN and are not addressed by the
ATMForum.

Flglln 12.14.ATM R.lalloll.,hll' to 'TMI'I-I...y.,· .. 1ArthH«u,r.
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The element layer (EL) contains N'Es. The NBs specific to ATM techoobgy are components, such.as ATM
workstarion, ATM switches, A 1M transport devices (cress-connect systems and COOte ntrotors), etc. The ele ment
management layer (EML) manages NEs. The network management layer CNML) has tbe responsibiJlty to manage
the network.either directly or via theEML.

Figure 12.15 shows the dual view ofM4 interface (af:nm-0058.000). Both views are present in the arehsecture
across the M4 interface plaoe, It should be 'noted that this is a conceptual view;:and the physical. connectons.can be
the' same for both views.

"I~u r e It.I~. DII.i Vi<ws ofth. M41"'ltrf",,,

N4-ln1o~

M''''''S~'llJI1
envrolVnent

AllA NE
View

10 the NE-Ievelmanagement arohitecture. sbown in !ligure 12 ..16, the NMS environment, consisting of one or more
NMSs .• directly interfaces with the A™NE and manages them. There is a single M4 interface between ATM NE
and the NMS environment. 111e figure shows links between NE, but the NMS directly communicates with each
ATM network ele:ment. In an actual implementaron, it is likely that the NMS is interfacing with another NMS,
which is managing too NE, bUI can still present 8, network view to the higher-level management system.

Figur. 12.16.NE-VlewMR,nllgrmenl Archh..,ture



Figure 12.,17 present-s an example of network-view management physical configuration. ft consists of two ATM
networks, one a single-supplier subnetwork and the other a mulri-supplier subnetwork. Each .subnetwork has its
own subNMS managing its NE. In the single-supplier subnetwork shown on the right side, the subNMS has only
an AIMNE view.1n 'the multi-supplier subnetwork envlronmeni shown on the left side, the subNM;S is presented
only an ATM NE view, allhoegh it may actually be.eommunicating to lower-level NMSs of each supplier. This is
similar to tbe manager-of-manager architecture we discussed in Chapter 4. This is explicitly shown in the figure.
Both siJbNMSs in Figure 12.16 present an ATM network view only 10 the NMS environment shown at the top.
111US, lhe top-level NM~ sees only the network view of tbe subnetworks and not IbcNE view.

Iilgure 11,1i. Ennllili. orN",,·ork-VI.w ~"(n.g.",.nt Physico' Conligurotlon

The NMS environment can manage both NE and networks, as shown in the architectural view in Figure 12.IS. We
can visualize such a hybrid s.ituation in some remote ATM. devices that-do not need to he under a group's NMS, but
are-managed by an' enterprise NMS.

Figur< ,2.18. E:UtDlp'oorNE + N."".rk-Vlr", ~ranJlg.m'DI

M4 Network Element-View Requirements and Logical MlB. ATM Forum M4 network-element-view
-specifications support PVCs. Based on the OSI application model, the specifications are confined to' configuration
management, fault management, and performance management. Basic Secudty features arealso included to.ensure
the' authorization and autbentcaton orfhe user and tbeprotecron and privacy of dam. while MJ Interface responds
[0 queries. The ATM security fmrnework is similar to the security framework discussed for management in
Chapter 7. It is covered in af-sec-0096-000. The network management consideratons are presented in af-nm-
0103.000. which includes-security requirements and logical MlB.

The MlB specificarionsare specified in a logical format in afcnm-002Q.000 aod updatCl!J in afcnm-0020.001. They
.could he implemented using either CMlP or SNMP protocols. The CMIP specificarens are presented on af-nm-
0027.000, ar-nm-0058.000, ·af-nm-0071.000, af-nm-0072,O'O'O, af-nm-007J.Ooo. and af-nm-0074:000. The SNMP
specificauons are detailed in af-nm-test-ooSO.OOO and af-nm..oo95.00'l. We will now summarize the 'protocol,
independentspecificatlons ofM4 interfui:e and the logical Mm.

'Configuratlon Management. Configuration management provides the following list of fimctions to manage NEs:

I. A1M NE configuration identification and change reporting, which involves;
8. Operations performed over the craft interface
b. Human intervention (removal/insertion of equipment modules)
c. Customer control channels (e.g., lLMl)
d. Network failures
e. Protecticn switching 'events
f. Sub-ATMNE component initialization
g. Secondary effects of atomic operarons performed by the management system

2. Configuration ofUNls, BICls. and BISSls.
3. Configuration ofVPUVCL termination points aod cross-connections.
4. Configurat ion of VPC and VCC OAM segment end-points:
5. Event flowcontrol-cevent forwarding disceiminatorfuncrion.

Fault Management. The following set of'fimctions is specified to detect, isolate, and correct abnormal operation:

I. N'otiryillog,theNMS of a detected failure.
2. Logging failure reports.
3. Isolating faults via demand testi ng.



The specific Junctions are:

I. Failure r.'POniog of me various alarms listed in Table 12.9. The generic troubles that cause the alarm are
also listed in Ihe Iab Ie,

AJarm Category

Table ll.9. Oon.,i< Troubl •• In ATM NEs

Generic Trouble

Communlcatron alarms Alarm Indlc;ltion signal (AIS)

Equipment alarms

Loss of cell dellnudon (LCD)

loss oflrame (lOF)

loss of polnter (lOP)

loss of signal (lOS)

Pavload type mismatch

Transmission error

Path trace mismatch

Remote defect indlcatlon (ROI)

Signal label mlsm atch

Back-plane failure

Cell establishment error

Congestion

External Interface device problem

Une card problem

MultlpleKer problem

Power problem

Processor problem

Protection path failure

TAbl. 11.9. Gen er le T,'Onl>lu 10 ATM NE.

Alarm Category Generic Trouble

Receiver failure

Replaceable unit missing

Replaceable unit problem

Replaceable unlttype mismatch

T1mll1llproblem

Transm itter fallure

Trunk card problem

Processing error alarms Storage capacity problem

Memory mismatch

Corrupt data

Software environment-problem

Software download fallure

Version mIsmatch

Environmental alarms CoOIlI1llfan failure

Enclosure door open

Fuse failure

Hightemperature

General Vendor specific

2.
3. Operations, administration, and maintenance (OAM) cell loopback testing.

Performance Monngemcnt. The functions ofperfcirmance monitoring for an ATM network are:

I. PerIOrmance monitoring.
2. Traffic management,
3. lJPC (user parameter control)INPC {network parruneler control) disagreement monitoring.



4. Performance management control
5. Networkdata collection.

To accomplish. these general funcrons, the following Specific functions are specified:

l. Physical-layer performance.monitoring.
2. ATMcel~levelprotocol·rnonitoring.
3. UPC/li!PC disagreement monitoring.

Network-View Requirements and Logical l'v1IB. The M4 network view for the management of an ATM public
oerwork is concerned with NML lnformaronIt addresses the different perspectives of the service providers, each
of whom need beth network management and servicemsnagemeut capabilities.

TheATM Forum document af-nm-0058.000 details the requirements 'ro'l' the ATM network management across the
M4 network view interface. The .associared MlB is specified in logical form and is not management protocol
specific. The functional areas addressed in tbe.specificarions are:

l. Transport network configuraron provisioning (includlngsubnetwerk provisioning and link provsioning).
2. Transport network connection management (including set up/reservation/ modificatien fer subnetwork

connection, link connection, trails, and segments).
3. Netwerk faultruanagement (including congestion monitoring and connection and .segrnent monkoring),
'4. Network security rna nagement,

Managed entities havenot been defined in the MJB for meeting all the above requirements.

Transport Network Provisieniog/Layered Network Previsioning. The transport network provisioning includes
subnetwork proviso ning of network nodes and links. Specifically:

l. .Suboerwork provisioning; addition and monitoring informauon en IIdd~ien. deletions, and changes in NBs
.aod their configuration,

2. Link provisioning: set up, modify, and release subnetwork links.

Subnetwork Connecricn Management. The M4 network-view managed entities support subnetwork management of
reservation and modification of subnetwork connections, link connections, trails •.and segments. Specifically, this
involves:

I. Polnt-to-poinr subnetwork connection: VP-VC subnetwork connection between pair of end points.
2, Multipo illl subnetwork connection: Multipoint VP-VC connections between pair-wise-end points.
3. Link.conoecton set-up: VP-VC ccnnectiens betweensubnetworks .
.4. Segment setup: Set up and suppertVP-VC segment termination end points.
5. Trail setu:P: Support and set up ualls comalning.infcrmaron on subnetwork connections and, links.

Whena pan of the ATM tt;ail spans multiple administrative domains, each NMS is responsible fer its domain setup
and maintains its trails.

Connection Release. The connections release acrOss the M4 iiit;erJil.ce inv.olves t.be oianagemenl of resouree.s' to be
made available after usc" SPecificallY,Jhe nehv.ork management should supp.on:

I. Release·subnetw.ork .connections and release resources .ofboth point-io-point,and multip.oint c.onnecti.ons.
2. Release Iink connectiens between subnetwerks,

Subnetwork State Management. The NMS oeeds 10 be aware of rbe operatonal status of the subnetworks witb
regard to the network being ready to perform its intended functions, including link connectiens, trail operational
changes, and. network components.

Transport Network Pauli Management. The M4 interface management is required to report network-view alarms
and provde testing capability to isolate the problem. Specifically; this inciude.s:

I. Log network alarms within II subnetwork to he retrieved by the NMS.
2. Autonomously notify failures, such as termination point failures,
.3. Provide loopback-testing capability that supports DAM cell loopbaok along a. subnetwork connection or-a

segment of it.

_Neh,'Ork Security Management. The security framework for AIM networks is described in. the AIM Forum
document afcsec.:0096.0j)0. 'It addresses the securjry concerns from the perspectives of customers, public
communiries.iand network operators, Themain securky objecrives are (I}'confidentiality (confdemiallry of stored
and transferred infcrmatlon), (2) data integrity (protection of stored and transferred information), (3) accountability
(fer all ATM network service invocations and fer ATM network management activities). and (4) availability
(correct access (.0 AIM fucilities) ..

Seven generic threats are considered in the wreat analysis .of an A1M network, they are (I). masqeerade or
spoofing (pretence by an entity to he a different entity), (2) eavesdropping (breach .of confidentlalry by monitoring
.communlcation), (3),uoauthorized'8Ccess, (4) loss or corrupton cf informaron, (5) repudiation (an entity involved
in a communication exchange subsequently denies the fact), (6) fbrgery, and (7) denial of servce (failure te fulfill
its functions by an entity .or preventing ethers fro m fulfllling),

Table 12.10 maps the threats to the objectives. Net all threats affect all security objectives. For example,
masquerade and unauthorized access threatens all security objectives, whereas eavesdropping only affects
confidential ity of information.

Tabte t2.tO. MlI'ppingofThl'ral5 and Objf<livtS

Threat ConfldentlallW ,Data Integrity Ai:countal,)lIlt,y Availability

Masquerade x x x x

,Eavesdropph'lg x

Unauthorized access x

Loss or corruption of Information - x

Repudiation x

x

Deni al of service x

A-set of functienal security reqU.irements is identified lQ deal with the generic threats, and security services sh.ould
be built te address lhese requirements. Table, b.ll maps the security requirements Ie tbe services nee«d te fulfill



them. You may refer to nf.sec.0096.000 for specification of each of the services. Security recovery and
management of security do oot have associated services but are pan of the requirements.

TabltU.11.1I18"ping C}r~<urlty RoquirommlS and ~,,'k es

Fundional Security Requirements Security Services

Verification of identities User authenticallon

Peer enllty authentlcatfon

Data origin authentication

Controlled access and authorization AcCesscontrol

Protection of confidentiality Stored data Access control

Transferred data Confidentiality

Protection of datal megrl tv Stored data Access control

Transferred dilta Integrity

Str~ a«ountability Non....epudlation

Security alarm, auart trail, and recC'lery

Alarm reportirc Security alarm, audit trail, and reccrvery

Audit Security alarm, audit trail, and recC'lery

Security reccrvery/Management of Security

The security framework is specifically applied across the M4 interface. The network management M4 security
requirements and ihe logical MID are documented in nf-nm-OIOJ.OOO. The MIB is derIDed independent of protocol
implementation and is used for the transfer of information across ALM management interfaces. Both resources snd
services are defined in the MI B as managed entities ill [he ATM network element.

.11.3.9. ATM I)igitnl EXl'llllllgCluterfnce I\IlJlnllgclllent

The Digital Exchange Interface (DXJ) is an interface hetween a Dlgital Terminal Bqujpment (DTB) and a Digital
Circuit Equipment (DCB) tluu connects 10 a public data network. In tbe ATM network, the public data network is (I

network of ATM switches. Figure 12.19 shows a high-level view of tbe DXl interface. Typically. a DYE will be A

hub or the router and the DCE is a Digital Service Unit (DSU), which interfaoes to an ATM switch. MoredetaiJs

on this interface a.nd management of il can be found in the A TM Forum document on Data Exchange Imerface
Specification. af-dxi-0014.000.

Figurt 12.19. The A1M DXllnftrf aee

Figure 12.20 shews the ATM DX! Local Management Interfilce (LMl). The ATM LMI defines the protocol for
exchange of i.nlDrmation across the OX! interface. and suppons DXI. AAL. and UNI-specific management
information. The LMT protocol supports the SNMP management system and the ILMI Management Entity (IME)
running on an AIM switch. The A1M DXJ LM1 Ml.D (af-<lxi-OO14.(00) supports IETF A1M MIS and the AIM
Porum UN! MIS.

Flgurt 12.20. ATM DXlLoatl Man.gtnl<lIllnltrrOO.
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12A. MPLS ('Iwork Technology

Mukiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) is a fast-emerging WAN technology that replaces pure IF 1IIld ATM
networks [RfC 2702]. It combines the rehness oflp and the performance of ATM networks.

12.4.1. MPLS Nl.'twort.

One of the important developments in WAN transport technologies is the evolution ofthc MPLS protocol from IP
and ATM. An IP-based network is feature rich because of its extensive implementation and compatibility wsh
Ethernet LAN. It routes packets intelligently. However, it is slow in performance as it has to open each packet aI
the layer 3 Jevelto determine its next hop and its output port. The simultaneous transport ofreal-time and non-real-
time traffic is difficult.

In comras 10 IP. tbe ATM protocol is a high-performance cell-bused protocol switching cells at the layer 2 level. It
is capable of handling real-time aod non-real-rlme traffic simultnncously and thus is superior to the IP-based
network. It has been deployed extensively in the WAN. However, us address incompatibility with the popular
Ethernet LAN, along.wuh dlfficuh end-to-end circuit provisioning, has limited i.LSusage at the customer premises
network and hence related applications .

The M PLS protocol evo lved to combine the richness 0 f IP and the performance 0 f ATM networks. It is being
depkiyed in convergent network for broadband services handling real-t [me and non-real-time traffic
simultaneously. thus achieving high quality of'servioe transport, It con he deployed in tbe legacy network ofeitber
IP- Or ATM-base. A simplified representation of an MPLS domain network with an ingress MPLS router and an



egress MPLS router is shown in Figure 12.21. This shows the MPLS header, named label, added between, Iayers 2
and 3 10 the pocket or cell delivered by the external network to the ingress router and removed by the egress router
before delivering to its external router. As we will soon learn, the MPLS header at the output of the MPLS'domain
may not be the same as the one at the input to the domain.

IiTgul'e12.21. Slmplmed MPI.S Nclwork

10 general, the packet beader contains Information 10 choose Ihe next.hop, which comprises information.to perform
two functions. TIle' first function partitions the entire.set of possible psokets into a set of'forward equivalent classes
(FECs). The second function maps each FEG to 8 next hop. In so far as the forwarding decision is concerned,
different packetsthat are mapped into the same FEe are indistinguishable.

In conventional Ij', forwarding is done based I'm the packets with the Slime-FEG being sent to tile next bop on the
same port. The FEG is determined by comparing the "longest match" for esch packet's.destiuatlon address, called
the address prefix. This is done for each packet at each rourer. This Is shown in Figure 12.22(0), The incoming
Packets I and 3 generate the same FEG I and are transmitted over Port 3. Packets' 2 and 4 generate FEe 2 and exit
out of Port'4.
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10 MPLS, the assignment of FEe to packets is done once at the ingress router. All packets lhat belong to a
particular FEC are assigned.the same path or paths in the case of multipath routing, leaving the node. This is shown
in Figure 12.22(b),

In MPLS, the assignment of FEG to a particular packet is done just once at the ingress router and is encoded in' a
short-fixed value length in the label. Oncea packet is assigned 10 an FEe. no further header analysis is done by
subsequent routers; all forwarding is driven 'by the labels. The label is sent along with the packet. 'At subsequent
hops the label is used as an rodex into '0 table, which specifies the next hop arid a new label, The old label is
'replaced with tbe new label and the packet is furwarded to 1Is next hop, 1IS shown ,in ,FigUl:e 12.22.

The MPLS forwarding paradigm has' '3 number of advantages over conventiona I network layer forwarding. For
example, MPLS forwarding can be done by switches that are capable of doing label lookup and replacement, but
are either not capable of analyzing tile network layer .beaders or are not capable of analyzing the network layer
headers at adequate speed, The reader is referred to RFG J031 to learn about tbe various benefits of MPLS that can
be applied to broadband services.

Some .MPLS routers analyze a packer's network layer header not merely 10 choose rhe peeker's.next hop, bUI also
10 determine a packet's "precedence" or "class of service." They may tben apply different discard thresholds 'or
scheduling disciplines to different packets. MPLS allows (but does not require) the precedence or class of service
10 be fully or partially inferred from the label. In this case, one may say that the label represents the combination of
an FEC and a precede nee or class of service,



MPLS differs from uoJPJletwock, where each packet is. looked al by each router and is assigned an FEe using the
"longest match" fur each packet's, destination address. This obviously slows.down the network d813 flow process.
As IP packets are used by MPLS, the rich features of lP are preserved as the egress MPLS rooter strips the label
aod outputs the origlnal.If packet.

Let us now ask-how does MPLS preserves tile efficiency of an ATM. ln a.nATM, swaching is done in layer 2.
End-to-end path, "virtual path," containing "virtual circuit" is determined. by the ¥PI-Vel. This establishes a
virtual cireu ir-switcbed path using vsofl'' switches. As mentioned earlier, the MPLS router selects tho next hop path
using 'a uible just as in the ATM switch and hence is efficient.

In the ATM network, a virtual circuit that has been established between two stations, A and Z, is shown in FIgure
12.2 The routing tables in the ATM switcbes, A, B, and D, associated with this virtual circuit arc shown in Table
l2.2. The virtual circuit Is first established prior to .sending the datil. In our example, the virtual circuit is the
combination of virtual circuit links Vel-I, VCI-2, VCI-~, and VCI-4. Onee the virtual circuit is established, all
packets are transported in the sequence in which ~y. were transmitted by the source along tbe same path fur a
.given .session. Thus, packets I. 2., and 3 transmitted by Station A arrive 81 Station Z in the correct sequence
traversing the .same JJnks. Since the path is fixed for the entire session, the transmission rate is considerably
increased' just; as ill thececuit-switched transmission mode.

In MPLS, packets with input labels are mapped to next hop with output labels. The header in layer 3 is ignored
Once a packet is assigned .an FEe, no further analysis is -done by subsequent routers: Figure 12.23 illustrates IP
routing with Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) without traffic eogineering'(TE) and tunnels,·and Figure 12.24
illustrates the Interior Gateway Protocol network topology with TE aod tunnels implementation [Cisco, MPLS-
TE]. TI)e respective routing tables for router RJ nrc shown in Tables 12.12' and 12.13.'

Iilgure IZ.l3. Topology \\'1111001~lPLSTII"nel~

IiTgul" 12.Z4.Ml'LS Topology with Tunnels

TAbl. 11.11. III RoutIng Tabl. mlhout
rrunnelS

D.e.t Output Interlace Next Hop Metric

2.2.2.2 11 2.2.2.2 1

3.3.3.3 11 2.2.2.2 2

4.4.4.4 11 2~2.2 3'

12 6.6.6.6 s

5.5.5.5 11 2.2.2.2 4

12 6.6.6.6 Ii

6.6.6.6 12 6.6.6.6 1

7.7.7.7 12 6.s.6.6 2

8.8.8:8 11 2:2.2,2 4

12 6.6.6.6 4

For simplicity, the lP addresses of the routers are designated as i:i:i:i for each router Ri. Table 12.12, representing
Figure t2.23, .shows the output interface (logical port) and 'next hop for packets emanating from RI to Ri. The last
column in IhI< table shows the metric of the number of hops from RI 10 the destination router. ThI< paths are chosen
using IGP. For example, there are rwo choices for the labe)-swllched.pat~(LSP) from Rl to R4, both of which are
shown in Table 12.12. ThCl'WO paths are RI-R2-RJ-R4 and R)~R6-R7-R4. They bothhave the same metric of:!
hops. The former is transmitted via logical port Il of R I and the latter 12 of R2. As can be. observed, the rooter
knows only its neighbor router in its routing table,



LSPs for the same topology used in me MPLS protocol wiLhMl'LS-IE and tunnels are shown in Figure 12,24, and
the routing table in the label-switching router (LSR) R.I is presented in Table 12.13: The LSRs Ril and R5 are
·directly reached from R I through tunneling. The transit time delay is low and the throughput is higher as the
intermediate routers in the tunnel behave as pass through. The pam from Rl 10 R4 DOW exits out of the bgical port
TI and has the next bop as R4. There are two Oletncs shown fur educational purpose. It is three if 00. absolute value
fur the tunnel path metric. If on abso'lute value, in our case'chosen as I, the value of the metric is I. For Ihe case of
an LSP from Rlto Rfi, tbecorresponding metrics are 4 and I.

'[obi. !.Z.ll. RI RoutIng '[oble w!th Tunnels

Dest o Intf Next Hop Metri.c

2.2.2.2 11 2.2.2.2 1

3.3.3.3 11 2.2.2.2 2

4.4.4.4 n 404.4·4 3n

5.55.$ 12 5.~5.s :'411

6.6.6.6 12 6.6.6.6 ·1

7.7.7.7 12 6.6.6.6 2

8.8.8.8 rr 4.4.4.4 4/.2

12.4.2. JIIIPLS Tmllic .Engineering

Traffic engineering (TE) is concerned wit.h the performance optimization of cperational networks. It includes
measurement, modeling .•characterization. and control of Internet traffic to achieve specific performance objectives.
A major goal of Internet TE is to m.cilitate efficient and reliable network operations, while shnuhaoecusly
optimizing network resource utilizanon and traffic performance. The aspects ofT£ lI13t are of interest concerning
MPLS are measurement and control,

The control capabilities 0 ffered by existing Internet interior gateway protocols are oot adequate for TE. A popular
approach to circumvent the inadequacies of current lOPs is through the use of an overlay model, such as IP over
ATMor JP over frame relay. The overlay model extends the design space by enabling arb'itrruy virtual.topologies
10 be provisioned atop the network's pbysical topology. The virtual topology is constructed from virtual circuits
that appear as physical links to the IOP.routing protocols. The overlay model provides additional imporranr
services to 'support Imffi.c and resource control. including: (I) constraint-based routing at the VC level, (2) support
fur adminisiratively configurable explicit VC paths. (3) path compression, (~) call admission control functons, (5)
rraffic sliaping and traffic-poticing functions, and (6) survivability of VCs. These capabilities enable tbe
actualization of a variety,ofT.E policies. For example, virtual circuits 'can easily be rerouted to move traffic from
over-utilized resources onto relati vely under-ul ilized ones.

For TE in liirge dense networks, it is desirable roequjp MPLS with a level of functionality at least commensurate
with current overlay models, Fortunately, ths. can be done in a fairly straightforward manner. MPLS is
strategically significant for TE because it can potentially provide most of tbe functionality available from the

overlay model in an. integrated manner, and at· a lower CQSt than. the currently competing alternatives. Squally
important, IvIPLS offers lhe possibility 10 automate aspects oftbe TE fUflClloo..

As defined earlier, a router capable of supporting MPLS is calleda label-switching rooter (LSR) and me end-to-
end path of an MPLS circuit is called aJubel-swilching path (LSP). 'Ole LSP struts at the ingress router II! the bead
.end a.nd rerminates at the egress router.at theterminating end. AS discussed.above, the rGP has been extended to
engineer intra-area and inter-area traffic [RFC 4.105). Figure 12:2S shows -a representation of MPLS- TE
Implementation [Cisco]. LSRs use Kip 'extensions to create and maintain a IE Jlnk, Slste'dalllbase that is similar to
the one used by the open shortest path first (OSPFYintermediate system to intermediate system (IS-IS). It contains
TE network topology that is updated by IGP floOding whenever a change oocurs. Route is set up by Resource
Reservation Protocol-Traffic Engineering (RSVP-IE), and link admission control establishes tunnels that have
resources. TE control establishes and maintains links, and the forwarding engine manages the data flow across the
LSP.

Figur< 12.25. Ml'b5- T&Syst.m.Bi""k Dlagram (Head-End.Rou •• r)'
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The control and data planes are separated in MPLS. This permits a variety of signalingprotocols to be used fur the
signal path. This offers flexibility lOr me implementation of VolP using the legacy H.323 signaling protocol or
Session Initiation Prot~ol (SIP).

12.4.3. Ml'LS Lubel

A label is a shon, fixed length, locally signiflcam identi.6et, which is used to identify an FEe. The label, which is
put on a particular packet, represents the'fonvardjng equivalence ems's (FEe) to which that packet is assigned. The
MPI.;S label is a +Octet or 32-bit long header and is shown in Figure 1:2.26. It 'comprises 20-bi.t label, 3-bit
experimental, I -bit slack indicator. and 8·bil. time-to-live (TIL) information in that sequence. The label is assigned
by a downstream router, ns we will see later. The experimental bits ore used to describe-the-class of'service such ns
QoS: Too stack indicator 'bit is 0 If it is the bottom of the stack of labels Or else it is. I. 11'L defines the maximum
number of hops.
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The MPLS label (OJ stack of labels) is inserted or "sb.im"ed between layer 2 and layer 3, as shown ill Figure 12.27.
Thus, for an IP-based protocol, the MPLS label is inserted between the 802.3 MAC header and 'the network layer
[P besder. In the case of the ATM protocol, the MPL$ shim without the Tl'L replaces VPI aoi.:I Vel fields.

Flgure 12.27. E"C"Il>UI~IIOIl or.1I ~fI'Ls-Ubeltd l'l,tk.1
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Label switching is the process of extracting information from the label-routing look-up table and creating an
outbound label, port, and operations to be performed. The operations are "push a new header." "pop 8 header off
the stack," or "swap. a beader.'

(fRu is the upstream LSR and Rd is the downstream in the LS~. they may agree iha! when Ru.transmits a peeker
10 Rd, Ru will-labelthe packet wah label value L if and.only utile packet is a member ofa particular FEe F. Tbat
Is, tbey can agree to a "bind ing" between label L and FEe F for packets moving from Ru to Rd. As a result of such
an agreement; L becomes Ru's "outgoing label" representing FEC F, and L becomes Rd's "incoming label"

representing FEe F. The upstream router packet is assigned the label by we downstream router. Note that L does
not necessarily represent FEC F 'for any packets other than those that are being sent from Ru to Rd. L is an
arbitrary value whose binding to II is local to Ru and Rd. Ru and Rd wkh label L are called a label-binding pair.

TI)e packets "being sent" from Ru to Rd do not. imply either thot the 'packet originated at Ru or that its destination
is Rd They include packets that are "trnnsii packets" at one or both of tile LSRs. Figure 12.28 shows two, upstream
LSRs, Rul and Ru2. communicating with the downstream LSR Rd. Packet LI with FEe F and Packet L2 from
Ru2 belonging to the same FEC F arrive at downstream LSR Rd. Labels 11 and 12 are "outgoing labels" of Ru I
and Ru2, respectively. Theyare Rd'svincoming labels," Since they belong to the same PEC, they exit the same
port ofRd with.the newly assigned Labels [J and LA to the nexl. bop from Rd. 13 is assigned by the LSR t'hat is
downstream from the.Rd shown in Figure 12.28.

Figure 12,28. Lobe' c.lI<rariou
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In conclusion, MPLS offers the best ofIP and ATM, network and is well suited formukimedia broadband networ.k.
11 is currently being deployed by the broadband service providers a! a rapid rate.

12."A . .LSP. LSR, LDI),ltnd Lubel

Let us now try to pur togetber an integrated picture ofLSP, LS'R, LDP (label distribution protocol), and label inan
_MPLS network. An LSP comprlses the path from ingress to egress router of an MPLS circuit. This is shown in
Figure. 12,29. It is made up of one or more entries in MPLS-switclljng tables in each of theLSRs along the LSP
path. Each LSR hns one input liibel assigned by the upstream LSR lind one or more output labels based on whether
a packet is unicast or multicast. An output label is interpreted by the, downstream bSR as 'lin input label locally. An
input label is used in an LSR to determine the output labelts) and tbe output: intermce(s) based on LSP. Thus, the
output label 23 tagged by LSR R2 is interpreted by LSR R3 as the input label nod is used to tag the olltput'packet
\vltbOutpullabeL34 aoil transmit it on.omput interface 3. Theinput 10 output relationship, is derived from the cross-
connect table of the LSR.

Eig"'" 12,29. LSI', LSR.<. and Labels'
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LOP is used by the egress LSR to nolify the LSP to all the LSRs thar are affected along the LSP's path. An LOP is
a set of procedures by which one LSR informs another of the meaning of labels used to forward traffic between and
through them. [RFC 3036. 3037) LOP assocares an FEC [RFC 3031] with each label it distributes. Two LSRs Ihal
use LOP 10 exchange FEC-Iabel binding informaron are known as "LOP Peers," and we Speak of there being an
"LOP Session" between them,

An akemative to LOP, which is distributed arehsecture, is to use RSVP-TE thaI has a signaling etement built in to
distribute the LSP information.

Figure 12.29(a) presents the case of an LSP for tbe non-tunnel case of transmission from R I to R4 in Figure 12.23.
Figure 12..29(b) shows tbe case (or a tunneled path TI fromRlloR4 shown in Figure 12..24.

12.5. MPLS OAM Management

In an MPLS network. the dam planes lind cootrol planes are different, A data plane thaI carries traffic is used for
MP~ OAM (operations, administration, and maintenance). 10 other words, OAM packets follow the data path.
Sections L2.S.2-12.S.6 enumerate the OAM requirements extracted from [Cavendish i:!...!!.!., 2004: Oini ll.lIl .. 2004:
ITU Y1710; Nadeau ~_ 200S: RFC 3429, 4377]. The MPLS layer c-an be visualized as the layer positioned
between layers 2 and 3 and hence OAM of MPLS needs to address both networks, namely ATMlMPLS and
IPIMPLS. OAM in ATMlMPLS network is briefly addressed and compared with the LPfMPLS network in Seetion
12..5.1; and tbe OAM IN fP/MPLS network is covered in greater detail.inSections 12..5.2-12.5.4.

12.5.1. OAM in ATM nud MPLS Network

As we have seen, there is commonal ity between ATM and MPLS in the inver layers. The LSP in MPLS serves the
functions ofVCC and VCP in Ihe ATM. However, rbere is a paradigm shift in migrating from ATM OAM 10

MPLS OAM. as illustrated in Table 12.141Dini £1.J!l., 2004).

Tubl.I2.14. ATI\'l OAM V;I. MI'l OM1

ATMOAM MPLSOAM

Tabltl2.I.t.ATlltOAM ''$.l\1PlSOAM

ATMOAM MPLSOAM

Paradigm: Virtual drcuits Paradigm: Label·swltched paths

BI·directlonal Usually unl-dlrectlonal

ESlabilshed via ArM signaling and managl!ment Established closely tied 10 oontrol planes

Fixed hierarchy VP-VC Variable label stack

Connectlon-oriented can be ·Conneetlonless·

Single route May use ECMP (equal-ccst muftlpath)

No penultimate popping Penultimate hop popping

The A1'M layer is constantly supervised using OAM cells. OAM functions of the ATM layer are accomplished by
OAM cell flows being performed for both VC and VP connections. The rnuh management function is performed
by continuity checking. verifying whether a VCC that has been idle for a period of time is still functioning. This is
done by sending continuity-check cells IIlong that vec. Performance management is done by transmitting OAM
cells 31 fixed intervals in both directions for not ifying other NBs of detected errors.

MPLS is usually uni-directional and has a tightly coupled relationship between dais and. control planes. in contrast
to ATM, the OAM packets are variable label Slack and can be connectionless.

12.5.2. Fnuh Mnn.llgemeDl of LSP

When an LSP fails 10 deliver a packet to the egress LSR. the Iililure can be due to several reasons and cannot
always be detected by.the MPLS control plane, LSP failures require tbe testing of specific packer lbws, besides
failure of the network nfrastructure, because in many instances pocket flows may get interrupted wit bout network
(link/node) failure. Figure 1230 shows various kinds of plausible faull scenarios. A and B are the intended
receivers lOr A? and B?, respectively. Faull (defect) scenarios are: (a) Simple loss of conoecron, (b)
Misconnectlon, (c) Swapped conoecion. (d) Mismcrging. and (e) Loop/uninrended replicatjon [Cavendish ~.,
2004]. In order to ensure IbJll LSP failure is always detected, il is important Ihal the OAM packets used travel the
same path as regular data packets as the data plane always interacts with ibe control plane.

Figur. 12.30. MPLS fAUll SeenarlO$
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There are two distinct methods specified in each of the standards, ITU-T and tETF, fOr detecting LSP fault
detecton and recovery. rru-T Recommendation Y 1711 has standardized connectivity verification (CV)funcUon,
whereas bi-directional forwarding detection (BPO) function ill specified.within IBTF.

Connecrivjty Verification (ITU-T Y .1711). Tile basic idea of the CV function is to.send test packets (CV packets)
periodically (one per second) from the ingress LSR 10 the egress LSR with the identity of the ingress LSR and
originating LSP. The egress LSR ana lyzes the ijlentificiition information of the received CV packets to detect
defects, Pigure 12.31 shows the CY pIIckc;tformat. It has two la'bel.stnck entries. The top label is the same as I'hal in
user packets. 1M second label identifies the OAM packet via 8 reserved value of 14.The experimental bits, EXP;
in the top label, and the OAl\1 label are both set to the highest priority value used across ·the entire network. The
stack bit. S. ofthe OAM label is set to I because it is tbe bottom label. Moreover, to ensure dlat CV packets will
not go beyond the egress LSR, t.heMPLS nerwork is treated as one-hop. The funcron type field indicates the OAM
type: 1Icode point 01H is assigned fOf tv packets. The next two fields, LSR ID and LSP ill, form the LSP trail
termination source identifier rrrsu The TISI is used .10 identify the ingress LSR (via thelP address of its output
port) and originating LSP (via tbe LSP ID). The BlP 16 (Byte Interleaved Parity) feld is used for error
detection/correCtion. The ingress LSR sends CV packets ,Vith its TISl value every second. The egress LSR
receives CV packetsand analyzes their TTSl values to.determine whether they are expected values or not. If the
.egress LSR receives an expected TISI, ii'declares no defect. If it does nOI receive any CV packe: for more dian 3
.seconds, it declaresa loss of'connectivity defect (dLOCV), Figure 12..30(a).The egressLSR waits before declaring
dLOCV to avoid misdetecron ofdLOCV doe to an OAM packet-loss. If there are two coosectotive·OAM packet
losses, lhe egress LSR may mistakenly declare dLOCV, but litis happens very rarely in normal operating
conditions. rn addition, as an egress LSR waits for 3 seconds, the expected delay variation, which is normally much
less than a second, is acceptable. Lf an egress LRS receives an unexpected T'l'Sl, iI declares a TTS] mismatch
defect (dTTSI-.mismalch). Figure 12.3.O(b)and (c). If it 'receives both unexpected and expected TISf values, il
·declare.~a TISl mismerge defect (dTfSI-mismerge). Figure 12.30(d). If it receives more than five CV packets

with expected TIS] values within 3 seconds, it declares excessive reception defect (dExcess), figure 12.30(e).
Before we discuss BFD, we will address LSP ping and LSP traceroute, which are used iit BFD.

Figul'e 12.31. C(IIlnettivity Verification Puck-rt
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LSP Ping. LSP ping, which is described in detail in RFC 4379, is modeled after the Internet'ping paradigm. 'The
basic idea is to verilY tbat packets dlat belong to a particular flEC actually end their LSP on an LSR thai is an
egress for that FEC. This test is carried am by sending a packer (called an "MPLS echo request") along the same
data path as other packets belonging to this .FEC. An MPLS echo request also carries information about the FEC
whose MPLS path is being verified. This ecbo request is forwarded just like any, other pack.el belonging to thllt
FEe. In the "ping" mode, the packet should reach the end ofthe path, at which point it is sent to the control plane
of theegress LSR, which then verifies whether it is indeed an egress for that flEe.

An MPLS echo request is aIpossibly labeled) lPv4 or IPv6 UDP packet; the contents oft:he UDP packet have the
format shown in Table 12.15.

Tobit 12.15. MI'LSEc.ho Reql'lSl r.ck .e ,
Byte 1 IByte 2 Byte·3 r-
r.'erslon.Number Global Flags

'MesS<lge TypelRePIY 'Mode Return-CodelRewrn Subcod.e

~nder' s Handle

~quence Number

~me~tamp Sent (seconds]

rnmeStamp ~nt-( mlcroseconds]

rnmeStamp Received (seconds)

rnmeStamp ReceIved [microseconds)

LV



The Version Number is currently I. Tile Global Flags field .is a bi! vector that includes a V flag presccibing the
FEC Stack Validation. The Message Type is either echo request (I) or echo reply (2). The Reply Mode can take
one of the following values: Do not reply (I), Reply via an I.Pv4IJPv6 UOP packet (2), Reply via an [Pv4fl.Pv6
UDP packet with. Router Alert (3}, and Reply via appllcaron-level control channel (4}. Return Codes and Subcodes
are Set to zero and are filled in with response.codes, The Sender's Handle is filled in by the sender and ill returned
unchanged by thereceiver in the echo.reply (ifany). The Sequence Number is.assigned bythe sender of the' MPLS
echo request and 'can be (for example) used' to detect missed replies. The TimeStamp Sent is the time-of-day in
seconds and microseconds. TINs (Type-Length-value tuples) are of variable length-and contain tbe information
on the FEe Such ns LOP fPv" FEe.

An FEe connectivity is periodically pinged to ensure that it is active and alive . .lf the ping fails, one can then
initiate a trsceroute to determine where tbe fault lies.

LSP Traceroute. An LSP traceroute is used for hop-by-bop fauk looalliatjon as well as path tracing, IJJ the
"traceroute" mode (fl!lllt isolation), the packet is sent to tbe control plane of each transit LSR, which. performs
various checks thnt .it is indeed a transit l..,sR for this path. This LSR also returns further information thnt helps
check the control plane against the data plane, i.e., that forwarding matches what the routing protocols-determined
as the path. One can also periodically traceroute FEC~ 'to verifY that forwarding matches the centrol plane;
however, ths places a greater burden on trans s LSRs and thus should be used with caution.

Bi-directional Forwarding Failure Detection. LSP-Ping (RFC 43.79] provides a mechanism fur verifying the MPLS
COlllCOI plane' against the data plane. This is done by ensuring that the LSP is mapped to the same FEC at the
egress, as the ingress, However, BFO cannot be used for verifying the MPLS control plane against the data pane,
BFD can be used to detect a data-plane failure in.the ferwarding path of no.MPLS LSP.

In the event of an MPLS LSP failing 10 deliver data traffic, it may not always be possible to detect t.be failure using
'the MPLS control plane. For instance, the control plane of the. MPLS LSP may be functionnl while the data plane
may be misforwarding or dropping data. Hence, Uiere is a.rieed furn mechan.isio to detect a data plane failure in the
MPLS LSF path [RFC4377]. .

BFO is a ow-overhced short-duration failure detection mechanism in the forwarding path between two adjaeent
NBs. A verification packet can be used at.any of tile protocol layers, which makes BFD a very. versatile tool. BED
can provide failure detection on any kind. of path and media, such as physical links, virtual circuits, and an MPLS
L.SP between two pairs ofNEs.

To use BFD for fault detection on no MPLS U;P,·a BFD session is established for that particular MPLS LSP. BID
control packets -are sent along the same data path ns the LSP being verified nod are processed by the BFD-
processingmodule of the egress LSR.Jfllie LSI' is. associated with Dlultiple.FECs, a BFO~sessiOnis established fur
each FEC. For instance, this may happen in the case of next-hop label allocation. Hence, the operation is
conceptually similar to tbe data plane fault detection procedures of LS.P-Ping·;

IfMPLS fast-reroute is being used for the MPLS LSI', tile use of BFD filr mull detection can result in false fault
detectous if the BPD fault detection interval is less than die MPLS"fnst-rerollte switchover time. When tbe MPLS
fast-reroute is triggered because 'of a link or node fuj lure, .B·F.Ocontrol packets will be dropped until traffic is
switched on to the backup LSP. If the time taken to perform the switcbover exceeds the BFD fauk detection
interval. a fault will be declared even though the MPLS LSP is being locally repaired. To avoid this, the 131'0 fauk
detection Interval should be greater than the fast-reroute switchover time. An implementation should provide
configuration options to control the BFD1'aulL detection interval.

if there are multiple alternate paths from no ingress LSRto·no egress LSR for no LDP IP FEe, LSP-Pingtra.ccroutl)
can be 'used 10 dete.rmine each of these alterilate paths. A UFO session needs to be established for eacH olt.ernate.
~Lh that is dlsoovered.

A combination of LSP-P.ing- and ElPO can be used 10 provide faster data plane failure detection andlor make it
possible to provide such detection on a greater number of LSPs [Aggarwel ~., 2008J. Periodic LSP-Ping echo
request messages should be sent by the ingress LSR III the egress LSR'nlong the same data path as the LSP. This is
to periodically verify the connol.plnoe against the data plane by. ensuring that the LSP is mapped to the same FEC
at the egress, as Ihe ingress. The rate of generat ion of these LSP~Ping eobo request messages should be
significantly less thnn the rare of generation oftlic BFO control packets,

LSP Self-Test. As part of an LSP fault localization prooedure for a defective LSP, a self-test can be performed on
the data path using self-test protocol. In Pigure 12.32,'8 rcpresentaton oftoosel.f.t:est is clone on LSR-ST with it'$
upstream LSR-U and downstream LSR-O. LSR-ST issues M.MPLS data veriflcatjon.reqeest to LSR-U with three
.hop limitation TIL = 3. LSR-U in tum sends a request 10 LSR-D via LSR-ST with a TIL = 2 value. The MPLS
packet sent by LSR-V is processedas any.other labeled packet by.LSR-ST and forwarded over to I.,SR-O. Upon
TTL expiration, LSR-O sends a reply to' LSR-ST, completing the test. The request and reply messages are special
LSP ping messages, optimized for fast. processing. There are other fault management -aspeets such as link
management, fault norificaton, and o {hers, and the reader is referred to [Cavendish ~., 20041.

Figure t·2.32. LSP Solf-Test

LSI' Paull' Localization. Because of tbe similarlry-betwecn ATM and MPLS on path definition, some of the OAM
concepts €an be extended to MPLS. However because of the paradigm shift between the two, there is significant
difference between tbe two protocol-based circuits. Unlike ATM, which defines both segmeru and end-to-end
OAM functions; only end-to-end OAM fimctlons 'are defined in lTU-T Recommendation Y.1711 [Y 1711] for
MPLS. It:may sometimes be necessary to localize a fault to an.LSP segment that is part of a longer LSP"scgment.
.in this case, the LSPs of the tWO segments are nested.

Figure 12.33 shows an example. with a circuit between customer networks A and B starting at ingressing LSR RI
nod ending at egressing LSR R2 willi an LSP I. The LSP I traverses a Segment from Rl to R6. Tlie figure also
shows a subsegment R3 10 R.4 with LSP 2 that LSP I traverses through, which may need to be managed' more
closely as il may be a higher bandwidth segment with larger bandwidth affecting a larger number of'customers. In
this situation, LSP I is nested with LSP 2. R3 adds-or wraps a label L2 on top ofL I associated with LSP I and R4
removes or pops label L2. In this situation, both LSP I and LSP 2 are 'managed or only LSP 2 is managed.

-LSi> 2-
-------!LSP1--------



It is worth noting 'that nesting ofLS,Ps may be considered as a factor in configuring circuits paying careful attention
to the management needs.

Since' LSP specifies end-to-end path, '811y failure of transmission in the path needs to be localized fQ.r OAM
furctonIn the example shown in Figure 12.33., ifthe faull occurs in R3 to R4 segment, the NMS' managing that
segment would raise the alarm, However, we need to inform the segments and nodes preceding and foUowing the
failed entity of the fililnre, ITU Recommendation Y.J 71 I specifies fcrward defect indication (FDf) lind Ii<Jckward
defect indication (BOl) as defect infarmation transfer flrnct ions in the forward and backward directions,
respectively This could-be used to suppress the display of alarms of all NBs except the one that is the rOOIcause of'
the failure.

The service leYel management in an MPLS network involves fault and performance management. In the event of a
failure in LSP. the managing NMS localizes the problem by doing root cause analysis ofthe detected failures in
links and nodes. In order to mitigate service to the customers, protection LSPs are Configured either on a local or a
gJo,bai basis. For example, 8 failure ,in the. link between LSR$ R3 and R4 for service between CUstomer Network ,A
and Customer Network B in Figure 12.33 can be restored by the protection path arLSp I on a global basis or tbe
proteeron path oiLSP 2 00 a local basis. This is decided based on tbe SL~ agreed between the service provider
and the customers affected by the failure, Any failure detected bas to be intimated to the ingress LSR of the, LSP,
and LSP' switching is clone based On the recovery policy implemented,

The SLA between the service provider and customers also covers the performance of the LSPs in terms of ll\leocy,
jitter. and packet loss•.especially in real-time service proviso ning. The reader is ·referred to [Nadeau et ai, 2005;
RFC 3429] fur details on the speclficatons or these, as well as on security and accounrmanagcmenn

12.5.4. 'MP.LS Ml&

A range of Ml B modules bas been developed to help model and manage the various aspects of MPLS networks.
These MIB modules are defined in 'separate documents thai focus on the specific' areas of responsibility of lh.e
modules that they describe [RFC 4221 f. The MPLS set of MIBs is complex. and consists of tables and managed
objec~ that are inter-related across various M)B modules [Morris, 2004].

111e set of MPLS MIB modules mplsStdMlB and the TE Link MIB teLinkStdMIB [RFC 4220] forms tbe two
nodes underthe transmission (mib-2 10) managed objecrnode, lis shown in Figure '12.34. Tables 'I2.16·and 12.18,
the MPLS Object Identifier (OlD) MIB.group·and the TE Link MIB group, respectively, describe the entities in the
MlB groups with tbeir OIDs and brief description of the entities.

Flgu re 1.2.34. M PLS MIB OlD Tree

Table 1.2.16.MPLS Obj«i Ideutlfier (OID) Mm Gr(lup

Entity 010 Description (Briel)

mplsStdMIB transmission (166) MPLS 010 group

mplsTCStdMIB mplsStdMIB (1) Defines textual conventions

mplsLsrStdMIB mplsStdMIB (2) LSR managed objects (MD)

mplsTeStdMIB Trafflc engl neered tunnel MDmplsStdMIB (3)

mplsldpStdMIB mplsStdMIB (4) label distribution pmmcoi (lOP) MD

mpls.ldpAtmSldMIB mplsStdMIB (5) MD used with MPLS-lDP-ST()"MIB for MPLS/ATM as layer2

mplsldpFrameRelayStdMIB mplsStdMIS'(6) MD used with MPLS-lDP-Sr()..MIB for MPLS/frame relay as layer 2

mplsldpGene:rl6tdMIB LO.P per platform label space reserved (or other pljltformsmplsStdMIB (7)

mplsFTNStdMIB mpisstilMIB (8) FTN MD (FEC:>\D-Nl:IlfE (next hop latiel forwantlng'entry)

Ml'LS-TCSlD-MIB [RFC 381 I] defines textual conventions that may be common 10 MPLS-related MIB
modules. These conventious allow multipe MlB modules to use the same syntax and ,fOrni(Jt fur a concept that is
shared between tbe MIIi modules.

MPLS-LSR-STD-MlB [RFe 3813] is the he'a,rt of tile manegement architecture for MPLS and describes' managed
objects formodeling all MPLS L,SR. It comprises the label-forwarding information base (LFIB) of rhe LSR .and



provides a view or-the LSPs LIlaI are being switched bY tbe LSR in question. Incoming labels on MPLS-enabled
interfaces are mapped LO oUlgoing.labels on MPLS-eoabled lmerfeces vie 8 managed object caned an MPLS cross-
connect. MPLS cross-connect entries and their properties are represented In MI'L$-LSR- STD-Ml B and are
'tyPi.Cl!llYreferenced by other MIB modules in order In refer to the underlying MPLS L~P.For example, MPLS-
TE-STD-MIB [RYC 3811J models IE runnels. These tunnels map 10 one or more underlying MPLS LSPs. MPLS-
TE-STD-MlB re~ts to tbe underlying LSPs by pointing to cross-connect entries in MPLS-.LSR.-STD-MlB.

MPLS- TE-STD~MIB describes managed objects thaI.are used 10 model and manage MPLS TE tunnels. This MIB
module is based on 8 table thal represents 1E tunnels that originate from, traverse via, or terminate on the LSR in
question. T.1ie MIB module provides configuration nod statistics objects.needed for TE tunnels.

MPLS-LDP-STD-MIB [RFC 3815] describes managed objects used to model nod manage the MPLS LDP, one of
the MPLS protocols used to distribute labels lind establish LSPs [RFC 3036). This MID module contains objects
common to all WP implementations. For an LOP implementation ibnt provides standard M1B Support, this MIB
module provides the core set of objects Lhiltare needed, along with. one or more of the other LOP MIB modules
that are spec ific to MPLS implementation. It supports the MPLS-LDP-A TM-STD-MJB modo le if LOP uses ATM
as tbe Layer 2 medium, and supports MPLS-LOP-FRAME-RELA Y"STO-MIB if LDP uses frame relayas Layer 2.

The MPLS-LDP-GBNERIC-STD-MIS module provides objects for managing the LOP per platform label space
arid contains tables lOr configuring MPLS.J!,enerl.clabel ranges. Although the LDP specification does not provide a
way to configure label ranges for generic labels, the MIS module does provide a way to reserve a.range of generic
labels.

MPLS-FTN-STD-MIB lRfC3814J describes managed objects that are used to model and.manage the MPLS FEe-
to-NRLFE (FlN) mappings that take place at on ingress label edge router (LER). An ingress LER is responsible
for classifying data and assigning them to a .snitnble LSP or tunnel. Once data have been classified. it is handed off
to an LSP or tunnel through the next bop label forwarding entry (NHLFE). In the case of an IP-to-MPLS mapping,
the EEe objects describe I.P6-luples thai represent source and destination address ranges, source. and destination
pon ranges, the I.Pv4protocol field or lPv6'next-hcader field, and the DiffServ code point (DSCP).

12.5.5. lntenlcpendeneies ofMPLS MTBS

Figure 12.35 presents the rclaronshjp between the MPLS MIB modules described, The arrows in-the diagram slio.w
a "depends 011" relationship, A relationship "M18 module A depends on MJ a module B" means that MJ B module
A uses an object, object identifier, or textual convention .defined in MlB module B, or that MIEi module A contains
a pointer (index or RowPoiol.er) to an object in MIB module B.

f!lgw'~12,35. M PLS MlBs OtIl<lId eneies
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11 canbe observed.that all tfe MID modules depend on MPLS-TC-STD-MIB. MPLS-LDP"STD-MIB, MPLS-LE-
STD-Mm, and MPLS-FTN-STD-MlB contain references 10 objects in MPLS-LSR-STD-MIB .. MPLS-LDP-
GENERICSTD-MI.B. MPLS-LDP-ATM-STD-MrB, and MPLS-LDP-FRAME-RELAY-STD-Mffi contain
references to objects in MP"LS-LDP-SID-MlB. MPLS-P1N-SID-MIB contains- references to objects in MPLS-
TE-STD-MlB.

There are external dependencies of the MPLS MJBs on the .interfaces group of IF-MtB [RFC 2863]. We will
-address these in Section 12.5.7 after we first consider the composition of the MPLS MIBs:

12.5.6. MPLS MID Group Composition

MPLS MID groups comprise tables, scalars, and indices and managed objects to Issue notifications. Eacb table in a
.MIB group con be configured to perform specific functions. Some MIS modules have arbjmry indices and for
t~, scalars are provided to supply the next available index to generate iI row. Scalars serve to speci.fy the mnge
of indices. 111eindexing is unusual in Ml'LS-LsR-STD-MIB, anda.specific textual convention, mplslndexType, is
.defined in the LSR MIB module. We will describe MPLS-LSR-STD-MIB here, and the reader is referred 10 RFC
.4221 for details on other MIBs.

Table 12.17 shows the MIB. tables with. the OID nod a brief description of functions. They specify roo managed
objects to serve the conflguration, fault, and performance ihoclions ofLSR.

'rllbl. 12.17. MPL:S lSR Tables

010 Functions

In~eriace configuratlcn mpl.slnteria.ceTable Enables,MPLSInt~riace

In-segment mplslnSegrrie'ntTable' Enables and monltors.LSi>segments Into LSR.

Out-s,egment mplsoutSe.gme(1tTable Enabl,esand'monltors LSPsegments outofLSR

ln-segrnent mapping mplslnSegmentMapTable lookup tab.!efor discovery ~ an In-segment In an in-segment table

Cross-connect mptsXCTatile Associate In and out segment for an LSI'

Label stack mplslaberStackTable S.peqfles multi-label stacks 0'; LSP

In-segment performance mplslnSegmentPEirfTable Measures performance' of LSP

0ul'-segment.~rfcirrnance mplsqiltSegmentPerfTable Measures performance ofLSP

lnterfacepertormance mplslnterfacePerftable Measures performance on a per-Interfa.ce basts,

Scalars apply to mplslnSegmcnfJ'ab1e, mplsOmSegmentTable" mplsXCTablc, nod mplsLabelStaekTable.
rnplsMaxLabelStackDepth defines 'the maximum' size of an imposed label stack supported at each LSR. and
overrides the specification in MPLS-LSR.-STD-MIS. These scalars. all use a second textual convention,
mpIsInde~exttype, also defined within MPLS-LSR-STD-MIB. This textual convention allows the "null string;"
(that is, a string of length one octet with value OxOO). The null string is used to indicate that either write access is
ncr-supported Orno more indexes are currently available.



mplsXCNoti1i,caliQru;£nable is used to eaable and disable notifications from MPLS-L,SR"STD-MIB. There are two
ootiflcailons mplsXCUp reports when a cress-connect becomes active and mplsXCDowo reports when a cross-
connect becomes inactive,

12.5.7. UNOof Interface Stack in MPLS

The ifl'able [RFC 2863] contains information on, the managed resource's interfaces, and that each snblayer below
'the internetwork layer of a network interface is considered an interface. Tbe managed objects from tbe internees
group ofIF-MlB lite used to manage MPLS Il1llOO,lJ;. MPLS MlB_modules', MPLS-TE-SID-MIB, and TE-LlNK-
,STD-MIB utilize lnterfacestecklng, with in (lie interface group.

MPLS·TE-STD-MIB builds on the-concept of managing MPLS tunnels as logical interfaces. Thus, an MPLS
'tunnel managed as an inter.face is represented as an entry in tbe iffable. The interrelation of entries in ihe IITable is
defined by the "interfaces stack group defined, in RFC2863. When using MPLS tunnels its interfaces.jbe interface
stack t;ible appears, as shown in Figure 12.36. The "Underlying layer" refers to the iflndex of'any interfacetype for
which MPLS Internet working has been defined. Examples include ATM, frame tel.ay, aod Etbernet.

F1gIU'.12:36. lIlJerflltt SIIItI(Tabk rOI'.J1MPLS TllIUI.llulel·f~(e

Iv\PlS tunnel inlerface lfType = mplsT""ne(~50J

Underlying Loyol

A detailed listing ofthe mapping between if'l'ahle objects and their use for MPLS tunnels is given in RFC 3812. A
few key. objects are listed here.to provide an overview or the .concepts as described in RFC 4221. Bach MPL,S
tunnel is represented by an entry in the iITable. Each tunnel is therefore assigned a unique iflndex, The type of an
interface represented by an entry in the iITable is indicated by tbe ifTy,pe object. The value lhat is allocated 10

identifY an MPLS tunnel is 150. The ifQperStlllus object reflects the actual operational status aftl.e MPLS tunnel
and may be mapped from the mplsTunnel0perStatus object. lt may be considered convenient .and ,good
management to set the i1Nameabject to reflect the name of the i'yIP'L,Srunnel as contained in the mplsTunnelName
object

Figure 12.37 shows an example of an interface stack when using TE link intermces. 'TE-LINK-S1'D-MIS uses
interface stacking to manage TE link interfaces 'as logiCal interfaces. In Figure' 12.37, ;"optiCalTransp0rl" is an
uaderlying pbysical optical transport interface. TE link management aod bundling can be seen in the levels of
interface stacking. Two 1E links ,are 'defined, each managing an optical transport link. These two TE links are
combined into a bundle (see the following section), which is managed as a single TE link. interface. This TElink
interface supports MPLS' and is presented as an. MPLS interface, Each TE link .interface is represented by a
separate entry in the if'Fable, with 'a unique ifTndex, The type' of an interface represented by an-entry in the ifrable
is indicated by the ifiype object. The value that is allocated to identify,a TE Link is 200.

F1gIU'.12.17. lIllerflltt Slock Table rOI'ATELIlIk Pbysle.llnttrr,,'Ct

MPLS Tunnennterface
IIType = mpls(lil6)

inndex'-: 1

TE linK.(Bundl"d Unk) Inunfac:e
iITyPe = mpls(166)

Inndex = 2

TEUnk TEUnk
lfType = teLln~(200) l!Type = teLlnl«2OO)

IfIndex = 3 mOOe.= l

Component Link Component Link
i!Type = oplicalTrsnSp¢rI(196) iIType = optlcaJTranspol'l(l96)

IfIndex= 6 iflndex = 6

12.5.8. Traffic £ngincc"iltg Link MOl Group

The 'IE link MIS group, TE"LINK-SID-MIB, presented in Table 12.18, describes managed olijects that ate used
10 model and manage TE links, including bundled links referred 10 in the previous section, in an MPLS network
'[RFC 4220]. The TE link feature is designed to aggregate one or more.similar data channels or 1E links between a
pair of LSRs. A TE link is a sub-interface capable of carrying TE MPLS traffic, A bundled link is a sub-interface
that bonds the traffic ofa group of one or more TE links. Support is provided (or coufiguration ofTE parameters
assocated with 'TB links. The MIS module is used 10 monitor the priority-based. component link and 'TE link
bandwidth values.

Table l2.t8. Trnffir Eughlt.riug Liuk Mm Group

Entity 010 D~crlptlon (Br.lef)

teLinkSfdMIB trahsmisSlon(200) MPLStraffic engineered links MO

teLln~NotfflO!tlons teUnkStdMIB(O) Event notlflC(ltlo,ns MO

teLinkObjects leUnkStdMIB{l) Traffic enghieered link r.,10

teLlnkConformanc~ teUnkStdMIB(2) MPLScompllence MIB

12.5.9..MPLS Example

An L;SP for data transmission set up between ingress MPLS router LER-.I 8IId egress MPLS router LER-3 is shown
in Figure 12.38. LER-I receives fP packets from outside of the MPLS network at the port with [P addresses 1.\.1.1

-and pushes out MPLS packets out of the port (itlndex = 2) with fP address 1.1.1.2. The egress router LER-3
receives MPLS packets 811he port with [p address 3.3.3.1 (i£lndex= l):aOO puts out IP packets to the external
network 81 the port witlt'IP address 3.3).2. 'The core router LSR-C receives MPLS packets at tbe port (iflndex = I)
withJP address 2.2.2.1 nod pushes MPLS' packets out of the port with IP address 2.2.2.2 (iflndex= 2). Each router,
in general. can have an inSegmeDl, ouiSegment. 8IId'8 cross-connect XCTable as MPLS tables. In our example, the
ingress rooter LER-I luis only mplsXCTable'and mplsOuiSegmentTable as the inpur is not an MP.LS packet, The



egress router LER-2 has mpll!XCTable and mplsl.ilSegme;ntTabJe as the output is [p traffic. LER-3 (owner oftbe
label) assigns A label of 13, which is carried as a single label 00 theIPIMPLS packet.

Flgu ... t2.J8. M1'LS E'.lIIpl.wilh rne LSP rRlh

I....-------LSP'------_J

mplslnSegmentTabJc, mplsOutSegmentTable and mplsXCTable in MPLS· LSR MIB [RFC 38131 are used to
specify the input segment, output segment, aod cross-connect in the three routers shown in Tables 12.19~12.25.

Ttlbl.U.19. LER-Jl\tPLS Out-Segment Table for LSP

mplsoU!Segmentlndex 1

2

mpl.sou~mentPU$hTopl.abei 1

mpisoutSegmentTopLabei 13

mpisoutSegmenltopLabelPolnl1!r 0.0 (no.external tab!e·polhl1!r)

mpisoutSegmentNextHopAddrType 1 (IPv4)

mpisoutSegmentNextHopaddr 2:2.2:1

mpisoutSegmentxClndex mplsXCTable.l

mpisoutSegmen!Owner LER-2

mpisoutSegmentTrafflcPar.am 0.0 (for best effort)

Tnbl. L2.2(I. LER-I i\lI'LS Cr~Conn..,tT"bl.

mpls,(Clndex 1

mplsX(lnSegmentlndex 0

mplsXCqutSegmentindex 1

mplsXCLspld 123 (LSPId forward path from LER-1to LER·3)

TRbl.l.2.Ul. LER-l MPLS Cress-Conneer TAbl.

mplsXClndex

mplsXCLabelStackindex 0 (only one outgolngjabel)

mplsXCOwner LER-1

Tobl. 1Ul. MPLS LSR-C Cor. In-Segment Tabl.

mpisoutSegmentlndex 1

mpisoutSegmentlntenace 2

mpisoutSegmentPushTopLabei True.(1) for tunnel

mpisoutSegmentToPLabei 13

mplsoutSegmenttopLabelPqlnter 0.0 (no external table potnter):

rr.1plsQutSeglJlentNextHopA.ddrType1 (IPv4)

mpl~outSegmentNextHopaddr 3.3.3,1 (·Tunnel/ISP destlnatiori)

fl1plsoulSegmentXClndex fllplsXCTal;>Ie.1

mpisoulSegmentOwner LSR-C

mplsoutSeglJlentTrafflcParam 0.0 (for best effort)·

Table 1.2.22. MPLS LSRoC Cor. Out-SrglUtnt Tabte

mplsoutsegmennndex 1

mplsou.tSegmehtlntenac;e 2

mpisoutSegmentPushTopLabei 1

mplsoutSegmentTopLabei 13

mplsoutSegmenttopl:abeiPolnter 0.0 (no.external table pointer)

mpls.outSegmentNextHopAddrType 1 (IPv4)

mplsoutSegmentNelCtHQPaddr 3.3.3:1



T"ble l2:12"M PLS LSR-C Cor. Out-SegmentTobie TRbl.1.2;25. MPLS LER-J Cress-Conneer Tobie

mprsoutSegmentlndex 1 mplsXClndex

mplsoutSegmentXClndex mplSXCTable.l mplsXOnSegmentlndex 1

mplsoutSegmentOwner LSR< mplsxCOutSegmentlndex 0

mplsoutSegmentTra!frcParam 0.0 (for best effort) mplsXClspld 123 (LSPlei forward path from LER"l to LER-3)

mplsXCLabelStacklndex 0 (only one outgoing label)

Tabl~ 12.13. MPLS LSR-C Cere Cross-Conn.etTabie
mplsXCOwner LER-3

mplSXClndex 1

mplsXqf\Sj!(!mentlndex 0
12.6. Optical and MAN Feeder Networks

mplsXCOutSegm..ntlndex 1
Optical transport 'plays and will continue.to playan important role in the fiuure direction of telecommunications
network. 111e transport scheme is used for WAN, as well as .extension of WAN to close-to-oustorner premises in
terms offeeder networks that can be considered as part of the broadband access network. The last-mile network for
meeopolitan'area is called !he metropolB.an area network (MAN).

mplsXCLspld 123 (LSPld forward path from LER-l to LER-3)

mplsXCLali<!iStacklndex 0 (onlv one QU1i!olngl.b~l)

12.6.1. Optical DWnM/SDH 'etwork
mplSXq:lwher LSR<

Tnbte 12.24. M PI.S LER-3 In.$'I:,".,,1 Tobl.

mplslnSegmenthidex 1

The MAN can be defined as that segmentof the network that connects the WAN to the brosdband access network.
There. are wired and wireless MANs. While the latter is actually access network for the metropolitan area, the
former is concerned with extending the WAN closer 10 the head end. of the access network. We will timit our
discussion here-to the wired MAN.

mplslnSegmentlnterfaCl! 1

The-wired MAN has its origin in telephone network as a digital loop carrier where the voce circuits aretransported
in digital formar from -the central office terminal (COT) to the remote terminal (RT). 11tiS was done employing
sy.ncbronous optical network (SONEl), using synchronous digital hierarchy (SDH). The transmission bandwidth is
in multiples of 51.84 Mbps optical carrier Level I (Oe-I), lr is typically from OC-.3 (approximately 155 Mbps) to
OC-12 (approximately 600 Mbps). With broadband deployment it has gone up to 0C-48 (48 x 51.84 Mbps).
SONET is implemented asa ring network. The WAN is connected to COT and multiple RTs form :I ring with
COT, as shown is) Figure t 2.39.

mplslnSegmentLabei o (If no eXUlrnal LabeiPolnter)

mplsli'lSegmentLabelPolnter 0.0

mplsli'lSegmentNPop 1 Flgnre 12.39. SONE'I'-Bastd M AN

mplslnS'egmentAddrFamlly 1 (IPv4)

mplslnSegmentXOndex 1 (given)

mplslnSegmentTrafflcParam 0.0

-rHbleI2.25. MPLS LER-3 Cro~Conn..,tT"ble

mpl~Clnde~ 1



Another legacy implemeuaron of MAN is to aggregate metro traffic into TlIDSI (1.55 Mbps) or TIIDS3 (7 Tis)
and transport it to WAN. The European equivalent of this is EllE3. The modulation scbeme Is time division
multiplex (TOM).

Both the above schemes are voice based. The emerging technology ror the broadband version of MAN is packet
and ring based, but with a dual ring using an efficient MAC protocol, resilient packet ring (RPR) protocol. The ring
itself is a dual ring with traffic traversing in opposite directions. If there is a break in one of the rings. such as a
fiber cut. all the tramc is routed via one ring with rurn-arounds at RTs that are adjacent to the fiber cut. This is
shown in Figure 12.40.

Figure 12.~o.Dual RinG ,,-Ilh ~·.lIur< Rnonry
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Each mode in the ring acts as an add-drop multiplexer (ADM) to add and drop the local traffic. as well as behaving
as a pass througb for through traffic. RPR is foster than SONEr. It is resilient in that it can recover in less than 50
millseconds. which is 5-10 times fastet than SONEr. The RPR protocol assures bandwidth fairness and is more
efficient for mukicast/broadcast, Provisioning in RPR is considerably simpler than in SONET. RPR is IEEE
standard 802.17.

RPR specifications are transparent to the physical layer underneath. Thus, the existing infrastrudure of SONET
rings could be used. Tbe common deployment of the infrastructure uses SOB transport equipment (notice that tlte
device and the technology are both referred to as SOH). The basic transmission rate of SOH is DC-3. 155.52 Mbps
(abbreviated to 155 Mbps). The basic SOH ring is referred to as STM-I (Synchronous Transport Module Levell).
The higher data rate rings are STM-4 (DC-I 2) and STM-16 (0C48), which operate at 622.08 Mbps and 2,488.32
Mbps and are deployed using either SONET/SOH transmission or the optical transmission oomponent dense
wavelength division multiplexer. Higher data role signals of0C48 utili.z~DWDM technology.

It is worth noting the distinction between SONEr/SDH and WDM techuologies. Both use optical fiber as the
medium. SONET/SOH lakes synchronous and asynchronous signals and muhiplexes them to a single higher bit
rate for transmission at a single wavelength over fiber. It involves conversion from electrical to optical and back 10
electrical signal each lime source signals have 10 "be added or dropped, such as add-drop multiplexing of OSI/E I
sources. On Ibe other hand, WDM is strictly ~ physical-layer system, and OC-n signals, as well as nny SONET
signal or ATM signal directly of ATM switches, can be transported over WDM. It is protocol agnostic. The
difference between WDM nnd OWDM Is one of density of signal over the fiber.

An optical fiber carrying signals ot multiple wavelengths is called a multimode fiber.

In broadhand implementation of RPR rings. the RTs bouse OSL access multiplexers (DSLAMs), and the beal
traffic shown in Figure 12.40 are OSL access networks carrying multimedia information. The architecture of a
hiemrchyofmetro broadband network using RPR access rings and IPIMPLS metro core nerwork connecting to the
Internet via a gateway is shown i:J Figure 12.41.

Fleur. 12.~t. Broadband M.lro 'dwork
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12.6.2. SOH Manageme.nt

We will deal with SOH management only briefly here. and the reader is referred to [Fatato, 1996; ITU 0 Series:
RFC 2558: Wikiped.ia2]. Most of the SOB-specific management infonnation bas been described by ITU.in.the ITU
O.Series RecommendatiOns: [ITU 0.774, 0.784, and 0.831). It is based on chamcterization of SDHNEs in terms
of functionality and functional partitioning. SONET and SOH have dedicated data communication channels
(DO:::s) within the section and line overhead for management traffic. Oenemlly. section overhead (regenerator
section In SOH) is used. According to ITU-T 0.774, there are three modes used fOr management: (i) lP-onJy stack,
using PPP as a data link; (ii) OSl-only stack, using LAP-O as a data link; and (iiO Dual (£P+OSI) stsck using PPP
or LAP-O with tunneling functions to communicate between stacks. An interesting fuct about modem SONBT NEs
is tbat to handle an of the possible management channels and signals, most NEs actually contain a Touter for
routing the network commands and underlying (data) protocols.

ITU 0.784 specifies equipment management functions (EMF) for flJult management, performance monitoring, and
configuration management. Within an STM·N signal Ihere are two DCC channels, DCCM and DCCR. DCeM is
used to forward data over the multiplex sections (using the OSI-roullng protccols), and DCCR is used to forward
data to the regenerators, DCCM can be regarded as tbe backbone, while DCCR and LAN are used to interconnect
this backbone to equipment thai cannet be accessed through OCCM, c.g., regenerators aud non-SOB equipment.
DCCM and DCCR C8,n be used to catty two independent, possibly proprietary, management applicatons, All NE
can chooseto through-connect DCeM on the physical level, or to terminate the DCCM and route "thePDOs, while



using the OCCR for interconnection within 8 subnetwork. 0.831 specifies the management capabilities oftrnnspon
network based on tile SOA.

Large numbers of alarm and error messages are defined for SDB network limit management. In SOH. these are
referred to as defects and anomalies. respectively, and are associated with network sections. The complete failure
of a circuit resu ks it II loss of signal a larm (LOS) in the receiving network element. This alarm triggm ft chait of
subsequem messages in the form of alarm indication signals (AlS). The transmitting side is itformed of the failure
by the rerurn of an RDI alarm (remote defect indicarion),

Performance management of SOH equipment is quantified in rru 0.826 by numerous parameters. Of these. there
are four commonly used parameters: errored second (ES), severely errored second (S8S). background block error
(BBE), and unava ilable second (UAS). ES is a I-second time interval containing one or more errored blocks. SES
is a l-seccod time interval in whlch more thnn 30% of the blocks are errored or which contains 111 least one
severely disturbed period (SOP). EB (errored block) is a block containing one or more errored bits. BBE is an
e.rrored block Ihat is IIOt an SES. UAS is defined as follows: a circuit is considered to be unavailable from ihe fD'St
of at east 10 consecutive SBSs. The circuit is available from the first of at least 10 consecutive seconds which are
not SSS.

Configuration management involves Ule management of a large number of parameters. Refer lTV G Series of
documents for details.

U.6.3. SONET Transport Hierarchy and if'Fuhles

SOA networks are subdivided inlO various layers tllal are directly related to the network ropology, SONEr/SOH
layers are shown in Figure 12.42. Too equivalentlOpological.representation is shown in Figure 12.43. The lowest
layer is the physical transmission medium, which in our case is fiber. There are line IUId section segments
represented by layers. Each of these three layers is represented by iff'ype sonet (39) managed object in the
interfaces group.
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A section is a single fiber run that can be terminated by a network element (line or path) OT an optical regenerator.
The main function of the section layer is to properly format the SONET frames and to convert the electrical signals
to optical signals. Section-terminating equipment (STE) con originate, access. modify, or terminate the section
header overhead. A standard STS-I frame is nine rows by 90 bytes. The first three bytes of each row comprise the
section and line header overhead.

Line-terminating equipment (LTE) originates or terminates one or more sections of 8 line signal. The LTE does tbe
syuchronizaton and multiplexing of infurmatlon on .saNEr frames. Multiple lower-level SONET signals can' be
mixed to form hlgher-kvel SONET signals. An AOM or dlgiwl cross-connect, or MPPS, is on cxampie.ofLTE.

Path-terminating equipment (PTE) interfaces non-SONET equipment to lhe SONET network. At this layer, the
payload is mapped and demapped into the SONET frame. For example, lin STS PTE can assemble 25 1.544 Mbps
OS I signals and insert path overhead to form an STS-I signal. This layer is concerned with end-to-end transport of
data.

The top layer in Figure 12.4215 the virtual container, VC-n, terminology used in lTV and virtual tributary, VT-ll,
terminology used in North America and Japan. This contains the payload. This is managed object iffype soneiVT
(51) in the interfaces group.

The optical interface layers have a hierarchicel relationship; each laycr builds on the services provided by the next
lower layer. Each layer communicates with peer equipment in the same layer and processes infullDstioo; and tben
passes i up or down to.the next layer. As an example, consider two network nodes that are 10 exchange OSl
signals. as shown in Figure U,43.

At the source node, the PTE in the path ayer maps 28 OS I signals and path overhead to form an STS-l
synchronous payload envelope (SPE) and hands this to the line layer. The LTE in the line layer multiplexes STS-l
SPE signals and adds line overhead. This combined signol is then passed to the section layer.

The section layer (STE) performs framing and scrambling and adds section overhead to form an STS-n signal.
Finally, the electricalSTS signal is converted to an optical signal for the photonic layer and is transmitted over the
fiber 10 the distant node. Across the SONET network, ibe signnl is regenerated in optical regenerators (STE-Icvel
devices), passed through an ADM (an I.,TE-level device), and eventually terminated III a node (at the PTE level).
At the distam node, the process is reversed &om the photonic layer to the path layer where the OSI signals
terminate.

The terminologies used 10 describe error conditions on a SONET circuit' as monsored and managed by a SONET
system are described in [T 1.231] or for SOH in ITU recommendation rG.774; G.784; G.83 I].

l2.6.4. WUM Opticat Tnlllsl)()11 et\\'ork

We introduced in Section 2.6 optical transport networks using WDM technology as the most flex! ble and diverse
mode of transportaron. WDM technology can solve the enormous traffic growth problem evolving through



multiple technologies.using.multiple protocols, as shown 'in Figure 2.31. For the current high-end transport, we can
use !P, ATM, MPLS, or TDM. wrnped in SONET/SOB frame and transported over the opiicaJ physical layer. In
course of time, as the IP/MPLS techno logy advances to handling the real-time and non-real-time QoS as the ATM
does, then IPfMPLS con be transported directly over the optical physical medium w~lu;)I(t 'the SONETfS.OH
intermediate layer.

The WDM network managemenl comprises management of NEs and the network configuration. The NBs are
similar to the ones shown in Figure l2.43, namely ·amplifiers Of regenerators, add-drop multiplexers (OADMs).
-and optical cross-connects (OXCs). Optical configuration relates to parameters' such as network discovery,
connectlvey, protection.path, etc. The-reader is referred to [Liu, 2002] fur details on IP over WDM.

Summary

In this chapter we have learned the WAN segment technologies of broadband network and its management. We
have specifically addressed ATM, ·MPLS. optical and MAN feeder networks.

The ATM is based on cell transmission, which is a hybrid of'circuit- and packet-mode transmiss'ons. VP-VCs are
established and tom down in this mode. Priorities are assigned to ensure quality of service ror voice and video
.services, which have tight requirements· 'on latency and delay. This has allowed the integrated service to be
extended from narrowband ISDN to broadband (B-ISDN)-oetwork.

ATM technology has brought the private- and public-swjtcbed network services closer together. In fact they
overlap each other. Because of that, the uetwcrkmanagement functions overlap. Several userimerfaees have been
specified by the international standards body, ISO, to manage broadband WAN. The ATM Forum has developed
ATM MJ:Bthat supplements the SNMP Ml.B developed by JETF.

IS.O.bas identified five M-interfaces to manage the ATtylnetwoik. MI manages AIM NE v M2 interface is used to
manage private the A™ network, M3 is tbe interface through which private enterprises can ACCesstheir domain of'
the public ATM network and, based on the privllegegranted, Class I and Class D can perform limited management
oftbe public network.

The M4. interlace defines the management interface oftbe ATM network for public service providers. They can
manage the network at the network element level using the network element view. or·at the network management
level using the network view. These two views are part of the five-level total management network (TMN) de-fined
by ISO, which we addressed in detail ill Chapter 10. Faull, performance. and securirymanagement specifications
are also addressed in the M4 interface specifications. Circuit provisioning i.~covered as part of configuration
management. M$ is betweenNMSs of tWOservice provders. .

The MPLS network is evolved by using the good performance of tile ATM and the rich features ofIP. The basic
principles of.labe] switching and the, LSP routing using L.SRs with and without tunnels were covered. TE optimizes
the performance of the MPLS network .. MPLS label definition. and how to generate ..labels were addressed. Labels
could be nested in creating L.SPs.

MPLS network mnnagement was discussed from the OAM concept, Fault, connectivity verification. MPLS ping
aoi:I trace-route, and.how ihey are used .fur BOP failure detection were described. EaulL managemenl includes fuult
lOcalization. Service level management ofMPLS was brietly discussed,

MPLS OAM is implemented usingthe setofMPLS MIBs and TE MIBs. MPLS M.ills are interdependent and their
dependencies were illustrated. The MPLS layers are 'managed using the interfaces group stack and cover data as
well as physical layers. We illustrated how to build.the basic tables fur MPLS routers and network.

Optical fiber medium is used '10 extend the WAN closer to customer premises. These ure called MAN feeder
networks and use SONET or SOH ring network. AI; the name implies, SOH is a digital hierarchy and we briefly

covered management of SOH network. SONET/SoHipWOM are also used as physical-layer protocol for the
optical uansport of information over a loo~ distance,

'Exercises

1. Switched virtual circuit transmission overhead could be high to send a.small amount of information. Calculate
the minimum time to transmit one ATM'celi from Miami to' San Francisro on a basicSONET network (OC·3) for
·the following cases. Assume the distance as 4,500 km and the propagation speed as 300 meters per
microsecond. . .

a Datagram service
b. Swscbed virtual circuit service
c. Permanent virtual CirCII~ service

2. Packet-sY(ltched transmission of I(olce affects. r~<il·tlme Inform.ation due to Packet~ation delay. Packetizatlon
delay is deflrje d as the delay caused due to ttl'e nec~slty to. buffer all ttl'e 6its of a packet before It Can be
processed, Voice slgnal Is normally digitized at 64 kbps rate. Calculate tl)e pacl<etizatlon delay for the packet of
the following sizes (lise only the information bits).

a, One byte
b. An Ethernet packet of 1,500 bytes of informarlon
e. AnATMcell

3. Although there are numerous benefits of cell transmission for multlm·ed.la service, there Is penalty In efficiency.
-Calculate the maximum efficiency (data tiytes/(data byte5'+ overhead t)ytes) fur ATM transmisston.

4. Galculate the efficiency of transmission to transmit

a, An Ethernet packet on ,500 bytes (including the overhead with <i-byte addresses)
b. An equivalent data using ATM cells

s. The communication betwee'n two'A1M switches is broken in a private' ATM network: You are troubleshooting
the problem from a network management statton. Wbat Mx interfaces would you use?

6. In Ex~dse 5:

a What interfaces Mill would you use from your NMS station to isolate the problem? What MIB
objects would you use?

b. Can you perform the task using an AIM MlB? Wlu¢ MIS olijectgmup would you. use and why?

7. The AlM ILMIMIS covers both the physical and virtual configuration of ATM hnks. How would you use the 'LMI
MIBto isolate·a br-eak in link between physical link failure and virtuai link failure?

8. A customer networ~ management is used to look at the QoS classes associated Wiih vas across an ArM IIn~
interface. What three MIS groups and objects. are used to collect the information? D~scribe the relatio'lShip
between them.



9. In Flgcrre·12.13, iderrt.ify the·M-lnterfaces.and SNMP and ILMI managemerrt.svsterns/agents.that arelnvolved to
measure the QoS Informa~on if the observed Interf.ace of the llnkls:

'8. In Customer X Site 1
b. In Customer X Site 3
c. In public ATM network and.is ccnnected.to Customer X Site 2'

10. The network shown in Figure 12-44 is an MPLS network with ali routers configured as tabel-Switc.hing Routers
(LSRs).The paths (LSPs)are determined using TE (Traffic Engineering). Fill In the R2 routing table (a) for paths
with no tunnels and (b) for paths with tunnels nand T2. The address of each router is x.x.x.x where x Is the
router "um.ber, e.g., l,.Ll.1.

Flgu... 12.44. Exer<i.~ 12.10

'11. Jln LSPfor data transmlsston Is set up between two MPLS routers R1 and R4 with IP ·addresses 1.1_1.1 and
4.4,.4.4. respectlvery, via tunnel Tl, as shown In.Figure 12.45. The otrtSetlment extts out ofRl on T1interf~ out
of port 1 (If Index ~1) and termlnates as l!\Segment on port 4 of R4. R4 (owner of the label) assignsa label oH4,
which ls carried as aslngle label (toplabel) on the IP/MPLS packet.

Flgu... 12.45.Exe ",I", II
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The ingress router Rl contains the outSegnic<nt and cross-conrecrcomponents and the egress router R2
contains' the inSegment and cross-conoecr components. Use the mplslil.SegmentTnble,
mplsOutSegmeDtTa~I~, alid mplsXCT'able in MPLS LSR MID [RFC 3813] ~o specify the OmpUI
segment.and cross-connect in RI nod the input segment and cross-connect in R4.

12. F.lgure12.38 that shews the example of an LSPis represented In Figure 12.46 with a tunnellrrt.erface between
lER-1 and LER-3.Generate the appropriate mplslriSegmentTaple; mplsOutSegmentTable, and mplsXCTable lJsl'ng
RFC3813 for the three routers.

Flg~I" 12.46. Ext",l", 12
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13. How many entries In Itrable for SOH Medlum/Section/Une layer will 'one ger for an SOH network element
rontaJnlng two STM-16 ports, two·STM-4 ports and elght.STM-l ports? Give the appropriate values for·the fields
iflnde',lfOescr,lfType, and IfSpe'edfor those entries, .

14. How many entries In ifTable·for the SOHpaths layer will one get for an STM-4 port Inan SOHnetwork element?
Givethe appropriate values forthe fields IfIhdex,lfDestr, IfType, and IfSpeed for those entries.

15. How many possible entries In IfTabfe for the SOH Vcs layer will one get for an STM-4 port in an SOH network
.element?·Give the appropriate values for the fields Iflndex, IfDescr;lfiype, IfSpeed, and IfPhys.Mdress for those
entries. For IfPhysAddress use the follOWing syntax.:J-k-I-m where J, k, I, rn representthe'VC-4; VC-3,VC,2, VC
12 numbers, respectively.

Note..Usc.onlythe relevant numbers; fbr example, ror 8 VC-3, I andm are 001 applicable.

16. Draw the SOl'4eT/SOHlayers-physical medium layer, Path layer, and virtual tributary layer as In Figure 12,42.for
STM-l transmission <:Ner optical fiber. Assume that the path layer comprlsesB STS-l links, each carrying
exdtlSlveiy E1, OS1, and DS3 signals. Mark the number of channels In theVT layer.

13. Broadband Network Management: Wired and Optical Access
Networks

Objectives
(Wired) Broadband access networks

o Cable or HFC (hybrid.fiber cable) network
o ADSL (asymmetrical digital subscriber line) network
o PON (passive optical network)

Cable al'CCSS network.
o Popular in 'Noith American com ioon!
o "T'riple pl8y" service can be provided
o DOCSlS (data-over-cable system interface specifications) standards

• ADSL
o Predcminantthroughout the rest of'the world
o Uses conventional relepbooe local loop medium
o Broadband voice and data .services
o Adopts IJITF and DSL furum standards
o VDSL2 for performance improvement of'broadbaod service

PON
'0 PON deployment.ccnfjguraticns
o Etbernet-based roN, EPON
o EPON protocol architecture
o EPON management



o EPONMlBs

lJ.l. Broadband.Access Network

We learned the general. concepts about broadband wide area network (WAN) and services in the previous chapter.
We will now address the basics of'technobgies and management of secess networks in this chapter.

Ai; shown in Figure 12.1 in the last chapter, three different types of customers have access to tbe 'broadband
network. The first type is a corporate or enterprise user who has 8 campus-wide network. The second type is the
service provider. The third type is 8 residential and small business customer, who has multimedia requirements.
However, they typically have n'either a sophisticated LAN environment nor large-bandwidth requirements in both
directions.

In the first customer type, access to broadband WAN for corporate or enterprise customers is accompllsbed by an
optical fiber link from the WAN router or switch 10 a campus devce, which could be either a switch or a router.

The second type of USCI', a service. provider, can be one ofseveral chokes: 8 cable operator, ora local exchange
carrier or telephone company, or a multiple .system operator (MSO) who muhiplexes several services, such as
'telephony, video; and data services. T~ interface to the WAN in 'this case is via u gateway. The physical link
between 'the' gateway and the WAN' depends on L~ demographic conflgurat ion.

The third 'type of customer, namely residential and small business office, is {he focus of broadband access network
and technology. We will address t.he wired access networks including passive optical net.work (PON) in. this
chapter. We will cover wireless access networks in Chapter 14.

Access networks to customer premises from the backbone MPLSlATM/IP WAN are shown in Figure 13.1. One of
the access networks is the OC-n/S'TS-n links. We discussed the OC-n link in tho last chapter and it is shown in
Figure 13.1 fur completeness. It generally has 8 router or A switch at either end .of the access network. It is
primarily used fur enterprise connection.

F1!:IU" 13.1. Brtlllllb.nd Ate ess Nth'1irk

Four categories of access technologies are currently available ejther in deployable or developmental stage for
connection to residential arid small and medium business customers. Two access networks that are extensively
deployed DOW are networks based on RFe (Hybrid Fiber Coaxialpcable modem (cM) and digilal subscriber line
'CDSL): The access network based on either of these two technologies could support the use .of voice, video, Bod
dala equipment. In !.he case of'a.cableaccess 'network, information to tbe CM at "theCUSIOmersite is transmitted via
·a f.{FC network from the head end located 01 lUI MSO faei lity, The access network based on DSL uses the existing
1wi~tcd pair loop filcllity from the' central office to the customer premises. There ere various DSL technologies, as
we will soon Jearn, and based on which one is being deployed, thaL particular lypeofxDSL modern is used at the
customer premises. Corresponding equipment is used at tbe telephoneoentral office.

.Figure 13.1 also shows the third notl fourth access networks, which are a Wireless customernetwork aod a PON,
which arc in the early stage of deplu}'nlent and are trailing behind cable aod ADSL. Another methud or getting
broadband service LOhome is via a satellite communication network. This is primarilyone-wey to the customer
location and is not. easily amenable for interactive broadband communication dueto large propagation delay, It is,
however, weak in industrial and hard-to-reach rural applications.

An overview' of broadband access technology is presented in Section 13.2. eM Leclinology using !fPC cable is
covered in Section 13.3 .. Cable access network management is discussed in Sectien 13.4. Sectjon 13.5 describes
Data-over-Cable System Interface Speciflcarions (DOCSIS) standards. We present digits I subscriber line
'technology in Section 13..6 and ADSL in Section 13.7. Section 13.8 covers ADSL management, Section 13'.9
describes the enhanced versio ns 0 f AoSL-ADSL2' and ADSL2+ -as well as YOSL. Sections 13.10 and .13.1 I
deal with roN techno ogy and managernent.

'13.2.Broadband Access Technology

Broedband acccss technology is still an emerging field. There are four modes of access using four different
technologles, As shown in Figure 13,2, (bey" ate cable, DSL, wireless, and PON communication. Satellite
communication technology is notpresented inthe figure as it is not deployed as Ill-Cess network to home and SME.

Figur. 13.2. Br .... dband Ac~ ... TfCbnologii:s.



Cable access network techriology uses television transmission facilities and CMs and is the most widely deployed
-access network in North Amerka, Cable aeccss network could be implemented as either one-way with telephony-
return or two-way. In rbe one-way telephony-return configuraton, the downstream signal to the customertraverses
the cable medium. The return upstream signal from the customer premises is carried over the telephone fucilities
using a regular modem. Typically, data from a residential customer are significant Iy less than t.bat to the custo mer
and hence this approach of two- or one-way cemmunicarion is acceptable. For example, the residential customer
may make a request for 8 movie or download programs.frcm the Internet. Such requests require small bandwidth.
The transmission of a movie and digital video, or downloading of the program 10 the customer site, requires large
bandwidth. In a two-way mode of cable, .access network technology, bothupstream and downstream are handled by
the HFC medium usingCMs.

The DSL has three different implementations and is genera Uy referred 10 as xDSL, where x stands for asymmetric
(A), high-sp~d .(H), or Vf!.ry,higli' data rate (V). All are based on using existing local loop telephone facilities.

Wifeless access techno ogy uses wireless transmission fur the downstream link to the customer Site and either
wireless or telephony-return for the upstream link worn the customer site, Wireless eccess network can be
implemented either as fixed wireless or mobile wireless, Various' frequency spectra and technologies are used in
wireless transmission. This industry. and market are just emerging and the management of wireless access
technology is the subject of'Chapter 14.

PON iechnoli;>gy L~ technically ready for commercial cjeploymimt; but has been delayed due to business
considerarions of cost and lack of ne~ for large bandwidth 10 residential customers.

13.3. Cable Modem Technology

eM technology; also known as HFe technology, is based on. existing cable television (cable TV or CATV)
technology. Originally, cable TV systems were built 011 coaxial cable facilities from the bead end of the MSO to
the customer premises and used a tree structure. It has since been upgraded in most places today to HFC, where the
signal is.brought to a.fiber ncde via a pair of optical fibers and then distributed via. a coaxial cable 10 I.be customer
premises. This is. shown in Figure 13.3. At the bead end. signalsfrom vatious sources, such as traditional satellite
.services, analog and digital services using W AN, Internet service provider (lSP) services using a private backbone
network, and voice-over-Is servlee are multiplexed and up-converted from an electrical (radio frequency (RF) to
an optical signal. Communication is 000 way on the optical fiber. There is a pair of optical fibers from the head end
io the fiber node, each carrying one-way traffic in the o.pposite direction. The optical signal ls down-converted to
an RF at the fiber node and ..unvels over the coaxial cable in a duplex mode. The .signal tbat goes from bead end to
the customer premises is called the downstream signal or the forward path signal, and tbe signal going from the
customer premisestothe head end is called the. upstream signal or the reverse path signal. .

Flgu re t3:3. CAbl. Al'<.CS$ Nerwork
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The broadband signal over the coaxial cable differs from the baseband Signal over a pair of wires; for example, II

telephone signal 0f up to 4 kHz. The baseband signal is transmitted over a short distance of up to a few. kilometers.
The coaxial cable is a shared -access medium and is designed to' carry signals up to tens of kilometers, The signal is
-arnplified on the way In both directions, as shown in Figure 13.3. A duplex mode of communication is achieved in
the United States b~ transmitting the downstream signal in a high-frequency band, 5~860 MHz, and theupstream
signal in the low-frequency band of 5-42 MHz. Thedownstrenm signal ncludes an nnalog CATV spectrum.

At the customer premises there isa network interface unit (NIU), also referred to, as network interface device
(NID), which is the demarcaton point between the customer network and tbe service provider network. The analog
signal is split at the NIU. The 'TV signa I is directed 10 the 'TV and the dais to the CM. The CM converts the
digitally modulated anaog carrier signal to an Eithecoet outPlll feeding a PC or an IF tekphone either directly or
using a home distribution network, such as a LAN. Although most cable-service providers offer video and data
services, there are 'several service providers now otmr.ing "triple play" service of voice, video, and data in some
regions of North America,

The broadband cable access system wJih the CM can process data at a much faster rate than ,I conventional
lelephone modem or integrated services digital network (ISDN). A typical comparative data transmission rate to
transmi).a· single 500 kilobyte. message. is-shown in Table 13, I.

Table L3.L. COUJIIIIl'.U," D.,. Troruml5siou Speeds'

Telephone modern 28.8 kbps «HI minutes

ISPN 64kbps l-~S minutes

Cjlble modem 10 Mbps Atiproximat~lv l.second



There are several components 10 be managed in a cable access network. Let us fir~ review the basics oiHFC
technology 10 understand the function of the various components to be managed. HFC technology is based on (.l)
HFC transmission medium and mode; (1) CM at customer premises; (3) cable' rnodem terminaticn system (CMTS)
at. the head end; and (4) redo-frequency spread-spectrum technique to carry multiple sJgnhls over BFC to handle
multimedia services of telephony (voice). television (video), and computer communication (data).

13.3 ..1. Cable Transmission Medium and Modes

The HFC plant consists of multiple pairs of optical fibers to the fiber nodes. Bach fiber carries traffic 10 a fiber
node. The head end equipment converts telephony, digital data, digital video, and analog 1V signals to optical
.signals and transmits them to fiber nodes .. Each node serves &001 several hundred to several thousand housebojds.
The fiber-node is connected to households via a multipoint coaxial cable, As signals are attenuated and dispersed
(with frequency), there are amplifiers Inserted in tbecoaxial cables. Since the coaxial cable supports traffic In both
directions, in contrast to the fiber that supports one-way, the amplifiers have 10 be two-way amplifiera.as shown in
figure l3 ..3. Amplifiers enable coaxialcable systems. to be extended to tens of miles. Tile last section of tbe HFC
phnt consists of the section from the coax running along the street to the NfU in the bouse. referred to lIS "tap-to-
TVn in CATV.

Figure 13.4 shows the architecture of seve ral CMs communicating with each other on a coaxal.cable. Although tbe
moderns share a common coaxial cable to communicate in both directions, the' figure shows the downstream
(forward) and upstream (reverse) paths separated to represent the concept clearly. Tbe downstream and upstream
paths are separated in the frequency spectrum. downstream signals 50-860 MHz nod upstream signals 5-42 MHz.
The downstream bandwidth of a channel is 6 MHz., while the upstream bandwidth ·is variable based on
implementation. [l ranges from 200 kHz to 3.2 MHz. eMs receive the signal in the downstream signal band and
tmnsmjt.in the upstream signal band. Let us tracethe path of Cable Modem B sending a message 10 Cable Modem
A. The message first gees past Cable Modem A (because A cannot pick up the signal from the bottom path in the
figure) to the head end, where it is converted to the downstream band frequency and retransmitted. Cable Modem
A then sees the message addressed to it from B coming in the downstream (from the top in the figure) and picks it
up from the medium. If the message is. to be transmit1ed outside the cable access network, the head end, acting as
either a bridge or a router, redirects it appropriately.

FlgUl" 13.4. Two-way Tnlll51111ssloll in Ii COlUial Cabt.

Lnformation is carried in the coaxial cable ina shared mode. The unique address and other security features protect
the privacy cf.informatlcn for each, as. the information can be detected and decoded only by the Intended user.

13.3.2. Cable ~odem

The CM modulates and demodulates the digital signal from the customer's equipment to the RF signal that is
carried on the cable. A similar operation is done at the IlC'8d end equipment. A single 6-MHz channel in tbe

downstream can support multiple claw streams. Different modulation techniques support different capabilities.
There are three modes of modulation schemes. They are ampl.it:nde shift keying (ASK), frequency shift keying
(FSK). and phase shi.ft keying (PSK). Variations and combinations of'tbese schemes are used in eM technology.
Of these, tlJ,e mote common modulation techniques usedare quadrature phase sbift.keying(QPSK) and quadrature
amplitude modulation (QAM). [D order to appreciate how the different modulation schemes acc9mplish tbe desired
objectives, we need to understand the digital-to-analog encoding schemes, which we will now briefly. review.

Figure 135 shows tbe basic coecepr, A digital signal. for 'example from a computer, is converted to an analog
signal bY the modem, In our case a' CM. The converted analog signal modulatesan RF carrier. The modulated
signal.occupies a. band of frequencies around the carrier frequency, shown' as the channel bandwdth, For example,
if'tbe digital signal in Figure 13'..5 varies at a rate ofl Mbps, alternating between.O and I; its baseband is I M8z.1t
is fi:equency modulated wit.h a carrier ·frequency of 100 MHZi. The modulated RF signal will have a carrier
frequency of 100 MHz and a channel bandwidth of I MHz. At the receiving end, the receiving modem converts the
signal back to the original digital format.

Figur< 13.S. Dlgihll-lo,Ar.lnlog Ilntoding
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We should clearly understand telecommunication transmission terminology used in managing and evaluating
modems. They are bit rote. baud rate, carrier frequency, and bandwidth. The bil rote is the number of bits per
second that traverses the medium ..The baud rate is the signal units (symbols) per second. The bit rare is baud rate
times the number ofba5 per symbol.ln Figure 13.5 the digital signal is shown as binary 0 and I, I.e.• 2 levels (21).
Hence, the number of bits per symbol is one. The bit rate aJ)d the baud rotc (symbol fllle)arethe same in tliis case.

The iJ)put signal could also be quantized into multiple levels, fur example, into four levels (2!). We would then
need two bits to represent each signal unit (00, OJ. lO,·and 11). in this situation, the bit role would be twice the
band rate, lnforrnation is carried as a digital RF slgnal by modulating tbe baseband signal by the RF carrier. For
example, in the ASK method, the carrier frequency is turned on and offfor eachba representing 1 and O.

The channel bandwidth and data rate depend 011 tbe rote at which the signa I unit changes and the type of
modulation. Thus, for the simple binary case shown in Figure 13.5, bit rate, baud rate, and bandwidth (In Hz) are
nil the same, For the four-level scheme mentioned earlier, the bandwidth needed for nmplitude and phase
'modulation schemes (wllie h are the ones of inlerestfor us here) can be' visualized as the frequency corresponding
to the rate at which the signal unit changes, i.e., the baud rate of 106• The data rate, as we noted, is twice the baud
rare, i.e .• 2 Mbps.

In the QPSK modularon, the' four levels (00, 0 I, I0, and. II) are represented by the four phase states (0, 90, 270,
.and 180 degrees). Since PSK is relatively insensitive 10.external noise amplitude; it is preferred over amplitude
modulation (AM) for data. uansmiss on at low frequencies, where noise is more predominant. Thus, QPSK is the
preferred method of modulatlon for the upstream slf.nal shown in Figure 13.4. A 6-MEz channel transmitting a
signal wit.h QPSKmodulution would supports 6xlO baud rate and 12 Mbps (2zlevels or 2 bits, and bence 2"x 6 x
l06 bps) 'bit rate.capacity,



PSK is limited by we difficulty of detecting small phase ~hifts. 1t can.be combined with. AM to increase the number
of levels of a signal. This ls.called the QAM, quadrature indicating the ability to clearly distinguish between levels,
aod not implying fbur levels. The number of possible levels is the multiplication of the number of PSK and AM
levels. Thus, we can create 16-QAM by combining eight levels ofPSKand two levels of AM, or four levels each
orPSK!lod AM ..The downstream signal is at a higher frequency band and carries a lot more informaaon than the
upstream signal, Since the downstream uses more baridwidth.and a spectmlly more efficient modulation scheme
'could be used. it bas higher information capacity. QAM is the preferred method of modulation for the downstream
signal shown in Figure 13.4. The same 6-MHz signa I channel using 16-QAM would require-a 24 Mbps (24 levels)
channel capecity,

A good and detailed treatment on analog-to-dighal encoding con be found in [Forouzan, 2006J. We will present a
conceptual view of the quantization levels of digital encoding using a rwo-dimensonal constellation diagram,
Figure 13.6·5I)ow5 the constellaricn diagram for QPSK encoding. The amplitude is maintained constant and the
phase is quantized ·at 0, 90, 180, nod 270 degrees corresponding to 00, OI, 10, and II levels indicated by 5·1.. s2, 53,
and s4, respectively. The absolute values of tbe phase level can be arbit.rary, but they should all be separated in
phase quadrature from their neighbors;

Iii!:u.-. 13.6. QPSK Co-n.n.Dation Dla~r"m
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Figure 13.7 shows two represemarons foran 8-QAM encoding scheme. An 8-QAM encoding is accomplishedas
(amplitude x phase) 8 combinaton of 4 x 2 or 2 x 4.
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Observing Figure lil.4 Dud Figure 13.5 together, we notice thaI s.ignals in upstream nod downstream are at different
carrier frequencies and hence C8Il be carried on the same medium. eMs transmit.and listen at lhe.ir respective
freque ncies fur duple" operation.

Table 13:2 sbows maximum CM speeds [Wikipedia3; National Television System Committee]. The number in
parentheses indicates usable datil rate in each cable. A 6-MRz channel spacing will allow ten bonded. 6-MHz
channels as maximum spectrum allocation for DOeSIS 3.0 data. A 60.-MEz spectrum allocation could increase
with consumer needs and re-allocation of analog 1V channels into compressed digital space. leveraging the
capability of DOCSIS 3.0 infrasnucrure to 8110\\r[01' I Gbit/s speeds in the future.

Tabte t3.2. Cabl. Mode.1II Stl ee ds

DOCSIS· EUROOOCSIS·

Version Downstream IIIIblt/s Upstream Mbtt/s DoWnstream Mbtt/s Upstream Mbit/s

1.)( 42.88(38) 10.24'(9)10.24 (9) Mbit/s 55.62 (50)

2.0 42.88 (38) 30.72 (27) 30:72 (27)55.62 (50)

3.04cnannel +171.52(+152) +122.88 (+108) +222.48 (+200) +122.88 (+108)

3.08 channel +343.04 (+304) +122.88 (+108) +444.96 (+400) +12288 (+108)



HFe uses tree topology, and upstream and downstream transmissions are handled differently, As discussed in
Section 13.3.1, we downstream signal 00 each RF channel is transmined in we broadcast mode, juS1 as 1V
broadcast. The upstream signal from each customer's equipment has to be coordinated by the head end equipment.

W.hiJ~ downstream traffic ina CM network isa one-to-many configuration, upstream traffic is the opposite. i.e.,
many-to-one. Multiple subscribers try to access tbesystern simultaueously, Even though a user may not see another
subscriber's signal while accessing the medium, theremay actually be another subscriber sending infcrrnatou in
another branch of the network and signals -arrivlng- at the head end will theo collide. Users are time-division-
multiplexed for the upstream traffic at'iI different frequency from tho downstream traffic by a centra tiled
controller. SuCh a scbeme is called time division.multiple access (TDMA).

Interoperability between different vendor products is accomplished by standardizing CM system specifications.
There are several groups that have been working OD standard specifications fur broadband service over cable
network. Standards are being developed under the Multimedia Cable Network System (MeNS), the Digital
AuruoNideo .lnteroperabilzy Council (DAVIC), lE'J'F,1EEE 802.14 Working Group; and we ATM Forum. The
OOCSIS (Data-over-cable service interfacespecifications) standard. that is being developed under MCNS has been
adopted as the industry standard. This means we would be able to buy any vendor's CMs and use them for
broadband service. just as we I)uy dial-up modems for dial-up clnta transmisskin.

The eM, along with the head end, can ~·3IIdJ.e two-way data traffic over-the HFC link. Some eMs.are·designed as
one-way with the return path via telephone link, termed telco return.

The CM ls'ccnoected 10 the subscriber PC on an Ethemet LAN interface, Based on tho modem, the LAN interface
can be either for II single PC connection or 'to IILAN with multiple PCs. Many CM vendors offer both these
options.

Thanks to SNMP standards in network management; most CMs' have an SNMP management agent. embedded in
them, which makes it feasible 10 remotely manage the eMs. 'There are also outsourcing companies that manage
CM·s.ites for small and medium enterprises (SMEsj and MSOs.fi'om remotelocatlons.

13.3.3. Cable Mod emTerminatlou System

All CMs terminate on a server, called the C~fTS at the bead end. The hybrid opticaJ fiber and coaxial cable Jink
(HFC) connect the CMs 10 tbe CMTS at tile head end. The CMTS provides a number of services 10 the access
network. It is the gateway to the external network fr.om the access network. It multiplexes and demultiplexes the
signals from the eMs to interface 10 the external network.

As. we would expect with the topology of 8 broadband I"AN, lite upstream and downstream propagation
frequencies are different. CM'IS performs the frequency conversion- For example, wben a eM wants- to
communicetewsh another CM in the same aceess network, the signal goes upstream to the CMfS at the head end.
It is converted '·0 we downstream carrier frequency by 'tIle CMrS and propagated downstream as a broadcast
message, The receiving eM picks up the message by reading the destination address in the message,

From the above 1WO functions, we notice thut CMTS does the function of.eaher routing (10 me external network) or
bridging (intra-access network). The CM system developed by some vendors builds these functions withi.n CMTS.
The routing function could also·be·accomplished by an external router.

CMIS interfaces With operations support systems that .serve the flLllCtion of.managing tile access network. it also
supports security and th.e access controller system to handle the integrity and security of tile access network: We
will discuss the archite<:tureand cOmponents ofCMTS in Se<:tion 13.3.5.

13.3.4. RF SPCCU'UDl 1'01'11Cable ~Jodem

Soine key components in broadband. services to .home are we various aspects of (frequency) spectral
.decomposition and consequent necessity for spectrum management, Lei us first observe tile asymmetric
configuration (0 achieve two-way communication. We further notice 1hsl the allocation of bandwidth in the two
directons is different based on the !)yo. of service. AlLhough spectrum osage in HFe extends to 86.0 MHz,
spectrum usage may extend beyond 860 MHZ depending on the implementation. Figure 13:8 shows an example of
.a typical allocation of the CM' RF ·spectrum for different services in the upstream (reverse) and downstream
{forward) directions [Ahmed and Vecchi, 1995; Davis, 1998]. The upstream or reverse .signal is allocated the-low
end of too spectrum from 5-42 MHz. The downstream or forward signal is a lloeated from 50-860 MHz. There Is-a
guard band 42-50 MHz to separate the forward and reverse spectral bands. There are currently variations in the

.allocation of these from vendor to vendor. .

ngure 1j.8. El'ample oh R~dlo Frequency Assignment
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Downstream contains an analog video from S(}'-550 MHZ and is compatible-with current 1V requirements. Digital
data services providing data service to home are offered up to 30 Mbps -data rate. It is important to distinguish
between bandwidth allocation. and data rate, For example, 64-QAM can produce 6 bits. per symbol (26 = 64) aod
thus a 6-MHz bandwidth that is used for conventional cable channel can produce 36 Mbps (6 bits!symb¢1 x 6
MH.z) of data. Digitill data services, digital video, and telephony services have bandwidth allocated in both the
forward and reverse directions.

Downstream channel bandwidth is 6' MH~ and upstream channel bnndwidth is variable based on symbol rate.
Toshiba. eM, which is DOCSIS compliant. offers upstream channel bandwidths from 200 kHz 10 3.1 MHz using
QPSKII 6-QAM modulauon schemes.

eMs are designed 'to automatically tune themselves to upstream and downstream channel frequencies on initial
lnstallation. They listen to downstream data channels from the head end and Initiate communication with rbem. The
head end assigo.s a speciilc downstream and upstream channel for the eM..

Under noisy conditions, the eM could dynamically switch to different downstream and upstream channels to
improve quality of service, Such a feature is called the frequency-agile capability and me eM me frequency-agile
CM.

13.3.5. Datll-Over-Cable.Reference Arclli1ectl1l'e

The lOp half of Figure 13.9 shows' the. sysre·m reference ilrchitccrure of BFC daio-over-cable scrvioes anCl
interfaces. 11 is a subset of tbe mc network sho\vn in Figure 13.3 po.rtrayi.Qg a lin.k frOID the subscriber



workstation to tbe WAN connectloo.lt is made up of head end, HFC link, eM, and subscriber PC. T.he head end is
COII.IlI.."Cted to WAN. Muttiple bead ends could he connected via. the'WAN to a regional center head ·end.Io such a
case, the local head end may be referred to as me distribution bub. The RFC link consists of fiber links and a
cQ3Xia1cable, connectlng tbe bead endtotbe CM at the-subscriber location.
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the bottom half of Pigure 13.9 presents an expanded view of the head end.fr.ccmprises cable modem termination
system (CMT.S), switch/router, combiner, transmitter, receiver, splitter and filter, servers, operations support
system/element manager, and security and 'access controller, The CMTS consists of a modulator, mod, and '8

demodulator, demod, on 'the fiFC link side, and a network terminator, net\''ork term, to the, swite.hfroute;r
connecting to tbeW ~ 'and to the Telephone Router Access Controller, Tl'tAC. ThemoduJator i$ connected to the
combiner, which muhiplexes date and video signals and feeds them to the transmitrer. The RF signal is converted
to an optical signal in the transmitter. The receiver converts the optical signa I down to the RF level and feeds it to
'the splitter. where the various channels -are split. The demodulator in the CMTS demodulates the analog signal
back to digital dam.

There are SCI'Vers at the head end that handle applications and databases. The security function (to be described
soon) is managed by the security and access controller. The operations support system and the element manager
perform the functions of management at various management levels-elements, network, and service.

There are six intermces indicated in Figure 13.9. Data-over-Cable Service Interface Speoiflcations (DOCSIS)
'caregorizes these into three. They are: (J) data interfaces; (2) operations support system interfuces (OSSls) ami
telephony-rerum interface; and (3) RF and security interfaces. We have listed some of them in Table 13.3. Table
13.3 lists documents associated with the various versions ofDOCSIS. namely, versions '1.0, 1.1, 2.0, and 3.0. We

first 'focus on DOCSIS 1.0. POCSIS documents can be downloaded from bltp:llwlYw.cablelabs.colILaniJ are not
listed in References,

Table 13.3. HFCID.la-Ovtr·O.blr System Decumentutlen

SP-CMCI·11()'OS04Q8 Cable modem to customer premises equipment interface (CMel) specification

SP-CMTI!H01·97(1s04 eM telephonv-return interface specification

CM·SP-l2VPN·108:080522 C::MTS-networ~-s.lde.lnterf3C\! speclflcatlon

SP-CMTS-NSI·101·960702

SP·RFlvl-lOl·990311 RF Interfa.te speclflca,tlon

CM·SI'·DRFI·106-08021S

CM·SP·!iPIf.!12.{)5(i812 Baseline prlv~cy Interface speclficatlpn

eM·SP-OSSlvl.l·CD1'{)S0907 0SS Interlace spccifi~Cations

CM·SP.:o.s.Sly2.0,Ki9'{)50812

eM·sp·M·OSSI-101.{)71206

CM-SP::OSSlv3.()'107-080S22

RFC4639 Cable' devrce' MIB

RFC4S47 Eventnotlficallon MIB

RFC,4546 RF Interface MIB

RFC3083 Basel! ne privacy MIB

RFC4131

d raft-Ietf -lpcdn-qos-m Ib'{)7.txt Quaifly' of servIce MIB

RFC4323

draft-ietf·ipcdn·tri·mlf>.OO.lXt, July 30,1998 Telephony-'retum Intl!rface MIB·for CMs and CMTS

RF£4036 CMTS for subscriber management

Tbere are two interfaces sbown in Figure 13.9 in the data interfaces category. They are the eM 10 the .eustomer
premises equipment (GPE.) interface (I), and the C'MTS-NSI interface (2), which is the network side of the



interface ofCMTS to the switch/router. S'P"cMCl-llO..o50408 addresses the CM to customer premises equipment
interface (CMCr) specification. CM-SP-L2v.PN-I08-080522 and SP-CMTS-NSf-lOI-960702 deal with the
CMTS-network_.side interface specification.

The Second category of interfuces is the OSSIs (3), dam-over-cable services operations support systems interface
(DOCS-OSSl), and the telephony-return interface (4), CM-tlr Telco return interface (CMTRl). 1116 element
management system is considered an operations support system. Other operations support systems couJd include
administrative systems that manage service and business-layer management, as well as tesr systems. eM-SP-
OSSIv I.I-CO 1-050907 and CM"SP-OSSlv2.0-1 09-050812 -are associated with DOCSIS 1.1 and DOCSrS 2.0
specifications. CM-SP-M-OSSI-I07-071206 and CM-SP-OSSlv3.0-I07-08.0522 address DOCSrS 3.0
specificarons. SP-CMTRJ-101-970804 details CM telephony-return interfnce specifications. RF interface
specifications are described in SP-RFlv 1-101-9903 1.1and. CM-SP-DRFI-l06-08021S DOGSlS documents.

The third category of interfaces is !be security system interface (5), Data-Over-Cable Security System (DOCSS),
and RF interfaces (6), RFl. There are three security requirements: security system, CMremovable security module,
and data-over-cable baseline privacy interface (BPI:) described in CM-SP-BP1+-1l2-0S0SI2. Man:,: security and
privacy issues associated with shared 'medium become especially important in CM systems. We have addressed
.some , security and privacy issues in Chapter 7. Privacy issues become more complex in that privacy within
customer premises also needs to be considered. This is addressed by Hojne Cable discussed later in Chapter 15. RF
interfaces are between tlie CM and the HEC network and between the CM.TS and the.HFC n~ work in the upstream
and downstream directions.

MIBs associated with CM systems are described in the variousRf'Cs listed In Table 13.3. RFC 4639 describes tbe
cable device MlB module.and RFC 45'17 addresses event notification.Mm. The QOS MlB module is specified in
REC 4323. RFe 4036 provides n set of objects required for the management of DOCSlS CMl'S fur subscriber
management. The telephony-return interface MIB for CMs and CMrS has stayed in the draft status and has not
been standardized.

RPc 4546 specifies the MlB module that provides a set of obje.cts. required for the management of DOCStS-
compliant eM and CMTS RF interfaces. The specification is derived in part trom the parameters and protocols
described in [ITO- T_J.122]. This MlB module is structured as three groups: management information 'pertinent 10
both the CM and tbe CMrS docsl..lBaseObjects; management infonnation pertinent to the CM only
docslttlmObjects; and management information pertinent to the curs only docslttlmtsObjeetS. Tables within
each .of these' groups cover different functions, e.g., upstream queue services, channel characrerlstics.media access
coruroller (MAC) layer management, etc. Rows created euromarically (e..g., by the device according LO the
hardware configuration) may, nnd .&enerally wi II, have a mixture of configuratlon and status cbjects wjthin them.
Rows thllt aremeant to be created by, the management station are generally restricted to configuration (read-create)
.objects.

RFG J083 is .DOCSlS 1..0 BPJ MIB module and deals with management of BPI. It is derived from the operational
model described in tbe DOCSIS BPI Specification oocsrs 1.0 and is an extension of tbe RF interface MIS
described in RFC 4546. REC 4131 addresses managed objects' for baseline privacy interface plus (BPI+). It
specifies a set of objects required for the management of the features o.fDOCSIS 1.I and DOCSIS 2'.0 CM and
CMTS. The speciflcatkm is derived frQrn the operational model described in the DOCSIS BPI+ specification fur
noeSIS 1..1and 2.0. The original BPI MlB structure has mostly been preserved in the BPI .. MrB.

13.4. Coble Access Network Management

The cable access 'network 'system with CMs (as well as other access networks) is more complex to manage than
either computer network or telecommunication network. The management of computer communication network is
involved with data layers, the data link layer and, above. Telecommunication network management is involved with
pbysicaJ-ll!yer management. Cab\\) RCCess network mllnagemenl is inv.oJvlUl with bolh. A pan of the RFC link is
fiber and tbe other-part is coaxial cabl.e. There is the c.omplexity of frequeo<;y spectrum -management. Since cable

access tecbnology is under tbe administration Of anMSO, which bas to deal with other service providers in close
business relatjonship, the service and business management shown in Figure J 0.11 also needs to be addressed.

Figure 13..10 presents protocol-layer lin;.hitectute of a cable access netwcrk system showing bothepplications and
network management components, The head end in the figure is shown connected to a WAN via an MPLS link,

.aod to the' IiFC vin .an HFC link: The head 'end shows both tbe applicatioris and the SNMP manager in the
application lay.er. The network manager in the heed end can also be configured as RMON, if the network
management system (NMS) at a regional center is configured as managing'multiple head ends. An SNMP· !I&~nt
resides' In tbe CM lMt monaors both RF anti Ethernet interfaces. Communiciitlon between the herd end antI·the·
eM is via the HFC link, containing both . fiber and coaxial cable. The interface between the CM and the subscriber
PC is anEthernetinterface.
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There are two functional areas in the management of a broadband cable access network. They are network
maintenance and subscriber (Customer) support, In the fuUowing sections. we shall focus only on network
.maintenance associated with the element management layer and the network management layer. Customerbilling
'aspects' are addressed in noesis 3.0 specifications. Cable access network management involves physical-layer
network management and data network management. At the physical layer, management fimctions include error
detection and correction of ingress noise interference. ampl ifier gains, signal love Is at tbe CMs, and power .supply
voltages. Data network management functions include traditional coufigurarion, fault, performance. and security
management of various components and UIll network. These are managed using SNMP MISs.

We 08.0 broadly divide cable oerwork management into four.componeots: CM. management, CMTS management,
HFC link management, and RF spectrum management. We will discuss each of these briefly in the next three
subseorons.

13.4.1. Cable ~lodcm And CMTS l\1Anllgement

CMs and CMTS can be managed using SNMP management. Different vendors implement the network
management function in different ways. Some vendors have CMs noll CMTS agents built in them and are managed
from a centralized NMS directly. However; others have the network management ageut interface built in their bead
end CMTS, which acquires information on individual modems. An NMS acquires·dat.a 01) CMs·and CMTS from
the CMTS ·ogent.

Figure 13.11 shows the MlB,s associated with eM and CM1'S that are relevant to managing EM and CMrS. The
MlBs could begrouped into three categories, The first category is the generic Setof£ETF MlBs, system {m'ib-2 I},
interfaces {mlb-2 2} [RFe 1213], and i.fMJB {mil>-2 31} that describes interface types [RFC 2863]. Tbe sccond
category comprises MIBs fur the interfuces orCM and eMTS, docsliMib. The docsIlMib {mlI>-2.transmission



127} is a subnode under transmission and includes objects for BPL The docsTrCmMIB {mib-2 trensmission 128}
specifies the telepbony-return (or telco-retlJfn) interfaces for CM and CMTS. The third C8Icgory deals with the set
of objects for CM and CMTS. We will now discuss the second and third categories.

flgur. t3.t t. C.III. Mod.m Manog.Dlmt MIDs

Figure 13.12' shows the Data-Over-Cable System (DOCS) Interface MIB that supplements Ihe standard SNMP
interface MIBs [RFC 1213. I 573J. The original specifications covered only the CM and CMTS objects, which are
the suboodes .1.2. and 3 under ooesltMIB. The updated version is covered in RFC 4546. 111e baseline privacy
MIB. docsSptMlB. has been added later as subnode 5 and contains the same subgroup structure Il'I nodes 1.2. and
3 under docslfMJB [RFC 3083. 4131] in Table 13.3. Itdeals wiLb the privacy issues UDder security considerations
mentioned in Section 13.3.5. Notification subgroups in the internee MIBs are currently placeholders. DOCSIS
quality of service MIS. docsQoSMIB. is node 6 under docslfMIB and describes control ofQoS features for the
CM and CMTS [RFC 4323] in Table 13.3.

Ago re 13.ll. DOCS .." ... rato MID

The .DOCS .interface objects grouP. docsllMlBObjeclS, has three subgroups: base interface objects group thai
specifies obieets common to CM and CMTS; CM interface objects group, docsUtmObjects, which pertains 10
CM; and CMTS interface objects group, docslitmtsObjeolS, which pertains 10 CMTS.

The RF spectrum bas a layered interface similar to lhal of ATM sublayers. However, the mukiple RF channels in
t~ upstrea.m and downstream also need to be s~ccifled in this casco Fortunately, specifications ofRFC 2863 permit
rhs extension. 111e layered structure of the RF Interface is shown In Figure 13.13. 111e figure shows an example of
one downstream and two upstream channels interfacing to an RF MAC channel on the top user interface, and to the
RF pbysicallayer on the-service provider inreface on the 1x1110m.

F'lgur.ll.13. RFMAClnt ... face

RF MAC layer

Rf Ph~5lcal Layer

The baseline privacy objects group [RFC 3083], dodsBplMIBObjlWlS, has eight subgroups, 8S shown in Table 13.4.
The subgroups define the baseline privacy requirements mr privacy of CM and CMTS. Specifications "include



de·finition of objects, authorization robles, encryption keys, and multicast control tables. Conformance
speclficarons are defined in the docsBpiConformance group.

Table 13.4. OOCS Bnselint PriVACY MIB

Entity 010 Description

QocsBplCmObjects docsBplMIBObjects 1 Baseline privacy objects for eM

docsBplCmBaseTable docsBplCrnObJects 1 Baseline privacy CM base and authorization table

docsBp'ICmTEKTable docsBplCmObjects 2 Baseline privacy traffic encryption key table

docs.BpICm~Objects do):SBpIMIBObje.;ts. 2 Basel1nE!cprlv~y CMfS objects

docsBplCmtsBase'Table docsBplCmtsObjects 1 .BaSeiIne privacy CMTS base table

docsBpll;:mtsAuthT~ble .docsBp,ICmtsObjects 1 Baseline privaCy C~TS authorllatlon ta~le

do.csBpiCmtsTEKTa~le docsBplCmtSObjects 3 Baseline privacy CMTStraffl~'eflcryption keytible

dOCSBPIMult~stcontrol docsBplCmt'sObjects 4 BaseUI1eprivacy (1IifT'Smulticast control group

DOCSlS BPI+ MID module (BPI+ MIB) provides a set of objects required for the management of the BJ>r+
features of DO<;:SlS I.J anti DOCSIS 2.0 CM and CMTS. The reader is referred 10 [RFC 41.31] ror details on
these.

The DOCS quality of service MIB is an extension to the QoS objects defined in docs11MIBObjetts nod docsDev.
This has gooc through several itenitions 8S described in the ietf document series drafl-ietf-lpcdn-qos-mib-Nbr.txi. It
has finally 'been releasedas RFC 4323. ilacsQosMIB shown.as subnode 6 under do.cslfMIB is now subnode 127,
docsletfQosMID, under. mib-2, os sbown in Figure 13.11. There arenow II subgroups, which nre tables, and are
shewn in Table 13:§. These tables are under doc·sQosMlBObjeclS, which is subnode I under docslctfQosMIB.
Table 13.5 presents-the entities, OID, and a brief description of each.

Table 13.5. I>OCS QD$ MW

Entity 010 DescriptiOn

docsQO'SMIBObjects. docsletfQoSMIB 1 DOCSIS1.1 and 2.0 QoS MIB objects

docsletfQos PktdassTable docsletfQosMIBObjects'
1

Packetdasslficatlon'conflgure<l on the CM or CMTS

docsletfQos ParnmSefTabl e docsletfQosMIBObjects
2

Describes the set of DOCSIS1.1 and 2.0 QOS parameters-In
a managed deVice

dpcsletfQOs liervlceFlowTable docslelfQosMIBObjects' Describe~ the set of DOq;~-QOS service flows In a
3 managed device'

TAble 13.5. DOCS QoS MIB

Entity 010

docsletfQosServlce FlllwStatslable docsletfQO'sMIBObjects
4

docsletfQos UpstreamSt;nsTilble

DesGriptiOn

Describes stattstlcs associated with the .servtee flows In a
managed devlce

d!)csletfQosMtBObJects Describes statrstlcs assoc.iated with
5

docsletfQpsDynamlc
ServlceStal:sTable

docsletfQO'sMIBObjects
6

dcxS[etfQosServlceFIO'wl.!lgtable

Describes statisticS associated with the dynamic service
flows In a mao;taged deVice

docsletfQosMIBObjects Contains a IO'g O'f the dtsconnected .servlce flows In a
7 managed device

docsletfQosServlceClassTable dO'csletfQos~IBObjects
8

dOcsle~Q~erviceaassPoliCYTable' docsletfQosMIBObjects
9.

Contains a log of the dlsronnected service dasses In a
managed device

Permits mappll')g a packet to a servlce crass name of an
active servite flow so long as a classifier does ·net exist at-a
higher priority

dO'csletfQos: PHSTabie dO'csletfQosMIBObjects Describes the set of paylO'ad header suppression entries
10

docsletfUosCmtsMac'
ToSrvFlowTable

docsletfQO'sMIBObjects
11

Provides·fO'r.referenclng the service flows associated .wIth a
CM

The IP packet classi fication table describes IP packet classificariou. Eacb packet that is either received or routed
'through may be compared to an ordered list of rules pertaining to the [P.( and UDPIIP) packet header. The Ethernet
packet classification table serves 'a similar purpose.at the data. link layer.

A service.classrepresents a level of.service provided by CM'IS 10 a Servke Identifier (SID) or to packet flow. SfD
and flow are associated with exactly one service class. Tbe docsQosServiceClassTable describes the set of
DOC'SIS QoS service classes defined ill tbe managed dcvce. 'The docsQQsFlowTable describes tile flows in the
device. The mapp ing of Service classes to SIDs is contained in the t;!9csQo·sSic!l'oClnssTable. The mapping of'flow
10 service class is described In.tbe docsQosFlowToCIa~able·.

Figure 13.14 shows DOCS Cable Device MIB (mib-2 69). It provides a set of objects required for the management
of MCNS-compliant CM nod eMTS. It-consists of three groups: docsDevM!BObjects, docs~Nolificatx)Q, lind
docsDevC6nfuml8n~.

ngure Ij.I.4. DOCS Cablt DovlctMlB



Table 13.6 summarizes ihe Seven groups under DOCS devjce MIB olijec~.The base 81'Oup extends the MIS-I]
system group to we CM and CMTS devices. There is a minimum level of access secursy t.hat is defined in the
access table. Software upgrade can be temporarily loaded using·SNMP command defined in the software group fur
'lest 'p'ur'p,?ses .. The server .group describes server access aod parameters used for initial provisioning and
bootstrnpping. The event. group specifies control and login.of events and traps. 'Imp/notiflcarion, is 1.0 'be defined in
thenotification gronp, whicf is-currently justa p loceholder. The filter group provides objects for bothLLC 'and IP
protocol filters.

'TnbleI3.6. DOCS Cnble Devlce Mffi

Entity 010 Description

doc.sOevMIBObjects docsOevMIB 1 Objects of the CM and CMTSdevice

docsOevMIBObjeds
1

EXtends MIB-IIsystem group with ObJec1Sneeded for cable device system
management

docsDe~NmAccessTable docsOevMIBObjects
2

Defines the mini mum level of SNMP access security

docsDe1lS0ftware Provides Information for network-downloadable software upgradesdoc.sDevMIBGbjects
3

dOcsDevSi!rver Provides Information about the progress of the Interaction with various
provisioning servers

docsDevMIBObjects
4

docsDevEvent Provides control and logging for event reportingdocsDevMIBObjeCts
5

docsDevAlter docsDevMIBObjects Configures filters at the link layer and the IP layer tor brrdged data traffic
6 '

does,DevcP.e docsDevMIBObject's C;:PEIp management and antl·spoofll'l8 group on eM
7

The conformance group, ccnsisting of groups and compliance groups, addresses conformance and co mpliance
ol1jects. '

13.4.2. HFC Link Mauagcm,1!t1l

It is extremely important that plant mcilities are managed in Lhe'HFC system. As meniionedearlier, functioning-of
CM depends 00 'me signal level strength. which can be neither too high nor too low. Signal suengths are
determined by mCf gain of" amplifiers on tbe BFC link' and source strength at the .high. end. Thus, eontrolling
parameters of the I:{FC plant need to be continually monitored to ensure reliability of the CM system. In legacy
systems; this is done by implementing transponders that monitor the-amplifiers and distribution hubs and telemetry
information to the head end. A proxy server is used to convert this into SNMP'objects, 'MIS development in this
area Is developed by we Society of Cable Television Engineers' (SCTE), -and the reader isreferred to references
[SCTE 24-6; 7, and 8].

13.4:3. RF Spectrum MilDagcnlCllt

Spectrum management system (SMS) is a management system that deals with the management of'Rf spectrum
,alIQ.:mcid 10 different'digital services, both in the downstream a,nd upstream. A.I example cf spectral allocation {or
the various services is represented in Figure 13,8. CMTS vendors provide graphical tools to the allocatlon of a TV
channel spectrum for a cable access network by the service provider.

13.5. DOCSIS Standards

DOCSIS standards have been evolving. Most of the treatment in this chapter has so far been based 011 'the basics of
eM 'technolcgy, which is· DOCSlS '1.0. Later i;tan:dards are oriented toward inreroperabillty and technological
improvements in performance and added services. A. subset of documents associated with various versions of
DOCS[S standards ls given in Table 13.3.

13.5.1. OQCSIS 1.0

OOcSIS 1.0, as we just mentioned, focused on basic, technology, Each vendor's CM would communicate only
with its own CMfS, as communication between them was proprietary. Downstream transmission was TDM
broadcast mode and upstream was hybrid or random access, TDMA, and dedicated bandwidth allocation. There
was primitive security and privacy provided by me BPI, ani! QoS matures were also limited. docsIfMlb, ani!
docsTrCmMlb shown in Figure 13.11 form me basis of all managed objectsassoc ated with CMtecl!nology.

13.5.2. noesis 1.1

There was signlflcaru improvement in features in oqcSIS I.J compared, to DOCSIS LO. Eighl levels ofQoS were
defined io handle real-time nOO non-real-time video and data traffic. Several implementation improvements were
introduced mat enhanced performance. lP multicast using, Internet Gateway Multicast Protocol (lGMP) was

'specified to handle multicast transmission, SNMPv3' was lidded to make management data secure. Service
-assurance was introduced to handle fault management.

Anomer .major enhancement in DOCSl'S 1.1 is the introduction of enhanced security as per BPI+. 'the intent. of the
BPI+ specification is to describe the MAC-layer security services between CMTS and CM communications. BPI+
security goals are twofold: they provide CM users with data privacy across me cable- network, and they provide
MSOs wiiIl Service proteceon; i.e., prevent unauthorized users from gaining access to the network's RF MAG
services. The protected RF MAC data communlcarions services tall into three categories: (I) best-effort, higb-
speed, IP data services; (2) QoS (e.g., constant bit rate) data services; and (3) IP multicast group services. The
earlier BPI specification [ANSI/SCTE 22-2] had "weak" service protection because the' underlying key
management protocol did not autbenticate CMs. BPi+ strengthens this service protection by adding digital
certifcate-based eM authentcaron to its key exchange protocol.

13.5.3. DOCSIS 2.0



Two major enhancements in DOCSIS 2.0 are performance improvement and the introduction ofIPv6. DOCSIS 2.0,
'CM support IPv6 provisioning and management. The term 2.0+IPv6 CM. is used to represent such eMs. The use of
lPv6·anows MSOs to conserve IPv4 addresses. This Technical Report provides guidelines for CM only. DOCSIS
2.0+IPv6 eM is required to suppOrt SNMP over IPv6,

Performance improvement is accomplished by providing options to use e~r TDMA or synchronous COMA (S.-
CDMA) MAC 'protocol in upstream traffic. Note that there is no random access protocol in this version.
Downstream traffic is TOM. The management system should support these protocels.

13.5.4.1)0<::'SI53.0

DOCSIS 3.0 introduces a number of features that build upon features introduced in previous versions of DOCS IS.
They Include key new 'matures for OSST based on requirements established with bQlh the introduction of new
DOCSIS 3.0 features and enhancements to management capabilities .that are designed to improve operational
efficiencies for tile MSO. Table 1"3.7 summarizes new requirements that support new 3.0 fu~tures and
enhancements 10 existing management feamres. The table shows management features along wltb the tradil'ionaJ
nerwork menagcmeni functional areas (fauh, configuration, accounting, performance. and securky) for the network
elements (NE}. eM, CMIS. and the corresponding OSllnyer where those features operate.

Tnbte 13,7, MAnog.lllml real'ur.,R.qui'''lIIenl. to,' OO('SlS3,O

Features M~nage'ment OSILayer NE
Functional Area

Multiple uPstream Configuration PHY CMTS
channels per port

Plant t9pology PHY, MAC CMTS
(O~a IIn~)

Enhanced Fault ,PHY, MAC; CMTS
diagnostiGS network

Enhanced Performance PHY, MAC, CMTS
performance d.ata network
collect!'on

Enhanced s'lgnal PHY CMTS
quality monitoring

Usage·based bllilng Accounting PHY, MAC, CMTS
network

E~hancedsecuritY Col)flguration, fault, MAC;
performance, security network

Description

PrOVisioning physical upstream ports that support
multiple upstream receivers according to their
capabilities,

provisioning flexible arrangements of US/Os
channels 'for channel-bonding configuration to
reflect HFCplant topology

Detailed log of different conditions associated with
the CM registration state and operation that may
Indicate plant problems affecting servtce il\iallablilty

IPORstrearnlngof large statlstical data sets sudt as
CM~ (M status Information with I~ performance
'Impact on the CMTS.res.ources .

Gathers Information on narrowband Ingr.ess.and
distortion affecting the quality olthe RF~igna(s

Update SAMtSto 3.0 speclflcatlon requirements,

<;:M/CMTS Updates to m,ahagement models to support OOCsIS
3.0 security features

IPv6 Configuration, fa.ult. Network
performance

£M/CMTS Updates to management models to $upport IPv6
Provisioning. CM IP stadt management. (MTS and

TRblel.3,7. MRnRgo.lllelll FtlIlllrtS RtqulrtlllelllS f61' DOCSIS 3.0

Features Management
Functi<mal A.ea·

DesaiptlonOSILayer NE

eM IP flIterfng requlrements'

Channel bonding Config'uratlori. fa.ult PHY,MAC
performance

CM/CMTS Update ex[stfng management models and Includ.e
new events to support OS·.andUSchannel bonding

IP multicast CM/CMTS Update existing management modes to support new
m ultlcastcapebllltles such as SSM, IGMP v3, MLO vl,
and v2 .

Configuration,
perforrnan ce

fault; MAC,
network

Irneeds 10 be noted thar pre-3:.0 DQCsrs, network management models used IBTF RFGs that were defined to lise
only rrv4. After the introduct'ion. of IPv6,.!ELF lPv6"':omplianl Mms are not backward compatible wiih IPv4-
based MISs required by pre-:i.O DOCSIS. In 'contrast, provisioning system backward compatibility is a key
requirement for management To acoommodate these two conflicting requirements (backward compatibility and
IPv6 support using 'combined v4/v6 MIBs), DOCSIS 3.0 requires maintaining backward compatibility for
provslohlng b,lItnot monitoring,

Special mention needs to be made for accounting management, which in general includes collection of usage data
and permits billing the customer based on the subscriber's lise of network resources. CMTS is the NE that is
responsible for providing usage starsucs to support billing. Subscriber account management interfilce specification
(SAMIS) is defined 10 enable prospective vendors of C~l and CMTS to address the operational requirements of
subscriber accountmanagement in a uniform and consistent manner.

'13.6. DSL Access Network

The main motivating factor to employ xDSL (Xi digital subscriber line) lOr access technology intnultimedia
-servlces is the pre-existence of local loop facilities 10 most households. Informarion capacity of a 3,000 Hz analog
voice channel of30 dB signal-to-noise ralio based on Shannon limit is 30,OOO.bits per second [Taoenbaum, 1996].
However, lUI unloaded twisted pair of copper wire from the central of}ice In a residence can carrya digital TI/DS I
signal at 1.544 Mbps up to 18,000 feet, and a STS-I signal at 51:840 Mbps up to 1.000 feet. Thus, Shannon's
fundamental limitation of data r.ale tbat is prevalent in an analog modem can be overcome by direct digital
rransmlssion. ThL~is the basic concept behind xDSL technology, wblch we will now review. You are referred to
.numerous books on Ute subject [e.g., Gor.l1iSk1,200 l]lor an in-depth treatment.

Distance can he increased for analog telephony if we use loaded cables that compensate for loss and dispersion.
However. they cannot support the DS'!.. as the loaded coils attenuate higb frequencies. Many modem communities
have been cabled with fiber comng to the curb with. the digital multiplexer at the end of the fiber. The length
limitation of the copper cable In this configuration is practcally eliminated. This is being taken advantage of in
later releases ofxDSL such as very I\igh dilt81'.!1ieDSL (VDSL),

Basicasymmetric digital subscriber line (Ai)SL) archirecture.conslsts of-an unloaded pa.ir(s) of wires.connected
between-a transceiver unit al tbe central office anda transceiver unit al tbe customer premises. This transceiver
multiplexes and demulLiplexes voice and data and converts tbesjgnal to theformat suitable for transmission on the
ADSL link. Table 13.8 [Broadband Forum] .shows various fbrms of DSL and their characteristics. ADSL 2 and
ADSL 2+ are enhancements to ADSL.



T"bl.1.3:8. O.SL Tocltllologits

Name Meaning Max oata Rater! Cable Appllt3tions

1· MOst common
pair ty~

2· Business
pair connectlons

2· Triple play (no
pair QoS)

2· Triple play
pair

2· Triple play
paIr

Mode

ADSl/AOS12/ADS12+ Asymmetric 'dIgital subscriber 7/12/24 Mbps 0.8/1/1 DOWnUp
line' Mbps

SHDSl Symmetric high data,rate DSL Duplex
Duplex

VOSLl km Very hIgh data rate digital 55 Mbps 15 Mbps
subscriber line

.DownUp

VQs12·long reach 3 km Very hIgh data rate djgltal SSMbps 30 Mbps
subscriber line

Down Up

VOSLshort reach 500 Very hIgh data rate digital 100 Mbps
m subscriber line

poy.:n Up

1'1Max data nile as per broadband forum

Symmerdc high data rate digital subscriber line (SHDSL) operates at Tl or EI data rate in a duplex mode with two
'pairs of wires [RFC 3276]. The duplex mode is defined as two-way communication with tile same speed in both
directions. Symmetric HDSL operates with two pairs, one for each direction. SHDSL typically' operates at rates
li'om256Kbl,s to.6 Mb/s upstream and downstream,

VDSL operates asymmetrically. As in ADSL, the downstream signal has a larger bandwidth and is lit the high end
of tile spectrum, whereas the upstream is at tile lower end of the spectrum with a lower bandwidth for the signals.
VDSL 2 has long- and short-range implementation, the former being asymmetrical and the laner being
s)'1limet rica l.

13.7. Asymmerrtc Digit'at Subscriber Line

Among all the xDSLs, me asymmetrjc digital subscriber line (ADSL) is tbe technology that is being deployed now
in JI,lO~ of tbe world. A simplified access network using ADSL is shown in Figure 13.15 and consists of an ADSL
transmission unit (ATV) and splitter areach end of the ADSL line. The ATU acronym has also been expanded in
print as tbe ADSL transceiver unit as well as tbe ADSL terminating unit, although ADSL TR-OOI defiaes it as the
ADSL transmission unit.The ATU at the central office is A'fO..C and the one at the customer residence is ATU-R.
The ATU is also called the ADSL modem, The data and video signal-from rbe broadband network is convened to
an analog signal by the ATU-C aod multiplexed and demultiplexed. The splitter at the central office combines tbe
plain old telephone-service (POTS) voice signal and the broadband signal. The reverse process occurs at the splitter
and ATU-R at the customer premises (residence). There are modems -available that embed 1:he' splitter and thus
eliminate 8 separate splater at the customer site. This configuratiou is referred to as ADSIrLite, also known as
OLite.

Flgur. t 3..1" ADSL.AtcfSS "'<rwork
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As mentioned above, upstream.and downstream signals are placed.asyrnmetrically in the.frequency spectrum, as
shown in Figure l3.l6. The POTS signal is always allocated tile baseband of 4 kHz and separated from the
broadband signal by a guard band. There are two schemes for separating the upstream and downstream frequency
bands: frequency divis on multiplexing (f'DM) or echo cancellation, In FDM, a1le;r separating the upstream 'I!M
downstream bands, each baud is then divided int!) one or more.high-speed channels and one or more low-speed
channels. In echo canccllarion, upstream and downstream bands overlap, bill are separated by. u technque known
as ecbo ·cancellation. Using echo caecellatien; the ·low frequency end of the spectrum is made available for
downstream, thus increasing tbe overall downstream spectral band.

Plgun 13.16. i\ OS'L Spectrum ,\Jk>tAllolI

Withln the upstream and downstream bands, individual 'channels are allocated (I multiple of 4 klh band using
either the standard discrete mulritone (OW) or carrerless amplitude phase (CAP) modulation. The former
modulation scheme is more efficient, but more complex and costly. Both schemes are currently in use. You may
consult rbereference for firrtber details on spectrum allocation schemes [Goralski, 200 I].

Standards are addressed by various standards organizatlons for XDSL including the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI). TJ-4t3 is the ANSI standard for XDSL at the physical-layer protocol level. In order to accelerate
interoperability and implementation of ADSL, tbe industry had established aconsortium, the ADSL Forum, -to
address issues associated with end-to-end system operation, management, and security. This organization is now
called the Broadband Forum.

Not. all residential customers could enjoy-the privilege of getting ADSL service, Only those who have direct copper
connection fr.om the central office could be served with ADSL. Telephone loop facilities with loaded coils do not
qualify for the service. Besides, many newer residential complexes have fiber cable to the neighborhood (FITN)
anti twisted pair .from FTTN 10 the res.idenee. For these residences, telephone companies would offer VDSL



service, as shown in figure I3J 7. This has ibe benefit of providing greater bandwidth. Tile signal traverses tbe
optical fiber medium from the central office to the optical network unit (ONU) in tbe neighborhood carrying
multiple channels, It is demultiplexed at the ONU and fed through VDSL 'modems and twisted-pair cable to tbe
residence. A bandwidth of 12.96-55.2' Mbps could be achieved for downstream and lip to 15 Mbps for !be
upstream using a single-pair cable. There are otber configurations proposed from ONU to borne; which we do not
pion 10,deal with here.

Ago". t3.t7. "OSL At cessN.j·work
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Much of the latest documentation on ADSL is available OD TRs pubJisbed by the ADSL Forum, RFCs·,released by
IETF. and ITU- T standards. The approved documentation list of the ADSL Forum is available in the public 'domain
of the Broadband Forum's Web page, www.broadband-forum.org. Some TRS'that are relevant to the basics-and
management ofDSL that we-refer to areJisted in Table 13.9. ITU-T standards.Gxx and RFCs relating to theMIBs
are-included in the Bibliography at tbe end oftbe book.

iablt lJ.9. ADSL M"D.•gemeol Ooc:umtnlS

rR-OOl AOSl Forum System Reference Model May 1996

rR-OOS AOSl Network Element Mgmt March 1998

rR-OlS CAP lIne£ode-~peciflc.MIB FebrUaf)' 1999

~R-024 DMT Une Code-Specific MIS June 1999

rR-{)27 SNMP-based ADSL LINE MIB September.-l999

rR-{)28 CMIP Specification for ADSl Network Element Mgnit Mayl999

rR-OS6 AOSLNetwork ElementMgmt (Upd~te to TR-oQ5) March 200ll

TR-{)90 Protocol-Independent Object Model for Ma'naging Next Generation ADSl Technologies' December 2004

TR-ll3 MCM:.st)el;iflc Managed Objects in VDSl Network E'lement December 2005

TR-128' Addendum to TR-{)90 September·2006

13.7.1" ADSL Access Network ill Overall Netwo.'k

Broadband Forum's view [TR-OQI] of bow ADSL access network fits into tbe overall network lor broadband
services is presented in Figure 13.18. II shows the cornponents of tbe overall. network comprising private, public,

and premises network and the role that ADSL access .nerwork. plays in it, TIle networking side of tbe service
providers .eonslsts of service systems, different types of networks that are behind rbe access node, the operation
systems (OS) thar perform the operations, administration, and mainr.enanoe (OAM). of the networks and access
nodes, and rbe ATU-Cs. The customer premises network comprises AlU-R, premises distriburion network (PDN)~
various service modules (SM), and terminal equipment (TE). On the 'bottom of Figure 13.1'8 are shown five
transportmodes that depicr.an evohnionary process from a primitive synchronous transfer mode (STM) to IlO 'all
ATMmode.

FlgIU" 13.18. O,·tr·a!ll'I.twork IUld AJ>SL
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The service systems are all 8 private network providing en-line services; Internet ecccss, LAN access, interactive
video, and video conference services. The private network interfaces with the public network, whlch is broadband
(such -ss SONET/SDH). narrowband (such as rtzsl), or packet network (such as IF). The access node is the
concentration pol nt for broadband, narrowband data, and packet data. It is either located in the 'central office ora
remote location such.as 0NU. The access node could include ATu-Cs, such as in a digital subscriber loop access
multiplexer (DSLAM). The access network commences at the access node and extends up [0 PON in the customer
premises.

The premises network 5tMS front the network interface at the output of ATU-R. Tbe PDN, which is part of i1ie
home network, could be a choice of a LAN, twisted- pair ca ble of telephone oetwork, consumer. electronics bus
(CEBus) which distributes signal over power lines, coaxial cable. optical fiber (in future homes), or a combination
of these. SM, such asset-top boxes and ISDN. perform the terminal adaptation functions 10 the TE.



There are five transport .modes presented inFigure 13...18. AI the top s what the. ADSL Forum termed Synchronous
uansfer mode (S1M), which is we bit syochronous transmission mode. An example of this is the bit pipe such as
TIIEI, (SON. or a simple modern, In this 'mode, the P'DN outputs strictly bits out of the SM; and the access node
delivers and receives bits to and from thenarrowband network.

The second transport scheme is rbe end-to-end packet mode such as (P packets, (n this mode, SM are.expected to
deliver packets to the ADSL access network through BON. This is probably one of the mastcommon usagesof the
Small Office Bome Office (SOBO) network. Digital data terminals-ere interconnected via an Etbernet LAN'PDN,
-and. packets are delivered to the ADSL access network via-a router. 111e reverse process occurs ·al the. access node
10 tbe.network Interface.

The next two transport modes are hybrid modes, Old put to tbenetworkfrorn the access node is the ATM. The SM
attbe premises network delivers either a bit synchronous output or a packet output. There is a conversion involved
in the' access node. For example, me access node to the broadband network could be an emulated LAN. wherein IF
packets could be transferred as AIM cells 1.0 me network.

The fiflh, and last, mode 'of transport scheme is me end-to-end ArM, where SM put OUIcells instead of packets,
We would expect the home net work.in this case to be wired with optical fiber.

13.7.2. ADSLArchitcctuI'C

Let us now look at the system architecture details of the ADSL access network presented in Figure. 13.15, The
ADSL Forum's ADSL system reference model [l'R-001] is shown In Figure 13.L9. We have-already discussed
some components in Seeton 13.7.1. Additionsl components are splitters at tbe central office and customer
premises, which separate low-frequency telephony from video and. digital data. Public-switched telephone network
(pSTN) is the switch connected at the central office, while telephones are off me splitter atthe customer end. We
notice the digital broadcast and network management interfacing with the ac-cess node. Digital broadcast is the
iypical broadcast video. Network management could, be treated as one of the operations system 'components. We
will be going into more details on the operations-system interfaces and function,S in Section 13:8. '
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.lnteresting aspects of the ADSL SY~Jem reference model shown m Pigure 13.19 are we imerfaces between

.compcnents of the AOSL network and interfaces between ADSL access network and external networks. There are
five basic interfaces: V, U. T, B, and POTS, Vc is the interrace between the access -node and the network and is
usually a physical interface. An interface could have multiple physical connections (as shown in the figure), or
multiple logical interfsces canbe connected through 8 physi~al interface. V f< is the logical interface between A:rU-
C 'alld rbe.access node. Network management is implemented through the Ve interface: AU network monitoring of
the central offic-e and the home network 'component basto go through this interface.

There are several U interfaces-shown in Figure 13.l9. They are all offLhe splitters. (n fact, these U interfaces may
dlsappearwhen.ADSL-Lite.is implemented, akhough.it is highly unlikely fora longtime, POTSinterfaces.areaU;o
from tbe splitters as shown. The B interface is fOr auxiliary data input; for example. a satellite feed directly i:nto a
SM. such as a set-top box.

13:7.3. ADSL-Challlrcling Schemes

There arc two perspect ives in discussing transport.channels in an ADSL access netwo rk. The first perspective is the
traditional transport bearer channels as they aredefined in ISDN, For ADSL transport frames. there are seven "AS"
bearer channels defined for the downstream signal operating in a simplex.mode. TIle AS bearer channels 'are in
multiples (one, two, three, or four) ofTI rate of 1.536'Mbps Or E.I rote of2.048 Mbps. In IliIdllion to downstream
AS channels, there could be three lIMitioJiat "LS" duplex channels carrying the signal in both downstream.and
upstream directions. Tbel.,s bearer channels are 160.384, or 576 Kbps. The reader is referred to [Goralski, 2000]
for a-detailed discussjorrof'these.Incidentally, "AS'" and ''LS'' are not specific acronyms,

the second perspective in discussing. the channels ~ how the signal is buffered while traversing the ADSL link.
'this is represented in Figure 13.20. Real-time signals, such as audio and real-time video, use a fast, buffering
scheme and hence arc referred to as the fast channel, Digital datatbat could tolerate delay use sow buffers that arc
interleaved between the fast signals. The digital data channel is referred to as the interleaved channel. Thus, a
physical interface would carry both the fast channel and the iufer.leaved channel and needs to be addressed in the
network management of interfaces. We will di!lCUSS,tlte interface types of the physica], fast, and interleaved
channels more in Section 13.8.

Figure t3,20. ADSL Chlmlleling
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13.7.4. ADSL-EIi~'()(liug Schemes

ADSL maoagement is dependent on the line-encoding scheme used, sod hence we will briefly discuss the two
types here. There are two encoding schemes used in ADSL line encoding; They are carrier less amplitude and phase
(CAP) modulation and discrete multitone (DMT) technolegy. Both are based on the QAM scheme that we
discussedin Section 13.2. In.both cases, the-basic approach is 1'0 separate the'l'OTS band (0-4 k&). asshown in
Figure 13.16. It also shows two views, o,ne that uses roM to separate tlte upstream signal from Ihe downstream



signal by a guard band. In the second v jew, upstream and downstream signals overhp, but are dist inguisbed by the
echo cancellation technique.

An echoing phenomenon occurs in the telephone system due to crosstalk between neighboring pairs of wires in a
bundle. 1\"0 signals transmitted from the central office could couple wsh each other, which is termed near-end
crosstak Two signals traversing in opposite directions could also interfere with each other, wh ich is far-end
crosstak Both of these are mitigated using the echo cancellation technique. The same technique is used to separate
the overlapping band between the upstream and downstream sbown intbc echo cancellation view of Figure 13.16.

Although the ANSI has recommended the use of OMT for ADSL, there currently exist deployed systems lhat use
the CAP system. CAP, as you may recall is carrie-less, In other words. the signal is quadrature amplitude
modulated at a specific carrier frequency: tbe carrier is suppressed ar the transmitter. and then sent. The carrier is
regenerated at the receiver to dille!.'! the signal bits. In CAP, too entire local loop bandwidth (25-200 kHz for
upstream or200 kHz to 1.1 MHot for downstream) is used in the encoding.

In DW, the entire bandwidth of approximately 1.1 MHz is split into 256 subchannels, each of approximately 4
kliz band. Subchanncls 1-6 are used for voice signals and the rest for broadband signals. There arc 32 (7-38)
upstream subchannels. The number of downstream subchannels is either 250 if echo cencellaron is used or 218 if
no ecbo cancellat ion is performed.

13.R. ADSL Monagement

The geueral framewcrk for ADSL management is described in ADSL Forum TR-OOS and updated in TR-066. TR-
027 presents SNMP-based ADSL Line M.ID, and TR-028 contains CMIP specification for ADSL NE management.
TR-024 and TR-OI5 document DMT Line Code-Specific (LeS) MIB and CAP LCS MIB, respectively.
Managemenl documental ion is specific to ADSL and is a supplement to standard management Mm.

Figure 13.21 shows the ADSL system reference model that is used in the ADSL management framework. It is
similar to the one shown in Figure 13.19, but hils additimal components identifying the switching and physic al-
layer functions explic illy. Management functions addressed in ADSL-specific documents deal witb physical-layer
functions. The management of data layers is addressed by the conventional NMSs. Low- and high-pass filters are
also e.xpliclJy shown in the figure.

~ig.... IJ.lI. ADSL Forum ysttm R.ftrent. Modtl for Manag.mtnl
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13.8.1. ADSL Nc"YorkMauagcmcnt Elements

AD$L network management deals with parameters, operetons, and protocols asscclared with configuration, fault,
and performance management. Security and accounting management are not explicitly dealt with, altbougb these
arc imponam management functions and are addressed by other models (for example, SNMP security management
discussed in Chapters 7 and II).

The management of the ADSL network involves the following five NEs: (I) management communications
protocol across tbe network managemenl subinterface of the V interface; (2) management communications
protocol across the a interfaces between ATU-C and ATU-R: (3) parameters and operations with the AlU-C; (4)
parameters and operatons within tbeATU-R; and (5) ATU-R side of the T interface, All management functions in
the AOSL network are accomplished via the V interface. Thus, the management of elements 2-5 is accomplished
via the V interface and not the U interface.

As discussed in Section 13.7.3, the management function at the physical layer involves three entLies: physical
channel, fast channel, and interleaved channel, FlISt and interleaved channels need to be managed separately. These
two use the physical transmission mediun that also needs to be managed. Besides the management of physical
links and cbannel parameters, the parameters associated with ihe type ofline coding need 10 be monitored. We will
look at various parameters associated with configuration, mull, and performance management in the oexr section.

13.8.2. ADSL Con.ligoration Manogement

Various parameters that -need to be managed lOr conflSumtion arc listed in Table 13.10. The table lists the
component that the parameter is associated with, 85 well as whether it pertains to the physical line or fast or
interleaved channel. A brief description of each parameter Is given in the last column.

Tllhlr 13.10. AOSL Conflgurntkm MOUUgfIllC'Ilt PBI'amt'C:~I'"

Parameter Component line Description

AOSL line type ADSLUne N/A Five types: no channel, fast, Interleaved, either. or both



,£"bl.1.3.IO. ADSL CoJll!gllmUulI Muoagtlll.1I1 ParRlIltlors

Parameter Component line Description

ADSLline coding ADSLline N/A ADSLoodlngtype

Target noise rnargln ATU-C/Ii P"W Noise margin under steady state (BER= <10")

Max, noise margin ATU-G,'R Phy Modem reduces power above thIs threshold

Min. noise margin ATU·C/R Phy Modem increases power below this margin

Rate adaptation mode ATU"C/R Phy Mode 1: Manual

Mode 2: Select at Start-up

Mode3: Dynamic

Upshift noise margin ATU·C/~ Phy Threshcldfor modem lncreases data rate

Min. time Interval, for upshift rate ATU,C/R Phy Time Interval to uP$hlft
adaptation

Dcwnshlftnol,se margIn ATU-C/JI PIW Threshold for modem decreases data rate

Min. time Interval 'for downshift rate ATU·C/fl Phy Time lnterval tc downshift
adaptation

Desired max. rate ATU·C/R FII Max rates for ATU-C/R

Desired min. rate ATU-C/R FII Min, rates for AW-C/~

Rate,adaptatlon r~lio ATU·C/~ Phy D,lstrlbutlon ratio between fast and Interleaved channels for
available excess,bit rate

Max. interleave delay ATU·C/JI FII Max. transmission c!elay'allowed by Interleaving prOCeSS

Alarm thresholds ATU-C/R P,hy 15-mlnute count threshold on loss'of signal, frame, power, and
error seconds

Rate-up threshold ATU·C/R FII Rate-up change alarm

Rate-down threshold ATU·C/R FII Rate-down change alarm

Vendo(fD' ATU·C/JI PIW Vendor 10 assigned by TlEl,4

V.e~lonNo. ATU·C/~ Phy Vendor-spedflcverslon

TAble IJ.IO. ,\ DSL C(lIIllgur.Uon M.IIQg.III.III Parameters

Parameter Component line DescriptiOn

Serial No, ATU-C/R Phy vendor-specmc sertel no.

11is 10 be noted that tbe link could be configured in one of five options: no separation of channels, fast, interleaved,
either, or both.

There are five, levels of noise margin-from the .higbest defined by' the maximum noise margin to tbe lo)Ves,t
defined by the minimum noise margin. The transmitted power of the modem needs to be decreased or increased,
respectively, based on these thresholds. The transmission rate can be increased if the noise margin goes above a
tbreshold leYII~ which is beneath the maximum noise margin threshold. Similarly, the transmJssion rate should be
decreased if the noise margin falls below a certain threshold, which is higher than the minimum noise margin.
Right at tbe middle of all these thresholds is the steady-state operation. These levels are shown in figure 13.22.
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Some moderns support rate adaptation modes. There are three modes. Mode I Is manual in which the rate is
changed manually. In mode2 the rate is automatically selected at start-up, but remains at that level afterwards. The
last mode is mode 3 where the rate is dynamic based on the noise margin.

l3.8.3. AOSL Faull Mllnngemcnt

Fault management parameters ate shown in Table n.II'and should be displayed by the NMS. After lite automatic
Indication offaults, ATU·C and ATU·R self-tests as'specified in 1'1.413 could be used to assist in the diagnostics.

Tabl. lJ, 11. ADS.L FOld,1 MIlJ14geOleolParameters

Parameter Component Line Description

ApSLlln'l>status ApSLLine Phy Indicates operational and various types offall (Ires of th'e IInk

Alarms thresholds ATU-C/R Phy Gene~a,tesalarms on laflu,es or cro,ssing'ofthresholds



Parameter

'f"bl.1.3,1I, ADSL Fuull MonACO"... 1I ralllln.lers

Component une Description

Unabfe to Initialize A1U-(/R
ATU-R

Ratecha~e A1U-(/R

Phy Initialization failure of A1U-R from ATU-C

ptty Event gen¢rati!>n when rate changes when crossing of shift, margins in both
upstream and downstream .

The ADSL line status shows the current state oftbe line as to whether it Is operational, or there Is a loss of any of
ihe parameters on frame, signal, power, or link rt also indicates inltialization errors, Alarms are generated when
the preset counter reading exceeds l5 minutes on loss of slgna], frame, power, link, and error seconds,

13,",4, AI)SL PerformunceManagement

Table 13.12 shows the parameters associated with ADSL performance management. Each ATU's performance in
terms of'Iine artenuauon, noise margin, Iota I output power.icurrenrand prevous data rate, along with the maximum
attainable rate, channel data block length (011 which CRC check is done), and interleave delay can be monitored. 10
additon, statistics ate gathered for a IS-minute interval and-a l-day interval 00 the error-seconds statistics. Two
counters are.maintained by each ATU for each error condition ro measure' these. Error staristcsare maintained for
oss of signal seconds, loss of frame seconds, loss of power seconds, loss of link seconds, error seconds, tmnsm k
blocks. receive blocks. corrected blocks, and uncorrectabe blocks,

Parameter Component Lirt!!

Table 13.U -.AOSL rfl'rOrrl1a-lI~ MluUlgf.men~Parameters

Description

line attenuatton ATU-C/R

Noise m.a'llin ATU-C/R

Total outpurpower ATU-C/R

M\IX. attalnable rate ATU-C/R

<::LJrrentrate A,TU-C/R

Previous rate ATU-C/R

Channel data ~IQCk lel}8th ATU-C/R

lnterteave d.elay ATU-C/R

StatisticS ATU·C/R

Measured power loss.In d'B from transmitter to recelver ATU

Phy Nol~ margin in dB of the ATU with respect to the rocelvedsignal

Phy

Phy Max. currently attairlable dati rate by the modem

FII Current transmit rate to which the modern Is ada.pted

Rilte orthe modern before the last thang_e

F/.I Data block on wh"ichCRCcneck Is done

F/I Transm it delay introduced by the Interleavl ng .proCESs·

Phy" FII 15 mmute/1 c1ay"failure statistics

13-,8.5. SNM]'-Based ADSL Line Mm

There are both SNMP- [RFCs 2662, 3440] and CMIP- [TR-O 16) based specifications that have been developed for
AnSL. We will discuss the updated SNMP-based MIS [Table IJ .9; RFC; 26<\2; IR-O"l5; TR-024; TR-027] In this
section. AD.SL SNMP MID is presented in Figure 13.23.

There are three nodes defined under adslLineMib {adslMIB I}. RFC [2662] specifies adslMibObjects
{adslLineMib I,}, which .are shewn in part in Figure 13:23.

Notice that there are complimentary objects ror the link in terms of physical and channel objects. For example,
there are adsJ.AlUc.PhysTabie and corresponding adslAtucChimTabie. The former specifies a table wjth each row
containing. the physical-layer parameters associated with the link-en an interface. The. latter specifies 8 table in



which each.row contains parameters associated with a channel on that interface. These interfaces are defined based
on RFC 1213 for interfaces {nub-22} and RFC 2863 for itMIB {mib-2 31}.

Figure 13.23 contains objects under ails.lMibObje,,'ti; that pertain In confignratonmanageroenr parameters defined
in Tobie 13.10, mull management parameters defined in Table 13. U, and performance management parameters in
Table 13.12.

13.8.6. MID Integration with Interfaces Group ill MIB-2

The ADSL LiNI:: MID specifies. detailed attributes, of a data interface, It is integrated with lE-MIB witb Ole
following iffype(s) relative IOADSL in tbefollowing manner:

adslPhysIf::= Itra.nsmis .. :ton 941
adslrnterlf::= [transn,ission 1241
adslFastlf::- t·transmiss;ion 125'1

Each MID bmnch would have the appropriate tables for that interface type and wouldaugmem the interfaces table
with iflndex in iffintry its the accessing Index.

Table 13.13 presents the objects needed for ADSL. which are part of tbe mandatory ifDeneralGrollp [RFC 2863].
They are applicable to the line; not either end in particular. "NORMAL" means Ole variable is used normallyas
specified in Mm-IL Designations "i," "j." and "k" indicate three arbitrary iflndex values corresponding to Ole
physical, interleaved, end fast entres fora singleADSL line.

Tabte 13.13. U.. ef Interfae esTable for ADSL

MID Variable Physical Unell) Interleaved Channel(J) FAST ChannellK)

ifDestr NORMAL NORMAL NORMAL

ifTYfM!.1 lANA) 94 124 125

ifSpeed ATU-C line T>< rate ATU-C channel Tx rate ATU-C ~hannel Tx rate

ifP hy Address NUll NUll NUll

ifAdmihSfatus NORMAL NORMAL NORMAL

IfOperStatus NORMAL NORMAL NORMAL

IflastChange NORMAL NORMAL NORMAL

ifUnkU pDownTrapEnable NORMAL ldefault: Enable) NORMAL ldefault: Enable) NORMAL ldefault: Enable)

IfConnectPresent True false false

ifHighSpeed NUll NUll NUll

The i1St.aekTable {ilMIB.i:tMrBOQjects 2}. which is the table containing information.on we relationships between
multiple sublayers of network interfaces, is used to associate tbe fast and interleaved channels with the physical
line. The top of Figure 13.24 shows the logical representation of the channels. Their relationship with each other
and with th.e higher layer is shown in the bottom of Figure 13.24, The fast' channel and 'the interleaved channel.
which are et rbe.same Ievel s .are stacked on tJ?P of the p')lysical layer. They interface above with it higher layer, for
example ATM if ATM is over ADSL.

Fign re 13,24, Rdntioo..hip berween.A DsL Entrtes

Feat Channel: lOndox " J

InlOfloOl/ed Channel: IOndGx e. k
ATU·C I---__;;_';';_';';'-'-~~--';';;_----I ATV·R

Physicol: Ilindox = I

H1gMr LO)'ef IF HIghc!r LaJO( IF
(o.g.. ATM) (e.g .. ATM)

I I
I".~I Chonnallf 1111... bevad C .... ""'oIll'

(AfU·CandATU.R) (ATU-C ancAnJ·R)
ffTypo: Fa51 (125} irrypo = lotl)l1ll811Dd (124)

Intldol(· k ,rlndox -I

I I
I

PMysfli8llifle IF
(ATU·C and ATU-R)

iIType = AOSl ($4)
iflndex = I

13.8.7. AJ)SL Operatlonal :lu([ CouliguratiOll Profiles

Table 1;3.14 shows the configuration of tbe operational file for iffype for each modem in setting up thefasr.and
interleaved channels, All iflrdex is associated with each channel.

Tabte 1"3•.14. A OSL OllCrAtion.1 prom. fur Irr~lft Flit

line Type Physical Fast eha.nnel Interle~ved eha.nnel

Numberofchannels·(_l) Ves Yes.

fast Qnlv (2) Yes Yes

Interleaved only'(3) Yes



line Type

'£"bl.1.3,I.;I, ADSL Operationa! Profll. for IITYI). Fli.

Physical Fast Channel Interleaved Channel

Fastor Interleaved (4) Yes

Fastand Intedeaved'(S) Yes

Yes Yes

Yes Yes

In,8 typical configuratian of an ADSL system. the-access node shown in Figure 13.,19 has hundreds, of ATU-C,s. It
would be impractical to provision all 'the parameters fur each ATU-C individually. There, are two MIB 'tables to
address this issue=ore for confignratiou profile and another for the performance profile. One of the Ilibles is
adslLineO;mfProfileTable {adsIMlb0bje<:ls 14}, which contains infonnetion on the ADSL line configuration
shown in Table 13.10. One or more ADSL lines may be-configured 10 share common profile information. Figure
13,25 shows the dynam ic mode, MODE- T, configuration promo scheme. Profile tables are created and indexed I to
n. Each ADSL line interface, with the given value of iIlndex, shown ranging nom I to x shares the configuration
profiles from I to n. The' three entries.for rhe physical layer, the interleaved channel, and tbe fast channel for each
ADSL line are represented by "]," ',~," and "k" as discussed in Section 13.8,6. Onlyihe'ADSL lineentry contains
the pointer 10 the configuration profile table. The ifStackTable [RFC 2863] is used to link channel entries and the
corresponding physical layer to acquire the channel configurntion parameters.
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The second mode, denoted tiy MODE-II. specifies the statiC mode of setting up ADSL configuration profile. Each
ADSL line interface has u static profile, as shown in Figure 13.26. The ADSL line interfaces I through X; each bas
its own configuration profile il through ix, indicated by profile indices iI through ix,

Figur. 13,26. Ust or Profil •• ill MOQE-il (SlIllk)
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The alarm profile.could also he strncrured in a manner similar to the configuration profile explained above. That is
howtbe adslLineAlarmProfileTable {adslMibObjecrs IS} is designed,

Les Mills for the.DMT and CAP ADSL lines are described in TR-924 and 1'R-015. They are nodes under
udslLCSMib {l)dsiMlbObjeclS 16}. The tables and otber intorrniltion fol:low a similar structure and organizanon
similar to that.of the AbSL line Mlls.shown inFjgure .13.23:ADSL SNMP MIS as {adslMibObjects I-IS}.

Figure 13.23 shows three nodes under adslLineMib. The first is t.he ADSL MID obj<x:is th'st we have discussed.
The other two are traps and conforrnance groups. These are specified in RFC 2662. Besides the generic traps,
alarms are generated by the ATU-C and AJ'U-R fur loss of frame. loss of signal. loss of power; errored seconds
threshold, data, rate change. loss of link duration threshold, and ATIT-C initlalizaton failure, These are specified in
adsl'Traps MIB.

13.9. ADSL2,ADS,L2+, and VDSL2

ADSU LADSU; ITU 0992.3; lTV O. 992.4] adds JlCW features and functonality to improve performance and
interoperabiley. Specifically, improvements include higber data rate, longer reach, rate adaptation, diagnostics, and
power-saving stand-by mode. The data rate increase is achieved by improving modulation and coding efficiencies;
A downstream data rate of 12 Mbps and an upstream, data rate of I Mbps can be achieved. A longer reach is
accomplished at the 'expense of lower data rate.

The telephone cable Jn.tbe local loop contains multiple pairs of2S or more unshielded twisted pairs. Crosstalk.
between adjacent pairs degrades performance, as well as causes a drop in calls. In ADSL2. modulation and framing
layers aredecoupled, which enables the transmission 'data rate to be changed without affecting 'the framing layer.
Thus, data.rate is changed dynamically based on the extent of external disturbing effects of crosstalk and other
parameters such 8S radio. temperature, and water in the bi oder.

Power saving is accomplished by the ADSL modems operating at three levels-very low-power sleep, mode when
there is no dam transmission, medium-power mode when lnternettmffic in the-access network. is 'normal; and high:
-pcwer mode when traffic is heavy such as large file transfer.



ADSL2 provides we ability to split we bandwidth into different channels with different link cbaracteristics fur
different applications. Thus, real-time voice application can be digitally transmined as.chanoelizcd voice over DSL
over some channels with low latency and more tolerant error rate, while data can be transmitted over other
channels with less stringent latency requirements but more ~triilgelU error rate requirements.

ADSL2+ llTU 0.992.5) specifications double the downstream datn nile to 2.2 Mbps by lirnitingjhe'reaoh 10 under
5.000 meters: As' YOSi. does not completely satisfy the, needs of triple play service, the Broadband Forum has
created YOSL2+, which is a complex protocol and incorporates features and characterist cs of ADSL, ADSL2+,
-and VDSL [ITU 993.2] protocols. The profile of VDSL2 Is extracted partially from [ITU G.993.2J and is given in
Tobie 13.l5. TI)e 'performance of VDSL2 deteriorates quickly from a theoretical maximum of 250 Mbit/s al
"source" to I{)OMbit/s at 5 kilometers (1,640 feet) and 50 Mbit/s at 10 kilometers (3.280 feel); but degrades at a
much slower rate from 'there. It equals tbe performance ofADSL2+ at 1.6 kilometers (I mile).

Tablet,J.ts, VDSL2 Profil .. ,

Frequency Parameter
Plan

Parameter Value for Pr,ofile

All

8A 8B 8C 80 12A 12B 17A lOA

Maximum agg~egate +17.5 +20.5 +11,5 +14.5 +14.5 +14.5 +145 +14.5
downstream transmit power
(dBm)

Maximum aggr~gate +14.5 +14.5 +14.5 +14.5 +14.5 +14.5 H4:S +14.5
upstrearn tra!l~mit power
(dBm)

subcarrter spaclng '(~Hz) 4.3125 4.3125 4.3125 4.3125 :4.3125 :4.3125 4.3125 8.6'2.5

Minimum bidirectional riet 50 50 SO SO '68 '68 lira 200
data rate tap;ibility (MBOe) Mbit/s Mbit/s Mliit/s M61t/s Mblt/~ Mblt/s Mblt/S Mbit/s

Aggregate Interleaver and de- 65,536 65~36 65,536 65,536 65,536 65,536 98,304 1,31,0.12
Interleaver delay (octets)

Maxlm~m tnterleavlng depth 2,048 2,~ 2,~ 2,048 2.048 2;048 3,072 4,096
(Omax)

Parameter (l/S)max 24 24 24 24 24 24 48 2B
downstream

Parameter (lIS)max 12 12 12 12 24 24 24 28
upstream

All

All

All

Ail

All

All

All

Performance improvement in DSL has been scco mpl ished by the use of multichannel traosmissio n. In plain vanilla
ADSL, we needed to deal with only a single channel, which supports fast, interleaved, or both, The use of multiple
channels enabled 'the assignment of 'specific latency and error character sties to each channel to handle real-lime
and non-real-time data' transmission. One of the major impacts is in the bearer channels. T~ new standards

developed allow a flexible configuration of up to four generic channels that can.be independently configured with
respect to latency, This is shown in Figure 13.27 [TR-090J.

Figul'e 13.2'7. 8etlrtr MnitichAI1nelAIT911gemenf
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The basic AD$L management framework was developed to meet theneeds Mtlle initia] set of ADSL technologies
[0.292.1; 0:.9.92.2J and is shown in Figure 13.28. It is not adequate to meet the next generation models using
multicbanoels. Figure 13,29 shows the revised management model fur (be next generation recheologies. Bearer
channel parameters are decoupled from ADSL IiDe parameters into independent profiles.

Figure l.l.28. B'lSk 1\ OSL'Mall agerotlll Mod.1
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Figure 13.29. Revlsed MADagfmfDI Framework for .tllulticbaon.l OSL
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13..10..Passive Optical Network

The third. "wlred" broadband accessnetwork thatwe consider i~tbe passive optical network (PQN). It-is not really
wired but the copper is replaced with fiber, although PON can also be implemented on copper. We will only
consider an oprcal fiber medium here, Optical access networks use optical fiber transmission from the central
office to the'customer premises- The transmission path could have active elements such as regenerative repeaters or
amplifiers, in which case it is not a PeN. Passive elements such as a beam splitter or a wavelength division
multiplexer (WDM) could be, present in a PON.

A generic representation ofPON is shown.in Figure 13.3.0. It is the segment between the optical line termination
(OLn that is located in the central office (CO) and the OND equipment that is located in the customer premises
(CPE) or home.

Fig••·t t3.30. Gtlltrlc PON

figure I JJ I shows three different schemes of PON. Figure. 13.31(a) shows the configuration where fiber is run
from an'OLT to each ONU. In this case, ONU performs a similar funotion (0 the NIU as in the cable access
network. In Figure 13.3 I(b). the ONU is a passive optical power splitter-combiner, which di.stributes the signal to
multiple homes. The link between OLT and the passive optical splirter-combiner In this case '11SeS Etheme.t or
ATM protocol The latter is becoming obsolete. The Ethernet PON is called BPON. The optical signal between
ONU and OLT in Figure 13.31(a) and (b) in two directions. could be earned on two different wavelengths oron a

pair Of fibers, .Eigure n.31(c) shows the configuration where individual .homes are served over different
wavelengths. The WDM is the ONU that multiplexes and demultiplexes signals from and to homes.

Figul'e 13.31. PON CoriOguralions.
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As we noted, different modes of transmission distribution are used in PON. APON is ATM-based, £PON is
Bthernet-based, and PON-GPON is ·a hybrid that uses EPON ·and APON systems. The EPON network is aOO
known as.EFM (Ethernet in the FirstMi1e). WOM PON is alsotermed as WPON. For a comparison of the different
PONs and their implementerion.derailsj-you are referred to [Effenberger el ai, 2007; Ramaswarni, 2002].

EPON trnnsmission is done usieg Ethernet packets. Downstream-is IDM broadcast mode and upstream is TDMA.
The traditional Ethernet LAN was 802.3' protocol. EPON uses packets ofvariable size. TDM and TDMA use a
.fixed-window size' and benee ate not suitable, Hence, 802.3 Ethernet MAC protocol has been enhanced fur EEM.
We will deal witb this when we discuss EPON MIS in the next section. There are no MISS specified lOr other
PONs.

'13.n. PON Managem enr

RFC 4837 details the MAC changes needed and the MIBs associated with tbem.The EPON configuration in a
point-to-point configuration shown in Figure 13.31(a) can be managed by traditional Ml Bs, However, EPON



shown in Figure 13.3 I(h) bas poim-to-muhboim and is more complex. [Suryaputra and Squire, 1008J explains this
gap in describing OAM. for optoal access network nsing an IEEE 8023.ab protocol.

Traditonally, enterprise Ethernet lias been managed with. IP/SNMP. However, as Ethernet migrates 10 public
networks, IP/SNMP presents several drawbacks. fP/SNMP is not available in EPON,' as well as, in general, in
carrier 'class networks. This implies. that 'certain management capabilities 'are required 'within the Etherner layer
itself. Requiring the IP network to run just to manage the network could be an unacceptable overhead in terms of
the complexity of the equipment and the operational carrier network. We will first address the modification done to
lEBE 8023 for EPON, specified as lEEE 802.3ah, anti then-address management architecture aod MIBs to handle
managed objects.

The EPON standard, as defined in 802.3ah, defines the physical media (Layer I) and the media access (Layer 2) of
the EPON interface. EPON is a varanr oflhe gigabit Etheonet protocol fur optica I access. Optical access 'tOpology
is .based on passive optical Splitting topology. The link of a PON is based on a single, shared optical fiber with
passive optical.splitters dividing the single fiber into-separate subscribers,

The EPON protocol architecture, which is a modified version of'tbe gigabit protocol architecture shown in Figure
2.5, is presented in Figure lJ.32. New EPQN layers are added ro Etbernet Iayetings, as well as some layers have
enhaneed parnmeters forEPON. Tfese are identified in the figure, Multipoint control protocol (MPCP.) isplaced in
the MAC control layer, providing the .EPON control. protocol. The emulation layer, located at the reconciliation
sublayer, creates a virtual private path to each GNU. The forward error correction (FEC) layer is located between
the PeS and PMA layers. enhancing reach and split performance of the optical link. The virtual links concept is
-atso used tcevoid a violatbn of the LEBE 802 ..ld bridging rules rof' peer-to-peer traffic in tbe PON. Peer-to-peer
traffic is traffic between ONUs in tbe Same PON. The OLT cannot preserve the EPON interface as a single
interface, connectedto N devices, and aLlow·traffic between these devices without violating bridging rules.

I'lglll" t3.32. EPON P,·.tOOlI Archil.duro.
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802.ld Bridge sublayer is introduced in the MAC layer lOr peer-to-peer comrnunicarion between OLTaod ONU.
OL T has N virtual ports tbat communicate with N ONUs, which is established through virtual tunneling. Virtual
tunnelii1g for an OL Twith three Ol'lUs is illustrated in the bottom half ofFigute 13.3;2.

For the management ofEPON, IEEE 802.3ab EFM specification defines an optional OAM sub layer Just above the
EthcrnetMAC. This is shown in Figure 13.33. When OAM is present, two CODDCCtedOAM sublayers between the
OL T and ONU exchange OAM frames, whioh are. distinguished from other frames though a combination of the
destination MAC address and the. Ethernet typellimgtb field, As the OAM 'packets share. usable bandwidth !IS the
payload, i1 is limited to, at ntOSI. 10.fmmeslsecond ..
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Figure 13.34 shows an EPON MIB. which is node 155 under mib-2 [RFC 4837] and Table 13.16 shows the
corresponding .group, There are two subnodes under dot3Ep.o.nMIB, dot3BponObjeClS (J), and
dot;lEponConfur11lllJlce (2), whichare not shown in the figure, There are four subnodes under dot3Epo.nObjecls.

1'abl. is.is. EI'ON Group

Entity Description (Brle'fJ

d~3EponMIB Mlb-2155 EPON MAC



T"ble 13.16. EPON Grolll)

Entity 010 Description (Brief)

dot3EponObjects· dot3EponMIB 1 EPONMIB objects

dot3MpcpObjccts dot3EponMIB 1 802.3ao MPCPattributes

dot3EmuiationObjects dot3EponMIB 2 PolnHo-polnt OMP emulatIon attributes

dot3EponFecObjects dot3EponMIB 3 EPONFee attributes

dot3ExtPkgObJects dot3EponMIB 4 Con!1guratlon and status attributes of.extended EPON

Figure 13.34. EPON-l'UB

mib-2

dal3MpcpObfQclu(I)

d0l3EmUlallonC>qects (2)

MPCP MrB objects, dot3MpcpObjects {dot3EponMlB (I)} are MIB objects related to 8Q23ah multipoint control
protocol attributes. I~ comprise's three tllbles-do13MpcpControITable.lhat defines the. interface objects used for
configuration and sta1;Us indication, dOt3MpcpStatTabJe that defines the statistics of interface -objects, and
dot3Mp<:p:ConlrO[fable that defines the operational mode of interface objects.

OMP emulation MIB objects, dot3EmuiationObjeots {dot3EixmMIB (2)} are MID objects defining point-to-point
emulation attributes. II comprises dot30mpEmuJationTable that defines interface objects used fur configurarion
and status indication; dot30mpEmu.lationStatTlible tbal defines tbe statistics interface objects; and
dot30mpEmulatioriJ'ype that defines the operational-mode of the interface objects.

EEC MIB objects, dotJ£pooEecObjects {dotJEponMIB (3)} are MIB objects related to EooN FEC attributes. II
contains dot3EpooFecTable thaI defines objects used fur configuration and status indication of ERC 0 f the
interfaces.

EPON~eX1ended package MIB objects, dot3EK1PkgObjeclS {dotJEpoll.MIB (4)} define MIS objects II.Sed for
.coufiguraron and status lndicauon wirh extended capabilities.ofEPON interfaces. You may refer LO RFC 4831 tilr
details onthese.

Relation of the SPON MIB and Etbernet-like Interfaces MIB. TIle EPON interlace is an Ethemet-like interface.
This MlB module extends the objects of the interface Mm [RFC 2863] and the Ethernet-like irnerfaces M)B [RFC
3635] for an EPON-type interface. Each managed EPON interface and each managed virtual EpON interface
would have correspendlng entries in t.he mandatory tables of the Ethernet-like MIB module found in RFC 3635,
·and in the tables of the interface MIB module fouod in RFC 2863. Therefore, for instance, the document.defines
dotJMpepRembteMACAddress only while assuming that tbe local MAC address object is already defined in RFC
3635.

T.he interface MID module [RFC 28~3) defines the interface index (iflndex). The interface index, as specified in
Me 2863, is used in this MIB module 8S an index to the SPON MIS tables. The iflndex is used to denote Uie
physical. interface and the virtual link .interfaces at the OLT. The OLT interface and the virtual link interfaces are
stacked using the iJStaok table defined in RFC 2863, and the iflnvStack defined.in RFC28(j4. The OLT interface is
the lower layer of all other interfaces associated with virtual links.

Let us consider a. specifc example ofEPON objects of an ONU interface and an.OLT interface. Information in the
tables is per tbe logical Iink fP (LLID). The rows in the EPON Mrs tables referringto tbe LLlDsaredenoted with
tbc.corresponding iflndexes of the virtual link interfaces:

For example, the values ofrbe interface MID objects are presented in Table 13.17 and Table 13.18 tor an OLT with
mo registered ONUs. The table below presents the objects of the interface Ml:B of an ON\) in me working mode:
ONU_MAe_Address is the MAC address of tbe ONU BrON interface. The following values will be set in t.he
ifStack related to this example: ifStaclffiigher.Layer = 100 for the 'OND channel. and ifStackLowcrLayer = 1 for tbe
o{lticaJ channel.

TRbleI.3.17. ONU (ulo,'fae .. Mffi EXA·lllpl.

Interface MIB Object Optlc.allnterface Value ONU Intel'face Value

Iflndex 1 100

IfOescr "Interlace Description" "Interface Oescrrptfon·

IfType ethemetCSmacd (6) l000base-Px ethernetCsmacd (6) l000base-Px

IfMtu MTU size (1522) MTU size (1522)

IfSpeed 1oooooocoo

IfPhysAddress ONU_MAC~Address ONU_MAC_Address

-Table !J.ts.OLTlol.rr.ce MlB E~lIIt)l.

Inteoface MIB OptIcal Interface Value ONU Inteoface Value
Object

ONU Interface Value ONU Broa.lleast
Interface Value



'£"bl<13,18. OLT lllcer r.·ce MIB EXAmple

Interlace MIB Optlcallnterfac.e Value ONU Interface Value
Object

ONU Interface Value ONU Broadcast
Interface Value

Iflndex 2 2000.01 200002· 265535

ifDescr 1nterfa.ce Descrlpnon" '1nterface Description" ·"Interface De.scrlption" "lnterfa~.Descrlption •

ethernetCsmacd (6) ethernetCsmacd (6) e thernetCsmacd ethernetCsmacd
l000base-Px 1000base-Pll 1000base-Px (6) 1000base-Px

MlU size (1522) MlU size (1522) MTI)slze (1522) MlV she (1.522)

1000000000 1000000000 1000000000 1000000000

Oll_MAe_Address Oll_MAC_Address Oll_MAC_Address Oll_MAC_Address

ifType

ifMtu

ifSpeed

ifPhysAddress

OtT_MAC_Address is (00 MAC address of the OLT EP'ON interface. Note that each virtual interface does not
have a different physical MAC address lit the OLTJ as the' physical interface is Ibe same. The following values will
be set in the ifStack lab Ie: ifStackHigoofLayer = 26553~, lfStackL<>werLayer = ;2 between the OL T physical
interface and its broadcest virtual interface; ifStllCJ.dfJgbec'Layer = 20000 I, ifStackLowerLayer = 2 between tbe
OtT physics I interface and its virtual interface of the first ONU; lfStackHigherLayer = 200002,
ifStackLowerLayer '" 2 between the OLT physical interface and its virtual interface of the second ONU.

1tFC 4878 describes OAM functions on Ethernet-like interfaces, more specifically on EFM. It defines tbe
management objects necessary to, integrate OAM functionalky into the SNMl'> rnanagementframework. You lite

referred to the RfC for details on this.

Summary

We have leerned the emerging technology 'of broadbeod access networks and the maragement of some broadband
access networks in this chapttir.

Broadband access technology is primarily foeused on bringing multimedia service to residence. We have learned
about the three emerging technologies: hybrid fiber coaxial cable (HFG)lcable modem technology, .digital
subscriber line-(DSL) technology, and wireless technology. of the three, HFC and ADSL are tbe ones that are in a
more mature state of implemenlation. We have covered those In greater depth both from technology 'and
management aspects.

RFe carries information from the-bead end to too customer premises 'Via.optical fiber and coaxial cables. There are
cable modems at the 'customer sites and a cable modem termination .system. Transmission is two-way in most of
the implementations, although there are still some one-way downstream and. telephony-return upstream systems in
use. We learned tbe management of cable modems and facilities IISmg SNMP management developed by OOCSIS.

ADSL is the most widely implemented configuration ofDSL in the Unsed Stales. HDSL and VDSL are-also being
introduced, whch can handle greater bandwidth and capacity of information. We have covered ADSL technology
and ihe early stage of management of ADSL as specified 'by the AD.SL.Forum. The discussion is extended to later
DSL technologies.

Two classes of broadband, access network using fiber are presented. EPON tbat belongs 10 the first class uses the
uaditional TDM downstream broadcast mode and the TDMA upsueam mode of transmission. The MlB .developed
by rETfi is described. Power from the bead end is split between various subscribers' ONUs, The second class sp.lits
energy from the bead end over mukiple wavelengths.

Exercises

1. A half-dupJex channelIs carry'ing a 2-Mbps sighaL Calcula.le the.baud rate-and bandwidth In Hz for the foilowlng
modulated signals: ' .

a. ASK (binary)
b. PSK (binary)
c. QPSK
d. 16-QAM

2. The downstream chaorl\!1bandwldthfor,the cable modernIs 6 MH1. Calculate the bit rate If the signal is:

a, QPSK
b. (l4-QAM
c. Drawtbe constellation diagrams for both Ca) and (b)

3: The upstream bandwidth for a cable modem is user settable for the·,following .bandwidth. calculate the channel
data rate that can be accommodated for each case if QpSK Is the modulation scheme used:

a. 200 kHz
b. 800 kHz
c. 1.6 MHz
d 3.2MHz

4. Repeat Exercls~ 3for i6-<lAM-modulatlon scheme.

s. Mosl cable modern manufacturers lise ClAM'(quadrature amplitude modulation) for downstream and 'QPSK
(quadraturepnas;e shift keying) forupstream traffic on HFC..Explaln wliythis Is done.

6. Cable modem's on the coaxial part of the topology of an HFCconfiguration shown In Flgu~e 13.3 are a tree
structure. Cable modems' with Ethernet stations resemble an Ethernet LAN.Contrast an HFc coaxl~1broadband
LANwith a regular Ethern'etLAN on:

a. Topology
b. Downstream protocol
c. Upstream protocol

7. CCnfigure ~ cable-modern for the followlng'four upstream and one downstream channels using the IfT;ibfeand
1.lStacklable. Your answer should present two tables with only the relevant objects In the·ifTable (index, if Type;
·and If S~d)·and.l(l the IlStackTable (ifStackHlgherLayer and ifStacklowerlayerj: Refer to Table 133 IRfC4546
RFInterface MIB) for addltlonallnformatlon.



MAC layer: 10Mbps Index 1

DOw'nstream: 10 Mbps Index 2

Upstream: 6 Mbps (video) Index 3

1.S Mbps(data) Index 4

8.0 kbps (telephony) Index 5

8.0 kbps (telephony) Index 6

The iffypc for each subehannel is:

docsCableMacLayer 1.27

docSCableD6wnstreani 1.2,8

do~abieUpstream 129

8.,

TI)e uJlper layer above the MAC laY,er and tbe lower layer below the, upstream, and downstream layers
are designated as "0" in tile ifStaokTable;

The aos table for the cable modern In Exercise 7.,15 conflgured with the following priorities: video 4, data 1, and
telephony 7AIII in Table 13.19 for the upstream channels. The H~" in the title stands for "docslfQosProf:
Assume that the maxImum bandwidth for all channels is 10 Mbps'for both upbandwidth and downbandwidth.
and the guaranteed bandwidth ISthe spedfled bandwidth for each subehannel.

TAble 13.19.Exercise8

"Index "Priority "MaxUpBandwldth "GuarlJpBandwldth ·MaxDownBahdwl'dth

9. Telephone servlce providers 'are now offering 'ADSbservlce-tc home lislng the ,exl~1l8 twlsted-pair telephone
wires. The signal can be carried up to a maximum of I-MHz, baseband wIth an SIN (signal power/nOise 'power In
ratio) of 30 dB. SIN In dedbels (dB) Is de~ned as 10 log.,(sfgnaJ power/noise power), Using MPEG-2 cornpresslon
,techniques, (a.)~ non-~p'orts Video channel caO be broadcast at 3-Mbps data rate and (b) a sportsvldeo channel
at6 Mops. Shannon's IIml18tlQn for Information capacity for a channel Is given by ,

Maximum bit rate (bits/sec) = B logz( I+SiN),

where SIN is in ratio' (and not in dB) and B is 'the bandwidth. How many video' channels can
simultaneously be transmitted over the Linefur the IWO cases?

10, Given a capadty of 1.104 MHz, what is themaxlmum number of DMT subchannels (at 4.312, kHz) that can be
tra",mftted QIIeran ADSlchannelln both directions?

U, ,Eachsub~hannelln a OMT Is line coded with QAM.:

a What is the baud rate in each subchannel?
b. The bit rate in each channel can be dynamically varied based on tbe noise of tbe channel. The

range of'operarion is 2 bils/b8'oo 1(115 bits/baud, Whalls the range ofo in n-QAM modulation?

12. ~Ilmate the number of voice sub,c.hannersavallable for POTS1nFrgur~ 13.16, ifDi'viT Ifne coding is,used.

13. A SO-Mbyte ~lIe Is'downloaded using FTP from a host attached to a cable modem' 10 a station on an ATU-R.
Assume that full bandwldth'for the chapnels Is available and the ADSlis a'relatlvely nolseless channel.

14. Re~eat Exercise 13 if the-download is In the reverse dlrection.

15. F9ur tables, are Imlolvi!d In the configuration of an AD~L line Interface parameters: rn:able IRFC,1.2131
ifStackTable (RFC1573'], adsllineT~ble. and adsllineConfProflleTable [Table 13,9, TR-027, SNMP-based ADSliinc
MIS). Identify the ,relationship between them and the links (Index clause values) that relate them In M.OOE-I
ro~guratlon,

16. Repeat Exercise 14 fo, MODE-II configuration profile.

,17. What ar~ the tal:ile.sInvolv'ed In the configuration C?f alarm profile for an ADSl nne? Refer to T~ble 13.9 rTR-027i
RFC2662].

18. A logical view of an EPONis shown in Agure 13,35 wlthan OlTcommunlcating with two ONUs.The MAC Iflndex
and 'speed of each lnterface Is Indicated In the flgure. Assume that the asseetated data channel Interfaces are
Cl)rrespondlng inree:dlglt numbers, e.g. MAC Iflndex "'~, assocrated Iflndexes are 6)()(. '

a WritetbeEPON Mm object table and values for the two ONUs as shown in Table 13.17.
b. Write,tll,e EPON MIS objecttable and values for the OL T as shown inTable 13.18.
c. Show allthe ifStac'k obj~.cts associated with OLT and ONU network elements.

FIgure 13.35. E~.r~lse13.,18

19. What EPQNMI8 object would you use to deterrnlne the number of ONUsassodated with an Oln

20. O~ of the key parameter Indlqltors (KPI) of performance Is 'CIlC errors. What is the EPON MIS objet! that



reflects ttiis KPI? We ~",died basics of broadband (wired) access networks and their management in tbe previous chapter. We will
now look at the basics of'brondbend wireless access (BW A) networks and how they are managed in !Ii,is chapter,
Wireless access network has a 101of benefits over wired access networks. h is easier 10 install than cable,
asymmetric digital 'subscriber line (ADSL). and passive optical network (PQN) networks. It is more economlcalas
it requires only the installation of a base stat ion (BS). h is easily sealable in that more subscribers can be added by
installing more BSs or more sectors in'u BS. It is demographically adaptable for both rural.and urban communities.14. BroadbandWireless Access Networks

Broadband wireless access networks
o Multichannel multipoint distriburon.servee, Ml'yJDS
o Local multipoint distribution service, LMOS
o IEEE 802, 16IWiMax networks

CompOnents of wireless' access network
o Base station (BS)
o Subscriber station (SS)
o Wireless medium
o Wireless spectrum

Basic principles of wireless coirun'unication
c Free-space propagation
o Terrestrial propagaton
o Cellular mobile environmeni
o Fading phenomena

MMDSand Ll'yJDS
o Deployment in rural areas
o Llne-of-sight (LOS) limitation
o Operational spectrum and 'modes
o SimJl'arity with en ble-access network
o oocsrs standards or proprietary protocol
o DOCS~S.m8Jl3geme.nt standardsfor DOCSIS-based systems

IEEE 802..l6/wiMax networks
o IEEE 802.16 spectrum 10-66 GHz
o WlMax. spectrum windows.in the 2-11 GHz
o \VMax mesh network eliminates LOS limitation
o Management of as and SS '
o Spectrum management-
c Service flow management
e Management usiilgwmanltMib

Mobile wireless network
o 2.5, 3, and 4G techno logies
o TDM. TDMA. and CDMA protocol systems
o Management issues
o UsecifmobilcIP
c Mobility management
o Power aod reso urce management
o QoS management
o security management

V:SAT network and management

However, the BW A network suffers .&om some major disadvantages of inadequate bandwidth for broadband, data
loss, short lind shallow fading, aod security threat ccnsideratbns. Service providers' have Invested large capital in
implementing basic wireless voice network using multiple.and proprietary technologles However, they have been
slow in moving to standard and interoperable technologies that could mitigate tbese deficiencies. All these
drawbacks are further complicated by the lack of a common management system that can remotely and centrally
manage rnultiwireless technologies and multivendor products.

Objectives

The application of wireless technologies can be grouped .irito three categories. They are personal, area networks
(PANs). wireless.LANs(WLANs), and access networks-metropolitan area network (MAN), OPS/general packet
radio service (GPRS). and code division multiple access (CDM A}-and are represented in Figure 14.1.

Figlll'f t4, I, \Vlrfl es! Netwol:i<s

The PAN isa short-range mobile network that covers a range in the order of tens of feet It is primlll'ily used fur
device applicaiicns with transmitters and receivers being mobile. .

The WLAN. a good example of which is WiFi, is used primarily ins.ide buildings as customer premise. equipment
(CPE) or home network, It has II. reach of several hundreds of meters.

The thsd category is broadband and narrowband access networks that arc deployed es both fixed and mobile
networks. Thejr reach is .several kilometers and is deployed outside. Examples of mobile cellular networks are
global system for mobile oommurrications (GSM), Gl'RS, and COMA [pablnvan and Krisbnamunhy, 2002].



fixed wireless .oerworks, such as the MAN, are deployed as BWA retworks in cities with antennas over the roof"
top of buildings. This.can be deployed as a mesh network. Poim-to-multjpoint BW A oerwork is deployed using
'different technologies and using different spectral bands. They are deployed in both metropolitan and rural areas.
The third category is (h.e subject of this Chapter.

The ever- increasing demand of Ubiquity caused by the transition ffom static to nomadic socery is driving wireless
technology ahead in genera I and BWA network technology in particular. We will first look at the basic principles
of propagation for wireless transmission in Section 14.1 and understand the current llmitarions of wireless for
broadband transmission. Fixed wireless broadband networks are addressed In Section 14.2, and the mobile wireless
network is covered in. Section 14.3. We have included the very small aperture terminal (VSAT) network in the
treatment of broadband access network in 'Section 14.4 although it meets the requirements of broadband even less
than terrestrial wireless systems'.

14.1. Basic Prineiples

Wireless propagation for access network, fixed wireless. also known as wireless local loop (WLL). and cellular
mobile wireless' are discussed in this Section. There are Several physical mechanisms to eonsder in dealing with
wireless propagation, whiCii wedo not have with propagation through wired networks.

For outdoor propagation, shown in Figure 14.2, tbe physicalmechanisms that we need to consider are line-of-sight
(LOS) path, reflection, and diffractjon-from ground and other stationary and moving objects-and scattering such
liS from foliage and buildings. .

FIgure 14.2. 'V,irek ... Olltdoo]·l'ropRgl1tioD

Let us compare wired media with wireless media. We can list the li:iUowing three main characteristics of wired
media thar edversely affect broadliand propagation. First is attenuation, which is based on conductivity in copper,
or reflect ion and refract ion losses in fiber. The next characterisrc is frequency and phase dispersion that are
dependent on the refracrive index, which in tum is dependent onfrequency, The third is time dispersion caused-by
the speed of transmlssion, which is. dependent OD the dispersive refractive index.

Manifestatbns of the above adversely impacting characteristics of wired media.are also present Lor wireless media.
There is attenuation due to 'absorption by the media, such as water vapor or obstruction of the LOS between the
.source and the destinarien.such as trees and buildings. There is also decreasing signal.strength as we move away
from tbe source antenna since open-space wave propagation is not guided but is divergent. The major cause of
frequency. phase. lind time dispersion can all be attributed to the signal from the source arriving as mukiple.signals
81 the recei vet by I.he multiJiUth. They arri ve at the receiver at different times, with 'changes in frequency and phase',
causing huerference of short and long duration. If jt is a rapid change, it resembles phase, frequency, and time
dispersion. If it is gradual and the signal strength degrades, it is called fading. Fading can be slow or rapid

temporally or could be spatially fluctuating. Frequency shift is Pile to Doppler effect when. the source .or the
receiver moves fust with respect to each other.

J 4.1 .1.,Fl'ce-.'Space Propagatton

Let us first-consider rbesignal strength, which varies with dlsaoce from tbe source in free space. This isshown in
Figure 1.43 for an isotropic-antenna.

F'igul'f t4.3. b~tropic'Ant""n Propagntioll

The power at-distance d.from tbe source is given by

Equation 14.1

where p·c= Received power per unit area and PT'= Total transmitted power.

Figure 14.4 shows configuration of non-isotropic propagation between the transmitter and the receiver antenna of
finhe size.

Figul'e 14.4. Non..lwtl'ripit Propagntion

RoeelvO!

For a given effective receiver antenna size, AI{, and receiver efficiency, ?I(, the total received power, PI(, fur an
isotropic transmitter.antenna is

Equation 14.2



New include antenna gain, Gr efrransmitter for a finite antenna. Normalizing the effective antenna area AT with
respect to wavelength, ?

Equation 14,3

411"
GT= A~ ATIlT

Multiplying PT by GT in' Equation (14-2) for the non-isotropic caseshown in Pigure 14.4, we get

Equation 14.4

We can write an equation similar to Equation (14-3) for gain of receiver antenna, GR. We can .then derive the
fOllowing Equation (14-5) for free-space received power [Schwartz, 2005; Pahlevan aod KrishnamUl:lhy, 200i].
This would be valid for the satellite transmission system, shown in Figure 14.5

Equation 14.5
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Equation 14.6

Define Po= power received at the first meter (d = I m). Then

In' decibels

where g(d) is the path-loss distance dependence factor.

Equation 14.7

10 log", Pl = 10 loglo P, - 20 10£0••«(/)

There is a 20-db less in the signal strength per decade or 6 dB per octave. Propagation delay/meter = dIe = I I (3 x
).03) =3.3 nsec/meter

Example:

Le.1 PT = I watt

Frequehcy = 2.4 GHz; ? = 10" /(0.8 x 10");, 1/8 = 0.125 m

and d = 1 km



p. = Received power ~ P;GrG.(1/ 41)' (1 / d')

=·PT4.0 CO.U5/(4 x 3.14))i(1/d~

or

p. =4x·10"'C1/.d')watts

Ford=l m,

Po = 4 x 10'" watts

=0.4mW

1.4..1.2. Two-Ray PI"paglltion

The free-space propagation model derived in Section 14..1.1 can be applied to satellite propagation. However, it
does not apply-to the terrestrial propagation model. Figure 14.6 shows a simple terrestrial.propagation model. The
signal travels from.the fransmjtter to the receiver along ""0 paths. The first is a direct-path and the-otber an indirect
path caused by ground reflection.If'theheight of the rransminer and receiver antennas is assumed 10 be h, and hr,it
can be shown (Schwartz, 2005] that

Bquation.J 4.8

where d is the horizontal distance between the transmater and rbe-receiver.

Ptgur 1'4.6.Ter,.tS1rio' TwO:Ru), Propagation Modo'
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Comparing Equations (1.4-$) and (14-8), we observe that the dependency of'tbe received signal power on distance
bas changed from I/d1lo I/d4• Expressing this in decibels, Equation (:14-7) DOW becomes

Equation 14.9

Now, the distance-dependent path-loss factor is 40 .dB per decade or 12 dB per octave. Figure 14.7 'shows the two
.cases. 10 the real world, distance dependency would transition between tbe two .cases as either the distance is
lncreased orthe height of the antenna is varied.
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Example:

Coverage in cellular network configurat ion

Pt = Transmitted power fromthe BS = I kW

.Pit =Receiver sensitivity = -100 dBm

Path loss at the first meter = 40 dB

Path-loss distance dependency g(cI) = lId4

P'f in dB. = 10 IoglO l ,0.00/0. 00 I =60dBm

PR in dB =-100 dBm



TolBI path loss allowed 5 60 - (-100) dB ~ 160 dB

Po~32dB

From Equation (14-9)

10 log 10 p. = 10 lOS,. Per"40 log (d)

40", lOS", (d)_ = 160 - 40" 120 dB

Power at the receiver fluctuates due to fading phenomena, which we will soon address. We can geoeraltze the
average power received by combining Equlllion.~ (14-6) and (14-8)

Equation 14.10

For free-space wireless

g(d) = ko/d' ko= (7/41)'

For terrestrial wireless

g(d) = kJcI' k, = (h,,,,,)'

14.1.3. Fuding

Various factors contributing to fuding phenomena inoutdoor wireless propagation were presented in Figure 14.2.
All of them impact the insientareous value of the received signal tbat is varying temporally nnd spolia~ly. The
magnitude of the received power fluctuation is caused primarily either by path loss due to absorpton lind
scattering. or due to mukipnth fnding caused by the interference of direct wave with reflected, diffract.cd, or
scattered waves.

The fading phenomenon has both spatial and temporal dependencies. We can classify them into l~go-scnle .fueling
and small-scale fading. The former occurs at a slow spatial rnie compared 10 the wavelength and IS generally slow
In temporal variation. Tho lauer, namely small-scale fading, occurs al spatial dimension cOlllpa~ble to the
wavelength nnd generally occurs at a more spatially rapid rate compared io large-scale fading. In addition to the
above IWO classificarons, there Is fading due to Doppler effect in fast-moving mobile units.

Shadow Fading, Largo-scale fading, which occurs at relalively long distanees compared to wavelength, is also
called shadow fading. It is caused due 10 reflection, scattering. ditTraclion. meteorological change such as
absorption, etc. The fading follows a log-normal (Gaussian) distribution with a standard deviation of 6-10 dB
around average power, as shown in Figure 14.8.

Figur. t4,8, ShAdow FAding Onr A'·... gt I'IIlh 1.-
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Cellular Configuration in a Wreless System. Wireless propagation environment can be classified base-d on the
range and range dependency of the BS. An area served by a BS is called a cell and a tOlal wireless system is
designed using multiple cells, each cell being served by a as.
Free-space propagation described earlier, which is applicable 10 S81el!ite win:less, oo~d cover a very ~e area
spanning hundreds ofldlomelers depend ing on tbe power of the transmuter, height and distance of the satellite, and
the beam width of the antennae of the transmitter lind the receiver.

Terrestrial wireless propagation can be broadly split into macrocellulat areas and microoellular areas.

MacroceJls cover an area of a few kilometers to lens of kilometers. Tbese are typically cellular telephony BSs
operating at 900 MHz and 1.80~1,900 MHz band. Small-scale fading in the macrocell is empirically found to
follow Raleigh dstriburion.

Mlcrocells typ.icaUy cover a range of lip to a kilometer and operate In the frequency spectrum of liP to II GHz;
commercial deployments include WiFi (2.4 OHz) WId WiMnx (2.1 GHz). The antennas are at low heights on roof
tops and lamp poles in tbe urban area and hence the cell pauern varies considerably. LOS 'could be a serious
problem in configuration and is overcome by multiple ass connected in a mesh configuration or implementing
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFOM), which is an enabling technology in broadband
communications' [Schwartz. 2005].

Small-Scale Fading. As we-slated earlier, small-sea Ie fading is caused by multipath fading, which is .eonstrocti.\'e or
destructive interference of-signals arriving at the receiver traversing different 'paths and hence at different phases.



Moving the receiver by a distance comparable 10 tbe wavelength, the signal strength coukJ vary significantly. For
example. tilr the IEEE 802.llb WiPi signal, rbe data rere could go down from a strong several megabits per second
(max, data rsre is II Mbps) 10 less than I Kbps for displecernern in tbe order ofccntimeters. Even for a wireless
receiver in a stalionary state, small-scale I8ding could occur as the environment fluctuates.

Statistics of the variation of the signal due to small-scale fading depends on thecellular structure of the BSs. In the
macrocellular configuration, several mukipath rays (5 or 6) itterfere wih each other and fading distribution
1OlIows Raleigh stsriaics. In microcellular archirecture, the direct ray is much stronger than the indirect signal and
Slatistics trend to be Riccan distriburon.

Fading Mitigation Techniques. With all tbe technologies available. although fading could not be completely
eliminated, it could be miiigated significantly. ODe of the techniques used is to spread digital signals out in lime by
interleaving them. This eliminates loss of adjacent bits of io.ti>rmatioo, i.e., bytes or words of information, and
makes it easier to I'COOns1nICIthe signal using various error correction techniques, This reduces fast fadIng nnd
possible bursts of noise. It is used in the second-, third-, and fourth- (2G, 3G, and 40) generaton cellular and
WLAN systems.

Another technique is to use OFDM using Fourier analysis techniques [Forouzan, 2006; Schwartz, 2005] described
in Appendix D. This ensures Ihlll each peak or maximum of a digital signal coincides with the valleys or zeros of
the rest of the digiml signals in the spectrum. This techniqueis used in all wireless access systems.

A third method is to use the multiple input multiple output (MIMO) 'technique. This method takes advantage of
multiparh fading. It uses mubiple antennas to transmit and receive the same signals and recover I'hem using
correlation techniques, Frequency, spatial, and temporal diversity spread signal can be reconstructed and fading
mitigated.

A fourth technique is to introduce equalization in receivers based on a priori knowledge of tbe distortion of the
signal.

14.2. Fixed Broadband Wireless Access Networks

A fixed BWA nelwork is used 10 reach subscribers by wireless medium for the lasl mile and is shown in Figure
14.9. It is a point-ro-muhipoint network architecture. Broadband information comprising voice, video. and data is
muhiplexed at the BWA service provider bead end and is carried over wired WAN or MAN to the BS from where
• is transmsted 10 subscriber premises. Typical residence and Small Office Horne Office (SOHO) subscribers are
represented in Figure 14.9. The signal al the sabscriber premises is up- and down-converted by tmnsreceiverTR to
the baseband signal. The network itlerl8ce unit (NlU) serves the same function as the NIU in the cable modem
system and is tbe demarcation point between the access network and the subscriber distribution network. At CPE,
the network comprises of analog TV and digital network components. The Nru interfaces with eilher a subscriber
station (SS) or II wireless modem (WM). both of which output Ethernet protocol to the CPE dislribution network.
The. tilrmcr is used with 100 mER 802.16 standard protocol access network. The latter uses a wireless modem
terminerion system (WMTS) 31 the head end. In this case, the only difference bel ween rbe fixed wireless ~)'stem
and the cable modem system is the transmiss ion medium of the access network.

filgW·. J 4.9. f'1.J.d Wlr.ltss ,\ ece ss N.,work

Each BS in Figure' 14.9 serves several hundred subscribers distributed over mujtiple sectors. The BS has generally
multiple antenoas serving multiple sectors. Three or four sectors nre common configurations. BSs are spaced
depending on the spatial coverage and density of subscribers, as well as the technology used for the .access
network. We w ill discuss the various technologies In the next several subsections.

I~.2.1. MMDS Netwo",

Muhipoint muhichaonel distribution service (MMDS) is based 011 poim-ro-multjpoim network architecture, It
operates at 2.~2.686 0Hz and carries digital informat ion in the 6-MHz analog 1V channel. Well-developed cable
access network standards are modified and defined as DOCSIS+ (Date-Over-Cable Service Interface
Specifications). We can visualize the MMDS system as the cable modem system with the.HFC medium replaced
by wireless.

An MMDS broadband system shown in Figure 14.10 comprises II head end, which is the BS, antennas al the head
end and at the SS. transreceivers that convert the baseband signal 10 the microwave signal and the cable modem 81

the subscriber end that converts DOCSIS+ protocol to Etbemer protocol for 8 CPE distribution network. The range
of a BS is about 25 kibmeters, and hence BSs are separated by about 50 kilometers. The broadband signal is
brought to the aSs via WAN or MAN. The range can be extended by having repealer stations. which enables !ow-
powered systems 10 be used aI the SS.

~1eu.. 14,.10. Multl.hunnel Muh11IOi., DIsII1bullon S<n1.e



Downstream propagation is TOM broadcast mode and upstream is 1'DMA transmission. Downstream modulation
is Q.AM and upstream is QJ>SK. the system is ideal for rural areas. When it is used in the metropolitan area, the
LOS is 001 always good and OFDMmodulation is used to mitigate rbe problem.

14.2.2. LMDS Netwol'k

Localmultipoint distribution.service (LMDS) is a last-mile broadband access network that operates in the K band
spectrum, primarily in the 20-40 GHz band. There is no uniformsy in the spectral allocation.across the world. FCC
luis allocated the 27.5-29.5 GHz blind in the US toLMOS. The architecture of LMDS is tbe same as MMDS. US
rangeis shorter than M'MDS, about 5 kilometers and hence BSs are separated by about 10 kilometers, as shown in
FigIJI'e 14.1.1. One reason for the runge limkation is due 10 Ihe absorption of millimeter waves in the LMDS
spectrum by precipitation.

Flgure 1'4.1t. Lo<lll Mu11i1)Dfnt Di>hibutioll Service

LMDS' implementation involves 8 cluster of cells with 8 B,S in each cell. One of the BSs serves as the coordinating
station and.acts as tile- gateway 10 external networks. As-in all fixed BW.A networks, inter-cell communication ls
.via WAN or MAN. BS to S8 communication is TOM downstream and TDM.A upstream. In this case, DOCSIS+
'slan'dard~ can be used along w~h cable modem as the SS,

However, in point-to-point uplinkconnectivity, other technologies like OPltS are also used. ln such cases, the S5
and the protocol standards \V ill be different from that.of DOCSIS+ standards.

14.2.3. Milm'gelllcllt ofMM1)S and LMDS Networks

LMDS (except in exceptional cases mentioned in the previous section) and MMDS have adapted the DOCSIS
standards from the cable modem world. As mentioned earlier, the version of DOCSIS modified IOJ wireless
broadband is known as'DOCSIS+. TIle management. of MMDS and [;MOS' in these cases can be pictured as the
wlreless medium replacing theHEG medium, as shown in Figure 14.I2.At me head eod, CMTS is replaced with II

wMTS and the cM is replaced \villl a '\VM.

Figure 14. t2. LM1)SIMMDS NflWQfkMsllagtlllf,nl
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noeSIS LI nod later versons satisfy many requirements of MMDS and LMDS. Security is one of l.he key
considerations. Dam-transport security is accomplished ·under MM.DS by encrypting traffic flows between tlie
broadband WM and WM,l'S located in the SS of the provider's network using Triple Data .Encryption Standard
(DES).

DOCSIS* reduces theft-of-service vulnerabilities under MMDS by requiring that the WMTS enforce encryption,
and by employing an authenticated client/server key-management protocol in which the WMTS controls
distribution of keying material to brcadbaod WMs.

LMDS and MMDS WMs utilize DOCSIS+ key-management protocol to obtain authorization and traffic
encryption material from a WMTS, and to support periodic reeuthorizafcn and key refresh. Key-management
protocol uses X.5Q9 digital certificates, RSA public key encryption, and Triple DES encryption to secure key
exchanges between the WM and the WMTS.

A second major consideration in specifying DOCSIS+ over DOCSrS is impeirmem due to radio frequency (RF)
impairments. w'e have dlscussed various fading phenomena in Seeton 14.I:l1'he QoS of wireless traosmisslon is
determined by signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR).

For downstream performance, CNR in. a cable downstream 6-Mllz channel should 001 be less than 35 dB. while
the Iypical multipath (micre-reflections in the.cable) should not be greater than 1.5 m.s. The upstream perfbrmaoce
of·SNR in 'the cable should be less than 25 dB and a typical multipath of less than 1.5 ms. Contrasted with this
downstream and upstream performance in wireless propagation, SNR is determined mainly. bY the transmit level,
antenna gain.distauce, link budget, inte:r&-e).lC~ nose, and the receiver-noise figureand is worse (han for cable.
More robustness is needed both in tile downstream and upstream physical aod MAC layers lOr aWA over cable:
DOCSlS-:t- addresse-s these by restricting. the specificatlbns.ofDOCSlS [Wilson and Shimll, 2008]. Some of these
limitations are mitigated by using OFDM.

MMDS arid LMDS will in.the future.migrate (0 8.02.16'or WiMax standard, which we will consider. next.

14.2.4.1EEE 802.16 Nc1work

IEEE 802.16 specifications standardize and achieve intero.perabUity in the WLL system JE.klund. 2002]. An IEEE
802. I6-b!\sed system is known by several other rerrninokrgies-c-Wireless MAN and WiM!L~ which is a-commercial
name given by the industrial consort lorn WtMax Forum.

An I.EEE 802.16-OOsoo fixed wireless system is shown in Figure 14.13. The original lEEE'S02J 6 standard covered
10-0.6 GHz spectral band. IEBE 802·.l6a extends ihe spectral range coverage from 2 to II GHt.. II is generally
deployed as pcint-ro-multipoim archsecture, although specificarons can be adopted to configure us mesh
architecture, as shown in Figure 14.14. Head end transmission is.sectonalized with multiple antennas. Transceivers
TS convert the RF· signal '10 the baseband as receivers' and vice versa-as Transmitters at both ends. WMfS is at tbe
SS 8.nd performs 8 simi lar fuoctlon ·il.s·CMTS in the cable system. All SSs in '8 cell terminate at the head c!ld or the
as. The head. end allocates bandwidth requested b~ .SS to meet QoS.

Figure 1.4.13.IEEE 802.16 Fixed Wirele$sSySlolll
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The SS performs a similar function 'as the cable modem but is more complex than me cable modem. ft is designed
as a highly directicnal 801C1Ul8 to minimize the transmitter power. The downstream transmission mode is the TOM
broadcast mode and the upstream is the TOMA. Upstream and. downstream operate in the frequency division
duplex mode fur bidirectional transmission. '

14.2.5. WiMlIx NCl\york

WlMax specifications are defined by IEEE 802. I 6d, which is a modification of 802. I 6a and 802. I 6c. Some ofLhe
limitations due to LOS requirements are mitigated by operating in a lower spectral range of 2-1 J Gbps. The
WiMax Forum has allocated several frequency bands fur 802.16d,pmduds, both licensed (2.5-2.69 and 3.4-3.6
G.Hz)."und unlicensed spectra (5.725-~.850 GHz).

Multipath phenomenon is taken advantage of to partially m.itigate the LOS limitat ion and, in addition, OFDM
technology is lLqOO at the PHY layer to' improve performance. Channel ,quality. feedback from S$ to BS L~used to
dynamically vary the power and datii rate to improve QoS" By using TDMA in rbe. MAC layer, and head end
allocating tbe desired bandwidth to the SSs; the broadband requirement ofpriorirization of'real-rime over non-real-
time t:ra.ffic is accomplished.

IJi a metropolitan urea, where antennas are positioned over the rooftops ofbuildings. I.he network is configured us
mesh network, as shown in Figure, 14.14. In this. case, obstruction of signal between any two antennas is overcome.
If a direct LOS path is not ava ilable, the system will redirect' traffic through intermediate nodes.

The IEEE 802, 16e standard iSM extension to tbe approved IEEE 802.16116'8 standard. The purpose of802.16e is
to add limited mobility ro-the current Standard, whicb is designed fo( a fixed operation.

14.2.6. Management of Fixed Wireless Access Network

We have addressed the. rnenagement ofMMDS and LMDS In Section 14.2.3. We will now describe management
ofLEEE 802. I6 and rEEE 802 ..)(,(1, WiMa.xlWireless MAN, in this section. Thecompcnents to be'managed are BS,
-SS, wireless link, and RP spectrum.

Figure 14.l5 shows lhe management reference model ofBWA networks [Chou ~., 2004; Dudzinski and Bozier,
2004]. ,It consists of a network management system (NMS), managed nodes BS and SS~, and a service flow
database. The service flow database contains service flow and associated QoS infonnation that .have 10 he
populated in BS and SS when service is provisioned, or a mobile SS roams into BS coverage. SSs can be managed
'directly by NMS, or indirectly through BS, acting as the SNMP proxy. Management information between SS and

as will be carried over second management connection ID (CID) lilr managed SS.1ftbe second management Cm
.does not' exist, SNMP messages will go through another interface in the customer premises. T.be SNMP agent in
the SS can be managed directly or via an SNMP proxy in the BS.

Figll ... t4, ts. BWA Netwurk I\l"nllg<mtnl R.J ..... nee Mod..1

Figure 14.l6 sbows the M£B structure of wmanlfMib fur 802.16 and is node 184 under transmission (mib-2 lO). It
defines the interface table for a wireless MAN interface. Table 14.1 describes some key attribute'S orBS in the
wmanrfMlb. There ore OOntrollers associated with the BS andsectors. The SNMP agent can be implemented in the
as controller OT sector controUer. 'Olen: is one entry for each BS if t1te,SNMP agent is implemented in a common
BS,cont.rolJer. There is only one entry for the BS sector if ihe SNMP agent is implemented in the sector controller,
This is sbown in Table l 4. J. Theusage tablefor the SS is shown in Table 14.2.
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Table 14.1. U5lIjlt ar Irr.bit Ob] ee1Sror tho BilS. t.tion

ifTable Iflnde. 1fType( LANA) lfSpeed IfPhysAddre5s ifAdmlnStltus lfOperStaws

BS Sector An l!Entry per 85 propBWAp2MP Null MAC Address ofBS Administration Operational
1 sector (1) Sedor Status Status

BS Sector An lfEntry per 8S propBWAp2MP Null MAC Address ofBS Administration Operational
2 Sector (2) Sedor Status Status

BS Sector An lfEntry per 85 prop8WAp2MP Null MAC Address ofBS Administration Operational
3 sector (3) Sedor Stltus Status

Ethemet Null MAC Address ofBS Administration Operational
Sector Status Stlltus

Tnble 14.2. USllgt ortrr"III. 01.llott3 (0" tho SlIbsc,·lb,,· Statio"

lfTable Iffnde X IfType (LANA) IfSpeed IfPhys Address' IfAdmin Status ltoper Status

ss An I(Entry (orSS propBWAp2MP Null MACAddress of SS Administration Status Operational Status

Ethemet Null MACAddress Administration Staws Operational Status

wmanlfMjbObject5 under wmanlfMib has three subnodes. wmanltl3s0bjects (I) has the tables associated with the
BS; wmanlfSsObjects (2) has the tables associated with the SS; and wmanIfCommooObjecrs (3) has tbe tables
associated with the common objccts.

BWA supports various classes of service with various QoS for bearer services. It can be configured for bandwidth
negotiation Iilr conoecronless service, and with state inJOrmati>D, is maintainable for conoecron-orienred service.
It supports ATM tmflic categories: CBR, VBR-rL VBR-ort, ABR. and Imernet categories lOr imegrered and
differentiated services.

1-t.3.Mobile Wireless Networks

AJthough the wired pan of the topology for a cellular mobile network is similar 10 fixed wireless systems, the
topology and cbaracter srics ofa wireless segment are very different, Even though today's wireless tcchnology for
cellular mobile systems is digita l, iI is essentially an extension of the voice-based analog system. The 20
technology OSM is primarily used for voce transmission aod is essemiaUy circuit switched. The 2.50 networks
are GPRS and enhanced duto rates for OSM evolution (EDGS) are enhancements to GSM. Voice service uses
circuit switching and data service uses packet switching. The 20 networks are TDMA based and 2.50 networks
are CDMA based. SlUndardi7.8tion and hence interoperabiHty is introduced in 3G networks by 111)-T and Is called
the universal mobile telecommunication system (UMTS). They are based on CDMA protocol An IP-bascd mobile
network Is a 4G network and Is Slill in its embryonic stage.

There are numerous ways to structure cells in cellular mobile networks. They are all based on tbe nelghb.1ring
(adjacent) cells transmitting 01 differenl carrier frequencies. Figure IA.17 shows tbe architecture of 8 cellular
network. Each mobile node (MN) is associated wilh a horne network with a home agent (HA). II communicates

with Iilreig.nllodes (ENs), each with its own foreign agent (FA), through the lnteroet (or WANlMAN). The MN in
turn communicates with the FNusing its mobile agent (MA). As the MN transiticns from one cell 10 the Delli. if is
acquired by the FA ofthe new cell. The FA gets authorization from the MN's home node (HN) before information
communication starts.

f'igurt 14.17. Cdlular ttwork
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The maeagement of a 3G and 4G nerwo-k is more compticated than 3 fixed wireless network. Some of the issues
associated with a cellular mobile network management are listed below:

Network architecture is a hierarchical LAN architecture
? Mobile computing un~ithas boeh hardware nod software lim itations
? There is bandwidth limitation il reaching the mobile unit

Mobrtity oCthe mobile unil has to be monitored and tracked
Location oftbe mobileunil has 10 be monitored and tracked
Resource manegement is complex
Power in the mobile has 10 be managed
Security and privacy managemenl need to be assured
Broadband QoS needs to be achieved

We wiU now look at these issues from a management poinl of view, Mosl of Ihem arc buia-in features whose
network parameters need to be monitored and managed. One of the technological advances made to manage
mobile network is the.mobile IP initiative, which we will discuss next.

1".J.I.Molliterp

MOSI mobile 'cell providers currently use proprietary protocol in communicating with mobile units. To lII!I.I:le
mobile network interoperable, lETF has defined mobile IP [RFCs 2003-2006]. The functioning of mobile IP is
analogous to the functioning of'call forwarding in telephony. The home telephonewith a home telephone number
forwards an incoming call to IlQOther telephone number lhat is entered in the home lelephone.ln mobile network,
rcepbone numbers are replaced by IP addresses, and the mobile fP i'l not stationary. Notice thai this is dtfferern



from a nomadic o,mit such as a portable PC. In a nomadic una, the local unit is assigned a temporary [p addressby
the local comro Iler such AS a wireless access poi nt or ao Ethernet bub.

A mobile [p uses two addresses-ea fixed bome address and a care-of-address t'bat .changes with. tbe point of
attachment. There are-three mobile [p functions performed by three mobile functional entities. They are mobile
node, foreign node, and bomenode, MN is II host or router ,that changes point of j!tiacli'melll from oiie network or
subnet to another. It bas .an embedded agent, MA, which does the discovery of an FA in the FN, which is the
second 'entity. Tbe FN is a reuter in the mobile network tha; provides services to the MN. The FA. after acquisition
of the MA, registers the MN's location with the SA in the AN. The liN is a' router on a' mobile network Iilal is tbe
home.network of the MN. The SA in.the EN tunnels packets to and fromrbe.Ha 1:0theFA care-of-address as the
t.1N roams.

Discovery lind registration functions are presented in Figure 1'4.18. The MN discovers the FA and its care-of-
address by the advertisement ofUll: FA., The MN can also discover by its own so licjtation. The MN registers till:
fA, with theHA,.

FTglII·. 1.-1."8. Disco.fry And RegistrAtion In R Mobile Systtnl
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Informatkm.flow between the HAood ibe FA occursthrough ibe tuneeling process.vas shown in Figure L4.19. An
external source anempts to reach ao MN through the SA. The MA is transparent to it. The POU from the exrernal
source oontains source address, mobile address; and payload. The HA prepends to the POU home address, foreign
address, and protocol number of either 4 or 55, aod transmits it to the FA. The number 4 indicates. to the higher
level that the ne/it header is an IP header with full encapsulation; 55 indicates minirnalencepsulafion. 'The FA
strips the prependedhome andforeign.addressesaod protocolnumber a,nd then transmits the POU to the'MN.

Agu". 1".19. Tuullelill~ io • Mobil< System
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Table 14.3 presents mobile 1P Mill groups. There are three groups: mobile node, foreign agent, and home a.£,olll.
EIICb group is organized as a set of related objects. The relationship is between objects within the same group or
across different groups . .For example, tnipSystemGroup spans 'across nil three groups, nod mnAdvertiSemenlGroup
spans FA and HA groups, mn~ystemGroup and faSysremGroup comprise intra-group-related objects.

'TAbt. 14.3. M.bilrfP'M'm Group.

Groups Mobile Node foreign Agent Home Agerit

Agent

mlpSystemGroup x

mlpSecAssoc!atlonGroup X x x

mipSecViolationGro,up X x x

mnSyste'l'nGroup x

mnDISCQverYGroup x

m'nReglstratlonGroup x

maAdvertlsementGroup x x

faSystemGrciup x

faAdvertls&mentGroup x

faReglstratlonGroup x

haReglstrationGroup x



Tobl.1.4.3. Mobil. IP MIB O''OIIllS

Groups Mobile Node foreign Agent Home ~ent

naRegNodeCountersGroup x

A mobile IP MIB -mipMIB is sbown in Figure 1.4.20. It is node 44 under mib-Z, The entities comprislng
mipMIBObjects (rnipMlB I) and the subnodes under it are presented in Table 14.4.

Figure 14.211. Mobil. IP MlB

TRbl.I.4.4'"lIIipMIDObjKIS

Entity 010 Description

mlpMIBObJects mlpMIBl Objects undermlpMIB

mipSystem mipMI80bjects 1 Mobile IP sjstern-related parameters

mlpSecurlty ml pMIBObjern '2 Mobile IP security parameters

mi pSecurity

AssoclationTable mi pSecurity 1 Security association table

TAbl. 1.4.-1. 1II11,MIBObj«LS

Entity 010

mipSecTotal

Violations mipSecurlty 2

mIpSecYlolation

Table mipSecurity 3

mlpMIBObJects 3 Mobile node group

Mobile node system information

mipMN

mnSystem mipMNl

mnDiscovery mipMN2

mnRegfstration mlpMN3

mlpMl80b)ects4 Mobile agent group

Mobility agent advertisement configuration table present In both the MN afl!:!the FA

mipMA

maAdvertlsement mlpMAl

mipFA

DeSCription

Total humberofsecurityvloliltions In the entity

Security violation information

Mobile node discovery counter on solicitations, advertlsernents, and moves

Mobile node registration table

mipMIBObjects5 FA,gro,up

FA system infonnationfa$ystem mipFA 1

faAdvertisement rnipFA 2

,faReg,istratioh 'rnipFA 3

FA adverttsement Informatlpn plus MA advertisement group

rnipHA rnlpMIBObJects 6' HA registration group and mobility I;>lndirlgItst

FAvisitors list

L....3.2. Mobility Management

We have nlready lear ned the important role that mobile 11' p.lays in mobile communication. Mobility management
consists oft:wo components, location management and handoff management.

Locaton management is a two-stage process, firS!, it enables ihe network to discover the current attachment 'Point
oftbc mobile user for data delivery. The MA periodcally notifies the network oftbe MN's new access point. The
second st.age is data delivery. Here the network is queried for tbe mobile user's location profile and the current
position of the mobile host is found,

The second component is bandoj}' (or handover) management tl)al enables the network 10 maioillin 8 USer's
connection as the mobiJe terminal continues to move and change its access point to the network. This is a three-
stage process of irritiation, connection establishment, and data-flow management; Duringthe initiation stage, either



the user (3 network agent) or changing network conditions ideritifY tbe need for bandoff. ln the conoecron-
eseabllshment stage, the. network must find new resources for the hand off connection and perform any additooal
routing operations. The final stage is data-flow control, where delivery of data from the 0 lei connection path to the
new connection path is maintained.

14.3.3. Resource lind Power l\'IlIJllIgemcnt

Resource manugemeut deals with sobeduling and call admission control (CAe), load balancing between -aecess
oetworks, dynamic control of.RF spectrum, and power management. This impacts management of baodwidth to
provide multimedia broadband servce, as well lis handoff'between cells to achieve quality or service.

In mobile cellular networks, when a mobile user moves from one cell to a different- cell, "haodoff" of the user
needs to be accomplished without dropping the, session. CAe is the process 'lhat controls whether an. incoming call
can be adrnltted.er nor. The resource control mechanism has to allocate the limited bandw idth resources to users in
an efficient way in order to guarantee the users' QoS requirements. If the bandoff targetcell does not have enough
bandwidth to support this call, the call Will be forced to terminate, Handoff calls are commonly given a higher
priority in accessing bandwidth resources in order to provide a seamless connection for users. Call dropping during
a bandoff is mitigated by reserving bandwidth specifically for that function in each oelL For broadband service,
bandoff managemeJiL·becomes·more,complicated. The.system needs to support, in aildillon t6 handofI intbe same
class of service, multiple classes of service where each class presents different-QoS requirements.

Handoff may also need to be done in intra-cell roaming of an MN. If'rhesignal falls below a threshold level of a
subscriber's'SlA.,transmlssion can be dynamically switched to another frequency that' lsstrcnger,

Power management involves multiple components; [Pahlavau and Krishnamurtby, 2002] discusses power.control,
power-saving mechanisms, energy efficiency, and radio resource management. Power control deals with
mechanisms to dynamically control transmitter power to reduce interference. Power-saving mechanisms and
energy-efficient designs extend battery life. Radio resource management optimizes trnnsmissron by selecting the
best spectral co mponents. .

Unfortunately, there are no standard MlBs defined for monitoring and managlng the above resources. Proxy agents
can be developed and used by vendors to lmplemerrrtbese requirements,

14.3.4. QoS Managemcnt

Third-generation mobile networks, 30 and beyond, are, required to transmit vojee, video, and data under the
specifications of universal mobile telecommunications system (UMTS) developed by the Third Generation
Partnership Project [JGPPJ. The equivalent of3GPP fOr Norih America is [3GPP2j. The BMTS infrastructure is
expected to 'carry various types of application -on the same medium while meeting QoS objectives. The 3GPP has
defined four QoS classes (TS 23.107): cenversational, streaming; interaotive, and background. These are shown in
Table 14.5, along with the required delay, delay variation, and bit error rate (BER). Conversation has 'the most
stringent requirements and background tasks such as email have ihe least

T"I>I. 14.S. tJMTS QoS SI",.In ca liori5

QoS Class Transfer Transfer Delay low Guaranteed Bit ElCilmple
Dela~ Variation BER Rate

COnversaUon St;rlngent Stringent No Yes VoIP, video- and audlo-
conferenclng

Streaming C:onstralned Constrained No Ye_s Broadcast service, news, sport

TAble J.oI.5. UMTS QoS SIIO<IOCIlUOtlS

QoS Class Transfer Transfer Ot!lay. low Guaranteed Bit Example
Del~y Variation 8ER Rate

Interlictlve looser No Yes No Web brows'lng, Interactive chat,
games

Background No No Yes No Email, SMS, TFP tr:ansa.ctIoris

We have mentioned in the previous two sections 'the dependency of QoS on mobility and resource management.
The QriS discussed here L~applicable on Iy between the as and. the mobile stations. QoS on the core nelwork is
achieved using wired network Olelhodolqgies, such as intserv (integrated services) or diffserv (differentiated
services).

J4.3.5. Secnrity MimagcmcJlt

Security. is a major issue in mobile wireless .cemmunicerion. Security requiremems fur mobile wireless
communication invo lve security in different parts of the network, both wired and wireless. Broadband
.communlcatlon system is based on digital communication technology TOM, 1DMA, and COMA Air interface
i;eCw:ity is based on the wireless application.

Wireless application protocol (WAP) and secured socket shell (SSL) are the two approaches that are commonly
used for secured wireless communication. Although SSL is used extensively in a wired network, WAP is the
'common Implementation in mobile wireless. Tt is based on transport layer security (TLS) protocol. It does the
normal security furcrons, which include authentkaton, authorization, privacy, and. address imegrfty,

Figure 14.21 shows WAP -architecture [Howell]. The MN is connected to the WAP gateway through a network
operator control and a remote access server. The security protocol used is-wireless TLS (WTLS), The TLS protocol
Is used between the WAP gateway. lind remote server that the mobile subscriber is trying to access. Most security
failures happen in the transition between the two, Robust security can be licbJeved by careful design and
implementation oftbe Y/AP gateway using available security tools.

Eig"'" 14,21. S.curi,)' Mall "golDell' in a Moliilt Systrm
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WTLS could be implemented fur the wireless leg of tbe link aniJ SSL could be Implemented between the W lIP
gateway and the remote server. In this case, the WAP gateway module bas to perform decryption and encryption,
as well as protocol conversion.

3GPP and 3GPP2 have plans to implement IP network. Under that situation, open standard SNMPv3 discussed in
Chapter 'I,which has built-in security, woiJld be used fur mobile network manageme nt,



l4.4. Satellite Networks

1.4.4.1.VSAT Network

Although satellite communication is currently not ideally suited fur broadband communication. it is emerging as
one in alimited manner ..For example, VSAT (Figure 14.22) is a popular implememation of direct transmission to
home (D'I'Hjsatellite access network. Some reasons for the revival of DTH are easy implementation, small and
highly directonal antenna, and video compression technique. It Is used. as a back-up link fOrcommunication by
indlJs.tciaJorganizations, as well as 1.0 set up cornmunication 10 rural and inaccessible areas such as .mcuntainous
regions.

Flgu ... 14.22. VSAT BroRdli.nd Links

VSATHub

IOU
I

ODU

In t.he USA, VSAT operates in the Ku- and Ka-bands, In the Ku-band the downlink is in ihe 12..oHz range and ihe
uplink is in the 14-Gliz range. In the Ka-band, the corresponding ranges are 29.5~30 GHz and 19'.7-20.2 GHz.
Spectral allocations vary from countryto country. Both bands suffer tmm rain absorption and it iswcrse in the Ka-
band than In Ku-band. Although efforts '10 increase 'the speed in VSAT'systerns are in progress, current systems
operate at uplink speeds of aboul40-{i0 kbps and downlink speeds of500 kbps.

The outdoor unit (ODU) consists of a power amplifier and an up-converter reeding into the antenna and low-noise
bleck down-converter receiving signals from the antenna. The signal traverses at intermediate frequency over the
coaxial cable between the. ODU and the indoor unit (IDU) .. The lDU includes the following components:
modulator, demodulator. frequency synthesizer, encoder, and decoder. The normal interface to th.e customer
network is Ethernet.

Standards are emerging in OTH. Digital video broadcast (DVB) is used for downstream broadcast, Upstream
protocol is either DVB-ReS (DVB return channel system) or modified DOCSIS, DOCSIS-S [Steffes, 20'05].

VSAT uses geostationary 'earth orbit and hence appears stationary for the ground station. 'The signal-undergoes
frequency conversion and amplification or regeneration in the satellite. The former is' called a "bent-pipe"
configuraton and the latter regeneration conflguraton. Besides minattenuation, VSAT also ·suffers from an end-
to-end round-trip delay lime ofO.5.seconds; i.e., from oneterminal to another and back.

14.4.2. VSAT Network I\-lllnagemclIt

The NMS is usually located at the hub and monitors too hub and nodal site equipment. Mauagerrenr data are
'acquired over satellite links sharing bandwidth with the payload.

Objects 10 be managed are parameters associated with the antenna, transceivers, frequency converters, and power
amplifiers. Since the total bandwidth available is in the range of 4~500 kbps, assuming a limit of 5% usage for
management data, the bandwidth available in the satellite links for management is in the order of-a few kilobits per
second. The usage of-a standard SNMP protocol frame is expensive, -and hence efficient proprietary protocols are
implemented. Management features ani! parameters thai are implemented are also limjted duo to bandwidth
constraint.

Summary

10 this chapter, we addressed the basic principles of wireless communicaton that arc required to understand
wireless access networks and their management. The key areas covered are free-space propagation that is
applicable to satellite and mobile communications and two-ray propagation that terrestrial wireless access networks
are based on. We alse discussed the fading phenomenon Ihat separates wireless access networks. from those of
wired.access networks.

We discussed the three major categories of fixed wireless broadband access.networks.namely MMDS, LMDS, and
IEEE 802.16/WiMax. MMqS has been deployed l,nrum'! areas and bas adopted wired cable technology defined. by
DOCSIS standards, LMDS is aJSQ, based 011 DOCSIS standards although other technologies such as QPRS nre
used. Ncrwork management ofDOCSIS-b.1sed MMDS and t:;MDS bas taken Advantage of standards developed for
the managemenr of cable access networks. .

WiMax network is an outgrowth of IEEE 802.16, which is (he generalized standard for fixed wireless access
networks. This technology is seriously. considered for metropolitan access network and will compete with cable
and DSL technologies. However, it 'has been slow in getting deployed. due to technical, as well as competitive
'reasons. Mffis have heen'specified fur 'Ibis to implement remote network management.

We discussed mobile cellular wireless network primarily from the IP network point of view, although proprietary
technologies are mostly used fur predominantly voice-based network. Mobile lP plays an important role in the
implementation of broadband mobile wireless 'including management of ~. This was addressed in detail.

VSA T was described as emerging DTH technology fOrbroadband access network. TI has several advantages and
disadvantages for use' in broadband communication. Because of its geographical distribution. remote network
management system is a necessity. However, due to bandwidth constraint. features of the system are usually
limited.



Exercises

1. A satellite IStransmitting 10watts'illld Is posltlohed at 2 miles over the earth reaMer. As.sumethat the antenna
gain of the transmitter and the receiver are each equelto 1.6 ahd the frequ'eflCYof operation Is-at 4.8 GHz.
Calcul!!!.ethepower and the'latency(propagation del,av)of the received signal.

2. A terrestrial wireless polnt-to-polnt broadband cornrnuntcation system tsestabltshed at 2,4 GHl. The height of
,the·,transmitter'and the receiver antenna Is each SO meters and the separations 10 kilometers. The receiver
sensitivity Is 10" watts, Calculate the power ne~de'd at the transmitter using ~ two·ray propagation model.
Assume tbegaln ofthe'antenfla as 2 both at the transmitter and the recalver. '

3, latericY I's ~ problem for lnteractlve communtcatron via sattellte, C;,!!culate the orbltal attitude and round-trlp
delay time I:\etween two'statlons on the ground communicating via a geostattonarv.satelllte. Assume the ~dlus
o~the orbIt Is42,164 kilom.te~ and the radius oftl\\! earth is,6,378 kilometers,

4, Fill the rflable obrem for a three-S'eclor base station and one subscrIber statlon for each sector show" hi Table
14.1 and Table 14,2, The tables should represent reasonable ~od vaUd values as they appear In the database of
an NMS. Assume t~tsector:-1ls completely functional, sector z ts under failure condition, lind sectllr~ Is under
maIntenance mode, AIi,subscrlbe(stations'a,re active. ' ,

5. ,IdentifY the managed objects and the MiSs that were Usedto acquire the Information In Tables 14.1ahd 14.2,:

6. ,a. Wbat MIB lab le would you use to measure the QoS of-service flow in a fixed wireless system
between tbe base, station and the subscriber station?

b. Define latency and jitter for service flow in B fixed wireless system
.c, Write the specific managed object.s associated with latency and jitter

7. In designing a mobile network, what ts the protocol you would use for:

a. Communication between the lbreigu agent' and the mobile agents associated with thOI cell?
b. ,Communication between the foreign agent and the ho me agent?

8. In Agure 14.19, assume the home network as a class B network and foreign nodes belongIng to a class C
network. FlIllh the d3taframe with the appropriate addresses beIWe.!h each pair of'nodes.

15. Broad band BQm-: Networks

Objectives

? Residential and, SOBO networks
'0 Transporttechnologles

o Applications and application protocols
o Middleware between multiple applications and transports

Transport techno logics
o W ired; IEEE 802.3/Ethe_met !.,AN and oU1!Iroptions
o Wireless: [BEE 80'2.UlWlFi

Wired home networks
o Comprehensiveview
o Lower-layer protocols
o Etbernet-Iike protoeots and management
o Power Ethernet

Wireless home network
o WiFi (802.lla/bIg) wireless LAN
o 802.lll;tandar~ and amendments
o Hierarchical network using access point
o Basic- service set (BSS)
o Ad-hoc networks

Special network maoagement considerations
o Security-mancgement
o QoS management
o Centralized management
o WLAN MIBS) ieee 802dolll.MIB sod CAP· WAP· BASE·MID

[n Chapter .1 we introduced the network segment associated with borne and customer premises <IS one of the three
segments of broadband network. The customer premises equlpment (ePE) network, in an enterprise envlronmem is
either on IEEE 802.J·baSed Ethernet local area network (J..AN) or an LEEE 802.11~b!i.o;ed wireless LAN, also
.known 'as WiF~ Or a hybrid of both . Borne network provides the opportunity 1.0 utillie multiple technologies
-besides Etb",net LAN and WiFl. BomePNA is implemented using n twisted-pas' telephone cable medium,
HomePlug takes advantage of power line wiring in the house, and cable utilizes the television coaxial cable,
FireWirc is also a wired medium-and is based On IEEE 1394 protocol to transmit high-speed video digital data and
Universal Serial Bus (USB) with its own hub for transmitting digital data. Wireless' home network technologes
include [BEE 802.15.1 Bluetooth and ultra-wide band (UWB) personal area networks (PANs) fur short distances.
Residential gateway and the horne network, which is the CPE network fur residences, will be tbe subject ofthis
chapter,

15.:1.Home Networking Technologies

Home networking 'techno logy. or more appropriately technologies, is Still inits embryonic stage. We will present
here only a brief description of its various components, You are referred 10 Subramanian [20058, bJ for a detailed
presentation,

Figure' 5,1 shows higher- and lower-layer protocols in an integrated archjtecture, The protocols used could be
'classified Into applicetbn-layer protocols and transport-layer protocols, with middleware 'tbat acts as a gateway
between the two, Appticarons have protocol specific,ations to handle functions, services, and rnessa~. Transport
protocols deal with transpon functions belonging to transport, network, MAC, and physical layers. We notice at the
application layer tbnt there are four protocols-OSGi, JINI, UPnP, and HA Vi. Open Service Gateway Injtiative
(0 50 i) and lrNI, which are both based on Java Virtual Machine (NM) and use Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP)/Imernel Protocol (IP) for transport and network layers, Universal Plug-and Play (UPnP) is based on. HTIP
and hence 8TTI' is under UPnP. Home Audio-Video lntercperabllay (HAV i) and ,UPnP show IEEE 1394 for the
MAC and PRY layers. HA Vi. is platform aod language agnostic, .!llthOugh IEEE 1394 hns been adopted as the
lower layers, OSGl and JINl use either 802.3 or modified 802,3 with HornePlug and BomePNA or physical layers.
XlO, Infrared Data Association (IrDA) dais, and CEBus are also shown as they do interface with!P.



Figure 15.1. OO'1I1f Networ.k Prou><ol Architecture
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HA Vi architecture is a set of APIs, services, and a wired transport protocol, IEEE 1394. It is intended to interface
with mukivendor consumer electronic devices and computing devices. HA Vi focuses on home entertainment and
AV devices.

JfNl technoogy was developed by Sun Microsystems in 1998 for integrating IP-liaseil devices in-a computer
netwotk, and is based 0.0 its Java technology. Il is. considered as a mddleware technology and comptses a set of
APls and network protocols. 'Its infrastructure enables all devices interoperable irrespective of their operating
system and.interface constraints.

UPnP is architecture fur pervasive peer-to-peer network coneectivity of smart.home wired and Wireless devices' II
is Microsoft's initiative for home networking and uses Web technologies for device description and control. It also
contains a set of APls,. but its strategy is different from that on1NI. JfNl APls,are a contract: between vendors. and
UPnP allows vendors to build the APfs.

OSG i is a residential gateway platform that supportsthe Integration of'different home networking technologies and
the delivery of~erem services from service providers. Based on Java technology, different software components,
called buodles.can be downloaded remotely to the gateway.

Just-as most managed applicerionsere managed as part of the Enterprise Management System using Simple
Network Management Protocol (SNMP), agents, residential applications could also have SNMP" like agents buill in
them, As of now, bome network applications an. more 10 8 research stage. Application and middleware
technologes are based on TCP/IP pr.otocol for. the transport and network layers used for transport protocols'.

The medium of.transpcrt for the borne network coud be either a. wired or 8 wireless medium, or a bybrid of'the
two. Wired medium 'could be aoy one of the following; copper wire such as power line, rwisted pair such as phone
line. Cat 3 or Cat 5 Ethernet cable, coaxial cable.such as the one used for TV distribution. or optical fiber. Modem
homes are-beingbuihwired with optical fiber. Wireless transmission is the radio frequency (Rf) with single or
multiple antennas. Cabling could be hybrid transmission with wired distribution in the home and wireless Inside
ihe rooms.

Figure 15.2 shows a comprehensive view of the borne network. The access network Is ooe of'three choices, namely
OSLo HFe. or wireless. Bach feed terminates in 'the respective modem, whose output is connected to a residential

gateway. Although a personal computer functions as a residential gateway, in Ihe future Ibis would be a dedicated
Intelligent device with buih-in.communication and application modules. In Figure 15.2 the residential gateway bas
four types of distribution networks connected to it.The USB network bas IQw- and high-speed digital data 'devices
connected to it. The very, high-speed digital triple "lay, devices comprise IEEE 1394 network, 'also known 'as
l'ireWirel!> branded by Apple. The third iype of network is LAN, the, predominant one. being wired Ethernet
network. OIb<1.rless popular types of LANs are l:IornePNA using telephone cable or HomeJ:'lug using power line:
They could be based on the above-mentioned schemes of.esher. The fourth home distribution network .shown in
Figure 15.2 is WiFI. wireless LAN network based on IEEE 802.11. We will next address wired and wireless
'technologies based on various physical media,

Figure tS.2. Homt'Nt.,,,·orks
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15.2. Wired Home Distribution Network

Wired rransportprctocol for transport, and network layers is TCPIIP. The lower-layer protocols-address physical
'and MAC 1i!:Ye;rSandtbere are several choices.

X,lO protocol communicates between the transmitter and the receiver by sending RF bursts-I millisecond bursts
of I io kB.u-over power line wiring. CEBus Standard and Home Plug and Play (Ho,mePnP) devices are capable of
communicating with each other over the power line without the need for new wires.

The USB is ail alternative to Ethernet as a computer periphemJ interface. However, it is data-centric as opposed to
multimedia and limited to PC peripheral applications.
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IEEE 1394 is more suitable for home networking as it can be appl ied to audio and video in' addition to IP data
transmission. It was originally developed as a high-performance serial bus by Apple, known as FireWire. Itcan be
iransmitted OYercopper, as well as fiber, and has the potential of-carrying up to 32 Gbps.

Cable is prevalent in Nortb America and is extensively used to distribute analog video and data. Digital telephone
over cable is being introduced ill selected sites by cable service providers. Packet cable being developed by
Cablel.abs will have the capabllity of delivering and distributing VoIP, videotalso digital), and data overcable to
wid in home, . .

HomePhoreline Network Alliance (HomePNA) is a technology that can distribute broadband over the phone line
in'the house. Home Phoneline Networking Alliance was formed in 1998. It is expected to handle data rate upto 10
Mbps and is applicable to phone and low data-rate transmission.

Homef'fug, also known as power line communication (PLC), distributes data over power line in the house and is
suitable for low data-rate transmission for applications such as electronic device control. Its projected data rate is
10 Mbps.

Since' IEEE 802.3 Ethernet is the roost popular wired home network today,'we' will discuss only !hllt here. Most
service offerings having modems-residential gateways, cable, and DSL-have multiple Ethernet outputs: Many
home routers have Dynamic HOSI Configuration Protocol (DHCP)rNe",,,rk Address Translator (NAT) buill in for
handlingmuhlple lP devices. Its primary appl iceuon is for IP datil transmission with limited rea l-timeappllcatlon,

15.3. Erhernct Management

We have extensively covered management of Ethernet LANs in ~ilrlier chapters. MIB's that address the
management of basic Etllernet objects are defined in RF<;: 1213. Multiple links associated with a given physical
interface-are handled by layering and use of ifStackTable [RFC 2863], although there are no.sublayers in the 8023
Ethernet layer. RFC3635 supplements the -above for the advances made in Eiheroer-like interface technology.
SOme of the sal lent features are addressed here.

ifRcvA~ressTable contains all IEEE 802.3 addresses; unicast, multicast, and broadcast, for which this interface
will receive packets and forward them lip to II higher-layer entity for local consumption.

MJB [RFC 3615J applies to interfaces that have the iffype value eth;(rne(Cs.ll)8cd(6). 11 is required. that all
Ethernet-like interfaces u se an iffype of ethernetCsmacd(6) regardless ofthe speed ihat the .interface is running or
the link-layer encapsulation in use.

ifOctets'and packet counts have been redefined. _MTU can now accommodate larger than 1,500 bytes. An
additional managed object ifBigbSpeed bas 'been introduced to handle 10 Gigabits per second speed. For current
interface types, this will be equal to 1,000,000 (I million), lO,OOO,OOO (10 million), 100,000,000 (100 million), or
1,000.000,000 (I billion). ifHighSpeed represents the current operational speed in millions of bits per.second. For
current Etbemet-like interfaces, this will be equal to 1. 10, to'O, or 1,000. If the interface has 001 yet been
negotiated to an operationa I speed, the maximum speed supported by the interface is a default value,

In broadband service, IP telephony allows voice service to be transported over the same infrastructure as dam,
service. This has led to the emergence of Btbernet IP phones, which have similar functions and characteristics as
traditional phones. Powering the phone with the-same cable used for signal transfer is one oftbe functionsthat is
now taken lor granted. The MJB module defined in Me 3635 Supports management objects required for tlie
management of powered Ethernet devices and ports.In the definition of managed objects [RFC 3.621] "pse" stands
fur power sourcing equipment and '''pd'' .stands for powered device,

Figure 15.3 500"'.5 a Power Ethernet MIB [RFC 3621]. The MIB objects group pethCibje()t~ is categorized into
three MIB groups. TIle pethPsePort'fable defines objects used for configuring and describing the status of ports 00

a PSE device. Examples of PSE devices are Ethernet switches that support power Ethernet and mid-span boxes.

Figll ... t5.:3. Pow er Elb«ne.· ~flB

The pe!hMainPseO~jectS MJB group defines management objects for a managed main power source in aPSE
device. The Ethernet switch is·one example of a box that would support these objects.

The pethNotifiealiOJlControlTBble includes objects Ultlt control transmission of notificaiions from the agent to a
management applicauon.

Let us now look at wireless transport technologies for the horne distribution of broadband service.

15.4. Wireless Home Distributiun Networks

Once again, the transport and network-layer protocol is the TCPlIP suite. There' are three lower-layer wireless
groups: IrDA, WLANfWIF~ and wireless PAN. The lrDA has developed .specifications for infrared wireless
communication. Application lilT thiS technology is short range-between Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs-),

-berween PC and band-held PD.A. remote.eomret etc,

Next to Ethernet LAN, the most popular home network is WLAN. IEEE 802.1 Islb/g protocols' are in lise and we
w ill look at these in detail tater in the riext Section.

There are several wire less PANs, each for a specific application. Bluetocth, specified in IEEE 802.15.1, is in the
unlicensed spectrum of2.4 GHz and is intended for sbortrange.ltis in the spectral band as 802. I Ibig, which could
cause .lnterference. There 800 IEEE working groups addressing this issue. UWB has been in. use for a long time in
the defense area and, has recently become available commercially; Because of·its ow-pcwer requirement along
with high reslstaoce to noisebackground, it has high potential as PAN. There are numerous network applications
for home devices that. require a low data rare, soch 8S appliance control. IEEE 802.15.4 specifications address this
-erea. We will not go into more detail on PANs in our treatment ofw ireless networks.



15.5.JEEF. 802.lltWtFi Network

IEEE 802.11 WLAN standard covers the MAC sub layer aod physical (PHY) layer of the open system
interconneclion.(OSI) network reference mode], just like wired Ethernet lhal we discussed in Chapter 2. In the
MAC layer. instead of using CS.MA/C!), CSMAfCA (Carder Sensing MUltiple Access/Collision Avoidence) is
used. CSMA, as we know, is based on tbe concept of "listening before talking," But instead of implementing
collision detection, which is hard 'to do in wireless architecture, collision avoidance is used. In this method, the
iransmitting station wass fur acknowledgement. lf the acknowledgement is not received, it transmits again after
"listening before t8.lking" and uses a similar back-off'technique as in Etbern~ LAN to avoid collision,

IEEE 802.1 I is a set ofWLAN standards. [Ni et at. 2004 J provides a good survey of IEEE 802.11 standards that
define I'.RY and MAC layers. In 1997, IEEE specified three PRY media. They are InfraRed (lR) baseband PRY, a
frequency-hopping spreed spectrum (FHSS) radio, Slid a d.roct sequence spreed spectrum (DSSS) radio. AU these
opcons snpport both tile I arid 2 Mbps PHY rate. ln 1999, IEEE defined two ..high-rate extensions: S02.lIb in tI)e
2.4-GHz band with data rates up to II Mbps, based on DSSS technology, and S02.lIa in. the 5-Gfu.band with data
rates up to 54 Mbps. based on orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) technology, 802.11 g extends
802.11 b PHY liiyer 10 support data raws up to 54 Mbps irrthe 2.4-GHz band, .

The IEEE S02.1.I MAC' sublayer defines two medium access coordination functions. a basic distributed
coordination function (DCF) and an optional point cootdination function (pcF). S02 ..11 can operate both in
contention-based OCR mode and contention-free pcp mode and supports two types of'transmissjons, asynchronous
and synchronous, Asynchronous transmission is pro vided .by DCF, whose implementation is mandatory in all
80.2.11 STAs.(stations). Synchronous service is provided by pcp that basically.implements a polling-based access.
UnlikeOCF .• implementation ofPCF is not mandatory. The reason is that the-hardware implementation ofper was
thought to be too complex at that time. Furthermore, PCP itself relies on the asynchronous service provided by
OCF. As specified In the standard, a group ofSTAs coordinated by OCF or PCF is formally called a basic service
set (:aSS). The urea covered by the 8S,S is known as tbe basic service area (BSA), which is slmllar to a cell in a
cellular mobile network. There are two differen.j modes (0 configure an S02.ll wireless network, ad-hoc mope. and
infrastructure mode. In the ad-hoc mode, mobile STAs can .directly communicate with each otber to form ao
independent SSS (lESS) without connectivity 10·a1lY wired backbone. In the infrastrucrure mode, the mobile STAs
communicate witlube wired backbone through too bridge of access point CAP). Notetbat DCF can be lIsed both in
ad-hoc and infrastructure modes, while_peF is only used in too infrastructure mode.

WlFi. is based on ·IEBE ·S02.1 'I protocol. Asubset of tile standards is shown in Table .IS. I. WlFi operates in the 5
and 2.4 GHz public spectrum bands. As mentioned above, 802.lIb and 802.l1g use the 2A ..GHz ISM
(instructioualscientific and medical) bani! and S02.lla lL'lCS the S-GHz band. Security was originally weak in
802.11 and was later enhanced via the 802.1 U amendment. S.02.11n is a' new multi-streaming modulation
technique. other standards in tbe family (e, f h, j) ate service amendments and extensions or corrections to
previous specifications.

'[Rblt I.!I.I.IEEE SOl.I I Siandards and Am<ndm.nts

802.11a 54-Mbps data rate at 5.15-535 MHzand 5.4-5.825 MHz

s02..l1b 1l,Mbps.ciata rate at 2.4 GHz

802..11e 'Addresses QoS issues

802..11{ Addresses multivendor A~ Interoperabllity

802.118 Higher data rate extensIon to 54.Mbps In the 2.4 6Hz

TRblel.:>.!' IEEE SOl.11 Standards and Anl<ndmtulS

802.11a 54-Mbps data rate at 5.15-5.35 MHzand 5.4-5.825 MHz

802.l1h Dynamic frequency selection and transmit power control for operation of S-GHz products

802.111 Addresses enHanced security Issues

802.111 Addresseschannelizatlon In Japan's 4.9-GHz band

802.11k Enables medium and network resources more effiCiently

802.11v Wireless network management (In preparation)

Figure 15.4 shows how a typical residence is wired on the WiFLnetwork. In wooden.bouses in Western continents,
a single AP or residential gateway could. serve the entire house, It is connected to the Internet via an access
network. In the Eastern hemisphere and iii non-wooden buildings, the ePE distribution network may comprise a
hybrid network with wired Ethernet 10 lndivlduaJ floors or rooms and WLAN as till: last link.

Figur< 1~.4. Rrsldentl"1 WI,AN

We have studied the basics of Wireless propagation !UJi:l some management consderatons when we dealt with
wireless. broadband access network in Chapter 14. i\lthougb some implemeniatiOns. of a fixed wireless network
have used WlFi protocol, it is inefficient because it is based on random access protocol CDMAlCA, whereas iEEE



802.16 uses deterministic protocol We will-consider .in.this chapter only those additional aspects ibat are relevant
toWLAN.

There are two modes of configuring WLAN networks, hierarchical 'nod ad-boc.Tn the latter, wireless stations are
ccmmunicating on a peer-to-peer 1~,'eJ. Every station can. communicate with every other station, TOOre is. one
beacon starion that cPofdinates data flQw; WI!'I uses tbehierarcfiical configuration, lIS shown 10 Figure 15.5. All
wireless.stations communicate with each other and with the-external network via the.controlllng device, AP. Figure
15.6 sbows the enterprise configuration, which is also applicable to SOBO. In a typ'ical configuration. as shown
explicitly In Figures 15.5 and 15.6. tile wireless air interface of the AP is IEEE 802.11 nod tho wired interface Is
lEEE 802.3:

FlgUl'e t S.S. \ViA Network-Iufrustructure

Slnllorl2

IS.6.1EEE 802 .I I NeIWQI'k Mnnllgemcnt

There are several issues associated with the deployment and the management ofWLAN. These include scalability,
provisioning, real-time and ron-real-time data flow, accessibility 'range, power management, interference from
orber systems operating in the same spectrum such as Bluetootb, security management, and QoS managemem. We
addressed some of these when we discussed fixed and mobile wireless in the Ill.'it chapter. Here we will first
specifically consider the security and QoS'of WLAN and then address how 'to centrally manage a network of
WLANs.

15.6.1. Security Ma'1I11,'CntCnl

Securiy is a major issue in wireless LAN. Many breaches are more due to negligence on.jhe part of fhe user not
sening up vendor-provided security In the AP. Service providers \lSC proprietary schemes, what is described as the
"Walled Garden" approach. fint:ure 'mobile cell-based system on 3GPP (Third Generation Partnership Projectj->
3GPP.2 in.the USA-network will be- based on open standard, SNMP.

Security for wireless LAN, WiF~ started with Wired Equivalent Priva.Cy (WEP), which is a scheme trying to
replicate the security in tbe wired network. SInce it bas a lot of boles. the WiFi consortium developed WiFi
Protected Access (ViPA) protocol WPA was made more secure in WPAl. whlch used IETF 802.111 security.
WEP used static weak encryption keys based on RC4 algorithm of typically 40-bit keys. WPA enhanced WBP by
using the same, RC4 encryption, 'but adding temporal. key integrity protocol (TKlP). \:\'PAl uses strong AES
encryption based on Rijndael algorithm with L28-, 192-, or 25,6-bit key sizes; Two strong eutbenucaron protocols,
namely, wireless r.obust authentication protocol (WRAP) and counter with cipher block chaining message
authcnti:ation code protocol (CCMP) are-added in 802.11 l.

802.1 li paUl protocols provide confidentiality, data origin authenticity. nod replay protection. These protocols
require a mesh key on every session. Key management delivers keys used as authorization tokens after channel
access is authorized. Key hierarchy comprises pairwise keys and group keys. These are supported by extensible
authenrcation protocol (EAP) over WLAN, as presented in Figure 15.7. Authentlcarion can be approved by either
an EMF autbemicator or by an external authenticeior such as Remote Autberucation Dial In User Service
(RAI)IUS).

Figllr. t!\ 7. EAP ever Wire"',. LAN

RscIlu.

EAP [RFC 3748, 5247] enablesextenslble authenticatlon for network.access in situations in wbicb thelP is DOt
available. It was originally developed for 1l<;C with point-to-point protocol with pairwise key. It bas subsequently
also been applied to fEEE 802.11 i. Witb the use ofEAP key derivation, the conversation typically takes place in
three phases: disCovery (Phase.O); eutbemlcarion (phase I) comprisingEAP authentication (Phnse 13) and ~AA
key transport (optional Pbilse 1 b); 'arid secure assoclaton protocol (Phase 2) comprising unicast secure association
(Phase 2a) and multicast secure association (optional Phase 2b). Of these phases, phases 0, .l1J, and 2 are handled
external to EAP. Phases 0 and 2 are bandied by tbe lower-layer protocol nod phase lb is typically bandied by an
'authentication, amhorizatou, and accounting (AAA)·protoci>l.

15.6.2. Quality of Service M.anagement

The basicspecifications oflEEE 802.11 do not SiIIiszy QoS (quality.of service) re-quirements needed i9r tile use of
W1Fi for broadband service. As we know, broadband comprises' real-time voice (voice over IP).. video streaming
data with/witbout delay, end.non-real-rime data. Too critical Qo'S parameters for broadband service are data rate,
latency or delay-bound, and jitter. Broadbend QoS Is severely fimiled by IEEE 802.11. Both DCF (distributed
coordination function) and PCF (point coordination function) MAC sublayers do not meet the requirements of
broadband service. Consequently, IEEE 802.U.e was developed.

'802.11 e uikes on the -characteristjcs of both DCF arid .PcF resulting in tbe development of II hybrid coordineuon
function (BCF). HCF comprises enhanced DCF (EoCF) and BCF-:controlled channel access (BeGA). You are
referred to [Qiang el nl., 2004] fur a detailed treatment on this. We will summarize them briefly here.



The ReF introduces quantitative parameters 10 define and implemem QoS in IEEE 802.lIe. Da13 are ctas,sified
into eight traffic streams (TS) or user priorities (up) and ate further subclassifed into four access categories (AC).
Based on the type of service, each service type is assigned a unique combination of UP and AC. This is shown in
Table L5.2. These classifications attempt (0 match the Internel WAN QoS classifications of intserv and diffserv.
EDCF is conteruon-based channel access. I'i controls channel access mechanisms, When a frame arrives 81 the
MAC layer, iris tagged with a traffic priority identifier (TID) according to its QoS requrement, which can take
values from 010 .15.Frames with TID values from 0 III 7 are mapped into fuur AC queues usingEDCF.access rule.
On the other band, frames with TID values from 8to 15are mapped into eight TS queues using the HCF-controUed
ohannel access ru Ie. The reason 10 separate TS queues from AC queues ino support strct parameterized QoS at TS
queues, while prioritized 90S is supported at AC queues. Another main. feature oHI)<: HCF is the concept of
transmission opportunity (TXOP); whch is the time int(!f,vsl permitted for II particular STA (station or peer) 10
transmspackets. During the TXOP. there can be a series of frames transmitted by an.8'tA. TXOP is called either
EDCF-TXOP. when it is obtained by winning a successful EDCFcontention or polled-TXOP. when il is obtained
by receiving 8 QoS CF-poll frame from t.he QoS-enhanced AP QAP. The maximum value of TXOP is called
TXOPLimit, which is determined byihe QAP. .

'fobl. 15.1.. I1>EE8Q2,11. QoS 'foble

UP (USER PRIORITY) AC (ACCESS CATEGORY) SERVICE TYPE

2 o Bert Effort

1 Best Efforto

o o Best Effort

3 1 Video Probe

4 V1'deo2

5 Vrdeo

6 3 Voice

7 Voice

15.6.3. Central MlInlfgemcnt ofWLANs

The use ofWLAN has been.growing significantly and 802..11 specifications have been standardized. Any vendor's
!\P can work with any other. vendor's WiFi card. However; this applies 10 only.some base set of functions. RFC
3990 defines the problem statement in the configuring and the provisioning of a wireless AP. A survey was
conducted and results indicated that terminologies, as well as functions, were divergent and hence it was not easy
to define aMIB that could be used to manage an 802.1 I network [RFC 41 18].

Figure 15.8 and Table 15.3 show high-level presenrations of IEEE 802:11 MIS [Kerry and O'Hara, 2002J. An
SMT MIB addresses the management of the station. MAC attributes MJ.B supports access control, generation, as
wC;1Ias. verification of frame check sequences (FCSs), and proper delivery of valid data to upper layers. Resource-

type attributes MIS addresses attributes related to -reS\)lU'CCSand physical. attributes MlB deals with PRY
operational information,

Tubl. 15.3. IEEE 802dolLl MIB

Entity 010 Description

dotllsmt, leee8Q2dotll1 Station management attributes: WEP Security, power, transmlsslon

dotllrnac leee802dot112 MAC attributes

dotllres l~e802dot113 Resource::tvPe attrlbutes

dotl1pnv ieee802dot114 Pnyskalattrlbutes

Frgll"tIS.8.IEEE80.Z.lldotMffi

150(1)

I !'nombor-body (2)

us.'840

As a prelude to developing a MlB that makes IIILWLAN 'compenents, iaclud ing APs, interoperable, the broad set
of AP functions has been divided into two categories: 802.11 functions. which include those that are required by
IEEE 802.11 standards. and Configuraton and Provisioning of Wireless Access Point (CAPWAP) functions,
which include thoSe thai are not required by JEBB 801.11, but are deemed essential for comrol, configuration, and
management of 802.11 WLANs on Ii centrally managed basis. Aootber term thlit has caused considerable
ambiguity is "access point,' which usually reflected a physical box that has antennas, but d.id not. have II uniform
set of-externally consisrent behavior across multiple vendors:' To remove this ambiguity, AP has been redefined as

1:he' set of 802.11 and GAPWAP furcticns, while the physicaJ box tliaL1e.rminali!s the 802.11 PHY is called the
wireless termination point (WTP).

lEEE standards have a well-defined 'MIS for wireless binding technologies such as 802.11 and 802.16. However,
current centralized wireless architectures of most vendors do not use IEEE MIB standards; but use their own
private MTBs. ThelETF CAPWM effort is 1'0 bring together lEEE and lETF WLAN MISs arKI make 8 wireless
LAN O€twork comprising multiple vendor products interoperable,

CAPWAP ProtocollRFC 4564.5415, and 54'161 defines a standard, interoperable protecol, which enables an
access controller (AC) (0 'manage a collection ofWTPs. as shown in F:igure 15.9. The, network management system



communicates with the AC using I.he $NMP. The AC communicates with. \\iTP using the CAPW AP protocol. l.o
Figure 15.9 each WTI' .coordinetes the stations in its basic station set (BSS).

FlguJ'e 15.9. Crntrnlizr-d MAno.gemf"II' of'WLAN~

1
In order to make nillE MIS-compatible with IETF CAPWAP MIB, a one-to-one mapping is needed between the
'two [Yang nod Perkins, :2007). This is accomplisbed using the abstract interface iflndex in MlB D to 0 wireless
interface, defined as Virtual Radio Interface, with 8 unique ID·. The wireless intermce is shown as PEY radio in
Figure 15.9 and is' assigned 8 unique ID by thecomhination of the serial number of WTP anda radio TO wr the
wireless service in BS~. The. left side of the figure shows the one-to-one relationship between iflndex and the
virtual radio interface. Thus, in Figure 15.9 for too three WTP virtual interfaces 1,2; and 3, there lite three PRY
Radio 1,2', and 3, respectively, and .also corresponding iflndex 1,2, and. 3, respectively, In other words, when AC
has interfaces of iIType WTP Virtual Radio Interface, it logically represents PHY radio interfaces on the side of
WIPs.

RfC CAPWAP-Base-Mffi defines MlB modules that can be used 10 manage CAPWAP implementations. The
CAPWAP-Base-Mill module provides infurmntion of AC, WTPs, radio and station objects' basic property. and
their relati:)Ilship. The basic idea ofCAPW AP-Ba~MIB is for the agent to nan on AC devices and Is nOI required
to he embedded in the WTP device, It fellows the same idea as the CAPWAP protocol, namely centralized control
As a generic mechanism, it. is independent of any wireless binding technologies and is defined by an independent
MIB file. UIndex [RFC 28l)3j is used as the.common handler for corresponding interfaces in the CAPWAP-Base-
MIS and spec ificwireless technologies MlB modules. The operator could manage and control centralized wireless
architectures using multiple Mill standards, while keeping them bosely coupled. Thus, an operator can centrally
manage and monitor from AC, WIPs that use CAPWAP protocol parameters.

Th.eCAPW AP.BasI>-Ml 8. module supports WfP VirtuaL Radio Interface that enables.h. to handle bundling ofradio
channels. According to CAPWAP specifications, WIP Virtual Radio channel in centralized wirelessarchitecture is
defined 85 an ID IdentifYing'8 specific PHY radio, which is a combination of a WTP and radio (WTP ill+ radio
ID).l0 CAPW:AP-.Base-MlB. this combination can be associated with an iflndex, which. is a virtual pori. Ai; an
abstract interface, "W[p Virtual Radio lnterface" could be used by any wireless binding technology such as IEEE
802.11 and 802; 16. The table of capwapRadioBindTable will uldkate the mapping relationship between "WTP id
+ Radio id" and IfIndex.

Figure 15.IQ and Table l5.4 present the CAPWAP-Base-MIB, which will he assigned a number by lANA later
under mib-Z [Shi U., 2009]. There are five groups under capW(lpBnseMlB.

Tubl. t5.4. CAPWAP-Bas.e-MlB

Entity

capwapBaseObjectS

capwapBaseAc

capwapBaseAc

NamelistTable

capwapBaseMac

AdTa~1e capwapBaseWtps·

capwapBaseWtp StateTable

capwapBaseWtp Table

capwap8asewireless
BlndingTable

capwapBase5tationTable

capwapBase Wtp
EventsStatsTable

capwapBaseRadioStatsTable

capwapBaseParameters

capwapBaseStats

capwapBaseNotifyVarObJects

Figure IS. to. CAPWA.P-BII., e-MIB

010 Description

capwapB~eMIB 1 CAPWAPMIBobjects.

capwapBaseObjects A~ss controller objects group
1

capwap8aseAc 9 Objects that display ACname list

capwapBaseAc 10 Set of objects that configure stauon ACl

capwapBaseOb)ects Wlreless.termlnatlon polnt objects group
2

capwapB~eWtps 1 Objects.that display .wrp CAPWApFSMstate

capwapBaseWtps 2 Objects providing property and configuration Inform atlon of WrPs
in running state

capwap8aseWtps.3 ObjectS that display ma,pping relationship between specific
Interface of "Wrp Virtual Radio Interface" ifrype and PHYradio

capwapBaseWtps 4 Objects prOVidingbasic property i'n!ormatlon on stations

capwapBaseWtps 5 Objects that display wrPrt reboot.statlstlcs

capwapBaseWtps 6 Objects that display statistics on radio's behavior

capwapB~eObjectS CAPwAP base parameters group
3

capwapB~eObjects' CA~AP statistics group
4

capwapBaseObjects Objects used only In notlfkatfons
5



capwapBaseAc group defines the access controller objects

cap\vapBaseWtps the wireless termination point objects

cepwaplsasel'aramerers tbe parameters associated with tbe base

eapwapBasestats the.staristics ofthe system

capwapBaSeNotifyVSrobjects tile objects used only in notifications

There are eight tables-two under AC and six under WTPs presented in Table 15.4.

I. cilpwapBa-seAcNameLisiTable is the AC name Ii,sf table used to configure the AC namelist.
2. cap\vspBoseMacAcIToble is the ACL table used to configure stations' Access Control. List (ACL).
3. capwapBaseWtpStnteTable is WfP's status table used to indicate eacb,WTP's CAPWAP FSM state.
'4. capwlipBaseWtpTable is WTp?s tableused to provide property and configuration information in detail for

WTPs in the running stafe.
5. capwapBaseRadloBiniiTabJe is a radio bind table used 10 indicate the mapping relationship between the

loglcal interface o'f"WTP Virtual Radio Interface" iffype and PHY radio.
6. capwapBaseStationTable is a station table-used to provide stations' basic property information.
7. capwapBaseWtpRebootSUitsTable Is a WfP rebootstatistic table used '10 collect WTP,rebool count, link

failure C9unt, hardware failure count, and so on.
8. capwapBas,eRadioSjaIsTl!ble is a WTP rado statistic, rable used 'to collect radio reset count, channel change

.count, hardware fullure COOOl, etc.

Summary

We presented an overview of various applications and transport technologies that are applicable to tbe distribution
ofinfcnuation in residential and SOHO networks in this chapter. In that context, we looked at various appllcatlon
protocols; transport protocols, and the middleware that acts as the gateway between tbe two. The treatment of
-appllcaton prorccols '.ana middleware is intentionally cursory in nature because they are in the research stage and
too early 10 be considered forcentral management. However, C1QstiQgSNMP-like technology could be used to
manage them, by embedding SNMP-like agents-injbem.

We reviewed transport infrastructure and protocols fjir w.ired and, wireless borne distribution networks. After
revlewlng various wired networks, we focused on the most deployed Ethernet network. Management of an IEEB
802.3~base.d Ethernet network has been dealt with extensively in the book in various chapters. We extended it in
this chapter to address very high-data nile ru 10 Gbps 'and modification of the MIB In accommodate that, In Ul_e
coni ext of IP telepbony, lP networks can «any power over the BUtemel cable, and we discussed management

.aspects of power OV!1.rthe Ethernet network.

Basic principles and some managed aspects of wireless networks were covered WhOD we, discussed wireless access
networks in tbe previous chapter. We reviewed in this chapter wireless LANs and PAN~. Our in-depth treatment of
the basics and management is li,mited to wireless LAN. WiF.i (802.11 alb/g) is based on IEEE 802.1 I WLAN.
Deployment of WLAN is growing at a rapid rate in residence and in enterprise, as well as in public places. The
.interoperable protocols of 802.llaib/g have been standardized; and any wireless client can operate with any
vendor's access point. However, implementations of WLANs are nor uniform and consequently management
aspects ore oat sta.ndilrdized. Weaddressed recent initiatives to standardize managed objects and M1Bs tbar are
beilig developed to strucrure them. ~ffurts to make IEEE standards compatible with lETF CAPWAP spectficatious
and protocols Were covered,

Exercises

1. WLAI-j Is created 'as an 'air Interface 802.11 from 8023 6t1)err:>et Interface. BSS comprises a set of wireless
stations controlled by a Wireless termination point (WTl'). You have.set up your home oetwork using a wireless
access point (AP), which is connected to the Ethernet output of ADSLcoming Into your house:

a What are (he (Wo modes of MAC types thai the wrr could be configured In7
b. Assume that you have a Willi AP; how is it configured?
c. Write the SNMP query touse to validate your answer in (b).

2. In Exercls~ 1, BSSs are c<?nflgllred In one of three different w~s: (1) Autonomous, (2) Centralized, and (3)
Distributed mesh configuration (ref~r to RFC 411.8].:

.a, Describe with high-level block diagrams the three configurations
b. What is tbe module/modoles used to configure 'WTPs ina network ofWLANs?
'c. Show a, remote NMS incorporating the configuration control module to manage each

Infrasttuclure configuration remotely

3. For Illnde. =10, WTP serial number = 01234~Ei7.and radio 10 =1,

a. Writetlte cnpwapRadioBindtable entities of the table with values
b. What is tbe indo" )QU, would use to retrieve the iflndex from.the table?

4. Create a row In the capwapWJanTable for WLAN ·servlce Interface In exercise 3-l.ISln8 draft-tetf-capwep-
s02dot11-mltHl4 for

MACType = Split-MAC

WTPTunnelMode = dot3Tunnel



16. Advanced Management Topics

Objectives

Next genemtion NM requirements
o ITU-T
o JETF

Status of current NM tcchnology
o ISO Model: FCAPS
o Product requirements

Limitations ofSNMP rranagcmern
Web-based development

o Early Web- based development
o Web interface and Web management
o Distributed Mllllllgement Task Foree, DMTF

CORBA-based NM technology
XML-based NM technology
Comparison of NM techno Iogies
Recent NM-rellllcd stnJ)dQl'cL~

In this chapter we look at new approaches thot are emerging for effectively managing Next Generation Networks
(NGNs). We discuss the current status of network managemem technology and the limitations of traditional
management' tcchnolegies (SNMP ond OSI) in Section 16.1. We also describe some ofthc initiatives that were set
up to overcome these limitntions and see thlll the attempts were largely fruitless or III most partially successful in
addressing some of the operators' requirements.

10 the, meantime, the rapid growth of the Internet and World Wide Web resulted in Web tccbnology composed of
Web server aod Web browsers becoming almost universal in the enterprise environmem. In Section 16.2 we look
at early approaches to Web-based management. Tbe use of Web-based management based on the Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (H1TP) siarted with merely hoving a Web-based user interface at the client side to dsplay
management informat ion. The back eod 0 f the management appl ication am use any server-side technology to
collect the management inlOrmation, but the user interface to view management inmr1l18tion is Web based. This
approach s adopted in most network management tools, including popular t?D1s like multi router tram~ grapher
(MRTG), HP OpeoView Network Node Manager, CygNet, etc. The next step In Web-based management IS to have
:1 purely Web-based management system. We discuss the architecture ofa purely Web-based management system,
based on having an embedded Web server on the network elements that serve management' information to clients
(Network Management System (NMS) back-end software) using (he HTTP protocol, in addition to having a Web-
based user interface, We also discuss DM'fF, which is a Web-based standard 101'enterprise management.

In Section 16.3 we discuss the emergence of Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) as a
management technology, pnrtioularly in the telecommunications world. Network management increasingly came to
be viewed 8S a distributed application; and CORBA, an object-oriented technology, developed by the Object
Management Group (OMO) was recognized as a technology suitable for developing NMS applications. We
describe the architecture of on application that uses CORBA for element management. Many standards bodies
worked on estnblishing a standard ror CORBA-bascd management. A popular and widely adopted standard to date
is the ™ Forum's Mukl-Technology Networ,k Management (MTNM) model thar is a resource management Ill\ldel
ror muhitechoology and muhivendor networks. \t allows a service provider to manage various technologies &om
multiple vendors using n single interface between the NMS and Element Management System (EMS). MTNM bas

defined TMF 814, a standard that uses CORBA as the NML-£ML interface, and that is DOW widely adopted by
industry.

XML and related technologies in the meantime made II big impact on software application development and
brought about changes n.the design of data networking products and the software systems creared to manage them.
In Section 16.4 we explain why XML is suitable as a management technology and the status of adoption of XML-
based technologies 101' element management. Some veodor devices have had suppon 101' XM L-based management
since 2000. There bas also been extensive research in this frolll~hiecrures for XML-based management have
been proposed, the impact of using XML on performance has been srudied. and prototypes have been developed.
We describe the architecture of anJCML-.based management environment based on this werk.

In Section 16.5 we compare the different management technologies based on staoderd parameters such as
infonnation modeling, power of management operations supported, ease of use, maintainabllity and extensibility,
performance. etc.

In Section 16.6 we discuss the current. trends and recent standards thot have emerged. In keeping with the shift
from 8 network-centric view to a service-ceruric view of networks, management software is viewed as a collection
of applications or Operauons Systems (OS) such as NMS, Service Activation system, Root Cause Analysis, etc: In
order to deliver the management services efficiently, a service provider's environment has a multitude of
applicatious that life in operation.at any given time and the challenge is to integrate lhe systems so as to provide. a
unified view, while-ensuring that.system boundaries are not crossed, A Service Oriented Archsecture (SOA) where
the interacting components communicate by passing messages over a "message bus" is the well-known solui ion to
thls issue. A great advantage of XML-based design Is tlte promise of an SOA lOr management software and a
modular design witb reusable, loosely coupled components rhot communicate over a bus. Multi Technology
Operations Systems Interface (MIOSI) is an XML-based specification developed by the TMF that facilitates s.ucb
development. It is an extensjon of the MlNM model for integrution of management software components VIa a
Web services-based interface, We also describe OASIS, a major standards body for standardizing the use ofXML-
basod and Web services-based system management.

16. [. lntroduction

The evojrtion of management technologies has remained f3l' beh ind the evohn ion of networking technologies. The
needs of operators who set up, maintain, operate, and administer networks have also changed. Operators DOW
perceive a need for powerful configuration management support 101' devices and ror an integmted platform for
network, system, service. and applicatons. Moreover. given the service/customer-centric view of the network
being taken, there is a strong need for business process automation. The consequence of these changes for ~xisling
management techniques has been a fundamental rethinking of management principles and has brought to light the
importance of developing standardized management software ror easy maintenance and extensibility.

[6.1.1. ext Generntion N]\1Rcquin'luents

Networks have undergone immense changes ocom what they were in the middle 19805 10 what they are now.
Initially, networks delivered basic connectivity services. Devices were simple and bad limited capability. Simple
Command Line Interface (eLI) served io configure devices. Today, individual network equbments have enormous
functional complexity, They are highly intelligent and programmable, thus making configuration a difficult affair.
Networks created with such devices can provide an ever-increasing range of services, in response to customer
demand, Tbe NONs look 10 convergence of mukimcdin networks and services from nil perspectives-
voice/video/data, wired/wireless/fiber, etcv-with compressed service llfetimes, The aim is 'to provide unfettered
access for users to networks-end to competing service providers for services of their subscribers' choice.

Table 16.1 captures the changing needs. (Source: lTU-T Workshop on NON jointly organized with fETF. Geneva,
2005.)
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Original Requ'lrement New Requlremen1s

Encl-ID-end transparency Packet Inspection, NAT

Peer-to· peer NATs/firewalis/servers

Connedlonless MPLS

8est-eflort Real·time.demands, bandwidth demands

User back-ofl QoS guarantees

Network empowerment User empowerment

No flow state Flow state

Trust Hackers everywhere

Static addresses OHCP; moblUty

F.alrness

Termtnal-to-host Mass public reslderrtlal.serVlces, rnulrl-termtnal, mulU:~oS

FI at network Access and core domains

Simple protoo;>ll.ayerlng Protocel maze

Research/de(enCl! use Commerdalitatlon, competition, consumer chbloo

16.1.2. Suuus ofCurrent NM Technology

We can assess the suitability .of management technologies based on several crlterill. Many of these have heen
described at length in Chapters J and 9. Here we briefly recapitulate and expand on some Important factors that
play a role in defining the. power of a management protocol.

I. Information .model: A management technology must allow the network resource to he modeled, The
management infbrmarion model is a representation of the entity that needs to be managed. It describes the
attributes and behavior of-such an entity. As we- have seen in earlier chapters, TMN provides fully object-
oriented comprehensive modeling, while at the other end ofthe spectrum Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP) provides very basic modeling capbility. It is important to remember lhat the expressive
POWI:!' and architectural purity of complex modeling often cernes at the cost of ease of implementation.

2. Organization model: This defmes the actors, their roles, and the principles of cooperation between them in
the process of realizing network management The familiar manager-agent paradigm is one example, In the
manager-agent model, iI cluster of managed objects (MOs) is collectively administered by an agent-that

provides a unique entry point for eccessing (hem, another.is tbe distributed object or rbe service interface
model, In which every M.O or Interface is eccessed individually. Other organization models such 8S

management by delegation, po Iicy-based management, mobile agents, etc. have been proposed by various
researchers.

3. Communication model: This defines the communication framework used by the management technology
for the exchange of management informaton. It includes the' fu lowing aspects:

a. Data Cornmunication Network (DeN) for a manager to connect with the agent and whether the
underlying transport protocol is connection oriented or conoecrionless

b. Operations supported fur accessing management informaton
c. Support for remote ccnflguraton. This capability is dependent on.the.protoeol since some.protocols

lmpose a size limitation
4. Scalability and flexibility; This attribute determines the capability to scale and handle the management

requirement for large networks with a large number of'elements. One factor tbat could impact scalability is
the bandwidth overhead imposed by the management techno logy.

S. Extensibility: Networks are constantly clianging-new networking.protocols, physical media, WId hardware
changes are realities that must be deak with, The .network management technology has to be extensible to
accommodate these changes without sjgniflcant changes in the design and code of a network management
application. The management techno ogy must be such that new systems can be inducted with little change
lO the networkmanagemeut software.

6. Cost of development and maintenance of tbe management application: This is emerghg as an important
factor in a scenario where networks undergo changes, expansions, and augmentation, and themanagement
software has to cope with this in II timely and cost-effective manner.

7. Performance: This 1$ a critical lind practical criterion to evaluate a management technology. Parameters
such as the bandwidth used. CPU utilization, response time, and. memory urillzarion 'determine the
efficiency of a technology. A protocol may be very elegant with regard to all ibe above criteria but if it does
not meet performance criteria, it is not usable from a practical perspective.

8. Maturityi The proven qualities and characteristics of a management technology in 'terms of the above-
mentioned factors playa significant part ill choosing menagemenrprotocols,

1.6..1.3. 'Limitations of SNMP Mllnllgement

A major reason for the innclC<IU3CYofSNMP is the mismatch in the way the SNMP framework evolved since its
Inception and the management .needs of the community managing large Internet networks. This was recognized
over the-years and in 2002 an invitational workshop was held between the Internet Engineering Task Foree' (lET F),
the Internet Research Task Force (JR1r~ and (he Internet Architecture Board (lAS) to bring to the table the
management needs of operators. In the ensuing dialogue, severo I shortcomings of SNMP were identified with
respect to what operators really require ITom a management technology. The perceived shortcomings of the
existing framework, as well as the opensors' needs, were' discussed lind documented [RFe ~53S]. The objective
WlIS 10 convey the pmctiCal management requirements to protocol developers in tbe JE'TF so that further
development could focus on such requirements. Some of the sbertcemings are:

? SNMP is simplistic in respect of data structures and protocol.operations. This was an advantage. in 'UiC late
1980s an devices with limited resources bui given the fact that current day devices are intelligent and
programmable, this constraint is.no longer applicable
T.he information model supports modeling of objects using scalar variables and tables of Scalar variables.
What is referred to as objects actuaUy refers to attributes of an object. Tbere is no support for inheritance
and thns informatkm re-use. This makes it difficult to- model complex objects'. The number of protocol
operarions was intentionally kept at a minimum. The? primitive.to retreve bulk informationfgetlsulk) is not
very useful. The SNMP interface is too low-level for end-to-end network management
Configuration management requirements: Large-scale service providers have extensive backbone networks
and need to maintain configuration information in a logical .cenrralized database. Figure 16:1 shows a
typical configurot ion managemenl Scenario
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The device should suppon bulk download of configuration files. At any point in time, the device mBY
contam a number of configurat ion flies but the management: application most be capable of activating only
one of them. There is a need to schedule configuration operations at specified times. Rollback mus be
supported 10 recover from errors. 11 should also be possible to perfurm coordinated nctivation of
configurations on several devices at a time, i.e., upload configurations simubaoeously. This is II

complicated requirement as network connectivity could get lost while in tbe midst of an operation, and tile
protocol should IICCOuntfur such contingencies

Apan from other issues. the choice of User Datagram Protocol (UDP) itself comes with its own limitations and
SNMP is proving to be primarily a protocol fur fault and performance monitoring. not very suitable lOr
configuration management requirements as detailed.

16.1..1. Evolution:u)' Approaches to Overcome LimiUltions

As seen in Chapters 6 and 7. SNMMc aod v3 resuled in improvements in SNMPvl in terms of the bu" data
tmnskr facility lOr tables in SNMMe and security in SNMPv3. However, from the perspective of operators'
requirements, there were still shoncomings. As a result of the developments described, evolutionary efforts were
made!O overeome these limilations on three fronts-to improve the daiS definition languege, improve protocol
operations. a.nd enhance configuration management capability.

S!\{Jng. The [RTF NMRG developed a new data def'lIlition language called SMlng (SMI-nexl generation), which is
more powerful thnn SMI. It allows arbitrarily nested data structures, mcititates reusability of complex types, and
provides an e~'lensibility mechanism, In November 2000. the SMlng effort was moved from lRTf' to IETF and a
Working Group (WG), SMlng WG. was formed to take the proposal ofIRTF and develop n standards track based
on it. In the first phase, the objectives for tbe data definition language were generated and in the second phase,
proposals for Ihe language were requested. Of the candidate proposals, two strong contenders remained. one of
which WIIS SMlng. These proposals were to be merged and result in a new version of SMl, SMlv3. During this
process however, the WO could not arrive at a consensus on some oruclal issues and in April 2003. the SMlng WO
furmally closed down without generating a standards track.

SNMP Protocol Operations Improvements. The main shortcoming in SNMP is the inefficiency in bulk datil
retrieval, 000 issue is the overhead due to redundant 010 fragments in SNMP Packet Datil Units (PDUs). Another

problem is the limit 00 the maximum size of the SNMP PDU (484 bytes) as a result ofUDP being the undedying
transport protocol. In February 2001, the lETF Evolution of SNMP (EOS) WG was formed 10 investigate
mechanisms for improving the efficiency of bulk information retrieval.

There were three approaches to achieve this: (I) compression of the OlD. (2) suppression of redundant and
repeated OlD fragments, and (3) use of some other protocol such as FTP or J.ffTP for bulk data transfers.

Several proposals to compress the OID differed in the computational overhead in achieving good compression
ratios. O~ these, ~e OID de~a compression technique [NMRGJ showed promise since it used a light-weight
compression algorithm to achieve good compression ratios. Relatively speaking, compression-based approaches
found favor compared to suppression. because they did not requse major changes in existing protocol operations.
The suppression approach requires Dew protocol operat ions. and the different approaches used differed in the data
selecton and filtering mechanisms used. The retrieval of large sections of the NIIB using other protocols such as
FTP or 1:ITTI' dd not find favor owing to security Issues.

To work around the size limitation associated with UDP. it was proposed that a Tep transport mappJng could be
defined for the SNMP protocol, The NMRG defined a mapping where a guaranteed minimum size of8.192 bvtes
couid be transported using SNMP over TCP. Finnlly, like the SMTng WO, tbe EOS WG too ended up closing down
\Vlrhout reaching consensus in :April 2003.

Configuration Management-COPS-PR and SPPI. The IETP Resource Allocation Protocol (RAP) WG defined
Common Open Policy Servlce=-Poficy Provisioning (COPS-PR) to address shortcomings in SNMP specific to
co~guratio? management, The data defi~ti~n language is Structure of Policy Provisioning Information (SPPI)
that IS a varrant of SMl and the transport IS 1CPo However, COPS did not meet with market acceptance since it
addressed itself to only configuration management shortcomings and that too not completely. Moreover. tbe
improvcments offered by COPS can be achieved using the SNMP framework itself: Adopting COPS would involve
uslllg yet another management technology that however does not complete Iy meet the operators' requirements.
Thus. olber lecbnologies came to be actively explored.

16.2. Early Web-Based Development

In Chapter 9 we discussed the use of Web technology in system management and presented the example of Big
Brother. In this case. infOrmatioo 00 !be processes running on hosts was gathered by using scripted programs
(agents) and then sent to a server, which stored it on Web pages. The Web pages wcre accessed via Web browsers.
This method illustrates the use of the Web as a portal in conventional sySiem management We also discussed the
MRTG perfonnance tool, which is used to gather traffic statist ics and is based on Web technology. Recall tltat data
arc gathered by Sl'.'MP counters, analyzed, and tben stored in Web pages. These Web pages, stored in Web servers,
can be accessed locally and remotely via Web browsers. This method illustrates the use of SNMP network
management with a Web-user interface.

16.2.1. Web Interface and Web Management

However. we can go beyond just displaying the information on a Web browser. We can use Web technoiegy to
both gather and display data. This is achieved by having an embedded Web server in the device. The device
supporting Web-based management reeds to have an embedded Web server, HTML pages with the required
content, and management.applications. Using this approach, 8 manager with n PC and n bro wser can connect to the
URL of the device Web server and retrieve 8TML pages regarding fauh information, performance information,
etc. and. perform detailed configuration opcrations. Thus, graphical displays of management information can be
viewed. This approach suffers-fro m several drawbacks. Map-based representations of the network topology, high-
level managemem functions such as trend analysis, cross-device correlation, notifications. etc. are not possible.
Scalabil ily becomes an issue if a management Stillion has to connect individua Uy to devices when thousands of
them hove to be configured. Thus, although this approach is an improvement over SNMP fur configuration
management, it was realized that it cannot be n replacement for SNMP.



Since SNMP is a firmly entrenched technology and has advantages for fault and performance monitoring, many
oerwork management applications combine Sl'lMP management with Web-based management [0 combine the
advantages of'both approaches. It is possible to have a centralized management system with a graphical map-based
view of the. network topology and use the Web-based interface to connect to th.e devices using HlT.P for detailed
configuration management-related operations. In this approach, SNMP is used for :611111aod performance
monitoring and H1TP is used for configuration. Ma.ny NMS products use this approach when device support is
available.

t6.2.2. Web-Based Enterprise Man'agement

The Desktop Management Interface (OM!) is an industry standard generated by the Desktop Management Task
Force (DMTF). The task force was funned ill ,1992 to develop, support, and.maintain management standards for
PC systems and products. In OMI, MOs with attributes are defined by ASN..I syntax. Objects are grouped, and
multiple instantiations are defined from fables, liS in SNMP management. However, the tables do nOI have all Uie
capabilities ofSNMPV2. OM.1-MOs may be managed by an SNMP manager, using the OM! MIB shown inFigure
16,2. It is a .subnode under dmtf which is in the enterprises branch of the Internet M.ffi. The two Mills,

'dmtfStdMif.s and dmttDyoOids, are reserved ror future use by new standard MIBs and remote SNMPfDM)'
support. TIle OMJ MIB defines MOs, notiflC8tio\l, and conformance groups.

IiTglU" 16.2. OeskcopIIICtrr aee ~lIB

1111996 (I 'consortium of five companies undertook 10, develop Web-Based Enterprise Management (WBEM)
standards, which are designed to integrate e.xi$ting standards, such as ,SNMP, CMIP. DMl, aod H1Jp. There are
.signi ficant differences between SNMP and D1'&. DMTF tried, to make them coexist by developing ,DMl to the
SNMP':mappillg standard [DMJ/SNMP1, which did 1I0t prove to be successful. DMI'F was then assigned ill June
1998 a broader WBEM task. The goal of the assignment was to unifY (not replace) and extend the existing
instrumentation and management standards by using object-oriented constructs and design. Then a. COIiIIIlO n
management application residing in a Web client coujd manage network and system compooems having different
management protocol agents via. the Internet,

The DM'TF has made significant progress in developing WBEM specifications by ada piing the Common
Information Model (CIM), the infcrmafon-modeling framework developed by MIcrosoft. The CIM approach is to
preserve and extend traditional management information sources, such as SNMP and DM!. The result has been
useful for both Intemet and inttanet services [Heilbronner and Wies, 1991; 8o;>ng~, 1.997]. We will use the
name.Intemet In our-descrjpton,

'OM is an approach to the management of enterprise systems, software, users.isod networks: It uses basic object-
oriented structures and concepts, A management model is developed that provides a framework for describing the
managed environment. A fuodarnental taxcncmy of objects is clcfined with respect to both classification' and

'association-eand with.respect 1.0 abasic set of casses=rbat establishes u common framework.

WBEM consists of flve components: Web client, Co.mmon Information Model Object Manager (CIMOM), ClM
'schema, specific management protocol providers, and MOs with protocol-speciflc agents. WBEM architecture is
Shown in Figure 16.~. . ,

Figure 16.3. WBEJ\1 Architectur,.
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The Web client is'iI Web browser with management applications. The browser uses HTML for presenting
management. data. 'The applications could invoke a request to any 'protocol-specific agent in the MO, as well.as
process any data coming from any agent. However, the request is issued against an object in tbe elM. schema and
is sent to the ClMOM via the HTIP. The management application ill the Web client also processes notifications



received from ClMOM against objects in the CIM schema. There could be several instances ofa Web client on the
Internet representing several management systems with manager applications.

The CIM object manager forms the bean of WBEM architecture. It mediates all messages among tbe Web client,
MOs, and ClM schema. The messages to and from CIMOM use EIT1P as the transport protocol. CIMOM could be
implemented as different schemes ODd in different languages. For example, Microsoft's implementation is
Windows Management Instrumentation TM (WMI). which is based on accessing the CIM schema with the
Distributed Component Object Model.

ClMOM processes messages from Web clients, as well as those originated by MOs. When CIMOM receives
messages from Web clients, it uses the information from CLM schema to determine whi:h protocol system the MO
belongs to and switches the message to that protocol provider. It also translates the elM schema fOrmat of the MO
to that of the protocol-specific object identifICation. Thus, an SNMP-spccificapplication may send II get request to
8 MO, such as II hub, or process 0 trap received from it. Alternatively, a DMl-specific application may send II set
request to 8 DMI object. Such as the hard disk on 8 desktop, or process a disk .full notification received from it.
These messages pass through CIMOM ODdthe objectl D is translatedand routed to the appropriate destination,

The protocol providers oro between CIMOM and the protocol-specificmanaged networks. For example, the SNMP
provider is between the CLMOM and tbe SNMP MDs network, and the DM! provider is between the ClMOM and
the DMI-MOs network. The message between a protocol provider and CIMOM uses H11'P, whereas the message
between a protocol provider and a management agent in the MO uses the specific management protocol. Thus, the
SNMP provider "speaks" HTTP toward ClMOM and SNMP toward tbe MO. You can visualize tbe protocol
provider as a proxy server. The native case Is the one associated with the domain containing eLM-MOs accessed
using Kl'TP protocol No intermediate protocol provider is needed in. this case. which is the ultimate WBEM
environment.

Each managed domain contains protocol-specific agents and the components that are being managed by that
protocol management system. WBEM architecture uses elM for MO. mod-eling. XMUWS for management
inlOrmation eocoding, and HTTP for trlUlspon [Thompson, 1998].

elM consists of three modules: a core model common models. and exrensjon models. The core model is the high-
Ievellfomeworkand is applicable to all management domains. Common models are applicable to protocol-specific
domains and include inlOrmation on systems, applcarions, devices, users. and networks. Extension models
represent technology-specific extensions of the common models, such as the UNIX or Microsoft Windows
operating systems.

A simplified WBEM CLM core model is shown in Figure 16.4 [CIM]. The names are presented as "strings" per
model definition. The solid lines indicate the hierarchy or inheritance of the classes: the dashed lines indicate
various associarons, such as component, system component, realization, and dependency.

Flgur.I6.4. impllOtd WBEM ClM COR' Mod.1
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In the core model, the Managed System Element is 8L the lop level. The Physical and Logical Blements are
subclasses of the Managed System Element, A Physical Element is something that occupies physical space and can
be touched and Jell. Logical Elements are "realized" by instulllng Physical Blements. Let us illustrate this
dlstinetion with 80 example of II link between two nodes. The Physical Element is tbe physical medium (e.g.,
copper wire or optical fiber), -and the Logical Element, the circuit identification, is a path cormecting the nodes (lP
addresses) at the two ends of the link.

Logical Device, System. Service, and Service Access Point are all subclasses of tbe Logical Element. A Physical
Element can have mukiple Logical E.lements. For example, a physical interlace card in a computer can be loaded
with either a network Interface software or modem software. In the former case. it. is a network interface card
Logical Element, and in the latter case it is a modem Logical Element.

System is an aggregate of an enumerable set of Managed System Elements, as shown by the associaton,
SystemComponent. Servic-e Is a flUlctionality of 3 logical device. such as print or file service. The Service Access
Point represents the management, measurement, and configurai iln of a Service. For example, using a Service
Access Point, a fiJe service can be turned on or off. Dependency re arionships exist among the var ous components
shown.

Managed system elements may be viewed as groups of compcnems. We have grouped them into three
classifications following the model of [Heilbronner ODd Weiss. 1997: Hong ~ .. 1997]. '[hey are network
components, resource components, and applieatiln components.

16.2.3. Web-Ila.,eeI Interface Management Arehltecture

Among the earliest research in using Web-based techniques is Web-Based Interface Management Archseeture
(WlMA) proposed by Martin-Fleria [1999; Ma_rtin-Flat in U., 1999J. WlMA dcfoes a generalized, sophisticated
approach III overcome the sboncomings ofSNMP, while retaining its strengths. It proposes keeping existing MrBs
and the organization model. A push-based management approach is advocated for repetitive tasks such as falllt and
performance polling. Rather than the SNMP ovcr the UDP communication model. WlMA proposes HTTP over
TCP as the communication model. Management informaton con be encoded in several ways (BER, serialized Java
object, XML, etc.) Thus, it is a more generalized architecture, which also supports XML fur representation of
management information. Flatin demonstrated tbnt XML Is especially convenient for distributed and integrated
management, for dealing with multiple inforruation models, and for supporting high-level semantics. A unique
aspect of WlMAarohitecture is the support of push-based doto unnsfer from the agent to the manager usingH'FTl";
m'TP is 0 strictiy request-response prorocol und the 3gl)I1t at the device canner send a response without having
received a request beforehand. This was overcome in W1MA by an ingenious usc of the multipart type of
Mukipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MiME) in the context of pushing management information.



The agent sends a single infinite response, with separators embedded .in_ the payload of the .HTTP message by using
the muhipart rype of IvUME via the embedded 8lTP server, It sends one MIME part 01 each push interval and the
MIM.E separator is interpreted as an end-of-time interval marker. The architecture of a typical agent is shown in
Figure 16.5.
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to order to implement a WJMA-based architecture, the agent atthe network equipment bas to have a Web server, 8
repository to hold tbe push definitions and scbedules, a push scheduler, and a dispatcher. A HTIP·.server is
commonlyfound in network equipment. The other components have to be explicitly implemented.

WlM.A has several.advantages. T.he separation of management infurmntion model from the communication model
provides the flexibility to support a number of ruauagemcnr lnlormetion models. The push-based approach results
in reduced bandwidth consumption by the management application. Moreover. the payload can be compressed.
The removal of the UOP size constraint means that multiple OIDs C!Ul be.sent per push cycle.

However, the additional software to be implemented in the network equipment is a costly requirement Moreover,
with "this architecture, ifthere is 'a network outage, it is the manager's responsibility to deled it and re-establish a
connection with the network equipment ..

16.3. CORDA-Based N'MTechnology

We will now discuss CORBA-based network management, which is based on it distributed network management
architecture.

j6.3.]. Limitations of'TMN:Bllscd Management

1u the telecom world, OSI-SM (GSl-Servee MaoagemerityrMN (discussed in Chapter 10) was ibe first
management technology to be used in telecom environments. 11was found to be comprebenslve, but too complex
and expensiveto be widely adopted and deployed. It was recognized that although the protocol-based approach
offered was useful to manage networks, there was a proliferation of application. layer 'standards and application
intercommunicatlcn needs to be eddressed. Several approacbes such as mobile agents, design of~ct:i"e networks>
ere. were researched. A significant development was the Open Distributed Processing (OOP) framework for tbe
development of distributed systems. The concepts in distributed systems and distributed computing soon led to the

realization Lhilt network resources ibat need to be managed are components of a distributed system ibat.need to
.comrnunicate with the manager application. Thus, over the second half of the 1990s, a lot of research went into
investigating how-distributed "technologies could be used to build management systems.

1.6.3.2. Emergence of CORBA-Ba.~ed Managemenl

The 'OMG CORBA offers a framework for building fully object-oriented distributed applications and can be
.consldered as a practical realization of tbe concepts and 'philosoph)' oroop. Tbe 'potential of CORRA as a
.management interface was recognized nnd efforts were soon underway to develop CORBA-based management
systems. The' heart of the system is the Object Request Broker (ORB) that provides a communication bus fur
objects to interact over the network. CORBA has the advantage mal it can be used.as a management technology
and can also act as an integrating technology for existing management approacbes (building CORBA gateways for
existing SNMP/CMIP components).

CORBA as a Mal1oge.m\mt-Teolmology. Considering network management as.a distributed application, eOR,BA
satisfies all the.crneria to qua lilY as 8 management technology.

I. CORBA supports a fully.object-oriented ·approg.ch for information modeling, where ~twork resources are,
objects mat are defined by and accessed through their inierface. .

2. MOs can be addressed and discovered by a management application using the Naming Service offered by
CORBA. The Naming Service provides the ability to bind a name to an object reference, and. to later
resolve tbe name to determine tbe object reference.

3: It supports-a client-server-based organization model, with the msnagemeot application behaving-as the
client and invoking services from the MOs in the network. A programmatic interface is supported between
the manager and the.managed elements.Jnterfaces are specified in tbe Interface Definition. Language (ID"L).
Methods with any argument and result parameters are possible, providing full flexibility.

4. CORBA supports a Notification Service, an extension of the Event Service, with powerful filtering
capability. Both tbe push and the pull models are supported for event forwarding. This makes event-driven
management possible.

Approaches to CORBA as Management Technology. Over the years since too mid-I 990s; several approaches have
been taken to incorporate CORBA as a management techno logy [pavlon Jl!..J!!., 1998; 2094]. While some of these.
were developed as research prototypes to validate the use of CORBA, $Isndard$ bodies were constsutcd to
standardize CORBA-bnsed systems. Joint Inter-Domain Management (ROM) WG set up by NMF/X..open (now
TMF/Open Group-noM) was .one of the most significant efforts in this direction. One aspect of the noM
·approach is that. it attempted to stay close to the TMN approach·and anempred ro-use of OSI-SM lofrastructures.
JlDM envisaged the scenarios shown in Pigure 16.6 [J[DM).

Figure t6,6. JIDM Seeuaries



When using a CORBA-ba~ed manager, one option, as pictured in Figure 16.6, is to follow a migratory approach to
accommodate exjging networks an.d devices thaI export tra.ditionhl management interfaces. This is done by
including a generic gateway 'between the diffcrenr management technobgies. An implementation of the gateway
requees the translation of object models from ODMO/A$N.I to, CO}U3A I,DL, a conversion ofCMIP protocol ~l{I
units (PDU) to CORBA, and tbe 'reverse 'conversion of CORBA 'responses and notifications to CMIP POUs. [0
fact, in-an attempt. to define a standard for network equipment; the JIDM worked on a complete GOMOtASN.J to
rDL'rnappingcwith rules fur iI compiler that can generate the fDLs from a GDMQ'specification.

We now look al the architectures of a typical CORBA-based agent as envisaged by JIDM and n CDRBA-ba.sed
-manager,

16.3.3. CORBA Agent

A CORBA management agent has a CORBA server nnd IDL interfaces for .each GDMO. 10 the JIDM scheme,
MOs are not structures in a MIB and are all visible at the same level. This implies that each individual NE should
have its ORB that handles requests from the management application. The IDL interface of each MO defines the
attributes 9ftlle MD and the operations supported; and these interfaces are registe~CJIIin the Interface Repository of
the ORB.

However, this approach lUISproblems. TIle individual MOs do not warrant being considered as CORBA servers-
the granularity mismatch in this mapping could result in 'an inordinately large number of server's and has tbe
potential to pose a scalability problem. ORB~ may nOI be able to handle such large numbers of servers. Lack of
sUPPO" in. CORBA fbr bulk information retrieval is another problem, as a remote method call per attribute
accessed is resource intensive. Modeling dynamic entities such as connections as objects is also an expensive
approach.

Various researchers proposed other methods to overcome this. One of them is a departure from the approach to
provide a syntactic emulation of TMN aod design a native CORBA-ba.sed interface in the network element thaI.
leverages the advantages offered by CORBA. Commonly accessed elements are grouped together so that they can
be accessed in a single remote method call. Conaections are modeled as a "list" to which new connectons can, be
.added, existing ones removed, etc. This epproach reduces tile number of objects to. be handled by the ORB.

16.3.4. CORBA-Bllsed Manager

The design of a CORBA-ba<;ed manager canrealize many of the advantages distributed systems offer. It ensures
scalability of the management applicatjon by supporting distributed deployment of the components. Figure 16.7
captures the architecture of a typical COR SA-based manager,
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Figure 16.8 is an example of the typical components in a CORBA-hased network management environment. The
CORBA-based manager application bas to usc OM,G-def'ine'd interfaces to interact with the CORDA-based agent.

Figll"~ t6.8, CORDA-Baud N~1 En"irollm~nt
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Current SlatusbfCORBA 85a Management Technology, Despite theorigin'al vision tlUlt CORBA would prevail as
the techno logy of choice for distributed network management and.the support provided by several vendors, it was
challenged by several others such as Java and more signifkaruly 'Web services that show promise of an all-
encompassing distributed management technology. CORSA has turned out to be more popular in the 'Service and
Business Management layers. The need at these layers is more akin to process automation. The requirements for
network. and system management are different. Large 'amounts of dam have 'to be retrieved 6:om tbe devices iii
frequent intervals; and thetechnology hils to support 'bulk information retrieval, aswell as selective information
retrjeva]. Informarcn has to be real time-especially fault-related information. CORBA does not meet these
requirements=especially bulk information retrieval. Moreover.icomplex devices may have huge numbers ofMOs



and scalability is a potential issue with the large .number of dynamic connections and separate objects with their
interfaces. Moreover, HTTP has turned out to be much more popular than CORBA's Internet lnter'()RB Protecol
(llOP) as the communication protocol.

In an.interesting development, TMF in its continued quest for standardization developed a standard El'vlL-NML
interface for transport networks. under the M'JlIIM project, MTNM defines the inmrmi!tiim exchangebetween NMS
and EMS enabling management of SONET/SDB, DWDM, DSL, AsynfPDl'l, Ethernet, and ATM transport
networks. The M'JlIIM suite version 3 covets the following items: MfNMlnterface Model (TMF 814) as CORBA
IDLs, MTNM Informaticn Model (TMF 608) in U ML, and MIN M Business Agreement (TMF 5'lJ), fhe latter Iwo
being the requirements and use cases,

The lMF 814 standard is increasingly being adopted by equipment vendors as the standard North Bound Interface
(NBI) to be supported by EMSs. This standard offers the promise of an integrated "umbrella" NMS that can
manage tnultivendor, muhireehnology networks from a central system, as' shown .inFigure 16.9. The scalability
issues raised as a result of managing- a large number of complex network elements are addressed by having the
NMS communicate with EMS lOr management. The standard itself' is comprehensive and supports autodiscovery,
·detailed element modeling, fault detection and diagnosis, performance management; eonfigursron management,
and provisioning.
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The standard recommends that a number of key objects in the network be exposed via this interface, These objects
are modeled based on the layered concepts and layer decomposition laid out inlTU G:805. An object model that is
based on these concepts is assumed 10 be used by the EMS. A number of object managers that have services 10
obtain data about the objects in the network-are defined; anti the objects modeled by the MTNM standard can be
accessed by the NMS using the appropriateObject Manager.

In this CORBA-based architecture, the EMS playsrbe server role, and the NMS acts as the client. The 1MF 814-
based Interface allows the NMS to use tbe APls specified in the CORBA IDLs to access management information.
The CORBA services that are used along with ihis specification are Naming Service, NotifiC'stion Service, and
Telecoms Log Service. The Naming ..Service allows the NMS to address the managed element via the EMS. The
Netification Service allows notifications sent by the EMS 10 be received by the NMS and thereby avold the
overhead of polling. Data retrieval features include multlobjeci ,gei operations for each type of MO. To reduce the
overhead of' excessive number of calls, the standard provides the facility to retrieve the names of all objects of a
particular type, M'INM supports IWO ways lOr bulk data tl"dnslcr-tllc iterator interface aud f1:p.Iterators ani used
io allow the'NMS to deal more eaSily-willi retrievalsrhat may return a very large amount ofd!llll. They provide a

mechanism to retrieve data batch by batcb-the ideal size of a batch is specified by the NMS. (tp' is used for
transferri og performance data points from a file.

The. MJ:NM approach is very attractive since the advantages ofCORBA-based management can be. realized, white
eliminating many of the disadvantages of CORBA-based management faced when CORBA is used al the NE level.

16.4. XML-Based NM.Techuology

The eXten'silile Markup 4ngpage (XML) is a meta-markup language standardized by the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) for document exchange in the Web. It is widely used fur a variety of applications including
enterprise application integration. 11 is ideally suited to meet the challenge of application iotegration since it has
strong data formattiug' and interpretation matures. S inee it is platform independent, it can be used with almost-any
programming language (Java, C++' Python, Perl, Ruby, etc.), as.long as support tools such as parsers are available.

As we learned in Chapter 9, in a network management application it is important to have a clearly defined
management informatien model protocols for data exchange, database connectivity, etc: In the approaches we
.have seen so far, we 118\'e seen different base rechnologes .being used quite saccessfully far tbese purposes. For
example, in the worlds of SNMP and CM1P, protocol definsions are' based on /\s·N ..I, databases areoften
accessible through well-defined OOBC or JDBC APls. remote procedure calls and remote object access can be
defined and realized through CORBA techno logics, etc. XML provides a toolkit approach and existing XML- based

'specifications and their already existing implementations are applicable as building blocks to a wide range of
.network.management aspects liS well.

16.4.1. Usc ofXl\1L and Associated Technologies for NM

I. XML can be used 1.0 represent maragemerrr information: XML is a markup language 'and is ideally suited to
represent arbitrarily complex hierarchical informaticn in a human comprehensible forma]. Management
inforrnation modeling of complex. network elements.can-be done effectively. Large-chunks of'data, as well
as atomic information, €an be retrieved and the parsing of tagged XML information is much less error
prone than extracting such information-as ASCn text.

2. XML schema or Document Type Defmitions (UTDs) for representing the structure of management
information: 1U$1:as SNMP uses SMI to formally specify me management information model, XML
schema, a purely XML ..based standard, can be used to specify the valid grammar lOr XML documents
containing management information. This is especially useful in verifying the integrity of configuration
data.

3. Management information fransport: Tep and RTTI!, which are supported by most network elements, can.be
used 10 convey management information re and from the management stauon. URL can be used to address
the network element.

4. DOM (Document Object Model) and SAX (Simple API fOr XML): Retrieved XML data ean be parsed by
the tried and tested APls provided by the DOM and SAX parsers. Management applications can use these
APls for processing the data. .

5. XSL (Extensible Style Sheet Language) and XPath (XML Path Language): XSL consists of three
components:

o XSL T (XSL Transformations), a language lOr transforming XML documents, used for rearranging,
adding and deleting tags and attributes in an.XML document

o XPath> a language lOr identifying parts of an XML docunieill
o XSL FOrmatting Objects, II vocabulary for formatting XML documents. XSL is.a powerful style

sheet and XPath expressions alkiw efficient queries 10 an XML document to reu eve.data. The two
can be used for efficient presentation of management data and recast management data in different
tights. XSL Ts allow the definition of rules wr transforming XML documents to and from other
formats such as otber XML documents, BTML Web pages, plain text files, Excel sheets, or !'.DF
documems. Togetber witb the filtering capability pwvided by XPath, Ibese II.I'C very powerl,'lIllools
to process XML-based management. inrormation and display th.e.ro graphically in a GUi. For



example, a map-based representation of network elements, drill down capability, starstical
processing and display,.displny.of correlated fault lnformation, ere. are naturally supported

6. Configuration management: XML is particularly useful for configuration management and supports a rich
'sel of XML-based configuration options. It can thus be used in provisioning applications, centralized
network databases, configurarion patoh files, and configuratjon archival,

7. SOAP and WSDL: Higher-level managemenr operatjons can be defined using Web Services Definition
Language (WSDL) and implemented by sending Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) messages.

8. Figure 16.10' [Strauss and Klie, 2M3] 'depicts tbe Interrelation between the XML ·and me ·associated
rechnologes-and tools just discussed.

l'!gurt·t6.t O. tnterretatlon 1J<,,"'ttJ,XML aud Assodal(d Trchnotogles

Thus, XML and associated technologies for which well-tested implementations are available provide tbe
fmmework needed '[0 build a distributed application like an NMS. Apart from 'the advantages offered as '8

management technology, XML can have Ii very beneficial effect on the development of.network management
software, where many of the management opeatons can be modeled in an XML document. The' focus can
.gradually move from writing codes for management applications to authoring XML documents that represent
-manngement operations. Figure l6.ll sbows generalized management architecture for using XML in management
using the XML toolkit in line with the previous discussion.

Ff~lU'f 16..l l, CtntrAliz.d XML·Bl1$fd Manngf mflll Ardtiftc:tur.

16.4.2. XML-Based Managemen! Approuches

Figure 16.12 depicts, three possible archsecrures for XMIrbased management. The architectures arc similar to
those we saw for CORBA.~d management.
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Figure 16.12(a) depicts a purely XlvIL-based approach 10 network management. Here the NMS is fully XML based
and the devine also supports an XML interface ror manager-agent communication. ln the long run, a fully X ML-
based architecture that affects all entities in a managed netwcrk.promises the greatest benefits. However, tbere is a
very large installed base of network elements that supports the older protocols, Also, from comparative
performance studies conducted by various researchers, SNMP, CMlP, etc, are at a distinct ntlvantage from the



efficieocy and limeliness points of view. Thus, in the short and medium term, the most pressing needs for the
advantages of XML arise 00 the managers' side, where operators could take advantage of XML-based processing
of their management information. This situation calls tOr the integration of managed nodes based on SNMP
tecboology on one side and management systems based 00 XML technology 00 the other. The gateway-based
architecture in Figure l6.12(b) depicts this approach. The manager application has an XMlrbased interface to
communicate with net'WOO;elements and is developed leveraging the-advantages of XMlrbased tools. There is a
gateway element between tbe NMS and device that translates between the XML OIl the managers' side and SNMP
on tbe net work element s ide. Figure 16.12( c) depicts a very attract ive approach to XML-bnscd management similar
to the approach taken by MTNM. The approach taken by MTNM is that the system &cing the netwon. has the
flexibi lity to use any proloool to communicate with the network element, This has the advantage that exist ing
network elements need not undergo sweeping changes to accommodare a totally new technology. Also, lower-level
protocols that are more efficient and timely and have a smaller footprint can be used. However. the management
applicaton (EMS or NMS) that communicates with the network element directly bas to implement a North Bound
Interface (NBI), which can communicate with the NMS. This NBI must be XML based. The messages exchanged
between the NML and EML are more semantically rich and can correspond to several operations at the lower level.
This enables the implementation of SOA and XML messages that can be exchanged between the EMS and the
NMS.

16.4.3. Current $t.IIUS ofXMLrllllsccl MmlllgclI1cnt

A lot of work has been done in exploring the potential of XML as a management technology. This Includes
industry initlative.~, research in~18jjves o.nd standards bodies, and industry consortia that are working in this
direction.

Vendor Initiatives. Several equipment vendors have added XML support to their devices over a period of time.
Leading players such as Juniper Networks, Cisco, 2Wire. etc. already have support for X~bnscd
communication. Juniper Networks was one of the ftrst to support XML for management opererons, Support for
XML-based management has been incorporated in the nerwork element, as shown in Figure 16.12; and XML-
based RPCs can be exchanged between the management application and the network element. An XML RPC
consists of a request lind the corresponding response, transmitted during a connection-oriented session using any
transport protocol. Configuration information can be downloaded, mod ifted, and reloaded. 2Wirc has provided
XMLrbased support for provisioning ther DSL devices using XML over SSL. This has been submitted to the DSL
Forum. Several models of Cisco devices provide an XMlrbnscd .intemce.forconfigumti<xl management. There is
support 6>r XML-based export of inventory intOrmation.

Research Initiali~'CS. Research groups have investigated how XML can be used lOr network element management
and some have implemented prototypes as proof of concept. They focus 00 describing the structure of management
infurmation as XML documenlS. In some of the cases this structure is Like providing an XML representation of
existing SNMP MlBs, and including enhanced operations over this. In this section we describe lite proposed
approaches of some of the prominent. groups and some design decisions that come into the picture [Ju rut.. 2'()02;
Menton, 2004; Strauss, 2004; Yoon ~ .• 2oo3}.

16.4.4. nrLrllascd Mlutugcl'

Figure 16.13 shows a schematic representation of the generalized architecture for an XML-based management
system. The functional components necessary in an XML-based manager application are described below.
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Data collection component: The design of this component ls driven by the fact that the communication model used
Is XML over HTfP. It is possible to use any connection-oriented protocol, bur since many such devices already
host B Web server and support direct HTrP/HTMLrbased network mnnagement, much of the required
lnfrastructure for Web-based management would already be present. For polling-based retrieval of management
daw, the NMS application has an Rn1' client and periodically seeds an BlIP request to the device agent for
management information. The received response is either processed or stored in the database. For receiving
notifications from the device, a Web server is included in the NMS application and a Web client io 'the device. The
Web server L~osed to receiveXMLIBTfP notifications from the network element or device/gatewayfEMS and to
facilitate Web-GUI-bnscd views of management information to operators.

Management informatioo modeling is based on XML; and device characteristics have to be represented asnoXML
document. Device modeling can either follow the existing SNMP MIB for the device (MIB-
ModulelGroupfl'able/TableEotrylRowTndex) or be redesigned and made more expressive and powerful. For
example. in the case of architecture shown in Figure 16.12(c), where the XMlrbased NMS is a manager-of-
managers, i would be appropriate to define a suitable XML schema to model the device from a higher-level
perspective. Such a perspective woud result in a "network-based" view of the network mther than the usual
device-centric view.

The structure, of the managemenl data in the XML documents can be described using either Document T}'JlC
Definition (DTD) or XML schema. Both approaches arc appropriate for most documents, but XML schema are
moreeommonly used.

The XML documents in a management application would be of two types-one pertaining to configuring the
manager application and the other having device modelinglconfigumtion information. In case tbe XML
management is built on top ofSNMP management for example, the device modeling pan of tbe document would
be 8 translation of the device Ml B to XM L, Several research groups have developed such translators.

Addressing network devices: When the NMS wants 10 obtain specific information &om 0 particular device, the
device is Identified by its IP address, the transpon protocol is TCP, and Ihe epplication-layer protocol can be
anything: telnet, ssh, Hl1l', etc. The most commonly used protocol is HTI·P. The XML message received from the
network can be analyzed by the manager application using one of several options. XML-bosed technologies also
provide several mechanisms for the retrieval of MO informatlon. XPath or XQuery expressons can beused to
access specific pans of the XML message. XPath describes n set of elements wshin an XML document and
assumes that the XML document has been parsed into a tree of nodes. XPath allows the specifcatlon of a path



through the document's element hiemrchy, as well as 8 mechanism for selecting elements from that hierarchy. This
is a suitable approach since an XPatb expression is the standard way to identifY a pan of an XML document.
SNMl' and eMlP OIOs have a nice correspondence with XPath expressions, as shown in Figure 16.14.
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Management operations are also represented in an XML document and one question that arises here is which
transactions must be represented as attributes and which ones sbould be XML elements. There are certain rules of
thumb ihat ore used when making such a decision. In geoeral, entities that are object-like will be represented as
elements, i.e .. cases where there will be multiple instances. Data that have a unique value will be represented as
attri~.tes. ~he design must be sucb that the XML document is easy to read, XMLschema for validation is simple,
and It 15 easily searched by an XPath expression.

Management functionalllpplications: This includes applcerioos to achieve the FCAPS fimctionality. It includes
some support applicatons such as nkering, correlation, logging, etc. Since management information is represented
in XML, these must also use some parser such as DOM or SAX. There will also be a repository ofXSL templates
to render dynamic displays of management information.

16.".5. XMLrOllsed Agcnt

The basic component of the XML-based agent is an embedded Web server, some XML processing-related
components (XML parser, X1'nth handler), and the 8"ITP Cliem Engine, apart from the standard embedded
application that the agent needs to access the current value of data requested and deliver ncnflcarons.

Since the components residing on the device are embedded applications and are SUbject to more resource
constraints than the components In the manager applicaron, it is common to write custom compact XML parsers
rather than use DOM or even SAX. For example, in Juniper devices, a custom parser is used to parse dam. Figure
16.15 shows the architooture of a typical agent,
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A typical request-response transaction between the manager and the agent involves the following operations:

llTTP GET request .for the management parameter is sent for dam retrieval An HTTP GET request has a
parameter describing the detailed request. The manager identifies the MO as X1'ath or XQuery expression. HTTP
POST is used fOr configuration operations with the co nfigurat ion parameters in the body of the POST reqUC_SL

Validaten of the operation using an XML parser and schema i.s done. Two common readily available parsers are
DOM and SAX. DOM parser constructs a tree representation of the entire XML document and is thus memory and
processor intensIve. SAX parser is an event-driven streaming parser and is more lightweight. bur is still resource
bungry.

The request is sent to the agentlgaIewayas 811 HTTP request '~a the HTIJ> client component of the manager
application, The agent evaluares the XPatb expression and retrieves the latest value of the requested MO.

The response is sent back to the NMS as an XML message. and the data are stored in the NMS database.

A notification or trap is sent via the HTTl' client component of the device and is received by the HTTl' server in
the NMS. It is processed by the concerned management titnotional appllcetion (notifcarion handler in Figure
16.13).

16.4.6. XMLrB:lsed Web Selvlces for MlIllIlgcmcl1t

Web services are the next logical step in which XML-based management is moving since it gives additional
structure to XM L-based management and defines n mechine- independent way for the management application and
agent to exchange messages. The Web services standard, developed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C),
Is defined tn [WJC] and the following Is a-brief Introduction to Web services.

Web services nrc an XML-based framework for building distributed applications based on open protocols. The
basic Web services platform is XML ....HlIP and the Web services pial fOrm elements are;

SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol)



? WSDL (Web Services Description Language)
.7 UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration)

~9AP'is'a simple XML-based cornmunlcaron protocol for accessing Web:services and is designed for use over the
Internet. WSDL is an.XML,·base'd language fur describing Web services and is a W3C smndard, WSDL is alsO
used to locate Web services. This document exposes the operations, which parameters 10. pass toan operaron, via
which protocols.an operation.can be accessed, and on which location (i.e., the [p address ondomain name) t.he Web
service resides. UDDl ise directory service where organizations can register to search for Web services. it is-a
directory for storing informn1ion of Web service interfaces described by WSDL.

Severa I researchers [Pras et al.. 2004] have done work on using. Web services-based element management. the
Organization fur the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS) is a standards organization for
defining Web services, and several standards such as Management Using Web Services (MUWS), Management of
Web Services (MOWS), etc. have emerged. Web services predominantly address systems.management.

16.5. Comparison of Management Technotogies

to this section we compare the management technologies discussed so far based on the criteria described in Section
16.1.2. There are two factors in making a comperison=the first is with respect to the suitabi lity of the protocols
and the other is with-respect to thepractical usability In terms of performance. It is clear tha~CORBA and XML
are extremely suitable with respectto the parameters mentioned in Seetlons 1<1.3and 16:4.

We now discuss the performance ofSNMP, CORBA, and XML iii terms of bandwidth, CPU usage, and.latency. In
literature, the resuks of the comparison of various protocols bave been reported. At a high level, the experimental
approach to make the comparison and the conclusions is similar and summarized here, (The details of the
experiments and conclusions are outside the scope of this chapter. Interested readers are referred to Drevers [2oo4J
.and Pras et al. [2004J for more information.). .

Experimental setup: An SMP table is selected .and experiments are conducted to compare the performance at
different data retrieval granularities as shown in Figure 16.16. This will demonstrate 'the effectiveness of the
protocols considered in accessing and returning the data of different sizes end having different. structures.

Flgure 16.16. Grallularities for Perfermance Cmnpari~(.m
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A single instance of an OID, the most atomic el1lity that 'can be.obtained using SNMP (let is represented in A.
Figure B represents a column of the table, For example, if the table is. iffable, it represents the value of's single
parameter, say i.flnOctets, for all interfaces in the device, A full row pictured in C represents tbe val lies of all
parameters for 000 interface, while Figure D shows retrieval of the-entire table.

Eindings: Bxcessive bandwidth. consumption. is a concern with XML-ba~ solutions. 1t turns out that for
management bandwidth consumption, SNMP consumes the least bandwidth, especially when a single attribute is
retrieved. CORBA comes next, while Web services-based management consumes the maximum bandwidth. When
multiple MOs ate retrieved per request, the difference narrows a. litUe. For such bulk. retrievals, SNMP and
CO~A ere almost 81 par in t.er.ms of' bandwidth consumption with COREA performing a[mQsj as well, if not
marginally better than SNMP, 'while tile bandwidth consumed by Web services-can be around eight times as much
85 COREA. The bandwidth can be reduced by using compression techniques, but this hns an impact on response
times. SNMP has tbe best response Limes when it comes to retrieval of a single anribure. CORBA shows
comparable performance; sometimes even better performance for retrieval of multiple attributes. The response time
for Web services-based management Is the highest. Table 16.2' Eia summary of tbe.comperison of the various
protocols.

Table t6.2. Comparisnn of Mallageme"t Prlll""ol.
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powerful than
ASN1/GDMO

Organi zatlon
model

Manager-~ent Manager-agent ·Client-seiver model with Message-based
paradigm' Using' CMlse paradigm using SNMP prOgrammatic Interface' architecture with
as the protocol as the protocol between ttl. server and XMl SOAP-based

the client messages- between
the server and tna
dient

Communication CMISEover OSIprotocol SNMP over UDP
model stack

CORBARPCoverT<:PjIlOP Usually Krn> over
TCP

Servico locan on N/A N/A Inter-ORB-reference (lOR) Universal Resource
identifier (URI)

Namlrig, directory N/ A N/A Naming service; Interface· UDDt
relXlsltory

Management
operauors

Very comprehensive, Basic, very few POwerful, notlflcattons with
powerfUl, support for operations, notifications filtertng, somewhat leSs
notlficailo(ls wit!'! {tra.ps)·supported cemprehenslve tha(l os
filterl'ng and scoplrig

No natille support for
nOtifications, need
W'!S recognized and
support has be,e'fl
p'rovlded

Support 'for Allerage
configuration
management

Notsatl$factol'Y Very
support

powerfulGood

Scalability,
flexl'bllity

Scalable. Useful for Can pose scalabllttv issues Can pose scalability
retrieval of small -a t the element Issues at the element
q.uantities of data from managemeflt leiiel management le\lel
large number of

Scalable



TobIt 16.1. Conlilarisoll of Mln.gr,ntnl Prolotok

OSI/CMISE SNMP CORBA XMl

elements rather than
bulk data from fewer
numbers

Maturity Mature and time tested Mature and time tested Mature. Has been In use
since mid-199Os

Relatively new
althoush vendors
have been providing
support since around
2000

Performance Satlsfattory and very Performs well especially Satisfactory • Not very Poses problems for
effiCient for fincgralned for retrieval of atomic efficient for finegralned bandwidth usage,
operations data. Very efficient for operatlons, More efficient response times, and

finegralned operations when multiple objects are CPUusage at the NE
retrieved with a single
method call

Security CMIP built-Insecurity SNMPv3 CORBAsecurity service HlTP/SSi. XMl
signature

16.6.Recent NM-Rchlll.'d Standards

From Table 16.2, ir is clear tllat XML as an element management protocol may not be feasible nom the point of
view of perfOnnance. The growing trend now is 10 usc a SOA to build a network management appticet ion so Ihat
the components in rhe management ecosystem can communicate with eacb other. ln this section we discuss some
oftbe emerging standards in this area. Some of'tbe prominent standards are MfOsr for management software III
service provider premises and OASIS in tbe areas of sySlems management.

It is an acknowledged fact thet to ensure smoorh operations and ensure fa& service delivery, service providers need
multiple appllcarlons that C81er to varying requ rements. The eTOM map, covered in Chapter 10, specifies tbe
processes, the end-to-end automaton of which, results in efficient service delivery. Thus, the individual
applications need 10 be developed using D software architecture that enables seamless integration; nnd a SOA hokls
the promise of meeting this requirement. In this section we discuss MTOSI and. OASIS, both of which are
standards lhal enable integral ion of distributed applicatons using SOA.

MIOSl, n TMF [fMFJ init iativc, is a standard rbat provides an integration framework for dilfercnt applications
that resu~ in the aUlomation of SOITIe of the key processes in a service provider's environment. These processes,
referred 10 as operaions support (OS) functions, are the management flU)Otional areas of an NMS (FCAPS),
specialized functions such as Root CauseAlHllysis, Service Impact Analysis, SLA monitoring, etc. The objective of
MTOSI is to extend lYn'NM using XMUWeb services interface to integrate the different OS components using
SOA and NGOSS (New Generation OSS) design principles. The initial focus ofMTOST was to develop an OS-to-
OS interface Ibal covers lhe NMSlEMS interface as a special case. This is shown in Figure 16.17 8S a component
ofMTOSI architecture. (I is being extended 10 cater 10 the more generalized. requirement.

Flgu re 16.17. MTOSl ,\","II ee lu",

OASIS is a consortium that drives the development. convergence, and adoption of open standards for the global
lnforrnation society. Standards have been defined and edopted in a number of areas Including management. The
Web Services Distributed Management (WSDM) lWSDJ commstee defined tbe nrchirecture and technology to
manage distributed resources using Web services and tile standard is particularly applicable to systems
management. Tbe two applicable standards are Management Using Web Services (MUWS) and Management of
Web Services (MOWS).

MUWS addresses the use of Web services as the foundation of a systems management framework. This includes
rbe use of Web services for the interaction between the managed resources and management applications. WSDM
also addresses the requirement of managing Web resources like any orher resource via the MOWS standard. Figure
l6.18 depicts the typical management framework architecture, MUWS is a wire-level specification of bow to
deseribe tbe manageability ofa resource using WSDL documents. II provides a mechanism 10 discover manageable
resources and their macageabilhy capabilities. WSDM facilitates Manager to Managed Resource interaction.using
Web services t8100r than using some specific management protocol. However, MUWS has not created a new
management model-it is able to work with existing standards such as DMTF and SNMP and constitmes a
unifying layer on top of existing informal ion models. It specifies how to define XML schema for representing tile
management infOrmation model and how to access tbe model using Web services.

Figur. 16.18. M.nagrtt'tI11 FramtworkArthiitWlr'
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MOWS defines a model to manage Web services. This includes management-specific attributes to expose
properties-such as lire cycle state and performance oftbe Web services. Management operations to 'monitor/control
a Web service itselfare specified. . .

10 conclusion, the treed emerging in management application design recognizes that a holistic management
system-both from the networks perspective and from the systems perspectlve=Is to be viewed as a distributed

.system consisting of several lQosely coupled applicatons interacting with managed resources and with each other.
These applications typically have an interface to communicate. with the managed resources and one 10
communicate with other applications in tbe ecosystem. The interface used to communicate with the network tends
to be low-level, efficient, and fast and usually managed resource specific. An event-driven bus architecture for
conveying exception conditons, supporting one-to-many and many-to-many event dissemination, .is required rather
than a request-response model A Web services-fused management approach, which allows" loosely coupled
management applications built around Web services, meets the needs. MTOSI, with its Web services-based
interface, plays an important role in the telecom. IT environment SOA implementation, while WSDM plays a
similar role in systems-management,

Summary

In this chapter we reviewed traditional approaches to data communlcation -and telecommurucarion network
management. WI: sa," iliat the evolution of: management technologies' did not quite keep pace \ViUI tbe rapid
evolution innetwork technologes and services and consequent operator needs. Weidentlfed some shortcomings
ofSN'MP and CI'yI]SElCMJP and discussed.approaches taken by the research community to overcome these.

We then discussed tbe emergence of Web-based management and CORBA as alternative management
tecbnologes. We saw .that CORBA became popular and was widely adopted. In ihe telecommunicarion network
management environment. The M.TNM standard T.r-.lF 814, which. is CORBA based, is widely adopted lIS tbe
standard NML-BML interface In transport networks. Web-based management initially just meant having AO

HTML client, but quickly became ,,-ery popular, with most devices having-a Web server. We saw that WS'EMw8S
an early, standard and one Lhal prevails to dale for System or Enterprise Management. We then discussed Ul,C
potential ofXW- as a menagement technology and descrlbed approaches for ilS use for element management bo111
by vendors and by tile research community.

We summarized tbe pros and .000s of tbe various approaches and finally described the current trends and recent
'standards. Management systems are tobe viewed as distributed systems consisting of several loosely coupled
appfiC'ations interacting with managed resources and with each other. We' concluded thar in view of the multitnde
of applicatons that are needed to keep a service peovider's operations running smoothly, seamless integration of
these applications to provide a unified view is very important. A Web services-based SOA with the various
components .comrnunleating over a bus via XML messages is the trend emerging botb in telecom and enterprise
management The ,[MF standard MTOSI in the telecom environment and tbe OASIS standard WSDM in Uie
enterprise managementenvironment reflect this trend.

Exercise

1. what~ni the disadvantages of SNMP as a configuration management proto.col\'

2. There are two management statlens=ene SNMP based and the other COIIBAbased. The SNMP-ba~d manager
does poll-based faUlt management of a device by.sendlng SNMP requests every 2 minutes. The COR6A-bas~d
,NMSfa~lt m.anagement ISfully push based and the NMS recetves ~ notlffcollon when there Is a f~utt. Th\! size of
the SNMP request and response PDUs..ls .15() byte,S; and tile size of a. €OIIBA'notification Is about 4j)O bytes.

During 1 hour there are 20 alarms, Calcul!lte the'bandwldth usedtn bOth cases.

3. Consider a CORBA-based modeling of the Interface table that uses two approaches":a slhgle method that
returns all the interf",es similar to a SNMPGetBulk and separatemethods for each Interface slmllar.to SNMPGet
(a one-one mapping'from SMIto IOU).

a. Which of the approaches is-more suitable?
b. Explain why it is more suitable

4. tn a Management system at a S,ervlce Provider, It IS required to query a device for sysUptfme, tcpActiveOpens,
ttp'PasslveOpel'lS. and ttpAttemplS -:A d'eslgner Anll wants to use SNMP for this whfle Bln~·wantS.tQ Use COR8A(1
method caWfo.r&\tsUptlme, 1 for the remal.nlng 3 parameters). Which ofthe!r approaches uses less bandwlr;lth?
Why?

Tim NMS also has to retrieve the ipRo.uteTllble, which has about 10,000 rows. Anil suggests·SNM.PV2
G~Bulk command .. while Bins prefers COMA (I method to fetch tbe table). W.bose approach results in
less bandwidth being used? Why?

5. Suppose a router has.SO interfaces and performance data are to be collected from the Interface table. Calculate
the average bandwidth used to retrieve 80 rows using SNMPGet, SNMP.GetBulk,with and wl1hout compression.
Also calculate the bandwidth used If Web services are used, with and without compression. Use the following
data·to calculate bandwl~ usage:

a. Average size of SNMPGet (request t response) PDU is around 40 bytes and when objects are
retrieved using SNMPBulkGet, the average size per object is 20 bytes. Assume that compress io n
with SNMP results in 25% decrease in bandwidth consumption.

b. For-Web services, every message has aheader of sao 500 bytes-and in (he SOAP message, each
row in the interface table occupies around 1,000 bytes. Compression results in 75%. bandwidth
reduction when 80 rows are retrieved.

In Chapter 3 we' introduced OSI. management, wh ich uses the Common Managemerrt I nformaticn Protocol (CMIP).
Then we discussed its applicatio.n to the Telecommunications Management Network (TMN) in Chapter 1.0. We
will cover the basic principles of OS Inetwork and system management here, We will describe the management of
network resources. including both network elements and the network that connects .then). In' conjunction' with
,[MN, OSLalso addresses management layers above tbe network-nainely, service and business management, You
may need to review the baslc foundations ofOST in Chapter 3 to follow the material in this appendix-

In contraa to the SNMP management standard, which was intentionally kept simple in concept and
implementation, the OS1 management standard was developed to be broad and flexible and is based on object-
oriented technology. Hence .• it turned out to be complex, difficuk to understand, and expensive to implement;
which is why it .has been sparsely deployed, However, tbe recent availability. ofobject-er ented technology tools
and bardwareresources, combined with the need for telecommunication management using TMN, have eliminated
its implementation impediments.

We will present tbe complex subject of OS! management by using asimple, easy-to-follow approach, We will
compare OS) management .10 SNMP management wherever appropriate, which will also .help yoU better
understand the former.



A.!, OSJ Management Standards

Two standards bodies, the International Standards Organization ([SO) and the Internarorral 'Ieleccmmunlcaricns
Union (ITU), jointly worked 011 developing standards fOr network management, Thus, in Table A.I listing of the
various standards documents, two numbers are associated with each entry-an ISO designation and an lID
designation (X-series).

Table A.I. 051 Sxslems ~llID11g'lII.ntStllodllri1s .Guide

ISO ITU

7498-4 )(,700

10040 X.70i

9595 X.7l0

9596-1

9596-2 X.7U

l(1165-;t X.720

10165-2 X.7.21

10165-4 .X.722

10165-5 X.723

10165-6 X.724

10165-7 X.725

10165,9 X. 727

TOPIC

OSI Basic Reference Model Part'4: Management Frameworl<

Systems Management Overview

Common Maflagement Information Service Definition

Common Management Information Protocol

SMI: Management Infonnation Model

SNlI: Definition of Management In.form·atlon

SM I: Guldeli nes for the Deflnltiofl of Managed Objeirts

'SMI: GenerlcMan;lgement Information

SMI: Requirements an'd Guidelines for ICS Profonna as~dated with Management Information

SM I: General Rei atlonshrp Mc;>d.E!1

SMI: System Management Protocol Machine Managed ObjectS

10164'1 l<.730-X.751 systems Management·(speclflcatloflsfc:irvlIrlousfunctloflsand attributes)
10164-17

Only a partial list is given in Table A.l; for il more complete IL~tsee [Raman. 19<)8]. TheX.700 series covers the
.generalmanagement framework and a systems management overview. Tile X.7·1O series covers the communication
protocol and service, 1'00 Structure of Management Informaron (SMI) is specified in the X.120 series. An
extensive series of documents ranging from X:730 to X.751 addresses numerous application fimctions.

A.2. System Overview

The OSI maaagement system concept is similar to thal of SNMP management. After introducing- the general
concept in Chapter 3, we discussed SNMP mansgemem in Chapter 4. Figure A.I shows the OS] management
model, defined in ISO J0040/)(.701. The managing system conslsts of an. entity playing Ibe manager role and

applications that perform the varjous functions, The managed system comprises the ageni role function. and
managed objects. The managing system performs various operations, such as get aod set, which we covered in
discussing SNMP management, on a managed system and receives responses. Notification is similar to the trap in
SNMP. but it lias a broader role inOSlmanagemenl. The role of the agent is to perform the operations on mruiaged
objects aJ)d receive notlficatlons from them, This function is similar to SNMP agent operations 90 network
.elements. The communication protocol between the managing system and the' managed.system is tbe CMIP,
sim ilar to ·SNMP in SNMP management.

OSI management differs from SNMP managemenrin t.he way the managed object is defined. In OS) the managed
object is object oriented, in eontrast to the scalar represemation of the managed object in SNMP. We observed the
difference between the two perspectives 10_Chapter 3 (Figure .3.9). A managed object. representation in OSI is
sbown in· Figure A.2. As OSI is object oriented, the-resources are represented as managed obJect classes. The
internal characteristics of a managed object are hidden from tbeextemal view, and are specified as' attributes at the
object boundary, The inner behavior of.the managed object causedby external operations is reflected as changes in
anribures and is sent out asnorificarions. Tho cperations sent out by the managemeut system as requestsrequiring
responses are part of operations and .generate responses by the managed system.

Flgur. A.2. OSTM.•u.g.d Obj •••



The OSl management system architecture is shown in Figure A.3, It consists of seven.messages representing seven
services, called Common Management Information Service Elements (CtvflSEs). The communication protocol
used by CMfSE is the COlli IIIon Munll~emellt Inro","l1tion Protocol (CMlP).
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All but one, M-E:VENT-REJ'ORT, <Ire generated by the manager and are represented as solid lines in the OS)
manager application layer. They are shown as dashed lines in 'the OS! agent application layer. The M-EVENT-
REPORT is .shown 85 a solid line in the agent la'ye,rand ,~sn dashed line in the manager layer. All messages are,
represented by double arrows in both the manager and (he agent layers because messages may elicit 0'[ require
either responsefs) or continnation. Notice that thi$ approach Is different from that ofSNMP management; in which
all messages <Ire unidirectienal.

Messages are generated byappllcaton processes and are transferred to the presenretlon layer via an applicatjon
.entity sublayer in the application layer (more about this later). The otber upper layers of the OS] Reference Model
consist of presentation and session layers as described in lJ1J .Recemmendatons Xz le and X.226 for the furmer
and X1.15 and X.22S for the latter.

The 100ver layers of the model may be either connection oriented or conoectonless. Numerous choices .in the set of
lower-layer protocols are availeble. Figure AJ shows an example of a set based. 00 X.25 [ITIl Recommendation
X.25 Protocol, October 1996]. Various profiles.can be implemented, including the Internet profile [Raman, 1998].

The M-qET service comprises request and response messages. They are equivalent to get-request' 'and get-
response messages in SNMP. The get-next-request could also he included in that the OS] get service is for a
management object class and thus includes SNMP multiple scalar managed objects. The M-GBT requires a

confirmation (response) from the agent. The M-SET service enables setting up attribute values in.the managed
object and mayor may not requite confirmation. The M-ACTION service is used to perform operarons in the
managed object, and confirmation is optional. An M-GE'f Request message may be canceled by using the M-
CANCEL-G.ET message, which requires confirmation from the agent. The M-EVENT-R£PORT is akin to the
trap message in SNMP, bill It has a much broader effect than rbe few generic alarms in SNMP.

The M-CREATE' and M-DELETE services are used to create .and delete object classes, for which. there is ;no
equivalenr in SNMP. A close analogy in,SNMP for these services is creetion-sod deletion of conceptual rows for
tabular objects. Both these OSI messages require confirmation from the agent.

A.3. o rganizatlon Model

We explained the OSl organization model in. Chapter 3 ..It comprises the manager system, the agent system, and
managed objects. A system can perform the dual role of II manager and an agent, Switching from one tole to the
other dynamically" This appresch is significantly. different from that of SNMP management, in which the two
functions can coexist but are distinct processes.

In rbe OS) management specifications, managed objects'are'Sssignedio,groups called domains, Such grouping can
be done either on an organizational basis or on an administrative basis. When an organizational domain is' formed,
it consists of a set of managed objects based on functional criteria, such as.fault and performance management. The
organizational domain may also recognize organizational considerations such as common policies lind procedures.

Administrative authority is the basis fPr an administrative grouping. u determines the creation of and interecuon
between domains. An edministrative grouping may comprise or~anil.atlonaJ domains.

A.4. laformaticn Model

The OSl information model is based on the abstraction of information on the managed object as seen across tbe
boundary of the managed object l1y a manager system. (See Figures 3.9(b) and A,2 on the perspective of a
managed object) The scbema representing (he managed.object is used, by the manager system and fhe management
agent system to communicate with each otber as in SNMP management. Again, the OS1 management Jnfermauon
model ls.obiect oriented and in that regard differs from the SNMP management information model, which is scalar
based. The information 'model deals with the SMJ. managed objects and object classes, and management
information trees.

A.4.1. Structure of Management Lnformation

The definition of managed objects, syntax based on ASN.l, and the naming convention inthe OSI SMI are similar
1n many ways to the SNMP SMltbat we covered in Section 4.7.2. However, because of'OSl. SMl's object-oriented
approach, they differ in content from those in the SNMP SMT.

The concept of managed objects in OSI 'SMI refers to a group of objects having similar properties, defined as 8
managed object class. We can.bosely compare tills type of grouping to grouping of managed objects in ihe SNMP.
model. However, a maJ13g~ object 'class is more rhan a group of SNMP-managed objects,. It is a collection of
objects whose attributes and behavior are similar, and it supports a common set of operations. and notiflcations.

A managed object olass can be created from other managed object classes, called packages. as shown ill Figure
A.4, It comprises one mandatory package and multiple conditional packages. A managed class in this structure bas
rbe properties associated with the mandatory package and may, include properties ofcooditoual packages. For
exam pic, a transport' class object class would include an osr transport .class 4, applicable to both connection-
oriented and connectiouless cases, but would include a transport class 0 or 2, only if it is connectiou oriented. We
will address the method of defining the properties of an objeot class and a package in Section AA.2.
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Managed object classes ate obtained by using an inheritance tree.es we will show in Section A4.3. There are three
types of trees in OSI management Besides the inheritance tree. there is a-naming tree·and a registration tree, which
wewill discuss in Section A.4.4. We' wi II cover thetemplatefor specifying managed objects in Section A.4.5.

A.4.2. MilDagcd Object Class lind Instance

A managed object elass ls n.group of managed objects witb common attributes-and behavior, can be subjected to
similar operations, and emit a SCIof simi lar notifications, as previously shown in Figure A.I. The properte S of a
managed object are defined by a template specifying these charscteristcs. A managed object is an instance of a
managed object class witb·defined values in lite template. For example, a hub can be defined as a managed object
class, wUh each hub having different attribute values (e.g., manufacrurer.iserial number, number of ports, etc.) as
.an .inslance of the hub-managed. object class. As shown in figure AS, the hub is a managed. object class having
common attributes and rwo specific hubs as two instances of'il. Each instance has different values 'fur hub IO,
vendor name, model number, aod serial number. They are .I()"Mbps Ethernet hubs (ifTyptr6) with 1·2ports.
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Let us now look at the properties (or characteristics) 'associated witb the managed object, which we-covered briefly
in Chapter 3. The properties ofe managed ObjCCI·and objecr class are lraerdepeodent, as we will demonstrate
shortly .

Attributes and AnributeGroup. Attributes ofa managed object include tbe data types atid values associated with it.
As discussed in, Chapter 3, the basic data types cOILIdbe either simple or constructed. 1Jnlike SNMP, OST permits
the use of a wider 'range of ASN.I data types. For example, multiple values can be associated with attributes by
using a SET OF construct.

The value assoe ated.with an attribute could be either single- or multiple-valued and is specified according to the
syntax nile. The syntax is specified in the ASN.I language described in Chapter 3.

Attributes have access rules (e.g., read, write..end read-write), which.are acccmplished with operations, Attributes
can also be created, deleted, or changed with operations.

Attributes can be grouped 10 form an anribute group. Because each attribute value may have different syntax
requirements. the attribute group does not follow the syntectical rule.

Behavior. Behavior describes the internal acrons of a managed object ...lt is the glue thathokls the properties of a
managed object together. Behavior definitions can be specified with attributes and operations and can include
notifications. A change in the value of an attribute can generate notification, FOr example, in an' environment wjth
multiple managers' performing different fimctions, such as 'configuration and. perfurmance on a managed system, a
change in the configuration made by operations in 8 configurat ion management system may affec: performance.
Hence, the performance management system needs to be sent eotiflcetons, Another example is a package, in
which two attributes may be related in a constrained manner. In such a situation, an operation on one attribute
would C1Wselite behavior to affeot tbe other attribute. We can picture lite scenario where the set command is used
to administmtivelyturn off an interface, which would. behaviorally affect the get comma nd that is gathering data.on
that interface.



Operations. Operations perli>rm actioos 00 attributes and an: also called artribure-oriented operations. The
attribute-oriented operations are get. set, replace, add, and remove. We wiU describe the commands and service
entities associated with them when we consider the eMIl> service element in Section A.S. The get operation is a
read function. The set operation is used to set a value ofattributes. The replace opermion replaces an attribute in a
package with any appropriate value or with a defauk value. The add and remove operntions perform an addition or
removal of'a member to or from 8 set (e.g., addaion ofo member to a group).

Three object-oriented operations are used to perform an operaton on an object-action. create, or delete. The
action operation executes a valid process on the objecL Typically, when morc than just setting or replacing on
attribute value is involved. the ncton operation is used. 11could 'be os complex as running a process thot invokes
the behavior, chonges the attributes oJ n managed class, and invokes multiple responses ond notifications. SNMP
management has no equivalent functions.

Notifications. Notifications are similar to traps in SNMP management. They are events generated by I.he
management agent without a command from the management system. However, it is broader in scope dum the trap
and is generated either by Ill! ell1enllli or by an internal stimulant. As mentioned under object-oriented operat ions,
notifications may be generated 8.S a side effect. Alarms are also generated and transmitted by managed objects via
notlflceiions. Data gcuerated by notifleations may also be logged (or later utilization and not sent out.

1\.4.3. lnheritunee

We defined II managed object cklss as a group of managed objects with common properties. Another way of
looking at it is that 8 managed object is an instantiation of II managed object class, as previously shown in Figure
A.S.

We can add attributes to a managed object class and derive a new class, coiled a subclass, which is similar to
deriving a data subtype from a data type. The subclass is derived from a superclass and inherits the properties of
the superclass. All the attributes of a superclass are maintained by a subclass, and more are added to restrict the
class of object instances in the subclass.

The three categories of inherilltnec-single inheritance, mUltiple inheritance (polymorphic), and allomorphic-are
shown in Figure A.6, which represents a network containing routers and hubs. At the top of the managed objects is
the ultimate superctass, top. Hub is superclass of the switched and (regular) hubs. The IO-Mbps regular (IIOn-
switched) hub-managed object subclass is derived by single inheritance from the hub superclass, Likewise, the
switched IO-Mbps ond lOO-Mbps hub subclasses are derived by single inheritance from the switched hub
superelass. A switched muj irate bub th01 has both IOG-Mbps and IG-Mbps port speeds bas polymorphic
inheritance ITom lis superelasses at the 1000Mbps and IO-Mbps switched hubs. The IO-Mbps uni-J...AN hub is the
class of hubs that can be configured only as a single LAN. In other words, it behaves os a regular hub and hence is
allomorphio with the IO-Mbp5 regular hub-managed object class.

Fleur< A.6. E,,""'pt. or !"h er IIA"o.

A.... 4. Management Information Trees

Getting lost in OSI terminology and defllitions of the various hierarchical structures--literally losing tbe forest for
the trees-is 011tOOeasy. So far we have talked about the development of managed object classes, which is done
by using the inheritance tree. The objed insrences have to be uniquely identified. which is done by using the
naming tree. Once a managed object class has been developed and instances have been given names, they have to
be registered with a central autbority, which is done by using the registration tree. so that they can be universally
used

The lnherlance Tree. The inheritance tree defines the relationship between subclasses and superclasses, Because
the properties of a subclass are derived from a superc ass, a subclass may be considered 11 subset or specialization
of the superclass. We have d.iseussed three categories of inheritance. Single inheritance derives its properties from
a single superclass, Multiple inheritance of a subelass derives its properties from more than one superclass. Care
must be token in developing multiple inheritances so thaI no conflict exists between the properties of the
superclasses being used to derive the subclass. The third category is a special case, called allomorphism, in which a
subclass derived from multiple superclasses takes on the properties of one oft he superclasses It may be considered
as a pointer to a supercloss.

The Naming Tree. The naming tree is used in rbe naming of a managed object, which is a specific instance of a
managed object class, to give it 9 unique identiflcaticn, This procedure is very similar to the OBJECT
lDENTIFIERand DESCRIPTOR,usiag MIB, in SNMP management.

Names are uniquely specified in terms ofa superior or context object, Objects named in terms of another object are
called subordinate objects. and are contained in a superior object. Because n subordinate object is contained in.a
superior object, tbe oamin¥ tree is 8.150called II containment tree.



Ail example of contained managed objects is sbown ia Figure A.7. The top level of the naming tree is the root,
Here, system Is tbe superior object. and log, alarroRecord, and eventfcrwerdingpfscrtmiuetor are objects
subordinate to it. Both log and alarmRecord are subordinated objects under the context name system.

F1!:IU" A.7. ExaDlpit "rContRined Manugtd Obj.clS (x.no)

Legend

eventForwvrtjlngOisprin,inotor
discrlrnlnalorid= "e"

A managed object-is identified by' a name In the naming tr~ by either ito; absolute position 'in me naming tree with
a global name, such as,OSl or wjth.respect 10 the context object either with.a retatlve distinguished .name 0 r a local
distinguished name. Table A,2 Illustrates the naming oonvention for me example shown in Figure A.7.. The local
context name system is used here for illustration. Figure A.7 and Table A2 present the name attribute of the
managed object and the value of me type of tluil attribute, Thus, the local disunguished name for alarmkecord ill
the sequence of attributes slarting wjth the context name system and is {logld = "SMJ{?', reoordld = "S"}, and the
relative distinguisbed name is recordld = "5". The implication is thartfe relative distinguished name reflects the
system context name. Notice that the local distinguished name is a sequence of names and hence ·is bounded by
braces, (),

Table A.I. RdAUn Olsrhlgulshed Names.Ex.mlll.

Relative DIstinguished Name local Distlngul$hed Name

systemld = "BOC' {}

logld"'~SMK" {Iogld = 'SMK"}

recordld = ~S· (Iogld = 'SMK~, recordld = ·5·)

A subordinate objectunder a superior object in a naming tree does not imply that the managed object represented
by the subordinate object is contained in the superior object class. The inheritaooe relationship between superclass
and subclass is distinct from me. name-binding relationsh ip in the naming tree.

Registration Tree. The registraton tree is used for officially registering the managed object classes (from the
inheritance tree), names oftbe managed obje.cts (used in the naming tree), attribute definitions, attribute groups,
action types, notifications, and packages. The OS[ management tree shown in Figure 3.8 has been extended to
partially include the registration tree, as shown in Figure A.S. The managed classes, attributes, actions,
noufications, and packages developed in the X:700l1S0 10165 series fall under the are (node) smi, structure of
mnnagemem information. II is under the management standard rns node. TIM> node smase (system management
application service entity) and cmip are me other two nodes under ms.

FlgIU" A.S. OS1 negl.str~Uoo T ree

A.".S. Guidelines for Definition Ofl\'lUllllgcd Object Templates

The technique used to specify managed objects in OSl managemenr uses templates and is referred to-as C uidelines
for Definitinn. of Managed Objects (GDMO). GDMO can be viewed as a ser of forms with sIisr of properties
that can be filled with values. See the OS·I 10 165-4/ITU X.722 standard and Raman [1998] for a detailed
discussion of GO MO.

An example of a managed object class using a template for a managed class extracted from X.722 is shown in
Figure A.9. The mnemonic name of tbe managed object class is lamp. The MANAGED OBJECT CLASS is the
keyword tbal defines the managed object class.

Figure ,\.9. EXAlllllleoftl'. OSl MRnogcd ObJtcl CIJIssTemptate



lamp MANAGED OBJECrCLASS
OERIVED FROM -ITU-T Ret. X.721 (1992) IISOIIEC 10165'2 . lop;
CHARACTERIZED BY JampPackBge
CONDITIONI'iL PACKAGES intensltyPackaga PRESENf IF

(resouroeSupportslntensUv(selt ().>Iampld):
REGISTEflEDAS

(odrnoPJusExamplesMQ(iUla.lomilObjectldenliOer mal1aoadOhjeclClass (3)
lamp(Q)]'

TheDER!VEO CI.A.SS identifiesthe sourcedocument and ibe relationship to either 8 superclass or subclass, (n the
example, lamp is derived from top; 11 may not always be present, but at least the alternate managed object class in
the hierarchy should contain it. Thus, to trace the hierarchy of the managed. object class, you may have to trace
through 8 sequence of templates. This procedure is similar to naming of children down the generarons in some
parts of the world, as.in Tamil Nadu, India, where the author was.bom. The last name of the child (Subramanian in
thecase of the author) is the given name and tbe first name is the mlher's given name. TIllIS, to trace a name you
have to trace through each generation of the family hierarchy.

The construct CHARACTERIZED BY identifies the mandatory packages aod properties. In this example, Ul_e
lampPackage is the mandatory package, .and ibe properties associated witli it ani part of its template defalil ion.

The CONDITIONAL PACKAGES define the optional packages included in the managed .object class. The
inteosityPackage is a conditional package sod is present only if the defined condition on rescurccSupportslntensiry
is satisfied.

The REGISTERED" AS construct defines rbe officalregistered name ofthe managed object class. Here, lump is
defined in the registration tree under gdmoP.lusExamplesModule.

A.S. Communication Model

We presented the high-level representation of the OSI communication architecture in Section A.2 and Figure A.3.
The manager and agent application processes use seven.messages to communicate w itb each other. Tlie applicate n
process interfaces with the' application entity sub layer that is above the presentation layer, The communication
protocol used lQr intersystem cornmunicatjon is the Common Management Information Protocol (CMlP). the
communication model deals with the application entity layer aod the intersystem message protocol.

A.S.I. System Man;lgement AppliCation Entity

A management application, the System Management Application Process (SMA}» communicates with another
management application by invoking System Management Application Entity (SMAE), as shown in Figure A.IO.
The SMAE comprises several service.entjty modules. 111e System Management Applicarion Service Entity module
(SMASB) services rbe five management o(lpiicationsl.co.nfiguration, mull, performance, security, nod accounting.

Flgnre A.tO. os! .Network Communlt:lflons·Mode'
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The CMISE handles the communications function fur SMASE, using the CMJP. The Association Control Service
Element (ACSB) sell! up and coordinates the activities of'setting up and releasing ail association with the
applicaticn, Ooce the association has been set up, tile data move from the CMISB to the. remote system via the
Remote Operation Service Element (R.OSE). ROSE issues-requests to a remote system and. receives responses in !U)

asynchronous mode, In other words, a request may be issued and followed by other requests and the responses
correlated wit'1I.too corresponding requests.

Figure A.11 shows the interoperabiljty of two applications .in two remote systems for the OSI network
.communication model shown in Figure A.IO. Communication between SMASE entities exchange management
application protocol data units (MA PDU). CMIP PDUs 'are exchanged !iehveen'CMISE entitles,

Flgure A.II. 0$1 frll.rol"rBbillly Communicu\iou Model
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Common Management Information Service Elements. We introduced the seven services (or messages) offered by
CMISE in Section A.2. The CMISE model consists OfMO submodels. In tbe first, the manager sends a command
to an agent and may expect one or more responses from the agent, which is caJJed operations. The second
submodel is concerned with an unsolicited message from an agent, whch may expect confirmation from the
manager, and is called nolificalions.

The commands M·GET, M·SET, M.ACTION, M-CREATE, M·OELETE, and M·CANCEL·GETare opentrions.
The event M·EVENT·REPORT belongs to notifications. The M in aU tbe operation and notification command
names stands for ma~gement. The get. create, delete, and cancel-get operations expect confirmarions or responses,
called confirmed services. A response may be multiple. For example, the GET command associated with n multiple
management object c.ass (called scope) could invoke multiple responses.

The operations set and eoticn, as well as the nctifcarons event-report, may or may not require responses or
acknowledgements. They enn be either confirmed or unoonfinned services. The requirement for confrmatlcn
depends on the type of'operntlons or notiJicatJ;ms, and the data furmat should specify it. The CMISE services and
CMlP operation values are listed inTable A.3. along with a brief description of each service,

TAIII. AJ. CMISE Strvlcr! lind eMIP O".rntk>n Valur!

Service Operation Value Conflrmed/Unc.onfltmed Description

M-EVENT-REPORT 0/1 Send notifications to another open system

Tabl. 1\.3. CMlSES<M'im and CJlllPOp<ralion Val.os

Service Operation Value Confirmed/Unconfirmed DesctlpUon

Multiple responses 2 Not a CMISE service, but used with scope

M·GET 3 Retrieve attributes and values from managed objects

M-SET 4/5 Set or modify attributes

M-AOION 6/7 Initiate action In a managed object

M-CREATE 8 Request an open system to create a managed object

M·OElETE 9 Request an open system to delete managed objects

M-CANCEl-GET 10 Com mand to cancel a previously sent M-GET service

Common Management lIt'lOrm,"ion 1'11)10001. Tbe CMIP is rbe communication interface with the CMISr:;. It
generates a POU for a message. The POU formal generated by CMlP is II modification oftbe generic ROSE POU
formal, and is shown in Figure A.12. The invoke 10 field is the POU identifier and is used in correlating the
response. The ope.ration value is determined by the appropriate operation/notification from Table, A.3. For
example, the get operation will have an operation value of 3. The next two fields in tbe CMIP POU are tile
managed object class and tile managed object instance. The term base object is used in connection wiLhretrieval of
multiple objects associated with the scope clause in which multiple objects oouJd be retrieved using the get
command by specifying a base Object. The information field is a group of fields describing operaticn-specific data

Flgur. A. 11. CilUP PDU

A.G. Application Functions Management

OS~ management bad paid specific attention to the development of management applications (functional model),
which motivated development of the rest of the OS1 management models. Applicatioo fuoctions management can
be compartmentalized, asshown in Figure A.13, n.~management application functional areas, system management
functions (SMFs), and CMISEs, which we discussed in Sect ion A.5. Management application functions invoke
SMFs, which in rum utilize the oommon management information services 10 execute applications.

,"'igurr A.. 13. functions I\1SI1Dge_lIltIU Modri



The five system application Iilnctionol areas are conflgararon, mull, performance, security. and eccoumlng. They
are represented as clouds in Figure A 13 because the functional areas overlap. For example, packet loss in a
network could be classifed under both fault and performance management. They may even use common
management functions. Hence, OSI specifications ror SMfs are lOr primitive service functions.

The SMFs are abstract specifications, more like requirements of the functions needed to implement the
applications. They are shown under SMFs in Figure A 13. The purpose of most of the functions can be inferred
from the title. The object management function. state management function. and attributes for rcprc.scnting
relationships are concerned with the configuration of managed objects, The management knowledge function
exchanges information between systems.

The event report management function, log control function, alarm reponing function. test management function,
and confidence and diagnostic test categories are oriented toward fault- administration and notificarons. The
summarizaton function could be used for fault management, as in trouble ticket administration, or for perfbrmaoce
management, as with statistics. This function preprocesses and compresses lhc data prior to transmission.

The SMFs related to security management applicstiens are the security alarm reponing function, security audit rrail
function. and objects o.nd nttribmes for Recess control The account metering time! ion and workload monitori IIg
function are oriented toward accounting management. The scheduling function is a general SMF used to schedule
operations.

The third compartment in Figure A.J3 identifies the common management service elements invoked by the SMFs
to perform the tasks. They are the seven CMlSE services: M-EVENf-REPORT, M-GET, M-SET, M-ACTION,
M-CR£ATE, M-DELETE, and M-CANCEIAJET.

Summary

In this appendix we presented an overview of OS) management. We discussed the complcxiy and flexibility of
object-oriented OSI management and compared it. where appropriate, to the simpler sealar-oriented SNMPllntemel
management. OSI management js based 00 the Common Management Information ProtocollCommon
Management Information Service Elements (CMIP/CMlSE). We identified the service elements of a common
management information service and explained bow they are used.

Our discussion of the information model dealt with managed object classes and instances. Tltey are derived by
using tbe inheritance tree in the OSI management information model. The naming tree is used to name managed
objects. and t.he registration tree registers the nomes of managed object classes.

The OSl communication model dealt with the CMISE and CMIP. We looked lit the Iower- and upper-layer profiles
used in OSI. management-and the role of the Association Control Service Element (ACSE) in establishingand
releasing application associations across systems. The Remote Opemrons Service Element (ROSE) performs the
exchange of'dnta after the ACSE has established the associations.

The five management application functional areas of conflgureuon, fault, performance, security, and accounting
utilize the system management functions. which ill turn invoke tho common management information services 10
execute tasks.

Project Structure -and Evaluation

Projects

n.1. Project Structure and Evaluation

We are presenting a suggestion list fur projects to accompany the course. MoS! of these projects hove been
undertaken by students in the past 3 years, who hove fuund them interesting. Each project 5 expected 10 take 2010
30 hours of student time. The projects can be done as individual or group projects. If the project is done as a group,
there should be a clear distinction of each student's contribution for grading purposes. The group comprises
typically 2-4 students. J strongly recommend 8 presentation of the project to the class by each .indivdual or group
at the cod of the course. The presentation is limited to 10-15 minutes. laboratory or software projects are
presented to the instructor outside of the presentation.

A possible way of structuring the project is to allow students to pick B projcct from the list or come up with their
own suggestion. The students are expected to select a project and their partners in tile first few weeks of the course.
An outline of the projects with deliverables is expected during the middle of the quarter/semester. The final report
is duo a week befure the eod of the quartet/semester.

The grading criteria for the project are creativity. content, report (organiultion and completeness), and presentation.

B.2. Prejects

I. SNMP is a poll-based network management system;

There are open-source SNMP stacks available on the Internet. Choose one oflhem and develop a polling
engine for an NMS. The student should do a pertOrmance evaluation of tile engine.



2. Laboratory .setup of a managed LAN with low-end NMS (e.g., Ope;nNMS): S,hlCients load PCs with the
operating system with TCPIIP stack. TI~y set up mUkjple LANs using 8. bub. An NMS is Io.aded on a PC,
which then manages the LANs. Several management applications are practiced.

3. Laboratory 'setup of amanaged virtual LAN with.Iow-end NMS:

Multiple LANs nre set up.as VLANs and a network- management system is set up to manage them. 111is
project can also be done as a-special report expanding the role ofVLANs.

4. Set up an enterprise NMS by downloading several of the open-source NMSs' available on the InfeHiet.
Perform fault and performance management. This usually requires ihe student to have bad 9J me prior
experience with a UNrx.s~em. Til is can be combined. with another group setting up the LANs.

5.' Configuring system managemcnt=-Bjg Brot.berISpong:

Big Brother or Spong csn be downloaded and configured to manage systems in local networks. Interesting
modifieatons can be dore totbe origina] systems in this prQjecl.

6. Wetrbased management:

This popular project is done by several groups, each one implementing-a different version of Web-based
.maaagement, This project can be a software development project or a theoretical one in depth.

A Web interfacecan be added ('0 an existing SNMP management system. A Web-interface module to an BP
.Open View Network Node Manager is available and has been tried in this project. Other variations are
possibilities in this approach, The whole project can be done from scratch starting \vith an SNMP 1001.

For advanced computer science classes. try experimenting with XMLschema and CORBA-based NM.

7. Traffic measurement using MRTG:

MR TG freeware can be downloaded and set up 011 a-host to measure the traffic at an interface of II network
component.

'8. APe management:

This area of network 'management affords numerous oppornrnjties ror hands-on-project if facilities exist.
Fault loca lization is n 'challenge in this project. A stnd~both analytical and laboratory. including QoS
management for 'broadband-is an opportunity bere. .

9. ADSL.management:

A wealib of ADSL '~rojects can be undertaken .bot II liS a. laboratory project, as well as theoretical study
project. In addition, it can be extended to other DSL technologes.

1.0. Set up a management system for a WiFi network.
1I. Use ofTcVTk fcrnetworkmanagemenu

111e scripting tool in general is an 'area of'study for a project in network menagement, Specifically, Tclffk
[Zeltserman and Puopb, 1998] is very useful as a management tool.

12. Event correlaton:

We have dealt with several technologies fQr event correlation. The implementation of anyone would be an
interesting project.

B.RMON:

A simple RMON tool, for example tcpdump, can he implemented to do statistical measurement and
snlllysis of tbe type of'traffic.

14. Software simulation:

Many of, the above projects could be 'simulated using common tools' and could be an exciting way to
accomplish a laboratory project when the facilities are lacking. Research network simulation toolsthat are
ava ileble as freeware to use in this project.

15. Develop an SNMP1:rap simulator for SNMPvel'S'ions and acquire them using one of'tbe NMS projects or 8
commercially available NMS.

This rntoral gives 8 h.8nd5-00 experience to the students IetImiog basic networking tools and SNMP-based tools.

C.J. Network Busic Tools Lab

Read about funcrons and the use of the following bask network tool.eo mmands. You can invoke man
commandname to obtain the manual page of a command in a UNlX system.

I. ping
2. traceroute
3. nslookup
4. host
5. dig

Use these commands in the Lab to do the following practice exercises. You may create your own additional
exercises and be prepared to discuss them in class.

I. Choose any lP rddress in.your subnet or outside and find the.name of the host,
2. Ping 'at Ie~t two public institutions' addresses ins ide'and outside India. AnalYse your-results and note the

signifICant points.

Execute traceroure to the following lP addresses and 'analyze:

www.gatech.edu

nstbangla.net

C.2. SNMP Tools Lllb

This lab is deslgned.to learn the SNMP-testing tools. Many tools are available 9.0 publb domain ..

• The SNMP test tool is an interactive tool. to obtain values of several managed objects-one at a time.
Get, Get-next, and Set are the SNMP commands tbat we IetImed under SNMJ' architecture/messages.
Execution of these will return an SNMP Response message. Pay particular attention to index and instance
in this exercise.
SNMPWaIk uses snmpgetnext to trace the entire Mm. A network status command Is used to teSl the status
of network connections of 8 host.

Exercise the folkrwing test tools:



snmptest
srunpget

• snmpgetnext
snmpset
snmptrap
snmpwalk
snmpnetstat

C.3. SNMP Applications

Apply the SNMPlootS),OU have learned to the following applications.

Application I : Choose any three hoofs and determine which of the hosts has been running the longest.

Al1Plkation,2: Use SNMP system MIB and find all tbe information about the hosts that you used in Application l.

AppLicatiOJl 3: Acquire the routing table of a. router using lP MIB ntKLfind out the approximate size of the table.

Application 4: Your lnstructor bas set the snmpd.conftable in a host with different community users accessing
-different profiles of information from the database,

Inspect the configuration. .file (letc/SIU1ipd.conf) tilr the SN~'daemon running on the host. Attempt an. snmpwalk
using each oftbe community names itdefines, Compare tbe amount of information available with each,

Application 5: Your instructor will give you MID views for different groups' of users. Modity the snmpd.eonftable
to Implement those views.

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OF.DM) is a modulation scheme that comprises· multicarrler,
multisymbol, and multirate techniques using spread spectrum technology, It is converged technologjes of spread
spectrum, Fast Fourier Transform (FFl). and multlpJe input multiple output (MlMO) antennae,

Broadband services require transmission of modulation of broadband signal at JI high digit;Jl data rate, DU¢ 10

frequency selective fading, the digital pulses in the timedomain .are spread. out, interfering with neighborlng digits
and thus causin~ inter-symbol interference (IS!). This is shown in Figure D.l.

flgw" DJ. 1~te r;SYDlboll~ te rre ren ce (lSI)
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The basic principle of'operstion of OFDM is.to divide the broadband-modulated carder into narrowband segments.
All the narrowband segments aretransmjtted in parallel over subcarrier channels, Since the fadingis flat over a
narrow band, there is less distortion oithe signal and hence, less lSl.lns.lead of mod ulat ing, a single carrier at the
rate ofR symbols per second (5pS), each ortbe N subcarriers separated by abom RIN Hz are. modulated and each
symbol is transmitted at RIN sps. This is shown' in Figure D.2. Figure D.2(a) shows the single carrier modulation,

and PigureD.2(b) shows the mulrcarrer fur .thesame digitel signal. figure D.3 shows the system representation of
multicarrier multlsymbol OFDM at the trnnsmit,ting end. The multicarrier system could be further improved by
making each subcarrier errbogonalto others. .
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D..I. FourierTransformation

Any periodic s ignaJ x(t), which repeats itself with a period T, can be deeo mposed into an infinite number of
frequeney components. with fundamental 'frequency

and its harmonics

1. = n10= n2?fo

The decomposed representation in the frequency spectrum is defined as ihe Fourier series. The Fourier series can
be written as:

where 8. and b" are coefficients ofharmonlc terms.

figure DA (a) shows a pulse train XII(t) of amplitude A. pulse width 1', and periodicity of To. T~ can be shown
using Fourier analysis [Forouun, 2006]:

~
X,,(t) =L C,,(ei.ulll) dt

where

en = (ATrI"o) sin (?nTlTo)/(?oT/Tol =(ATrro) sine (nTlTo)

Flglln D.4. OFDM
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We-define a sine function, where

Sine (nTtTo) =sin? (n TlTo)n( nTtTo)

The value of the sine 'function sin (?X).!(?,,-) equals 1 .!II x = O·.and equals 0 ut x = 1,2, 3.... whichare integral
multiples of T. The sioc function is shown in Figure D.4 (b). The Fourier spectrum of l(,,(t) is often used as A

meesure of'theslgnal baodwidthllI in Hertz for a pulse train with pulsewidth T.

We can cbservefrcm Figure O.4(b) that if the subcarrier frequencies are separated by the periodicity f.= lIT. they
will all becrtbogonal to each other. This is the basic concept ofOFDM. The mulricarrier trensmlssicn, classified as
OFDM, mitigates lSI.
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CIM Common Information Model DOD 01teet Distance Dialing

CIMOM CIM Object Manager DES Data Encryption Standard

ClI Command Unelnterface DHCP Dynami'c Host Configuration Protocol

ClTS Connectlonless Transport Service ou Data Unk layer

CMIP Common Management Information Protocol DMI Desktop Management Interface

CMIS Common Management Information Service 'DMTF Desktop Management Task Force

CMIS,E Common Management Information Service Element DOCS Data-Over-rable System

CMTS Cable Modem TerrnlnatlngSystem DOQ;IS Data-Over-Cabfe System Interface Specifications

COM Component Object Model DOM DocumentObject Model

CO:ps, Common Open Policy *rvl'ce ore Data Termlnatlni! Equlp'ment

CORBA 'Common Object Request Broker Architecture DSl Qlgital Sub~alber Une

COTS Connec\lon-{)rle~ted Transport Servlce DSLAM Dlgi tar Subsal bar Ilne,Acces$ Multi plexer

CPE Customer Premlses.Equipment DWDM Dense:Wavelength Division MultipleXer

CSMA/tZA C~'rrier S!!nsing Multiple Access with Col1l51'0nAvoidance EAI;' El\1Enslble Authentication Prbtoool

CSMA/CD Carrier Senslng,Multiple Ac~ess wldi Collision Detection EGP External Gateway ProtQCOI

DBMS Database Manage'ment Syste'm ,EIA Electrical Industries ASsociation

OCE Data CirCUit-Terminating Equipment ELAN Emulated local Are,a Network

OCE Distributed Com pu1i i'tg Environment EMS Element ManagementSysre rn, Enterprise Management System

OCF Dlstrl'buted Communication Fu~ctlon In TMN EPON Ethernet PON

OCF Distributed Coordination function In 802.11 eTOM Enhanced Telecom Operations Map

OCN Data Communications Network FCAPS Fault. Con!lguratlon. Accounting, Performance. and Security

OCOM Distributed Component Object Model FOOl Aber Distributed Data Interface
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FEC Forward Error Correction IGP Internal Gateway Protocol

FSK Frequency ShlfrKeylng 1I0P Internet tnrer-Orb Protocol

FTAM' File Transfer and Access Management ILMI Integrated Local Managementlnrerface

FTP File Transfer Protocol IP Internet Protocol

FTTN Fiber to· the Neighborhood IPC Inter-Processor Cornmunlcetlon

GQMO Guidelines for Definition ofMaf1ilged O,bjects IrDA' Infrared Data' Association

GMPl5 Generalized MPl5 IRTF I"tamet Research Task Force

GUI Graphical User Interf3C\! ISDN Integrated Services Digital Network

HAVI Home AUdio-Video lnteroperablljtv ISO International Organl zatton for Standardlzati on

HCF Hybrid Control FunctJ"on ITU InternatronalTelecom'm unicati,ons, Union

HDSL High Data R~te DIgital Subscriber line 'ITU-T rrU- Teleccrnrnunlcattons Sector

HFe Hybrid Fiber COi!l<lal~~Ie lDB£ .I;Iva Database Connectivity

HMAC Hashed Mess;lge'Access.,Code lDMK Java Dynamic Management Kit

HTML Hy,pertextMa'rkup Language 1101',1 joint Inter·Domahi Manag!lment

HTTP HypertelitTransfer Protocol lMApl Java Management Appllcatlon'l~terface

lAB Internet Advisory BOard NM Java Virtual Machine

lANA Internet Assigned Numbers Authority JMX Java ManagemenHxtensi!>ns

ICMP Internet Control Message Prot_ocol LAN Local Area Network

IDEA International Data Encryption Afgorlthm LANE local Area Network Emulation

IDL Interface Deflnltfon Language LLC toglcal link Control

IEEE Institute of'Electrlcal and Electronic Engineers LMDS Local Multipoint DistributiOn Service

IETF Internet Engineering Task Force MAC Medium Access Control
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MAN Metropolitan Area Network NID Network Interface Devi ce

MBR Model-Based Reasoning NIU Network Interface Unit

MCNS Multimedia Cable Network System NMF Network Management Forum

MD Message Digest NMS Networ~Management System'

ME Mediation Function in TMN NOC Network Operations Center

MIB Management'lnformation Base OAM Operation, Administration, and Mainteoance

MIME Multipurpose lntemet Mall Extensions OAMP OperaUQn, Administration, Mainten~!lce, and PrQvlsh;mll'l8

MIMO Multiple Input Multiple Output OASIS Organlzatro.n for the Advancement,ofStructured jnform atlon Se rvlces

MIT Maflagement Information Tree OC Optical Carrier

MNlOS, Multichannel ,Multipoint Pistri butlon Service ooec Open Dal;lbase Connectivity

MOM Manager of Manage~s OFDM OrthOgonal Frequency Division Multiplexing

MOTIS Message Orle['ltedText Intefcnange.Standard OU Optical Une Termination

MPLS Multrprorooollabel Swltchll'l8 ONU Optical Ne~ork Unit

I'yIRTG Multi Router Traffic Grapner OS OperatIons System

MSO Multiple Systems Oper~tor OS Operatll'l8 S.ystem

MSSP Multisel'vl~e Swltm'll'l8 Platform OSF Operatlon System Function In TMN

MTNM M~ltltemnol08Y Network Management OSF . Open SYstems' Found,atlon

NlTOSI Multltechnology Operations System Interface OSGI Open SeMee Gateway initiative

MUWS Mahagement Using Web Servlte 051 Open System Interface

NAT Network Address Transl ator OSPF Open Shortest Path First

NGN Next Generation Network OSS Operation's Support System

NGOSS New Generation OSS PAN Personal Area Network
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PBX Private Branch eXchange SOU Servlce Data Unit

PCI Protoc.otControllnformatfon SGMP Simple Gateway Monitoring Protocol

P.CF P.olnt Coordination Function SHS Secure Hash Standard

PDU. Packet Data Unit SLA Service Level Agreement

PEM Privacy Enoanc:ed Mail SMAE System ManagementAppliCittion Entity

PGP Pretty Good Privacy SAX Simple API forXMl

PING Packet.lnte:rnet Groper SMAP System Management Appli cation PrOCess

PON Passive Optical Nehwrk SMASE System Management AppOcatlo.n Service Entity

~PP Point-to-Pol nt Protocol SMF System Management Function

OAF Q-Adapter Function In TMN .SMI S\nlcture of Mana gem em Inforniation

QoS Quality of Service SMTP Slmpl eMail TrahSP.ort Protocol

RADIUS Remote Auther,tticatlon Dial 1(1User Servl(:,e si'lClP Supnetwork-Independent Convergence Protocol

RBR Rule-Based R~sonlng. SNDAP 5u·bnet\:York-D.ependent Access Protocol

IlF Ra·d(o Frequency SNDCP Subne.twork-Depe·ndent Convergence Protocol

RFC Requ.est forCommenlS ·SNMP Simple Network"Management"PrOtocol

RIP Routing lnforrnanon Protocol SOP.. ·Servlce Oriented Architecture

RMI Remote Method Invocation SPAP Simple Object Aa:ess Prctocol

RMON Remote Monitoring SONEr Synchrdnous Optical NETwork

ROSE Remote Operatloh Service element SPF Shortest Palh First

RPC Remote Procedure Call STS Synchronous Transport Sighal

RSA Rivest, Shami r, and Adl eman (Cryptographic Algorithm) TCP Transrnlsslon Control Protocol

SOH Synchronous Digital Hierarchy TOM Time Division Multiplexing
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TOMA TIme Division MultlpleAccess WCS Wireless CommunJcatlon Service

TE Traffic Engineering WEP Wired Equivalency Protocol

TMF TeleManagement Forum WPA WlFi Protected Access

TMN Telecommunications ManagementNetwork WIFI Trade name for WIreless LAN

TR Token Ring WIMA Web-Based Integrated Management Architecture

UDDI Universal Description. Discovery; and Integration of Web Services WIMax Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access

UDP User Datagram Protocol WLAN WIre less LAN

WSOL Web Services Definitipn Language

WSF Workstatlofl Function in TtVIN

WMI Windows Management Interface

XML ExtensIble Markup Language

XPath XMLFliter

,XSL XMLStyl~~heet

XSLT XMl Transformer to Other Documents

UI User Interface

UNI User'Network Interface

UPnP UniVersal Plug and'Pl.ay

USB Universal Serial Bus

URL Universal Resource Locator

USM User-Based Security MoPel

UWB Ultra-Wide Band

VACM VleW:'BasedAtcess Control Model

VDSL Wry HIgh Dat'aRate Digital Subsalber lIn'e

VLAN Virtual Local Are.aNetwork Glossary

VT Virtual Tf!tmlnal Abstract Syntax Notation (ASN'.1)

W3C World Wide Web Consortium
A formalized syntax language used to define managed objects.

WAN Wide Area Network
AccessMode

WBEM Web-Based Enterprise Managemeht
The MfB eccess privilege defined in an SNMP agent based on community name to a l\etwork 'element-
read only or read-write,

WBM Web-Based Management



Access Polley

A pairing of an SNMP community name with an SNMP community profile is defined as SNMP access
policy.

Accounting Manasement

Administration of cost allocation of the usage of network resources.

Agent Module

A management software module resident in a network component that can be queried for information by
another software module resident in network manager. The agent module can also generate find transmit
jnfurn"~lion In an unsolicjted manner. These are-called ectiflcariocs (traps in SNMPvl).

Aggregate Managed Object

A group of related managed objects. It is represented by a conceptual table of rows, each row comprising a
list of scalar managed objects. The columns of the table are columnar objects, with each row being an
instance of the entry. This group is distinct from MIB groups.

Amplitude Shift Keylnc (ASK)

Ad igita.l-to-analog modul81ion scheme in which the carrier is amplitllde modulated.

Application Control Service Element (ACSE)

Sets up and coordinates the acrlvaies of setting up and releasing an associetion. with an application. This is
used in conjunction with ROSE in OSI managemem.

Asymmetric Digital Subscriber line (ADSL)

Digital subscriber line thnl. carries multimedia informal ion from the central office to the customer premises.
The downstream and ups! ream frequencies are different, hence the term asymmetric.

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)

A cell-based technology Ihat is used 10 transport digital data. Aswitcb that switches ATM protocol is called
ATM switch.

ATM Forum

An industry-sponsored international organization aceeleraring cooperation 00 ATM technology.

ADSl Transmission Unit (~TU)

ATU is an ADSL modem. ATU-C is located 01 the central office and ATU-R is at the remote (customer
premises) site.

Authentication Key

A secret key derived from a chosen password of thl) user (SNMPv3) tbat is used in euthenticating tbe
legitimacy of the user accessing 8 secure system.

Autodlscovery

In a network management system, the process of discovering the components ofa network-automatically.
usually using the ping commands. This is done when the system is turned on and during maintenance on a
scheduled basis.

Bask Encoding Rules{BER)

The encoding roles used to code ASN.I synlax defined objects, SNMP message is encoded in BER using
type. length, and value (11. V).

Beamn

A management enabling stations to establish and maintain communications in an ad-hoc wi'elesS network
in an orderly fashion.

Bridge

A device that connects two LANs at the dam link layer,

Bro~dband Networks

Broadband networks are multimedia networks thai provide integrated services of voice, video, and dat8
over the same medium. It is the short form for broadband ISDN (BISDN). The network comprises WAN



using AIM technology and me bcal-loop based on cable. digital subscriber line, and wireless technologies.
The services offered are referred to as broadband services.

Cable Modem

A device used in broadband services that modulates and demodulates fro,m the customer equipment to the
radio frequency signal that is carried 011 the cable.

Case-based Reasoning

A paradigm used in network management that is based 00 comparing 8 problem to previously encountered
cases to derive the cause of the problem.

Opher Block Chaining Method of Data Encryption Standard (CBC-DES)

A symmetric encryption protocol recommended in SNMPv3 fur secure communication.

Code.book

in network management, codebook is a matrix of problems and symptoms thatis generated modeling the
network. Multiple symptoms are correlated to isolate the root cause of the problem.

Common Management Information Protocol (CMIP)

OST standard management protocol, which isobiect-orented.

Common Management Information Service (CMIS)

A management service function provided in OS! management that uses CMIP protocol. CMISE is.a CMlS
Element

community

Pairing oftwo SNMP entities that can communicate with eacb other is caUed an SNMP community and is
given a name community name. All SNMP entities with. the 'same community name can communicate with
'each other. A paJring ofMIB view with SNMP access mode is called cornmunjty profile.

Compliance

Defined in SNMN2 as the minimum set of modules and mandate ry groups that should be Implemented in
an SNlvIP entity for it to be-declared compatible with SNlvIP.

Co~figuration Manage ment

Setting and changing ofconfigu.ration of networks and network components.

Conformance

SNMPv2 defines conformance in unjts of OBJECT -<lRO,U PS. 111e SNMP conformance of a product is
specified Including.compliance modules and additional OBJECT-GROUPS.

Common Object R~quest Broker ArchItecture (CORBA)

CORBA standard provides a communication bus for distributed applications 10 internet over tbe.network.

CORBA Management Technology.

Object-or ented 'CORBA-based technology for implementation or distributed management application
archjtecture.

CORBA Agent

A server with LDL interfaces fur each GDMO.

CORBA-based Manager

A network manager with distributed management applications.

Counter

An SNMP application-wide. data type, whose value is a non-negative integer. ILS. value i!; monotonically
increasing and wraps around when ·.iI reaches a maximum value,

Customer Premises EQ.uipment (CPE)

Any equipment in the customer or subscriber premises, which is.conoected to the service provider network.
Tbe ePE network interfaces to the service provider network at the "demarcation point."



De.nseWilV.eleng1ll Division MuitlPie.xer IDWDM)

Wavelength Division Multiplexer is add-drop Optical signal multiplexer. DWDM was developed fur
erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs). which is an economical system.

DESCRIPTQR.

Definesa unique mnemonic name illr an o.bject type and begins with owercase letter.

Dlglta,! Subscriber I,Ine AccessMultlpl.elter (OSLAM)

A device at the central office that multiplexes several ATU·C modems.

Digital SUbscrlber'~lne IDSL)

Transmission link (loop) between the central office and the customer premises Ibm carries information in a
digital format. There are several implemeruations o.fPSL: Asymmetric'pSL, in which the upstream and
downstream bands are different; H.DSL is high data rote DSt., which offers symmetrc service at a higher
data rate; VDSl., very. high dam rate DSL is asymmetric at a very ~igh dillil rate (up to' 52 Mbps).

Digital Over Cable System Interface Specifications 10OCSIS)

Specifications lOr cable modern access leChnology approved bythe MeNS industry consortium.

Discovery.

A process in network management system Iblll discovers network clements aJ)d builds an inventory of
network-elements and links. See aurodiscovery,

Dynamic Host'Configuration Protocol

Converts and dynamically aIbcates-globa lIP address 10.loca IIP address in local networks.

Element Management System IEMS)

Lowest levelin.management hierarchy rhat manages the network elements directly..

Emul~ted LAN (ELAN)

Emulated LAN is an A™ network configured as a LAN and coexists with Ethernet LAN.

Etherriet

A LAN based 0.11 bus architecture that uses CSMNCD medium access protocol and. operates at 10 Mbps
speed Fast Ethernet functions at 100 Mbps and Gigabs.Ethernet at I Gbps.

eXtensible Markup Langu~ge P(Ml)

A markup language for document exchange irrthe Web.

Fa5tC~nnel

lnADSL. the-channel that handles audioand real-time video with fast buffers-

Fault Management

Detection and lsolarion of the problem causing the failure In the network,

Fiber Distributed Data Interface IFDDI)

A LAN based On token-ring technology that uses fiber medium and operates at 100 Mbps. It can be
implemented as either a single or a dual ring configuration.

Forward Equivalent ClassIFEC)

·FEC is used to map tbrwarding of 8 pecket 10 11 next hop port in 11 router.

Gateway

A router 111m connects two. networks and can perform protocol conversion,

Gauge

All SNMP epplicetion-wdedata type, whose value is a non-negative integer. Its value can move'eitber up
or .down and pegs 'uL a maximum value.



Get-Bulk,Req~st

An SNMP message issued by the manager to an agent. to retrieve '8 group of 'managed objects -and their
values in bulk.

Get-Next-Request

An SNMP message ISSUed bY the 'manager '10 an agent to retrieve 'the object ID and the value oithe next
managed object in the·MIB. .

Get-Request

An SNMP message issued by the manager 10 an agent to retrieve-the value of'S managed object.

Get-Response

An SNMP message issued by an agent 10 a.manager in. response to either II get or set request message. It is
simply called response In SNMPv2, .

Guidelines for Definition of Managed Objects (GDMO)

The technique that is adopted to specify managed objects in OS) management using ternplates,

Ha~ Bridge/Half Router

Provides a method to connect a LAN via a bridge to a router. This configuration is deployed for access to
Service provider by small offlce-home.otfice customer Onall as-required basis using Ii dial-up link.

High Data'Rare Digital Subscriber line (HOSt)

Digital subscriber line that operates in duplex mode al 1'1 or E I rate.

HMAC Protocols

The authentication protocols used for authentceton scheme in security management, It is based on hashing
algorithm (B) to derive message access code (MAC), Two common algorebms used in sNMP Security
management are HMAC-MD?-96 and HMAC.SHA-96.

HomePlug

Homej'lug, 'also known as PLC (power Line Communication), distributes data over power line in tne bouse.

HomePNA

RomePNA (Rome Phone line Network Alliance) is a technology ('hat can distribute broadband over the
phone line in the house.

Hub

A LAN in 8 box. 11 is a hybrid of star topology with either Ethernet or token-ring conflguraron inside the
hub.

Hvbrld Af;>er(;oaxlal Cable (HFC)Technology

The BFC; technology is based on multimedia services provided over the televislon cable system. It is alse?
called. Cable modem technology. .

Info(m-Request

An SNMPV2 message from a manager 10 another manager.

Inheritance

In. CST network management, managed object classesare inherited frQIDother managed objects. There IlI'C
several categories of inheritance, such as single itiberii'tlOceand multiple inheritance.

Instructional Scientific and Medltal Service (ISM)

A wireless transmissjon system lbal operates over two frequency bands (902-928 MHz) and (2400-2483 ..5
MHz) with a range of 0.5 and 15 miles, respectively.

Integrated Local Management Interface (lLMI)

'A management interface between.two AIM inrerface.manegement entities (IMFs) that provides view of
configuration and fault parameters across user-network interface (UNI). .



Integrated servkes Digital Network (ISDN)

integrated voice lind digital services over-a single medium. Narrow-band ISDN, referred to as basic rate,
'carries two channels. Broadband ISDN, or simply broadband services, is n cell-based technology at high
datn rate, .

Interleaved Cltannel

In ADSL, the channel ihat handles data signal, which Can tolerate latency and hence interleaved between
the fils! channel signal

Internet

A worldwide network [hat 'is based on TCl'/IP"suite of protocols.

IpAddress

An SNMP application-wide data-type that defines fuur groups of dotted decimal notation ofTPv4.

Java'Management Extensions (JMX)

A Java-based management archseeture proposed by Sun Mierosysrems.

LiI~el Distribution Protocol (LOP)

LOP is.theprotcco] used by egress LSR'to notifY LSP to aD the affected routers.

!,abel Switching ,Path (LSP)

End-In-end path of an MPLS circuit,

Lilbel Switching Router ILSR)

A router capable'ofsupportingMPLS protocol,

Local A!:eaNetwork (LAN)

A LAN is a shared medium serving many DTEs located in close proximity, as in a building or a campus
environment.

Local Multipoint Distribution System (LMDS)

A wireless transmission system that operates over two frequency bands (27,500-28,350 MHz) nnd (31,000-
3,1,000 MHz) with a-range of about 3 miles.

,M-ACTION

An OS1 management service.element that performs operation in managed objects and sends 'ccnfirmatiens
on an optional basis,

M~naged Object

Commonly, a network element that can be managed, remotely by network management system.In TCP/IP-
based network management, it consists of object type and object instance, A rigor-oils' definitieu of a
managed object is tltat it is a node in the M1B,that could be either Ii physical ora logical entity.

M~n~ged Object Class

An object-or ented definition ofmanaged objects in OS] network management,

M~nagem\!nt Information Base (MIJ3)

A manegement information tree -eontaining Internet management objects. A management object holds a
unique position and ID in the Mm. The portion of the MIB that a.retwork.elernem permits an SNMP agent
10 access is caJ1ed.MIB view.

Manageme'nt Information Tree

A hierarchical tree structure-used to organizemanaged objeclJ; and object classes, It is called Mill.in SNMP
and naming tree or containment tree In OSI.

Management Using Web SCnllc;1S(MUWS)

Use of Web services for '8 system managementfmmework,



Manag~ment of We!! Services (MOWS)

Management model to manage Web services.

M-GAN(El-GET

An·OSl management service element that cancels a-request message.

M-CREATE

An OSI'maoogemem service element that creates a managemeet object.class.

M-DElETE

An OSlmanagemem service element that deletes a management object class.

Media Access Control Proto'col

Lower sublayer protocol in OSllnyer2 that interfaces wkh tile physical layer protocol.

Metropolitan AoeaNetwork (MAN)

It am be defined. as that segment of the network thlll connects the wide area network to the broadband
access network. There are wired aJ1C) wm;less MANs .. While the latter is actually access net.work for the
metropolitan area, the former is concerned with extending the WAN closer to the head end of'tbe access
network.

M-E\(ENT-REPORT

An OSI management service elementthat generates unsolicited notiflcations 10 another open system.

An OSI management service element that retrieves attributes and values from managed objects.

MIB Browser

An SNMP tool to browse through the MlB. lt is also called MIS walk.

M-Interface

Five interfaces Ml-M5 are defined between network management system and either private or public
networks tOr management of'teecommnnlcetion networks including ATM networks.

MODULE-IDENTITY

An ASN.' macro that describes the semantics of an Informati:)I) module in ASN.' syntax.

M-SEr

An OS! management service element that sets or modifies attributes af managed objects.

Multichannel Multipoint Distribution Service (MMDS)

A wireless transmission system that operates over the frequency band of 2500-2686 MHz with a 'range of
up to 35 miles.

Multlpte Systems Operator (MSO)

MSO is a service provider. which owns and operates-several cable television systems and used to provide
primarily cable TV service. MSOs 'are now providing broadband services over cable.

MultlprQtotQI La~1 Swftchln.g (MPLS)Network

MPLS L~a WAN 'technology that replaces IP and AIM networks, It combines tbe richness of IP and lh.e
performance of ATM networks

Multiprotocollabet Switching (MPLS)'Label

A label is '8 short.fixed length, lcx:ally significant identifier, which is used ('0 identify IiFEe.

Multltechnology Networf< Manag&ment (MTNM)

A management system llfat manages network of multi1echno logy mullivendOr network elements,



Multltechnology 051 (MTOSI)

A 1M Forum standard for framework ror OS-OS integration.

Network Address Translator

Converts global IP to Iocal Il' address.

Network Interface [)ellice/Unit (NID/NIU)

A device at the customer premises, which is tbe demarcation point between the customer network aod
service provider network.

Network ManagementSvs.tem·(NIIIlS)

A platform that houses the network manager module. It monitors aod controls the network components
from a centralized operation'.

NMS Server

A platform in which NMS software runs in a server-client architecmre.

NMS Clie~t

A client platform, which accesses NMS server remotely and-performs operations oll'it..An·HTML browser
can be. used as an NMS client.

Network Operations Center (NOe)

A centralized operation to monitor- and manage tbe network using 'net work mnnagemeut tools and systems,

NOTIFIC!lTION-TYPE

An ASN.I macro of notification. which is an event or alarm generated by a network management agent and
sent to a network management system in SNMl'v2 and SNMPv3. It is termed as TRAP-TYPE in SNMPvl.

OAMP (Tradltlona.lly OAM8iP)

Operations, Administration, Maintenance, and Provisioning functions in tbe telecommunications industry.

Object

An objecrtype, 'and associated instance,

Object Identifier

Identifies an object type and is a node in the MIB. It is described in terms of a Sequence of numbers or
DBSCRIi'TORs tbill describes its posiron in tbe Mrs, or abbreviated by the name of 11 reference objeC).
type fu llowed by a sequence of numbers from that node.

Object Type

The component of tbe managed object that is defined by SMI and in the MlB. In TCP/JP management, it
consists of an object identifier defined by ASN.l syntax OBJECT-TIPE. and encoded using DBR. It does
1I0t include object instance.

Open Se.rvlceGateway Initlative'(OSGi)'

A 'residential .software platform tbat acts-as a .gateway to residential network. It supports integration of
different heme networking technologies and delivery of'dffferenr servlces and components, called bundles,
from serviee provders.

Operations System (OS)

Operations system; in the 'telecommunicaticns industry, is used io control the network and network
elements. The term is used in ADSL technology and TMN. TIle operarons system does not directly playa
role in the information transfer, but helps in the oAMP of network and informaton systems.

Optics I Carrier (oq

The data rate unit ofSONE'f (OC-n) digital hierarchy in the USA. The dnta rate is S 1.84 Mbps.

Optlcailirie Termination (OLl)

Termination po int at tbe'central office ofPON link.



Optkal Net~rk Unit (ONU)

Demarcation point between access network and home network in '!'ON, The ONU may contain a passive or
active element that divides access network into individual subscriber cables.

Passive Optkat Network (PON)

Fiber access network in broadband system.

Performa~ Managemerit

Monitoring and management of performance parnmeters of network and network components.

ilersonal Area Netwo,i<'(PAN)

There are several wireless personal area networks, each fur a specific application and primarily used at
residences for short range. Blaetooth is the most popular one, which isspecified in IEEE 802.15.1 and is in
the unlicensed spectrum of2.4 GHz. PAN with network control applications ror home devices that require
low data rate, are specified inIE.BE 802.15.4

Phase Shift Keying (PSK)

A digital-to-nnalog modulaton scheme in which the-phase of the carrier signal is. modulated.

Ping

A network tool to test the connectivity to a remote device.

Protocol Cor:to(erter

A node in a network, which does protocol conversion at laYerS above the network layer, It is similar to the
liat~\~ay, which does protocol conversion at tbe.oetwork layer,

Proxy Server

An SNMP device that converts any protocol to an SNMP-c6mpatible Mlll and protccol.It is also used to
convert SNMPvl to SNMPv2 protocol.

Quadrature Amplitude ,Modulation (QAM)

A digital-to-analog modulation scheme in which the. carrier is modulated with a combination of amplitude,
a:nd phase 'modulation. II is used in HFC and ADSL access technologies,

Quadr~ture Phase Shift Keying (QPSK)

A digital-to-analog modulation scheme in which the phase of the .carrier signal is modulated based on fuur
levels of the signal represented by four phase states. (I is used in HFC technology

'Rediscovery

Periodlccheck by.NMS for the ccnfiguration change in, the network,

,Remote Monitoring (liMON)

Remotely monitoring the network with a probe is lermed RMON, The monitored information, gathered and
analyzed by RMON, is transmitted to a remote network management system, RMONI deals with (hedat3
I ink control layer ani! Rl).{ON2 covers al (the nigher layers.

Remote Operation Servke Element (ROSE)

Issues request to remote system and receives responses .in.an asynchronous mode, Thls module is used in
conjunction with ACSE in OS) managemem,

Residential Gateway

T.he gateway ocmponent that is between tbe access network and home network. It handles primarily tbe
communication interface and can also have application modules in it..

Response

An SNMP message io'SNMPv2. SEe Gel-response,

Root cause'Analysls (RCA)

RCA correlates mullijJle alarms from a single fault, localizes tbe problem, shows the primary alarm, and
SUPpre,SSeSsecondary alarms,



Router

A device that does the routing functien of packets in a network.

Rule-based Rea'sonlng

An, if-then paradigm used ill network management that is based 011 comparing a problem to prev iously
encountered situations to arriveat the source of the problem.

Security Man;!gement

Securing legal access to network resources and protecting the information' during transfer of 'data from
'modification of.infbrmaton, masquerade, message stream, modificauon, and disclosure.

Se.vla! Level Agre.ement (SIA)

SLA is a part of a service, contract where the level of service, sueh as-service-availability aod performance,
Is forma Uy defined and agreed upon between the service provider and subscriber or customer.

Set-Request

An S~ message, from a.manager to an agent to 'set the parameters o.f II net work elenient.

Slmp!e Networ'k Management Protocol (SNMP)

IntemetfICP-lP-base<! network management protocol.

Single Line Digit<!I Subscriber Llne'(SDSL)

A high data rate digital subscriber line in which 'two-way duplex communication occurs OVer a single
twisted pair.

SNMP Framewor1<

Defines a version ofSNMP and comprises subsystems and models. SNMP Frameworks arespecified for
SNMPvl, SNMPv2, nnCl.sNMPv~.

SO,urce Rol.!tlng Bridged N,etwork

A network based on.token-ring bridges, in which the source node determines the path ofrhe packet,

Spectrum Management System

In HfC link management, a system that deals with the management of RF Spectrum allocated 10 different
digital services, both intbe upstream and downstream.

Struct'ure ofManageme'n! Informallon ISMI)

Definitions for the structure of management information. It defines managed objects and their
chasacteriaics, as weU as t.be relationship between the obiects.

Swlt.ch

A device that switcbes analog and digital data.

S,ynchronous Digital Hlerarcfly (SOH)

The name used in E.urope for the d.igital hierarchy that is used In A1M network. The data role is an integral
multiple of 5 1:84 Mbps. Equivalent name in Dnited States is SONET.

SYr;Khronous Optical Network (SONET)

The name used in United States Klr the digital hierarchy (OC-n) that is used in ATM network. The basic
SONET rate (OC-3) is 155.52 Mbps and is three, times tbat of tile basic optical carrier (DC-I) of 51.84
Mbps. Equivalent term in Europe Is SDH.

Synchronous Transport Signal (STS)

The dnta rate unit of SDH (STS-n) digillli hierarchy in Europe. The dati rille is 51.84 Mbps.

System Network Architecture

rBM proprietary network architecture,

Tcpdump

A network tool to. monitor the IP packets in anetwork. A similar tool is called a sniffer.



Telecommunications Manag~ment Network '(TMN)

The management of telecommuuicarons network was developed by international Standards Organization
ils'partoflSO management. Hence, it-is strongly based on (SO network management;

Topology

A map of the unerconnectons between routers andswitches, Topology reprcsentaron is done at' the
network layer (layer 3) or the daUI link layer (layer 2).

Time Division Multiplexing (TOM)

Mode of transmission In which signals areassigned time-divided slots in multiplexing in TDM systems.

Time Division Multlple'Access (TDMA)

TDMA is normally used for carrying information from multiple stations 10 'UiCbead end. The individual
.station information is ID!lltiple)(Cd with others under-the control offhehced end.

TimeTlcks

An SNMP application-wide data type, which measures time in UMS of hundredths ofil second.

TMF814

Asrandard protocol between EMS and NMS that is specified by the TMF6rum.

Tracercute

A UNIX network tool ttl test the route to a remote device, A similar tool in Microsoft' Windows in rracert.

Traffic Engineering (TEl

Configuration of'traffic flow thet ls concerned with performance optimization of-operational networks.

Transparent Bridged Network

A network of'Etbernet-based bridges with a tree topology.

Transport Control Protocol/Internet Prot«ol CTCP/IP)

A suite of transport-layer/network-i;lyeqlrotocolsthatfcirms the basis for Internet network.

Trap

An alarm or an event generated, by a management agent and sent unsolicited to a network management
system.

Ultra Wide Band (!JWB)

A personal area network carrying information in a very high bandwidth spectrum at 3-10 GHz band that is
least impacted by noise.

Universal Serial Bus (USB)

A high data rate serial interface out of PC. USB bub multiple interfaces from a single interface.

User-based Security Model (USM)

The security subsystem speclfied in SNMPv3 lhat is basal on the traditkmal user 0301C concept.

Very High Data Rate Digital Subscriber line (VDSLI

VDSL is similar 10 ADSL Illid operates at a,very high data rate over shorter lines,

Very Small Apertur.e Terminal (VSAT)

VSAT is direct transmission to home using geosynchronoussarelljte. Ir ls more-used ti) aecessdlfflcult-to-
access remote sites and back-up link by service providers.

View-based Acce'ssControl Model (VACM)

Tbe access control scheme, defined in SNMP,'3 thal is more.secure and flexible than.the.simple.access
policy defined in SNMPvl.



Virtual ~N (VLAN,)

Virtwl LAN is a LAN that is based on swiicbed hub technology and enables stations to be assigned to
different LANs administrauvely. They -are not restrained by the physicalconfiguration of LAN networks,

Web-bas.edEnterpriseM.anagement (WBEM)

A projecr undertaken by Desk Top Management Task Force to bring different management systems under
one umbrella using Microsoft obiect-orenred framework, Common Informaton Module..

Wavelength Division Multiplexer (WDM)

Is multiplexing ill optical wavelength and is' identical to frequency division mukiplexing 'IIt (relatively)
lower frequencies, .lnfcrmaricn can. be transmitted over multiple wavelengths using multiple transmission
protocols.

WiFi

Commercial name fur WLAN using [BEE 802.11 aibig protocols.

WiFl Prot<!cted Access (WPA)

Enhanced seeuriiy protocol fur Wi.i'! network.

Wired·Equivalency protocol (WEP)

Early version ofsecurityprotocol forWiFi. network.

Wireless LAN

Wireless LA:N withJEEE 8O.2.llalb/g interface.

WiMax (Worldwide Int.eroperability for Microwave Access)

A common 'name for Wireless Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) using IEEE 802.16 protocol.

XMl-based Networ~ Management

A management architecture compnsing XML-based agent in devices and XM~based NMS with
communication rransported usl ng XML over HITP,
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